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1 .0 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of the Southwest Florida Shelf 
Ecosystems Study was to synthesize all field data 
(collected during the 5-year field study) and data from 
other sources in order to produce a concise, coherent 
description of the biota conditions and processes in the 
study area . This description provided MMS with the 
information necessary to allow informed 
decisionmaking for critical offshore development issues 
that fall within MMS's offshore leasing responsibilities. 
Throughout the first five years of the program, 
approximately 24 volumes (8,000 to 10,000 pages) of 
information were provided to MMS. This information, 
although critical to the program, was somewhat limited 
in value to decisionmakers because of its sheer 
volume . Consequently, the objective of the Year 6 
study was to summarize, interpret, and synthesize this 
large data set to provide detailed descriptions of the 
systems and processes on the Florida shelf, and use 
this information to assess potential impacts of offshore 
development that can be directly used for stipulations 
and guidelines for developing Florida's offshore 
resources. A further objective was to assure that all 
available data were identified and considered before 
final assessments were made, and that any differences 
or data gaps were identified before development plans 
were approved or finalized. The information 
collection task of the Year 6 study was implemented to 
meet this final objective . 

The methods used in the information collection effort 
and a copy of the bibliography that resulted from this 
effort are presented in this volume . The synthesis 
methods and the results of the synthesis effort are 
described in Volumes I (Executive Summary) and II 
(Synthesis Report). 

An Information Collection Plan was designed to 
ensure that relevant information was collected in an 
efficient and cost.effective manner and with the proper 
emphasis relative to the overall goals of the program. 

This plan, the information sources, topics, a 
description of the Annotated Information System, and 
National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) data 
submission procedures are discussed in the following 
sections. 

20 INFORMATION COLLECTION PLAN 

An inherent problem in any information collection 
effort is the tendency for that effort to get out of 
control, resulting in the depletion of available funds 
and yet not meet the original program goals. To avoid 
this problem, an Information Collection Plan was 

devised . The first phase of this plan was to conduct a 
Program Initiation Workshop where the Principal 
Investigators, as well as representatives from the 
Minerals Management Service (MMS), U .S . Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS), National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS), and the Florida Governor's Office, 
met to present and discuss possible valued ecosystem 
components (VECs) which would define the various 
conceptual submodels. "Il~e VECs chosen by the 
attendees of this meeting also were used to direct the 
information collection effort . 

The next step of the Information Collection Plan was 
to determine the limits for information collection . 
Spatial, temporal, and topical limits were used to 
control information collection . The spatial or 
geographic limits were varied, depending on the topic . 
The geographic limits for meteorology or physical 
oceanography delineated a larger area than she limits 
for biology or geology, for example . The geographic 
limits for this program were set as follows : 

Biology, fisheries/sociceconomics, and 
geology--Seaward from the west coast of 
Florida (excluding estuaries such as 
Charlotte Harbor) to the 200-m isobath 
and from 27°N latitude to just below the 
Florida Keys (approximate latitude--
24'30"N) ; 

2 . Meteorology, physical oceanography, and 
chemical oceanography--From a line lying 
as far inland as 20 km (in the case of 
meteorology) to longitude 85 ° W and from 
latitude 27'N to an approximate latitude 
of 24°30'N . 

Because the biological communities in a specific region 
were being described, the limits for biology (as well as 
for fisheries/ sociceconomics and geology) were more 
specific and delineated a smaller area . The limits for 
physicochemical and meteorological information. 
however, delineated a larger and less specific area. 
This is because certain physical phenomena, important 
to the biological communities, must be examined on 
scales at which these phenomena exist (e .g ., Loop 
Current eddies). 

The geographic limits, however, had to have some 
flexibility because strict adherence to them could have 
resulted in data gaps critical to synthesis. For 
example, descriptions of unique biological communities 
exist for the study area [e .g., the MMS reports for 
Years 1 through 5 (Woodward Clyde Consultants, 
1983., Woodward Clyde Consultants and Continental 
Shelf Associates, Inc, 1984 ., Woodward Clyde 
Consultants and Skidaway Institute of Oceanography . 
1983; Continental Shelf Associates, Inc., 1987; 
Environmental Science and Engineering, Inc. and LGL 
Ecological Research Associates, Inc., 1985 ., and Danek 



and Lewbel, 1986)] . However, no data (other than 
laboratory tests) exist on the effects of drilling fluid 
discharges on these communities . Therefore, data 
from other locales were included, thus exceeding the 
geographic limits for certain topics . 

Temporal limits extended from the earliest available 
information to the present. The Annotated 
Information System includes information from ongoing 
projects as well . 

Topical limits were more difficult to set . Limits used 
in this study were based on the guidelines established 
by Mahadevan et al . (1984) in the preparation of their 
bibliography . These limits were that behavioral, 
morphological, or taxonomic studies of single species 
would be de-emphasized, unless these species were 
designated as VECs . Unlike Mahadevan et al . (1984), 
method descriptions were de-emphasized unless site 
specific . These topical limits precluded overloading 
the Annotated Information System with data that, 
although important, were not germane to the overall 
goals of this program . 

As the information collection continued, the necessity 
for certain special inclusions and exclusions became 
evident . The geographic limits as sec forth in the RFP, 
particularly the easternmost geographic limit (i .e ., the 
west coast of Florida), required that marine, estuarine, 
or intertidal information for certain Florida counties be 
included . These counties included : Sarasota, Lee, 
Collier, Charlotte, Monrce (which includes the 
majority of the references on Florida Bay), and the 
gulf-side references for Dade. 

Certain generic references were included because of 
their topical content and regardless of their geographic 
limits. These special inclusions included : any 
discussions of hydrocarbons in the marine environment 
(water column . sediments, and biota) . the effects of 
drilling or drilling fluids and cuttings, the effects of 
offshore oil and gas development, discussions regarding 
biological processes or communities and the physical 
processes that affect each, important pelagic fishes 
(e .g., billfishes), and reports presenting the results of 
similar studies . 

In an effort to contain the size of the Annotated 
Information System, certain topics were excluded 
unless geographically relevant, such as estuaries, 
mangroves, marshes, intertidal zones, and littoral 
zones. The exclusion of these references for all but 
the six counties (previously discussed) resulted in as 
much as 20% reduction in the size of the Annotated 
Information System . This is particularly important 
because the Annotated Information System was 
installed on a microcomputer hard-disk drive to ensure 
greater flexibility for MMS. 

An Information Collection Log was used by 
information collection personnel . The purpose of this 
log was threefold : (1) to ensure uniformity in 
collection techniques of the three contractors, (2) to 
ensure that all information chat must accompany any 
references or data for submission to the Annotated 
Information Sys:em is obtained, and (3) to enable 
personnel to enter information into the Annotated 
Information Sys:em directly from the log . 

The Information Collection Log contains the following 
information : 

1 . Author, publication date, and title ; 
2. Publication information ; 
3 . Key words; 
4 . Abstract ; 
5. Geographic location for study (including 

latitude, longitude, Marsden squares, and 
geographic place names) ; 

6 . Type and time of data collection and 
number of stations ; 

7. Availability, location, and contact (primary 
and secondary) for data ; 

8. Description of data processing methods, 
format of data, and estimate of data 
quality; and 

9 . Project personnel making contact and how 
and when contact was made . 

3.0 INFORMATION SOURCES 

Numerous databases, agencies, institutions, private 
companies, and individuals were investigated as 
potential sources of relevant information . The 
majority of the information was obtained from existing 
databases or literature, although telephone calls and 
visits to specific individuals or agencies were 
occasionally used to collect information : 

As expected, the majority of the site .specific 
information was contained in the reports authored by 
Woodward Clyde Consultants, Continental Shelf 
Associates, Inc., Environmental Science and 
Engineering, Inc., and LGL Ecological Research 
Associates, Inc. for Years I through 5 of the Southwest 
Florida Shelf Ecosystems Program. In addition to 
these reports, other publications provided relevant 
information or lists of other publications that might be 
relevant . These publications included : 

1 . Mahadevan et al (1984), 
2. Barry A. Vittor and Assoc., Inc. (1985) ; 
3. Florida Department of Administration 

(1975) ; 
4. Science Applications International Corp . 

(1986) ; 



5 . Science Applications International Corp . 
(1987) ; 

6. Alexander et al . (1977) ; 
7. Jones et al . (1973) ; 
8. The State University System of Florida 

Institute of Oceanography (1974) ; 
9. Woodward Clyde Consultants and 

Continental Shelf Associates, Inc. (1982), 
10 . Bcesch and Rabalais (1985), and 
11 . Minerals Management Service (1983). 

The basis for this project's Annotated Information 
System was the references contained in the Tuscaloosa 
Trend's bibliography provided to Environmental 
Science and Engineering, Inc. by MMS on 
microcomputer diskettes. The 1,106 references 
contained on these diskettes were transferred into the 
Annotated Information System; 657 were deleted 
because they were considered not relevant to the 
Southwest Florida Shelf Ecosystems Program. 
Although approximately 60% of the references were 
deleted, the project was saved effort and cost because 
the 449 entries retained would have required a 
considerable amount of time to enter manually into 
the Annotated Information System . 

In addition, 559 references from the Mote Marine 
Laboratory bibliography (Mahadevan et al ., 1984) were 
added to the Annotated Information System . These 
references were chosen either because they were 
topically or geographically relevant to this program . 
Many of the county-specific 
references were obtained nom this bibliography. 

The remainder of the information was obtained from 
libraries, computerized literature searches, searches of 
existing agency databases, and visits to various agencies 
and institutions . A search of the various libraries 
produced nearly 200 additional references not included 
in the previously mentioned sources. The majority of 
these references included some of the most current 
information available. 

Additional information was obtained from databases 
accessed using the Lockheed DIALOG Information 
Retrieval Service. DIALOG currently accesses more 
than 220 databases containing in excess of 110 million 
records. The databases accessed (and the number of 
"hits" using the key words gulf, Mexico, shelf are 
presented below: 

1 . AQUATIC SCIENCE ABSTRACT'S 
), 

2. BIOSIS PREVIEWS (54), 
3. CHEMICAL EXPOSURE (20), 
4. DOE ENERGY (339), 
5. ENVIROLINE (34), 
6. ENVIRONMENTAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 

7. FEDERAL RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 
(10), 

8. FLUIDEX (2), 
9. GEOARCHIVE (258), 
10 . LIFE SCIENCES COLLECTION (24), 
11 . MET/GEOASTRO ABSTRACTS (SS), 
12. NT'IS (176), 
13 . OCEANIC ABSTRACTS (159), 
14. P/E NEWS (678), 
15 . POLLUTION ABSTRACTS (15), 
16. SCISEARCH (39), 
17. SSIE CURRENT RESEARCH (31), 
18. TRIS (14), 
19. WATER RESOURCES ABSTRACTS 

(137), and 
20. ZOOLOGICAL RECORD (45) . 

Of these databases, Numbers 1, 3 . and 7'pioduced no 
hits until the key word "shelf' was excluded. 
Additional key words (e.g., environmental) were used 
to reduce the total number of hits and increase the 
level of relevance for database Numbers 4, 9, 12, and 
14 . The remainder of the database references were 
printed as offline abstracts without any additional 
manipulation . 

A special DIALOG search was conducted for 
information of the biological effects of offshore 
drilling . The key word used was "offshore drilling" . 
The choice of databases rather than key words was 
used to increase the relevance of the articles retrieved . 
These databases included : 

1. BIOSIS PREVIEWS (26), 
2. SCISEARCH (83), 
3. LIFE SCIENCES COLLECTION (13), 
4. CA SEARCH (100), and 
5. ZOOLOGICAL RECORD (6). 

If a database such as P/E NEWS had been searched 
using the key word "offshore drilling," there would 
have been a large number of hits; however, the 
relevancy of the articles would have been quite low 
(presumably emphasizing the engineering aspects of 
offshore drilling rather than the environmental 
aspects) . 

Another special DIALOG search was conducted for 
any information regarding the physical oceanography 
of the Gulf of Mexico. No geographic restraint was 
placed on the search other than it be limited to articles 
on the Gulf of Mexico. The key words used to 
conduct this search included: physical, oceanography, 
currents, waves, hurricane, density, loop, current, tides, 
and inertial . A search of the five most relevant 
databases (OCEANIC ABSTRACTS, NTIS, 
MET/GEOASTRO ABSTRACT'S, DISSERTATION 
ABSTRACTS, and CONFERENCE PAPERS) yielded 
a total of 434 hits. A number of these articles were 
duplicated among these databases. 



Computer or manual searches of various existing 
agency databases were conducted . The agencies 
included : 

1 . NODC; 
2. National Climatic Data Center (NCDC); 
3. National Geophysical Data Center 

(NGDC), and 
4. U.S . Geological Survey (USGS) . 

Visits to various agencies, institutions, and private 
companies or organizations were conducted to obtain 
information not available from the previously 
described sources . These included : 

1 . U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
2. Minerals Management Service, 
3 . NOAH Atlantic Oceanographic and 

Meteorological Laboratories, 
4. NOAA/NMFS Southeast Fisheries Center, 
5. NOAA/NESDIS, 
6. U.S . National Park Service, 
7 . U.S . Geological Survey, 
8. Florida Department of Natural Resources, 
9. Florida Institute of Oceanography, 
10. University of South Florida, 
11 . Florida Department of Environmental 

Regulation, 
12. Florida State University, 
13 . University of Florida, 
14. University of Miami, and 
15 . Mote Marine Laboratory . 

4.0 INFORMATION TOPICS 

To meet the goals of this program, numerous data 
types or topics had to be synthesized . These data 
types included physical, geological, chemical, biological, 
aid socioeconomic . The actual synthesis of 
information required slight differences in the 
delineation of categories to ensure goals were met. 
For information collection, the categories described 
previously were sufficient; discussions of each follow . 

Physical Data 
These data included meteorology, hydrography, and 
dynamic processes (atmospheric and marine 
phenomena) . Specifically, meteorological data 
consisted of winds, temperature, barometric pressure, 
solar radiation, relative humidity, precipitation, and 
any other parameter considered essential for 
information synthesis. Hydrographic data included 
salinity, temperature, density, water transmissivity (e .g ., 
depth of photic zone), and any other physical data 
germane to this program. The dynamic processes, 
both atmospheric and marine phenomena, included 
weather systems, winds, front propagation, storms, 

waves, ocean currents, upwellings, and dispersive and 
diffusive processes . Particular emphasis was placed on 
relatively short-time-scale phenomena such as Loop 
Current boundary perturbations and hurricanes . 
Although these last two phenomena occur on a 
relatively short time scale in the study area, each can 
cause perturbations of considerable magnitude in the 
environment. 

Chemical Data 
These data included the dissolved gases (particularly 
oxygen), nutrients, yellow substance (Gelbstoff), trace 
and heavy metals, hydrocarbons, and other 
contaminants . In addition, chlorophyll and primary 
productivity data were collected, even though these 
data may be more properly considered biological . 
Chemical data for the atmosphere, water column, 
sediments, and biota were obtained . 

Geological Data 
Information topics included surface and subsurface 
geological features, the geologic history of the west 
Florida shelf, surficial sediment composition (grain 
size, percent carbonate, mineralogy, trace and heavy 
metals, hydrocarbon concentrations, ecc.), and 
sediment dynamics (resuspension, bed load transport, 
etc .) . The majority of the information specific co the 
study area was collected during the Years 1 through 5 
investigations and, therefore, was readily accessible to 
the project team. Additional collections focused 
primarily on data that were useful for interpretation of 
benthic biological data and prediction of impacts 
related to oil and gas exploration and development--
including information concerning spatial distribution 
patterns of different substrate types, dynamics of 
unconsolidated sediments, and sediment trace metals 
and hydrocarbon concentrations . 

Biological Data 
Topics for biological data collection included (1) 
benchic communities (lofatioa, epiflora, sessile 
epifauna, motile epifauna, and demersal fishes), (2) 
populations of commercially or economically important 
species (principal biota . many of which were 
designated VECs), (3) biologically sensitive areas, (4) 
finfish (including pelagic species) and shellfish 
populations . (5) endangered species, and (6) short-
term biological phenomena (e.g., red tides) . Benthic 
biological data collection focused on spatial and 
seasonal patterns of species composition, abundance, 
and diversity, and relationships to environmental 
variables . Topics such as substrate affinities, trophic 
relationships, and sensitivity/tolerance to 
sedimentation--important factors through which oil and 
gas exploration and development impacts are likely to 
be mediated--received special attention during the 
collection process. Data concerning population 
locations of commercially or ecologically important 
species were compiled . These principal biota included 
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major finfish and shellfish species harvested in the area 
as well as key habitat formers such as agariciid corals 
and seagrasses . Literature and data on locations of 
population centers and important habitat areas such as 
spawning or nursery grounds were identified for the 
key fish and shellfish species. Information concerning 
endangered or threatened species and critical habitats 
(e.g., nesting areas or migration routes) in and near 
the study area were compiled. Short-term biological 
phenomena, such as dinoflagellate blooms that are 
responsible for red tides, also were investigated . 
Records of total or near-total defaunation of reef 
communities have been reported following particularly 
intense red tides . The effects of these natural disasters 
(red tides, hurricanes, ecc .) must be considered when 
discussing biological and physical processes on the 
southwest Florida shelf. 

Socioeconomic Data 
Information collection focused on fish and shellfish 
resources in relation to local economies. The most 
recent catch statistics available for southwest Florida 
coastal counties were compiled in terms of poundage 
and dollar values for major species landed . Data 
concerning locations and relative importance to focal 
economies of major harvest areas in and near the 
study area were collected. 

5.0 ANNOTATED INFORMATION SYSTEM 

MMS required a system that could contain all 
available information collected during the data and 
literature search . This system must have the capability 
to : 

1 . Sort by key words, words in title, author, 
sampling location, and source ; 

2 . Print out entire reference list as sorted 
above ; 

3. Print out only references that fit a series 
of criteria ; 

4. Count number of references that fit a 
series of criteria before printing them out; 
and 

5. Have the ability to update . 

Several existing formats for the database and 
manipulative programs, as well as the efficacy of 
developing a new format and manipulative program, 
were examined . Quantus, Inc., the Barry Vittor and 
Associates' subcontractor responsible for the 
Tuscaloosa Trend bibliography, was contacted to 
determine precisely which system thy were using and 
whether it could be adapted to this project, thereby 
unifying two MMS databases. Quantus, Inc., had a 
database, but did not have a manipulative program 
(Farmer, 1985, personal communication) . Because at 

that time MMS did not know which type of computer 
(microcomputer, minicomputer, or mainframe 
computer, onto which the system would be installed, 
Quantus Inc., had not developed specific software for 
MMS. During the interim period, Quantus, Inc ., was 
using DBASE III to manipulate the database . 

It was further determined that Quantus, Inc ., was using 
the FAMULUS format. This format, part of the 
FAMULUS system, was developed in the 1960s and is 
still widely used by government agencies. FAMULUS 
(the program and format) was designed to process 
personal reference collections maintained by 
researchers . Nevertheless, its basic structure renders it 
suitable for a large number of other applications ; for 
this purpose, FAMULUS can be regarded as a 
general-purpose text-handling system . FAMULUS will 
maintain many types of information files which can be 
broken into units or records with subcategories or 
fields that can be identified . The record may have up 
to 10 distinct fields . In bibliographic files, the citation 
is the record, and fields are used for author, date, title, 
key words, abstracts, etc . The FAMULUS format 
requires that a record consist of 4,000 characters, 
regardless of the number of fields or actual characters 
required . Any unused characters become blanks . 

FAMULUS was designed for minicomputers and had 
considerable power with respect to update capabilities, 
etc. Unfortunately, no program code could be located 
for FAMULUS. It is probable chat FAMULUS 
cannot be adapted to a microcomputer . Because 
MMS had not specified the type of computer, the 
decision was made to model she Southwest Florida 
Shelf Ecosystems Program's information system after 
the one designed for the Tuscaloosa Trend. 
Therefore, although the FAMULUS format was 
chosen as the format for the database, a manipulative 
program compatible with a microcomputer was chosen . 
A microcomputer system was chosen because the 
hardware and software are less expensive than the 
hardware and software for a minicomputer or 
mainframe computer . For example, the cost for an 
off-the-shelf database program for a microcomputer is 
approximately $600, whereas the cost for similar 
software for a minicomputer would have been 
approximately $20,000 . Existing software was chosen 
rather than attempting to develop software specific to 
this project . Mote Marine Laboratory had developed 
a microcomputer program for their bibliography 
(Mahadevan et al ., 1984) . The cost for this program, 
according to Mahadevan (1986, personal 
communication), was considerably more than 
anticipated (in the tens of thousands of dollars). 
Therefore, the decision was made to use off-the-shelf 
software instead of developing software specifically for 
the Southwest Florida Shelf Ecosystems Program . 

After evaluating various available database 
manipulative programs, it was decided to use PCINFO 



rather than DBASE III . PCINFO was one of the few 
microcomputer data management systems capable of 
manipulating databases and records the size required 
by this project and the FAMULUS format, 
respectively . In addition, PCINFO was considered 
more user friendly because it could be modified to use 
a variety of menus to guide the user through the 
system . Although PCINFO meets the minimum 
requirements of this project, improvements could be 
made. The edit features are cumbersome using this, 
or any microcomputer, database software . The 
problem results from the large size of the database (in 
excess of 6 megabytes) and the record size as dictated 
by the FAMULUS format (4,000 characters) . These 
problems could be circumvented on a minicomputer or 
mainframe computer; this however, would have 
resulted in MMS purchasing expensive software and 
hardware . Therefore, the approach was considered 
the most cost-effective compromise . Although the 
system is somewhat awkward, it is reasonably 
inexpensive, and hardware in the form of drives and 
microcomputers was readily available . 

The Annotated Information System currently consists 
of the database (in FAMULUS format), a modified 
menu-driven version of PCINFO, and a Seagate 20-
megabyte external hard disk drive . This system was 
transferred to MMS where it can be connected with 
any compatible microcomputer . 

The system's current capabilities include: 

1 . Addition of new records; 
2. Deletion of unwanted records; 
3. Editing of existing records; 
4. Searching by accession number, author, 

date, and key word;, 
5 . Sorting alphabetically by author or 

numerically by accession number ; and 
6. Printing of all or selected records in brief 

or extended format . 

New records are added through manual keyboard 
entry. Deletion is accomplished using known accession 
numbers; however, this is a slow process because the 
system resorts the entire database after each deletion . 
The edit feature, as mentioned previously, is the most 
cumbersome . Currently, editing consists of reentering 
entire lines within a field. The program as it exists 
cannot perform editing like a word processor (e .g., 
single deletions, insertions, type-avers, text moving, 
etc.) . The search option provides considerable 
flexibility with regard to the fields chosen to search 
and the format of key words. The maximum number 
of key words allowed is 15 . The key words currently 
being used in the key word field of the system are 
presented in Table 5.1 . After the search has been 
completed, the system will print out each record on a 
separate page (in the extended format) or four records 
per page in the brief format . 

6.0 NODC SUIINIISSIONS AND DATA 
MANAGEMENT 

Data management and submission of relevant data to 
NODC were included as part of the Information 
Collection Task . This sub-task involved identification, 
evaluation, and procurement of data sets (provided 
that the data were amenable to conversion to NODC 
format) . This criterion for submission to NODC was 
established to ensure that this subtask did not exhaust 
the budget for the entire project . 

Potential data sets were identified from several 
sources, including the articles already contained in the 
Annotated Information System, the existing "Report of 
Observations/Samples Collected by Oceanographic 
Programs (ROSCOP) Second Edition" forms listed in 
Ralph Childers Associates (1984), and interviews 
conducted either in person or via telephone . 
Information collection personnel, using the 
Information Collection Log described previously, 
attempted to obtain the all of the following 
data.specific information : 

l . Geographic location (in the form of 
latitude/longitude, place names, NEDRES 
codes, Marsden Squares), 

2. Data type, 
3. Sampling methods, 
4. Number of stations, 
5 . Earliest and latest or completion date of 

sampling, 
6. Sampling frequency . 
7. Data availability (nonproprietary, 

proprietary, primary and secondary contact 
name, address, and telephone number), 

8. Data processing and analysis methods, 
9. Data quality estimate, and 
10. Data format or products. 
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Table 5.1 Southwest Florida Shelf Ecosystems Program keyword list . 

ABUNDANCE 
AERIAL SURVEY 
AGARGA 
AIR PRESSURE 
AIR TEMPERATURE 
ALGAE 
ALGAL NODULE 
ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS 
ALKALINITY 
ALLIGATOR 
AMINO ACIDS 
AMMONIA 
ANADYOMENE 
ANCHOR DAMAGE 
ANNELIDA 
ANNELID 
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS 
ARTHROPOD 
ARTHROPODA 
ARTIFICIAL HABITAT 
ARTIFICIAL REEF 
ASSEMBLAGE 
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION 
ATP 
AYES 
BACTERIA 
BARIUM 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE 
BARRIER ISLAND 
BASELINE STUDY 
BATHYMETRY 
BAY 
BED FORM 
BEHAVIOR 
BEHAVIORAL 
BENTHIC 
BENTHIC COMMUNITY 
BENTHIC FAUNA 
BENTHIC FLORA 
BENTHOS 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
BILLFISH 
BIOACCUMULATION 
BIOASSAY 
BIOGEOGRAPHY 
BIOLOGICAL 

BIOLOGY 
BIOMAGNIEICATION 
BIOMASS 
BIOTA 
BIRD 
BLUE CRAB 
BOAT 
BOD 
BOTANY 
BOTTOM CURRENT 
BOTTOM PRESSURE 
BOTTOM SEDIMENT 
BREEDING 
BREEDING CYCLE 
BROWN SHRIMP 
CADMIUM 
CALCIUM 
CALCIUM CARBONATE 
CALICO SCALLOP 
CALORIC CONTENT 
CARBOHYDRATES 
CARBON 
CARBON-14 
CARBONATE 
CAROTENOIDS 
CATCH STATISTICS 
CETACEA 
CETACEAN 
CHARLOTTE 
CHEMICAL 
CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
CHEMISTRY 
CHLORINE COMPOUNDS 
CHLOROPHYLL 
CHROMIUM 
CHRONOLOGY 
CIRCULATION 
CLAY MINERALOGY 
CLIMATIC DATA 
CLJMATOLAGY 
COASTAL 
COASTAL MORPHOLOGY 
COASTAL RESOURCE 
COASTAL WATER 
COASTAL ZONE 
COELENTERATE 

COLLIER 
COLONIZATION 
COMh1ENSA1, 
COMMERCIAL FISHERY 
COMMUNITY 
COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 
CONTINENTAL MARGIN 
CONTINENTAL SHELF 
CONTINENTAL SLOPE 
COPPER 
CORAL 
CORALLINE 
CRAB 
CRINOID 
CRUDE OIL 
CRUSI'ACEA 
CRUSTACEAN 
CURRENTS 
CUTTING 
DADE 
DECAPOD 
DECAPODA 
DEFAUNATION 
DEMERSAL FISH 
DEPOSITION 
DEPTH 
DETRITUS 
DEVELOPMENT 
DIAPIR 
DISASCER 
DISEASE 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
DISTRIBUTION 
DIVERSITY 
DO 
DOLPHIN 
DREDGE SPOIL 
DREDGING 
DRIFT ALGAE 
DRIFT BOTTLE 
DRIFT CURRENTS 
DRIFT MEASUREMENT 
DRIFT PATTERN 
DRILL CUTTING 
DRILLING 
DRILLING FLUID 



DRILLING IMPACT FOOD CHAIN ICHTHYOFAUNA 
DRILLING MUD FOOD HABIT ICHTHYOPL ANKTON 
DRILLING PLATFORM FORAMINIFERA INDUSTRY 
DRILLING RIG FORECASTING INFAUNA 
DYNAMIC HEIGHT FORMATION WATER 1NFAUNAL 
ECHINODERM FOULING iNFAUNAL COMMUNITY 
ECHINODERMATA FOULING ORGANISM INFECTIOUS DISEASE 
ECOLOGICAL FRACTURE PATTERN INFRARED IMAGERY 
ECOLOGY GAS INORGANIC COMPOUND 
ECONOMICS GEOCHEMICAL INTERNAL WAVE 
ECOSYSTEM GEOCHEMISTRY 1N'I'ERTIDAL 
EDDY GEOGRAPHIC INTRUSION 
EDDY FORMATION GEOGRAPHICAL INVERTEBRATA 
EDDY INTRUSION GEOGRAPHY INVERTEBRATE 
EH GEOLOGIC HISTORY INVERTEBRATE LARVAE 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE IRON 
ENDANGERED SPECIES GEOLOGICAL. 1RRADIANCE 
ENERGY FLUX GEOLOGY ISOTOPE RATIO 
ENGINEERING GEOMORPHOLOGY JUVENILE 
EPIBIOTA GEOPHYSICAL KAOLINITE 
EPIFAUNA GEOSYNCLINE KING MACKEREL 
EPIFLORr1 GEOTHERMAL LAND-SEA BREEZES 
EROSION GLOBAL RADIATION LANDINGS (POUNDS) 
ESTUARY GORGONIAN LANDINGS (VALUE) 
EUSCATIC CHANGE GRAIN SIZE 1rANDSAT 
EVAPORATION GRASSBED LARVAE 
EVOLUTION GROUPER LARVAL 
EXPLORATION GROWTH LARVAL DEVELOPMENT 
FATTY ACID GYRAL LATITUDE 
FAULT GYRE LATITUDINAL 
FAUNA HABITAT LEAD 
FECUNDITY HEAT BUDGET LEE 
FEEDING HABIT HEAT STORAGE LENGTH 
FISH HEAVY METAL LIFE CYCLE 
FISH ATTRACTION HEAVY MINERAL LIFE HISTORY 
FISH CATCH HERBICIDE LIGHT 
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FISH HARVESTING HISTOLOGY LIGHT EXTINCTION 
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FISHERY STATISTICS HURRICANE DAMAGE MACROFAUNA 
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FISHING EFFORT HYDROGRr1PHIC MAFIA 
FISHING GEAR HYDROGRAPHY MAGNESIUM 
FISHING GROUND HYDROID MAMMAL 
FISHING INDUSTRY HYDROLOGICAL MAMMAL,IA 
FISHING PRESSURE HYDROLOGY MANAGEMENT 
FLATFISH HYDROZAA MANATEE 
FLORA HYPOXIA MANGANESE 



MARICULTURE 
MARINE 
MARSH 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
MEIOFAUNA 
MERCURY 
METABOLISM 
METAL 
METEOROLOGICAL 
METEOROLOGY 
MICROFAUNA 
MIGRATION 
MIGRATORY PATTERN 
MINERAL 
MINERAL RESOURCE 
MINERALOGY 
MODEL 
MODIFICATION 
MOLLUSC 
MOLLUSCA 
MOLLUSCAN 
MOLLUSK 
MONITORING 
MONROE 
MOM'MORILLONITE 
MORPHOLOGY 
MORTALITY 
MUD 
MULLET 
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 
NEARSHORE 
NEKTON 
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NESTING 
NEUSTON 
NICKEL 
NITRATE 
NITRITE 
NITROGEN 
NUMERICAL MODEL 
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NUTRIENT 
OCEANOGRAPHIC 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
OCS 
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OFFSHORE 
OFFSHORE DRILLING 
OFFSHORE EXPLORATION 
OFFSHORE LEASE 
OFFSHORE MINERALS 
OFFSHORE PLATFORM 
OFFSHORE WATER 
OIL 

OIL AND GAS 
OIL EXPLORATION 
OIL INDUSTRY 
OIL RESIDUE 
OIL SLICK 
OIL SPILL 
OIL TRANSPORT 
OIL WELL 
OPERATIONS 
ORGANIC CARBON 
ORTHOPHOSPHATE 
OXYGEN 
OYSTER FISHERY 
OYSTER 
PALEOZOIC 
PARASITE 
PATHOLOGY 
PCB 
PELAGIC FISH 
PELECYPOD 
PELECYPODA 
PESTICIDE 
PETROLEUM 
PET HYDROCARBON 
PH 
PHENOLOGY 
PHOSPHATE 
PHOSPHORUS 
PHOTODOCUMENTATION 
PHOTOGRAPH 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
PHTHALATE 
PHYSICAL 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
PHYSICAL PROCESS 
PHYSICAL PROPERTY 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 
PHYSIOLOGICAL 
PHYSIOLOGY 
PHYTOPLANKTON 
PIGMENT 
PINK SHRIMP 
PINMPED 
PIPELINE 
PLANKTON 
PLANKTON BLOOM 
PLATE TECTONICS 
PLEISTOCENE 
POLLUTANT 
POLLUTION 
POLLUTION CONTROL 
POLLUTION DISTRIBUTION 
POLYCHAETA 
POLYCHAETE 

POPULATION 
POPULATION COMPOSITION 
POPULATION DENSITY 
POPULATION DYNAMICS 
PORIFERA 
PORIFERr1N 
PORPOISE 
PORT 
POTASSIUM 
PRECAMBRIAN 
PRECIPITATION 
PREDATION 
PREHISTORIC 
PRESSURE 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
PRODUCED WATER 
PRODUCTION 
PRODUCTION WATER 
PRODUCTIVITY 
PROTEIN 
PURSE SEWER 
QUATERNARY 
RADIOMETER 
RATE 
RECREATION 
RECREATIONAL REACH 
RECREATIONAL FISHERY 
RECREATIONAL FISHING 
RECRUITMENT 
RED TIDE 
REDFISH 
REDOX 
REEF 
REEFF7SH 
REHABILITATION 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
REMOTE SENSING 
REPRODUCTION 
REPRODUCTIVE 
REPTILIA 
RESERVE 
RESOURCE 
RESPIRATION RATE 
RICHNESS 
RIVER DISCHARGE 
ROCK SHRIMP 
SALINITY 
SARASOTA 
SATELLITE 
SCLERACTIMA 
SCL,ERACI'1N1AN 
SCYPH07AA 
SEA LEVEL 



SEA SLATE 
SEA TROUT 
SEA WHIP 
SEABIRD 
SEAFOOD 
SEAGRASS 
SEAGRASS COMMUNITY 
SEASAT 
SEASON 
SEASONAL 
SEASONAL VARIATION 
SEASONAL,ITY 
SEASONALLY 
SECCHI DISC 
SEDIMENT 
SEDIMENT ANALYSIS 
SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION 
SEDIMENT FACIES 
SEDIMENT GRAIN SIZE 
SEDIMENT STRUCTURE 
SEDIMENT TEXTURE 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
SEDIMENTARY DEPOSIT 
SEDIMENTATION 
SEDIMENTOLOGY 
SEISMIC 
SEISMIC REFLECTION 
SHARK 
SHELLFISH 
SHIPWRECK 
SHRIMP 
SHRIMP FISHERY 
SIDE SCAN SONAR 
SILICATE 
SIZE 
SNAPPER 
SNOOK 
SOCIOECONOMIC 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOURCE 
SPANISH MACKEREL 
SPAWNING 
SPAWNING AREA 
SPECIES COMPOSITION 
SPECIES DIFFERENTIATION 
SPECIES LIST 
SPINY LOBSTER 
SPONGE 
SPORT FISHERY 
SPORT FISHING 
STANDING CROP 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
STATISTICS 
STONE CRAB 

STORM 
STORM EVENT 
STORM SURGE 
Sf RATIG RAPHY 
STRESS 
STRESSED 
STRUCTURE 
SUBMARINE 
SUBSTRATE 
SULFATE 
SURF ZONE 
SURFACE CURRENT 
SURVEY 
SUSPENDED 
SWFLA 
SYSTEMATIC 
TAGGING 
TAR 
TAXONOMY 
TECTONIC 
TEMPERATURE 
TEMPERATURE ANOMALY 
TIDAL 
TIDE 
TOPOGRAPHIC 
TOPOGRAPHY 
TOURISM 
TOXICOLOGY 
TRACE ELEMENT 
TRACE METAL 
TRANSPORT 
TRANSPORTATION 
TRAWL FISHERY 
TROPICAL STORM 
TUMOR 
TURBIDITY 
TURTLE 
UPWELLING 
UREA 
VANADIUM 
VERTEBRATA 
VERTEBRATE 
VITAMIN 
WATER BUDGET 
WATER COLUMN 
WATER LEVEL 
WATER MASS 
WATER MOVEMENT 
WATER POLLUTION 
WATER QUALITY 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
WAVE 
WAVE AMPLITUDE 
WAVE ENERGY 

WAVE HEIGHT 
WAVE LENGTH 
WAVE PERIOD 
WAVE PRESSURE 
WAV13 SPEED 
WEA:'HER 
WEIGHT 
WETLAND 
WHSLE 
WHITE GRUNT 
WILDLIFE 
WIND 
WIND DIRECTION 
WIND DRIFT CURRENT 
WIND FORCE 
WIND SPEED 
WIND STRESS 
ZINC 
ZAOGEOGRAPHY 
ZOOLOGY 
ZOOPLANKTON 
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If this information could be obtained, it was appended 
to the existing article, if one existed . If no article 
existed, this information, as well as the principal 
investigator (author), current date (date), brief 
description of data type and sampling location (citation 
or title), a more detailed description of the same 
(abstract), and key words, was to be entered into the 
Annotated Information System in a manner similar to 
an article . 

Based on the information obtained about a specific 
data set, the Data and the Program Managers, were to 
decide the level of effort (no action, ROSCOP 
submission only . or data submission) to be expended in 
submitting these data or a record of these data to 
NODC. A ROSCOP form identifies the study, 
geographic location, all data types and their status and 
disposition, and whom to query for more information 
on the data . Consequently, anyone searching the 
NODC system will learn that the data exist and will be 
told whom to contact to obtain the data or further 
information . 

If the data could be obtained in a computer-
compatible form (i .e ., tape, disk, or cards), the data 
were to be reformatted (i .e ., put into appropriate form 
with required headers and descriptions) to NODC 
format. A Data Documentation Form (DDF) was 
supposed to accompany any data submission. The 
DDF provides NODC and other users with required 
ancillary information that increases the utility of the 
data submitted. The information contained in a DDF 
includes : originator identification (project title, names, 
addresses, sampling time and location, and 
disposition), scientific content (data field, units, 
sampling methods, analytical methods, and data 
processing techniques), data format (record types, file 
organization, and precise data format), record format, 
and instrument calibration (calibration dates, 
organization providing calibration services, and 
calibration schedule). 

Prior to submitting any data (accompanied by a DDF), 
an NESDIS data submission agreement must be 
prepared. "Ibis agreement is a letter drafted by the 
ESE Data Manager specifying data types (e .g., 
Eulerian current data). NODC File Types (e .g ., File 
Type 015--Eulerian Currents), a statement agreeing to 
submit the data in NODC format (as specified by file 
type), an agreement to submit a test tape, and an 
agreement to submit a DDF with all data submitted to 
NODC. This draft letter is sent to NODC where the 
letter is reviewed, additional conditions are appended, 
and the letter is signed by the NODC Director and 
returned to ESE for the Program Manager's signature. 
"Ibis letter establishes an agreement between ESE and 
N0DC for all subsequent data submissions. 

Any data not in computer.compatible form were not 
supposed to be digitized to make them computer 

compatible . The approach of submitting ROSCOP 
forms for all located data sets and submitting only 
data that were computer compatible was considered 
the most cost-effective approach . It ensured that 
future investigators would be aware of data available 
in the study area, but would keep the project costs 
within the limits of the 
budget . 

7.0 SUMMARY 

Numerous relevant publications and a few unpublished 
limited data sets were located during information 
collection . As previously discussed, this information 
was used extensively by the project's Principal 
Investigators in the synthesis of southwest Florida shelf 
ecosystems data . In this respect, the information 
collection task was very successful . Nevertheless, 
because resources were limited, priorities had to be 
established . These priorities were (in decreasing 
order) as follows : (1) assimilation of all available 
information, (2) synthesis of these data, (3) 
preparation of a report that provided a comprehensive 
physical and biological description of southwest Florida 
shelf ecosystems. (4) development of an annotated 
information systems, and (5) NODC submissions. In 
reality Items I, 2 and 3 all had the same high priority, 
therefore, these tasks were completed first and 
required the majority of the project's resources . 

As previously discussed, an annotated bibliographic 
system was completed . Because of hardware and 
software limitations, the system is somewhat 
cumbersome to use . Nevertheless, this system does 
meet the requirements of MMS and is readily usable . 
Recently, another microcomputer program (TEAM-
UP) has been identified that appears to be more 
powerful than PCINFO . Although it is beyond the 
scope of this project, MbiS may wish to eventually 
consider converting their annotated bibliography to this 
system . 

The submission of data to NODC was the least 
successful . This was due, in part, to the limited 
resources; however, the primary reason was the 
difficulty in locating the original data sets . Very 
quickly, information collection personnel found that 
even the task of locating the researchers was very tim 
consuming . Frequently, particularly with older data 
sets, the researcher had moved, retired or passed 
away . Even if the original researcher could be located, 
rarely could he or she provide the information 
necessary to complete a ROSCOP form . In addition, 
the disposition of the data, its format, and whether the 
data had been submitted to NODC were unknown. If 
data were located, usually they existed on log sheets 
only . 
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Based on this experience, the project team does not 
recommend that valuable project resources be 
expended in such efforts . The benefit-to-cost ratio is 
law . Project resources ar probably better used in 
locating information and then using this information in 
a comprehensive and detailed synthesis . With respect 
to NODC submissions, it is recommended that all 
future federally funded oceanographic work require 
NODC submission of any data collected . 
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9.0 ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

This document represents a hard copy of the contents 
of the Annotated Information System contained on a 
microcomputer and associated hard disk system 
currently installed at the MMS Gulf of Mexico 
Regional Office located in New Orleans, Louisiana. 
The purpose of this Annotated Information System 
(Annotated Bibliography) is to provide MMS with a 
working tool for cataloging information on the 
oceanography of the Gulf of Mexico . This system and 
document are designed primarily for in-house MMS 
use and not for general distribution to the public . 
Nevertheless, a limited number of copies of this 
document are available for distribution through NTIS . 

Because this hard copy of the Annotated Bibliography 
is an in-house document it does not follow, nor is it 
required to follow, the standard MMS format . 
Because of the shortcomings inherent in this 
microcomputer system (primarily the software and the 
FAMULUS format), text is truncated in all fields. 
This results in atypical and unhyphenated word splits. 
"Ibis was considered acceptable in light of the system's 
primarily in-house use. 
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ACC 866 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1970 
ABELE, LG. ; 
THE MARINE DECAPOD CRUSTACEA OF THE 
NORTHEASTERN GULF OF ME)GCO 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY. TALLAHASSEE, FL 136 PP 

KEYWORD: decapoda, benthic fauna, salinity 

ABSTRACT : Between September, 1966 and August, 
1968 a survey of decapod crustacea in the Destin-
Panama City area was undertaken . Specimens were 
taken by various methods, returned to the laboratory, 
measured and preserved key for all specimens taken was 
constructed. Temperatures and depth data were taken at 
all stations . 

ACC 2051 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
Al3ELE, LG . ; 
SPECIES DIVERSITY OF DECAPOD 
CRUSTACEANS 1N MARINE HABITATS 

BIBL ECOLOGY 55:156-161 . 

KEYWORD : diversity, decapod, crustacean, salinity, 
habitat, temperature, tide 

ABSTRACT: Species diversities of decnpoci 
crustaceans were compared to various abiotic 
parameters. The numbers of species were found to be 
little affected by temperature range, salinity range, or 
tidal exposure . The number of substrates was 
determined to be the most important factor in 
determining the number of species present, probably 
because each species can make differential use of each 
substrate . Latitude and longitude did not influence the 
numbers of decapod species within habitats. For ten 
marine habitats, the numbers of species of decapod 
crustaceans were as follows: temperate sandy beach (8) ; 
tropical sandy beach (7); tropical sand mud beach (16); 
temperate Spartina marsh (14) ; tropical Rhizophora 

mangroves (17,20) ; temperate man-made jetties (34) ; 
tropical Pocillopora coral (55); and tropical rocky 
intertidal zones (67,8) . 

ACC 48; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
ADAMS, C E. ; WELLS, J.T. ; COLEMAN, J.M . ; 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT ON THE CENTRAL 
LOUISIANA CONTINENTAL SHELF: 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPING 
ATCHAFALAYA RIVER DELTA 

BIBL CONTRIB . MAR. SCI . 25 :133-148. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, currents, geology, 
hyJrography, physical process, 
sediment transport 

ABSTRACT: Near-bottom current velocity 
measurements made at a continental shelf site off the 
central Louisiana coast over a 4 I2-month period form 
the bases for an analysis o[ sediment transport in the 
benthic boundary layer. The winter flow field is 
represented by a tidally dominated regime superimposed 
on a slow wind-driven westward drift. Mean westerly now 
frequently is interrupted by brief periods of intense 
eastward flow resulting from the passage of continental 
cyclonic storms . Cross-shelf flow is conspicuous 
throughout the data record . Bottom shear stress 
calculated from the quadratic relationship was high 
enough on eight separate occasions to resuspend the 
coarsest material (very fine sand) found al the study site . 
The presence of quantities of suspended sand in the 
water column during the periods of high bottom stress 
was indicated also by an analysis of the logarithmic layer 
near the bottom. Predominance of eastward 
displacements during the periods when bottom stress is 
high enough to cause resuspension of the sand-sized 
sediments together with small quantities o( sibs and clays, 
suggests that said-sized material is moved selectively 
eastward and offshore, while the liner sediments are 
moved downcurrenl with the mean flow . As Atchatalaya 
Bay continues to fill and Atcliafalaya River sediment is 
carried out onto the continental shelf, much of the 
coarser material should remain in the immediate vicinity 
of the delta, from, and perhaps move to the southeast 

and thus tend to skew the coarser size components of the 
advancing delta in that direction. 

ACC 1099; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
ADAMS, J.K . ; 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PI-IYT'OPL4NKTON 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY AND RELATED 
PARAMETERS IN TWO NORTHWEST FLORIDA 
ESTUARINE BAYOUS. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OE WEST 
FLORIDA, PGNSACOLA, FL 52 PP. 

KEYWORD: ammonia, chlorophyll, dissolved 
oxygen, nitrate, orthophosphate 

AI3S"1'IZACf: Environmental Parameters were 
monitored weekly are 3 stations in Mulatto Bayou and 
Catfish Basin, Pensacola Bay, Florida, in an effort to 
describe and compare the two systems with respect to 
their phytoplankton primary productivity . The study was 
conducted between July, 1971 and June, 1972. 

ACC 347 ; "TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
AHRENHOIZ D.W. ; 
RECRUITMENT AND E?rLOITATION OF GULF 
MENHADEN, BREVOORTIA PATRONUS. 

BIBL FISH . BULL 79(2):325-335 . 

KEYWORD : biology, fish tag, resource, fishery, 
fishery statistics, lisping gear, purse 
seiner 

ABSTRACT- Gulf menhaden, lirevoonia patronus, 
range along the Gulf of Mexico Coast from Cape Sable, 
Honda, to Veracruz . Mexico, and are exploited by a 
purse seine fishery from Alabama to eastern "Texas. 
Rates of exploitation. population movement, and 
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recruitment into the fishery were estimated from returns 
v! tagged juveniles and adults. 

ACC 2498; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
ALBERTSON, H.D. ; 
A COMPARISON OF THE UPPER LETHAL 
TEMPERATURES OF ANIMALS OF FIFTY 
GAMMON SPECIES FROM BISCAYNE BAY. 

BIBL MASTER'S TIiESIS . MIAMI . FL 78 P . 
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI . 

KEYWORD: Dada, temperature, invertebrate, 
salinity, stress 

ABSTRACT: Temperature tolerance experiments 
were performed on Su macroinvertebrate species from 
f3iscayne Bay, Florida . The upper lethal temperatures of 
upper littoral organisms were higher than those of lower 
littoral organisms. At low salinity values the lethal 
temperature was reduced, though at extremely low 
saliniues (less than lU o%o) the values were inconsistent . 
Optimal temperatures for growth were observed at 12-13 
degrees C below the lethal temperatures of 3 species 
studied for long term temperature effects. 

""""" 

ACC 193 ; TYPE; YEAR 1977 
ALEXANDER, J.E. ; WIIITE, T.T. ; TURGEON, K . W. ; 
BLIZZARD. A W. ; 
BASELINE MONITORING STUDIES, MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA, OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, 1975-1976. VOLUME 1. EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY. 

DIE3L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, U.C. I3LM/ST.78/30. 62 P 

ACC 194 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
ALEXANDER, J.E. ; WHITE, T.T. ; TURGEON, K . W. ; 
BLIZZARD, AW. ; 
BASELINE MONITORING STUDIES, MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA, OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, 1975-1976. VOLUME Z INTRODUCTION 
AND METHODS. 

[31f3L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
WASHINGTON, D.G DLM/ST.78/31 . 119 P. 

KEYWORD : foraminifera, biology, hydrography, KEYWORD: biology, ecology, geology. hydrocarbon, 
oceanography, oil, continental shelf, offshore drilling, oil, continental shelf, 
physical process, pollution, pollution, taxonomy, water quality, 
zooplanklon, MAFIA MAFIA 

ABSTRACT : Benchmark studies on the Eastern 
Gulf of Mexico Outer Continental Shelf were conducted 
seasonally to establish baseline information prior to 
extensive oil and gas development activity. No crude 
oil-like hydrocarbons were found in sediments, benthic 
organisms, zcwplanklon, suspended particulates nor 
dissolved phases on the Florida shelf. Moreover the 
abundance and diversity of organisms suggested that 
these organisms are living in an essentially pristine and 
natural ecological state and show no evidence of stress 
owing to influx of pollutants. 

AI3S"I'IZAC"1': This volume contains the introduction, 
purpose and objectives of the study, description of the 
study area, and detailed statements of methodology 
employed for each parameter measured . The geological 
parameters included : suspended sediment mineralogy, x-
radiography, clay mineralogy, and standard sediment size 
analysis . Chemical parameters included : selected trace 
elements and hydrocarbons in sediments; biota; and 
suspended particulate matter. Principal biological 
analyses included taxonomy of neusion, zaiplanklon, 
macrocpi(auna, macroinlauna, meiofauna, and 
microin(aune . 

""""" 



ACC 195 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
ALEXANDER, J.E . ; WHITE. T.T. ; TURGEON, K . W . ; 
BLIZZARD, AW. ; 
BASELINE MONITORING STUDIES, MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA, OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF. 1975-1976. VOLUME 3. RESULT'S. 

BIBL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. BLM/ST-89/32 484 P . 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, oceanography, 
offshore drilling, continental shell, 
physical process, salinity, taxonomy, 
temperature, MAFIA 

ABSTRACT-. Benchmark studies on the Eastern 
Gulf of Mexico Outer Continental Shelf were conduced 
seasonally to establish basline information prior to 
extensive oil and gas development activity . No crude oil-
like hydrocarbons were found in sediments, benthic 
organisms, zooplanklon, suspended particulates nor 
dissolved phases on the Florida shelf. Moreover the 
abundance and diversity of organisms suggested that 
these organisms are living in an essentially pristine and 
natural ecological state, and show no evidence of stress 
owing to influx of pollutants. Some evidence of 
hydrocarbon anomalies were found in samples from the 
Mississippi-Alabama shelf probably due to drainage Irom 
the Mississippi River . 

ACC 196 ; TYPE; YEAR 1977 
ALEXANDER J.E . ; WHITE, T.T. ; TURGEON, K . W . ; 
BLIZZARD, A. W . ; 
BASELINE MONITORING STUDIES, MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA, OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, 1975-1976. VOLUME 4. DISCUSSION. 

DIE3L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT. 
WASHINGTON, D.C . I3LM/ST-78/33. 222 P. 

KEYWORD: biology, bioassay, benthic community, 
ecology, offshore drilling, continental 
shelf, sediment, zooplankton, MAFIA 

ABSTRACT : Benchmark studies on the Eastern 
Gulf of Mexico Outer Continental Shelf were conducted 
seasonally to establish baseline information prior to 
extensive oil and gas development activity. Nn crude oil-
like hydrocarbons were found in sediments, benthic 
organisms, zaoplankton, suspended particulates nor 
dissolved phases on the Florida shell Moreover the 
abundance and divcrsi1y of organisms suggested that 
these organisms are living in an essentially pristine and 
natural ecological state and show no evidence of stress 
owing to influx of pollutants. Some evidence of 
hydrocarbon anomalies were found in samples from the 
Mississippi-Alabama shelf probably due to drainage from 
the Mississippi River. A study of tissue pathology 
revealed only parasites in otherwise normal benthic 
organisms. Major features affecting the study area were 
the Mississippi River, the Loop Current and hurricane 
Etoise. 'trace metal (Cd, G, Cu, Fe, Ni, Pb and V) 
concentrations in Eastern Gull samples were at levels 
expected for non-polluted areas. 

ACC 197 ; TYPE; YEAR 1977 
ALEXANDER, J.E.; WHITE, T.T. ; TURGEON, K. W. ; 
BLIZZARD, AW. ; 
BASELINE MONITORING STUDIES, MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA, OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF. 1975-1976. VOLUME 6. RIG MONITORING. 

DIE3L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C . BLM/ST-78135 . 

KEYWORD : barium, biology, ecology, hydrocarbon, 
offshore drilling, oil, continental shelf, 
pollution, sediment, wager quality, 
MAFIA 

ABSTRACT: A study was conducted to provide a 
pre-, during-. and post-operational assessment of selected 
biological, chemical and geological aspects of the 
environment in the immediate vicinity of an exploratory 
drilling located in approximately ;6 m of water off 
Mustang Island, Texas. Although a variety of parameters 
were measured at 25 stations around the platform, few 
environmental effects attributable to well-drilling 
operations were observed. These included : presence of 
obvious drill cuttings and concomitant changes in 
sediment texture, increased barium levels in sediments 
and added stress on the already depaupered 
foraminiferal populations. 

""""" 
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ACC 2052; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
ALEXANDER, J.E . (ED) ; 
FINAL REPORT ON THE BASELINE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY OF THE MAFIA 
LEASE AREAS 

BIBL SUI3M1'ITED TO [3l1REAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT BY FLORIDA BOARD OF 
REGENTS OFC. UN BEHALF OF STATE 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA 190 P 

KEYWORD : geology, biology, chemical, sediment, 
metal, hydrocarbon, nutrient, carbon, 
chlorophyll, invertebrate, baseline 
study, MAFIA benthic, physical 
oceanography 

AHS"I'RACf: An extensive survey was conducted on 
the MAFIA shelf on the eastern Gulf of Mexico, from 
Mississippi to Clenrwater, Florida. The sampling 
program was designed and conducted in the areas of 
geography, biology, and chemical and physical 
oceanography. 

ACC 66; "TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
ALLEN, K.O. ; 
IMPACTS OF NAVIGATIONAL DREDGING ON 
FISH AND WILDLIFE: A LITERATURE REVIEW. 

BIBL U.S . 1:1S11 AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE: 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES . WAS111NGfON, I).C. 
f-WS/OI3S.80/07. 81 IT . 

KEYWORD: United States, biology, coastal cone, 
dredging, fish, water quality, wildlife 

ABSTRACT': Literature about the impacts of 
navigational dredging on fish, other aquatic biota, and 
wildlife is revised. Also included are types of dredging 
equipment. characteristics of dredged material, 
evaluation of dredged material pollution potential, and 
habitat development and enhancement opportunities 
arising from dredged material disposal . "Ilie review 
contains a brief discussion U( the state of knowledge and 
refers the reader to pertinent literature for additional 

information. "The discussions about impacts and habitat 
development are divided into "Coastal Waters" (including 
disposal in estuarine, continental shelf, and deep ocean 
waters) and "Rivers." A limited discussion of the "Great 
lakes" is included as an Appendix . 

""""" 

ACC 1201 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
ALLEN, U.M . ; 
REFERENCES AND SUBJECT INDEX 
CONCERNING THE CALICO SCALLOP, 
ARGOPECTEN GIBBUS . 

BIBL NOAA INFORMAL f2EPT . NO . I, NMPS 
SOU'fIIGAS'C FISIi CI'K. 31 PP . 

KGYWORD : calico scallop, bibliography, biology, 
mollusc 

Af3STItAC"f: 71us bibliography lists approximately 

200 references pertaining to the biology, fishing methods, 
process, and marketing of calico scallops, Argopecten 
gibbus. Citations are listed alphabetically by author and 
are cross-referenced by 22 subject categories . 

ACC 1202 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
ALLEN, D ILL 8c T. J . COSIEU.O; 
TI ll: CALICO SCALLOP, ARGOPGCFIiN G11313US 

BIBL NOAA TGCH . ItIT"I'. NMFS SSRF . 656 . 19 P 

KEYWORD : biology, calico scallop, distribution, 
spawning. larval development 

A13STRACf: This report summarises information 
on the biology and fishery of the calico scallop, 
Argopecten gibbus . Shell morphology, color, and sire 
range are given. "11ie species is distributed throughout 
the western North Atlantic with the greatest known 
abundance off Cape Kennedy. Florida. Environmental 
factors affecting distribution and growth are discussed, 
and spawning activity rind larval development are 
described . Although the calico scallop [fishery has been 

slow in developing, it is predicted to increase harvest 
sixes with improvements in processing machinery. 

ACC 2163 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1966 
ALLEN, v M . ; COS1'BLLO, T.V ; 
RELEASES AND RECOVERIES OF MARKED PINK 
SHRIMP PENAEUS DUORARUM BURKENROAD, 
IN SOUTH FLORIDA WATERS, 1958fi5 . 

f318L U.S . DEPARTMENT OF'I'Ht: INTIItIOIt, BUR. 
COMM. FISIi, 1310L LAB., CON'fRlli . N() . 210 . 79 P . 

KEYWORD: pink shrimp, gagging 

ABSTRACT : Pink shrimp were captured . stain-
marked and released recapture in 17 experiments in the 

following areas: l3iscayi~~ tiny, Flamingo, Peterson Keys, 
Lower Malecumbe Key, lSnrncs Sound, Shark River, 
I lawk Channel, Bottle Key, Nine Island Sound, Tortugas 
grounds, tianibel grounds and Indian Key. Dais reported 

included location date of release and recapture of 
shrimp, number, size, and sex of shrimp, and the steins 

used . 

""""" 

ACC 2378 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
ALLEN . D.M . ; I4UDSON, J .1 I . ; COS"fIiI .LO . f.J . ; 
POSTLARVAL SHRIMP (PENAEUS) IN 'THE 
FLORIDA KEYS: SPECIES, SIZF, AND SEASONAL 
ABUNDANCE 

111111, BULL MAR. SCI . x(1):21-3 t . 

KI:YWOILD: Munrce, abundance, spawning, 
recruitment, salinity, wind, currents, 

temperature, pink shrimp 

AHti7'ItACI' : Nosllatval shrimp (Pcnacus duorarum) 

were collected from January 1966 to August 1968 at 
Whale I lartwr Channel, Florida Keys . Posilarval 

abundance was greatest between April end September, 

hug occurred year round. Maximum post larval 

abundance apparently was related to the seasonal 



increase in water temperature on offshore spawning ACC 2379; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 prevalent gut item. Tests of significance (at 0 .05 level) 
grounds and to the annual sea level rise in Florida Bay AI_MASI, M.N . ; o! the difference in gut item proportions between species 
The area of origin of post larvae at Whale Harbor ECOLOGY AND COLOR VARIATION OF BEMWC showed that all species were detritus feeders with a 
Channel and the location of their subsequent recruitment FORAMINIFERA IN BARNES SOUND, tendency toward either a herbivorous or a carnivorous 
were identified . NOR'IHP.AST FLORIDA BAY. feeding habitat . 

BI[3L MAST'ER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI . 
MIAMI . FL 144 P . 

ACC 2554 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
ALLEN, D.M . ; 
BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE CALICO 
SCALLOP, ARGOPECI'EN GIBBUS, DETERMINED 
BY SPAT MONITORING . 

BIQL NAU77LUS 93(4):107-119 

KEYWORD: calico scallop, growth, temperature 

ABSTRACT : Calico scallops (Argopecten gibbus) 
were collected using artificial spat traps at 5 stations 
(9 .24 m depth) on the Cape Canaveral grounds from 
March 1970 to October 1971 . larvae were distributed 
throughout the water column, but were most abundant 
near the surface. Spat were present year round but were 
moat abundant during spring (March-May) . Seeing sizes 
and growth rates are estimated . Numerous invertebrates 
were also collected in the traps, but calico scallops were 
generally dominant . Recommendations are made for 
future spat monitoring. 

""""" 

KEYWORD: Monrce, sediment, distribution, 
benthic, foraminifera 

ABSTRACT: Sediment and hydrological samples 
were taken from 30 stations in Barnes Sound, Northeast 
Ilorida day to study the taxonomy and distribution of 
benthic foraminifera and the causes of test color 
differences. Forty-two species of foraminifera were 
represented in the sediment samples. 1'he existence of a 
reducing condition in portions of Barnes Sound in the 
presence of sulphate reducing bacteria influences test 
color, and the color variation reflects the depositional 
history of the sediment . Therefore, the condition of the 
foraminiferal tests can be used to determine the rage of 
sediment reworking and the deposiuonal environment. 

""""" 

ACC 2219; TYPE N; YEAR 1971 
ALVIS, GA; 
TROPHIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
SIGNIFICANTLY ASSOCIATED SPECIES OF 
MACROBENT7-iOS IN THE SHOAL GRASS 
HABITAT. 

131131, MASTER'S "THESIS . FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAfIASSE?E . Fl, 

KEYWORD: scagrass, food habit, macro[auna, 
benthic 

ABSTRACT : Nineteen hypothetical trophic 
relationships between significant associated species of 
macrobemhos in the shoal grass habitat in St . Georges 
South, Florida, were reasonably justified by gel analyses . 
Cut analyses nn 31 species revealed 64 plant, animal or 
miscellaneous gut items, most of which were suspected of 
being components or inhabitants of detritus, the most 

ACC 2185 ; "TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
ANDERSON, W. W. ; 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LIFE I-9ST`ORIES OF 
SEVERAL PENAEID SHRIMPS (PENAEIDAE) 
ALONG THE SOUTH ATLANTIC COAST OF THE 
UNITED STATES. 

BIB[, l) .S . PISII AND WILDUF'E SERVICE SPEC 
SCI . RI-PT., FISI-1 NO 605. 24 P . 

KEYWORD: life history, fishery, brown shrimp, pink 
shrimp, distribution, spawning 

ABSTfiAC'1': "Trends in the shrimp fishery of the 
south Atlantic coast of the United Stages were examined 
as a whole, by states, and by species (or the period 1958 
l0 1907 . A steady decline in foul shrimp landings was 
the major (finding . Studies on the white shrimp (Penaeus 
seuferus) in 1931-1935 also yielded data on the brown 
shrimp (P . aziecus), lh sea bob (Xiphopeneus kroyeri) 
and Trachypeneus constrictus. Data were collected on 
the pink shrimp (1' duorarum) near Cape Kennedy. 
Florida in 19GS-1967. Information is presented on size 
distribution ; ovary development; sex ratios, and spawning 
seasons of several shrimp species. 
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ACC 4290 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
ANDERSON, J.H . ; WHEELER, K F3 . ; SCIIWARZER, 
K K . ; 
SEDIMEN'TOLOGY AND GEOCHEMISTRY OF 
RECENT SEDIMENT'S (ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE OIL PRODUCTION: THE 
BUCCANEER GAS AND OIL FIELD STUDY} 

1i1f3L MAIL SCI . 14 :51-v7. 

KEYWORD: geochemistry, sediment, oil, pollution 

ABSTRACT Not available . 

ACC 2053 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
ANDttESS, N.E ., 
DISTRIBUTION OF FORAMINIFERA IN THE 
SOUTHEASTERN GULF OF ME}CICA. 

131L3L MASTER'S THESIS . HLORII)A STA'('E 
UNIVERSITY. "1'A1.LAIiASSI:E, PL 

KEYWORD: distribution, foraminifera, sediment 

Af3STlLACI': M investigation was made of Use 
frequency distribution of Foraminifera in the 
southeastern region of the Gulf of Mexico. Prom the SU 
bottom sediment samples collected, 4 depth zones, each 
with its own foraminiteran species, were described. The 
majority of samples were composed of species found in 

the Gulf of Mexico. Inconsistencies existed in the effect 
of bottom sediments on distribution and abundances. 
Above 90 m faunae trends were correlated only with 
depth changes. 

ACC 2499; TYPE 1' ; YEAR 1981 
ANUIZGE, S W . ; 
LOCOMOTORY ACTIVITY PATTERNS AND FOOD 
ITEMS OF BENTfiIC POSTLARVAL SPINY 
LOBSTERS, PANULIRUS ARGUS. 

131111 . MAS'1'GIZ S'I'HESIS. FLORIDA STATE, 
UNIVf:ItSl"I'Y . "1'ALIAHASSGE, FL 50 N 

Kt.?YW(>RD : Dads, spiny lobster, season, substrate, 
behavior 

AI3S'fKAC"I' : I'anulirus argus (spiny lobsters) were 

studied from September 1980 to June 1981 in Riscayne 
Ray to determine posUarvel locomotory activity, foraging, 
and dial . Activity started just after sunset, was the 
highest by midnight and ended before sunrise. "llie diet 
was diverse, suggesting that posilarvac are opportunistic, 
generalist feeders. There was little foraging duration 

variation seasonally . 

ACC 268 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
AN'I'OINfi, J . W. ; MARTIN, It.G . ; PYLE. '1' .I:. ; 

CONTINENTAL MARGINS OF THE GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

IN : 13UI2KE, C.A, AND DRAKE, C.I_, GDS ., '1711: 
GIiOLOGY OI' CONTINt N'fAL MARGINS . 

111111 . SPRINGF.R-VFRI-AG, NEW YORK, NY . 11 . 
683-693. 

Kfl'WOKI): structure, tectonic, continental shell, 
geologic history, geology, 
sedimentology, continental margin 

ABS'1'FtACI' : The Gull of Mexico is a small ocean 
basin whose continental margins are structurally complex 
and in some cases rather unique . The origin of the Gulf 
Basin and the subsequent construction of the continental 
margins are somewhat in contention . 11ie prominent 

theories contain one of four basic ideas that the Gulf 
represents : (1) a foundered and uceanized continental 
mass ; (2) a downwarp related to a thermally controlled 

phase change in the cruse and mantle ; (3) a gigantic 
tensioned rift formed in relation to Mesozoic opening of 
the Atlantic Ocean; and (4) a Paleozoic or older ocean 
basin. The structure of the continental margins of the 
Gulf of Mexico are the results of tectonic activity related 
to salt movement, reef growth, current activity, and the 
massive uppouring of sediments along its northern 
boundaries. The continental margins of the Gulf are 
divided into two distinct physiographic and 
sedimentological provinces, separate) physically by two 
submarine canyons. The DeSow Canyon in the northeast 
and lh Campeche Canyon in the southwest. nese two 
canyons dividing line between the limestone platforms of 

the West Florida end Yucatan platforms and the clastic 
embayments of the northern and western Gull of Mexico. 

""""" 

ACC 543; '1'Y14: ;1'IiAl2 1971 
AN"1'()INI :, J W. ; 
STRUCTURE OF TtiE GULF OF MEXICO . 

IN : fZELAK . It . AND 11f:NRY . V.I ., fiDS ., 
CON'1'til[iU"rIUNS ON "fleet GGOGIZAPI IICAI . 
OCI:ANOGKAPIIY OP'1'I III GULP OF MI-XICO. 

f311lL'I'G}CAS AKM UNIVI:IZSI"I'Y. 
OCI:ANOGR.AI'ftlC S"f'UDIGS, VOLUME 3:1-34. 

KI:YWOIZD: continental shell, diapir, geologic 
history, geology, physiographV . seismic 
reelection, structure 

AI)S'I IZACT: Shallow seismic renection profiles 

demonstrate the unique geologic characteristics of III 

seven provinces of the Gulf of Mexico . "these reelection 

data, when considered along with other information that 
has been collected from curing, dredging, magnetic and 

gravity investigations, make it possible to theorize on the 

origin of these provinces and their relationship to the 
total Gull of Mexico evolution. A shore summary of the 

nature of the individual provinces follows: 1) The Gull 

Basin contains a thick sedimentary sequence and is 
underlain by oceanic crust. 2) 7'h shat( and slope area of 

the northeastern Gulf is a carbonate bank which has 

been subsiding at least since Cretaceous time . '17ir 

Mesozoic salt deposits of the northern Gulf Dun toward 



the east in this province . 3) The South Florida Platform 
is also a carbonate bank which represents an earlier 
basin centered on the Florida continental shelf. An 
extensive reef represents the western barrier of the basin 
during the Lower Cretacaeous . 4) The Yucatan Platform 
and Campeche Hank may be an extension of the 
carbonate platform of south F=lorida . Seismic velocities 
and age correlations are almost identical. S) The 
Isthmian Embayment, which is related to Lace Paleozoic 
orogenies, is similar to the northern Gulf shelf and slope 
of Texas and Louisiana in terms of the great Tertiary 
sedimentary lhicknesses and the dominance of vertical 
salt movement in the tectonics of the area . 6) The 
eastern Mexican shelf and slope is characterized by !olds 
parallel to the present shoreline. These probably 
represent salt features. 7) The major feature of the 
northwestern Gulf is the Gulf Coast . 

""""" 

ACC 2380; TYPE N : YEAR 1975 
AN"I'ONIUS, A; 
HEALTH PROBLEMS OF THE F7ARIDA CORAL. 
REEFS. 

131I3L FLA SCIIN'I'IS"1' 3A(1):21 . 

KEYWORD: Monroe, cores, reef, mortality 

ABSTRACT: Investigation into the health conditions 
of the coral reels inside Pennekamp State Park and lien 
and Chickens Reef were described in the study . To 
validate results, data from the barrier reef in British 
Honduras were used (or comparison . A method has 
been developed which used the percentages of live versus 
dead coral surface area to quantitatively describe the 
reefs health. The main slate park reefs appear to b only 
insignificantly interior in health 1o the barrier reef; dead 
corals in both cases remain below 10 percent. The Flen 
and Chickens Reef was found to be devastated to over 
SO°k . Other reefs outside the state park, not yet 
surveyed quantitatively, are believed to show various 
degrees of deterioration . 

ACC 2335 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
APPLIED BIOLOGY, INC. ; 
ECOLOGICAL PARAMETERS MONITORING AT 
THE FORT MYERS PLANT 

BI[31_ FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT CO ., MIAMI, 
Fl_ REPT. 

KEYWORD: Lee, biomass, diversity, invertebrate 

ADSTRACP Results of beMhic sampling in the 
vicinity of the Florida Power and Light Co . Fort Myers 
Plans in 1974 and 1975 are reported . A species list and 
values of density, biomass, diversity, and equitabiliry are 
provided . 

ACC 750 ; TYPE-- ; YEAR 1958 
ARNOLD. I : .I _ ; 
GULF OF MEXICO PLANKTON INVESTIGATIONS, 
1951-53. 

IIIf3L U.S . FISI I AND WILDLIFE'. SERVICE" SPCC . 
SCI . RI-111 . PISI1 . Nn. 269. 

KEYWORD: Gulf of Mexico, biology, fish eggs, fish 
larvae, plankton, taxonomy, 
zooplankton 

ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of a 
group of cruises into the Gulf of Mexico during 1951-53. 
The cruises were taken to characterize the plankton of 
the Gull with special emphasis on fish larvae and eggs . A 
number of transccts were taken in various areas of the 
Gull along the Continental Shell and offshore . Two types 
of sampling gear were .used and the efficiencies u( each 
are discussed. 

ACC 708 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1958 
ARNOLD, E.L, 
GULF OF ME}QCO PLANKTON INVESTIGATIONS, 
1951-1953. 

E31f3L U.S. flSH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, SPEC . 
SCI . REP . FISH . NO . 269. 

KEYWORD: biology, fish egg, fish larvae, plankton, 
zooplankton, taxonomy 

ABSTRACT : This report presents the results of a 

group u( cruises into the Gulf of Mexico during 1951-53. 
The cruises were taken to characterize the plankton U! 
the Gulf with special emphasis on fish larvae and eggs . A 

number u( transects were taken in various areas of the 
Gulf along the Continental Shell and offshore . Two types 
of sampling gear were used and the efficiencies of each 

are discussed. 

ACC A47; TYPE- ; YEAR 1974 
ARMSTRONG, D. W. ; 
SOME DYNAMICS OF CARBON, NITROGEN AND 
PHOSPHORUS IN THE MARINE SHELF 
ENVIRONMENT OF THE MISSISSIPPI FAN. 

131(31 . MASTER'S THESIS . TEXAS A&M 
UNIVI:RSI"I'Y, COLLEGE STATION, IX 79 PP . 

KEYWORD: alkalinity, ammonia, carYxm, sulfate, 
nitrogen, inorganic compound, 
phosphate, phosphorus, chlorine 
compounds 

ABSTRACT: Twenty-five gravity cores were 
collected from the Mississippi Fan and Mississippi River 
between 

July, 
1973 and June, 1974 during cruises 73-1-2 

of the It/V Longhorn and 74-G-'1 of ill It/V (tyre. 
Samples were analyzed (or organic carbon, tugs nitrogen 
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and organic and inorganic phosphorus . Interstitial water demersal fish stocks in the area . A number of possible reviewed . Gaps in existing knowledge are identified and 
was analysed for chloride, ammonia, phosphate, sulfate reasons for this apparent lack of correlation are suggestions for priority areas of research are made . 
and alkalinity. discussed . 

""""" 
""""" 

ACC 1078 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 ACC 348 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973; 
ARN"I'2, W.E . ; ARTHUR U. I .I"T"I'LE, INC. ; 
PREDATION BY DEMERSAL FISH AND ITS GULF COAST DEEP WATER PORT FACILITIES 
IMPACT ON THE DYNAMICS OF STUDY, ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
MACROF3ENI'HOS. 

111131 . U .S . ARMY CORPS OI' ENGINGERS, 
131[31 . I' . 121-149. IN : 'I'GNORG K.K. AND COULL VICKSi3U11G DISTRICT, VICKSI3URG, MS . 87 NP . 
13 .C . (EDS.) . MARINE [iEN"fHIC DYNAMICS. 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS, KEYWORD: biology, oceanography, socioeconomic 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 

KEYWORD: bemhic community, bemhic fauna, 
biology, ecology, community structure 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

A13S"CIZACT: Since 1968, investigations have been 
carried out in the western Baltic on interrelationships of 
the dynamics of macrobenthen and demersal fish . These 
studies have involved : 1) investigations of over 5,000 
stomach gut analyses to quantify the food Including 
seasonal changes) of cod, whiting, dab, plaice, flounder 
and some less important fish species; 2) survey of 
infaunal macrobenthos over eight years (1968-IV71 and 
1475-978); and 3) a three-year experimental study on 
dynamics and production of macrobenthos at the 
"Bent hosgarten" swoon. This paper also includes fish 
date published annually by the International Council for 
the Exploration of the Sea and from other studies carried 
out in Kiel [lay . "Ilie interaction of macrobenthos and 
dertiersal fish is discussed, particularly regarding the 
effects of selective predauon . Differences in prcdaUon 
intensity from year to year, resulting in reduced 
population levels of macrobenthos, were observed, but 
the long-term dynamics u( the more important ixxnihic 
food species in the western Baltic were seemingly not 
influenced by the year-class strength of demersal fish . 
Likewise, the year-class strength of benthos in different 
years did not affect the size and production of the 

ACC 2054 ; 1'Y111- 11 ; YIAFt 1981 
ATLAS, I? . ; 
SYNTHETIC ORGAMCS IN THE GULF OF 
ME}CICO - A REVIEW. 

IN : PR()C. OFA SYMP . ON fNVIKON . KGSGAKCI I 
NEEDS IN 'fl IF GULF Of- M[:XICO, KI:Y 
BISCAYNf, IL 30 SF?PT.-5 OCl'., 1979. D. K . 
nTwoon (CONVENtR) . 

111111 . N()AM:ItI, A'I'I .AN"I'IC O('FANOGItAPI11C 
AND M1:11, :()KOI,OGICAI . IAI3 ., MIAMI, 1=L VOI_ 
I I C : 1' . 131-165 . 

KI:YWOKD : hydrocarbon, biota, sediment, water 
column 

AI3STILAC'F This summary piper reviews the stale 
of knowledge tin two classes of compounds (halogenated 
hydrocarbons and the phthalate ester plnsucizers) in the 
(toll u( Mexico. Concentrations of these trace organica 
in th Gull of Mexico ire summarize) for the biota, 
water, and sediments. Analytical methodology and 
inputs, removal mechanisms, and transformation of the 
synthetic organics in the Gull of Mexico are also 

ACC 10 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
A7'WOOU, D.K . ; 
PROCEEDINGS OF A SYMPOSIUM ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH NEEDS IN THE 
GULF OF ME}QCO (GOME}C) . SEPTEMBER 30 -
OCTOBER S, 1979. KEY BISCAYNE, FL 

131111- NATIONAL OCC:ANIC AND A'1'MOSPFII KIC 
ADMINISTIZA'I'ION (NOAA/I?Rl .) . A71 .AN'17C 
OCEANOGRAPHIC AND MI:Tf:KOLOGICAI . 
IAliO1ZA7'ORIfS. MIAMI, Fl_ 4 VOIS. 

KEYWORD: biology, chemistry. ecology, 
socioeconomic, lishery, geology, 
meteorology, oceanography, wellnnd 

ABSTRACT: I'rcxecdings include results and 
discussions recorded at a meeting of e group of U .S . and 
Mexican economists, marine scientists, and 
environmental managers regarding needs for marine-
related environmental research in the Gull of Mexico 
during the next decade . ~Ilie workshop was divided into 
three panel groups entitled : natural setting, 
anthropogenic input and impacts, and environmental 
management and public concern. Reports from each of 
these panels are included in these proceedings as are the 
panel participants. 



ACC 1203; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
AVEN'I', R.M ., JR . ; 
THE EFFECT OF HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE ON 
SELECTED INTERTIDAL AND SHALLOW WATER 
ANIMALS. 

Q1f3L E1A STATE UNIV. M.S . THESIS . 

KEYWORD : 

ABSTRACT: The behavioral changes of 143 
intertidal and shallow marine invertebrates (representing 
38 species and 7 phyla) subjected to increases in 
hydrostatic pressure (up to 3200 psi) were observed. 
The first response, and the pressure at which it occurred, 
were recorded to determine the relative sensitivities of 
each species . The taxonomic position of the organism 
and the biotape from which it was collected were related 
to the pressure sensitivities of each species . 

ACC 2186; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
AVF_NT, R.M . ; KING, M.l{. ; GORE, R.H . ; 
TOPOGRAPHIC AND FAUNAL STUDIES OF 
SHELF-EDGE PROMINENCES OFF THE CENTRAL 
EASTERN FLARIDA COAST 

L31BL TNT. REVUE GES. I IYDROl310L 62(2):185-208 . 

KEYWORD : topographic, invertebrate, fish, 
population, coral 

ABSTRACT: Eighty topographic profiles made off 
the central Atlantic coast of Ilorida from November 
1973 to September 1974 revealed the presence of a band 
of pinnacles, benches, mounds, and troughs along the 
shelf edge from Fort Pierce to Cape Canaveral and a 
massive mount off St . Lucic Inlet. Uredgings and 
submersible observations at 2 areas of extreme vertical 
relief demonstrated the presence of diverse invertebrate 
and fish populations associated with exposed limestone 
bedrock and the hard coral, Oculina varicara . 

""""" 

ACC 4178; TYPE P; YEAR 1985 
AYERS, R.C. ; SAUER, T.G ; ANDERSON, P. W. ; 
THE GENERIC MUD CONCEPT FOR NPDES 
PERMITTING OF OFFSHORE DRILLING 
DISCHARGES. 

E31f3L J . PETROL TECH . 37(3):475-480 . 

KEYWORD : mud, drilling, oil and gas, offshore 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 4201 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
AYGRS, K.C ., JR. ; MEEK, R.P. ; SAUGft, 1.C., .IR. ; 
S"fUBf3NER . D.O ; 
AN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY TO ASSESS THE 
EFFECT OF DRIWNG FLUIDS ON WATER 
QUAllTY PARAMETERS DURING HIGH-RATE 
HIGH-VOLUME DISCHARGES TO THE OCEAN. 

131BLJ . PET. "1'6CIINOL 34(1):165-173. 

KEYWORD: drilling mud, drilling fluid, offshore 
drilling, pollution . water quality 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

ACC 2381 ; 'I'YNI : I' ; YFAIZ 1976 
13ACIi, C. ; I-IAZLETI', 13. ; RITI'SCI101', D. ; 
EFFECTS OF INTERSPECIFIC COMPETITION ON 
FITNESS OF THE HERMIT CRAB CLIBANARIUS 
TRICOLAR. 

131131 . ECOLOGY 57(3) 579-586 . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, crab, stress, invertebrate 

ABSTRACT: "Ilie effects of interspecific 
competition on the fitness o[ Clibanarius tricolor was 
studied . C . tricolor was found to overlap strongly in shell 
utilization with other common species of intertidal hermit 
crabs found in the Florida Keys. Laboratory 

observations indicated that G tricolor can dominate C 
antillensis in shell fights, while Calcinus tibicen can 
dominate C tricolor. In micro areas o[ sympatry with G 
antillensis, C tricolor's shell fit was found to be better. 
Egg production of C. tricolor was the same in areas with 
or without G antillensis. Sympatry with Calcinus tribicen 
resulted in a poorer shell fit, a smaller mean size of crab, 
and a disruption o[ the relationship between clutch site 
and crab size . The study suggests that the ecological 
separation which characterizes these species over most of 
their ranges was an evolutionary response, in part, to the 
effects of interspecific shell competition . 

ACC 2500; "I'YPE P ; YEAR 1470 
BADE- R, K.G . ; ROSESSLt :R, M.A. ; THORI IAUG, a ; 
THERMAL POLLUTION OF A TROPICAL MARINE 
ESTUARY. 

[31f31 . IN : FAO'I'I:CFL CONF ON MAIL POI .I_ fi ITS 
Et=FGCl'S ON LIVING RESOURCES & FISHING . 
ROME, 1970. N. 425-428. 

KEYWORD: Dede, pollution, mortality, macroalgae, 
seagrass, fish, invertebrate, sediment, 
temperature, salinity, DO, metal 

ABSTRACT. 7'he results of field and laboratory 
studies on thermal pollution of the Bisc;ayne Bay tropical 
marine estuary demonstrated that sustained temperatures 
above 33 degrees C can cause excessive mortalities in 
some macroalgae and sengrasscs . This, in turn, could 
eliminate [lie mayor food source and shelter for a great 
number of herbivores and deirhus (ceders, including the 
juvenile stages of some commercial species. In addition 
to immediate losses of fish and invertebrate species. [lie 
leek of sufficient bottom vegetation could result in 
increase) erosion of the sediment . This process could 
have e detrimental effect on productivity, which would 
further contribute to the deterioration of esiuarine areas. 

"I-he upper thermal limits of selected species of eswanne 
flora and fauna are discussed. 

""""" 
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ACC 488; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 ACC 898 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 ACC 2543 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
QAGUR. J .D . ; BAKER. f2.0 . ; BANE, L ; 
BARRIER ISLANDS OF THE ATLANTIC AND STUDIES OF MYXOSPORIDA (PROTOZOA) IN A SEASONAL STUDY OF SESSILE MARINE 
GULF COASTS OF THE UNITED STATES: AN THE MULLET MUGIL CEPfiAU1S. FOULING ORGANISMS IN NORTHERN LAKE 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY . WORTH, FLORIDA 

BII3L U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES . WASHINGTON, D.C. 
h'1NS/OI3S.77/S6. 215 P . 

I31[3L MASTER' S TI-IESIS. UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
FLORIDA, PENSACOLA, FL 74 PP 131131 . MASTER'S THESIS . FLORIDA All-ANTIC 

UNIVERSITY, BOCA RATON, FL 68 P . 

KEYWORD: barrier island, bibliography, ecosystem, 
fishery, physical property, resource, 
wildlife 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

ACC 801 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
GAIN, M.B. ; BAlN, J.L ; 
HABITAT SLJITABWTY INDEX MODELS, 
COASTAL STOCKS OF STRIPED BASS . 

131Q1 . U .S . FISH AND WILDLIFE 1e-.avid, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WAS[ IING1'ON, D.C. 
FIND-U13S-10.1 . 29 P. 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, fish, fishery, resource, 
habitat, life history, model, 
management 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

KEYWORD : parasite, pelagic fish, mullet, pathology 

ABSTFtAC"I': Myxosporida (protozoa) parasites of 
Mugil cephalus, mullet, were examined on 793 fish 
collected in Mulatto Bayou and Escambia 13ay, Florida 
between January . 1970 and .tune, 1971 . Parasites were 
examined on eyes, scales, gills and internal organs . 

ACC 550 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1970 
BALLAI2D, It . U. ; UCIIUPI . E . ; 
MORPHOLOGY AND QUATERNARY HISTORY OF 
THE CONTINENTAL SHELF OF THE GULF COAST 
OF THE UNITED STATES. 

131131, BULL. MAIL SCI . 20(3):547-559. 

KEYWORD : Pleistocene, Quaternary, coastal water, 
continental shell, geologic history, 
geology, physiography, sedimentation 

AIiSwAC. T: Sea-level fluctuations of the 
Quaternary have greatly influenced the surface 
morphology of the continental shelf off the Gull Coast of 
the U.S. Two prominent shorelines, at (0 and 160 meter 
depths, and other features found on the gull shell can be 
related to the relatively recent evens of the Quaternary, 
particularly those of the I lolucene transgression. 
I anJward of the 40 meter contour. the slow rise of the 
sea surface and modern sedimentation have produced a 
complex mixture of topographic expressions I)iapinc 
structures, which are abundant from De Solo Canyon 
westward, appear to be of secondary importance in 
contributing to the shells surface relief. 

KEYWORD: seasonal, touting, recruitment, 
development, community, salinity, 
temperature, dissolved oxygen, growth 

A[3S'fIiAC"E Seasonal recruitment patterns and 
development of a tooling community on gelcoal-covered 
fiberglass plates were investigated at 3 sites in northern 
Lake Worth, Florida, from September 1976 to 
September 1977 . Species abundance was higher at 2 
stations which had relelivelv stable levels of salinity, 
temperature, end dissolved oxygen than at the third 
station, which was subject to more variable abiouc 
conditions . All stations exhibited maximum settlement 
and growth in the spring and early summer. 'three 
species were found to settle only on plates that had been 

previously colonized. 

ACC 2055 ; TYPE : P ; YEAR 1981 
BAKNARD, K . W . & FROGI.IGi, P.N ., JK. ; 
NU'TRIEN'T GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE GULF OF 
MEXICO . IN: PROD OF A SYMP . ON ENVIK 
RESEARCH NEEDS IN THE GULF OF MEXICO . 
KEY BISC.AYNE, FLA . . 30 SEPT -5 OCT 1979. D . K. 
ATWOOD (CONVENER). 

131111 . NUAM:RI, ATLANTIC O(TANOGRAPIiiC 
AND MC~I'GOItOLOGICAI . I.Al30ltA'1'OttII :S, 
MIAMI, PlA VOL IM- P . 127-146. 

KEYWORD: geochemistry, water mass, sediment, 
nutrient 

ABSTRACT: 'Ilus summary paper reviews the slate 

""""" of knowledge on the elements known to be involved in 

biogecwhemical pathways. Information on tile water 

masses and sediments of the Gulf of Mexico as they 



relate to these elements are reviewed . The sparsity n[ 
information on sedimentary and interstitial water nutrient 
geochemistry is noted and suggestions fur future research 
are made . 

44444 

ACC 401 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
13ARLOGA, F.R . ; SMITH, R.E., BDS . ; 
CHARACTERIZATION AND DOCUMENTATION 
REPORT ON DISSIMILAR HYDROBIOLOGICAL 
ZONES OF THE EASTERN GULF OF ME?aCO. 

(31131., l'lIG STATE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
INS"fl"R1TG OF OCEANOGItAPI lY, s ,r. 
N1 . fl:RSf3URG, FL 

KEYWORD: biology, geology, chemistry, physical . 
oceanography, baseline study, 
continental shell 

AIIS'I~FtACI~: As pan of an environmental 
assessment of the Gulf of Mexico conducted in 
connection with proposed deep-water port development, 
information concerning the oceanography of the eastern 
Gulf of Mexico was compiled by researchers from the 
State University System of Florida. Topics included 
physical and chemical oceanography, geology, marine 
biology, and tourism. 

ACC 4160; TYPE P; YI~:AR 1985 
HARRY, A ; VI'1'TOR & ASSOCIATES, INC. ; 
TUSCALAOSA TREND REGIONAL DATA SEARCH 
AND SYNTHESIS STUDY (VOL I--SYNTHESIS 
REPORT AND VOL 11--SUPPLEMENTAL 
REPORTS. 

[31111 . FINAL . RI-TORT SUBMITTED TO MINf:FtAIS 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE, ML"1'AIRIE, LA 
C()MIRACI' #14-12-0001--IW48 . 877 PP. 

KEYWORD: bibliography, physical, chemical, 
biological, oceanography, current, 
circulation, model, socioeconomic, fish, 
invertebrate, macroalgae, 
plrytoplankton, zooplanklon 

Al1S"1'KACE Information on the natural resources 
of the "I'usc:aloosa Trend ()CS (southeastern Louisiana, 
Mississippi, and Alabama), from coastal marshes to a 
depth of 2W m, have been collected, annotated, and 
synthesized . Over 12(N) published and unpublished data 
sources were reviewed and citations computerized m the 
NI;DRGS format to provide MMS a means for 
retrieving, updating, and expanding the data base . A 
conceptual ecosystem meet of the '1'uscala>sa "trend 
shelf has been developed that represents the OCS region 
as an integrated system of physical and biogeochemicnl 
components, stressing functional relationships and 
interactions with adjoining ecosystems . Synthesis report 
chapters characterize the ecosystem model, physiography 
and geology, physical and chemical oceanography, 
ecological resources, and socioeconomic features of tile 
region . Water mass circulation in both coastal and shell 
water is strongly affected by open Gull circulation (e.g., 
I cx)p Current), diurnal tides, sustained winds, and 
freshwater discharge from major river systems (e .g ., 
Mississippi and Mobile Rrvers). Nel longshore linural 
drift is generally to the west along the Mississippi-
Alabama barrier islands and to the north along 
Chandelcur-Hreton Islands as determined from island 
migration patterns. Transport of nutrients to the inner 
shelf occurs during periods of high aver discharges, while 
outer shell areas are provided with nutrients primarily 
during intrusions U( oceanic waters . Pollutants are 
generally restricted to areas of localized inputs (.e ., 

discharges from coastal industrial and municipal centers) . 
Demersal fishes and benthic community patterns. 

ACC 23A2 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
13ASAN, P.B. ; 
ASPECT'S OF SEDIMENTATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF A CARBONATE BANK IN THE 
BARRACUDA KEYS, SOUTH FIAItIDA 

IlIl3LJ . SGDIMf:N"f. Pll'f201_ 43(1):42-53. 

KIiYWO1tD: Monrce, carbonate, algae, sediment 

ABSTRACT : Paciors influencing the accumulation 
of carbonate sediments into a bank were studied. ()1 
factors influencing growth and present configuration. 
The development of this bank way summarized as 
follows: preferential accumulation of line sediment in 
sink holes, forming coalescing silty banks; 
contemporaneous colonization of these banks by 
calcareous algae and marine grasses; entrapment and 
accumulation of coarse sediment by these marine plants 
forming a single contiguous sand bank ; and continued 
growth by accretion of sediment over avalanche slopes. 
It was determined that the bank is probably expending 
itself into the adjoining lagoon by a process of 
differential growth . This process is dependent upon 
stabilization of tine part of the bank, while growth 
cunlinues in another. 
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ACC 436 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
BASS, K.J . ; AVAULT, AW. ; 
FOOD HABIT'S, LENGTH, WEIGHT 
RELATIONSHIP, CONDITION FACTOR, AND 
GROWTH OF JUVENILE RED DRUM SCIAENOPS 
OCEllATUS IN LOUISIANA 

DIl3L TRANS . AM . FISH. SOG 104(1) :35-45 . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, ecology, feeding 
habits, fish, growth, length, weight 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 2-383; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
f3AUER. J .C. ; 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BIOLOGY OF THE SEA 
URCHIN DIADEMA ANTIII.4RUM. 

131131. MnS"fI:R'S 'riiesis . UNIVERSITY Of : MIAMI . 
MIAMI, FL 62 P . 

KPYWOttD : Monrce, biology, growth . spawning, 
temperature, tide, light, echinodermata 

ABS'fFtAC"I' : Diadems antillarum was studied in 3 

habitats off Southern Florida between March 1968 and 
February 1969. Test growth rates were investigated . 
comparative studies showed that tropical species grew 
fastest, with the exception of heart urchins. Aggregation 

increased during the spawning period and was influenced 
by tidal fluctuations. Gametogenesis and spawning were 
associated with dropping temperatures. A synchronised 
spawning pattern from Key West to Bermuda is 
suggested. 

ACC 2384 ; TYPE }' ; YEAR 1976 
I3AUGR, J.C ; 
GROW'TfI, AGGREGATION AND MATURATION IN 
THE ECHINOID, DIADEMA AN'I7CIARUM. 

QIF3L MAS7'F_K'S "I'FiESIS . FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY . 7'ALI.AIIASSEE, F1_ 

KEYWORD : Monroe, growth, reproduction, 
temperature, spawning, echinociermata 

ABSTRACT : A study of growth. aggregation. and 
reproduction of Diadems antillarum was conducted at 3 

sites, representing 3 habitats located at Boca Raton, 
Indian Key. end Key West . Florida. The growth rate of 
young D. antillarum at lioca Raton was found to be S 
times greater than that of adults over the same b month 

period in 1968. Gametogenesis al Indian Key was 
initialed in the fall of 196fS with decreasing water 
temperature. Major spawning occurred during a period 

of low temperature in November 1968 al both Indian 
Key and Key West . Spawning lime was correlated wish 
lunar phases . Aggregation of D. antillarum was 
influenced by reproductive stale and tidal fluctuation . 

ACC 4316 ; 'I'YPL N ; YEAR 1980 ; 
13AUER, J.C. ; 
OBSERVATIONS ON GEOGRAPHICAL. 
VARIATIONS 1N POPULATION DENSITY OF THE 
ECHIN()IU UIAllEMA AMI711ARUM WITHIN TtiE 
WESTERN NORTH A71-ANTIC. 

131UL 13U1 .1_ MAR. SCI . 39\0(2) :509-S1S . 

KEYWORD: cchinocicrmala, habitat, growth, 
temperature, spawning, distribution 

AIiS7'12ACI': Animal density counts and gonadal 
exams were conducted within populations of Diadems 
from the following areas: Curacao, Netherlands Antilles ; 

Barbados, West Indies ; U.S . Virgin Islands; [3rilish Virgin 
Islands; Puerto Rico ; Grand Cayman . British West 
Indies ; Nassau, Bahamas; Florida Keys,. and Bermuda . 
To determine mean population densities, all sizes of 
Diadems were counted within successive m super(2)- 

yuadrats along transects which were randomly chosen 
and varied in length according to the site involved . Only 
daytime counts were made because of the mobility of the 
Diadems at night when exposed to light . The population 
densities reported are qualitative observations . 

ACC 2056 ; TYPE P ; YI~AR 1464 
[3AUl;f', E .I . ; 
A STUDY OF THE DISTRIBUTION AND THE 
ZOOGEOGRAPHY OF THE POLYCFiAETOUS 
ANNELIDS OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF IN THE 
NORTHEASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

131131, MAS7'l3R'S TIIf:SIS. FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY. 'fALI.AIIASSfT, Fl_ 

KEYWORD: distribution, zcxigcogr:+phy, polychaelc 

ABSTRACT: Polychacics were obtained from 

bottom samples taken during November 1967 along the 

northeastern Gulf continental shell to e depth of 183 m. 
Of the 4 major groups, the first consisted of species 

occurring on the Atlantic coast of the U.S . The second 

group were those endemic to the Gulf of Mexico. The 
third group was composed of polychaeics found in the 
West Indies, Bermuda, and Florida Keys areas. The 

fourth group was circumtropical circummunJane. The 
large number of tropical and subtropical species was the 
must outstanding feature of this study of pulVChaelcs. 



ACC 605 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
BEA, RG ; AUUIQERT, J.M.E . ; 
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS AND PIPELINES IN 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER DELTA 

E31I3L J . GGOTGCH . ENG . DIV., AM . SOG CIV . ENG . 
106 :853-869 (PAPER 15645). 

KEYWORD : drilling platforms, geology, physical 
process, pipeline, sediment transport 

ABSTRACT': Not available . 

ACC 4246; "I'YPI: P; YEAR 1983 

HURRICANE WAVE HEIGHT AND FORCES-4 : 
DESIGN WAVE FORCES ESCALATE TO "100-
YEAR" CONDITIONS 'PO CONSIDER STORMS, 
DRAG, FOULING. 

I31E3L OIL CAS J . 81(43) :95-99. 

KEYWORD : wave, storm, tooling, currents, 
hurricane, drilling platform, physical 
process 

Al3STRAC'I': In the previous articles, the 
attenuation of wave heights across the Gulfs continental 
shelf was examined . More wave attenuation was bond 
than was previously recognized . This article integrates 
these findings with other considerations regarding 
hurricane wave and current forces the results being the 
development of a design wave force level similar to the 
API reference level for shallow water platforms in the 
Gulf of Mexico. A chronology of deign basis wave 
forces . 

ACC 4247 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
BEA, R.G . ; 
HURRICANE WAVE HEIGHT AND FORCES-3: 
WAVE-HEIGI IT ATTENUATION MODELED BY 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SHALLOW WATER 
IN GULF. 

QIBL OIL GAS J . 81(41) :114-120 . 

KEYWORD: wave, model, hurricane, physical 
process 

ABSTRACT: This third article in a series of five 
describes a computer program which models shallow-
water wave-height attenuation, i.e ., various dissipauve 
physical processes previously described. 'Me wave-
attenuation model calibration is then discussed the result 
being a statistical distribution of shallow-water wave 
conditions (or three subregions of the western Gull v! 
Mexico Continental Shelf. 

ACC 4271 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
l3EA, }tG . ; LAI, N . W . : MOORE, G.H . ; NIEDORODA, 
A W. ; 
GULF OF MEXICO SHAIIAW-WATER WAVE 
HEIGHT'S AND FORCES. 

(31nL OFFSIiORG'1'ECIiNOL CONE (UNITED 
STATES) 3:49-0R . 

KEYWORD: wave, storm 

ABSTRACT : 'Me purpose of this study was to 
develop a rational procedure for establishing 
environmental design conditions for platforms in 
relatively shallow water in the Gulf of Mexico. Ibis 
paper discusses two parts of this study. The first part is 
that of developing and calibrating a procedure for 
determining the amount of storm wave height reduction 
due to dissipation of wave energy through hold shear 
stresses acting on the sealloor of the Continental Shelves. 
The second part is that of developing and justifying a 
wave force parametcrization procedure to quantify wave 

force levels on typical jacket structures in the Gulf of 
Mexico . 

4444* 

ACC 587 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
BEARD, J.H . ; SANGREE, J.D. ; SMITIi, LA; 
QUATERNARY CHRONOLOGY, PAIEOCLIMATE, 
DEPOSITIONAL SEQUENCES, AND EUSTATIC 
CYCLES . 

131111, AM . ASSOC . PET . GFOL [3UI .L 66(2):IS8-169. 

KEYWORD: Quaternary, chronology, continental 
shelf, continental slope, geology, 
seismic reflection, eusiaiic change, 
Pleistocene, sedimcniulogy. geologic 
structure 

ABSTRACT: Pleistocene alternations of ocean 
volumes, expressed as relative changes in sea level, are 
symptomatic of the accumulation and melting of 
continental ice sheets and resulted in luwslands of sea 
level during glacial periods and highstands during 
interglacial periods. A lowstand-highsiand couplet 
constitutes a eustaUc cycle. Fight cycles that occurred 
during the last 25 to 3.0 m.y. are recognized in the Gulf 
Coast region. "These cycles are identified by multiple 

criteria, including paleontologic, sedimeniologic, and 
seismic evidence . Gustatic cycle concepts can be used in 
seismic straugraphy to identify seismic (deposiuonel) 
sequences. Such seismic- sequence analyses are based on 
identification of discrete straugraphic units within 
relatively conliormable intervals of strata by using 

reflection patterns on the seismogram . For example, 
glacial periods may exhibit chaotic bedding surfaces tin 
the seismogram, whereas interglacial periods may display 

parallel bedding surfaces. Seismic sequence analyses 
provide a sound basis for applying the global system of 
geochronology it) seismic data for the improvement of 
strnugraphic and structural interpretations. Moreover, 
seismic sequence analyses in new exploration areas allow 
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for reliable predictions o[ geologic age ahead of drilling 
and facilitate preliminary tectonostrnugraphic 
reconstructions . 

ACC 2"385 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
DEAKDSLEY, G.L ; COS'fGLLO, TJ . ; DAMS, G .6. ; 
JONES, AC. ; SIMMONS, D.C. ; 
THE FIARIDA SPINY LOBSTER FISHERY: A 
WHITE PAPER 

D113L HA SCI . 3R(3):144-149. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, spiny lobster, fishery, 
management, fishery statistics 

ABSTRACT Management practices were suggested 
for Florida spiny lobster fishery to combat declining 
catch rates, resulting from increasing fishing pressure by 
commercial and recreational fishermen. A two-phase 
management program was proposed : 1) allocate the 
resource effectively between commercial and recreational 
components, institute uniform interstate regulations to 
protect the resource, and increase the collection of 
fishery statistics for both commercial and recreational 
harvests ; and 2) establish a management scheme based 
on additional research to obtain the optimum sustainable 
yield. 

ACC 1204 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
IIEAUMAKIAGE, D.S . ; I .1"I"1'LE, E. .1 . ; 
STATUS REPORT OF FLORIDA'S RESEARCH ON 
SPINY LOBSTER BIOLOGY. 

131131 . PRO( GULF CARI[3H . FISH . INS'C. 28TH 
ANNU. SESS . OCI'. 1975 : 102-107. 

KEYWORD: spiny lobster, larval, recruitment, 
behavior, migration, growth, 
populations, population dynamics, 
commercial fishery, crusl:+cea 

A13S'rIZACI' : Research on the population dynamics 
of Florida's spiny lobster was reviewed to summarize 
existing knowledge for use in evaluating management 
concepts. Development of larval lobsters and their 
method of recruitment have been studied intensively 
although larval sieges cannot yet be identified to specks. 
Recent use of SCUBA tier in situ observations has 
increased knowledge of lobster behavior and migration. 
Understanding of spiny lobster population dynamics has 
been hindered by the lack of information tin growth and 
the relationship between age and lobster size . The 
effects of fishing pressure on the structure cal juvenile 
and adult populations is assessed. Increased 
investigation of lobster stocks in deeper water and areas 
peripheral to the main lishing grounds may provide 
information concerning lobster growth, migration, 
recruitment, interactions with inshore populations, and 
the potential as alternative fisheries. 

AC(: 213; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
IiGCCASlO, AD. ; F0111BRINGI11AM, N . ; RGDFIELD, 
AE.; FI113W, K.L BT AL 
GULF COAST ECOLOGICAL INVENTORY. USER'S 
GUIDE AND INFORMATION BASE 

NI[31 . U .S . PISIi AND WILDLIFE SERVICE-, OFFICE 
OI' 13101AGICAL SERVICES . WASIiINCi"1'ON, D.C . 
FWS/011S.82/55 . 191 NP. 

K[:YWORD : barrier island, coastal resource, coastal 
wager, coastal zone, ecology, 
ecosystem, exploration, industry 

ABSTRACT : This study provides an mvenlorV of 
important ecological resources slung the Gull Coast, an 
area of some 475,000 square kilometers (18:;,400 square 
miles). "hits inventory is intended to provide guvernmcnt 
and industry decisionmaker-s with valuable ecological 
inliirmnUUn which will nvNiht in the regional stung of oil 
and gay processing :end manufacturing facilities and their 
respective transportation systems. The preparation of this 
ecological inventory involved lour major task : the 
collection, review, and analysis of available date on 
coastal fish and wildlife species end their habitats and 
special land use areas; the synthesis and compilation of 
these dale into a formal which is compatible with lite 
requirements of 1:250,(N)O-scale mapping; the 
preparation of a series of 22 resource inventory graphics 
for the Gulf Qoasl ; and the preparation of a report 
narrative keyed to the inventory graphics . The report is 
organized in accordance with the hierarchical 
classilicalion scheme for coastal ecosystcms devised by 
fcncll (1979) . ticologicnl resources are summarized by 
their appropriate geographic zone, and descriptions and 
Icx:aucms of species with special slaws and aquatic and 
terrcstnal species of high commercial, recreational, and 
acsihelic value arc included. The designation of more 
than 270 special land use areas slung the Gull Coast is 

also provided . 

""""" 



ACC 4211 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
F3EDINGER, GA, JR . ; 
ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF PETROLEUM 
PRODUCI70N PLATFORMS IN TIIE CENTRAL 
GULF OF MEXICO-PRELIMINARY FINDINGS. 

[31BL IN : PROC. 111'}1 ANNU. OFFSHORE TECH . 
CONE. 4 :2149-2161 . OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY 
CONFERENCE, f IOUS"CON, 'IX 30 APRIL 1479 . 

KEYWORD : artificial reef, hydrography, 
hydrocarbon, sediment, trace metal, 
benihic, fouling, fish, pollution 

AI3S7RAC'I': Southwest Research Institute is 
presently managing a relatively large program in offshore 
ecology for the Bureau of Land Management. Project 
objectives are to assess the long term cumulative effects 
of production platform operation on the Outer 
Continental Shell (OCS) environment, and further define 
their "artificial reef"effect . "These results are then to be 
used in helping formulate future research on the OCS. 
indicate monitoring techniques and to review present 
"benchmark" studies. "The study area covers a broad 
expanse of the Louisiana "oilpatch" from the Mississippi 
delta, west 200 miles and offshore 100 miles. Twenty-
four stations have been visited during late spring and late 
summer, 1978, and winter, 1979, with four platforms 
sampled as primary sites during each season, 16 as 
secondary sites in the late summer and four controls in 
each season. The program was designed to cover all 
production types, ages and surrounding ecosystems 
normal to the nonhcentral Gulf of Mexico. Collections 
and analyses have included basic hydrography; 
hydrocarbons in wager, sediments and biota ; trace metals 
from similar samples ; sediment physical characterization ; 
benthic microbiology ., benthic biota ; hislopatholo6y in 
fish and invertebrates; and platform associated fouling 
organisms and fish . This paper presents data from initial 
sampling and gives observations of trends. 11ie major 
observations realized are that the Mississippi River 
overshadows man's activities in affecting the environment 
in that it overrides ocean water over a considerable area 

in the nearshore during the summer months causing an 
oxygen decline and subsequent 

ACC 1205 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
BEHENSKY, J.F.; 
REASSESSMENT OF THE DISTRIBUT11ON OF 
BENTHIC FORAMINIFERA OF THE SHELF AND 
SLOPE OF THE ATLANTIC MARGIN AND GULF 
OF MEXICO OF THE UNITED STATES. 

111111- UNIV . OF MIAMI M.S. TIiESIS . 119 P . 

KIiYWORD: foraminifera, benthic, temperature, 
depth, sediment, continental shelf, 
continental slope, distribution 

A11S1'FiACf: Distribution patterns of bcnlhic 
foraminifera from the eastern and southern margins of 
the Untied Slates were determined based on 
approximately 1000 precompiled samples. In addition to 
temperature and depth, sediment type was analyzed as a 
controlling parameter in loram distribution . Sediment 
distribution was found to correlate closely with generic 
level (cram distribution . 

ACC 1206 ; "1'YI'G P ; YEAR 1977 
IiGI II:NSKY, J.F. ; 

1111111 

KI:YWOItD : 

ABSTRACT : Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 1207 ; "1'YPF P ; YEAR 1977 
f3EHFNSKY . J .F. ; 
REASSESSMENT OF THE DISTIUBUTION OF 
BENTFiIC FORAMINIFERA OF THE SHELF AND 
SLOPE OF THE A'I1AN'I'IC MARGIN AND GULF 
OF ME}QCO OF THE UNITED STATES . 

I31[3L UNIV. OF MIAMI M.S . "CHESTS. 119 N. 

KI:YWORU : foraminifera, benthic, temperature, 
depth, sediment 

ABSTftAC'F Dislribuuon patterns of bcnthic 
loraminilcra from the eastern and southern continental 
margins of the United Stales were determined based on 
approximately IOW precompiled samples. In addition to 
temperature and depth, sediment type was analyzed as a 

controlling parameter in foram distribution . Sediment 
distribution was found to correlate closely with generic 
level loram distribution . 

"" 

ACC 4001 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
13L:IIRINGf:Ft, D . W. ; MOLINAKI, K.1 _ ; FI:SIA, J.F. ; 
THE VARIABIllTY OF ANT[CYCLOMC CURRENT 
PATTERNS IN THE GULF OF MEX1C0. 

13113L J . Gf :OPIiYS . RES. 82(34) :5464-5476. 

KEYWORD: physical, oceanography, circulation. 
loop current, hydrography, eddy 
formation, intrusion, currents, 
temperature, gyre 

ABSTRACT: A recent twofold increase m the 
number of temperature observations available in the: 
Gull of Mexico has prompted a reappraisal of several 

ideas regarding the temporal variability of the IAX)p 
Current in the eastern gulf end the anUC,yclonic gyre in 
the western gull 'llic analysis includes both synoptic 
dais drawn from 47 cruises in the eastern gull and 
monthly maps of temperature at 2(X) m prepared from 
observations over the entire gull . It is found that tin 

average the penetration of the Loop Current info the 
gull increases during the winter and sprang, reaching n 
maximum in the early summer, al which time a large 
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anticyclonic eddy probably separates from the loop . It is 
also found that there are substantial deviations from this 
average sequence of events ; during the past dozen years 
the period between eddy separations has been as shore 
as 8 months and as long as 17 months. The daa 
coverage of the western gulf is sparse, but there is 
evidence for the year-round persistence of the 
anucyclonic gyre and some indications that the gyre may 
be strongest in summer and winter . 

ACC 4261; TYPE, ; YEAR 1981 
lit?IIKENS, l : . W. ; MIDDLGDI"1'CH, f3.S . ; 
TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON AND CARBON 
ISOTOPES OF SEDIMENTS. THE BUCCANEER 
GAS AND OIL MELD STUDY. 

131131 . SYMP . BUCCANEER GAS AND 011 . FIELD 
STUDY, I IOUSI'ON, "IX PLI:NUM PUI3LISI ZING 
CORP . . NC-.W YORK. 117-110 P. 

KEYWORD : organic carbon, sediments, oil, drilling 

Af3STRAC_ E This paper considers whether the 
isotopes of carbon in the organic matter of the sediments 
within and around the Buccaneer field indicate that nnv 
alteration of the sedimentary organic matter has resulted 
from drilling and producing operations. Samples of 
surficial marine sediments were removed from short 
cores and samples of older sediments from long piston 
cores. To develop a predictive model of carbon isotope 
effects, the specific dilference between produced crude 
and background organic carbon stable isotopes is 
determined . Results for lout organic carbon, stable 
organic isotopes, and radiocarbon are given. Erosion is 

indicated both by radiocarbon ages and sedimentation 
rates of surficial sediments, and these trendy lit the 
predictive model of carbonaceous contamination. A 
bimodal stable carbon isotope ratio distribution suggests 
a contamination male in which the material does not 
diminish with distance but bypasses a considerable 
distance before his deposited. The study area lies 
between two continental shelf areas with distinct stable 
carbon isotope differences of sufficient magnitude to 

account for the two frequency modes found in the 
Buccaneer field area . 

""""" 

ACC 437 ; TYPE, ; YEAR 1971 
131iLLINGf;R, .I . W. ; 
FOOD HABITS OF JUVENILE POMPANO, 
'I'(tACHINOTUS CAROllNUS, IN LOUISIANA 

IiIl3L TItANS. AM . PISI I . SOC. 1W(3):4K6-494 . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal water, ecology, feeding 
habit, lish, juvenile 

ABSTRA(- I': Not available . 

ACC 2057; TYPE P : YFNZ 1981 
111-I'LL, S .S. ; MCCI .IN'f()c'K, .1.13 . ; 
INVERTEBRATES ASSOCIATED WITH 
ECHINODERMS FROM THE WEST COAST OE 
FLORIDA WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 
FiARPACI7COID COPEPODS. 

81131. IN"1'I :RNA"1'. GCI IIN()I)I:RM CONF. TAMPA, 
FL SEPT. 24-27, 1981 . 

KI:YWOftD : invertebrate, cchincxierm, assemblage, 
macrulnuna, meiolauna, cruslacea, 
habitat 

ABSTRACT: Mciolnuna and mecrolauna were 
collected Irum three echinoderm species from the Gulf 
coast of Florida. I larpanicoid copepods numericaIIV 
dominated [lie echinodet ma -associated assemblages. 
Nematodes, amphipods, and oslracexls were also 
abundant on L_ varicgawa, but were present in low 
numbers on Arbacia punclulata and F:chinaster sp. 'llie 
high densities of associated invertebrates on I_ varicgalus 
are believed to be e result of the echinuid's covering 

response which provides microhabitats for small 
invertebrates. 

""""" 

ACC 2213 ; "t'YPE P ; YEAR 1979 
13liLl, C.K . ; 
NITROGEN FIXATION (ACETYLENE 
REDUCTION) ASSOCIATED WITH SEAGRASSES 
ALONG THE NORTHERN FLORIDA GULF COAST. 

131131 . MAS II :K'S "1'Flltilti. t=LOItIUA S'1'A'I'1 : 
UNIVF'ILSI"I'Y . TAL(AIIAStiII{ . I-l_ 

KEYWORD: biomass, depth. sediment grain sae. 
seagrass, nutrient, organic carbon, 
nitrogen, light 

ABSTRACT: Investigation of nitrogen Iucaiion 
associated with the seagrasses ~Ilialassia leswdinum, 
tiyringalium lili(ormc end I laloclulc wnghtii was 
conducted during June-August 1978 on the northern Gull 

coast. At one station, N-fixation, teal area endue, and 
leaf plus epiphyte biomass decreased with depth, 
suggesting That light influences sengrass and epiphyte 

growth and the N-fixation associated wish epiphytes . The 
amount of organic matter increased Irom west to cast 
stations, which was accompanied by increases in epiphyte 
biomass and N-fixation and a decrease in root biomass. 
These results support the hypothesis that the morphology 
of T. testudinum is related to the percentage of ash free 
dry weight of the sediment . which mJiicLily niicLiN N- 

I ixa Uon. 
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ACC 2257 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
BELL, S.S. ; DEVLIN, DJ.; 
SHORT-TERM MACROFAUNAL 
RECOLOM7A170N OF SEDIMENT AND 
EPIBENTfIIC HABITAT'S IN TAMPA BAY, 
FLORIDA 

[31[3L BULL MAR. SCI . 33(1):102-108. 

KEYWORD : polychaete, crustacean, sediment, 
defaunation, macrofauna, polychaete 

ABSTRACT: Macrofaunal recolonizauon of 
experimentally defaunated sediments and epibenthic 
wbecaps was studied in Tampa Bay, Florida, over the 
lime scale o! hours and days. In both in(aunal and 
epifaunal systems, adult age classes rapidly colonized 
experiment treatments. Within 7.5 h after dafaunauon of 
sediment patches (1W cubic centimeter) densities of 
dominant macrofauna returned to control levels. 
Demersal tap evidence suggested that benthic 
crustaceans and adults of the polychaete Polydora ligni 
were present in the wager column during our field 
investigation . Macrobenlhic polychaeies and amphipods 
repopulated dcfaunaled epibenlhic structure (Diopatra 

cuprea tube-caps) within I .8 d by moving through the 
water column and/or sediments. 

ACC 4002; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
136L1_ F.W . ; SORENSON, P.F. ; LEGWOR'17iY, V.R. ; 
THE ECONOMIC IMPACT AND VALUATION OF 
SALTWATER RECREATIONAL FISHERIES IN 
FLORIDA 

BIDI . FLORIDA SEA GFtANI' KGP. Nn . 47 . 

KEYWORD: socioeconomic, coastal, recreational 
fishery 

ABSTRACT : This project quantified both market 
and nonmarkel value and economic importance of 
Florida's saltwater recreational fishery, a significant but 
poorly described element in the state's economy and 
mulU-billion dollar tourist industry. During 1980-1981, 

2,177,217 anglers lA years and older engaged in saltwater 
recreational angling. Approximately 78% of all resident 
angler fishing days were spent within Florida's territorial 

waters. Resident anglers spent approximately $1 .1 billion 
at the retail level or $508.97 per angler during 1980-1981. 
20,368 retail employees in Florida depend on resident 
saltwater recreational fisheries for their livelihood . 
Nearly 57% of all resident saltwater anglers were willing 
to pay at least $6.75 for a saltwater fishing license . 
During 1980-1981, 3,047,322 tourist anglers 18 years or 
older engaged in saltwater recreational fishing . 
Appraotimntely $.763 billion were spent directly by tourist 
saltwater anglers at the retail level. Approximately $3.95 

billion were directly and indirectly generated by tourist 
saltwater anglers. 103,510 employees in Florida depend 

on direct and indirect expenditures generated by tourists 
on saltwater recreational fishing . Over 52`"r, of all tourist 
saltwater anglers were willing to pay at least 510.50 for a 
saltwater license . 

""""" 

ACC 2237 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
131 :NDBlt, G.S . ; 
STUDIES OF THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE STONE 
CRAB, MENIPPE MERCENARIA (SAY), IN THE 
CEDAR KEY AREA 

131131, MASTER'S TliESIS. UNIVERSITY OF 
FLORIDA GAINF?SVILLE, PL 

Kt:YWOI2D : life history, stone crab, sponge, 
seagrass, habitat 

ABSTRACT: lie life history of the stone crab, 
Menippe mercenaria, was studied at Cedar Key, Florida. 
Females with eggs were commonly found in burrows on 
"17ialassis grassllais in the spring through tale summer, 
and most males were found (here in the fall . Juveniles 
were most abundant nn shell bottoms, grass0ais, sponge, 
and rock. Many juveniles were found to move to oyster 
bars the following spring. Sexual maturity was probably 
reached the second tall . Alter mating in winter, females 
moved to deep grass0ets and channels, while many males 

moved to deep water and offshore in the spring . 
Apparently two populations exist -- one population 
offshore, mostly males, migrates in the early winter (or 

mating and possibly for protection from predators ; and a 
second population, mostly females, remains inshore all 
year and spawn from March to October . Stridutation is 
described, but function was not determined for this 
process. Adult crabs need several molls to replace a 
new claw that is large enough to be commercially 
harvested for the second time . Harvest of the entire 
male crab over 8.5 cm carapace width is suggested to 
replace the present practice of claw removal . 

""""" 

ACC 4:38 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
l3ENNE"1'I', J.A ; 
FOOD HABITS AND FEEDING CHRONOLOGY OF 
THE LONGNOSE KILLIFISH, F[JNDULUS SIMI[1S 
(BAIRD AND GIRARD) FROM ST. LOUIS BAY, 
MISSISSIPPI . 

131111 . MAS"I GR'S "I'Ii1 :SIS . MISSISSIPPI S I'A'I'P. 
UNIVERSITY . IiA"I"IIf:SIiURG . MS . 32 VV . 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, feeding habit, fish 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 246; TYPE- ; YEAR 1971 
IiEItGAN'IING, K.N . ; 
SUBMARINE REGIONAL. GEOMORPHOLOGY OF 
THE GULF OF ME?aCO. 

I1113L Gt?OI_ SOC . AM ., BULL H2:741-752 . 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, geology. 
geomorphology, topography, 
continental slope, sediment, diapir, 
Pleistocene 

ABSTRACT Recent surveys and investigations in 
the Gulf of Mexico have provided sufficient new data to 
warrant an updated regional geomorphic classification . 

Ilhe Gull region is divided. according to the methods 
used by geomorphologists for continental areas, into 
three major geomorphic divisions end sixteen provinces. 
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Some of the provinces are further subdivided info 
sections and subsections. Most sections of the continental 
shell contain Pleistocene wave-cut terraces . The lowest 
terraces generally lie near a depth of 65 fm . The 
continental slope is considered here to be a major 
geomorphic division, rather than a province, because of 
its variety of landforms and area) differences in 
geomorphic history. The deepness of the continental 
slope ranges from 2 deg. on the DeSoto Slope to greater 
than 45 deg. over limited areas of the reef-formed West 
Florida and Campeche Escarpments. Diapirs underlie all 
non-carbonate slopes and have largely altered the pre-
existing topography. Great thicknesses of evenly bedded 
sediments underlie the Gulf floor. The deeper sediments 
were derived from the northwest and pre-date the salt 
teetonism that produced the Sigsbee Escarpment and the 
numerous diapirs. 

ACC 2040 ; TYPE I' : YEAR 1467 
BERRY, It .J . ; 
DYNAMICS OF THE TORTUGAS (FLORIDA) PINK 
SHRIMP POPULATION. 

(31[31 . PH.D . TFi(:Slti . UNIVt:ItSl'I'Y OP RlIODB 
ISLAND . KINGSTON, Kl . 

KEYWORD : pink shrimp, population, fishery, 
decapai, tagging, stress, management 

ABSTRACT: An analysis of historical information, a 
3 yr. interview survey, and two mark-recapture 
experiments were used to assess the penaeW shrimp 
population of the Turtugas. Results suggest that a 
reduction in fishing pressure and management to 
increase the size of ,primp first exposed to capture 
would benefit the fishery . 

ACC 4215 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
131 :RRY, RJ . ; MCFtAE, E.D . ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF AN 
OFFSHORE OIL MELD: A PROGRESS REPORT. 

111111, IN : 'PRO(i . REV . PROC ENVIRON . EPFECI'S 
OI : ENERGY IZBIA'fE:U AC"1'IVI77ES ON 
MAR./1?S"1'UAlL. ECOSYSTEMS' KEPT. NO . 
GPAbW/7-77-111 AND UEMI-77-25 . 143-52 

KEYWORD : [fishing, pollution, shrimp 

ABSTRACT : '17ie area selected fur study is the 
Buccaneer Oil Field located above 53 km (32 miles) 
south of Gnlveston. This field was chosen because it is 
isolated from other production areas end has been in 
operation long enough to allow development of climax 
communities. Shunted in commercial shnmping grounds, 
i1 is a local point fur recreational lishing and diving 
nciiviues. Objectives of the study arc to compare 
ecosystems in the vicinity of a producing field with those 
in nearby unaltered arena and to identify changes 
attributable to pollutants and the presence of structures . 

ACC 1208 ; "I'YPI : P; YEAR 1978 
lil :lt"f, "I'.M . ; WARNIiR, R.F . ; KI :SSI .I :R, I_D. ; 
7'FiE BIOLOGY AND FLORIDA FIST-CRY OF THE 
STONE CRAB, MEMPPE MERCENARIA (SAC, 
WITFI EMPHASIS ON SOU'THWEST FLORIDA. 

Hllil . FI .A. SEA GIN I"ITCl l . PAP . NO . 9 . 82 P 

KI:YW()RU: stone crab . IisherV, drcapcxl, biology 
invertebrates, commercial fisheries 

ABSTRACT: This report summarizes the knowledge 
regarding the natural history of the stone crab, rind 
evaluates the stone crab fishing industry . Baseline data 
fur future use in monitoring a commercially exploited 
area was given. 'I1ic relation o! the southwest hlorida 

stone crab fishery to that of the rest of the state was 
discussed. 
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ACC 2164 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1993 
BERT, T.M . ; 
BIASES INHERENT IN INFERRING THE 
POPULATION DYNAMICS OF A LARGE MOBILE 
DECAPOD CRUSTACEAN WHEN USING TRAPS 
FOR SAMPLING 

IiII1L PItEtiFN'fGl) A I' IiI :N'I'111C 1'COI_ Ml :F°T ., 
FLORIDA INSTITUTE ()FT I :CIINULOGY. 
M[:Ll3()UIZNI :, FL 

KI :YWOIZU: stone crab, population dynamics 

A13S TIZA(`I : Data from several studies were used 
to examine bias m sampling of stone crabs (Menippc 
mercenaria) with (raps. Changes in [lie population 
structure of [he trapped crabs varied with trap type, 
duration between samplings, season and composition and 
density of the sample) populations. Caution against 
similar biases in Yapping studies of other large mobile 
decapcxl crustaceans is advised. 

""""" 

A('(' 2165 ; TYPE P; YI :AK 1983 
I3I :K"I'.'I'.M . ; DOI)It1Ll, l . ; DAVIS . G .i :. : Ii( .MiiN( . 
.I . ; 
11E POPULATION DYNAMICS OF THE STONE 
CRAB (MEMPPE MrRCENAl2IA) 1N 
EVERGLADES AND BISCAYNE NATIONAL 
PARKS. 

131131 .FIA SCI . 46(SUPPL I) :24 . 

KI{1'W()KI): distribution, stunt crab, population 
dynamics, abundance, growth . 
migration 

ABSTRACT: Temporal and spatial variations in the 
distribution, abundance, six, ratio, size class frequency, 
and reprcxiuclivc effort of stone crabs (Menyppc 



mercenaria) were investigated !or one year throughout 
south llorida nearshore waters. A major nursery area 
fur stone crabs was discovered offshore from the Big 
Cypress and Everglades estuaries . It was hypothesized 
that crabs from that area disperse southward through 
Florida Bay and the Florida Keys . Stone crabs trapped in 
liiscayne National Park were not locally restricted, but 
may be migrating from farther north along the Florida 
east coast . 

""""" 

ACC 2058 ; TYPO P ; YEAR 1979 
BILRI, R. ; 
HYDROCARBONS IN DEMERSAL FISH, 
MACROEPIFALTNA, AND 7AOPLANKTON. IN: 
MAFIA FINAL KEPT. ('I7-!E MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF BASELINE ENVIRON. STUDY. 1977/1978. 

8113L DAMES & M()OIZL FOR IiI .M CON"1'K. 
#AA550-CI7-34 . VOL 11 . CI 1 . 9, 531-571 

KEYWORD: hydrocarlxm . demersal fish, epifauna 
z(.x)planktun, MAFIA 

ABS1'iZAC'i' : As pan of a large study U( the biota of 
the Mississippi, Alabama and wept Florida continental 
shelves, the tissues of demersal fish, macrcepilauna and 
zooplankton were analyzed for hydrocarbon content. 
I lydrucarbon fractions were identified, and spatial trends 
of hydrocarbon distribution over the study area were 
discussed. Little evidence for the presence of petroleum 
was found in demersal fish or macroepifauna. 

ACC 2220: TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
IiISHON, .L M. 
BURYING, GROWTH, AND MOLTING OF PINK 
SHRIMP PENAEUS DUORARUM UNDER 
PHOTOPERIODS OF WI-IITE LIGHT AND U.V 
LIGHT. 

131BI . MAS"fEll'S 'CIiGSIS. PI,ORIDA S'L'ATE 
UNIVf:RSI l'Y . "fALlAl1ASSGE, I:1- 

KI YWOKI) : pink shrimp, light, growth 

AI3S I~IZACf: Comparative effects of different 
photopcriixls of UV light and white light on the burying, 
growth and molting of Penaeus duorarum were studied 
under controlled conditions. Statistically significant 
dillerenccs liar growth and molting rates were not evident 
when data were analyzed on an average daily basis. 
l{cdysis occurred during scotophasc of any photo period . 
A circadian burying activity was found in shrimp exposed 
to continuous UV light. Shrimp kepi in continuous 
darkness mill significantly more during the time 
coinciding with scolophase, and thus exhibited a weak 
endogenous moll rhythm . "1'he poorest growth occurred 
in groups exposed to UV light and best under constant 
dark and 12 hour light : 12 hour dark conditions. Since 
nppnucimeled maximum daily growths were found to be 
leis than the best estimates of natural growth, it was 
suggested that other factors (crowitmg, available space, 
food, water quality and cannibalism) might be involved. 

ACC 2221 ; "1'YPE P ; YEAR 1976 
lil'I"I~AKEIt, II .F . ; IVI :RSON. R .1 _ : 
TtiALASSIA TESTUDINUM PRODUCTIVITY: A 
F7f:ID COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT 
METHODS. 

131131 . MAR. BIOI_ 37(1):39-46 

KEYWORD: carbon, seagrass, primary productivity, 
ca rtx>n- l4 

Af3S'I'RACf: Net primary production rates in 
'Thalassic Iestudinum from the NE Gulf of Mexico were 
measured during a study comparing the Wetzel inorganic 

14C uptake and 7Leman leaf biomass techniques of 
measuring primary production rates. There were no 
significant differences for the two methods when the 14C 
uptake technique was corrected for sediment 14C 
"uptake", incubation chamber energy absorption, and 
differences in total tight energy . The results confirm 
previous evidence that the 14C technique estimates net 
particulate-carbon production . 

ACC 41X14 ; 'I'YPl : 1' ; YEAR 1981 
l3lAl1A, J . ; S I'UIZGES, W. ; 
EVIDENCE FOR WIND-FORCED CIRCULATION IN 
THE GULF OF ME?QCO. 

13181 . . J . MAR . Kl :ti . 39(4):711-734 . 

KGYW()Ill) : circulation, dynamic height, wind 
stress, physical, oceanography, 
scasonality 

ABS7'KAC"I': A study is conducted into the response 
of sea level end dynamic height to fluctuations of 
alongshore wind stress rind wind stress curl at periods 
greater than a few months per cycle. Monthly tide gauge 
data from Key West to Progreso, Mexico, during 1954 to 
1974 are adjusted to remove the attack of local 
atmospheric pressure and seasonal sieric heating. 'fhe 
adjusted mean monthly sea level elevations arc 
significantly greater from Progreso to Port Isabel then 
they arc elsewhere in the Gull. 'Ilhis observation remains 

unchanged after the elevations are reduced lot file effect 
of local alungshure winds. Among [lie tide gauges m the 
western Gull, Galveston is the most coherent with the 

local alongsh<ire wind forcing a1 periods greater than 2 
mo%ycle, exhibiting a phase with the winds not 
significanUV different from pi . At the whet coastal sites, 

at least halt of the I\elevaUon signal remains. "I~his 
residual signal is presumed to be caused by the 
geostrophic fluctuations of an offshore boundary current. 
7'he available wind data from the western halt of the 
Gulf show a negative wind stress curl ; the mean is -I 1 x 
10- dyne/cubic centimeter and curl is most negative in 
July . A common feature in the sea level elevations from 
Progreso to Port Isabe:l and in curl is the sharp transition 
from summer to (ell . It is suggestive of a seasonal 
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component to the Gulf circulation forced by the wind 
stress curl . This transition occurs from July to 
September in curl but from August to October in sea 
level, a one month lag . The observed 17 cm of change in 
elevation corresponds to 23 x 10- dyne/cubic centimeter 
of change in curl. A mean . . . 

""""" 

ACC 2060; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
BLAKE, N.J. ; 
INFAUNAL MACROMOLLUSCAN ASSEMBLAGES 
OF THE EASTERN GULF OF ME}QCO, 1975-76 

BIDL UNPUUL KEPT. U .S . DEPAR7'Mt?NT OF THE 
IN'I'fiRlOFt, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, DG 43 P . 

KEYWORD: infaunal, mollusc, diversity, season, 
depth, latitude, temperature, salinity, 
DO, sediment 

ABSTRACT : This report presents the results of the 
macroinfaunal mollusc study U( the Bureau of Land 
Management sponsored program in the Mississippi, 
Alabama, Florida (MAFIA) outer continental shell. 
One hundred forty-one t:uca of gastropods. 120 taxa of 
bivalves, 13 iaxa of scaphopods, 7 taxa of 
polyplacophorons and 1 aplacophoran texa were 
obtained from the study. Abundance of each of the 282 

taxa ranged from 1 individualN.54 square meters to (05 

individuals/0.54 square meters. Shannon-Weaver 
diversity index values ranged from 0.26 to 3.36 and 
generally decreased offshore. Seasonal and spatial 

variations were present in both density and diversity . A 
classification analysis distinguished live major clusters . 
'These taunal breaks appeared to be only partially related 

to sediment classificauon. Season, depth, latitude, and 
sampling problems appeared to be some of the other 
important (actors . 

""""" 

ACC 2061 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
liI.AKE. N .J . ; 
HISTOPATHOIAGY OF EPIFAUNAL 
INVERTEBRATES OF THE EASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO . IN : MAFTA FINAL REPORT (THE 
MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF BASELINE 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY. 1977/1978). 

131131, DAMNS AND MOORE, INC. FOR BUREAU 
OF l-AND MANAGt:MENT CON'I'RAC1' #AA550-
C7"1-34 . V()I_ II, (18) :837-860. 

deposit feeders which can survive the fine sediments. In 
the southern areas species richness and abundance 
increase, although they varied highly from one season to 
another and from one year to another. A total of 7 
groups of stations resulted from cluster analysis. These 
groups appear to show a north-south linearity . 
Apparently the macromolluscan assemblages of tire 
Eastern Gulf of Mexico are con . . . 

ACC 4005 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
KEYWORD : pathology, epitauna, invertebrate, MAKE, NJ . ; DOYLI, LJ . ; 

MAI'LA INFAUNAIrSEDIMENT RELATIONSHIPS AT THE 
SHELF-SLOPE BREAK . 

ABSTRACT : Since 1975, 14.732 slides were made 
and analyzed for pathological conditions . Nincly-eight 
epifaunal species are represented by the slides. '('he 

incidence of pathological conditions potentially induced 
by hydrocarbons was completely absent . The fauna of 
the study area may be described as healthy and the 
environment pristine in comparison to other shell area. 

ACC 2195 ; "TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
BLAKE, N.J . : 
INFAUNAL MACROMOLLUS(S OF THE EASTERN 
GULF OF ME}QCO. 

IsIISL MAFIA R[ :PT. SUBMITTED" "rO DAMES K 
MOOKI:, INC FOR U S . DGPARTMEN'f OF 7'I If 
IN"fI:RlOIt, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGGMGN'I', 
CON'CttA( :'f' #AASU-C I'7-34 . N . 668-698. 

KEYWORD : inlaunal, mollusc, season, sediment, 
temperature, depth, MANIA 

ABSTRACT: 'llie macromolluscs of the Eastern 
Gulf of Mexico were sampled over 7 seasons from 1975 
to 1978. A total of 322 taxa were identified . The list 
includes both temperate end tropical species. In the 
northern sections of the (:astern Gulf of Mexico the 
molluscs were highly influenced by the discharge of the 
Mississippi River and as a result the species richness and 
abundance were low; the spades present were mostly 

Bill[, SOC. ECON . PALI :ON . MINF'IZAL Sf'I?C. 
NU 131 . 33:381-389. 

KEYWORD: inlauna, continental shell, continental 
stripe, biology, benthic, grain size, 
biumass, mullusca, sediment, food 
habit, invertebrates, ecology 

A[3S"IIUACE Infauna changes dramatically across 

the shelf-slope break, along with the physical and 

chemical parameters of the sediments and overlying 
water column. Grain size across the transition first 
increases slightly, then rapidly changes from sand to mud 

with concomitant increase in clay mineral and organic 

matter content. light penetration decreases and (here 
occurs A damping UI seasunel lciuF)c!n(ulc 1liiCiileiIoOS. 

Inlaunal assemblages change Irom those characterized by 

filter feeder organisms to those dominated by deposit 
leaders. U( the animals with hard parts likely to be 

preserved in the fossil record, the molluscan order 

nuculuida, composed of deposit feeders, is heavily 
represented seaward of the mudline. 13iumass and 

density of organisms lint decrease as grain size gets 

larger near the shell edge then increase as the mudline is 

crossed, then decrease again m the mud downslope. 
Winnowing recycles fecal material from the shelf in(aunal 

assemblages back into the water column. "hits contributes 
to the generally high productivity of shelf waters . Much 

U( the feces seaward of the mudlinc is incorporated as 

part of the sediment, contributing to the relatively high 

organic content. Deposit leaders downslope cal the 



mudline are the primary source of sediment reworking, 
while physical winnowing processes are more important 
al and adjacent to the shelfedge. In the sedimentary 
record, a sudden change in fossils from groups 
dominated by filter feeders to groups dominated by 
deposit feeders may indicate proximity to the shelf-slope 
break Such a diagnostic change is associated with a 
decrease in fossil content of a sand layer. . . 

ACC 744 ; TYPE; YEAR 1964 
130ADLN, P .J .S . ; 
GRATING IN THE INTERSTITIAL HABITAT: A 
REVIEW. IN : DJ. CRISP, ED. GRATING IN THE 
MARINE ENVIRONMENT 

13113L 13lACKWELL PUDLISIiERS, OXt`Oltl), 
I :NGI.AIJD . 322 PP . 

KEYWORD: bemhic community, biology, coastal 
water, feeding habit, meiolauna, 
sediment, larval 

ABS"TRAC"T: Marine sand provides three different 
tykes of habitat, the epi-, endo-, andmesopsammon. 
little is known of the feeding habits of the interstitial 
(mewpsammic) fauna, though generalizations can be 
made . The basic fund sources are detritus, dead 
plankton, bacteria and aulotrophs, such as diatoms. 
Various mesopsammic and endopsammic species graze 
from individual sand grains . The interstitial fauna forms 
pan of the food source of larger indiscriminate sand 
grazers. Very few interstitial species have pelagic larval 
development but dispersion U( the fauna may be aided by 
shore-grazing birds. Thus grazing phenomena may affect 
the interstitial fauna in three ways - nutrition, depletion 
and dispersal. 

""""" 

ACC 2062; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
BOBBIE, K.J . ; 
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF 
MARINE AND ESNARINE BENT1 SIC AND 
FOULING MICROBIAL. COMMUNITIES USING 
LIQUID CHEMISTRY. 

DIf31 . PI I .D . DISSC:R"I'A"I'ION. FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY. "I'ALIAIiASSEL, FL 162 P 

KEYWORD: bc:nthic, fouling, community, biomass, 
diversity, richness, lipid, estuary, 
macrolauna 

ABS'fItACf : Assays for microbe derived lipid 
components were developed to aid in determining the 
structure of benthic microbial communities, which form 

the basis of trophcxiynnmics in detritnl and benthic 
ecosystems . Lipid analysis provided evidence for changes 
in biomass, relative dominance of prokaryotic and 
eukaryouc components, and species composition. Field 

verification studies revealed significant correlation 
between the lacy acids used to delineate microbial 
community structure and macrolaunal biomass, species 
diversity and species richness . 

ACC 2233 ; TYPE I' ; YF?AIt 1981 
f30[3131E, K .J . 13T Al_ ; 
EFFECT OF LIGHT ON BIOMASS AND 
COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF ESTUARINE 
DETRITAL MICROBIOTA 

131f3L APPL ENVIILON . MICROf3101_ 42(1):150-158 

KLYWOItD : community, algae, light, biumass, 
temperature, salinity, DO 

ABSTRACT: Variations in community structure 
were observed in esluerine detrital microbiola grown 
with and without light in the absence of macroscopic 
grazing by analysis of associated biochemical measures. 
Growth in light showed small increases in measures of 
prcxaryotes and microlauna . Algae and fungi biomass 
increased 10 to IS times when grown in light . Increases 

in diatom growth were maximal in light, as confirmed by 
scanning electron microscopy . 

ACC 2063; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
130CK, W.D ; 
FORAMINIFERA OF THE MAFIA AREA (1975-76). 

13113L UNPUE3L REP"f. SUBMIT"I'GD TO U.S . 
DFPAR'rMENTOF TI-11" INTERIOR, BUREAU OF 
LAND MANAGEMENT. WASIiING'fON, DC . 23 P . 

KEYWORD: foraminifera, benthic, diversity, 
distribution, seasonal, pollutant, 
temperature, salinity, DO, sediment, 
MAFIA 

ABSTRACT: 'this report presents the results of the 
foraminifera study of the Bureau of Land Management 

sponsored program in the Mississippi, Alabama, Florida 
(MAFIA) outer continental shell. The author presents n 

lisp U( the dominant bemhic loraminiferal species, 
diversity and evenness values and concludes: A 
comparison of living benthonic foraminfcral faunas of the 
MAFIA area from 1974 and 1975 indicates changes in 
species distribution and abundance occur naturally . At 

some stations these changes ere relatively unimportant 
while others arc extreme. The causes for extreme 
change al one station while a station immediately 

adjacent has relatively little change arc not completely 
understood al present. Seasonal sampling should clarilV 
the causes for these changes. Several loraminileral 
trends have become apparent in the MAFIA area . Many 

of these are at least partially undrrstood, but, again, 
seasonal sampling should clarify the reasons for the 
trends. Stress indicator species occur in the MAFIA 

area end further monitoring should enable us to achieve 
n better understanding of their reactions to natural 
changes in the environment in addition to providing a 

means for determining introduction of man made 
pollutants and their potential danger to the environment. 

""""" 
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ACC 2064 ; TYPE U ; YEAR 1979 
DOCK, W.U . ; 
FORAMINIFERA OF THE MAFLA AREA 

f31BL REP"t. SUBMITTED TO DAMES & MOORf:. 
INC ., FOR THE BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT. MAFLA FINAL RCPT. (1977-78) . 
CONTKACI' #AA550-C"I'7-34. P 626-639. 

KEYWORD : foraminifera, benthic, depth, sediment, 
temperature, salinity, DO, MAPI_A 

ABSTRACT: Sires along eight transecls of the 
continental shelves of Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida 
(MAFLA) were sampled 4 limes between summer of 
1976 and winter of 1978 to examine benthic loraminilera 
community structure. Seasonal fluctuations in 
foraminiferal abundance were relatively small although 
abundance of major dominant species sometimes 
changed drastically. Comparisons of abundance and 
species composition are drawn with results from a 1975-
76 study. Spatial !rends of foraminifera in the MAFIA 
area are identified end related to depth and pediment 
type. Characteristic species of each depth zone ere 
given. 

ACC 386 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1967 
[30CK, W.D . ; 
A COMPARISON OF THE MONTHLY VARIATION 
IN FOI2AMIMHIiltAl. HIOh'A(1ES UN '11iAlASSIA 
AND SEDIMENT, BIG PINE KEY AREA, FLORIDA. 

B1131 . PH.D. DISSERTATION. UNIVERSITY OF 
MIAMI . MIAMI, FL 291 P. 

KEYWORD: Monroe, foraminifera, substrate, 
distribution, sediment, abundance, 
temperature, salinity, grain size, 
seagrass 

AI3STRAC"I': Eighty-one species of beniluc 
(oraminiera were found between Big Pine Key and "1'cxh 
Keys in the lower Florida Keys . Poraminiferal 
distribution was related to substrate type, which was 
apparently determined by the distribution of "Ilialassia 

testudinum . Nine species dominated the grass beds and 
l 1 species were dominant in or on the sediment . Species 
preferences for sediment type or grass are cited . 
Population variations appeared to be temperature 
related in 10 species. No correlauons between 
population changes and temperature or salinity were 
discovered for the other species. Foraminiferal 
abundance and distribution were also regulated by 
interspecific and intraspecific competition. 

""""" 

ACC 2387 ; 'I'YPG P ; YEAR 1968 
f30CK, W. D . ; 
TWO NEW SPECIES OF FORAMINFERA FROM 
THE FLORIDA KEYS. 

131131 . CON'1'RIR . CUSI IMAM POUND. 
FORAMINIF1KAl . RI:S . X1X(1):27-29. 

KIYW()RD : Monroe, foraminifera 

AI3S"IRAC'1` One new species belonging to a new 
genus. I Icmidiscalia palabunJa, and one new species, 
Pissurina, f=. pellucida are described. Both species were 
from waters adjacent to Big Nine Key, Florida and both 
were found living on a substrate of "I'halassia tesludmum 
Konig. 

""""" 

ACC 4164; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
I30FSCIi, D.F.; RAI3AI.AIS, N.N. (EDS .) ; 
THE LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE OIL 
AND GAS DEVELOPMENT- AN ASSESSMENT AND 
A RESEARCH STRATEGY . 

111111, REPORT PREPARED BY LOUISIANA 
UNIVERSITIES MAKING CONSORTIUM FOR 
NATIONAL MARINE NOLLU"ZION PKOG . OFC., 
NOAA, ROCKVILLG, MD. 

KEYWORD: oil and gas, development, physical, 
chemical, biological, oceanography, 
sediment, drilling mud, drill cutting, 
hydrocarbon, geology 

ABSTRACT : With the expansion of exploration for 
oil and gas in offshore regions of the United Sates 
during the 1970s, there was much concern regarding the 
environmental effects of future development. Legal and 
legislative actions have been taken to stop or slow 
development, in large part baud on concerns that 
deleterious effects on the marine environment would 
result . Ambitious federal programs of s1uJics of the 
potentially affected environment were implemented to 
address these concerns and ensure envirunmenial 
protection . Despite these efforts, controversies regarding 
the seriousness of potential effects still exist, particularly 
with regard to subtle, but long-term cllccts . What 
exactly are the effects which might occur and what is the 
relative seriousness of each? In response to the need to 
answer these questions liar the dcvclopment of a 
considered and carefully planned strategy to address 
these concerns, COPKDM commissioned the clfort 
resulting in this volume in tale 1982 with funding 
provided bV the National Science Foundation :end the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
Office of Marine Pollution Assessment (now Ocean 
/Vsessment Division) and National Marine Pollution 
Program Office . The ultimate purpose of This project 
has been to develop recommendations for the design of 
an environmental research and monitoring program to 
yuanlily end evaluate the significance of subtle and long-
term effects of offshore oil and gas development 
acliviUes . To accomplish this the participants decided 



that extensive background must be developed to support 
the conclusions and recommendations. 

ACC 364 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1968 
I30GDANOV, D . W. ; SOKOLOV, V A; KROMOV, 
N.S. ; 
REGIONS OF HIGH BIOLOGICAL AND 
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTIVITY IN THE GULF OF 
MEXICO AND CARIBBEAN SEA 

131111 . OCEANOGRAPHY 8(3)371-381 

KEYWORD : biology, fishery, hydrology, plankton, 
productivity, hydrography, chemistry, 
seasonal 

ABSTRACT: Hydrological conditions, 
hydrcxhemical conditions, plankton distribution and 
commercial possibilities of common fishes in the Gull of 
Mexico and Caribbean are discussed. liigh biological and 
commercial productivity are correlated with regions of 
upwelling and continental runoff. Regions associated with 
upwelling have high and constant productivity and 
commercial yield, while regions associated with 
continental runoff are characterized by seasonal and 
annual fluctuations of productivity and seasonal 
commercial yield. 

""""" 

ACC 1044 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1971 
[301 CANNON, I3 .J . ; 
THE OCCURRENCE OF NITROGEN FIXATION IN 
ESCAMBIA BAY AND MULATTO BAYOU. 

I31B1 . MASTER'S TI1GSIS . UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
FLORIDA, PENSACOU\, FL 65 PP 

KEYWORD: dissolved oxygen, microfauna, 
electrical conductivity, nitrate, salinity, 
secchi disc, nitrogen, water 
temperature 

Af3S'I'RACf: Gas chromatographic determination of 
acetylene reduction was used to describe the occurrence 
of nitrogen fixation in I:scAmbia Bay and Mulatto 13ayou, 
Florida. Water and sediment samples were collected at 
44 stations from October, 1970 to March, 1971 and 
analyze) fur acetylene reduction and principal nitrogen 

fixing micrubioia . 

ACC 4006 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
[30HNSACK, J.A . ; 
RESILIENCY OF REEF FISH COMMUNITIES IN 
THE FLORIDA KEYS FOLLOWING A JANUARY 
1977 HYPOTHERMAL FISH KILL 

f31 13L I:NVIItON . DIOL FISIi 7(1) :41-53. 

KI:YWOItI) : biology, communities, ecology, fishes, 
reefs, reef lishes, recruitment, coastal, 
stress 

AI3S"fKACI': In January 1977, a record breaking 
cold spell caused lisp kills at Big Pine Key, Florida. 
Census data collected before and slier the cold spell 
from a series of model reels constructed in 1975 showed 
significant drop in mean number of reef fish species and 
individuals . Following this disturbance, high recruitment 
off uveniles occurred, presumably due to reduced 
competition, predation, or a combination of these . 
Model and natural patch reef communities examined the 
summer following the cold spell (1977) were significantly 
different from those examined the summer before (1976) 
and the; second summer following the cold spell (1978) . 

During the summer of 1977, a significantly smaller mean 
fish size and a significantly greater mean number of 
species and individuals were observed. Increased species 
richness following the cold spell is consistent with the 
intermediate disturbance hypothesis . Contrary to some 
theoretical predictions, results suggest reef fish 
communities are highly resilient to some regional 
disturbances . 

ACC 238£t ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
BOOKER. f= . ; FLYNN, f3 . ; 1'H()ItIIAUG, A; 
SIIROI:DffL, P. ; 
RED MANGROVE, RHIZOPHORA MANGLE, 
RESTORATION AT KEY LARGO: RESULTS AFTER 
SEVENTEEN MONTHS. 

11113L FI .A. SCI . 46(SUPNL I):16. 

KEYWORD: Monrck, coastal, flora 

AI3STKA(7 .̀ Growth and survival U( red mangrove, 

lthizophora mangle, propagules and seedlings planted on 
Key Largo, HoridA, in July 1981 were measure) over an 
area o[ approximately 27,712 sy . meters in January 1983. 

"Ilie restored mangroves, planed in mitigation for water 

pipeline construction in the Florida Keys, exhibited a 
survival rate ranging from 52-G4°!.. Mean tree height was 
43 .3 +/-9.8 cm, mean number of primary branches was 

2.4 +/- S.S,and mean number of leaf pairs way 10.4 +/-
14 .2 (mean +/- std. dcv.) . 
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ACC 267 ; TYPE: ; YEAR 1973 
I300NE, P.A ; 
DBPOSITIONAL SYSTEMS OF THE ALABAMA, 
MISSISSIPPI AND WESTERN FLORIDA COASTAL 
ZONE 

[3IIlL TRANS., GULF COAST ASSOC, cr-_oi_ SOC. 
2:x :266-277 . 

KEYWORD: barrier island, coastal zone, 
continental shell, geology, sediment, 
sediment distribution, MAFIA 

ABSTRACT: The northeastern Gulf of Mexico, 
from the Mississippi River to DeSoto Canyon, is a 
complex of interrelated dynamic deposiuonal systems. 
fluvial-debate, eswarine, barrier-island and marine-hell 
systems characterize this part of the Gull. 'f7ie Pearl. 
Pascagoula, and Mobile tluvia-deltaic systems arc major 
sources of sediment in the area . This complex is similar 
to that of the Texas coastal zone, but specific lades, 
geometry, and spatial relations differ. Recognition of 
these aspects of the Alabama, Mississippi, and western 
Florida coastal-zone Jeposiuonel systems is nn important 
consideration in planning and developing a petroleum 
exploration program. 

"""#* 

ACC 439; "fYPf? ; YEAR 1971 
B()O"1'lIf3Y, K.N . ; AVAUI :I', J. W. ; 
FOOD HABITS, LENGTH-WEIGHT 
RELATIONSHIP, AND CONDITION FACTOR OF 
THE RED DRUM (SCIAENOPS OCELLATA) IN 
SOUTHEASTERN LOUISIANA. 

(31131 . "f7tANS . AM . FISH . JUG 1W(2):290-295 . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal water, ecology, )ceding 
habit, fish 

AIDS"I'ItA('.7': Not available . 
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ACC 440 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1971 
13UR"1'ONI?, S.A ; 
STUDIES ON THE BIOLOGY OF THE SAND 
PERCH, DIPLECIRUM FORMOSUM 
(PERCIFORMES : SERRAMDAE). 

13113L DIiPAKTMIN7' OF NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PI_ TliC11NICA1 . SERIES 65:1-27 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, fish 

A13S"I'RA(`f : Not available . 

ACC 21w5 : "I'YI'li U ; YI :AIt 1977 
130K'I'ONI :, S .A. ; MAYGfl, G.F. . ; SIIIPP, R . L ; 
BLM MAFIA DEMERSAL FISH SURVEY, 1975-1976. 

Ii113L UNPU131_ KI--:I''I'. U .S. I)I :PAK7'MGN'1' OFTIIf -
INTERIOR, HUIZFAU OI : LAND MANAGEMI:NT . 
WAS[ IIN61'()N, I)(' . 17 P. + 2 APPt{NDICI :S . 

KEYWORD: dcmersal liah, diversily, biomass, 
hydrocarbon, metal, depth, 
temperature. salinity. DO, sediment, 
M AI I A 

ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of the 
Jemersal lish study of the Bureau of Land Management 
sponsored program in the Mississippi, Alabama, Florida 
(MAI IA) outer continental shell. The authors 
summarize the results as lollows: A total of RN2 
specimens representing 204 species were captured, 
identified, weighed, measured, and archived . These data 
were (hen analyzed for species diversity, seasonal 
variation of species composition and biomass, dominant 
species and possible migratory activity . In addition . 
(issue samples were removed from selected individuals 
for subsequent hydrucarbcm/trace metal analysis . Species 
diversity appeared must consistent at 183 m stations. 
I lowever, differences in absolute diversity between 
depths were inconclusive . Numbers of species and 
biomass appeared only slightly higher at shallower 
depths . "There appeared to be little geographical 
variation in any of these parameters. Species dominance 
was the most consistent and valuable (suns) 
characterization noted. Based on species dominance, 

fauna) variation was more marked between depths than 
between geographically separate stations of the same 
depth . 
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ACC 4007 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
13UK'fONt:, S.A ; f IAS'I'INGS, N.A . ; COLLARD, S 13 . ; 
TIDE PELAGIC-SARGASSUM ICHTHYOFAUNA OF 
17iE EASTERN GULF OF ME}QCO . 

lill3l . N .I:. GULF SCI . 1(2) :60 .67 . 

KI'YWOkI): biology, ecology, fish, community, 
neuslon, pelagic fish 

AIiS'fKACf : A tuts) of 2,957 fishes comprising IS 
Iamilirs and 40 species was collected at 62 localities in 
the eastern Gull of Mcairo between 1971 and 1976 . The 
)suns was dominated by the Caiangidae, linlisUdae, and 
Syngnathidne. Monacanlhus hnpiJus way the most 
abundant species and comprised H4 .5`/t- of the win) 
fauna. Species diversity (I I') was variable within the 
Gull end low in comparison with the western Atlantic, 
Snrgassum-associated ichtlivolauna . "Index of Affinity" 
was high within the Gull due to the abundance of M. 
hispiJus . Perhaps conditions associated with community 
dispersal, for which M. hispidus is better adapted, permit 
this species to dominate this community. Additionally. 
species diversity differences may be : due 1u substrate area 
of "clumpsiie." 
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ACC 4165 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1986 
BOT7HNER, M.11 ; ET AL; 
ANALYSIS OF TRACE METALS IN BOTTOM 
SEDIMENTS IN SUPPORT OF DEEPWATER 
BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES STUDIES ON THE U.S. 
MID.A'I7.AN'I'IC CONTINENTAL SLOPE AND RISE 

BIDI . A 2ND INTERIM KEPT. PREPARED 13Y U.S . 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (INTERAGENCY 
AGRt:LMENT #14-12-0001-03197) FOR MINGRAIS 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE, VIENNA, VIRGINIA 

KEYWORD : oil, drilling mud, trace metal. barium. 
drill cutting, sediment, grain size 

AIiSTRnC"F Sediment samples collected during the 
first lour cruises to the continental slope and rise off the 
Mid-Atleniic states have been analysed for 12 metals (AI, 
Ba, Col, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Ni, Pb, B, and !n). 
Because of its high concentration in drilling mud, 13a is 
most commonly measured to trace drilling mud in the 
marine environment. In this study only small changes in 
Ba concentrations in sediments have been noted to date . 
In one core collected on Cruise 3 from Station I adjacent 
to the drilling in Block 372, the concentration of Ra was 
13 percent higher in the surface sediment than deeper 
sediment . This enrichment is probably not harmful to 
benthic organisms. Other samples from Cruise 3, Station 
I do not show the same increase indicating a patchy 
distribution of drilling-related (3a. At Stations 13 and 14, 
near the site of drilling in Block 93, there is no significant 
change in the average concentration of l3a in surface 
sediment over the first four cruises. 'There was no 
evidence of accumulating drill cuttings in the grain size of 
sediment cores were analysed . 1'he strongest signal from 
drilling mud was observed in sediment trap samples 
placed within the upper 850 m of the water column n a 
subsurface mooring 1.8 km sough-southwest of the 
drilling rig in Block 372. Discrete particles of barite were 
observed in preliminary analyses by means of a scanning 
electron microscope . 7liese samples should yield 
additional information about the dispersal and tall 
velocity of drilling mud in sea water. 
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ACC 569 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1968 
ROUMA, All . ; l3RYAN7', W.R. ; DAVIES, D.K . ; TIEFi, 
"I' .T. ; 
STUDY OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF OF THE 
GULF OF MEXICO. 

REPORT 7'O TI IG U.S . GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

131 [3L"I'I:XAS A&M UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT 
OP OCEHANOGRAPI IY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 
PROJECT 506, fLEI~ERGNCE: 68 .2"f. 139 PP. 

KEYWORD: geochemistry, geologic history, 
geology, mineralogy, continental shell. 
sediment, stratigraphy, structure 

ABS'T'RACT': Not available. 

0444* 

ACC 583, TYPE : YEAR 1970 
13FIAUNSTC-,IN, .I . ED. ; 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF GULF COAST GEOLOGY, 
SPECIAL PUBLICATION 1 . 

BIBL GULP COAST ASSOCIATION OP 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIE-TIE'S, NEW ORLEANS. lA 2 
VOI.S 10451'1' . 

KEYWORD : bibliography, coastal water, geology 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 4218 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
BRAVO, H.A ; SAL.A7AR, S.L ; I30T'ELLA, AV . ; 
MANDELLI, E.F. ; 
POLYAROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN OYSTER 
FROM COASTAL LAGOONS ALONG THE 
EASTERN COAST OF THE GULF OF ME}QCO, 
MEXICO . 

111131- BULL ENVIKON. CONTAM . 6: "fOXICOL 
19(2);171-176 . 

KEYWORD : hydrocarbon, oil spill, mollusk, 
pollution 

AI3S"I'ItAC"f: Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAlis) appear to be widely distributed in the sea, as 
well as in river water and soil . The presence of these 
compounds in aquatic organisms has been mainly 
attributed to oil spills, but biosynthesis, aerial transport, 
and terrestrial contributions are also important sources. 
'llie assessment of PAf Is levels in marine bivalve 
mollusks has attracted great interest, since they are 
useful in determining the slaws of coastal areas whh 
regard to petroleum contamination. The tout 
concentrations of the PAHs in the analyzed samples are 
surprisingly high for oyster tissues. No single causative 
factor will adequately explain environmental data of this 

kind because the possibility of accidental pillages and 
intermittent activities that may contribute to the 
distortion of these results and provide a basis for further 
investigation . 
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ACC 805 ; "TYI'1? ; YEAR 1975 
UREIIM, W.T . ; 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS IN DIOPATRA 
CUPRFA 

Ill[31_ MAS'I'l :R'S'I'l1ESiS. UNIVERSITY OF 
A(.AI3AMA, 7'USCALOOSA, AL Su PP . 

KEYWORD: benthic fauna, salinity, sediment 
texture, water temperature, 
polychacte, distribution 

ABS"I'ItAC'I': The distribution patterns of Diopalra 
cuprea, a polychaete worm, were described from 
samplings in Mobile Bay, Mississippi sound and the Gull 
of* Mexico near Dauphin Island, Alabama. Samples were 
collected txlween .lanuary, 1471 and Pcbruary, 1975 . 

""""" 

ACC R31 ; rYPI? ; YI:AIl N/AN 
BKI:N'1' 
PROPOSED OFFSHORE OIL SITE MONITORING. 

[3181 . UNIVf:KSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI 
IIA"I'17l :SIlUIl(7, MS . 

KEYWORD : 1300, carbon, inorganic compound, 
organic carbon 

AI3S'I'ItAC'f: Areas of she continental shelf off the 
Louisiana coast were sampled quarterly over a period 
beginning in 1972 and ending in 1974 . Organic carbon, 
inorganic carbon and biochemical oxygen demand were 
measured a1 each station . Water samples were taken 
from within the water column . 

ACC 4227; TYPE P; YEAR 1956 
131t1'I'SCIINIIUEK, C.I_ ; 
WAVE FORECASTING RELATIONSHIPS FOR THE 
GULF OF MEXICO. 

III III, CORPS OP l?NG ., [3GACIf f :KOSION BOARD 
'11 CI1 . M GM. 84 : 27 PP . 

KEYWORD: wind, wave, depth, waveheight, wind 

stress 

AI3S"I~RAC.f: The development and application of a 
method for computing wind wave data over the 
continental shell along the United States coast of the 
Gull of Mexico is described. A set of generalized 
IorecasUng curves is required for each location and each 
direction to bring the waves in over the shallow sloping 
txiltom to the dcsircd depth. Using deep-water 
forecasting relaucmships and taking bottom Faction into 
account, n gencrali/ed set of dimensionless forecasting 
relationships is prepared for each of live locations for 
which statistical deep-WaICf wave data are compiled . 
The forecasting comes arc inirndcd liar the most 
frequent minimum bleb and corresponding wind speed 
for various deep-wnler wave height ranges and average 
bottom conditions of various directions. I~or the cases of 
wind parallel w the coast or Irom land to sea the curves 
are applicable to all water depths . 1 luwever, fur the case 
u( winds blowing from sea toward land, ilia forecasting 
relationships are satisfactory only for depths of about 20 
Ices or greater, although the technique has been 
stretched to a depth of 12 fern for cases where winds arc 
not too high . At depths of about 20 leer or less the 
bottom slope changes too rapidly fir the theory to apply, 
and longer period swell will be breaking in the purl zone, 
thereby obscuring the wind wave pattern. 

AC(' 237 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
BRIGGS, J .C ; 
FISHES . 

IN : 11 . JONf3S, M.E. RING, M.O. RINKtiI ., AND Rf : . 
SMI'171 . I ;US . A SUMMARY ()f' KN()WL!'DGIi OP 
"1'i II . IiAS"CBIZN GULF O[' Mt'.?QCO . 

lillil . S I'ATG UNNGftSI"1'Y SYS"1'I :M OF I LORIDA . 
INS I'1"1 U"fl : OF OCEANOGfZN'I IY . S'1' . 
IT'I I'.ILSIiURG, Fl- 7 PI' . 

Kl :l'WORU: biology. distribution, fish, zoology. 
zuogcugraphy, continental shell, 
continental slope 

AI3ti1'I2n( 
- 
'I': The northern Gull of Mexico 

comprises a part of the Carolina %a)geogral)hic Region . 
['lie shell fauna may be described as warm-Icmpcrnie 
rather than tropical. Among the lishcs. there i1 a grcalrr 
species diversity in the northeastern Gull than in the 
northwestern part . In the liormcr, tunny curvihcrmic 
tropical species are found that are possibly ecologically 
dependent upon the coral-sponge bottom community. ()n 
at bast tine part of the shelf in the vicinity of Sarasota, 

the odlshurc launa flow 20 meters has a more tropical 
lacirs than that found inshore. Although the continental 
slope is very pcxirly known, there are indications that it 
may harbor an interesting fauna including a number of 
unique species. 

AC( K'13 ; TYPG ; YEAR N/A6 
l3{ZIGI IT, 'I'., 
SURVEY OF DEEP SEA BOTTOM FISHES, GULF 
OF MEJQ(A . 

111111 'I'I;XAS AfiM UNIVFIZtiI IY, C()I .I .I .GI : 
S'I'AII(>N, "I'?C 218 P . 

KI :YWOIZI) : depth, demersal fish 

ABSTRACT : Deep sea bottom fish obtained 
through dredging in the Gull of Mexico are reported . 
Data available include the identified specimens, location, 

depth, numbers ought, and murphumctnc 



measurements. Data were collected from June, 1964 to 
June, 1969 . 

ACC 2066; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
BRIGHT, T.J . ; JAAP, W.c. ; CASHMAN, GW. ; 
ECOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT OF CORAL 
REEFS AND ORGANIC BANKS. 1N: PROG OF A 
SYMP. ON ENVIRON. RESEARCH NEEDS IN THE 
GULF OF ME}QCO, KEY BISGYNE (FLORIDA), 30 
SEPT.-5 OCT 1979. D.K. ATWOOD (CONVENER). 

I3IDL NOAA/I:RI, ATLANTIC OCEANOGRAPHIC 
AND METEOItOLOGICAI.LRBORATORIES, 
MIAMI . F7_ VOL 1113 . I'. 53-IGO . 

KEYWORD : ecology, coral, reef, stress, 
management 

Al3STRAC'7': This summary paper provides a 
detailed description of the Gulf of Mexico reefs and hard 
bottom patches, reviews existing studies, describes their 
economic value, details the stresses affecting them, and 
lists the governmental agencies having justification over 
them. A list of recommendations for (inure studies is 
also presented. M extensive reference list is also 
provided . 

ACC 4249; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
BRIGHT, T.J. 
BIOTIC COMMUNITIES OF HARD-BANKS IN THE 
NORTHWESTERN GULF OF MFJQCO. 6. 
BIENNIAL INTERNATIONAL ESTUARINE 
RESEARCH CONFERENCE GIENEDEN BEACI-1, 
OR (USA) l-5 NOV. 1981 . 

111111 . ESTUARIES 4(3) :304. 

KEYWORD: coral, reef, community, depth, 
coralline, algae, nlgal nodule 

ABSTRACT: Seven biotic zones occur on 33 hard-
banks on the outer continental shell, northwestern Gulf 
of Mexico . High diversity coral reels (20 to 35 m depth) 
occur on two banks (bast and West Flower Gardens), 
with 18 species of hermatypic carats covering SU to 60`7c" 
of the hard bottom . Monlaslrea annulAris dominates, 
growing at 7 to 8 mm per yr . l .ow diversity coral reefs 
dominated by Siephancxoenia michelini (growth rate 
apprcax. 6 mm per yr) occupy 4 banks between 35 and 52 
m depth. The largest reef-building community is 
dominated by crustose coralline algae which loan 
nodules and encrusting hard subslraiion on 13 banks 
between 46 and 97 m depth. 'Forbid wake envelops the 
lowermost portions of all banks studied. in some cases 
limiting the depth to which curalline algae populations 
predominate. 

ACC 896 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1958 
I3IZOADI IGAD, G.C. ; 
GROWTH OF THE BLACK MULLET (MUGIL 
CEPHAI.US) IN WEST AND NORTHWEST 
FLORIDA 

131111, FLORIDA DEPARTME'NTOF NATURAL 
KGSOURCES,'1'IiCll . SlRlt?S NO . 25 . 31 PI' . 

KEYWORD: mullet, pelagic fish, growth, lagging 

A13STRACI .̀ The growth of the black mullet was 
studied from 1951 to 1954 . Analyses of commercial 
catches and data from tagging studies gave growth rate 

information . Principal study areas were Pensacola, 
Apalachicola, Cedar Key, and Homosassa . 

ACC 234 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1173 
BROOKS, FI .K . ; 
GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY. 

IN: J .I . JONES, K.F. RING, M.O. RINKL:L, AND R.G . 
SMI"fll . F US . A SUMMARY OP KNOWLEDGE OF 
THE' I :AS I'FKN GULP OF MEXICO . 

[3113L S"I'A"I'E UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLOKIDA, 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, S7'. 
PCfL:IttiliUltG, PL f' . 491-500. 

KI:YW()KD: geologic history, geology, 
oceanography, continental shell 

A13S'I'ItAC"1': "Ilie Gulf of Mexico is a 
MeJiicrranenn-type sea. In the eastern Gut[, the CIASIIC 
province of the Gulf Coast and the carbonate Florida 
platform have encroached on this oceanic basin. 
especially during the cretaceous and early Tertiary. The 
Mississippi River and its sedimentary province have 
contributed no elastic sediments to the present Alabama-
Mississippi shelf and slope and are not contributing to 
the Mississippi Pan at this time . Drastic geographic, 
environmental, and biological changes have occurred in 
the Gulf during the last 15 to 20 million years, but these 
are related to changes in world climate, sea-level 
lowering, and fluctuations . FAcept for the Greater 
Antilles, these has been no orogenic activity in the lends 
bordering the eastern Gulf of Mexico since the 
Paleozoic. I lypotheses suggesting rifting or foundering of 
land masses are not substantiated. t-widence proves that 
thin is presently one of the most stable areas of the 
earth . A Thin veneer of sediments, mostly relic, covers 
the continental shelf. The estuaries end lagoons are 
sediment traps and are silting rapidly. little or no 
sediment from the land is being contributed to beach 
nourishment. "Through erosion and deposition the existing 
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coastal features are continually being modified to new 
environmental states. 

""""" 

ACC 2067; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
BROOKS, J.M . ; 
SOURCES AND DISTRIBUTIONS OF PETROLEUM 
HYDROCARBONS IN THE GULF OF MF.}QCO: 
SUMMARY OF E}QST[NG KNOWLEDGE IN: 
PROG OF A SYMP . ON ENVIRON. RESEARCH 
NEEDS 1N THE GULF OF ME}QCO, KEY 
BISCAYNE, FL 30 SEPT.-5 OCT. 1979. D.K 
ATWOOD (CONVENER). 

13IBL NOAA/E?RL ATLANTIC OCEANOG11APIIIC 
AND METEOROLOGICAL LABORATORY, MIAMI 
PL VOL IIC:lb7-21K1. 

KEYWORD: distribution, hydrocarbon, petroleum, 
biota, sediment 

Al3STRACI': This summary paper reviews the state 
of knowledge on inputs of petroleum hydrocarbons and 
their distribution in biula and sediments of the Gulf of 
Mexico. Major multidisciplinary programs involving 
petroleum hydrocarbons of the Gulf of Mexico are also 
reviewed . Information needs are identified and future 
directions are recommended. 

ACC 2501 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
BROOK, I.M. ; 
SOME ASPECTS OF THE TROPHIC 
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE HIGHER 
CONSUMERS IN A SEAGRASS COMMUNITY 
('I7iAlASSIA TESTUDINUM KOEMG) IN CARD 
SOUND, FLORIDA 

B113L PI1.D. DISSERTATION . UNIVERSITY OF 
MIAMI . MIAMI, [L 133 P . 

KI?YWOIZD : Dade, seagrass, benlhic, polychacte, 
crustacean, mollusc, fish . primary 
productivity 

AI3STRAC f: This study examined the feeding 
relationships (higher level consumers) of the 
macrotxnlhic and cryptic launa of Card Sound. The 
area studied had A low biomass of Ixnlhic and cryptic 

fauna (3 .35 g dry/sq . meter) . The principal interaction 
between tha primary consumers was via tile polychactes 
and perncnridean crustacean . Based tin digestive trace 
examinations, molluscs were not found to be a preferred 
food for those animals frequenting the study silo . The 
majority of the fishes captured were determined to be 
foragers over a wide area . It was felt that the predator 
population was limited by the small duck of polychaetes 
end peracaridean crustaceans (1 .97 g JrV/sy.m). The 
primary productivity o('llialassia in the area was high 
(3.7 g dry/sy . m/day), buy little evidence of grazing or 
utilization of detritus by higher consumers was found. 

ACC 2502; TYPE E' ; YEAR 1977 
BROOK, LM . ; 
TROPHIC RELATIONSHIPS IN A SEAGRASS 
COMMUNITY (Tf3AU1SSIA TESTUDIN[JM) 1N 
CARD SOUND, FLORIDA FISH DIET'S IN 
RELATION TO MACROBENTHIC AND CRYPTIC 
FAUNAL ABUNDANCE. 

I31[3L TRANS. AM . FISH. SOC . 106(3) :201-294 . 

KI:YWORI): Dade, fish, polychaeie, crustacean, 
mollusc, hcnlhic, biomass, 
temperature, salinity . Currents. tide 

AI3S"I'IZACI': The irophic interaction between the 
fishes and the macrobrnlhic and cryptic fauna in Card 
Sound was studied. Based on the digestive trace analysis . 
the principal interaction between the primary consumers 
of the study area and the higher torphic level predators 

was found to be via the polychaetes and 1icrncnriJcnn 
crustaceans. Molluscs which constituted a significant 
portion of the bcnlhic bic>mnss were not found to be a 
preferred Icxxl . It way suggested that the predator 
population was probably limited by the small stock of 
polVChaeles and peracaridean crustaceans. The majority 
of the fishes captured were determined to be liiragers 

over a wide area . 

""""" 

"" ACC4(K)8; 'I'YI'f? P ; YIA12 1975 
BROOKS, J .M . ; SAChf~ IT, W . M ., 
SOURCES, SINKS, AND CONCENTRATIONS OF 
LIGHT HYDROCARBONSs INTHE GULF OF 
MEJGCO. 

131131 . .L Gl:OP11YS. RI :S. 78(24) :5248-525K. 

KEYWORD: hydrocarbon, petroleum, chemistry, 
water column, coastal water 

ABSTRACT : A survey of the concentrations of light 
hydrocarbons in the Gulf of Mexico has been made 

aboard the K. V. Alnminos ofTexas AIM Universny . 

The hydrocarbon analyzer consists of a modified 
Beckman process gas chromatograph with a [lame 

ionization detector . For surface profiling, gases me 



"stripped" from seawaler taken 3 meters below the sea 
surface by vacuum extraction with a 12-stage booster 
pump. These gases are injected periodically into the gas 
stream of the chromatograph for analysis . The system 
also has the capability of analyzing discrete seawater 
samples either by the method of McAuIGfe or by the 
method of Swinnerton and his co-workers. Coastal 
waters of the Gulf of Mexico are not in equilibrium with 
the atmosphere insofar as low molecular weight 
hydrocarbons are concerned, even though methane in 
most of the open Gulf of Mexico is in fairly close 
equilibrium with the atmosphere . The coastal waters of 
the Gulf act both as a source and as a sink for 
atmosphere methane. 'llie important man-derived 
sources of methane in the gulf arc ports with their 
associated shipping and industrial activity, offshore 
petroleum drilling and production operations, and open 
ocean shipping activity. Fligh light hydrocarbon 
concentrations have been found in the vicinity of a 
tanker discharging "clean ballast water." The important 
natural sources include seepage from oil and gas 
reservoir end anaerobic production of methane. The 
main sink for atmospheric methane in the Gull of 
Mexico is in the Yucatan area, where there is major 
upwelling of deep water with low hydrocarbon 
concentrations. 

"t """ 

ACC 4187 ; TYPE N ; YEAR 1981 
[BROOKS, 1 . M . ; WIGSENBI :RG . D.A : 13URKE, IL.A., 
JR. ; KENNICU"1"1', M.C. ; 
GASEOUS AND VOLATILE HYDROCARBON 
INPUT'S FROM A SUBSURFACE OIL SPILL IN T'fiE 
GULF OF ME}QCA. 

131111 . ENVIRON . SCI . 7l:Cl INOI_ IS(8):9S1-9S9. 

KEYWORD: hydrocarbon, oil spill. pollution 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 4212 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
BROOKS, J.M . ; BERNARD, I3 .I3. ; SAUGIZ, "f.C . . JIZ . 
AII[ :I. ItGIII :IM, 11 . ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF A WELL 
BLOWOUT IN THE GULF OF ME?QCO. 

IlIIiL L:NVIItON . SCI . TECH . 12(6):695 .703 . 

KGYWORI) : suspended, sediment, hydr<x;arbon, 
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, 
pollution 

AHS"I'KACf : Studies were conducted around a well 
blowout site on the Texas Continental shell that resulted 
in the escape of large quantities of gas and creation of a 
crater 95 m deep end Slx) m. wide. Pour months alter 
[lie blowout a plume of suspended sediment end gee 
continued to exude from the crater al a seep tale of 10 x 
10.000.000 Itchy. Al this lime molecular and isotopic 
analysts of the seeping gas indicated that the gas was 
principally of biogenic origin (predominantly methane 
and delta 13C of -bv o/cw) and not accompanied by any 
brine seepage. "Ilie seep gas did, however, contain a 
small ihcrmocatalyuc component as evidenced by the 
CI/(C2+C3) ratio end its liquid hydrocarbon content 
(1 .23 mg/l .) . Measurements of gaseous and liquid 
hydrocarbons dissolved in the water in the vicinity of the 
seep indicated rapid dilution of the high concentrations 
observed over the plume. The depth to which sediments 
were redeposited around the crater was determined by 
carbon isotope measurements on the carbonate fraction 
of the sediment . Analysis of hydrocarbons in redeposited 
sediments indicated that the original blowout gas was of 
preJominanUy thermcx:atalylic origin, containing higher 
concentrations of C2-C14 hydrocarbons than me 
presently seeping from the blowout. "l'lie impact of the 
blowout on temperature, salinity, dissolved evcygen, I)OC, 
POC, "I SM, helium, C02, SigmaC02, and sulfate in the 
waters end sediment near the crater is also discussed. 

""""" 

ACC 4219; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
BROOKS, J.M . ; BERNARD, f3.I3 . ; SACKETT, W.M . ; 
INPUT OF LOW-MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
HYDROCARBONS FROM PETROLEUM 
OPERATIONS INTO THE GULF OF ME?(3CO. 

BIl3L IN : FATE AND f:1=PGCf'S OP PETROLEUM 
HYDROCARBONS IN MARINE: ORGANISMS AND 
GCOSYS'1'GMS. D.A.WOLFE (Fl).) PERGAMMON 
PRESS . 373-384 . 

KF?YW()RD: hydrocarbon, pollution, drilling, oil, 
offshore platform 

ABS"I'IZACI': Unsolved CI to C14 hydrocarbon 
patterns measured during the last 6 years in the Gulf of 
Mexico indicate that underwater venting of waste gases 
and brine discharges, huth associated with offshore 
platforms, are the mayor sources of non-methane light 

hydrocarbons to upper lull coastal waters . 'Lhasa 
sources are apparently responsible for the two orders of 
magnitude increase in Louisiana Shell waters over open 
ocean levels of the light hydrocarbons . Analyses of the 
hydrocarbons composition of vented gases end brines and 
estimates of their annual discharge rates indicate that up 
to 45(1 metric tons of CS to C10 hydrocarbons are being 
added to l .ouisiana Shelf waters each year. 

ACC 4268 ; TYPI? N: YEAR 1977 
BROOKS, J.M. ; I31:KNAKU, 13 .13 . ; SACKI:'I'f, W.M . ; 
INPUTS OF LOW-MOLECULAR-WEIGHT 
HYDROCARBONS FROM PETROLEUM 
OPERATIONS INTO THE GULF OF ME?QCO. 

1)1131 . IN : FAI'I : AND I-ITI'I{C"fS OF Pt :"I'Ft()I .I :UM 
I I1'I)Ilc)rnIZl30NS IN MARINE. l ;COSYSTI-MS AND 
ORGANISMS . PkOC . Sl'MP . A"I"I'l IF OLYMPIC 
I I()7'I :I _ tiFA'I"I'I .P., WA I'I-:I2GAMON PRESS . NY . 

KI:YW()Itl): hydrocarbon, petroleum, pollution, 
drilling, oil, onshore platform 

AliS'fKACI': Dissolved C(SU13-1) to C(SUM-4) 
hVdrocartxm patterns measured during the last 6 years in 
the Gull of Mexico indicate that underwater venting of 
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waste gases and brine discharges, both associated with 
offshore platforms, arc the major sources of non-
methane light hydrocarbons to upper Gulf coastal waters. 
'These sources are apparently responsible (or the two 
orders of magnitude increase in Louisiana Shelf waters 
over open levels of the light hydrocarbons with average 
concentrations of 3100, 31, and 22 nanoliters per liter of 
methane, ethane, and propane, respectively. Analyses of 
the hydrocarbon composition of vented gases and brines 
and estimates of their annual discharge rates indicate 
that up to 45 metric Ions of C(SUf3-5) to C(SU13-10) 
hydrocarbons are being added to Louisiana Shelf waters 
each year. Although the C(SU13-1) to C(SUB-4) 
hydrocarbons per se are apparently not toxic to marine 
organisms, they nevertheless are proving to be highly 
sensitive indicators of the more toxic components of 
petroleum which are being introduced to the sea by 
man's activities. 

ACC 4270 ; "I'YPE ; YEAR 1981 
BROOKS, J.M . ; El' AL ; 
SURF7CIAL SEDIMENTS AND SUSPENDED 
PARTICULATE MATTER THE BUCCANEER GAS 
AND OIL FIELD STUDY. 

filliL SYMP . BUCCANFER GAS AND 011, FIELD 
STUDY, HOUSTON, IX Pl,FNUM PUBLISHING 
CORP ., NEW YORK . 69-I IV P . 

KI:YWOKD : sediment, suspended, water column, 
pollutant, liydrographic, lurbidiry 

AHS"1'FtA('.T: "1'his paper reports on surlicial 
sediment and suspended particulate studies undertaken 
at Buccaneer Field off GaIveston between 1978 and 
1980. Water column and surGcial sediment samples were 
collected for study as specified. Profiles obtained by 
transmissometry were typical of the Gulf shell area, the 
quantity and composition of the suspended paniculates 
showing large spatial and temporal variations . "I'he 
composition of suspended paruculates varied 
considerably over the sampling periods. Data indicated 
that the water column was stratified during all samplings 
except winter, due to strong turbulent activity . The 
Buccaneer production platforms did not measurably alter 

the bulk composition of suspended particulates because 
of the small volumes displaced by the platforms. 
Pollutants introduced into the water column were rapidly 
transported ow of the system either by hyJrographic 
conditions or perhaps by attachment to suspended 
parliculales . 

maximum and the (ate of the maximum in the Gulf of 
Mexico are poorly understood 

ACC 4319 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
BROOKS, I .11 . ; 
THE FLORIDA CURRENT AT KEY WEST: 
SUMMER 1972 

ACC 4:08 ; '1'YPI: N; YEAR 1977 
BROOKS, J . M . ; 
THE FLUX OF LIGHT HYDROCARBONS IN'T'O 
THE GULF OF MF?QCO VIA RUNOFF. 

t3113L J. MAR . IZES . 33(l):833-92 . 

KEYWORD: currents. temperature, salinity 

111111, MAR. POI .LU"I'AN"I' TRANSI-'IiR. CIiAP. 8: IRS 
200. 

KFYW()IZI) : hydrocarbon, suspended, water 
column, coastal water 

AIiS'I'KA("I~: bight hydrocarbons in riven originate 
from both natural and man-derived sources. the light 
hydrocarbons discharged into the Gulf of Mexico by 
rives have significant impact on the coastal water. 
I IyJr<xarbcm aromatics arc seen typically from 10 to --U) 
miles ufl porgy and estuaries and as much as SO miles off 
the Mississippi River . Ilie light hydrocarbons introduced 
into the surface layer of the ocean are rapidly lost it) [lie 
atmosphere . "I'hc residence time of methane end other 
gaseous hydrocarbons in the mixed layer of the ocean is 
on the order cal days. Rivers also have an influence on 
the tight hydrocarbon concentrations in coastal waters 
because of the suspended material they carry. Same of 
the organic matter in the suspended material appears to 
be reduced slowly to methane possibly in micro-reducing 
environments . 'lliis methane formation seems to occur 
m situ in the water column forming a maximum ;it some 
depth in the upper hundred meters in the Mississippi 
Delta region . As the water in the delta region spreads 
across the shell, the methane maximum in the water 
column may increase as (lie water moves away from the 
delta. 'Fhe extent of methane formation in the methane 

Af3S"fRACI' : Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 432f3 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
BROOKS. l) .A ; 
LONG WAVE COUPLING OF TI-1E MID AND 
SOUTH ATLANTIC BIGHTS FORCED BY THE 
ATMOSPHERE. 

131131 . UNKNOWN . 131 fill . 

KGYW()12D: tide, wave, wind stress, continental 
shell; wind, pressure 

AI3S'I ILAC'E The eastern UnileJ Slates continental 
margin pnHilc is relatively unlluiw iiuuughuui Ilic 
Middle Atlantic, [light (I latteraa to Gull of Maine) . but 
in the South Atlantic Bight (I luridn Keys In I Inucras) it 
bifurcates into an inner and outer slope region. Coastal 

ode gage records indicate that spa level oscillations with 
periods longer than one week can propagate southward 
as continental shelf waves in both Bights, thereby 
providing a coupling mechanism between the flights. 
I luwever, several day period muttons appear to be 

confined to the South Atlantic Bight end may result from 
backscaucnng of long wave energy by the variable 

topography and the Gut( Stream . ~17le coastal sea level 
phase date for the several day period motions is not 

easily attributable to a monochromatic propagating wave ; 

rather, h appeal-, that wave group properties may lead to 

a more consistent explanation of the phases. Cross-shell 



and longshelf wind stress components were both strongly 
coupled to sea level fluctuations for long periods : short 
period motions were more closely associated with 
dynamic responses to atmospheric pressure fluctuations. 

""""" 

ACC 1021 ; "I'YPE ; YEAR 1480 
BROWN, G.L ; GUKSKY, K. ; 11171_IN, R.A ; 
IIIMPSTEAD, J.D. ; tiANCUPF, P. ; 
A SURVEY OF RECREATIONAL SHRIMPERS IN 
THE BAY AND SOUND SYSTEMS OF THE 
GULFCAAST. 

IiIRL GULF S'I'A7'GS MARINE HSIiERIGS 
COMMISSION, GULF COAS"f FtBSGARCII 
IAI30RATOKY, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . 176 PP 

KEYWORD: coastal water, fishery, recreation, 
shrimp, socioeconomic, slaiisucs, 
survey 

AI3S1'fZACF A total of 3,866 interviews were 
conduced in the survey of 'recreational shrimpers along 

the Gull Coast. In Phase I, which covered the brown 
shrimp season, 925 interviews were conducted. In Phase 

II, which covered the white shrimp season, 2,941 
interviews were conducted. "I~hcse data were collected 
and analyzed to describe the effort and catch of 
recreational shrimpers. Various tables have bran 
developed to present frequencies, means, and/or 

standard deviations on many variables. 71ie major 
variables of interest include pounds of shrimp per 
shrimping trip by species, pounds of shrimp per hour by 

species, and count per pound of shrimp by species for 
each state. In some cases, large sample sizes have 
allowed breakdowns n( these data beyond the stale level. 
Poi example, appendices provide catch data by site of 
intercept, by date of interview, and by location of catch 
(or the state of Louisiana in Phase II of the survey . 

""""" 

ACC 2320 ; 'I'YPB P ; YEAR 1983 
BROWN, R. ; PIERCE, R . ; MURPHY, S . ; 
CHARACTERIZATION OF HYDROCARBONS IN 
SEDIMENT AND ORGANISMS FROM CHARLOTTE 
HARBOR ESTUARY. 

111131, PlA SIC. 46(SUPF'L 1) :47 . 

KEYWORD : Charlotte, hydrocarbon, sediment, 
shrimp, crab, sea trout, seagrass, 
mullet, oyster, pollution 

Af3S'1'RACT: Sediments and tissues of marine 
organisms (oyster, shrimp, crab, mullet, and sea trout) 
from Charlotte I larbor, Florida were analysed for 
hydrocarbon concentrations and composition. Most of 
the sampling sites were found to be relatively free from 
petroleum contamination. However, certain sites, such 

as commercial docks, marinas, and residential 
development canals exhibited evidence of petrochemical 
Input . 

""""" 

ACC 41NH1; TYPE P ; Yl{All 1985 
IIKOWU[:K, J.A ; 
RELATIONSHIP BE'T'WEEN PINK SHRIMP 
PRODUCTION ON THE T`ORTUGAS GROUNDS 
AND WATER FLOW PATCERNS IN THE FLORIDA 
EVERGLADES . 

11131 . IiUl .l_ MAIL . SCI . 37(3):839-8S6. 

KI{YWOIZI) : biology, commercial IisherV, hydrology, 
landings (pounds), pink shrimp, 
coastal, invertebrate, bcntluc 

AI3S fItAC"f: Regression analysis indicated a 
relationship between landings of pink shrimp on the 
'I'orlugas grounds and freshwater runoll to the estuarine 

areas of I:verglndes National Park, as indexed by water 

levels in the park . A strong positive relationship 
between quarterly (3-month) landings and the average 
writer level of the previous quarter was fount for three 

quarters of the year. October through December water 
levels, followed by July through September water levels, 
may have had the greatest influence on annual landings. 

An inverse relationship between landings and water 
levels from April through June was not precluded . 
Information of this type is needed in order that the 
freshwater needs U( eswarine-cicpendanl marine 
organisms can be taken into account in water 
management planning. 

""""" 

ACC 4010; 'I'YPG N; YEAR 1979 
13KUNNER . C A; 
DISTRIBUTION OF PLANKTONIC FORAMINIFERA 
IN SURFACE SEDIMENTS OF THE GULF OF 
MFJGCO. 

131131 . MICKOPALGONT()LOGY 2S(3):325-335 . 

hI :YWOIlI): foraminifera, sediment, biogcography, 

assemblage, biology, distribution, loop 

current, salinity, tempcrawrc 

ABSTRACT: Prcyuency distribution of planklonic 

loraminilera from 140 trigger cure-tops in the Gulf of 

Mexico generally tallest major oceanographic features. 
'I~he distribution of Globigerinoides sncculifer outlines the 
I,cwp current in the eastern Gulf and (ilobigerinoidcs 

tuber maxima marks salinity extremes, whereas the 
distributions of I'ullcniauna obliquloculaia, Glutoroialia 
truncalulinoides and (ilobigerinita gluunata parallel 
winter isotherms in the Gulf. Q-mode factor analysis was 

used to extract -5 assemblages from 23 species and 
compare their distributions in the Gull to those ofthe 
well-studied Atlantic Ocean. The S assemblages are 

interprcled as : I) Subtropical, dominated by G . tint, 2) 
temperate. composed of Glulxwotnlia inllata, Globigcnna 
talcuncnsis, Glotxonotnlin Iruncaiulinoides . Globigcrinn 

hulloides and Ncciglutxiguadrina dutcrtrci: 3) dissoluuun-
rcsislant, consisting of Glot,orolalis mcnardii, Nulleniaunn 
ubliquilcxulain and N. duiertrei ; 4) equatorial, composed 

of G . Sacculiler rind P. obliyuiloxulala; and 5) subpulAr, 

consisting of N. dutclrei, G. mllala, Neoglutxoguadrina 
pachyderms and G. bulloiJes. 'llic modern distributions 

of these assemblages have lien used to develop 4 
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transfer functions from which the winter and summer 
temperatures and salinities for the late Quaternary have 
been estimated. 

ACC 4011 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
BRYAN"f, W.lt. ; MEYERHOFF, AA; BROWN, N.K ., 
Jlt. ; I,T AI ._ ; 
ESCARPMENT'S, REEF TRENDS. AND DIAPIRIC 
STRUCTURES, EASTERN GULF OF ME?GCO . 

f31f31_ AM . ASSOC. PETROL GEOL BULL. 
53(12) :2-506-2542 . 

Kl:l'WORD : carbonate, geology, seismic, 
geophysical, reef, petroleum 

Al3S"I KACI': Dredging, coring, and order profiling 
of the Florida escarpment southward from 28 degrees 
I .5'N. 86 degrees 24'W, to the Florida strait, of Jordan 
Knoll (23 degrees 20'N, 93 degrees 4S'W, in the Florida 
Strait . end of the ('ampeche escarpment northeast U( 
Yucatan (2l degrees 39'-23 degrees 4S'N, HS degrees 22'-
RS degrees 26'W) have revealed the presence in all three 
areas of Apiian-Albian reef and lorereel which 
Iilholugically and paleonlologicelly are nearly identical to 
the Glen Rose-Stuart City reels of the U.S Gull Coat 
and the El Abra-Golden Lene reels of eastern Mexico . 
The late Apuan-Albion reels--or banks--apparently were 
not continuous Irom the Florida escarpment to the 
Campeche escarpment, but were separated by 3 deep!wa 
channel which crossed I'inar Jcl Rio Province, western 
Cuba . Jordan Knoll may have been en f?arly Cretaceous 
atoll, isolated from the reels of Florida escarpment and 
similar to the Golden lene alull of eastern Mexico. A 
core from Jordan Knoll penetrated a late Pliocene 
carbonate mud containing abundant angular limestone 
clasts up to 2.1 cm in diameter. The clasts range in age 
from tale Ap1iAn Albien through middle Miocene to 
early Pliocene . The source of the clasts is unknown but 
regional geologic data eliminate a southern source ; the 
clasis most probably were derived from Jordan Knoll 
itself. "1'he lithology and paleontology of the clasts show 
that the Jordan Knoll region was a shallow wager bank 
until latest Albien or early Cenumanian time ; that the 
present Florida Strait area deepened steadily from 

Canomanian through Santonian times; and that, from 
Santonian time until the present, balhyal . . . 

ACC 1093 ; TYPE' ; YEAR 1971 
BUCK, S . W. ; 
CtIITINOCI.ASTIC BACTERIA IN COPEPODS. 

I31RL MASTER'S 'I'IIGSIS . UNIVERSITY Of-- W[:ST 
FLORIDA, Pf{NSAC0111, fl . SO 1'P. 

KL:YWOKD: bacteria, microfauna, uoplankton 

ABSTRACT: Wafer end zcaplankton samples were 

collected till the northeast coast of Santa Itosa Island . 

Florida between June and August, 1970. Bacterial 

populations were counted in water samples, water 

samples shaken with copepods, end water samples 

shaken with crushed copepods in order to demonstrate 

the presence of chitin utilizing bacteria in association 

with copepods . 

ACC 2389; '1'1'P1 : 11 ; YEAR 1983 
I3UCK, P.A . ; 
COLONIZATION AND SUCCESSION ON 
ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATES IN TWO CANALS ON 
KEY CARGO. 

Ifllil . flit{SI :N"I'I :I) AT HI :N'I I II(' t:('01_ MI?I 'I 
FLORIDA INSTITUTE' OFTI-CIINOLOOY, 
MI :LII()UItN[ :, 1'L 

RFYWOItD : Monrcx, structure, substrate, algae, 
community, assemblage, artificial 
habitat, fouling 

AIiS'I'IZACf: The community structure and 
colonization of 2 artificial substrates (concrete blocks and 
mangrove peat blocks) placed in 2 canal systems (one cut 
from limestone rock and other Irom mangrove peel) tin 
Key Largo, Florida were investigated for one year. The 
blocks were dominated by algae (primarily Chlorophyta 
and Kholuphyta) and polychactes. Comparisons 

between blocks and sites were made for species richness, 
abundance, and biomass. Communities on the artificial 
substrates most closely resembled those on the natural 
substrate that each was intended to imitate. It was 
concluded that the community structure of a developing 
biological assemblage was regulate) by the substrate type 
and composition of the surrounding community. 

ACC 4176 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 

UNDER WATER NOISE AT AN OFFSHORE 
DRILLING OPERATION IN T1iE BAY OF FUNDY. 

131131, CAN . HSI 1 MAIL. SI :IlV. I I{CI I . REP. 563:1-13. 

hl{YWOILI) : odlshurc drilling . lishcry, stress 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 1079 ; "I'1'NI : ; YGAIZ 1950 
HULLIS, II . K . ; 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF DEEP-WATER 
EXPLORATION FOR SHRIMP IN THE GULF OF 
MEXICO BY THE M\V ORt?GON (1950-1956). 

13113L ('UMM . FISH . IlI :V . IK(12) :I-17 . 

KI~YW()Itl): biology, commercial lishcry. shnmp 
lishcry, shrimp. species composition 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 



ACC 2068 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
BULLOCK, LH. ; SMITH, G.E3 . ; 
IMPACT OF WINTER COLD FRONTS UPON 
SNAILOW-WATER REEF COMMUNITIES OFF 
WEST-CENTRAL FLORIDA 

BIDL FtA. SCI . 42(3):169-171 . 

KEYWORD: community, reef, fish, coral, 
temperature, storm event, defaunation, 
strew 

ABSTRACT: SCUBA observations of shallow wager 
(12-37 m) reels in the eastern Gulf of Mexico during the 
exceptionally cold winters of 1977 and 1978 revealed 
damage to the reef biota suffered duping passage of cold 
(runts . Some reef fish were kill or injured either directly 
from the cold or from physical abrasion against the reef 
during heavy bottom surge. Recovery time of the 
damaged reefs is unknown, though coral recovery is 
undoubtedly slow, since most species nee living near their 
northern limits of distribution . 

ACC 2214 ; "TYPE N ; YEAR 1959 
BULLIS, FI .R . ; INGLE, K.M . ; 
A NEW FISHERY FOR SCALLOPS IN WESTERN 
FLORIDA 

Ii113L PROC. GULF CARIl3t3 . FISH . INS"T'. II'lll 
ANNU. SL:SS . 1' . 75-78. 

KI{YWORD: calico scallop, commercial lishery 

ABSTRACT: "('he initiation of e commercial fishery 
log the calico scallop, Pecten (Argopecien) gibbus, in the 
Gulf n( Mexico is documented in this paper. The Dish 
and Wildlife Service exploratory vessel, "Oregon," began 
active exploration (or commercial concentrations of P. 
gibbus in 1954 . Scallops were first harvested by 
commercial fishermen in March 1958, near Si. Andrews 

[lay . Production values, locations of other scallop beds, 
and size distributions are summarized . 

and intent of this commission in prompting the 
Colloquium to encourage a. . . 

ACC 4012 : TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 ACC 2503; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
I3ULLIS, 11 . R, JIl. ; JONES, AC., EDS., BUNT, J .S . ; LEE. C.G ; LEE, E . ; 
PROCEEDINGS : COLLOQUIUM ON SNAPPER- PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY AND RELATED DATA 
GROUPER FISHERY RESOURCES OF THE FROM TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL MARINE 
WESTERN CENTRAL ATLANTIC OCEAN. SEDIMENTS. 

(31(31_ FLORIDA SI:A GRANTRLP. NO. 17 . 331 f' . 13111 . MAR [3101_ 16(1):28-36. 

KGYWOItI) : biology, socioeconomic, commercial Kt?YWOItD : Dade, sediment, primary productivity, 
fishery, lile history, reproduction, carbon, organic carbon, nutrient, 
recreational fishery, snapper, grouper, nitrogen, chlorophyll 
landings (pounds), management 

ABSTRACT : The purpose of the Colloquium was to 
assemble information tin the snapper and grouper 
resources in the region and to provide a forum to discuss 
the problems of the fishing industries. Although these 
species have supported a major commercial fishery liar 
more than 100 years. a decline in commercial landings 
became evident alter 1965 . Concurrently, recreational 
fishing effort and landings increased rapidly. 
Commercial landings amounted to 18 .3 million pounds in 
1974, and recreational fishermen landed an estimated 8-1 
million pounds in 1970 . "There appears to be increasing 
fishing pressure on traditional U.S . grounds by other 
nations as well . I:vidence presented in this Colloquium 
indicates that we now have resource problems in certain 
regional lisherics end that management is required . At 
the same time, it is clearly evident that the data base for 
management is inadequate. The snapper-grousspcr 
resource has withstood commercial exploitation for metre 
than Ilw veers; however, this fishery has, in recent years, 
been subjected to increased commercial and recreational 
prassure--nut only by the U.S . interest, but also by 
increasing numbers of other nations as well . II is also 
experiencing some environmental changes that may have 
a profound effect on the ability of this fishery to 
withstand continued increasing pressure . Tle Gull States 
Marine Fisheries Commission recognizes the importance 
and necessity for a coordinated management policy to 
deal effectively with the problems of this resource al the 
station, . national, and international level. It was the hope 

AIiS IRAC"C : Oxygen exchange and carbon fixation 
in calcareous sediments were measured in situ at sites off 
the cast coast of Florida and in the Caribbean Sea. 
Sediment samples were analyzed lot total organic 
carom, nitrogen, and photosynthetic pigments, and in 
some cases, interstitial pl l and Cv2 concentration. 

AC(' 351 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT; 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, 
PROPOSED 1478 OU'T'ER CONT'INENT'AL SHELF 
OIL AND GAS TEASE SALE 

111111, 130K[-?AU ()I (.AND MANAGLIVII ;NT, GULF 
Of,- MIiX1C0 OCS I2F:GIONAI_ OFFICE, NI-:W 
OItI,I :ANS, LA ()CS NO . 65 . 2 VOIS . 

KI:YW()IZD: biology, oceanography, physical 
process, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT : Nut available . 

""""" 
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ACC 598; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT; 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT. 
PROPOSED OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF OIL 
AND GAS (EASE SALES A62 AND 6Z 

BIDL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT', GULP 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE NEW 
ORLEANS, LA 116 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, continental shelf, geology, oil, 
resource 

Af3STIZAC 1': Not available. 

ACC 4223 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1473 
BURt-AIJ OF LAND MANAGEMENT : 
PROPOSED 1973 OUTER CONTINENTAL, SHELF 
OIL AND GAS GENERAL LEASE-SALE, 
OFFSHORE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, AND 
FLORIDA VOLUME 2, POTENTIAL 
ENVIRONMEN'T'AL IMPACT'S, ETC. (ENVIRON. 
IMPACT STATEMENT). 

lllf3l . AVAIIAALE FROM NATIONAL, TECIi . 
INFORM . SERV ., SPRINGFIELD, VA 242 1). 

KIiYWOIZI) : oil, pollution, commercial fisher 
' 
Y, ()if 

spill, biology, fishing, water quality 

ABS'TFZACf: This second volume of the Outer 
Continental Shelf oil and gas general lease sale, offshore 
Mississippi, Alabama and Florida environmental impact 
statement is addressed to the probable environmental 
impacts of the project and potential mitigating measures. 
The following environmental impacts were considered : 
impacts on the living components of the environment 
(open Gulf, marine fife, shoreline, estuaries, end 
wetlands); impacts on air and water quality; impacts on 
commercial fishing ; conflicts with military uses of the 
continental shell; conflicts with ship battle and 
navigation ; and impacts nn the recreational, historical, 
aesthetic and archaeological lectures of the area . 

Potential mitigating measures include oil spill regulations, 
enforcement and contingency action, and construction of 
protective structures and pipelines . The unavoidable 
adverse environmental effects of the projects were also 
described. 

ACC 4224 ; 'I'YPf? P ; YEAR 1973 
BUREAU OP LAND MANAGEMf N"C; 
PROPOSED 1973 OUTER CONTINEN'T'AL SHELF 
OIL AND GAS GENERAL. LEASE SALE, 
OFFSHORE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA AND 
FLORIDA (FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT). 

13113L AVAIIAIII,I? FROM "1'l IF NA'I,1_ 7'GCII . 
INFORM . SL :IZV . . SPRINGI II :I .I), VA . 327 N . 

KEYWORD : till, pollution, oil spill 

ABS'fItAC'f: The project involves a propound till 
and gas lease sale tin the Over Continental Shell of the 
Gull of Mexico . One hundred and forty-seven tracts 
(81'7,338 acres) of ()tiler Continental shelllands are to be 
included in the leasing action . 'llie tracts ere located 
offshore Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. All tracts 
offered pose some degree of pollution risk to the 
environment and adjacent shoreline. The risk potential 
is relayed to adverse effects on the environment end 
other resource uses which may result from accidental or 
chronic oil apittnte . 1?ach tract ollered is subjected to a 
matrix analytical technique in order to evaluate 
significant environmental impacts should leasing and 
subsequent oil and gas exploration and production ensue. 
The following alternatives to the proposed action were 
considered : hold the sale m modified Firm ; withdraw the 
sale ; Of delay the SAIL . 

""""" 

ACC 4225 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT; 
PROPOSED 1973 OUTER CONTINENTAL . SHELF 
OIL AND GAS GENERAL. LEASE SALE, 
OFFSHORE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA AND 
FLORIDA VOLUME S (FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
STATEMENT'). 

III Ill . AVAILABLE FROM '1'I IL NA"I"I_ 'I'I :CI1 . 
INFORM . SGRV ., SPRINGFIPI .I), VA 262 P . 

KEYWORD: wind, benlhic, oil, pollution 

ABSTRACT: Volume live of live volumes 
comprising [lie final environmental statement for this 
proposal contains the following attachments to the 
statement: (A) outer continental shell operating orders 
Numbers I through 12, Gull of Mexico : (13) proposed 
schedule--provisional outer continental shell leasing, (c) 
description of blocks bN depth, distance Irom 
shore, acreage; (U)report (of the work group on outer 
continental shelf safety and pollution control, II .S . 
Geological Survey; (I{) geological lime char and cross 
sections through the sale area : (I~) windroscs portraying 
monthly wind patterns over the Gull of Mexico; (G) 
common names and scientific names tin marine benthic 
animals; (li) population, employment, personal income, 
and earnings by industry, historical and projected. (1) 
(Department of Release) fact sheet summarizing 
potential impact of possible leasing ; (.1) matrix appendix ; 
(K) geological survey, outer continental shelf oil and gas 

operations lease and management program; (L) 
equipment available I'm cmciguiicy ,11 ~pdl control and 
cleanup in the (lull of Mexico : (M) sample outer 
continental shell lease form, (N) list of persons who 

submitted oral and/or written testimony for public 
hearing record ; plat --depiction of blocks proposed fur 

leasing . 



ACC 4226 ; TYPE 1' ; YEAR 1973 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT; 
PROPOSED 1973 OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF 
OIL AND GAS GENERAL. LEASE SALE, 
OFFSHORE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA AND 
FLORIDA VOLUME 4 (FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
STATEMENT). 

UIDL AVAILABLE FROM THE NATL TECH . 
INFORM. SERV ., SPRINGFIELD, VA 335 P 

KEYWORD: oil, pollution, oil spill 

ABSTRACT: this volume is one of live volumes 
which comprise the final environmental statement for the 
outer continental shelf (OCS). This section presents an 
account of the consultation and coordination processes 
involved in the preparation of tha draft and final 
statements . AID federal and state agency review 
comments ere included, and where appropriate, the 
disposition of pertinent comments leading to preparation 
of the final statement are indicated. Also included are 
public hearing testimony and records, and written 
comments from private organizations. The major areas of 
concern expressed by the public were : the veracity of the 
'energy crisis' ; compatibility of offshore mineral 
operations with defense activities; the degree of state 
participation in OCS operations ; liability in the event of 
pollution incidents; the adequacy of operating regulations 
and enforcement procedures ; the need for consideration 
of alternatives to the proposed action unique to Florida; 
the need (or preparation of cost benefit analyses; and the 
need for a public referendum concerning whether or not 
to proceed with the proposal . 

""""" 

ACC 4282; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF OFFICE, NEW ORLEANS, 

IA 
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT. 
PROPOSED 1978 OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF 
OIL AND GAS LEASE SALE, OFFSHORE EASTERN 
GULF OF MEXICO. 

iQL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, NEW 
ORLEANS, LA. 246 N . 

KEYWORD: continental shell, oil and gas, MAFIA 
oil spill, fishing, benthic, manatee, 
oyster, fishery, socioeconomic 

Af3STRAC"1': This propose) oil and gas (ease is the 
third sale for the eastern Gulf u( Mexico (MAFIA) 
region . One hundred end sixteen tracts containing 
067,229.28 acres (270,U23. "Kl hectares) of OCS lands arc 
proposed for tensing action . If implemented, this sale is 
tentatively scheduled to be field in October 1978 . 
Development al the following level is expected : 5 l0 25 
platforms, 45 to 3W wells, 400 to 700 miles of pipeline, U 
to 2 oil terminals, storage areas, and gas processing 
plants. An oilspill risk analysis was made for 3U resource 
categories . Also. each proposed (case tract has received 
a proximity evaluation using a matrix technique to 
identify significant environmental impacts should tensing 
and subsequent oil and gas exploration and production 
ensue. All leads offered pose some degree o! risk to the 
environment. Accidental or chromic oil spillage is the 
chief potential cause of impact . Other sources of impact 
include platform and pipeline installation. The principal 
adverse impacts that will occur include: some minimal 
effects on recreational beeches in the Mississippi Sound 
area, localized effect on recreational and commercial 
fishing grounds. (particularly oysters) and benthic 
organisms at situ of development, some potential danger 
to the habitat of [lie Florida manatee end unknown but 
potential effect on archaeological sites. txisung air and 
wager quality onshore will be adversely impacted by 
operations of gas processing plants, should they be 
constructed . Beneficial economic impact is anticipated in 

employment and income with some adverse effect from 
induced development growth patterns in local areas . 

ACC 2550; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
13UZAS, M.A ; 
COMMUNITY UNITY? PATTERNS IN MOLLUSCS 
AND FORAMINIFERA 

IN : M.L WILEY (ED.), GS"I'UAftINE 
I NTI RACTIONS. 

111111 . ACADEMIC PRESS, NEW YORK . P . 173-190. 

KI{YWORD : mollusc, foraminifera, seagrass, 
meiofauna 

AI3S'I KAC"f: Patterns of density of molluscs and 
I~ornminifera in seagrass habitats in Jamaica and Link 
Pore, Florida were nnalVtcd for different habitats, 
periodicity, and effects of predator exclusion cages. Only 

Florida data is summarized here . Of live species of 
gastropods analyzed, only one showed a significant 
difference inside vs. outside the cage, with higher 
densities inside . The densities of lour gastropod species 
exhibited significant differences wnh time . The densities 
of all t :ixa of foraminifera showed no significant 
differences between inside and outside the cage, but 
differed with time. The results suggested that only the 
cage with I mm openings provided an cl(cclivc enclosure 
from loraminiferal predators. The results also suggested 
a slight response of the dominant members of the macro 
and meiuleuna to abiouc end biotic variables. 

""""" 
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ACC 2336 ; TYPE P : YEAR 1975 
I3YLE . W.K . ; 
I-75 NORTH SOUND STUDY. 

I31BL REP'1'. SU13MI ITED BY ENVIRONMENTAL 
SERVICES UNLIMITED. 

KEYWORD : I .ec, substrate, benthic, distribution, 
circulation, invertebrate, temperature, 
salinity, DO, turbidity, currents 

ABSTRACT : The biophysical characteristics of the 
North Sound study area are described. Those portions of 
the Sound with elevations ranging from -1 .2 (t below 
mean sea level to 3.5 It below mean sea level and having 
a fairly firm substrate (as opposed to areas high in silts, 
clays and/or detritus) were found to support relatively 
larger populations of benthic organisms than the deeper 
or shallower areas (regardless of substrate) . The 
distribution and types of species are related to the 
substrate, which in win is related to existing water 
circulation patterns . Must of the North South was 
determined to be- comparatively healthy, physically and 
biologically. 

ACC 2222; TYPE P : YEAR 1976 
L3YRNL, CJ . : 
THE EFFECTS OF THE WATER SOLUBLE 
FRACTIONS OF CRUDE AND REFINED OILS ON 
THE LARVAE or TI {E QunI IOG CLAM 
MERCENARIA SP . 

BIf3L MAS'I'6K'S "I'I II :SIS . FLORIDA STATE' 
UNIVERSITY . TAl .IAIIASSGI : . FL 

KEYWORD: oil, larvae, heavy meal, hydrocarbon, 
mollusc, bioassay, oil spill 

ABSTRACT : Bioassays were conducted to 
determine the effects of the water soluble fractions 
(WSFs) of six test oils common to the Gulf of Mexico 
coastal region on the embryos and veliger larvae U( the 
guahog clam. It was found that the WSPs of the crude 
oils . The WSI"s of the Florida "Jay" crude and the used 
crankcase motor oil were the most toxic of all the oils 

tested . However, they possess other toxicants (e .g., heavy 
metals and sulphus compound,) in addition to the 
petroleum hydrocarbons. Although the concentrations of 
petroleum hydrocarbons used were relatively high and 
were not found in the natural marine environment, it was 
concluded that, in an oil spill, concentrations could reach 
these values with possible toxic effects. 

""""" 

ACC 343; TYPE ; YEAR 1"3 
CAtI .LOUtT, C.w. ; KOI, I).If . : 
SIZE COMPOSITION OF MONTHLY CATCHES OF 
BROWN SHRIMP FROM THE "TEXAS COAST, 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER 1'O TEXAS, AND PENSACOL.A 
TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER, 1960- 1981 . 

1311fL NATIONAL MAKINI: I Itil11 :1211{S SERVICE, 
BIOLOGICAL 111130KA'I'()IlY . GAI .VI{S'I'GN, IX 
NOAH-'I'M-NMFS-SI :I (' 110. 78 PP . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal ualcr, shrimp fishery, 
fishery statistics, fishery. population 
dynamics, brown shrimp, management, 
recruitment . growth . mortality 

ABSTRACT : "The report wmmaracs information 
concerning the biology and population dynamics of 
brown shrimp in [lie context of management of the 
fishery for this species in the Gull v( Mexico . The size 
composition of the reported monthly catches of brown 
shrimp, f'enaeus a2tccus, reflects the combined effects of 
rccruitment, growth and mortality, including losses due to 
natural causes end those caused by tubing. Annually 
recurring recruitment has an obvious cheer of reducing 
the size of brown shrimp in the monthly catches, but the 
time-phasing of open seasons and the intensity of fishing 
tin also alter the site composition patterns. 

ACC 344 ; 'I'YPG ; YEAR 1979 
CAILLOUE?"I', C. W. ; PATELLA, F.J . ; JACKSON, W.13 . ; 
RELATIONSI-UP BETWEEN MARKETING 
CATEGORY (COUN1) COMPOSITION AND EX-
VESSEL VALUE OF REPORTED ANNUAL 
CATCHES OF SHRIMP IN THE EASTERN GULF 
OF MEXICO. 

131 [3L MAR. FISI-1 . IZGV. 41(Sfi) :1 .7. 

KI:YW()Ilf): biology, coastal water. fishery, shrimp 
fishery, shrimp, pink shrimp, brown 
shrimp 

ABSTRACT: The shrimp fisheries of the eastern 
Gull of Mexico are analyzed . They ere these of 
Mississippi. Alabama, and west coast of I londn, and 
includes pink shrimp . P. duorarum, as %Ncll as brown and 
whiten shrimp . 1 larvcsung strategy refeis to [lie sizes of 
shrimp harvested, retained, and landed I'lie relationship 
between estimated ex-vessel value and weight of reported 
annual calchcs of a given species in a given region holds 
remarkably well over a wide range of fluctuaiions in 

reported annual catches. In fisheries. such as shrimp 
fisheries of the Gull of Mexico, in which wide 
fluctuations occur in annual yield in response to 
fluctuations in recruitment, the best that can be done is 

to make the best use of whatever recruitment occurs. 
This lends support to the concept of management of 
shrimp fisheries by minimum size limits or other 
approaches which regulate the site of shrimp at first 
harvest, i .c ., closed areas or seasons. 



ACC 2504 ; TYPE f' ; YEAR 1971 
CAILLOUET, C.W., JIL ; IiEARDSLE:Y, G.L ; 
NOTES ON SIZE, SEX RATIO, AND SPAWNING OF 
SPINY LOBSTER, PAMJL1RUS GUT'fATUS 
(LATREIIlE) NEAR MIAMI BEACH, FL 

lill3L BULL MAR. SCI . 21(4):944-951 . 

KEYWORD: bade, spawning, spiny lobster, 
temperature, salinity, abundance, 
habitat, distribution 

ABSTRACT : Spiny lobsters, Panulirus gutlalus, 
were collected from jetties bordering Government Cut, 

near Miami Beach, Ilorida, from June to October 1970 . 

Variations in sire distribution, sex ratio, and proportion 
of ovigerous females were determined . Abundance and 

habitat of P. guttaws were compared to those of 1' . 
argus. 

ACC 4013; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
CAl1 .LOUl~1', C. W. ; KOI, 1) .13 . ; 
TRENDS IN EX-VESSEL VALUE AND SIZE 
COMPOSITION OF REPORTED ANNUM. 
CATCHES OF PINK SHRIMP FROM THE 
TOR'IUGAS FISHERY, 1969-1978. 

f31BL GULFRf?S. REP . 7(1):71-7K. 

KEYWORD: pink shrimp . management, commercial 
fishery . socioeconomic, crustncea. 
landings (value), landings (pounds) . 
coastal 

AI3STRAC"I .̀ Exponential modes wire used to 

characterize (I) ex-vessel value (in dollars) per shrimp by 
size category (count ; i .e ., number of shrimp per pound, 
heads oll), (2) size composition (expressed as cumulative 

weight of the catch in pounds, heads oft, by size 
category), and (3) ex-vessel value composition (expressed 
as cumulative ex-vessel value, in dollars, of the catch by 
size category) (or reported annual caches (inshore and 
offshore combined) of pink shrimp (1'enaeus duurarum 
duorarum) from the 'fortugas fishery (statistical areas I 
and 2 combined) from 1960 to 1978. Exponents of the 

models were used as indices to investigate trends in ex-

vessel value per shrimp, in size composition, and in ex-
vessel value composition of the annual catches during 
that period . Both the spread in ex-vessel value per 

shrimp among size categories and the size of the shrimp 
in the annual catches increased from 1900 l0 1978 . Also, 
the proportion of the ex-vessel value made up of shrimp 

of larger sires increased from 1960 l0 1978 . This 
approach to analysis of catch statistics can be used to 
monitor the fishery, and the results can be compared 

with changes that may be brought about by permanently 
closing the "('ortugas shrimp sanctuary in 1981, as 
proposed by the Gull of Mexico Fisheiv Management 

Council in the fishery management plan for the shrimp 
fishery of the Gull of Mexico. 

""""" 

ACC 2069; "I'YPt~, P ; YEAR 1983 
CAING, I :.A ; 
COMMUNITY INTERACTIONS OF CAPREIlA 
PENAN'I7S CRUSTACEA AMP}-IIPODS ON SEA 
WHIPS . 

lillil . J . CftUS"1'ACT-AN 11I01- 3(4) :497-504 . 

KEYWORD: community. crustaccn. rpilnuna, 
benihic, sea whip, scagrass 

ABSTRACT: Caprclla penanus is the dominant 
epilauna on sea whips, IApiogurgia virgulaa, occurring in 
Thnlassia tcsludinum meadows in northwestern Florida. 

Caprella pcnanUS densities were 23 times greater in 
winter when "1'halassia dies back and fish predators me 
absent . The reduced densities may be caused by lish 
prcdatiun but the increases are a result of increased 
reproductive activity . Alter serest mobs the caprellids 
leave the sea whips to join the tIemhic macrulaunnl 
community. 

""""" 

ACC Zoo; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
CAIRNS, S.U . ; 
GUIDE TO THE COMMONER SHALLOW-WATER 
GORGOMANS (SEA WHIPS, SEA FEATHERS, AND 
SEA FANS) OF THE GULF OF MEXICO AND THE 
CARIBBEAN REGION . 

BI{3L SEA Gf2AN'I' I-1I:LU GUIDE SERIES NIJMIII--'R 
G. 74 N. 

KIiYW()KI) : gorgonian, sea whip, coclenicraie 

ABSTRACT: General descriptions of the mute 

common Florida, shallow-water gurgonuns (pMlum 
Coelenieratn) are provided . This guide covers 27 species 

(u( a total of 170 species of gorgonians known in the 

West Indian Province) that could he encountert-d without 

(lie use of SCUBA. A key to the identification of species 

was included . 

ACC 441x1 ; "fYl'I : I' ; YEAR 1977 
CAIRNS, S.D . ; 
STONY CORALS L CARYOPHYLI.IINA AM) 
DENDROPHYI111NA (AN'I'EiOZOA 
SCI .F RAC'I1P(IA) MEMOIRS OF THE HOURGLASS 
CRUISES . VOL l, PART (V. 

131131 . MAILING ItESI :A12Cll IAI301ZA f()IlY . 
FLORIDA I)IiPAK'I'MI-:N'f ()FNA'I'UIlAI . 
Ill':ti()UK('ES. ST. III {TI :IttiIIUIZG . I I_ 27 N . 

KI .ti'W()IZI) : coal, continental shell ; Sdcractinia, 

biology, invcrtebralr. cpilauna . 

I(N1gCOglAphy, sys[cmnlic, hourglass. 

benthic, ecology 

AI4S I IZAC"f : Sup species of coral belonging to the 
ticlclracunian sutxirders CnrVcipPhylliinn and 

I)cndruphylhinn were collected during Project I Iourglass, 
including Iwo new species. All species arc deticnbed, 

illustrated and accompanied by synonymies . I ivc of the 

six species represent new distributional records for [lie 
Gull of Mexico . A list of the 36 ahcrmarypcs known 
from the Gulf of Mexico is presented. A kcV n provided 
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for 32 ahermatypes reported from the eastern Gulf shelf 
and slope region . 

ACC 1209 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
CAKE, E . W., JR.; 
LARVAL AND POS'IIARVAL CESTODE 
PARASITES OF SHALLOW WATER, BENT7iIC 
MOLLUSCS OF THE GULF OF MF3QC0 FROM 
THE FLORIDA KEYS TO THE MISSISSIPPI SOUND 

BIE3L PLA. STATE UNIV . PI I . D . THESIS . 

KEYWORD: larval, mollusc, distribution, parasite, 
bemhic 

ABSTRACT: Twelve species of ceslcxles were found 
in 2,470 specimens of benthic molluscs collected from the 
eastern Gull of Mexico . Results show than bcnlhic 
marine molluscs are hosts of many elasmobrnnch 
tapeworms. 1 lost specificity was rarely found in these 
cesiocie-mollusc associations . Six of the species were 
found throughout the study area, while the other 6 had 
limited distribution patterns. 'llie higher infection rates, 
infection loads, and cestode species diversity occurred in 
mollusc from shallow send, mud, and grassllats. This 
environment serves as nursery grounds for the larval 
cestocles . 

ACC 238 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
CAI.DWCLL, D.K . ; CALDWFLI, M.C. ; 
MARINE MAMMALS OF THE EASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO . 

IN : J .I . JONES, M.E. RING, MA RINKEI, AND R.F_ . 
SMI'171, BDS. A SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE OP 
TI IE EAS'1'I?RN GULF OF MEXICO . 

131131 . STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OP FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE' OFOCf?ANOGRAPIiY, ST. 
PETERSBURG, FL 

KI :YW()ItD: MAFLA, mammalia, biology, dolphin, 
marine, whale, cetacean, manatee, 
distribution 

AIiSTKACP positive records of marine mammals 
from Die eastern Gulf of Mexico (i .e ., Florida, Alabama, 
and Mississippi) are hued with annotations, and maps 
are included to show the locations of the records. 17he 
species for which (here are specific records are Black 
Bight Whale (13nlecna glncialis), Minkr or Lntle Pike) 
Whale (13elaenuptera acuturostreta) ., 13ryde Whale 
(13alaenoplera edeni), Fin Whale (13alacnoplern phsalus), 
I lumpback Whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) . Rough-
tcxolhcd Dolphin (Stems brcdanenis), Atlantic 
13oulcnused Dolphin (I'ursiops truncnlus) . Gray 
Grampus or Risso's Dolphin (Grampus griseus), 
I .ongsnouled Dolphin (Stenella longirostris), Bridled 
Dolphin (Stcnella Irontalis), Spotted Saddleback Dolphin 
(I)elphinus delphis), Shoe-finned Pilot Whale or 
lilncklish (Globicephala mnerorhyncha), Killer Whale 
(Orcinus ores), Sperm Whale (Physelcr caiodon). Pygmy 
Sperm Whale (Kogie brcviceps), Dwarf Sperm Whale 
(Kogia simus), Antcllcan Beaked Whale (Mesoplodon 
curopdrus) . Goose-beaked or Cuvieis Beaked Whale 
(%iphius cavirostns), Manatee or Sea Cow ("frichechus 
manalus Inlirosiris) . and California Sea lawn (7alophua 
calilurnianus). The former presence of the now 
apparently extinct Caribbean Monk Seal (Munnchus 
trupicalis) within the eastern Gulf is noted Comments 
are included tin additional Gulf records from outside the 
study area as they relate to the eastern Gulf. Species 
recorded from within the Gulf but not yet positively from 
the eastern Gull study arcs are Sei Whale (lialacnuptcra 
borealis), Blue Whale (13alaenoplera musculus)-- it is 

noted that the records of the Blue Whale from elsewhere 
in tha Gulf are questionable, Pygmy Kil . . . 

ACC 781 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1959 
CAI .DWL:LI, D.K . ; 
THE LOGGERHEAD TURIIFS OF CAPE ROMAIN, 
SOUTH CAROLINA 

111111- FLORIDA STATE MUSf:UM 13U1_l_ 4(l0) :31')-
34A. 

KEYWORD: reptilia, biology, ecology, life history, 
species composition, hcrpetofauna . 
tunic 

AIDS IItA("T: This work is a synopsis of information 
concerning studies conducted on the IAiggerhead turtle. 
It draws hca%,i1V upon research reported by Baldwin and 
I .olton (19411) . Every attempt was made not to overlap 

existing published works. 

ACC 889; "I'YPI : ; YfAlt 1968 
CAI,DGK, J.A ; PARKER, N. L; 
STABLE CARBON ISOTOPE RATIOS AS INDICES 
OF PETROCHEMICAL POLLUTION OF AQUATIC 
SYSTEMS . 

DLitt . I:NVIKON . SCIIiNCI-: ANI) I I{CI I . 2 ;S3S-539 . 

KIiYWOItI) : carbon . sediment, pet hydrocarbon. 
biota 

ABSTRACT: Carbon 13/carbon 12 ratio data way 
collected from 1967 through 1973 tin samples of water. 
hit) material and sediment (moslly sediment) hom areas 
of the west Florida shell to the Mississippi Delta and 
Texas. Approximately 21N) observations were made 
during that time . 

""""" 



ACC 1043 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
CARER, K.L ; HADDAD, K.U. ; 
TRANSMISSOMETRY ON THE EASTERN GULF 
SHELVES, MAF[A SURVEY 1976-1978. 

IN : TIDE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA 
OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF BASELINE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY 1977/1978. 
COMPENDIUM OF WORK ELEMENT REPORTS . 
[IIBL BUREAU Of LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, DG VOL IIB ., 931-989. 

KEYWORD: loop current, bottom current, 
nepheloid layer, MAFIA turbidity, 
physical oceanography, suspended, 
continental shelf, sediment, seasonal 
variation 

ABSTRACT': Water clarity in the eastern Gulf of 
Mexico increases away from vertical or horizontal 
interlaces. In the iLnthic boundary layer it increases with 

e decrease in turbulent energy (currents, seiches, internal 
waves, hurricanes) available to as on the bottom . In the 
surface layer, turbidity was largely related to runoff or 
biological productivity . Wafer of a clarify comparable to 

Sargasso Sea water was measured in the Loop current, 
which was found at times al the seaward ends of all 
transacts. "This water was SU to IW limes as clear as 
water found al the northern winter stations in the 
nepheloid layer. Near-bottom water clarity was affected 
by non-periodic (Loop Current) and periodic (internal 
waves, seiches, inertial currents) bottom currents, with 
nepheloid layers found at times in all regions of the study 
area . However, the rapidly shoaling, fine sediment-laden 
shelf of( Mobile resulted in nepheloid layers during all 

sampling seasons. The Loop current is the primary 
transport mechanism for particles in the study areas. The 
periodic current phenomena do not result in a net 
transport unless they are super-imposed upon a current 
with a net directionality. However, they do provide 
significant erosional energy to the bottom which, coupled 
even with a slow (non-eroding) current, could result in a 
net sediment transport. In the summer and fall when the 
Loop Current intrudes furthest into the Gulf of Mexico, 
a net southward transport of outer shat( sediments 
should result. During the winter, when northerly or 

northeasterly winds blows in conjunction with seiche 
activity, a general westward to northwestward transport 
U( sediment . . . 

""""" 

ACC 2289 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
CALINSKI, M.D . 
THE FUTURE OF LOBSTER FARMING IN 
FLORIDA 

L31131 . FLORIDA SCI . 45 (SUPPL I) : 31 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, spiny lobster, larvae 

ABSTRACT : Self-contained prototype nursery 
habitats designed to attract end culture puerlus stage 
spiny lobsters, Panulirus argus were successfully tested on 
a small scale. Data indicate that settled posy larvae 
auam a site in which they can leave the habitat in 3 

months, and that 20% survive this period. Requirements 
and benefits of lobster farming are discussed . 

ACC 22.36 ; TYPE P ; YE'AR 1973 
CAMP, D.K . ; ()138, S N . ; VAN liRI:BNVl;1 .D, J .F. ; 
OVERGRA7ING OF SEAGRASSES BY A 
REGULAR URCHIN, LYIECNINUS VARIEGATUS. 

111131 . 1110SciENCt 23(1):37-38. 

KEYWORD: seagrass, pollution, echinoderm, stress 

ABSTRACT: An offshore seagrass bed in the Gull 

of Mexico was denuded during the summers of 1970 and 

1971 by overgrazing by dense aggregations of the sea 
urchin, I .Vtechinus variegatus . The grassbed, composed 
primarily of 'I'hallassia resludinum, extended southward 

from Steinhatchee River 26 km to Horseshoe Point and 
offshore 5.5 to 9.25 km . The urchin concentrations, 
averaging 6-16 per sq. meter at the front, damaged 
approximately 20°l, of the grassbed, with the most 
intensive destruction occurring at Pepperlish Keys . 
Scores U( aggregations moved through the grass at an 

average rate of 1.6 m/week. Sizes o I_ veriegatus were 

relatively uniform (mean test diameter - 40.1 mm ; s -
4 .75), indicating that the population was composed of 
mainly on year class. No factors were cited as potential 
reasons for the massive population increase, although 
organic pollution was not considered responsible . 
Analysis of remaining 'Ilialassia rhizomes suggest that 
regrowth of denuded grassbeds will not be rapid . 

ACC 4015 ; 'TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 ; 
CAMP, I).K. : 
STOINAPOD CRUSTACFA . MEMOIRS OF THE 
HOURGLASS CRUISES. VOL III, PART 11. 

111111- MARINE ItI :Sf:AKCIi LABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DI-TARTIVIFINIT OF NATURAL 
Kf:S()UIZCt :S, S7'. PI ;TI:kS13UKG, PL 1110 P . 

KI:YW()RD: crusiacee, systematic, distribution, 
zcxogeography, ecology, biology, 
hourglass, benthic, invertebrate, 
epitauna, continental shelf 

A[3S'1'FLACf: Thirteen species of siumaiopoi 
crustacean (I .ysiosyuilla scabric:auda, Acanthusquilla 

biminiensis, PlalVSquilla horologii, Meiosyuilla 
quadndens, M. sc:hmhti, Syuilla grcnadensis, S. rugusa . S. 

dacepirix, S. neglects, S. empusa, Gurysyuilla plumata, 

Parasyuilla coccinea, and GonaJactylus bredini) were 

captured in a 28 month sampling program at len stations 
(V to 73 m) slung two transacts on the central west 

Florida shell . Variations in morphology and meristics. of 
most species are presented. Pose larvae of 
AcanUhusyuilla biminiensis, Pnraayuilla coc:cinca, end an 

unidentified syuilln species (prubablV S. dcceplrix) are 

described. Juveniles of Mciosquilla yundridcns, M. 
schmhu, I:urysyuilla plumata. Parasquilla ccxcinea and 

GoncxlactVlus bredini are described or compared with 

adults. An cclocommensal lolliculinid protozoan is 

reported from gills of an Acanthosquilla biminiensis. 

""""" 
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ACC 2007 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 ACC 4016 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 ACC 780; TYPE ; YEAR 1963 
CAPONE, D.G . ; CARDEft, K.L ; STEWARD, R.G ; CARP, AF.; 
DIMTROGEN FIXATION IN SUBTROPICAL A REMOTE-SENSING REFLECTANCE MODEL OF PANSPECIFIC REPRODUCTIVE CONVERGENCE 
SEAGRASS AND MACROALGAL COMMUNITIES. A RED-TIDE DINOFL.AGEII.ATE OFF WEST IN LEPIDOCHELYS KEMPI . 

FLORIDA 
[31F3L PIi.D . DISSERTATION. UNIVERSITY OF 
MIAMI, MIAMI, FL 93 11 I31[3L LIMNOL OCGANOGR 30(2):286-298. 

Bill[ . GRGEI3NISSE DER l3lOLOGIE 26:298-303. 

KEYWORD: community, seagrass, macroalgae, 
benthic, nitrogen, bacteria 

ABSTRACT: Nitrogen faction was studied in 
seagrass ('Thalassic tesludinum) meadows and the 
macroalgae Microdicryon sp . and laurencia sp. Nitrogen 
fixation was found to be highly variable both spatially 
and temporally in the phyllc»pliere of Thalassic. Fiigh 
rates of nitrogen fixation were correlated with the 
presence of a helerocyslous cyanobacterium, Caloihrix 
sp . Seasonal and diurnal fluctuations were detected in 
phyllosphere nitrogen fixation . Itizosphere nitrogen 
fixation was compared with that of the phyllosphere. 
Nitrogen fixation associated with txmhic macroalgAe was 
also mediated by cyanubncieria . 

""""" 

ACC 4198 ; TYPE 1' ; YIAIZ 1985 
CAPRI, S . ; 
DETERMINATION OF LOW-TO)UCITY OILS IN 
DISCHARGES FROM OFFSHORE DRILLING 
OPERATIONS . 

QIE3L . M1:7'ODI ANAL ACUUI: 5(1) :10-IS . 

KEYWORD: offshore drilling, hydrocarbon, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

KEYWORD: irradiance, phytoplankton, pigment, 
red tide, numerical model, remote 
sensing, water column, nutrient, stress 

AI3Sl'IZACI': A mathematical model that simulates 
the spectral curves n( remote-sensing reflectance of 
blooms of the red-tide dinollagcllate Prychodiscus brevis 
is developed. The model is compared to measurements 
obtained from a low-(lying helicopter (or P. brevis 
populations with chlorophyll -like pigment concentrations 
(rum 7 to 77 mg m-3 found in the case 2 waters along 
the west Florida shat( in October 1983 . The model 
simulates the attack of backscauering from water, 
phVUiplanklon. and detritus . and the effects of absorption 
due to wager, phVtuplanklon, detritus, end yellow 
dissolved matter ("Gelbsiolf') liar case I and case 2 
waters . II can be easily modified to simulate the spectral 
reflectance of phyloplankton from other pigment color 
groups. Matching the model spectral curves to measured 
remote-sensing reflectance curves provides accurate 
estimates of chlorophyll a plus phcophyun a and also 
estimates of Gelbstolf and detritus concentrations. 
Comparison of remote-sensing reflectance data to model 
reflectance data allows calculation of the quantum 
efficiency of fluorescence for a given phyluplanklon 
population, which provides a remote measurement ofa 
lactor that has been found to increase with the nutrient 
stress of [he population. 

""""" 

KEYWORD: repulia, abundance, biology, coastal 
water, ecology, reproduction, species 
composition, herpctolauna, turtle 

AIiS'I'RACI': Not available. 

ACC 686; 7'YPI : ; Yf:Alt 1983 
CARTER, M.T . ; 
PROBABILITY OF HURRICANE,/I'ROPICAL 
STORM CONDITIONS: A USERS GUIDE FUR 
LOCAL DECISION MAKERS. 

131131, NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA Cf:N"I IiK. 
ASI II :VI :I .I .I : . NC. 25 PP . 

KEYWORD: coastal water, forecasting, hurricane, 
meteorology, statistical analysis 

ARSTKAC'F In a growing number of communities 
along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, local decision makers 
must begin initialing protective actions before the 
National I lurricane Center can eunlidenilv issue n 
I lurricane Warning for their community. in an aiiempt 
to provide these decision makers with useful lung range 
forecasts of a hurricane's movement, the National 
I iurricane Center will issue probabilities that the 
hurricane will affect any of 44 communities from 
13ruwnsviUe, Texas, to I :astport, Maine. 'lliis manual was 
written to acquaint local decision makers with some of 
the characteristics of these probabilities and outline some 
of the ways that IheV may be used to guide decision 
making when lacing a hurricane threat . While h is hoped 

that local decision makers trod this manual useful in 
effectively utilizing this new forecast information. it 
should be remembered that National Weather Service 
lield personnel are available, as always, to answer any 

questions and to provide specific interpretations of both 



the probabilities and the forecast tracks that are issued 
for any given storm. 

""""" 

ACC 2351 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1973 
CARTER, M. R ; ET AL; 
ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS OF THE BIG CYPRESS 
SWAMP AND ESTUARIES . 

[31BL U.S . ENVIRONMENTAL PILO"I'I;C('ION 
AGENCY, SUFtVEILIANCG AND ANALYSIS 
DIVISION . EPA 904/9-74-002 477 P . 

Kf:YWORD: Collier, sediment, fish, life history, 
spook, temperature, salinity, nutrient, 
chemistry, water quality, estuary 

ABSTRACT: This study examined natural and 
disturbed ecosystems in the Big Cypress Swamp and the 
Ten "Iliousand Islands. A detailed characterization of 
the study area was made including background data on 
chemical quality of water and sediments; pesticide levels 
in water, sediment ; fish and higher animals; and life 
histories of several freshwater and marina fishes, 
especially sncwk. Several detailed studies relating to man 
made changes to the environment were conducted 
including salinity variations in natural versus man-
influenced estuaries, and the effects of canals and other 
drainage on ground and surface waters. 

ACC 23'x) ; 'tYPI? P ; YEAR 1978 
CARTER, P. W . ; MI"I"1't :RBl2, K.M . ; 
AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF ORGANIC 
MATTER ASSOCIATED WITH CARBONATE AND 
NONCARBONATE SEDIMENTS. 

13113L GI :OCf IIM . COJMOCHIM . ACI'A 42:1231-1238. 

KEYWORD: Monrcw, carbonate, sediment 

ABSTRACT: I lumic substances from carbonate and 
noncarbunaie sediments are composed of l5-_iG%, ammo 
acids by weight . Carbonate sediments possess humic 

substances consisting primarily of aspartic and glutomic 
acid ; noncarbonate sediment associated humic acids 
consist mainly of glycins and alanine. Analyses of amino 
acids from various molecular weight (racoons of humic 
and fulvic acids are discussed. As panic acid enriched 
organic matter appears to be selectively absorbed by 
carbonate surfaces but not by noncarbonates. 

ACC 2041 ; TYPE' P ; YEAR 1918 
CAKY, LK . ; 
STUDIES ON ALCYONARIA AT TORTUGAS. 

131131 . CARNI-:G11: INS7'. WASH . Ylt. BOOK 16:175-
177. 

KEYWORD : growth, coral, depth, temperature 

stress 

ABSTRACT : The growth talc of AlLvonarian corals 
were measured at Ury Tortugas, Honda. Ne effects of 
depth and temperature on growth rate were examined . 
The upper thermal lethal levels were determined for 13 
species and their ecological significance discussed. 
(bcygen consumption rates were also measured and 
related to thermal stress . 

ACC 870; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
CAVE, N.K. ; 
PREDATOR PREY RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVING 
THE AMERICA OYSTER. CRASSOSTRFA 
VIRGINICA (cnEurr), AND THE BLACK DRUM, 
PAGOMAS CROMIS (LiNNAEUS), IN MISSISSIPPI 
SOUND. 

[3113L MAS"1'f?R'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF 
SOU7'IIWGSI'FRN LOUISIANA, IIAMMOND, IA. 43 
PP 

KEYWORD: demersal fishes, oyster, feeding habh, 
predauon 

Al3S't'KnC f: The purposes of this invesUgauon 
were : ( 1 ) to ubsen~e the exact feeding behavior of 
caplve drum on oysters and fauna) associates of oysters: 
(2) to determine the tale and extent of predation under 
various experimental and natural conditions ; (3) to 
determine prey selectivity of drum using oysters and 
invertebrate species normally associated with oyster : and 
(4) to assess the feasibility of preventing prcdauon under 

experimental conditions using hatchery reared seed 
oysters or other bedded stock. This invesligaUUn was 
conducted between 1976 and 1978 . 

ACC 2lH)8 ; "1'YPi : P ; YEAR 1975 
CI IAI .KI{K . li .l{. ; 
CAI.C(F7CA"I70N, METABOLISM, AND GROWTH 
BY TfiE STAGf10RN CORM, ACROPORA 
CERVICORNIS (1AMARCK) . 

lilf3l . PII .I) I)ISSI?RA"17()N, UNIVI:IZSI"I'Y OF 
MIAMI . MIAMI . H- 

KEYWORD: metabolism, growth, coral, reel, light 

ABSTRACT: Calcification in the slaghorn coral, 
Acrcipura cervicornis, was investigated and compared to 

Pacific congener, A. lormosn. ")lie effects of exogenous 
glucose, glycerol, and alanine on the calcification rate 
were Jeicrmincd under light and dark conditions in the 

presence of the photosynthetic inhibitor DCMt 1 . '1 lie 
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mechanisms of calcification and their kinetics were 
examined by use of various inhibitors. 

ACC 4208 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
CHAMBERS, J.E. ; HEI"i'Z_ J.K. ; MCCORKLE, F.M . ; 
YAK(3ttOUGH, J.D . ; 
ENZYME ACTIVITIES FOLLOWING CHRONIC 
EXPOSURE TO CRUDE OIL IN A SIMULATED 
ECOSYSTEM. II: STRIPED MULLET. 

IIIBI . I:NVIRON. Rt:S . 20(1):140-147 . 

KEYWORD: oil, physiological, oil spill . fish, 
pollution. baseline study. seasonal, 
mullet 

ARti I'itAC(': Enzyme activities were investigated in 
brain, gill, liver, and muscle homogenates Irum striped 

mullet which had been exposed to crude ail for 10 
months in a simulated csiuarina ecosystem. I :nrymes 

assayed included acetylcliolinesterase . . alkaline 
phosphatase, i3eta-glucuronidase, glutamic-pyruvic 
lransaminASe, lactic dehydrugenase, and malic 
dchydrogenase. Few seasonal bends in enzyme activities 

were observed . Altarauuns in some enzyme activities, 
particularly ace rylcholinesternse, 13e1a-glucuronidase, and 
malic dehVdrogenase, may have reflected physiological 
changes in the mullet resulting from stress. In general, 

there wire few chronic alterations in mulled enzyme 
activities resulting from the oil Spill . (See aiso Wtsu-
03541) (Sinha-01,'.[S) 

ACC 118 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
CI ]AN, L H . ; I IANOF2, J.S . ; 
DISSOLVED BARIUM IN SOME LOUISIANA 
OFFSHORE WATERS ; PROBLEMS IN 
ESTABLISHING BASELINE VALUES. 

111111- CON'f'R113 . MAR SCI . 25 :149-159 . 

KEYWORD: coastal zone, barium, offshore 
exploration, physical process, water 
quality, continental shell, offshore 
drilling, drilling, drilling fluid 

A13STRAC'l : Dissolved barium values in samples of 
l .ouisiene offshore waters collected during the Gull 

Universities Research Consortium--Offshore Ecology 
Investigation range from 31 to 67 ug/kg in waters of 
chlorushies of I I l0 19 g/I . "the barium values are higher 
than normal open Gull of Mexico values (I 1-12 ug/kg) 
and Arc in access of those reasonably expected from 
conservative mixing of Mississippi River and Gull waters . 

U is possible that some ail this excess barium is the result 
of the discharge of effluents from offshore dulling 
plallurms. Much of it, however, can probably be 
accounted for by simple Jesorpiiun of barium from rivcr-
M>rne suspended material during natural processes of 
csiuarinc mixing . Additional work is required to quantity 
the relative contributions of natural and anthropogenic 
sources of barium . 

ACC 771; I YPI : : 1'I :AIl 1975 
('I IAN . Il .ti . : 
A STUDY OF TFIE TRANSFER PROCESSES OF 
PI1TIHAIATE? ESTERS TO THE MARINE 
ENVIRONMENT. 
f3lI3L PFi.D DISSERTATION. TF_XAS ABcM 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 133 PP. 

KEYWORD: pesticides, phthalate, sediment, water 
column . 1)('11, pollution 

ABSTRACT : Sediment and water samples were 
collected from 34 stations in the Gulf of Mexico, biota 
samples from 24 stations and air samples from 8 stations 

between June 1973 and February 1975 . Samples were 
analyzed [or DDT, DUE, PC(3's and phthalates . 

ACC 2391 ; TYPE P: YEAR 1969 
CHANCE, F.A, JK . ; 
A NEW GENUS AND FIVE NEW SPECIES OF 
SHRIMPS (DECAPODA, PAIAEMOrIIDAE, 
PON'I'ONUAE) FROM THE WESTERN A'I1AN'I1G 

13113L CRUSTACF-ANA 16(PT. 3) :251-272. 

KEYWORD : Monroe, shrimp 

ABSTRACT: Descriptions and measurements of a 
new genus and 5 new shrimp species lound off Honda 
coals were presented. The newly described species 

were Pcriclimcncs cnnuidaGs, I'cnclimencs mcycri, 
Periclimenes paivai . I ulearicx :aris neglects, and I ..ipke 
holtuise . l .epkclx was the newly described genus. 

ACC 2392 ; I'YPI : P ; YEAR 1977 
CI IAN, F . I . ; 
OIL POLLUTION AND TROPICAL LITTORAL 
COMMUNITIES : BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THE 
1975 FLORIDA KEYS OIL SPILL 

111111, r1h1 . PI :' f120 . INS I' . I'i :lll _ #42Y-3 :51'1 542 . 

KI'.YW()Kl) : hlunnk, oil. p(illuUun, oil spill, 
uagrass, mortality, «hmoxlcrm, crab, 
tcmpcratwc . dress 

Al iS'I IZACT: An assessment was made of [Ile 
biological cllccls o1 [he 1975 FIunJa Keys ail spill . 
Floating seagrass was found to serve as a natural sorbent 

for oil. '['lie seagrass came stranded in the inlerudal 

zone . A soluble component of oil or possibly an organic 

cleaning solvent leaching from this debris was determined 

to be the probable cause of a mass mortality ol'sublidal 
echinoderms tin the rocky platform. Several crab specie 

were eliminated Irom the rocky shores, mangrove fringes 

and linUS marsh communities for several months . 



Subtidal pearl oysters suffered extensive mortafiues . 
Death was the result for more than SO% oiling of red 
mangrove seedling leaves and dwarf black mangrove 
pneumalophores. Elevated temperatures exceeding the 
lethal units for many inlertidal organisms were observed 
in oil covered substrates . Oil persisted in the substrate 
of rocky shores and mangrove marsh areas for at least 
one year alter the spill . 

""""" 

ACC 4017; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
CIIAN, G.I . ; 
OIL POLLUTION AND TROPICAL LITTORAL 
COMMUNITIES: BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THE 
1975 FLORIDA KEYS OIL SPILL 

IIIIiL MAS'TER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY 01= MIAMI, 
MIAMI . Fl_ 72 I' . 

KEYWORD: oil spill. pollution, biology. ecology, oil 
residue, seagrass, reef, inlerudal, 
coastal 

AIiSTIZACr: This study reported observations on 
the distribution and biological ellecis of an oil spill m 
tropical littoral communities of the Florida Keys for a 
period ul sa months. floating seagrasses served as 
natural sorbems of floating oil and were stranded in the 
intertidal zone . A soluble component of oil leaching 
from this debris contributed to a mass mortality of 
subiidal echinoderms on the rocky platform . Oil 
penetrated sandy inlerlidal substrates to a depth of ten 
centimeters. Formation and erosion of a hart, tarrV 
crust overlying the oil-saturated sand was noted. Several 
crab species were eliminated from rocky shore. mangrove 
fringe and fiaus marsh communities lur several months . 
Subtidal Pinciada radiala from the grass flat community 
suffered extensive morteliues attributable to a soluble 
component of the oil. Rhizophora mangle seedlings of 

the mangrove fringe and swamp sustaining greater than 
51)% oiling of their leaves were killed . I)warl Avicennia 
nhida with greater than 50% oiling of pneumaiuphores 
also perished. Lesser degrees of oil coating resulted in 
continued growth despite leaf kiss and chemical burn 
scars. Elevated temperatures exceeding upper lethal 
limits of many intertidal organisms were reported (or oil 

covered substrates . "I'lie result of clean-up attempts 
interfered with damage assessment in the mangrove 
swamp-I3aus marsh . No deleterious effects were 
observed on the submerged offshore coral reefs. 

""""" 

ACC 751 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
CI IAO, LN . ; MUSICK, J.A . ; 
LIFE HISTORY, FEEDING HABITS AND 
FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY OF JUVENILE 
SCIAEMD FISHES IN THE YORK RIVER 
ESTUARY, VIRGINIA, 

61131 . PISI1 . 111111 . 75:657-702 . 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, estuary. feeding liabi(, 
fish, lile history, spawning 

ABSTRACT: Four abundant sciaenid lishcs, 
Cynusciun regalia. 13airdiella chrysoura, Micn~pogunias 
undulalus, and I A:iostumus xanlhurus, use York River, 
Ve ., as a nwscry and adult seasonal feeding ground . In 
addition . six species of scieenids, Menlicirrhus s:ucatilis . 

M. amcricanus, ticiasnops cx:ellate, Cynosciun ncbulosus. 
Pogunias crumn. and lanmus fasciatus, are present in 
the estuary occasionally- Yearling C. regalis were lirsl 
caught in March or April and young-of-the-year in July 
or August . Yearling II : chrysoura were lirsi caught in 
March or April and young-of-the-year in July or August . 
Juvenile Micrupugunias unJulatus and I .ciostumus 
xanthurus may be present in the York River all year-
round. Toting-ul-the-year 1_ xAnihurus were first caught 
in April and M. unJulaws were Ilrsl caught m August . 

Small M. undulalus (<20 mm ~I1 .) were caught hom 
August w June . which may indicate a prolonged 
spawning season Cur a tale spawning stock). I'.uugrnuon 
to the (wean was found in all the lour species during talc 
tall or early winter. Water temperature and dissolved 
oxygen seemed w be the most important factors in [he 
spatial and temporal distributions of these lour species in 
the York River. Mouth position, dentition, gill rakers, 
digestive tract, pores and bartels, pares, and body shape 
tit sup sciaenid species, lerimus fascialus, C. rcgalis, 13 . 
chrysoura, M. undulalus, Mcniicirrhus saxaulis, and 
I .eiostomus xanihurus, were found to he important in 
locating and ingesting prey in the water column . Stomach 

contents indicated that the food partitioning of these six 
species was closely correlated with the species end their 
prey . 

ACC 2071 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
CI It?NI :Y, D. P. ; DYGR, J . 1) . III ; 
DEEP-WATER BEN'tFilC ALGAE OF THE 
FLORIDA MIDDLE GROUND. 

13181 . MAR. BIOL 27 : IRS-I(x) . 

KEYWORD: benUhic, algae, reel, diversity, 
scnsonalilV 

AI3S"fIZAC'f': Ilie composition and scationaliry of 
the tenthic algae of the Florida Middle Ground (an 
offshore area of extensive reef outcroppings, 25 l0 60 m 
deep in the eastern Gulf of Mexico) were described. 
Ninety-one algnl species (92 taxi) were obtained, 
including V species newly reported [or Florida and the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico . The horn predominantly 
tropical with Caribbean alliniucs. Marked seasonal 

differences in species diversity and abundance were 
present. An extensive or well-anchored huldlasl system 
was a common feature of those species which appeared 
to be perennial . 

AC(' 2072 ; TYPI~: I' : 1'1. .111 1974 
('III:SSI :K, S.A : 
SEDIMENTS OF THE WEST FLORIDA SHELF. 

lill3l . MAS'ff{It'S I'l ll?tiIS . I 1 .()Itll)A S'fA fl~: 
UNIVt'.KSI'I'Y .'I'AI .IAIIASSI'I :. II_ 

KI:YWOKI): sediment . duuibuuon, carbonate 

A135TIZAC"I': A total of 225 sediment samples from 

the wept Florida shelf were analyzed to determine the 
distribution of sediment properties. Spatial trends in the 
distribution of sediment grain sac arc cited. Sand-sized 
sediments composed of quartz and carbonate are 
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predominant. "1'he carbonate fraction was determined to 
be manly of biogenic origin . 

ACC 2393; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
CIIESlIf:lt, R .I1. ; 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BIOLOGY OF MEOMA 
VEN'I'RICOSA (ECHINOIDEA: SPATANGOIDA) 

131131 . 1301 .1_ MAIL. SCI . 19(1):72-I10. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, biology, growth, behavior, 
reproduction, commensal. substrate, 
echinoderm, feeding habil, parasite 

ABSTRACT: A 2-year study of the biology of the 
echinoid, Mcoma vcnUicos :r was conducted in I-'Ioiida 
(1 :1 . Lauderdale to KeV West), the liahama Islands. 
Panama and Columbia . The habitat. behavior, 100d and 
feeding. growth . reproduction, preJAlors, parashes. 
cummcnsals. abnormalities, internal anatomV and 
substrate relations of M. ventricusa were examined . 

ACC 2394 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
Cl iGSHt?K, K.1 L (MARINE FIGS FOUND., INC., KEY 
WFS-r. H_). 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS, CANALS AND 
QUARRIES--LAWLR FLORIDA KEYS. 

131111- FOR CI IAftl .l'.Y "1'OI'NINO X SONS, INC ., 
ftOCKIANI) KEY, F1, 162 I' . 

KEYWORD: Monroe, stone crab, salinity, Wrbidhy, 
I)<), nutrient, water quality, snapper 

ABSTRACT: Water quality and biological 
community studies were conducted in man made canals 
and rock quarries in the lower Honda Keys . Fifteen 
year old deed-end and open-end canals at Summerlnnd 
Key Cove were found to have excellent water quality and 
a diverse and abundant marine Ilora and fauna. 'the 
canal system had been utilized by residents for 
swimming, fishing, and boating. I -our year old, 40 (i deep, 

rock quarries at Rcx:kland Key, bordering shallow grass 
hats on the Gulf side exhibited a variety of marine fauna 
including jack, snapper, grunt, angelfish, barracuda, 
jewlish, I "lurida lobster . and stone crabs. It was 
conclude) that, in addition to providing the public wish 
substantially valuable construction fill, the rock quarries 
were a biological improvement in the area, and that 
damage (siltalion) to the marine surroundings from 8 
years of calcite mining was not evident. 

4#4 "# 

ACC 2505 ; 'I'YPI : N ; YI:AIZ 1969 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND HORMONAL 
CONTROL OF GROWTH AND REPRODUICTION IN 
THE ADULT FEMALE STONE CRAB, MEtJIPPE 
MERCGNAftIA (SAY) . 

131131 .1i1()I_ IiUl .l_ M:111 . 11101- IAII ., WOODS 
1101,11 . 130(3) : .127-346 

KI:YWOItI) : I)aJe. stone crab . seasonal, growth . 
reproduction, temperature, spawning, 
snlinllv 

ABSTRACT : Female stone crabs were taken lrom 
13iscaync Ilay, Honda lxiwecn April 1965 and November 
1967 end studied m the laboratory to determine the 
relationship between hormonal and seasonal changes tin 
growth and reproduction . Results indicate spawning is 
atTccicd by scas<inal temperature and that summer 
molting may be inhibited by reprcxluciive activity . 
I)cstalking cxprnmcnu showed a cyclic change in the 
dominance of molting and spawning responses and a 
transitional period between the two. Poslmolt dcstalking 
responses showed that spawning and ovarian 
development maV be controlled bV different hormones. 

ACC 353; TYPE ; YEAR 1962 
CIIGW, I~. ; DRENNAN, K.L ; I)f:M()RON, WJ . ; 
ON T!{E TEMPERATURE FIELD EAST OF THE 
MISSISSIPPI DELTA 

13113L J . GGOPI IYS . RES . 67(l) :27 1 . 

KEYWORD: loop current, physical process, salinity, 
temperature. water miss 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 367: '1'1'P1: ; YEAR 1976 
CI11'I'1'IiNDt?N, M.f . ; MCI:A('I IItAN. .l .l>. ; 
COMPOSITION, ECOLOGY AND DYNAMICS OF 
DEMEI2SAL FISH COMMUNITIES ON TIfE 
NORTHWESTERN GULF OF MEXICO 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, WITH A SIMILAR 
SYNOPSIS OF THE ENTIRE GULF. 

11113L "I I :?{AS ALCM UNIVI:IISI fl' . ('()I .I .IiGI' 
STATION . 'IX SG-76-2U8. 104 P . 

Kl ;l'WOf2D : biology, ecology, feeding habit, file 
history, shrimp, dcmcr%al Iish, brown 
shrimp, temperature, biomass, 
population dynamics 

AIiSTKAC"F Micrupogun unJulatus and the family 
tictarniJac are dominant can white :!ir :mp gr:wnd-_. vchile 
Sicnulomus capnnus and the family Spandnc arc 
pi manlV centered about brown shrimp grounds. The fish 

fauna arc richer and of greater biumau tin brown shrimp 
grounds. H%hes from the white shrimp grounds have a 
strung aliinilY for cslunrV environs, while fishes of the 
brown shrimp grounds arc independent of estuaries. fhc 
ichihVolauna assemblage of the Gull consists al four 

major dcmetsal lisp communities whosc distribution is 
dctcrmincd by sediment composition. salinity, 
lupugraphic relict and temperature. I .ile history and 
population dynamics are described fur each of I S major 
dish species. The observations are pnmanly fur tilt the 



Texas Coast and may possibly apply for the northeastern 
Gulf coast . 

ACC 1080 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
( .'F11'ITENDEN. M.E. ; MOOORE, D. ; 
COMPOSITION OF THE ICI-fI'HYOFAUNA 
INHABITING THE 110-M BATIiYMETRIC 
CONTOUR OF THE GULF OF MEXICO, 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER TO THE RIO GRANDE 

111131- NORTHEAST GULF SCI . 1(2):106-114. 

KEYWORD: biology, fish, species composition, 
zoology, depth, distribution 

ABSTRACT : Not available. 

AC(' 4310; TYPE. P ; YEAR 1176 
('lll~l'I~I :NDI:N, M.E . . JIL : MCBACIIILIN . .I .I) . : 
COMPOSITION, ECOLOGY AND DYNAMICS OF 
DEMERSAL FISH COMMUNITIES ON THE 
NORTHWESTERN GULF OF MEXICO 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, WITH A SIMILAR 
SYNOPSIS FOR THE ENTIRE GULF. 

I31B1 . RI?POIt'f 'I'() NATIONAL OCIANICAND 
A'I'MOSPIII{I21('AI)MINIS"I ILA'I'ION. Ml). ()I V. ()I 
SIA GKANT. 

Kt :YWO1tU: ecology, demersal fish . communities. 
continental shell, shrimp, biomass, 
population dynamics 

AI3S"I'ItAC"1': Two major communities of demersal 
fishes are found over sole bottom on the continental shell 
in the northwestern Gulf of Mexico inshore of [lie 91 -in 
contour. (1) a while shrimp grounds community located 
at about 3.5-22 m. and (2) a brown shrimp grounds 
community located at about 22,091 m. The overall and 
seasonal compositions of these ichthyofaunas are 
described and their community ecology is discussed. The 
(mass of the two shrimp grounds were distinct at the 

family level except that a zone of fauna) overlap 
occurred at 18-36 m. Relative biomass was much higher 
on the brown shrimp grounds than on the white shrimp 
grounds . tale histories and population dynamics are 
described (or IS species each of which made up 3 
percent of the catch on a given shrimp grounds. 

dwellers) was less apparent . Ccelobites could serve as 
sensitive indicators of environmental stress . 

ACC 169 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
"""N CHRISTMAS, J.Y. ; WAI.LIIt, R.S . ; 

LOCATION AND TIME OF MENHADEN 
SPAWNING IN THE GULF OF MEXICO . 

ACC 4170 ; TYPE, P ; YEAR 1982 
CHOI, D.R. ; 
COELABITES REEF CAVITY DWELLERS AS 
INDICATORS OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
CAUSED BY OFFSHORE DRILLING . 

RIRI . BULL MAIL. SCI . 32(4):8R0-R89 . 

111111, GULP COAST RESP.ARCIi LABORATORY, 
OCI-:AN SPRINGS, MS . 20 NP. 

KEYWORD: biology, commercial fishery, fish 
larvae, hydrogrnphy. aaliniry . 
temperature, fish. spawning 

KI :YWOKD : offshore drilling, reef, drilling mud, A13S 1'ItAC'I': Not available. 
cutting, stress, coral, barium, iron 

AIiS'I'ItACT : The effects of oil-well drilling tin 
ccelubile communities (reel cavity dwellers) were 
evaluated IS mu . abet the colcliun of drilling the 2nD 
well al Matinkx: Field. npprcttimaicly 50 km west of 
Palawan Island in the Philippines. Drilling discharges 
(mud and/or cuttings wish I c (lakes) were trapped in 
coral rubble cavities and stained the cavity wall brown. 
Staining was correlated with affected cavity-dwellers. 
Discharges accumulated in cavities and the underside of 
coral rubble up it, a radius of 100 m from the well head . 
The ccklubilc cummunily was largclv disturbed within 40 
m of the well site slung north-%outh and cast-west 
transccts in 26 m depths. Miner changes in community 
structure were detected out l0 7S-IINI m (rum the well 
site. The heavily damaged area coincided with the 
position of the drilling ship. where debris and Fe scraps 
were observed rind drilling mud/culUngs had 
accumulated. The presence of Ra, clay and Fe flakes in 
trapped mud in rubble cavities suggested that the drilling 
mud and cuttings had stained the cavity wall and 
seriously affected the ccx:lobhe community. The visual 
elTect of drilling tin bottom surface dwellers (non-cavuy 

ACC 434 ; TYPE' ; YEAR 1992 
CI IIZISTMAS, J.Y. ; MCI31 :L:, J . I . : WAI .I .I :IZ, It.S . ; 

HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX MODELS : GULF 
METII-(ADEN. 

81131 . U .S. FISI I AND WILDLIFE' SFRVICF.S, OFFICE 
01 : lil()LOGICAI.. SIifLVICf{S, WAS( IING'f()N, I) .C . 
FWS-OIiS-tt2-10-23. 23 PP. 

KI'.l'WOIlI): biulogy, ecology, I1sh . Management . 
resource. habilal. tile history. mixlcl . 
lishcrv 

nliS'I'ILA( F Not available . 
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ACC 768 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
CHRISTMAS, J.Y . ; VAN DGVENDER, 7'. ; 
PREDICTION OF SHRIMP LANDINGS FROM 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE ABUNDANCE OF 
POSTIARVAL SHRIMP. 

[31QL KUWAIT BULLETIN OF MARINE SCIENCE 
(2) : :101-310. 

KEYWORD: invertebrate, biology, commercial 
fishery, ecology, life history, shellfish, 
shrimp fishery, shrimp, larvae 

A(3S"1'RACT: 71us report provides data and 
methodology on commercial shrimp resource 
management through the prediction of shrimp 
abundance. Shrimp post-larvae were sampled in the 
waxen adjacent to Mississippi using plankton sampling 
gear . Estimates of the following shrimp season were 
made . Environmental factors known to effect the 
transition from post-larvae to adult are discussed. 

ACC 47 ; ~I'YPI : : YEAR 1982 
CHUANG, W.S . ; SCHROEDER, W.W. ; WISEMAN, 
W.J. ; 
SUMMER CUKKEN'I' OBSERVATIONS ()FP'fl If : 
ALABAMA COAST . 

13113L CON'TKIB. MAR. SCI . 25 :121-131 . 

KEYWORD: coastal cone, continental shell, 
currents, hydrography, mcieorulugy . 
physical process, sea level, wind, 
circulation 

ABSTRACT: Low-frequency current variability on 
the Alabama shelf is examined from three years (1976, 
1978, and 1979) of summer current, sea level, and 
meteorological records. 'Ilie analysis shows that the shell 
water response to local wind forcing is frequency 
dependent; alongshore current and sea level arc driven 
by the alongshore wind at time scales longer than a 
week, buy they are generally not correlated at shorter 
periods. Since the mean wind varies between the three 
study seasons, a permanent summer circulation pattern 

does not exist. 7'he variations in frequency response also 
indicate that circulation is strongly affected by the wind 
duration, density stratification, and coastal geometry . 
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ACC 773; TYPE ; YEAR 1919 
CHURCHILL, F:.P . ; 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE BLUE CRAB . 

13113L BULL f3UR. FISI{. 361(870) :95-128. 

KEYWORD: decapod, invertebrate, biology, 
commercial fishery, ecology, life 
history, reproduction, blue crab, 
distribution . spawning 

Al1S'TItACF This report discusses the file history of 

the blue crab, Callinectes sapidus. 1 Inbitat and 
distribution, morphological development, molting, general 
habits, sexual reproduction . winter habits, aulotomy 
mating, spawning experiment!, and number of batches of 
eggs laid are discussed. 

ACC 426; '1'Y14: ; YEAR 1982 
CI API', R.13.; BANKS, It.C . ; MOKGAN-JACOBS, D. ; 
t10FFMAN, W A ; 
MARINE BIRDS OF THE SOUTHEASTERN GULF 
OF ME}QCO . PART 1 . GAVIIFORMES THROUGH 
PELECANIFORMES. 

111111, U.S . FItiI l AND WII .()I .IFI : SF:KVICf :, OFFICE 
()I : RIOL()GICAI . SERVICES, WASIIING"1'ON, DC. 
I :WS-OI3S-82-Ill . 617 P . 

KEYWORD: avcs, biology. exploration, industry, file 
history, oil, bibliography, bird, species 
composi tion 

Af)S'I'RAC'I' : Not available. 

AC(' 427 ; 1'YPE ; YEAR 1982 
ClA1'P, K.I3 . ; MORGAN-JACOI3S, D . ; BANKS, R.G ; 
MARINE BIRDS OF THE SOUTHEASTERN 
UNITED STATES AND GULF OF MEXICO. PART 2 
ANSERIFORMES. 

131131, U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF13101_OGICAL. SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.( :. 
1--WS-013S-82-20 .491 111' . 

KEYWORD: aves, exploration, life history, oil 
industry, oil, species composition, bird, 
bibliography 

AL3S TRACT: Not available. 

AC( 428, TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
('I APP, K.13 . ; MORGAN-.IAC()Ifti, D. ; BANKS, IZ .C . ; 
MARINE BIRDS OF THE SOUTHEASTERN 
UNITED STATES AND GULF OF MEXICO. PART 3 
C}IARADRIIFORMES. 

111111 - U .S . F1S11 AND WII,DI,IF1 : SI :ItVICI :. OI~I~ICG 
OI : Ill()I .OGICAL Sl{ftVICGS, WASI ZING I ' ON, DC . 
FWti-014S-83-30. 850 P . 

KEYWORD: aves, biology, exploration, industry, file 
history, oil, bibliography. bird, species 
composition 

AIiS fKAC"I': Nut available . 
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ACC 435 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 ACC 22.10 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 ACC 926 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1177 
CIARKE, D.G . ; IIOKSTMANN, H.L ; CIARKE, AK; COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS IN(:. ; 
FEEDING HABITS AND FOOD OF THE FISHES OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LIFE HISTORIES OF CULTURAL RESOURCES EVALUATION OF THE 
MISSISSIPPI SOUND AND ADJACENT COASTAL SEVERAL SHRIMPS FROM TWO STATIONS IN NORTHERN GULF OF ME)GC0 CONTINENTAL 
AREAS; A BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS. SARASOTA BAY. SHELF. VOLUME I . PREHISTORIC CULTURAL 

RESOURCE POTENTIAL 
131(31 . U.S . ARMY CORPS OP ENGINEERS, 
WATERWAYS EXI'FI2IMEN'1' STATION, 
VICKSl3URG, MS . MISCELLANEOUS PAPER El .-81- 
if . 

131131 . BACI IEIAR'S "1'HI SIS . NEW COLLEGE OF 
"1711 : UNIVEKSI7'Y OF SOU"I II FLORIDA, "TAMPA 
f--L 

(31131 . NA110NAI. PARK SFiRVICI :, OFFICE OF 
AKCI iAl :OLO(iY AND f IIS"TOKIC PKI :SI:RVA"IION, 
IN'11IZAGI :NCY AI2CIiAGOLO(iICAI . SERVICES, 
WASI ZING fON . DC -'%I P. 

KEYWORD: bibliography, biology, feeding habit, 
fish 

AUS'1'KACC : Not available . 

t """" 

ACC 821 ; 7'YPL : YI .AK UNKN 
CI.AKKI :, D. : 
UNKNOWN. 

131111, PII.D. I)ISSI:R"IA"I'ION. 110 P. 

KEYWORD: Jemersal fish, salinity, temperature, 
feeding habit, length, wcighl, txxhaviur 

AI3S'fKACf : ]'he freckled blenny, Hypsublennius 
ionthas, was studied over e three year period at Dauphin 
Island, Alabama. Fish were identified, measured . weighed 
and examined [or stomach contents. 'Temperature and 
salinity data al time of capture were taken. 1~nqphic 
studies of niche width and overlap were examined . 
laboratory experiments were conducted w determine 
the effects of population density and food abundance. 
Effects of sexual behavior and social dominance were 
observed . 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, scagrass, distribution, 
abundance, shrimp, temperature, 
salinity . DO, pink shrimp 

AIiSTRA('7': Monthly trawls on two seagrass 
(l'halassia testudnum) Ilats in Sarasota Bay, Florida 
VicWed 7,192 shrimps, representing 17 species. Six 
species (Penaeus duorarum . Peridincnuea longicaudaluti, 
I lippolylc gyp., 'fozcuna crulincnsc, nmbidcxler 
symmetricus, Palaemoncics pugio) comprised 97.5 .̂f, of 
the total catch. Information on the distribution, 
abundance, and seasonal characteristics of the shrimp 
populations is presented. 

ACC 261 ; TYPE : YEAR 1968 
ci .oos, r. ; 
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS, ANALYSIS OF GULF 
COAST FRACTURE PAI'MRNS. 

111111 . AM . ASSOC. III.-I'. GI:OI_ 11011- 52:42U-444 . 

KI{l'W()IZD: model. fault, geologic structure, 
geology 

AI3ti I'RACF: Not available . 

KIiYW()ILI): continental steel(, resource, 
distribution, geomorphology 

ABSTRACT : 'This is a studv of the predictability of 
drowned prehistoric habitation ,tees in ilic continental 
shell area, northern Gull of Mexico, Irom the Rio 
Grande River to the Florida Key-s . Because of the 
difficulties ul obtaming Jnia concerning the location of a 
submerged site, an indirect approach way lormulaied 
incorporating the limitations of the detection devices that 
arc available . A method is presented of loaning 
hypotheses about the nature of the archeological 
possibilities of the OCS--hypotheses (teal can be tested 
with the limped sort of data that can presently be 
gathered from the OCS. 'llie method is this-- the OCS 

will be divided into Eastern, Central. And Western Gulf 
areas, corresponding to the adjacent areas tin land . I7ie 
archeological literature of the land areas will be reviewed 
to identity major cultural manifestations, by lime and by 

type . 'I hese can be predicted to have occurred similarly 
on she ()CS in the time periods when and where h was 
exposed cuncurrcnlly . These cultural manifestations :ire 
examined [or the purpose of making tables of index 
artifacts, environmental-use muJcls, and particularly 
Innd(urms lavorcd lix habhauon siles.'I'lien . addressing 
the problem of increasing one's chances in site 
prospecting in the ()CS : the landlorms (delectable, as 
relicts) that are mint Irequemly lavoted at any period 
are assigned e list of "signatures"- -discrete site indicators 
that arc capable of being detected bV the limited sensing 
tour and techniques available [or ()CS survey. An 
inventory is made of the known sites in the Northern 
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Gulf area that were occupied from 55,000 I3. P. to 3,500 
R.P. Typical sites from three. . . 

ACC 927; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
COASTAL GNVIRONMGN"I'S INC. ; 
CULTURAL RESOURCES EVALUATION OF THE 
NORTHERN GULF OF ME)GCO CONTINENTAL 
SHELF. VOLUME II . HISTORICAL CULTURAL . 
RESOURCES . 

lil[3L NATIONAL- PARK SERVICE, OFFICE OF 
AKCI IAEOL()GY AND f IIS'1'ORIC PRESERVATION, 
INTERAGENCY ARCf IAI:OLOGICAI. SERVICES . 
WASIIINGTON, DC . 171 P . 

KEYWORD: conlinrntal shell, resource . 
distribution, shipwreck 

ABSTRACT : A study of the occurrence of 
shipwrecks and related artifacts was conducted for fire 
continental shelf area . northern Gulf u( Mexico, from the 
Rio Grande River to the Florida Keys . The period of 
consideration extended from ISIHI A.D . through 1945 
A.D . Published and unpublished reports of losses and 
locations of known wrecks were utilized along with charts 
and maps . From this dais, a listing of I MM reported 
losses and/or known wrecks was compiled, with a basic 
data sheet for each wreck. It is estimated that the total 
number of significant wrecks in the study area is between 
2.500 and 3,000. U( the tidal aluliwicLk liupuintiun. 
approximately 70 percent dale from the 19th and 2001 
centuries . The remaining ill percent, the wrecks from the 
16th, 171h, and some from the IRih century, otter data 
which, unlike the information from more recent wrecks, 
may be unavailable from any other source . U is estimated 
that approximately two-thirds of the total number of 
wrecks in the northern Gull are within 1 .5 kilometers of 
the coast . Another S00 wrecks probably lie lxlween the 
1 .5-kilometer and 10-kilometer brie . Fur the most pan, 
wrecks are associated with approaches to seaports, 
straits, shoals, or reels and along well established sailing 
routes . Current techniques employed in subayucous 
cultural resource surveys arc discussed and evaluated. 
These include remote-sensing tools such as 
magnetometers, side-scan sonars, and sub-bottom 

profilers . Recommendations for intensity of survey effort 
in the study area are made in a companion map volume . 
7,ones ere identified based on probabihry u( culture 
resource occurrence, and intensity of survey . . . 

ACC 2073 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
COBB, S . P . ; 
BIOLOGY OF THE ROCK SHRIMP SICYOMA 
BREVIROSTRIS. 

Ii113L MAS"I'IR'S '1'I1f:tiIS . UNIVGKtifI'Y OFSOU'lli 
FLORIDA, 'TAMPA, 1 :1 - 

KEYWORD: biology, rock shrimp. hourglass, 
hydrographic, development. spawning, 
mollusc, decapod. crustacean 

ABSTRACT : Rock shrimp were collected and 
studied dwing project I luurglass . along the West Florida 
continental shelf. The distribution of Sicvonia 
brcviroslns was found to be related to [lie substratum 
and hydrogiaphic properties with the greatest abundance 
at the 37 m stations . The greatest population density 
occurred from July through November . with fluctuation 
all year. I~hA reproductive biology of S. brevirostris was 
examincd, and information on ovarian development, 
spawning, size at first sexual maturity, and sex ratio were 
reported . S. brcviroslris was found tai Teed primarily tin 
molluscs and decapixl crustaceans and maV be 
UnisiJcicd n generalized carnivore. the feeding activitv 
appeared to be nocturnal occurring throughout the year. 
No economically important concentrations of ti . 
hrevirasins were located in the study area . 
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ACC 2074 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
COBB, S.P . ; FU'1'CH, C.R. ; & CAMP, U . K . ; 
THE ROCK SHRIMP, SICYOMA BItEVIROSTRIS, 
STIMPSON, 1871 (DECAPODA PENAEIDAE). MEM. 
HOURGLASS CRUISES . 

Ii113L I I .A. DGPT NAT . KESOUIZCf?S MAR. 
tzt :scniici i IA«. in(i) : :3s. 

KI :YW()KD: rock shrimp, development, spawning. 
recruitment, distribution, substrate, 
hydrographic, temperature, snliniry, 
iurbidity 

ABSTRACT : An ecological analysis of rock shrimp 
collected in the L.astern Gull of Mexico was conducted 
and existing knowledge of the species was synthr,izcd . A 
Tout of '173 rock shrimp were weighed, measured. weed 
rind examined for morphological variation. ()vnnan 
development, spawning, recruitment, sue ratio and size at 
first sexual maWritV were determined The distribution 
was found to be related to substrate and hydrugrapluc 
Properties, and the greatest abundance was found at 37m 
stations . The population density fluctuates seasonally, 
being greatest Irom .luly through November . Sicvunia 
brrviruau'is was found to feed primarily tin molluscs and 
crustaceans nocturnally throughout the year . 

A('(' 592. TYPE : YI :AIt 1981 
( ()I .I:MAN . J . M. : PRIOR. I) .13 . ; 
DI:LTAIC ENVIRONMENTS OF DEPOSITION . 

111111, AM . ASS()(' . I'F I'ItO . GI'OI_ IfUl .l_ 65 :139-177 . 

KFYWORD: coastal water, deposition . geology, 
sediment lacks, sediment structure, 
sedimentation, sediment 

AI3S'I KAC'I : Delta environments have a wide 
variety of individual dcpushional fades within the overall 
delta sequence . This complexity results from (lie 
following factors: (a) modern deltas oust m n wide 
range of geographic settings, ranging in climatic regimes 

from art.uc to temperate to tropical it) arid, whh basin 

tectonics ranging from rather stable basins to extremely 



active subsiding basins ; (b) deltas form primarily in the 

zone of interaction between freshwater and marine 
processes, one n! the most complex process settings in all 
coastal environments ; (c) deltas carry large volumes of 

sediment, ranging in grain size from gravel to clay, and 
deposit these sediments both overbank and into tlia 
marine environment through distributory channels; (d) 

rapid rates of deposition often result in formation of 
extremely weak foundations. with a wide variety of mass 
movement processes resulting in complex redistribution 
of the deltaic sediment . Thus sand bodies within deltas 
display a variety of geometries and vertical-sequence 

characteristics. The complexity of environmental settings 

under which deltas exist results in a variety of vertical 
sequences that can form within the delta facies. Delta 
types range from river dominated to tide dominated and 

wave-current dominated (Coleman, 1976). From the 
standpoint of petroleum accumulation, however, river-
and tide-dominated deltas are probably the most 

important. In these two delta settings, reservoir-quality 
rocks are often deposited in close proximity to potential 
source beds . contemporaneous structures which form 
major trapping potentials in common, and most deltas 
exist in rapidly subsid . . . 
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ACC 899 ; TYPE : YEAR N/AE 
COLE, 'I'.J . ; 
OSMATIC AND IONIC REGULATORY ABILITIES 
OF UCA MINAX IN Relation TO ITS ECOIAGY. 

(iIDL MASTI:R'STHESIS. UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
FLORIDA, PFNSAC()LA, 1 : 1 . 95 PP. 

KEYWORD: Ilorida, Governor's Bayou, Pens:icola, 
I'hompson's Bayou, air temperature. 
benthic fauna, calcium, chlorine 
compounds, magnesium, potassium. 
sediment texture, sed 

AUSTRAC"I' : The osmotic and ionic regulatory 

abilities of the fiddler crab Uca minax were studied in 
relation to their ecology. Field end laboratory 
concentrations of Na, K, Mg. Ca and G were measured 
in external water and the internal blood serum levels of 

Uc;a minax under various temperature and salinity 
regimes . 

ACC 789; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
COLLARD, S.U . ; D'ASAKO, C.N . ; 
BEKINIC INVERTEBRATES OF THE EASTERN 
GULF OF MEXICO . 

IN : J .I . JONES, R.E. RING, M.U. KINKEI ., AND R . G . 
SM11'li, EDS . A SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE: OF 
11 11 : f :AS'1'ERN GULF Of: MEXICO. 

111111 . S'L'ATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OI : FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE OP OCGAN()GttAPt1Y, ST. 
NI :TIRSI3URG, PL 

KEYWORD: bcnthic fauna, biology. gothic 
community. , ecology. taxonomy, 
communhy structure. invertebrate, 
raogcogrnphy 

Aliti"I'ItACE Present knowledge of the biology and 

nageugraphy of bemhic invertebrai yin the Gulf of 
Mexico is substantially greater than it was two decades 

ago, (as summarized in monographs edited by 

I ledgepeth, 1953 ; GaUsofl. 1954 . Since [lien . however. no 
comprehensive a counts of eastern Gull benthos have 
been published, and the extensive literature remains 
widely scattered . 'llie present account briefly summarizes 

the mayor scientific contributions of the past twenty years 
in txnihic invertebrate studies in the eastern Gull . 
Emphasis has been placed tin the major non-commercial 

macroinverlebrate texe since these groups arc best 
known and are frequently diagnostic of launal areas and 
community structure. Wide ranging commercially 
important forms such as penaeid species and Callinectes 
sapidus are reviewed elsewhere in this report . 
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ACC 4018 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1984 
COLLINS, IA ; FINUCANE, J .1i . ; 
ICHTI-IYOPLANKT'ON SURVEY, ESTUARINE AND 
INSHORE WATERS OF THE FLORIDA 
EVERGLADES, MAY 1971 TO FEBRUARY 1971 . 

111111 . NOAA TECH. REP . NMFS 6:1-75. 

KI .YWORD : biology, coastal, fish, ichryoplankton, 
redfish, recruitment, sea trove . 
zooplankton, spawning area, fish egg, 
larvae 

AIiS'I'KAC'P Quarterly ichthyoplankton sampling 

watt conducted al 16 estuarine and 24 inshore stations 
along the Florida Everglades from May 1971 to February 
1172. "I he area is one of the most pristine along the 

Florida coast. ~17he survey provided the first 
comprehensive information on seasonal occurrence. 

abundance (under IU sq. meters of surface area), and 

disiribuuun of fish eggs and larvae in this area . A total 

of ?0'I,d62 fish eggs and 78,865 larvae was collected. 
Fggs were identified only as fish eggs, buy among the 

lance. 17 Inmilies, 47 genera, and 37 Species were 

identified . Abundance of eggs and larvae and diversity of 

lanne were greatest in the inshore zone . The 10 most 
abundant fish families which together made up 1)(01, of' 

all larvae from the study area were, in descending order 

of abundance: Clupeidae, Engraulidae, (iobiidac, 
Sdacnidae, Carangidae, Pomadasyidae, CVnoglassidne, 
GerreidAe, Triglidae, and Soleidae . Clupedac, 

IingrnulWac, and Gobiidae merle up S9.Vi, of all larvae . 

' I lie inshore zone (lo a depth of about IU m) was a 

spawning ground and nurocry for many fishes important 

to Iishenea . The catch of small larvae (less than or equal 

to 1.5 mm SI .) indicated that most lishea identified lrom 

the 10 most abundant families spawned throughout the 

inshore zone at depths of less than or equal to !0 m, but 
()rihopnsus chrysoptera, Gerrcidae and Prionolus spp. 

spawned at depths of greater than or equal to 10 m, with 

oll%hurc to inshore (eastward) larval transport. Salinity 

was one of several environmental (actors that probably 

limited the numbers of eggs and larvae in the estuanne 

zone Abundance of eggs and larv. . . 

0 



ACC 2009; 1-f PEP; YEAR 1960 
COMMERCIAL FISI IGRIES REVIEW ; 
CALICO SCALLOP FISHERY IN FLORIDA 

BI BI . COMM . PISI t . REV. 22(12) :41-43. 

KEYWORD: fishery, calico scallop, fishing gear, 
biology, mollusc 

A[3S"1'ItAC"I': "('he early development of the calico 
scallop fishery in Florida is discussed, including location 
of scallop beds, catch rtes, and fishing gear and 
methods. 71ie must expensive beds are located in 1960 
oll the east coast from Daytona Beach to Ft . Pierce in 60 
to 192 feet of water. Other beds were found off Cape 
San Rlas nn the west coast in 1957 . -Fhe initiation of 
research on the biology of the calico scallop, I'eclen 
(Argopecien) gibbus . at the Bureau of Commercial 
Fisheries Gull Breeze Biological laboratory is noted. 

ACC 933; '1 YP1 : ; ti'FAK 1976 
coNhi .iN. Pa.; 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MICROALGAE IN TILE 
ESTUARINE SYSTEM . 

131131- MASTE'R'S 'I'l IFSIS . UNI VEftSI IN OF W(?S I' 
FLORIDA, PE-NSACOIA, FL 70 P13 . 

KEYWORD: ammonia . carbon, dislolved oxygen, 
inorganic compound . light intensity. 
nitrate, orlhophosphAle, algae, primary 
productivity, estuary 

ABS'IRACF Various environmental factors were 
correlated with primary pnxluclivity according to sae of 
the primary producers. Photosynthetic rates were 
measured by C14 uptake of samples divided into size 
fractions of above 20 microns, lu 20 microns, and .4S 10 
microns in an effort to describe the significance of micro 
algae in the estuarine systems. 'Ilie study way conducted 
from December 1974 to September 1975 . 

""""" 

ACC 4167; "1'YPf: P ; YEAR 1984 
CONKI.IN, PJ . ; ItANGA, K.K . ; 
COMPARATIVE TOXICITY OF OFFSHORE AND 
011-ADDED DRILLING MUDS TO LARVAE OF 
TILE GRASS SHRIMP PAIAEMONETES 
INTERMEDIUS . 

131131 . AItCiI . f'NVIRON. CON"I'AM . 7'OXICOI_ 
13(6):685-61)0. 

KfYWOKD: drilling mud, shrimp, physiology, 
crustacean, pathology, bioassay, 
drilling fluid 

AHS fKACf: Offshore drilling fluids (mulls) varied 
widely in their uvciciry to grass shrimp (P . mtermedius) 
larvae . ~Ilie 9b h I .CSO for the I I drilling muJs ranged 
from 142-> IINI,lN10 ppm (mu 1/1 ) . Thcre was a 
significant correlation between oil content of the dulling 
muJs and their lcycicily . Addition of diesel oil (No. 2 fuel 
oil) or mineral mil to offshore drilling mud having a low 
oil content or to oil-free synihcuc drilling mud led to a 
marked increase in the uocicily of these mulls. Much of 
(lie toixicily of the offshore drilling mulls was attributed 
to file oil content. 

ACC 2258 ; 'I'l'PI : f' : YEAR 1977 
C()NNI :lI, W . ; 
RESPONSE OF A SOFC BOTTOM ECOSYSTEM TO 
PHYSICAL PERTURBATION . 

lillll . PI 1 .1) . I)ISSF:K"I'A'fl()N . UNIVI{ItSI'I Y ()I 
ti0U'I'll FLORIDA, IAMI':t I I_ 

KI :YW()IZD : invcricbratc . hwmass . sediment, 
inlauna, dredging . stress 

ABSTRACT : 'fo evaluate the cliccts of shell 
dredging on a gull bottom ecosystem. both dredged and 
undisturbed control arsas were intensively sampled. The 
immediate biological enacts of dredging were reductions 
in number of species, densities of invertebrates, and 
biomass. One vcar alter dredging there was essentially 
no difference bciwccn control and experimental areas in 

sediment type, densities of invertebrates, species 
composition, or biomass . 

ACC 2259; 'TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
CONNL:R, W.G . ; SIMON, J._; 
TILE EFE'ECfS OF OYSTER SHELL DREDGING ON 
AN fSTUARINE BENTHIC COMMUNITY . 

111111, I :S'I'UAIt . COAST. MAR . SCI . 9:749-758 . 

KIYW()IZD: bc:nthic, community, intauna, 
inveriebrAte, biomass, sediment, 
dredging, stress, estuary 

Allti'I IZAC'I : I~hc extent and nature u( the cllccls 
on the Ixmhos of physical disruptions associated with 
drcJging Ionsil oVslrr shell was described . T%ko dredged 
areas and one undisturbed control area in Tampa Bay. 
Florida were yuanutauvcly sampled below dredging and 
lur one Vear utter dredgin g. The immediate effects of 
dredging on the colt-bottom community were reductions 
in numbers of species (40`7. loss), densities of 
macroinleune (65`71, loss), and total biomass of 
invertebrates (90`%i, loss) . During months 6-12 alter 
dredging, the data (Mann-Wlutncy (I 'test, ac-0 .05) 
showed no dillerence between dredge) and control areas 
in number of species, densities or biomass (with one 
ucccp(ioro) . Community overlap (('zccknnowtiki's 

~ aellicicnl) Ixlwren Judged anal r-niit,l are- ua~ 
rcJuccJ directly alter dredging, but alter 6 months the 
prcdrrJging level of similanty way regained . 



ACC 2291 ; TYPE P: YEAR 1974 
CONNERS, 6 . ; 
T}iE EFFECTS OF A DOMFSIIC SEWAGE 
OU'TFAIL ON THE DISTRIBU'I10N AND 
ABUNDANCE OF MARINE BENTHIC 
POLYGiAETA AND MOU .USG, WITH 
COMMENTS ON CONTINUA AND COMMUNITY 
STRUCTURE. 

E31f3L SENIOR THESIS, NEW COLLEGE OF 
UNIVERSITY OF SUU"I'11 FLORIDA, TAMPA, f'L. 
58 P . 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, pulycheete, mollusc, 
sediment, assemblage, temperature, 
salinity, DO. water quality, pollution 

Af3S"fRACT : The differences existing in the 
composition of shallow wager marine bLnihic polychaete 
and mollucsan faunas between areas in the vicinity of an 
outfall of secondary treated domestic sewage and areas 
beyond the peripheral zone of enrichment were assessed . 
Fewer species, lower diversities. and dominance by 
deposit feeders WAS observed scar the sewage uuilall . 
No direct changes in she particle size distribution or 
organic content of the sediments was attributable to the 
sewage ouUall . "Me structure of the tx:nihic faunas 
revealed that there were no functional assemblages of 
organisms, only statistical nodes abstracted from 
continuous distributions of individual species. 

ACC 2321 ; TYPE I'; YEAR 1972 
CONNBL ASSOCIATES, INC . 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT STUDY, PUNTA 
GORDA AREA 

I31BL PROJECT 1079 . PREPARED FOR P1JN`TA 
GOltl)A ISLES, INC . PUNTA GORDA, FLORIDA 

ACC 141 ; TYPE; YEAR 1981 
CONTINENTAL SHELF ASSOCIATES, INC. ; 
PRE-DRILLING, SITE SPECIFIC BENTFiIC SURVEY 
WITHIN STATE OF ALABAMA OIL AND GAS 
LEASE TRACT 112. 

111131- CONTINENTAL SIiELF ASSOCIATES, INC ., 
1'GQUESTA, F1_ 51 PP . 

K(:YWORD : Charlotte, physical, chemical, 
biological, model, diversity, benthic, KEYWORD: benthic community, biology, 
temperature, salinity, DO, lurbidhy, continental shelf, survey, epibota, 
nutrient abundance, distribution 

ABSTRACT: A comprehensive survey was 
conducted to assess the physical, chemical, and biological 
aspects of Punts Gorda Isles canal system and 
surrounding area . The dynamic behavior of the canals 

was determined through a combination of field 
measurements and computer mathematical modeling. li 
was concluded that lack of mixing and fishing are nut 
serious problems within the canal system . Chemical 
characteristics were determined in the canal system and 
adjacent wagers were determined. 13iolugicAl studies 
consisted of microbiological measurements, plankton 
studies. larvae studies, end txnlhic studies. Large 
quantities of bacteria were found in the harbor and canal 
system . These were believed to be derived from 
overflows of the nearby municipal sewage sVsiem . low 
diversity indices of the tx:nthos for the harbor were 
found. A (able of beMhic animals found at 4 stations was 
provided . 

ABSTRACT: The purpose of this survey was to 
document the general abundance and distribution of the 
benthic epibiola (plants and animals living on the 
sediment), benihic macroinfauna (Animals living within 
the sediment). and fishes in the vicinity (3 :U) meters) of a 
proposed drilbdc within Sure of Alabama Oil and Gas 
Tract 112. Due to the tact dim the specific drillsile area 
had not previously been biologically sampled, it was 

important to dtwumcnl whether any unique or signilicnni 
biological assemblages were present. The avilauna of 1hc 
Alabama coastal region is also described within this 
report from the available literature and personal 
communications. In addition, projected impacts on 
resident and migrant bird species attributed to offshore 
exploratory oil and gas operations are discussed. 
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ACC 704 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1482 
CONTINENTAL SHELF ASSOCIATES, INC- ; 
STUDY OF TIDE EFFECT OF OIL AND GAS 
ACTIVITIES ON REEF FISH POPULATIONS IN 
THE GULF OF MFJUCA OCS AREA. EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY. 

mm. CONTINENTAL SHELF ASSOCIATES, INC., 
TI(2UESTA, FL 14 PP . 

KEYWORD : artificial reef, biology, coastal water, 
drilling rig, fishery 

A13S'I'RACf: Not available. 

ACC 2075 ; TYPE 1) ; YFAR 1980 
CON'I'ININ"CAL St II :1 .1 ASSOCIA I'I{S. INC . ; 
LIVE BOTTOM SURVEY, CHARLOTTE HARBOR 
BLOCKS 144 AND 145 . 

13113L UNPUf31_ TI:CIINICAI . RI-TORT, 
CONTINENTAL SFII :I .F ASSOCIA"I I'.S . '1'FQUGSI'A. 
1:1 

KEYWORD: live bottom, phouodocumentauon, 
substrate, epibiota, survey . remote 
sensing 

ABS'I'fZACf: A live (hard) bottom site clearance 
Survey of two oil and gas leak blocks in the eastern Gull 
of Mexico was conducted using videotape and sell 
photographic documentation of the substrate and 
epibiula . 

ACC 2076; TYPE. U ; YEAR 1980 
C()N"l'INGN'1'AI_ SIiEI.FASSOCIATES, INC. ; 
LIVE BOTTOM SURVEY OF CHARLOTTE 
HARBOR BLOCKS 188 AND 231 . 

F31131 . UNPJill _ "I'I:CIINICAI_ REPORT, 
CON'I'INF.N'fAl . SHELF ASSOCIA:rES,TE'Q1JI;STA, 
Fl_ 

KI:YWORI): live bottom, substrate, epibiotn, purvey, 
photuclcxumentaUon, remote sensing 

ABSTRACT : Two oil and gas lease blacks in the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico were surveyed before drilling . 
Representative samples of the live (hard) bottom biuin 
were collected, and television and sell camera surveys of 
the substrnle and epibiote were documented . 

ACC 2077 ; I~YPI. U; YFAIl 1981 
((())""I INI ;N I'AI . SI II'.I .I~ ASSOCIA"fI :S . INC. ; 
PRE- AND POST-EXPLORATORY DRILLING LIVE 
BOTTOM BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT, 
CHARLOTTE HARBOR AREA, BLOCK 144, LEASE 
OCS-G-3906. WELL NO. 1 . 

111131 . UNPURI_ 'I'I :CI INICAI . KI :P()It I, 
C()N'I'INI :NTAI . SIfILF ASSOCIA'I'I-.S, 'I IiQUI-.S'I'A. 
Fl ._ 

Kt YW()KI): live bottom, drilling mud. 
phot<xlocumcntauun, remote sensing, 
stress, survey 

ABSTRACT :̀ Underwater television and %lill camera 
Surveys of n tier bottom area surrounding a drill sue in 
the eastern Gull of Mexico were conducted before and 
after drilling operations . This environmental assessment 
was necessary to satisfy USES environmental stipulations 
for bulk drilling mud discharges. 

""""" 

ACC 2078 ; TYPE U ; YEAR 1981 
CONTINENTAL SIiGLF ASSOCIATES, INC ; 
GROUND TRUTH SURVEY OF CHARLOTTE 
HARBOR BLOCK 715 . 

(31131 . PREPARED FOR JOIiN CI iANCf : R ASSOC 
UNPUIiL 'Ct~CI iNICAL REPORT, CON'l1NGN'CAL 
SI IGLF ASSOCIA"ITS, "1'I:QUI:S"I'A, FL 

KEYWORD: side scan sonar, phutociocumenlauon, 
remote sensing, survey 

AI3S7'RAC. I .̀ An underwater television and sell 
camera survey was conducted near a proposed drill sire 
in Charlotte I larbor liloc:k 715 of l tha Florida west coast 
to ground truth certain site scan sonar signatures 
previously detected during a geographical survey for 
shallow hazards. 

ACC 2079 : "I'YPIU ; YI :AIt 1981 
CONTINENTAL SI II :LF ASSOCIATIS, INC. ; 
SURVEY OF POTENTIAL LIVE BOTTOM AREAS, 
VERNON AREA BLACK 654; LIVE BOTTOM 
SURVEY THE ELBOW BLOW 915 ; SURVEY OF 
POTENTIAL LIVE BOTTOM AREAS IN T'HE 
ELBOW BLOCKS 565 AND 566 OFF THE WEST 
COAST OF FLORIDA; AND SURVEY OF 
POTENTIAL LIVE BOTTOM AREAS IN TARPON 
SPRINGS BLACK 277 Oh'F THE WESTERN COAST 
OE FLORIDA 

13111 . UNPUIiI_ I'I :CIINI('AI . RI -TORT, 
C()N"I'INI :NI'AI . SI II :IT ASS()('IA 11 :5, 'I'I~:QUI-:S I A, 

F~1 

KI:1'WOIZI) : live bottom, substrate, epibiola, 

phuludix umcnlaUun, remote sensing. 

survey 

ABSTRACT : Site clearance Surveys of live oil and 

gas lease blocks m the eastern Gull (it Mexico were 
conducted. The live (hard) INiltom substrate and its 



epibota were documented by underwater television and of the three species were found to successfully establish a scale o[ 1:50,W0. Volume 11 contains descriptions of 
still camera, biological sample collection and analyses. seagrass beds . methodology and a brief discussion of the results. 

"""" 4 

ACC 2080; TYPE U ; YEAR 1981 
CONTINENTAL SHELF ASSOCIATES, INC . ; 
SURVEY OF POTENTIAL LIVE BOTTOM AREAS 
IN DFSTINDOME BLOCKS 562 AND 563 OFF THE 
WESTERN COAST OF FLORIDA 

131[31 . UNPUBI_ '['I :CHNICAI . REPORT, 
CON'I1NEN"I'Al . SFIGLF ASSOCIATES, 'I'GQUES"1'A, 
1 :1 - 

KEYWORD: live bottom, substrate, epibioln, 
biological, chemical, 
photcxioc:umrntauon, remote sensing 

ABSTRACT: A live (hard) bottom site clearance 
purvey of two oil end gas lease blocks in the eastern Gull 
of Mexico was conducted using underwater television and 
sill photographic documentation of the substrate and 
cibiota . In addition, biological specimens were collected 
and chemical parameters were measured. 

ACC 2395 ; TYPF P; YEAR 1982 
CONTINENTAL SI I1 :1 .FASSOCIA'I'FS, INC. ; 
FINAL REPORT ON SEAGRASS REVEGETA110N 
STUDIES IN MONROE COUNTY. 

1311iL 

KEYWORD: Monrce. seagrnss, physical, chemical 

ABSTRACT : A two year study of experimental 
seagrass revegetauun was conduced to examine the 
feasibility of transplanting seagrass beds damaged or 
destroyed during construction of 37 bridges in the Florida 
Keys . Twenty plots of seegrasses consisting of '1'halassie 
testudinum, I laludule wrighui, and Syringcxlium fililorme 
were transplanted and monitored along with various 
physical end chemical parameters . Plugs of one or more 

ACC4019; 'I'YI'1 ; I' ; YEAR 1985 
CONTINENTAL SI IGLI : ASSOCIATES, INC. ; 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHELF REGIONAL 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES SURVEY MARINE 
HABITAT All-AS . 

13161, PRFPAKIiI) FOR TI IF' U .S . DEPAR"I'Ml?N'f OF 
INTERIOR, MINI:ItAIS MANAGEMENT Sf:RVI('F?, 
GULF OFMI XIC() OCS fLI:GION, MI :I'A1121E', IA 
COWL'. #14-12-001-2903b. 2 VOL 

KEYWORD: biology, benlhic, bathymetrV . 
continental shell, epibiutn, geophysical. 
side scan sonar, baseline swJv . 
habitat . SWFI.A, geology 

A13S 1'ItA(.°I': As part of a third year of 
cnvirunmcnial baseline studies of the southwest Florida 
shell funded by the Minerals Management Service, 
broad-scale mapping of bc:mhic habitats was conducted. 
An Atlas way pnxluced to supplement one produced 
earlier . During earlier studies, habitat had been mapped 
slung live east-west transecis extending from 20 to 2W in 
and one north-south Iransecl in a water depth of 80 to 
1311 m. During the Year 3 study, three of the cast-west 
transects were extended inshore of the 211 m iu>balh and 
six nurih-suuih transecla were added: omc in Iv to 20 m 
depth, liver in approximately SU m depth. and one in IM 
to 170 m depth. In addition. a unique area along one of 
the Previously purveyed transacts was survcVed again. 
Mapping was conducted using a combination of 
geophysical equipment (side-scan sonar. subboltom 
pruliler, precision faihometer) and remote photographic 
instrumentation (black-and-white television camera end 
cuter 35-mm still camera fxoih mounted on a towed sled). 
Substrates and geological features were delineated 
through interpretation of videotapes, photographs, and 
geophysical records. Henlhic habitats were categorized 
tin the basis of conspicuous epibiota seen in the 
videotapes and photographs. Results were compiled into 
n two-volume Marine I labital Atlas. Volume I contains 
23 maps at a scale u( 1 :48,UIlU and several index maps at 

ACC 4020; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
CONTINENTAL SHELF ASSOCIATE'S, INC. ; 
AN ANALYSIS OF UNDERWATER VIDEOTAPE 
AND STILL PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA FROM 
CHARLOTTE HARBOR AREA BLOCKS 622, 623, 
667. AND 711 . 

HIRL A RI-:PORT FOR SI If:I,L ()I+,SI IOKE INC . . 
NI-:W ORLEANS, IA. 32 P 

KEYWORD: live bottom . txnlluc, biology, epibioln . 
pholodcx:umeninuun 

ABSTRACT : Videotapes and null photographs from 
a live-bottom pholoclocumenlaliun survey of four lease 
blocks in the Charlotte I Inrbur Arcs were reviewed and 
interpreted . "Iliree bottom types were recognized : sand 
bottom, rock outcrops, and curalline algel nodule boitom. 
Areas of corelline algal nodule bottom were mapped and 
categorized as high, medium, or low in density. The 
incidence of curnlline algal nodule bottom was 176`4. in 
Block 622, 94`x- in Block 023, and llw°!, in Blocks 077 
and 711 . The epd>aoto was similar previously to that 
described for nearby areas surveyed during the MMS 
Southwest Ilurida Shell Ecosystem Study. 
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ACC 4021 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
CON'I'INEN'1'AL SHELF ASSOCIATES, INC. ; 
LIVE BOTTOM SURVEY, AREA OF POTENTIAL 
DRIILSITE LOCATIONS IN CHARLA)TTE HARBOR 
AREA BLOCK 887 OFF THE WEST COAST OF 
FLORIDA 

ACC 4022 ; 'I'YPL : I' ; YtiAR 1985 
C()NTINLN'fAl_ SI II :LF ASSO('IAT13S, INC . ; 
LIVE-BOTTOM SURVEY OF PULLEY RIDGE 
AREA BLOCKS 629, 630, 716, 760, AND 761 

[3113L A RETORT FOR UNION OIL COMPANY Of,-
CALIFORNIA, HOUSTON, 'IX 61 P. 

live bottom, biology, epibiuta, 
invertebrate, benthic, 
phouxlcxumcntauun, survey, remote 
sensing 

111111, A REPORT FOR SHELL OFT-'SHORE INC, 
NEW ORI.GANS, LA . 36 N . KEYWORD : 

KEYWORD: live bottom, invertebrate, demersal 

fish, biology, bemhic, epibioia, 
photodocumenta lion 

A13S'1'1ZACI': In accordance with MMS stipulations 
for anticipated exploratory drilling in offshore oil and gas 

tense blocks, a pholociocumentAUon survey way 
conducted in Charlotte I-larbor Area Block 887 off the 
southwest coast of Florida . The survey included dredge 

and crawl sampling and remote phologrnphy wing a 
towed underwater television and still camera svslcm. 
Wake depth in the area was 65 l0 70 m, and lhc 

substratum consisted of a veneer of ronnic-Strewn sand 

overlying hard bottom. The thickness of the wand veneer 

ranged from less than I m to 10 m (average 2.5 m). 
Dredge and trawl sampling resulted in the collection of 
1411 species, including 39 species of crustaceans . 21 0l 

sponges, and 20 of algae. The dominant biota in germs 
of percent cover way the green alga Calium 
isihmoxladum ; total biotic cover was estimated at 35 .1°,4, 

and (odium cover was 24.8^T . 

ABSTRACT: In accordance wish MMS stipulations 

for anticipated ucplornlury drilling in offshore oil and gas 

lease blocks . e phouxlixumenlaUOn survey was 
conducted in and around Pulley Ridge Area Blocks 629, 

630, 716, 7611, and 701 . I~he survey involved dredge 

sampling and remote photography wing an underwater 

television and still camera system that was lowed along 

numerous trAnsccts ( 1 .370 km total length) . Water depth 

in the blocks surveyed way 05 In 75 m . The substrate 

was predominantly coarse sand and rubble . The percent 

occurrence of areas characterized as live boitom was 

7S'.i- of the total transccl length survrVCd in lilix:ks 6?9 

and 630 and 90",f, of ih transect length survcycJ in 

Blocks 716, 7(dl and 761 . however. biotic cover within 

array identified as live bottom averaged only b.2`i" . 

Algae and sponges were the main constituents of total 

biotic covet 'Iwo hundred ninety-seven taxa were 

collected in twenty dredge samples, with crustaceans, 

mollusc, and bi\,uzoans contributing the largest 

proportion of the total . 

ACC 4251 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
CONTINENTAL SI IELF ASSOCIATE'S, INC., 
Ti:Qui,srn, ~~t_(USA) 
STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF OIL AND GAS 
ACTIVITIES ON REEF FISH POPULATIONS IN 
'IT{E GULF OF MEXICO OCS AREA. VOLUME 1 . 

13113L 217 PP . 

KEYWORD: oil and gas, reef, fish, population, live 
bottom 

A13STIZAC'1' : The primary purposes of this study 
were : (1) to culled quantitative data for comparison of 
reel fish populations associated with natural hard bottom 

wrens and offshore oil and gas structures and (2) to 
develop fish population sampling methcKls which can be 

applied in deep areas ihnl exclude or limit direct 

observations. The study was designed as a three-phase 
effort with each phase having specific objectives : (1) 
Phase 1--evaluation of potential sludV sites (2) Phase 11--

evaluation of equipment and methods and (3) Phase III --

generation and evaluation of standing stock estimates lot 

lish species. Thc study area was the nurlhcrn Gull of 

Mucico outer continental shell (OCS) between 94) and 94 

degrees W longitude and the IH and 2011-m isobaths . 

There arc numerous hard bottom mews described as 
11 natural reels" whhin ibis wren . 

""""" 
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ACC 2081 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 Plaudia must lift itself on its pedicle . The muscle ACC 225 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
COOKSEY, K.F ; PAUL, J.H . ; arrangement that facilitates this and the opening of the CORCOI2AN. E.P. ; 
ATP DETERMINATION IN THE MAFIA TRACT. valves is explained . CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY. 
1977-1978 . 

IN : MAFIA FINAL. REPORT (THE MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SI IFLP BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY 
1977/1478). 

131131 . DAMES AND MOORS, INC. FOR BUREAU 
OI: LAND MANAGEMENTCONTFtACI~ #AAS50-
CI"7-34 . I I( I I ) :(08-625 . 

KEYWORD: hydrographic, sediment, carbonate. 
organic carbon, ATP, seaumalhy. 
MAt-'L_A, grain size 

ACC 4327 ; "l'YPP. P ; YEAR 1982 
COPPER, C . ; 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHELF CIRCULATION 
MODEL VOL I . 

131131. FINAL KI{POK"f MINI{12A1S MANAGI :MI :N"I' 
SEIZVICIi, MG'I'Alltll, lA. NO . MMS-GM-PT-R3-1x11 . 
336 P . 

IN ; J .I . JONES, R. E. RING, MA. RINKGI, AND R . E. 
SMI'1'l l, EUS . A SUMMARY Ot : KNOWLEDGE OF 
'I'I IL F.AS1'(RN GULF OF ML?X1C0 . 

111111 . S'I'ATI: UNIVERSITY SYS'I'f:M OF FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE OP OCGANOGRAI'I IY,. ST . 
PI :I'I :ItSl3URG, FI_ 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, currents, chemical 
oceanography, dissolved oxygen, 
eswarV, nutrient, loop current. trace 
metal 

ABSTRACT: Three seasonal variations in sediment 
ATP Levels were found in the MAFIA etch . I~hcsc 
variaiiuns correspond to three distinct geographic areas 
and to hydrugrAphic and sediment calcium carbonate 
date tier the araas. No correlation was found for ATP 
and sediment size or total organic carbon . 

ACC 4023 : TYPE P; YEAR 1973 
COOPGK. G.A. ; 
BRACHIOPODS (RECENT) . MEMOIRS OF THE 
HOURGLASS CRUISES . VOL III . PART II . 

Mill . MARINE' Itt :SlAllCll IAI3()ItA'f<)IL1' . 
FLORIDA l)I :PAft'1'MEN"1' ()I : NATURAL 
KI':S()UIZCI :s, ST. PETERSBURG, 1 : 1 . 17 P . 

KEYWORD: biology, bcnthic, systematic . 
morphology . distribution, hourglass. 
ecology, invertebrate 

AIiS'1'IZACI` Brachiopods collected during Project 
Hourglass consist on an inarticulate. Gloludie pyrnmidata 
(Sumpson), end an aberrant aruculare. PIAU(hil, new 
species. The well known Glouidia is discussed only 
briefly. Muscle arrangement in the Plaiidia is like that of 
Mcgerlie in which eJjuslor muscles are well developed 
but diducton are reduced. To open its valves, the 

KGYWOftI): circulation, pullulanl, drilling. 
continental shell; model, meteorology, 
loop current 

AI3STIZA(°I' : This report summarizes an 18-monih 

study funded by the Minerals Management Service . 

Motivation for the sludV arose from [lie semice's 

intention to grant leases for mil exploration, and the need 

to estimate the probable destination of water-borne 

pollutants originating from drilling and lix predicting 

seasonal water circulation on the southwest continental 

shell. Because of modeling considerations, the study 

area was expanded to include the contiguous Well 

Florida Shill (WI:S) extending (rum the florida Keys in 

the south to Apalachicola in [lie north and the 2W m 

isubalh to the west . 

ABSTRACT : A review of the chemical 

invcsUgalions made on the whirrs of the eastern Gulf of 

Mexico indicates that most studies have been concerned 

with water mass chnrncterizauun, structure of the lAx)p 

Current, and nutrient distribution . The parameters 

measured in these studies were primarily salinity. 

temperature, dissolved oxygen. and inorganic phosphates. 

More recent research hay added the im"esligauun of 

suspended material, dissolved and particulate carbon, 

and certain (race metals . Further study of nutrients and 

trace metal distribution is needed . "Plus report includes 

materials tin chemical data for the estuarine and 

ncarshore environments, including exiensivc tables on 

water quality and constituents in the major bays and 

CSIUi11lCJ . 

""""" 
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ACC 2010; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
COSTELI .O, "I'.J. ; ALLEN, D.M . ; 
SYNOPSIS OF BIOLOGICAL DATA ON THE PINK 
SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM. 

I3IBL FAO FISH . Rt:PT. 57 :1499-1537 . 

KEYWORD : pink shrimp, distribution, population 
dynamics, fishery, , crustacean, life 
history, shrimp fishery 

ABSTRACT: '('his synopsis on the pink shrimp. 
Peneeus duorarum . summarizes all available information 
concerning its taxonomy. distribution, life history and 
population dynamics. '['he shrimp fishery, management 
methods, and shrimp aquacullure are also discussed in 
detail An ucten!,ive reference section i, included . 

ACC 2337 : TYPE' P : YEAR 1966 
COti"1'I :I .L(). I~J . ; ALLEN, I).M . ; 
MIGRATIONS AND GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 
OF PINK SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM, OF 
THE TORTUGAS AND S.4IJIBEL GROUNDS, 
FLORIDA 

13113L FISI I . BULL 6S(2):449-459 

KEYWORD: migration, geographic. distribution, 
pink shrimp, JecApcxl . zcxogcogrnphy . 
lagging 

ABSTRACT: To study shrimp stocks Irum Sanibel 
Island and the Dry Turtugas, IS mark-recovery 
experiments in which biological stains were used as [tie 
marking agent were conducted. The timing and 
distribution of shrimp migrations from nursery areas io 
offshore grounds were determined . The estuarme 
nursery grounds included Florida [lay and estuaries 
extending at least as tar north as, Indian Key on the 
southwest coast of Florida (or the ~ruriugns shrimp, and 

from Indian Key north to Pine Island Sound for Sanibel 
shrimp. The geographic ranges of the Tortugas and 
Sanibel pink shrimp stocks overlapped in the nursery 
areas near Indian Key, and in the offshore bottom water 

between the two trawling grounds . The geographic 
distributions depicted were suggested to be conservative . 

ACC 2336; TYPE I' ; YEAR 1968 
COSTE?LLO, 7'.J . ; ALLEN, U . M . ; 
MORTALITY RATES IN POPULATIONS OF PINK 
SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM, ON THE 
SANIBEL AND TORTUGAS GROUNDS, FLORIDA 

131111, U.S . FISI l AND WILDLIFE tiI :RVICG I'ISI I 
BULL 66:491502 . 

KEYWORD: mortality. pink shrimp. shrimp fishery, 
Iuhcrv 

ABSTRACT: I sUmalcs oI lishing and natural 
modalities were obtained Irum work-recuvM 
experiments on Pcnaeus duurarum on the sanibrl and 
Torwgna grounds. In the SAnilxxl population there was n 
6.K'i, tubing mortality and 14.8% loss from other causes. 
In the turlugas population lishing mortality was 13.1'.'i, 
end all other lasses were 19 .9'x. . Assumptions used in 
statistical nnalVses and validitv of estimates are discussed. 

ACC 2352; 'I'YI'I : P ; YI :AK 1975 
CO UIZTNI:Y, (' .M . : 
MANGROVE AND SEAWALL OYSTER 
COMMUNITIES, MARCO ISLAND, FLORIDA. 

111111, PAPf :It I'IZI-:SI'N'II :I) A'I'W[-.S'I'I :RN SOCIETY 
OI : MAI .A('()I_--AM . MAI .ACOL UNION JOINT 
MI-:1 :"I'ING . JUNI~: ?2-2v . 1475 . 

KEYWORD: Gather. community. physical, chemical, 
invertebrate . mollusc:, oyster. 
distribution 

Aliti"I'kACI : Mangrove and seawall oyster 
community studies indicated that oysters settle on 
seawalls in numtxro equal to their natural system 
Counterparts, the mangrove prop root oysters. A large 
majority of other oyster community inhabitants found 

man-made systems conducive to rhea development and 
survival . A multitude of factors (physical and chemical 
tolerances, tidal flushing rates, climawlugy, etc.) 
accounted for the presence or absence of particular 
species. Clumped distributions were the rule rather than 
the exception. 

ACC 2082 ; TYI'G U ; Yf:Alt 1977 
CItGEZG, M.K. ; MA'1'URO. F. .I . : 
MEIOFAUNA OF 1'FiE MAFl11 AREA (1975-76) . 

Iillll . UNPU131_ RF:POR"I' SURMI"I'I 1 .D '1'O "IIiG U.S . 
UI'PAI27'MEN1' OF "I'11F INTERIOR . BUKFAU OI : 
IAND MANAG(;MIiNT. WASI IING ION, DC. 19 P . 

KI .l'W()KD : mciolauna. Jrvcrziiy . temperature, 
salinity, sediment . dissolved oxygen . 
MA1=1 A 

Aliti'f1ZAC'f: '['his report presents the results of the 
mciulauna study of the Bureau of I And Management 
sponsored program in the Mississippi, Alabama, Florida 
(MAFIA) outer continental shell. The authors 
summarize the results as follows: I'hc rcsuhs of this 
siuJV, so far as analysis hay been possible, show an 
abundant nematode and cupcpixl launa, with densities 
comparable with the lew values previously reposed. 
Presumably, the nematodes will be quite diver-se, with the 
most abundant ten species making up it-x)ul of [lie 
assemblage . Perhaps one third :v. many ~_pecics of 
cupupods would be cxpecleJ l he ncx1 most abundant 
groups arc the Turbc.llaria and (jaslaroiricha, although 

Kinurhvnchia maV be more common in muds . We have 
found about 200 species of tuibcllarian% in the MAFIA 
areas . Although samples hn\r been a little loo small to 

adequately sample the Iurtxllnrian assemblage for 
diversity measures, characteristic groups have lien 
found. Furthermore, grouping cal species into mare 

casilY recognized taxonomic amts has prawn valuable . 
Gaslrutrich genera and some "minor" taxonomic groups 
also oiler promise of helping to characterize sediments 
with several "cross referencing" indicator groups allowing 



a sensitive biological indicator of environmental 
conditions . 

ACC 4024; TYPE P; YEAR 1970 
CROLEY, F'.C. ; DAWGS, (: .J . ; 
ECOLAGY OF THE ALGAE OF A FLORIDA KEY. I . 
A PRELIMINARY GiECKUsT 7ANATION, AND 
SEASONALiTY. 

BI(3L BULL MAR. SCI . 20(1):165-185 . 

KI :YWORU : biology, benthic, epillora, ecology, 
distribution, live bottom, seasonaliry, 
coastal, algae 

AIiS"I'RACI' : The marine algae of the Conicni Keys, 
Munro County, Florida, were studied in the field and 
laboratory for 2 IR years. Environmental end Ilurisuc 
data are presented in a descriptive account of the 
1.onauon, seasonnliry . and periodicity of the liltoral and 
sublhioral algae . "fha preliminary checklist comprises 
258 taxa : 74 ChlurophVta, 29 I'haeophyln, and 150 
Rhcxluphyla. Four t :ucn of Chlorophyta end 10 of 
Ithocluphyta are new records for Florida coast!. . 

ACC 2083 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
cKOU~r, K. ; 
SEDIMENT INFLUX INTO THE GULF OF MEXICO-
-A REVIEW . 

IN : NROC OF A SYMP. ON GNVIRON. RESEARCH 
NEEDS IN '1116 GULF Of-- MEXICO . KEY 
131SCAYNE, PI . -10 sri~~r .-s On,. 1979. D.K . 
A'!-WOOD (CONVENER) 

131f3L NOAA/13RI, A"I'IAN'I1C OCEANOGRAPIiIC 
AND ME"I'I:OItOLOGICAI . IALfORA"TORY, MIAMI 
Fl- VOL IIC :1-32 . 

KEYWORD: sediment, suspended 

Af3S'l~flA('"1' : '['his summary paper reviews the stale 
of knowledge tin sediment influx, suspended paruculaies . 
transport of sediments, bottom material and the 
processes Ihai nlleci Gull of Mexico sediments. 
Description of sediments is divided into nine regions in 
the Gull of Mexico including the west Florida shell and 
the eastern Gull shell. 

ACC 341 : 'I'YPI-. ; YI?AK 1976 
""""" ('I2()IIt :K. G .F . : BROWN, I .IZ . ; I)I :AN, D.M . ; .I()NI :S. 

I :.E . ; M('ILWAIN, "f.l) . ; SI IIPP, K.I . 
DEVELOPMENT OF ARTIFICIAL REEFS. 

141131 . IN : .I .I : . SI :WAlll), I:I) . 1975 ANNUAI . RI :P()It l 
- MISSISSIPPI A[ AIiAMA SI :A GRANT 
CONS()IZ"IIUM . MASG-Q-7G-tHll . 

Kt?YWOftI) : txnlhic launa, demer-sal fish, light 
attenuation, pelagic lish, salinhy, 
sediment texture, artificial reel, 
artificial habitat, water temperature 

nliS'I'ILAC f: 'he launal development of 3 artificial 
reels (Wallace, Sparkman . and Allen) till the Alabama 
coast is being monitored in an effort to describe the 

lectors that influence reef colonization, development and 
survival . 

ACC 4025 ; TYPE P ; Yt:AR 1982 
CUI .VI?R, S .J . ; f3UZAS, M.A ; 
RECENT BENTHIC FORAMIMFERAI. PROVINCES 
BETWEEN NEWFOUNDLAND AND YUCATAN. 

IiII4L GI{OL SOC. AM . 13U1 .1_ 93:269-277 . 

KI :YWUK(): benlhic, biology, (oraminilcre, 
systematic, biogcugraphy, distribution, 
continental shell. uxogeugraphy 

:11iS'IRAC7~ : In 219 papers published over 130 
years. 1,241 species of recent benlhic linaminilrre were 
rccurJcd from 908 localities on the Atlantic continental 
margin of North America and in lhc Gull ail Mexico. On 

the Atlantic continental margin, 870 species were 
recorded and in the Gull of Mexico. 848, 483 species 
(i9',i, of 1,241) occur in both areas. On the Ailantic 
continental margin, 149 species occur at 4`i- or more of 

542 localities, and in the Gulf of Mexico 295 species 
occur al 4 :̀1, or more of 420 localities: 71 of these species 
(19''i. cal 373) commonly occur in both areas . These 
comparisons show that the two areas duller 
IunJamentally in fauna) composition . Cluster analysis of 
presence or absence dislribuuonal data (live and dead 

lioraminilrra) delimited seven large provinces on the 
Atlantic continental margin and four 1)ro\inces in file 
Gull of Mexico . Atlantic comiinrntal margin : (a) 

Nurilicrn Coastal Province (b) Northern Shell Province, 

(c) Northern Slope and Rise Province, (c) Southern Shell 
Province. (t) Southern Slope Province, (B) liahamnn 

Province. Gull of Mexico : (a) coastal Province, (h) Inner 
Shelf Province . (c) ()titer Shell Province, (d) Slope and 
Abyssal Main Province . lioltom-watei mass and 
provincial palicrns show good sl)aiial correlation on the 
Atlantic continental margin and in the Gull of Mexico. 
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ACC 2042; TYPE P ; YEAR 1961 
CUMMINGS, W.C. ; 
MATURATION AND SPAWNING OF THE PINK 
SHRIMP . P . DUORARUM. 

[31f31 .'I12ANS . AM . PISI-1 . SOC. 90:462-468 . 

KEYWORD: life history, pink shrimp, spawning, 
temperature, crustacean 

ABSTRACT: Life history parameters of the pink 
shrimp, Penaeus duorarun, were measured monthly in a 
year-long study on the "I'ortugns shrimping grounds. 
Four stages of female maturation were described using 
ovum size frequency, gross observation, and ratio of 
gonad weight to tail weight. Size at first sexual maturity . 
duration of spawning activity, and spawning freyucncy 
were determined . Spawning activity is believe) to be 
closely correlated with annual temperature fluctuations . 

ACC 354 ; TYPE. : YEAR 1959 
CURL. H . ; 
THE HYDROGRAPHY OF THE INSHORE GULF 
OF MEXICO. 

131D1 . PUBI_ INS't'. MAR . SCI . . UNIV. TIX 6:193-205 . 

KEYWORD : coastal water, hydrography, physical 
process, salinity . temperature . physical 
oceanography 

AI3S"1'ItAC"I': Not available . 

ACC 97G; TYPE ; YEAR 1971 
CUSTODI, G.L ; 
A SURVEY OF MERCURY IN THE GULF OF 
MEXICO . 

B113L MASTER'S 1'i IESIS, "TEXAS A&M 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 141 PP 

KEYWORD : mercury, sediment, water column, 
metal, trace metal 

ABSTRACT : An investigation was made into the 
distribution of mercury in the Gulf of Mexico . Water and 
sediment samples were collected at 44 stations and 
analyzed [car mercury content between February and 
October 1971 . 

ACC SS ; TYPI : ; YI :AIZ 1977 
DADDIO, E.~ 
RESPONSE OF COASTAL WATERS TO 
ATMOSPHERIC FRONTAL PASSAGE IN THE 
MISSISSIPPI DELTA }LEGION . 

111111, CI-:N"Il-:ft FOR WI . TI AND Kl .ti()UKCGS, 
LOUISIANA S'I'A'Ili UNIVERSITY . BATON ROUGE, 
I A 'I'GCI INICAI . KI:POft f NO. 234. 35 PP . 

KIiYWO1tD: currents. meteorology, physical 
prcwcss. win) stress 

AIiSTRACf: Two current vector time series 
obtained in the Mississippi Bight exhibit clockwise 
pularitcJ currents of near-inertial frequency that are 
closely associated with shilling winds. Because of the 
closeness of the local inertial period rind the diurnal tidal 
period, it is difficult at first glance to determine the true 
nature of the observed rotary currents . I Iowever. 
complex demodulation a1 the inertial Irryuency reveals a 
strong signal accompanying wind shitty that are usually 
associated with the passage of atmospheric fronts . 
Spectral analysis for clockwise and counterclockwise 
frequencies indicates n highly energetic peak in the 
inertial -diurnal frequency band for the clockwise 
spectrum . "Ilie rotary coefficient computed from the 
eutospectra and quaJwelure spectrum of the vector 

components gives CR>0.9 in the vicinity of the inertial-
diurnal frequency band . A model using wind stress as a 
forcing function is highly effective in reproducing 
sinusoidal oscillations seen in the observed current. 
These oscillations occur in conjunction with ships in the 
wind direction. Because of the close association of the 
near-ineruel oscillations with local wind effects, it is 
concluded that inertial currents arc locally induced by 
wind stress . Furthermore, wind stress not only initiates 
the rotary current but is highly eflecUve in destroying 
them . 

""""" 

AC(' 198 ; TYPE; YEAR 1979 
I)AMI :S AND MOORE; 
THE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA, OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF BASEllNE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY, MAFIA 1977/1978 . 
VOLUME 1.A PROGRAM SYNTHESIS REPORT. 

BIM . IiUIt1 :AU OF LAND MANAGEMENT . 
WASI IING"1'ON, D.C. l3LM/1'M/I ;S-79/0l-V()I .-I A. 

278 IT 

Kl:l'W()ItD: biology, currents . ecology. geology, 
hydrcxartxm, cununrnial shelf. 
physical process, salinity, MAI IA 

ABSTRACT: A Third year baseline manor 
cnvironmcnlal survey was conducted and a synihcsia 
report prepared . Marine gcuiogV, physical occanogiaph.y . 
marine biology. trace metal and hyditicarbon chemistry 
of the water column, sediments and tissues were 
examined for the Mississippi, Alabama, Florida ()tiler 
continental shell in support of prospective OCS oil and 

gas dcvclopmenl. Physical occanographic and sediment 
geology data provided inlormauun to utter understand 
the biological and chemical distributions . A data base 

way created merging data collected from 1974 1978 into 

a single format . 

""""" 



ACC 199 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
DAMES AND MOORE; 
THE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA, OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF BASELINE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY, MAFIA 1977/1978. 
VOLUME 1-B.-EXECUTIVE SUMMARY REPORT. 

BIf3L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON. U.G f3LM1YM/ES-79p2-VOL-1-[3. 30 
PI, 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, fish, geology, 
hydrography, oceanography, oil, 
continental shelf, pollution, sediment, 
MAFLA 

AI3S"TItAC1' : The prime purpose of the MAIM A 
program was the determination of ongoing or potential 
impacts on the outer continental shell (OCS) 
environment from oil and gas development. The 
Executive Summary Report is organized along the same 
lines as the Program Synthesis Report, with sections on 
methodology, geology. physical oceanography, chemistry 
and biology. A betel summary and lisps of recommended 
monitoring parameters and major deliciencies in the 
database are also included . 

ACC 300; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
DAMES AND MOORE; 
THE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA, OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF BASELINE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY, MAFIA, 1977/1978. 
VOLUME I]-A. COMPENDIUM OF WORK 
ELEMENT REPORTS. 

f31[3L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. BLM/YM/f:S-79A)8-VOL-2-A. 537 
i)i3. 

KEYWORD: benthic community, biology, ecology, 
geology, mineralogy, oil, continental 
shelf, pollution, sediment, MAFLA 

AHSTftACl': 'this report presents the results of a 
four year investigation of the surface sediments of (lie 
eastern Gulf of Mexico continental shelf. In the lint two 
years our approach consisted of sampling from Iwo of 
the replicate box cores At each station and each season . 
During the final summer and year the authors altered 
their approach by collecting a large number of replicates 
at each of the relatively small number of stations in 
order to determine small scale variabdhy. In addition to 
sedimentologically characterizing the MAPLA margin, 
the authors task was to provide ancillary data for 
sediment chemistry and benihic biological studies. 

""""" 

ACC 301 ; "TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
DAMES AND MOORE; 
THE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA, OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF BASELINE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY. MAFIA 1977/1978. 
VOLUME II-B. COMPENDIUM OF WORK 
ELEMENT REPORTS . 

U1131- BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 13LM/YM/GS-9A)8-VOI .-2-f3 . 546 
PP . 

KfYWOILD : invertebrate, biology, disease, drilling . 
ecology, fish, hydrocarbon, oil. 
pollution, temperature, MAFIA 

ABSTRACT : Demersel- or bottom fishes, are 
represented by numerous species at ihc peak of the 
U-ophic level. "These lop carnivores arc, therefore. 
primary candidates for analysis of anv sort of biological 
amccnlralion or magnification of substances pissing 
through the lower Irophic levels. In addition . many of the 
bc-nlhic fishes are substrate-specific and reflect and 
corroborate distribution of sediment types. Many of the 
forms exhibit abbreviated larval development, and thus 
are good indicators of historical Loo-geographical 
patterns . Finally, to the public al large, fishes represent 
an identifiable unit, recognizable and Deserving of study, 
especially in regard to possible effects by drilling 
interests. 

""""" 
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ACC 851 ; TYPE; YEAR 1975 ACC 4159 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1986 variation. In spite of these stresses, these communities 
DAMES AND MOORE; DANEK, LJ . ; LGWDEI, G.S. ; flourish and exhibit a recruitment rate that is higher than 
THE LOUISIANA OFFSHORE OIL PORT (LOOP) SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHELF BBN'I'I-IIC the stations located in water deeper than SU m . The 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT. COMMUNITIES STUDY YEAR S ANNUAL deeper stations, located further offshore, allho. . . 

REPORT. 
QII3L LOUISIANA OFFSHORE OIL PORT (LOOP), 
INC., NEW ORLEANS, LA. 

KEYWORD : air temperature, benthic fauna, 
carbon, demersal fish, dissolved 
aocygen, electrical conductivity, metal, 
nutrient, pH, port, BOD, pipeline 

ABSTRACT : As part of the LOOP, Inc. 
environmental assessment, a field study of the offshore 
mooring site, the onshore storage facility, and the 
proposed pipeline route was initiated in June, 1973 to 
continue to May, 1974. The objectives are to describe the 
ecosystems impacted by the proposed LOOP project, 
including an environmental inventory, Physical, chemical, 
and biological parameters are studied. This report deals 
with the offshore portion of the study 

A FINAL REPORT BY ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
AND ENGINEERING . INC. & LGL ECOLOGICAL . 
RESOURCE ASSOCIATES, INC. CONTRACT #14-
12-001-30211 . 

I31DL SUBMITTED TO TFIE MINERALS 
MANAGEMh:N'I' SERVICE. NEW ORLEANS, LA. 3 
VOL 

KEYWORD: physical, oceanography, currents, 
wave, tide, hydrography, sediment, 
biological, epifauna, fish, macroalgae, 
recruitment, fouling, population 
dynamics, SWF1A 

ABSTRACT: This report presents the findings of 
the 5th year of a 6-yr study of the southwest Florida 
outer continental shelf benthic communities. The 
emphasis of the study was on the physical and biological 
processes that occur in soft, hard, and live bottom 
communities and an assessment of how these processes 
and communities might be affected by offshore oil and 
gas development . Epi(auna, macroalgae, fish, sediments, 
salinity, temperature, dissolved oxygen, transmissivity, and 
pl l, were sampled using a variety of methods including 
underwater television, benihic still photography, C'I'D 
hydrographic sampling, trawling and dredging . In 
addition, at 8 stations continuous monitoring of near-
bottom temperature, ocean currents, waves, tiles, 
sediment transport, epifaunal recruitment, and fish 
behavior was accomplished using instrumenled arrays 
equipped with current meters, wave and tide gages, 
sediment traps, (outing plates, and time-lapse cameras. 
The biological data collected identified a diversity of taxa 
varying from a very dense epilauna hard-bottom 
community in shallow water (e.g., over 100 species of 
sponges) to a sparse crinoid assemblage at the shelf 
break in 125 m o[ water. The shallow water 
communities are subject to greater natural stresses due 
to higher rates of sediment resuspension (up to 1,(W 
metric tons/sq .km/day), higher frequency of wave induced 
water velocities, and considerable seasonal temperature 

""""" 

ACC 4296; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
DANENBERGER, E.P . ; 
OIL SPILLS 1971-75 . GULF OF ME)QCA OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF. 

DI[3L U.S . GEOL SURV. (WASHINGTON, D.C.) 
741 :47 P. 

KEYWORD: oil spill, continental shell, petroleum, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 841 ; TYPE; YEAR 1977 
DANIELS . K.L ; 
DESCRIPTIONS, COMPARISON AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF LARVAE OF CYNOSCION 
NEBULOSUS AND CYNOSCION ARENARIUS 
FROM THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

111131, MASTER'S Tl1BSIS . LOUISIANA S'fA7'G 
UNIVI-RSITY, BATON ROUGE IA 48 PP . 

KEYWORD: demersal fish, sea trout, morphology, 
distribution, larvae 

AIiS'I'FtAC"I': This study presents a comparison o[ 

spotted sea trout ((ynoscion nebulusus) and sand 

seatrout (Cynoscion arenarius) in terms of morphological 
development, pigmentation and osteological 
development. The specimens examined were taken from 

1971 to 1977 on various Oregon cruises . 

""""" 



ACC 2084; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
DARCY, G.H . ; GUT'FiERZ_ G .J . ; 
ABUNDANCE AND DENSITY OF DEMERSAL 
FISHES ON THE WEST FLORIDA SHELF, 
JANUARY 1978. 

DIF3L BULL MAR SCI . 

KEYWORD : demersal fish, shrimp, pink shrimp, 
fish, abundance, distribution, rock 
shrimp 

ABSTRACT: Three hundred thirty eight stations 
were trawled on the west Florida shelf during January 
1978 !o determine fish species composition and 
abundance. At least 246 species of fish from 71 (amities 
were collected . Northern stations had approximately 
twice the fish densuy as southern stations. "Total catch 
rates were usually highest in shallow water. Some 
commercially important shrimps (I'cnAeus seu(crus, P. 
duorarum, Sicyonia brevirosins. Scylla rides nocliler) 
were also caught . Although yuaHlalivrly similar to other 
areas of the northern Gulf, the lisp fauna of the west 
Florida shelf consisted of different dominant families and 
species. Differences in fish launal composition are 
related to bottom type . 

ACC 4026 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1984 
DARDGAU, M.K. ; 
SYNAI.PHEUS SHRIMPS (CRUSTA('_EA: 
DECAPODA ALPHEIDAE). I . THE 
GAMBOREIIAIDES GROUP WITH A 
DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES. MEMOIRS OF 
THE HOURGLASS CRUISES. VOL VII, PART II . 

[3113L MARINE RESEARCH LABORATORY 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RI:SOUftCES, S'1'. PETERSBURG, 11- 125 P. 

Kf'-.YWOKU : systematic, reproduction, commensal, 
crusiacea, biology, ioogeography, life 
histurV, hourglass, invertebrate . 
epifauna, ecology, continental shelf. 
shrimp 

ABSTRACT : Uistribuuonal date and references to 
each of tile 19 Gambarclloidcs -species ol'SVnallilicus 
from the Western Atlantic Region arc summarized m 
individual species accounts. 17ic I I species known from 
the Gull of Mexico, including a new species from [lie 
Florida Middle Ground described herein, ere diagnosed 
and illustrated. Synalpheus txwalieldi and S. herncki are 
resurrected from the synonymy of S. brcolwi. And S. 
pandiums is resurrected from file synonymy of S. 
longicarpus . Synnlpheus herricki is redcscribed, and S. 
tanner placed in its synonymy. Synelphcus c»burni is 
placed m Iha synonymy of S. g«odei . A key to ell 
Synalpheus known from the Western Atlantic Region is 
provided . Male/female ratios of moil Gnmbarclluidcs 
species approched unity, and virtually all adult females 
were ovigerous. Seasonal influence on reproduction 
seemed to be negligible . Recruitment of juveniles 
occurred year-round . Immature individuals of at lasl sue 
Gambarclluidca species carried infertile eggs . Many 
species were found in male/lemma pairs associated to 
varying degrees with living substrates. Sponges were 
frequent hose, and complex cryptoleunal communities of 
up to five Synalphcus species were not uncommon . 
Population abundances of all Gambarclloides species 
were greatest beyond the 37 m isobath on the central 
west Florida continental shell. Species of the 
Gambarelloides group of Synalpheus lend a tropical 
complexion to benUuc communities within the Gull of 

Mexico. 'There seem to be no clear cut taunal barriers to 
this group within the northern portion of the Western 
Atlantic Region . 

ACC 4027 ; IN PE P ; YEAR 1983 
DARDEAU, M.K. ; I-IEARD, R . W., JR. ; 
CRANGOMD SHRIMPS (CRUSTACEA ; GIRIDFA), 
WITH A DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF 
PONTO('ARIS . MEMOIRS OF THE HOURGLASS 
CRUISES. VOL VI, PART II . 

111131 . MARINt: RI-SEARCH IABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DI :I'AK'('MI:NT OF NATUIZAI . 
IZ!?SOUKCGS . S I'. PEIl:RS13URG, H_ 39 N. 

KFYWOIZD : txnlhic, crustacca, systcmaucs . 
zoogeography, biology, epilauna, 
hourglass, ecology, invertebrate . 
continental shell, shrimp 

ABSTRACT: A single species ul crangunid shrimp, 
Puntophilus gorci, was captured during tile 28-month 
Hourglass sampling program on the West Florida 
continental shell. Fxaminaiiun of the literature and of 
material al the National Museum of Natural I lislory and 
in Texas AXM Univcrsiry colleclions revealed six 
additional crangonid species from the deeper wrier 
beyond the shell in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean: 
Sabinca tridcntala . Nonlophilus brcvirostris, N. grncilis. N. 
talismani, Puntixaria canbbnea end Punlcxaris vicinn n. 
sp . All species are diagnosed. illustrated and 
accompanied by synunymics. A key w tile known genera 
of Crnngonidne and an illustrated key to tile scvcn 
species known from the Gull of Mexico arc provided . 
Population abundance of Pumuphilus gorel was greatest 
at the 73 m I lourglass stations and decreased 
succcssivcly al the SS m and the 37 m stations. I~he 
monthly distribution of ovigcrous females indicates an 
extended breeding season . 
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ACC 192; TYPE; YEAR 1983 
DARNf:LL, R.M . ; DEFEN[iAUGII, K li. ; MOORE, D . 
NORTHWESTERN GULF SHELF B(O-A'IZAS. A 
STUDY OPINE DISTRIBUTION OF DEMERSAL 
FISHES AND PENNAEID SHRIMP OFF SOFT 
BOTTOMS OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF FROM 
THE RIO GRANDE TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
DELTA 

131f31 .. MINERALS MANAGGMEN'I' SERVICt:, GULF 
OP MEXICO OCS REGIONAL . OFFICE, Mf:TAIRIB, 
LA OPEN FILE REPORT NO . 82-04.438 PP . 

KEYWORD: biology, continental shelf, distribution, 
ecology, fauna, fishery, salinity, 
sediment . temperature, shrimp, 
dcmenal lish 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 894 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
DAItNI:LL, K . ; 
B10 ENERGETICS STUDY - GULF OF MMCO. 

Ii113L'fI:XAS AXcM UNIVI :f1Sl1'Y. I)I .PAK"I'MI{N"I-
01= OCGANOGItAI'I IY . ('OI .I .I :GI{ STATION, TX. 

KEYWORD: bathymetry . hcmhic fauna, demenal 
lisp, invertebrate 

AIiSTIZACf: The data lilt represents results of :r 
two year study involving over ISO stations on the 
northern Gull Coast "tending hom Panama CRY. 
I-lorida to Corpus Christi . Texas. Samples include 
bemhic fishes end benihic macnoinvenehreics. 

ACC 1081 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1956 
DAIZNI :I .I, K.M . ; WILLIAMS, AB. ; 
A NOTE ON THE OCCURRENCE OF THE PINK 
SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM, IN LOUISIANA 
WATERS. 

Bllil . ICOLOGI' 37(4):844-846 . 

KEYWORD : biology, fishery, shrimp, pink shrimp, 
species composition 

AI3S 1'IZAC"I': Not available. 

ACC 2011 ; "I'YI'I? P ; Yf;AR 1975 
I)AIt()VI'C . .I .I[ ., JR . ; f :I' AI_ ; 
TECHNIQUES FOR COASTAL RESTORATION 
AND FISHERY ENHANCEMENT IN FLORIDA. 

131111 . H .A . MAK . Itl{S . PU131_ NO . 11 :27 

KI .YW<)KI) : scagrass, sediment. artificial reel 

Allti l'KA("1` Guidelines for the recsiablishmem of 
sand dunes, salt marshes. mangroves. and %cagra%scs 
were outlined . Several perennial plains including 
oats and bitter panic gems were recommended liar 
stabilizing sand dunes; smooth cord grass and black 
ncedlcrush for marsh Iransplantauona : black, red. rind 
white mangrove areas: and turtle grass. mnnalcc. shoal 
grass and widgeon grass fur grass bed restoration. For 
successful scagrnss transplanting. sediment transfer along 
whh tire plant was advised. Planting Jcnsiues, time of 
transplanting. and procedures for removal and cure were 
discussed for each section. Guidelines also Jexribed 
habitat augmentation using artificial fishing reels and 
oystcr reels. 

ACC 4028 ; 7'Yf'1 : P ; YEAR 1983 
DAROVGC, .I .E ., JR. ; 
SCIAEMD FISHES (OSTEICHTHYES : 
PERCIFORMES) OF WESTERN PENINSULAR 
FLORIDA MEMOIRS OF THE HOURGLASS 
CRUISES . VOL VI, PART III. 

BIfiL MARINE RF'.SGA12CFi LABORATORY, 
PLORIUA UEPAt2"I'MI?N'f OI- NATURAL 
RESOURCES . . ST . PI{"I'I :ItSBUIZG, 11_ 73 P. 

KEYWORD: fish, systematic, lilt history, 
distnbuliun, demersal fishes, biology. 
hourglass. bcnthic, ecology, continental 
shell 

ABSTRACT: Keysand diagnoses are given for the 
genera and liwrlccn species of Scraerudae from western 
peninsular Florida. Summaries of published inloinialitin 
on their distribution . 61 . ni,iorv, [ceding anti salumv and 
temperature IoIcranccs art-- presented . Menircurlius 
fuc:aligcr Gintiburg and ('vnosciun arcnarius Oinshurg me 
considered svmunyma under M. saxalilis (liloxh and 
Schncidcr) and C. rrgalis (liloch and Schneider), 
respecuvely . Pareyues Gill is treated at the generic level. 
Length frequency and gonad analysis indicated I'quetus 
lanceolatus (I .innacus) spawns in tale spring and 
summer. The smallest ripe females were 132 mm in 
standard Length . Similar analyses for Narcyuea umbrusus 
(Jordan and I :igcnmann) proved inconclusive . Gut 
content-, showed that these reel species Iced mainly on 
crustaceans . I ribe level syslmalics . zcogro~graphV . 
general file history . and position in the food wen arc 
discussed fur the species capWrrd and related species. 
l~hcac discussions present new hypoihcscs about 
intcrgcncric rclaUonships . a demonstration of very 
dillcrrni inshore and offshore sciacniJ launas in the 
study area . and descriptions of several examples of 
allumatnc growth uchibitcJ by saacnids of the west 

Florida shell . An appendix provides information on 
FIoriJa ticiacnids nix found in the area covered. 

""""" 



ACC 2260 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
DAUER, D.M . ; 
REPOPULATION OF THE POLYGiAETE FAUNA 
OF AN INTERTIDAL HABITAT FOLLOWING 
NATURAL DEFAUNA110N. 

131[31 . PH.D . DISSERTATION . UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTH FLORIDA, TAMPA, [1_. 

KEYWORD: polychaete, red tide, distribution, 
sediment, temperature, salinity 

ABSTRACT: Repopulauon of the polychaete fauna 
following a massive rev tide outbreak conformed to the 
species equilibrium model of MacMhur and Wilson 
(1163, I"167). Immigration of species was rapid, with the 
majority of immigration occurring within tile lint month 
of the study. An equilibrium number of species was 
established in the eleventh month, and remained 
relatively constant for the remainder of to the study. 
Although species composiuun was lately constant, the 

distribution of individuals among species changed greatly. 
Adult dispersal was determined to be a significant factor 
in file establishment of populations. Larval settlement 
was shown to be more significant in the maintenance 
then in the establishment of the populations in contrast 
to the pattern predicted by Ihurson (1950. 1955, 1957, 
19(,b) . 

ACC 2261 ; l'YPG P; )TAR 1976 
DAUGK U.M . ; CONNI .IZ. W.G . ; 
ORGANIC ENRICHMENT EFFECTS UPON 
BEN'fH1C POLYCHAETE POPULATIONS. 

13113L V J. SCI . 27(2):43 . 

KEYWORD : polychnetc, hypcvcia 

ABSTRACT: The effects of organic enrichment 
upon intenidal benthic polychaelr populations of upper 
Old Tampa Bay. Iloridn . were examined . An 
experimental site near a sewage outlall was compared to 
a physically similar control site by monthly quantitative 
samples. Species numbers and density values for the 
experimental site were significantly higher than those of 

the control site . Species with bcnthic larval development 

were responsible (or the observed density differences. A 
massive accumulation of Ulva lactuca (and accompanying 
anaerobic conditions) al the experimental site during the 

summer months resulted in species numbers and density 
values significantly lower than the control site . 
Reestablishment of the populations was rapid at the 
experiment site . 

""""" 

ACC 222 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
DAUGIt, D.M . : SIMON, .I .L ; 
REPOPULATION OF THE POLYCHAETE FAUNA 
OF AN INTERTIDAL HABITAT FOLLOWING 
NATURAL. DEFAUNATION: SPECIES 
EQUILIBRIUM. 

131131 . OCf:()I .UGIA (11l-:RI_) 22:99-117 . 

KI :YW(1RI) : polychacle. red tide, model. 
temperature. salinitv . sediment 

ABSTRACT: During the summer of 1971 . an 
outbreak of red tide resulted in the dclaunauon of a 
prcviously characterized sandy inleruJal habitat . This 
study reported the recolunizauon of polYchaete launa in 
that area . The rates of immigration and extinction 

showed that repopulation conformed to the spades 
equilibrium model of MacArthur and Wilson . 
Immigration was found to be rapid with an equilibrium 
number of species becoming established m the eleventh 
month. Although the species composition remained 
Iairly constant, the distribution of individuals among 
species changed greatly. 

ACC 586 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1970 
DAVIES, D.K . ; MOORE, W.K . ; 
DISPERSAL OF MISSISSIPPI SEDIMENT'S IN THE 
GULF OF MFJQCO . 

[1113L J . SEDIMENT. PETROL 40339-353 . 

KEYWORD: continental shat[, continental slope, 
geology, heavy mineral, sediment, 
sediment distribution, geologic history 

ABSTRACT: Pleistocene and recent Mississippi 
sediments possess a distinctive heavy mineral assemblage 

which regains its idenury between Cairo, Illinois and the 
Guff of Mexico Abyssal Plains . "thus this assemblage may 
be used to grace the Mississippi contribution to the Gulf 

of Mexico from fluvial, through deltaic, nerilic and 
balhyal, to abyssal environments . Significant changes in 
the heavy mineral assemblage of sediments in the Gull 

arc related to source changes and not to the reworking 

or selective sorting of Mississippi sediments. As e result . 

three district sediment input sources may be recognized 
for dclritel sediments in the Gull of Mexico Abyssal 

Plain I)'(lic Mississippi. 2) the Rio Grande . and 3) the 

rivers of north-cast Mexico . The Mississippi contribution 
is dominant and is only replaced by Mbar inputs in the 
northwest and southwest corners of the abyssal plin . ()n 

the Louisiana-Texas Inner Continental Shell, Mississippi 
sediment forma a veneer which extends between the 
present delta and the Salbine River. Dredge samples 

reveal that underlying sediments were derived from the 

central Texas rivers to the west, probnblV during a period 
of 

. 
regression which occurred between 10.0W and TOW 

13-1), The interaction of n high zircon content and intense 
selective suiting in the Inner Continental Shell sediment 
resulted in two areas cal zircon enrichment which may 

of economic significance . Because of the intensilivily of 
the heavy mineral assamblAge of the Mississippi 
contribution to processes of selective sorting and 

reworking, only 21N1 nun-opaque grams from one site 
fraction of one sample are needed w characterize this 

cons . . . 

""""" 
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ACC 2043 ; TYPE I' ; YEAR 1977 
DAVIS, G.E . ; 
ANCHOR DAMAGE TO A CORAL REEF ON THE 
COAST OF FLORIDA. 

F3113L BIOL CONSGItV. 1129-34. 

KEYWORD : coral, anchor damage, reef 

AIiS"fRAC"1': M assessment of the anchor damage 
to coral reels was made at Fort Jeflcrson National 
Monument, Dry'1'ortugas, Florida. It was estimated that 
20 percent of an extensive staghorn coral reel lead been 
damaged by boat anchors. The author suggested that 
damage could occur in other coral reef sanctuaries unless 
anchor sensitive areas were identified and closed to 
anchoring, and mooring buoys were proviJcJ . 

""""" 

ACC 2044 : TYP1 : N; l'I :AR 1982 
DAVIS. G.L: . : 
A CENTURY OF NATURAL. CHANGE IN CORAL. 
Distribution AT THE DRY 1'ORTUGAS: A 
COMPARISON OF REEF MAPS FROM 1881 AND 
1976. 

BIIiL BULL MAR. SCI . 32(2):608-623 . 

KFYW()KD: reef, coral, distribution, meteorology 
-,form event 

AliSTRACI': Reef maps prepared in IftRl and 1970 
were compared to determine changes in coral reel 
structure and composition et I)ry Tortugas. Florida, over 
a 95 year interval . I iule change in area cKCUpicd by 
living hermaiypic coral, less than 4`4 of the 23,(1(N) 
hectare area mapped, occurred during the interval . Coral 
species distribution and reel types exhibited mayor 
changes. M <xtocoral dominated hard lx)itom in 1891 
had been replaced by a 220 hectare Acrpora ccrvicornis 
reef in 1976. Forty four hectares of A palnala m 1881 
were reduced to two small patches touting less than 61N) 
square meters in 2176. During the winter of 1976-77, 
90^/, of A. cervicurnis al Ury 'I orlugas was killed, 
apparently due to thermal shuck. 1-he importance of 

short term weather events in regulating coral reef 
structure and species distribution is discussed . 

""""" 

ACC 2396; TYPB N ; YEAR 1966 
DAVIS, W.N . ; 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE BIOLOGY OF 
OPHIUROID ASTROPHY'TOM MURICATUM. 

111111, 13U1 .1_ MAR . SCI . 16(3):435-444 . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, habitat, morphology, 
behavioi . echinoderm 

AlIti"I IZAC"I : The behavior of the baskcistar, 
AsInophyion muncatum was investigated during dives at 
reefs in the Florida KeV~~ Some laboratory observations 
were undertaken to facilitate more detailed study . 
I lalnlnl, morphology. and leading behavior are discussed . 

with emphasis on nocturnal activity . Associated reel 

organisms and their related txh8VIUf are also 

documented . 

ACC 4029; fYl'I{ P: YEAR 1977 
DAVIS, G.I'. . ; 
EFFECTS OF RECREATIONAL HARVEST ON A 
SPINY LOBSTER, PANULIRUS AftGUS. 
POPULATION. 

lillil . IlUl .l_ MAIL . SCI . 27(2):223-2.10 

KI~.YW()Itl): biology, cruslncea. recreational lisherv . 
spiny lobster, lagging, management . 
invertebrate. bcolhic 

ABSTRACT . A commercially unlislicd population of 
I'anulirus argus was studied in Fort Jefferson National 
Monument at Dry Torwgas, Florida. from April 1471 Icy 
July 1975 . For 21) months all harvest was prohibited, 
then an experimental sport harvest (hand caught by 
recreational divers) was Allowed in 50'/(, of the areas for 
A period of H months, followed by Iv months of complete 
protection tug assessment of recovery . Data tin the size, 

abundance, and natural history of the lobsters were 
collected using SCUBA. and commercial trapping 
techniques . A total of 4,257 lobsters, with a mean 
carapace length of 101 mm, was lagged end released at 
Dry "I'orwgas. The existence of a resident adult P. argus 
population was demonstrated by the recovery of all 
recaptured lobsters (7 .31/() within IU km of their 
respective capture sites up t0 104 weeks after release. 
Immediately following the experimental spore harvest, 
the population in the spurt harvested area showed a S8%. 
reduction in trap catch rate and dispersed to 42°Jo of its 
pre-harvest lair occupancy density, while the population 
in the unharvested control area remained essentially 
unchanged. The catch rate in the spurt harvested area 
recovered to 78`i~ of its pre-harvest level after I year of 
complete protection from harvest. and the lair occupancy 
tale rccuvcry was 71`x " abet IV months of pustharvcst 

protection . The pry-hancst standing crop was cslimaicJ 
al 58.3 km/ha. we[ weight 

AC(' 4030; TYPE' P : 1'I .AIt 1978 
DAVIS, G.I : . ; 
CHANGES IN THE EVERGLADES NATIONAL 
PARK RED DRUM AND SPOTTED SEATROUT 
FISHERIES 1958-1978: FISHING PRESSURE, 
ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS, OK NATURAL. 
CYCLES? 

111131 . IN : PIZ()(T 
' 
I :I)INGS ()I :11II' Ill-l) DRUM 

AND til :l)A I KUU f COI l .()QUlM . !' . u1_u7 . 

KI:YW()KU: biology. commercial lishcry, 
recreational lisliciy, socioeconomic. 
spa truul. rcdlish, fish, coastal 

ABSTRACT : Everglades National Park supports 

mixed recreational and commercial lishenes fur red 

drum, Scinenops oc:ellala and spotted seairuw, CVnuscicm 

ncbululus. Within the 663,750 acres of [tic coastal 
watery of the park, there are sup ecologically discrete 

systems ranging from 51,011K) to over 164,1NN1 acres each . 

Commercial Iishmg is prohibited in n total of 94 .(NN) 

acres in Iwo o( these systems. The number of 
commercial lishermen involved in these fisheries 

IlucluaicJ t)L-Iwccn 125 and 276 [join I'lbi to I'0K . 



Recreational fishing activity increased steadily from 
58,00() angler-days in 1959 l0 174,000 in 1965 . It fell 
slightly m the late 19t0,s' reached another peak of about 
160,000 angler-days in 1973 and 1974, and fell again to 
less than 100,000 angler-days in 1977 . Recreational 
fishermen caught 96°lu of the red drum and 55~i of the 
spotted seatrout landed in Everglades National Park 
from 1972 through 1977. 7'he mean annual yield of red 
drum from park water was 0.366 pound per acre, and 
0.250 pound per acre for spotted seafrout ; producing 
mean annual harvests of 232,3W pounds of rev drum 
and 158,600 pounds of spotted seatrout from 1972 
through 1977 . In the past 20 years three significant 
changes occurred in these park fisheries : (I ) a ,tuft in 
age structure toward larger, mature fish ; (2) consistent 
trends in catch rates, upward for red drum (24 w 12717v) 
and downward for spoiled uelroul (6 to 54'.'f .): and (3) 
marked reductions in the year-to-year variability of catch 
rates [or both species. Preliminary analysis of these 
observations suggests that changes in envirommcntal 
conditions in park estuaries caused the changes in 
fishery . . 

AC.'( : 4179: 'f'YPG P ; YI :AK 1984 
DAVlliti, J.M . ; BELL J.S . ; I IOUGI I'fON . C . : 
A COMPARISON OF THE LEVELS OF HEPATIC 
ARYL HYDROCARBON HYDROXYI.4SE M FISH 
CAUGHT CIASE TO AND DISTANT FROM 
NORTH SEA OIL FIELDS. 

IN : I'R()CGI~.DINGS 2ND IN'1'FILNA ll()NAI . 
SYMPOSIUM RESPONSE Of: MAKINI~: ORGANISMS 
'ro PoLi.uInrrrs. 

111131 . WOODS 1101,13 OCI{AN()GItAI'I TIC 
INS'fl"1'(J'1'E. t'.ISEVIt:K APPLIE.I) tiCIENCI : 
PUI3LICA"fION . LONDON 1984 :23-45. 

KEYWORD: drilling mud, hydrocarbon, sediment . 
fish, oil 

Al3STltACf : large-scale use of oil-based mud for 
drilling operations offshore can lead to high 
concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons in the 
sediments close to these platforms. Fish were trawled 

from stations close to and distant from such platforms 
and the levels n( hepatic aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase 
(AFIH) were determined in coca, haddock and whiting. 
'llie data for cool and haddock showed significantly 
higher levels of AHIi in the livers of fish caught close to 
oil platforms than in those caught in areas away from oil 
activity, while whiting showed no such differences . I'he 
data are the first indications that the oil in the sediments 
around platforms may be biochemically available to fish 
in the area . 

ACC 2085 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1969 
UAWF.5, C.1 ; VAN BREFDVEID . IF. ; 
BEN'I7-IIC MARINE ALGAE 

131111 . MI:MOIKS ()Fl I III I I()URGIASS CftUISI :S . 
MARINE IlIiSl:AllCll IABORA'f`ORY, FLORIDA 
UGI'AK'I MI:N f ()1 NA fUIZAL KI?SOUkCI :S . I . I' I'. 
11 .47 I' . 

KIYWOKI) : txnthic, algae, hourglass 

A(3S 1'ItAC'I .̀ One hundred and filly-seven species . .I 
marine algae including 3fi species of (WorophVla, 2') 
species of' I'hacophyta, HS species of Rhodophyla and S 
Species of CVanophVta had been identified from the 
I luurglass cruises of the Florida Board of Conservai ion. 
Marine Research laboratory . 'fhe collections were 

made on the continental shell at depths of o it) 73 
meters . Eighteen new species for Florida were recorded . 

ACC 2166 ; TYPE I' ; YEAR 1967 
DAWES, GJ . ; EARIL7, S.A ; CROLEY, F.G. ; 

THE OFFSHORE [3ENTI IIC FLORA OFITIE 
SOU"1'HWEST COAST' OF FLORIDA. 

131131 .13ULL MAR. SCI . 1'7(1)211-231 . 

KEYWORD : benthic, algae, temperature, salinity, 
light, sediment 

A13S'I'IZACT: One hundred and sixty lour forms of 
marine algae, including SU species and I1 varieties of 
Chlurophyta, 28 species end 2 varieties of llhaeophyta . 
70 species and I variety ul RhocfophytA and Sargassum 

were collected along the southwest coast of f-lorida . Ilie 
area was divided into two distinct ecological zones based 

on the plants found and the physical dada . An annotated 
fist of species with ecological notes was presented slung 

with abioUC parameters descriptions . 

""""" 

ACC 2012; 7YPG P ; YEAR 1954 
DAWS()N, C.G. ; 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE LOBSTER AND THE 
SPINY LOBSTER, FAMILIES HOMARIDAE AND 
PAL.INURIDAE 

81131 . 1=1A 131) . CONSI :KV . PUl " I_ 86 P . 

KI'Y'WORD : bibliography. spiny Iohsier 

AI3S I ItAC'I' : I hip bibliography includes worldwide 

papers concerning lobsters of the families I lomaridac 
and Nalinundae . A subject and author index is included . 
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ACC 2086 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1953 
DAWSON, C.F-L, JR. ; SMITH, F.G.W. ; 
THE GULF OF ME?QCO SPONGE 
INVESTIGATION. 

[31 [3L FLORIDA STATE BOARD OF 
C()NSERVA'1'ION . TECH SEfL NO. 1, 27 P . 

KEYWORD: sponge, temperature, salinity, DO, 
nutrient 

ABSTRACT : Thirty eight stations from Dry 
'Corlugas to Panama City were sampled from December 
1447 to October 1948 in a survey of Florida commercial 
sponge beds. Commercial sponges were found at 12 
stations in depths from 18 to 60 feel. Although dead or 
damaged commercial sponges were observed at several 
locations, there was nn evidence of the 19,V sponge 
disease. I lowever, few sponges of commercial size were 
found at any sits, and the low abundance of smell 
commercial sponges indicated e slow recovery of the 
Florida sponge industry . 

""""" 

ACC 2187 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1151 
D:1WtiON, C.D., JR . ; IDYLL, (:.P. ; 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE FLORIDA SPINY 
LOBSTER, PANUURUS ARGUS (LATREIL[E). 

13113L FLORIDA STA'rl, BOARD 01 : 
C()NSGRVA"Il(>N. TGCI I. Sl :lt . NO . 2 :t9 P . 

KI .YWOItD : file history, spiny lobster. management, 
fishery, spawning . weight, length, 
legging 

AIiS"IRACT: This study examined the file history of 
the spiny lobster, Panu6rus argus. to provide a basis for 
management of the fishery . Spawning occurred (rum 
March to June, with a maximum spawning occurring in 
April. Data was summarized on sex moos, weigh-length 
and total length-fail length relationships. A gagging study 
demonstrated that lobsters migrated up to 125 miNear . 
but that 90`7 inure migrates less than 20 miles/year. It 
way concluded that the spiny lobster population probably 
did not decline during the study and ihm ovcrlishing did 

not occur. Recommendations were made for changes in 
fishery regulations. 

ACC 18; '1'YPE ; YEAR 1981 
DE IA CRUZ, AA; 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SOUTH ATLANTIC AND 
GULF COAST MARSHES. 

IN : I2.C, CAK6Y, P.S. MARKOVI'I'S, AND J.[3 . 
KIRKWOOD. EDS. PKOCGfDINGS OF 1'HE U.S. 
FISI I AND WILI)I .IFF. S6RVIC1? WORKSI IOP ON 
COAS"1'Al . ECOSYS't'EMS OF 'I'IiE UNI"I'I :D 
S'I'A"I"GS . P. 10-2(l. 

131131 . U.S . FISII AND WII.UI .IPF SI'.IZVICF. OFF ICI 
01= 11101 .()GI('Al . SI:IlVICI :S, WASI IING'fON, I).C . 
FWS/0135-80/59 . 

KI .I'W()KI): biology, coastal wafer, coastal zone. 
marsh, prcducuvily, standing crop . 
t :uconomy, physical process, nutrient . 
meteorology 

Aliti I KAC'I': "I he one factor that determines lhc 
biological (plant communities), ecological (primary 
productivity. lixxl web, energy flow), and chemical 
(salinity, nutrients) differences between the South 
Anemic and Gull Coast marshes is wafer-the 
hydrological processes and hydrodynamic regimes that 
::haractcrizc each region . Gull coast marshes are 
developed primarily on debate formations consiructcd on 
alluvial deposits created by several major ever systems. 
while the Sowh Atlantic marshes are basically formed on 
eswannc and lagcxmal soft sill deposits bridging the 
barrier islands and the mainland shorelines . 'Fides in lite 
South Atlantic (a tidal dominated coal) are normally 
scmiJiurnal with Iluctualions of more than 2.0 m: 
meteorological phenomena are more stable with fewer 
events of mayor storm surges . In the Gut(, tides are 
generally diurnal with maximum fluctuation of 0.3 m: but 
during periods of lowest fluctuations, odes can change 
over to very weak srmiJiurnal occurrences . Prevailing 
local weather conditions, the occurrence of seasonally 
changing mayor wind directions, high energy summer 
tropical storms. and Gulf basin natural oscillations 

complicate the hydrodynamics of the Gulf marsh system. 
'!'he peculiar hydrology of the Gulf Coast (a wave 
dominated coast coupled with the greet freshwater input 
dominated by the Mississippi River) influences salinity, 
producing a more diverse vegetation structure and 
seasonal fluxes of material into the Gulf Coast marsh-
estuary. 

""""" 

ACC 419; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
DE IA CRU/, AA. ; 
RECENT ADVANCES IN OUR UNDERSTANDING 
OF SALT MARSH ECOLOGY. 

131111 . MISSISSIPPI-AI .AIIAMA SE-A GRAN"l' 
CONSOR"IIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . MAtiGP-79-
1112. VS PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal tune, ecology, energy 

flux . life cycle . marsh . productivity . 

nutrient 

AI3S'fKACT: Our understanding of the ecology u( 
coastal marshes has revolved about the role of this 
ecosystem as a source and reservoir of energy and 
nutrients, and as A vital habitat liar certain file stages of a 
number of marine organisms. While recent advances in 
gall marsh ecology hive emphasized the metabolic 
processes and material fluxes that permeate the marsh-
estuary. currant research developments are geared 
towards a bc(lCr understanding of the mar h w_ a carbon 
sink . Ilius, investigations of I ) marsh surface 
pttcxlucuvity. 2) tycIow-ground dVnamics, and 3) 
decomposition processes, may dominate future research 
developments in sat! marsh ecology. 

""""" 



ACC 4031 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1936 
DE LAUf3GNFElS, M. W . ; 
A DISCUSSION OF THE SPONGE FAUNA OF THE 
DRY TORIUGAS IN PARTICULAR AND OF THE 
WEST INDIES IN GENERA[, WITH MATERIALS 
FOR A REVISION OF THE PORIFERA 

131[31 . TORTUGAS LAD . CARNEGIE INS'['. WASH 
(30) :225 1'. 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, systematic, epifauna, 
life bottom, reef, invertebrate, 
morphology, sponge 

This monograph presents a systematic account of 
sponges collected near the Dry Tortugas and other West 
Indian areas (coasts of Florida, the Greater and Lesser 
Antilles. Iha Bahamas, and Bermuda) . 

""""" 

ACCb46 : I YPI{; YEAR 1981 
DIi1 :GEN, I2 . ; LEWIS, P.L ; VAN f)IiVI-:NI)I :It, '1'. : 
REHAB111TATION OF NANRAI. OYSTER REEFS 
DESTROYED OR DAMAGED BY NATURAL 
DISASTER 

IN : .I .R. KI :I .I .Y, ED. SYMPOSIUM ()N MISSISSIPPI 
SOUND. P 44-49 

[31131 . MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
C()NSOlZ"fIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS MAS6P-8I 
007 

KEYWORD: biology, disaster, oyster fishery, reel, 
rehabilitation . resource. 
socioeconomic, meteorology. 
detaunation 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 190; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
DEFENBAUGII, RE. ; 
A STUDY OF THE BEN'IHIC 
MACROINVERTEBRATES OF THE CONTINENTAL 
SHELF OF THE NORTHERN GULF OF ME?QCO. 

IiIf3L PFLD. DISSERTATION, TEXAS A&M 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 

KEYWORD: benthic community, benthic fauna, 
biology, community structure, 
continental shell, taxonomy, 
inveriebraie, distribution, assemblage 

A13STRACI': The present study details the 
occurrence and distribution of the macro invertebrates of 
the continental shelf of much of the Gulf of Mexico. The 
primary study arcs is the northern Gull, between Corpus 
Christi, 'I'exaa . and Pensacoln, Florida; some information 
is also provided tin the lotion of the Mexican coast. 
between the mouth of the Rio Solo la Marina, 
'1'amaulipas, and Progrcui, Yucatan. 'I'ha study is based 
on collections from 146 howl samples, mostly collected in 
the depth range of 18 it) 183 m. Approximately 500X) 
specimens were collected and processed. "These represent 
356 species in 261 genera and IGI families. end include 
sponges (10 species), aclentcralcs (41 species), worms 
(26 species, in 5 phyla), molluscs (116 species), 
arthropods (113 species). echinoderms (_V species), 
ectoprocts (9 species), and urcxhordetes (I I species) . 
Essentially all species ere synoptically described, with 
pertinent comments on distribution and natural hisiurV . 
and are photographically illustrated . Literature pertaining 
w the fauna and physical characteristics of [be Gulf of 
Mexico is reviewed and discussed. Based upon the results 
of the present study, the published literature, and 
unpublished reports, twelve launal assemblages 
characteristic of the northern Gulf, from Brownsville. 
fecas, to "Tampa flay, Florida, in the depth range of 4 to 
200 m are proposed . These assemblages are: (a) inner 
shell assemblage, "Texas-Louisiana shell (4-2u m) ; (b)pro-
delta Ian assemblage (4.20 m): (c) pro-delta sound 
assemblage (4-2v m) : (v) inner shelf assemblage, West 

Florida shelf (4-20 m) ; (e) intermediate shelf assemblage, 
Texas-Louisiana shell (20-60) .. . 

ACC 2397 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
DBPGI,ICE, n . ; LYNS, G . ; 
BIO'TICA AND ABI017C PARAMETERS 
AFFECTING DIVERSITY IN MODERN AND 
ANCIENT BEN'I'f-IIC DIATOM ASSEMBLAGES OF 
FLORIDA 

f3113L l-JA SCI . 42(SUPPI_):44. 

KP.YWORD : Monrce, substrate. light, sediment, 
phytuplanklon, algae, nutrient, silicate 

.A13STKAC'E A study of benthic diatom 
communities in Florida i ., .,howcd that dictum diversity 
is determined by various biotic and abioUC parameters, 
including substrate, light quality, sediment particle size, 
and distance from land . In Florida Bav diatoms are 
common in surface sediment, but absent immediately 
below the surface horizon: sponge spicules are the only 
siliceous biogenic component in the sediment. Due to 
the undenaturauon of siliceous material m the water 
column and at the wager sediment interface in Florida 
Bay, diatoms are believed to dissolve soon alter death, 

all wing rapid recycling and re-utilization of silica . 
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ACC 2398 : TYPE N ; YEAR 1975 
DEFEI.ICI'., D.R . ; 
MODEL STUDIES OF EPIPHYTIC AND EPIPELIC 
DIATOMS OF UPPER FLORIDA BAY AND 
ASSOCIATED SOUNDS. 

I3113L MAti rI:R'S THESIS. DUKE UNIVERSITY . 193 
P . 

KEYWOIlI): Monrce, diversity, seagrass, sediment 
grain size, model, phytoplankton, 
distribution 

AI3S"1'RA( E The diatom flora of northeastern 
Florida Day and adjoining sounds was modeled using 
factor-vector analysis and species diversity indices . Four 
distinct floras were identified, two of which were cpipclic 
floras inhabiting the carbonate mud substratum . OI the 
162 specie, identified from 3U stations, 34 were restricted 
to the epiphytic habitat and 18 species were limited to 
the cpipelic habitat . The epipelic flora was significantly 
mute drvci-%e than the epiphytic flora. DiversnV of floras 
from both habitats increased away from land areas. 
Factors affecting the distribution of both types of flora 
are hypothesized . 

ACC 2349 : TYI'I{ P : YEAR 1978 
Dll'I :I .ICI .. I) .It. : I .YN"I'S, G . W . ; 
BEMHIC MARINE DIATOM ASSOCIATIONS : 
UPPER FLORIDA BAY (FLORIDA) AND 
ASSOCIATED SOUNDS. 

BI Ill . J . PI IYC()I_ 14:25-33. 

Kf:YWOFtI): Monrce, carbonate, assemblage, 
sediment, phytoplankton, seagrass 

ABSTRACT: Studies were conducted on the tropical 

marine diatom flora of Florida Bay. Models of the 
diatom associations found in upper Florida flay and 
adjoining sounds were constructed, and 4 distinct 
associations were defined. Two associations were 
epiphytic, occurring on 'I'halassia testudinum and two 
were epipelic . occurring on carbonate mud substratum . 
The majority of the 161 species identified were present 

in both the epiphytic and epipelic assemblages. The 
epipelic assemblage was found to be significantly more 
diverse than was the epiphytic assemblage . A general 
(rend of increased diversity away from terrestrial 
environs, toward more open areas of water in both the 
epipelon and epiphylon was noted . 

ACC 2400 ; TYPE I' ; YIAK 1980 
DEPEI.ICI:, D . R . ; LYN'I'S . G . W . ; 
EPIPHYTIC DIATOMS AS R-SELECTORS IN 
FLORIDA BAY, FLORIDA 

Ill t31 .FI .A. SCI . 43( St 111111 .) :23 . 

KEYWORD: Mnnrce. lily history . prcduclivily, 
sragrass . phytuplanktun 

A13S'f12ACf: I he Icnihic diatom Cocconeis 
placcniule . an epiphyte tin I hnlasaia iestudinum grass 
blades in Florida Bav. was found to have the 
characteristic life history panerns of the theoretical 'r-
selected' endpoint species. Individuals of the species arc 
small, live in en unpredictable environment, and have 
high productivity and low eyuhability. The ephemeral 
nature of the scagrass tad requires periodic 
recolonizaliun. Maximum energy m C. placcniula is 
delegated for reproduciion with the production of many 
small offspring, such that population increase is 
controlled solely bY the maximum intrinsic rage of neural 
increase (r max) . 

ACC 2087 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
Df'.f IN, P.P. ; 
GROWTH AND REPRODUCTION IN LUIDIA 
CLATf{RATA (SAY) (EC111NODERMATA 
ASTEROIDEA 

111111, I'll .D . DISSERTATION . UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTH FLORIDA TAMPA, PL 

Kl{YWOKD : growth, reproduction, echinoclermala, 
temperature 

AI3S 1'KAC"f: Growth and reproduction of Luidia 
clnthrala were studied in populations Irom fnmpa Bay 
and Charlotte I larbor, Florida. The gamciogrnic cyclc 
of both populations is descnlxd and 5 stages of 
gnmetugcncsis are identified Feeding experimcnts 
conducted in the laboratory at room and enviionmcnial 
temperatures during reproductive and nonreproductive 
seasons revealed changes in gunnJal and Digestive gland 
indices . Relationships between growth and resorpuun u( 
May reserves and gonads were determined . 

""""" 

AC(' 2542 ; TYPE P ; YE'AR 1903 
I)I :P :11 .MA, .I .It. ; 
MARINE FOULING AND BORING ORGANISMS 
OFF FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 

111111 . INFORMAL MANUAL . REPORT N() . 0-70-b2 . 
SPONSORED 13Y NAVt3Cf .ANA AND 'i'1i1 : U5 . 
NAVAL . ()Ftl)INANCI : IAIi()IlA f()IZY . 28 I' . 

KI .I'W()RI): fouling, grua'Ih. depth, temperature. 
salinity, current 

ABSTRACT : Growth of marine fouling organisms 

way observed tin test panels exposed al Ibis she and (lie 
performance of copperbase amifuuhng paint under 
natural conditions way evaluated . Fouling growth 
occurred throughout the Vear . with individual species 

showing peaks of intensity. Organisms attached 
throughout the water column, and maximum density of 



attachment occurred at 27 m and generally decreased 
with depth . 
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ACC 4200 ; "IYPI? P ; YEAR 1981 
DETTMANN. H.H . : 
AQUATIC TRANSPORT OF SINKING 
PARTICULA'IES : MODEL RESULT'S AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN OF PLUME 
SAMPLING PROGRAMS AT OFFSHORE OIL AND 
GAS WEDS AND OTHER DISCHARGES. 

I3113L DEV. I :NVIIt()N . MODELL 1 :157-161 . 

KEYWORD: transport, model, currents, offshore 
drilling, suspended, sediments. drilling 
mud. drill cutting 

ABSTRACP Not available. 

ACC bHS : 1'Y111": Y'I .AK 1980 
DI :WAI .I). () .I : . : 
SEVERE STORM AND HURRICANE IMPACTS 
ALONG THE GULF AND LOWER ATIANIIC 
COAST'S 

131131 . MINI{ KRIS MANAGFMF:N'I'SI :RVI('I{ . GULL 
01= MI :XIC() OCS Itl{GIONAI . OFFICE . MIA AIRI F. 
IA 10 PR 

Kt:YWOKI): coastal water, hurricane damage . 
hurricane, meteorology, tropical swan 

AI3S"I'ILAC"I': Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 2292; "I'YPB P ; YEAR 1977 

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL. VARIATION IN I't1E 
STRUCT'[JRE OF A MANGROVE SWAMP BENTHIC 
COMMUNITY. 

131111 . ENVIRONMEN"TAI . S'T'UDY Kt3PORT. NEW 
COLLEGE A1' UNIVERSI'T'Y OF SOUTH FLORIDA, 
"TAMPA, PL 

KEYWORD: Sarasota . invertebrate, distribution, 
diversity, salinity, sediment grain site, 
DO . temperature 

AI3S7'ItACI': A study of benihic macroinvertebraies 
was conducted in a mangrove forest on Siesta Key. 
Florida. Samples were culleclcd bimonthly from 5 
stations from May 1970 through May 1977 . Data were 
analyzed for Iaunal similarity as well as distribution, 
density, diversity, and assoxiaiioms. Seasonal trends in 
granulomelry and water qualify pnramclen were 
idcniificd. Species lieu ul pdychaclcrs. mullusce, 
crusiacca, and ophititoids are included . 

A('C 22'13 ; 'I'YPI'. P : YFAK 1975 

A SURVEY OF THE BEMI't-11C 
MACROINVER7'EARA'IES [N TFiE BAYSIDE 
MANGROVE SWAMP. 

Hllll . NFW ('OI .I .I .GIi Af UNIV . ST. FI .A., I ;NVIIt . 
S'fUl) . RIiP'I' . 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, invcricbraie, bacteria 

AIIS*I'RA(-I' : *[lie structure of the 
macroinverlebratr communities at six stations in a 
Sarasota flay mangrove swamp is described. It was 
determined that where the mangroves were the thickest . 
"Ihr detritus was most abundant . Most of the 
decomposition was found to lake place th Isicl the 
microbial level by bacteria . Some macroinverlebrales 

aided in the decomposition process, while others preyed 
upon these decomposers. 

ACC 432; 'CYPE ; YEAR 1982 
DIAL, IZ . .I . ; 
HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX MODELS: 
JUVENILE AT[AN'TIC CROAKER 

131131 . U .ti . FISIi AND WII_DI .IF[: SFRVICE, OFFICE 
Of BIOLOGICAL. SERVICES, WASI IING'fON, I).C. 
FWS O[fS-82-I0 .21 22 131' . 

KI l'WOKI): ecology, fish. management, resource, 
geology, habitat, lilt history . model 

AIiS'fILAC"I': Not available . 

A( ' (' 1091 ; I YI'I : ; YEAR 1983 
I)IA'/, F.It . ; 
SEAMAP MARINE DIRECTORY. 

131111 . GUI .I : ti"I'A"I't :S MAKINI ; I ISI Il .ltll'ti 
COMMISSION, PASCAG()UIA. MS . 

KI YWOILI): biology, commercial lishcry. lishcry, 
recreation 

A13S I1ZA(`I : ' I lie Southeast Arcs Monitoring and 
Assessment Program (SI:AMAI') is a uKqpcraUvc 
staic/1-edcral/universily program lot collection . 
management, and dissemination of fisher y-independent 
data (data collected without direct reliance on any 
commercial or recreational fishery) and information on 
the southeast region . 
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ACC 416 ; TYPE ; YGAIt 1979 
I)INUO, J. ; MACGILI:GOIt, K . ; CROZIER, G . ; 
ANALYSIS OF REPRODUCTIVE HORMONE AND 
PLASMA I1PID LEVELS ASSOCIATED WITH 1'HE 
MIGRATION OF THE STRIPED MULLET, MUGIL 
CEPIiAI .IJS L 

13113L MISSISSII'I'1-AIAf3AMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM . OCEAN SPRINGS. MS . MASGP-79-
INl7 . 9 PP . 

KIiYWORD : biology, coastal water, fish, hormone, 
lipid, mullet, reproduction 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 4243 : TYPI : P : YI :AIt 1984 
I)I'I'I'ON . It .li . : AUY()NG, .I . ; 
I ISIIING ()FFSII<)Ill ; I'IAII ()IlMS CI{NTKAI.. 
(oUI .I ()I`MEXICO : AN ANAI .YSIS Of-' 
Ill'.CI21 :A"IIONAI . AND ('()MMI :.IlCIAI . FISIIINO 
IIJI : nT164 MAJOR Ol Ftil I()Ill : PTA IZOI .IMM 
S I'I2UC'fUttl?S 

HIIII . MINI:ItAIS MANAGI :MEN'f SI:f2VICl :. 
MI~.I'Alltll, I .A (USA) . GUIY()FMI:X1C0 ()CS 
IZIiGUIA'fOItY Ol''I1CI : . P. 157 . 

KEYWORD: commercial fishing, recreational 
fishing, artificial reel . offshore 
platform 

ABSTRACT: This monograph reports on offshore 
fishing patterns derived from data collected m 1980 . 1981 
tin the lisping use directly associated with several 
hundred oil and gas production platforms located from 3 
w more than IINI miles Off the coal of I .ouisiana . 
Insight is provide) into the relative abundance of 
platform lisping activity by major fishing group (private 
txoals, charter and party boats, scuba boals. commercial 
boats, and offshore workers) . home slate of boat 
fishermen, where they go (depth and distance) when they 
lisp . how they fish, and what species constitute their 
principal catch. By subdividing the study area into three 
analysis zones, the investigation el(ecuvely shows that 

demographics, transportation, access, shell 
characteristics, and the interrelationship of these (actors 
influence the amount and location of offshore "rig" 
fishing . 

ACC 778: TYPE; YEAR 1961 
I)()UII :, .I .I_ : OGRt:N, 1_I1 . ; I1"flTATIZICK, J .t'. ; 
FOOD NOTES AND RECORDS OF T'HE ATLANTIC 
RIDLEY TURTLE (I.EPIDOCHELYS KEMPI) FROM 
wuIstnNa 

IilllL COPIJA 1 :109-I 10 

hl:l'WOlll): rcplilia . biology. ecology. leading hebh, 
herpeltilauna. species composition, 
turtle 

;111ti l'IZA("I : I he dicts of two specimens of the 
ntlaniic Ilidlcy ~Furile Item the fulanc l Inivcr5ity 
Museum were examined and found to contain molluscs 

and crustacean fragments . All specimens nn this SludV 
Ncre cullccird from IAiui%iana coastal %alers. 

ACC 2401 : I'1'PT. P: YI,AK 1960 
I)OIiKIN . S . : 
77E EARLY LIFE HISTORY OF THE PINK 
SHRIMP PGNAEUS DUORARUM HUitKENROAD 
FROM FLORIDA WATERS . 

lillll . MnSl l .lt'S I I II :SIS UNIVEItSII Y ()I MIAMI. 
MIAMI, I I _ 11,11 I' . 

KI;YW()Ill): Monnk. life history. pink shnmp. 
larval 

AIiS l'KA<`I : Between January and I)ccembLr 1959 
plankton samples were taken from Florida Bav and Dry 
'liorlugas areas in order 10 study the larvae of penacid 
shrimp . 'I he first six larval stages were studied in the 
laboratory where eggs were hatched. Remaining sages 
were examined Inom the licit] samples. Stages described 
arc: egg, Iivc nauplial ; three prolozceal . three mVsis. and 

two posilarval . Comparison of Penneus duorarum and P. 
setifcrus larvae revealed several morphological 
differences. Also discussed are the commercial 
importance of shrimp and aspects of pcnacid lily history. 

ACC 631 : 'I'YPI : YEAR 1981 
I)OI :1'ON, G.L ; ('ARI tiON, K.11. : Cf IAIZPEN lll :ll, 
K . R . ; C()UIZY, A.B. ; l'FAI_ ; 
ESTIMATES OF UNDISCOVERED RECOVERABLE 
CONVENTIONAL RE:SOURcES OF OIL AND GAS 
IN THE UNITED STATES . 

131131 . 11 ti . Gf()I .()GICAI . SUItVI .I' . GI'()LUGI('Al . 
SUItVI .I' CIIZCUI .Aft 800-87 1'1' 

KI:1'W()KI) : Oil, resource . uK'icwcumimic 

Alltil'ILA("T: In IHRO, the U.S Geological Su"%'cv 
(US(iti) reappraised the unJisccmcrcd rrcovrrablc 
cum-cniiunnl resources of cruJc oil and natural gay in the 

Unilcd Slates. I~hc assessments Of undiscovercd 
recoverable oil and gas were based IunJamcntally upon 
analysis and review of the province peitoleum geology, 
explurauun history. volumetric-yield Jricrminauuns. 
linding-jaic studies, and structural analyses . Because Of 
the uncertainty in estimating unJiscurcrcJ rcsuurces, the 

reported quantities include a range of values that 
correspond to different probabililv levels . Subjective 
probability procedures were used in their Jcrrvatiun . Fhc 
undtNcovrrrd rcco%crahlc u:mcwi.,nal oil r. .,;:urc :r :, l :r, 

the l Inilcd tiinlci area estimated to range Irum b4.3 to 

IUS I billion barrels with a mean r%limalc (if H2.G billion 
barrels. ns5csscJ gay rrsowccs range hum 474.6 to 734.3 

trillion cubic [eel with a mean CS1111MIC 01 593.8 111111011 
cubic feet I .ach range currctipomdti 10 9.5 percent and 5 
percent probabilities Of more than the rcsliccuvC 

anuwnl . When compared with the UtiGS estimates of 
1975, the mean estimate of ()il lur [lie entire l InucJ 
States has changed little, whereas the mean estimate of 

natural gay has increased. In making such n aimpansun. 

however, the reader should rccugnitc Ihal resources Of 



the continental slopes arc included in the current 
assessment, but were not included in the 1975 report . 

""""" 

ACC 4032 ; 'fYPE P ; YIAR 1978 
DOWD, Ct: . ; 
ABUNDANCE AND DISTRIBU'I70N OF BOTHIDAE 
(PISCES, PLEURONEC'I'[FORMES) LARVAE IN 
THE EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO, 1971-72 AND 
1973. 

DIf31, MAS fGR'S "1'I11'.SIS. UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, 
MIAMI, Fl . 107 N. 

KEYWORD: biology . demenal fish. epifauna, 
tlatlish . ichthyoplanktun, reproduction, 
distribution . scauonnhry . spawning 
area . %%aier column . fish 

AI3S I~IZAC1 : I arvnl IlaUishcs of the lamilv 13othidae 
are abundant tin the amiinenlnl shell off the weal coast 
ul l-Iorida . F hey were studied from ichilivoplanklon 
coUccied in ten cruises it) the eastern Gull of Mexico in 
1971-72 and 1973 . 1~hc abundance and distribution of 
each major species was determined, differences in 
abundance between the Iwu yearo were compared, and 
oceanographic (actors affecting abundance and 
distribution were examined . An estimate of the decrease 
in abundance of larvae as growth occurred (apparent 
mortality) was made for important species. "Ilic larvae of 
four specie . I{'I'ROPUS ItIMOSUS, CI I~I IAIIICI Il'IiYS 
MACftOPS . C. ('()IlNU f US and C. G1'MNOIlI11NUS, 
were described. Spawning by bothids landed to duller by 
depth and/or season . SYACIUM f'Ai)ll,I,OSLJM larvae 
were the must abundant Moihid, cruise means ranged 
from 1.7 t0 23.9 larvae under 10 m2 sea surface. 'I~hey 
were widely distributed (in the shell between 30 and IIH) 
m depths in spring-summer but only at [lie southernmost 
stations in winter . 130"I'l IUS KOBINtiI and El'120PUS 
RIMOSUS were the next most abundant larval boihids. 
130TIIUS ROIIINSI had a distribution similar to that of' 
S. PAI'ILI.OStiUM by area and season but (3 . IlOf31NSl 
larvae have a smaller mouth, suggesting a possible 
resource partitioning through differing feeding habits. 
I:"1ROPUS 121MOSUS larvae were mush abundant in 
winter between 20 and bU m depths . CI'I'l IARICI I'I'l1YS 

species were less abundant. CI7'I IAKICHTHYti 
MA(.'120PS larvae were moss abundant in spring and 
again in fall at depths < 30 m . CITIiARICIi'1'I IYS 
C()IZNU'fUti and C GYMNOI2IIINUS occurred 
offshore, usually beVund the SU m isobath, and showed 
no seasonaliiv . 

t"""" 

ACC 262 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
I)U1'LE, I_J . : SPARKS, T.N. ; 
SEDIMENT'S OF THE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, 
AND FLORIDA (MAFIA) CONTINENTAL SHELF. 

131131 . J . SI:DIMEN"I . PG'I Ft01 _ ~U(3):905-91G. 

KIAWORD: continental shell, geology. mineralogy, 
MAFIA sediniont, sediment 
distribution, aiculation, currents 

AI3S IRAC"1': The eastern Gull (MAI I A) 
continental margin may he conveniently divided into two 
pang of opposing history and character. West of Cape 
San lilac tics the eastern limb ail the Gull Coast 
gcusvnclinc whose surface expression is a elastic sand 
FxoJy. called the MAFIA Sand Shrcl. grading westward 
into the muds of the Mississippi pno-drlla. 'these 
sediments have n clay mineral suite dominated bV 
smccthc. I :.a.%( of Caps San lilac tics the West I ' lorida 
Margin, a sequence of carbonate and evaporitic rocks 
which has been cut off from a major elastic source since 
Jurassic time . The surface expression of this sequence is 
the West Honda Sand Sheet. predominantly a patchy 
vcnccr of shell hash and lioraminilcrnl, algal . and corn 
ooIhic sands which is subjected to periodic reworking by 
frontal system stormy and hurricanes. Kaolinhc 
dominates its clay mineralogy, Seaward of the carbonaic 
sands lies the Weal I loridn Lime Mud lacier, slope 
sediments composed of planktomc lornminifern and 
cex:colhhs. Inshore of the carbonate sands and separated 
from them by a zone of mixed composition lies e mature 
quartz sand, which also makes up the beaches of 
Southwest Florida - West Hurida shell quartz sands 
appear to have been deposited at lower sea level stands 
and to have been transported back and forth with no net 
drill in a lungshure current system which changes 
seasonally from north to south. Clay mineralogy in 

portions of the MAMA region shows distinct changes in 
composition over a period of a year in the benthos and 
over periods as short as a few hours in Iha water column 
71~ese changes reflect contribution from two distinct 
provenances. [3enlhic .. . 
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ACC 275 ; 'T'YPf? ; Y[--AR 1981 
1)OYI .1 :, IJ . : Pf:LDI IAUSGN, P.1 I . ; 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS OF THE EASTERN GULF 
OF MEXICO EXAMINED WITH TRADITIONAL 
AND MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL. 
TECHNIQUES. 

[11 131, MA'I'I I I?MA'fI('AI_ GI .OLOGY . 13(2):93-117, 

KI?YW()Ill): clay mineralogy, geolog% . continental 
shelf, sediment, siaiisiicnl analvais, 
sediment distribution . 

A11S'I IZAC'P Several muhivariatc siaii,iicnl nnnlVsc% 
were pcrlurmcd upon sediment textural and chemical 
data derived from n four-year study of the surface 
sediments of the eastern Gull of Mexico aroiinental 
margin . The results were compared with the surface 
sediment lades map and the generalized JynAmical 
patterns deduced by I)oylc and Spark (1980) using 
traditional sediment textural and compositional 
parameters and single moment meiliod statistics . The 
addition of multivariate techniques suggested 
rclauunships among variables which were wMlc and nut 
oihcrwi%c readily apparent . Mapping of () mode clusteis 
based upon sediment texture alone showed a patchy 
distribution of sediment classes within the traditional 
dcscnpuve Fetes. A seasonal variation in sediment 
texture at several stations was also revealcd which we 
have attributed to the reworking of the bottom and 
sediment transport by hurricanes and winter frontal 
storm systems which sweep across the shallow shell. 
Based upon first-order trend surface analysis Q-mule 
ordination and stepwise linear regression analVsis we 
have interpreted that total organic carbon content, not 
the amount of line grained sediment present nor the clay 
mineralogy, is the most important parameter affecting 
the distribution of the grace metals lia, Cr . Cu, I :c, Pb, 
and 7.n . These relationships suggest to us that organic 
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complexing with trace metals is important in the eastern 
Gulf margin sediments. Finally a strong relationship 
between the group of trace metals f3a, Pb, Zn, Cd, and 
CaC03 shown by these analyses may be the result of 
biological uptake in the deeper portions of the study area 
and/or incorporaU . . . 

ACC 276 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 ; 
DOYLG, LJ. ; Blkl)SAl_l ., li. ; IIAWAItD, G . ; 
I .EIIMAN, L; SZYDIK, S. ; WAIZRIN . G. ; 
BASELINE MONITORING STUDIES, MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF. 1975-1976. 

lillil . BUREAU OF [AND MANAGLMENT. 
WASHINGTON. I)C . 14 P . 

KI'.YWOI2D: clay mineralogy, geology, continental 
shell. sediment . MAFI.A. sediment 
JiSUibuliun 

ABSTRAn*: Not available . 

ACC 2263; 'IYPF : P ; Yf :Alt 1'14 
DRAGOVICII, A. : KELLY . J .A . Jlt . ; 
ECOLOGICAL, OBSERVATIONS OF 
MACROINVERTEBRATES IN TAMPA BAY, 
FLORIDA 1961-1962 

IlIRL BULL MAIL . SCI . GULP CAI211l13 . 14(1) :74-1112 . 

Kf:YWOFlD: invertebrate, sponge, crustacean . 
echinoderm, temperature, salinity, 
mollusc, pink shrimp, blue crab, 
annelid, echinoderm 

AIiSTKAC7: A checklist of macroinvertebrates 
observed in Tampa [lay . which included 78 genera and 
82 species of sponges. annelids, sipunculids, decnpoJ 
crustaceans, gastropods . pclecypoJs, cephalopods. 
echinoderms and ascidians. was presented. The 
occurrence, distribution, and relation to bottom type cil 

these organisms were discussed. The observed 
temperature end salinity ranges for most of the 
organisms were given. 

ACC 355 ; TYPE; YEAR 1965 
DIt1NNAN, K.L ; 
SURFACE CIRCULATION IN T'HE 
NORTHEASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

Illlll . GUI .I~ COAST RI SI AIZCIi I .AfiUIlAf()ItY, 
()CFAN()GIZAPI IY SGC'110N, C)CI'.AN SPRINGS. 
MS. fl :('I INICAI . KETOIt"I' NO.I . 116 PP . 

RI:YW()fLl): circulation . coastal water. physical 
process, water mass 

ABSTRIACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 356 : l'Yl'[-.' : YEAR 1908 
I)KI'.NNnN, K.[- ; 
HYDROGRAPHIC STUDIES IN TILE NORTHEAST 
GULF OF MEXICO. 

131111 . GULF S()U"1'11 RESfA12C1 I INS'I I'I~U'fl : . 
I .NVIKONMIN'1'AL SCIf:NCf : : AN[) ENGINI :f .ItIN(i 
LABORATORIES, NI?W IRI :IZIA . I ..\. "I'1 :('IINICAL 
R111OW1,68-0-1 . III P11 . 

KI :YW()FZI): circulation, continental %hell . currents . 
hydrography. physical process, river 
discharges 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 854 ; "I'Yf'G; YEAR 1973 
UKEYGK, C.P . ; 
SOME ASPECTS OF DISSOLVED AND 
PARTICULATE ORGANIC CARBON IN 
NGARSHORE ENVIRONMENTS OF THE GULF OF 
MEXICO . 

C31IlL MAS'I'F:R'S 'I'I If:SIS . FLORIDA S"fA"I'6 
UNIV1 :(ZSI'IY .'I'AI .IAI-IASSIE, I:L £38 P. 

KI .YWOIlI) : carbon, salinity, organic carbon 
suspended 

ABSTRACT : 32 stations in the Gull ol Mexico 
tx~iwcen the Mississippi River and south Florida were 
sampled 4 times during 1972 . Water samples were 
analvzcd whh a total carbon analyzer lor dissolved and 
particulate organic carlxro . 

N: YFAK 1970 

I)UI :KIt, I :.O . ; 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION STUDIES ON TIfE PINK 
SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM, AS A FUNCTION 
OF ACTIVITY, SIZE, WATER TEMPERATURE?, 
AND FLAW, WITH NOTES ON STARVATION AND 
SAND SUBSTRATE EFFECT. 

III III . MAS'l'l :ll'S "I'I II :SIS . UNIVI{RSI'I'Y ()FMIAMI . 
MIAM1 . I 1_ 1191) . 

KI .1'W()KI) : I)adc. pink shrimp . tempcraiure. 
growth, dissolved <ixygcn . stress 

A13S 1'KAC'f: Measurements ul 02 consumption 

rates ul Pcnacus duurarum revealed nn active rate at 
night and a resting rate during the day. Wale, flow, 

Icmpcrnwre, specimen size, molting rates, gro~wlh rates, 

and Jcaih ralca were rclated to 02 consumption . 

""""" 



ACC 800 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
DUGAS, K. ; GUILLORY, V . ; FISCHEIZ, M . ; 
OIL RIGS AND OFFSHORE SPORT FISHING IN 
LOUISIANA 

f31BL f7Sl IGRIES 4(6) :2-10. 

KEYWORD : artificial habitat, drilling rig, gas, oil, 
socioeconomic, sport fishery, structure 

AE3S'1'RA('"I': The authors offer a discussion of the 
(unction cal oil production platforms as artificial reefs for 
sport fishing . They discuss the effectiveness of the 
structures as attractive habitat for numerous, otherwise 
locally unknown sports species. As well, the authors 
subdivide the oil rigs and associated finlish species into 
nearshorc "green water" and offshore "blue water" 
assemblages. and present a summary of the dominant 
and/or most desirable species. 

ACC 1056; t'YI'1 : : 1'I :AIZ 1'176 
DUKE, 'I'-W.; 
PESTICIDES IN AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS; AN 
OVERVIEW. 

IN: M.A.U . KI IAN, I~:1) . PESTICIDE'S IN AQUATIC 
ENVIRONMENTS. I'.1-8 . 

DII3L PLI'NUM PRESS . NI :W YORK, NY . 

KEYWORD: bioaccumulalion, biology, 
biomagniliceuon, ecology, pesticide, 
toxicology 

ABSTRACT: The fait and transportation of 
pesticides in the aquatic environment are discussed . The 
loud chain relationships and biomagni6cauon through 
the fad chain are diagrammed . 

ACC 2223 ; TYPI . P ; YEAR 1977 
DUNCAN, J.l_ ; 
SHORT-TERM EFFECTS OF STORM WATER 
RUNOFF ON TFIE EPIBENTIC COMMUNITY OF A 
NORTH FLORIDA ESTUARY (APALACHICOLA, 
FLORIDA). 

BIB[ . MAS"CtR'S I'l1ESIS . FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TAIJAIIASSI-E. FL 

KiYWO1ZD : swrm, biomass, benthic community, 
abundance, sediment, grain size, 
salinity, temperature, DO, blue crab, 
aver discharge 

ABSTItA("E I he shoe lean ellccls n( stormwatcr 
runoff on bcnihic uommunilV structure was investigated 
in Apalachicola Bay. Florida. Acidic runoff resulted in 
water with a low 1)1 1 . high color, lowered dissolved 
tucpgen. and decreased salinity. During periods of runoff 
tx-nthic aommunitv biomass and abundance decreased 
significantly. Dominant species, Anchoa miichclli. 
Cynosciun arcnanu%. Pcnacua seUlcrus. usually avoided 
areas affected by runoff. though certain species, such as 
juvenile Callinecles sepals, may 1x' attracted to these 
areas. 

""""" 

ACC 21113; TYP[ : I' ; YEAR 1975 
I)USTAN, N . ; 
VARIABILITY IN BUILDING BY REEF CORALS. 

131131 . FIA SCI . 3tt(tiUPPI_ I) :21 . 

KEYWORD: reef. coral, species dillereniiai . 
Jrvcnily 

ABSTRACT I :culugical variability of corals is 
discussed in terms of the symbiotic relationship of' the 
awlenteratea end the zcxvcanlhellac m hermarypic corals. 
Phenotypic variation of corals is due to variability both 
physiological and genetic in the animal host and the algal 
symbiant . Data here support the ecotype concept of 
species dilferenuaiiom and that natural selection acts on 

both the animal and plant genomes. Ccevolulion may 
allow coral colonies the diversity of ecotypes. 

ACC 2402 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
UUS'I'AN, P . ; 
VITALITY OF REEF CORAL POPULATIONS OFF 
KEY LARGO, FIARIDA RECRUITMENT AND 
MORTALITY. 

l31[3L GNVIRON . GEOI_ 2 : 51-58 . 

KEYWORD: Monrce. reel, coral, recruitment, 
mortalitv. sediment 

ABSTRACT: A study was conducted to gather data 
to provide information for a predictive statement about 
the future of" reels in the Kcvs area of southern Florida. 
Physical damage, aIgal destruction, animal prcdauun . 
sediment damage, and disease were found 1o txx the S 
major causes of coral mortality. Sediment damage 
occurs when particles are large and the sedimentation 
rage is high, and the coral cannot cleanse itself. 
Purlhcrmore. algae and bacteria that become established 
on corals can expand over the colony, smothering it . 
Other examples of destruction were given and aspects of 
population growth and colonization were discussed. 

A('('2403. I'YI'I : N ; YI'.nK 1907 
FAKI,I-.Y. ('T- ; 
THE SEDIMENTS OF CARD SOUND, FLORIDA 

131H1 . MAS I I :K'S "I'I II :SIS . I L()ILII)A S"I'A 1F. 
UNIVI-:IZSI Il', I'AI_lAl-IAtiSI :I'.. Fl- 

KEYWORD: Monrce, sediment, grain size 

A13S'I ItACT: The distribution of textural and 
compositional characteristics of sediment samples from 
Card Sound, Florida was determined from collections 
made during the spring and summer of 1966 . 
Comparisons u( the sediments (rum the sound wish these 
of the adjacent shelf revealed considerable differences in 
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sediment composition and grain size . Trends in the 
distribution of grain size, sorting, and composition are 
cited lur sediments from both the sound and shelf. 

""" 

ACC 160; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
Ell WARDS, R.H . ; OVGRS'I'REET, RM. ; 
MESENCHYMAI . TUMORS OF SOME ESTUARINE 
FISHES OF THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO. 
I. SU CUTANEOUS TUMORS, PRO A LY 
FI RASARCOMAS, IN THE STRIPED MULLET. 
MUGIL CEPtiALUS. 

BI[3L BULL MAR. SCI . 26(1)33-40 . 

K1 .YWORD : biology, fish, histology, tumor, mullet 

ABSTRACT : We report fibrous tumors occurring in 
the subcutaneous tissues of five striped, mullet taken 
from Mississippi Sound. These nonpendunculaled tumors 
were associated with ulceration of the overlying 
integument . Affected mullet exhibited I to 10 tumors on 
most surface-areas of the body, excluding the (ins. 
Consisting primarily of fibroblast-derivatives, these well-
to poorly- differentiated tumors are considered 
pathologically malignant, i .e., fibrosarcomas . Invasion into 
and nearly through the fascia overlying the muscle, focal 
necrosis, and cellular atypic support this interpretation . 
Metastases were not observed. Thus, these tumors could 
represent benign (ibromaloses or fibromas. We suggest a 
possible relationship between these neoplasms in the 
mullet and increasing pollution in Mississippi Sound . 

ACC 832; TYPE ; YEAR 1967 

PRODUCTION OF THE MARINE SHRIMP 
(PENAEUS F1.UVIATIL.IS SAY AND PENAEUS 
AZT'ECUS IVES) IN TEXAS AND LOUISIANA 
WATERS, AND THE RELATION OF RAINFALL 
AND FRESH WATER DRAINAGE 

[3II3L MAS'I'BR'S TIiGSIS . UNIVERSITY OF 
MISSISSIPPI, OXFORD, MS . 43 PP . 

KEYWORD : benlhic fauna, precipitation, river 
discharge, brown shrimp, salinity, 
wafer quality, fishery, shrimp fishery 

A[3S'I7tACI' : The relationship between rainfall and 
catches of white and brown shrimp was studied between 
1927 and 1964 off the coast of "Texas and Louisiana . Any 
correlation between rainfall amount and catches of either 
species was documented as well as a relationship 
between catch size and river discharge . . . . 

""""" 

ACC 890; TYPE; YEAR 1975 
EDWARDS, N. ; 
ESCAM IA AY PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY. 

131DL MAS"1T[Z'S THESIS . FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE Fl- 100 PP. 

KEYWORD: currents, salinity, temperature, physical 
oceanography 

A13STRACf: Data on salinity, temperature and 
current speed and direction were collected from 18 
stations in t:scambia flay, Florida from July, 1973 to 
November, 1973 . Measurements were made at 2 loot 
intervals from surface to bottom . 

ACC 2088 ; TYPE U ; YEAR 1975 
1?GfiG FINIVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS 
(WAI :fIIAN, MA); 
PI iYSICAL, CHEMICAL LAND IOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS IN TfiE GULF OF MF.}QCO . 
PREPARED FOR E>I DUPONT DE NEMOURS do 
CO., INC WIIMNGTON, DE. 

I31B1 . 

Kl:l'WORD : biological, physical, chemical, benlhic, 
temperature, salinity, DO, currents, 
light, nutrient, metal, baseline study 

A[3S'1'1ZA('1' : These investigations were designed by 
DuPont and the EPA to provide baseline biological, 
physical, and chemical data at a proposed disposal site 
and at continental shelf stations . Plankton and benthos 
species (only at shell stations) were enumerated. 
Annelids represented the greatest percentage of 
organisms collected (36.6%) . Arthropods were second 
(22.9%), followed by molluscs (14.G%), cnidarians 
(8.7%), echinoderms (6 .4%), ectoprocts (5 .5%), 
chaetognaths (3.7%) and lower chordates (1 .8%u). 
Further analysis of benthos was not attempted because 
of the low numbers of species collected in the single 
collection reported . 

""""" 

ACC 2507 ; TYPE P : YEAR 1977 
Ii1CI1LF :{t, L W. ; 
ENTHIC INFAUNAL ASSEM LAGES 

ASSOCIATED WITH TURTLE GRASS (Tf-IAIASSIA 
TESTUDINUM KOIQIG) IN ISCAYNE AY, 
FLORIDA 

131131 . MASTER'S 1'I IBSIS. FI,OILII)A A"I'IAN'TIC 
UNI VI?IZSI"I'Y . 67 I' 

KI :YWOIZD: !)ade, benthic, in(auna, assemblage, 
seagrnss 

Aliti'1'IZACI' : "Ilhalnssia tcsiudinum and adjacent 
open sandy crew were studied in 13iscaync Bay to 
determine the (moat assemblages of each site . Distinct 

communities were asscx:iatcd with each site . Tlialnssin 



beds supported a more dense and diverse population due 
to availability of delrital food matter and protection from 
predators. 

""""" 

ACC 2215 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
EIDEMILLER, J.A ; 
MARINE MEADOWS OF FLORIDA : A LOOK AT 
TURTLE GRASS COMMUNITIES. 

E31I3L BULL AM. LITT. SO(: . 7(4) :22-25 

KEYWORD: seagrass, temperature, mollusc, 
crustacean, fish 

ABSTRACT: This report describes the diverse and 
abundant fauna thriving in a Florida, seagrass 
community. Among those species described are sea 
horses, octopi, hermit crabs, horseshoe crabs, scallops, 
and juvenile commercial and sport fishes . 

""""" 

ACC 2216 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
EIDEMILLF_R, J.A 
SIGNIFICANT ASSOCIATIONS OF THE MOTILE 
EPI ENT's-LOS OF THE TURTLE GRASS EDS OF 
ST. JOSEPH'S AY, FLORIDA 

[31DL MASTER'S TIIESIS. FLORIDA STA71? 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAJIASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD : behavior, fish, invertebrate, seagrass 

ABSTRACT: The technique (devised by G. W. 
Eager) for the determination o! statistically significant 
recurrent groups of species was applied to quantitative 
samples of the motile epibenthic fauna of the turtle 
grassbc;ds on St . Josephs Bay. An attempt was made to 
correlate the results of this procedure with behavioral 
interactions as they were observed in the field by means 
of SCUBA diving. Seventy species of small fishes and 
invertebrates were collected in the first simple . Sixty 
Iwu species were collected in the second sample . 
Recurrent groups were discussed in terms of (1) affinities 

between groups ; (2) relationships of associates to their 
groups ; (3) differences and similarities within the larger 
recurrent groups'-(4) possible significance of the two 
species groups, and characteristic species not grouped. 
A comparison of the two seasonal samples was made. 

""""" 

ACC 2196; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
LISEMAN, NJ. ; BENZ, M.G ; SBR[30USEK, D.E. ; 
STUDIES OF THE ENTI-iIC PLANT'S OF THE 
INDIAN RIVER REGION . 

[31I3L IN : HARBOR E3RANCIi CONSORTIUM 
INDIAN RIVER COAST. ZONE STUDY, 1975-1976 
CI iAPTGR 6 . ANNUAL. REPORT VOLUME l . 

KEYWORD: benlhic, algae, drill algae, community, 
continental shelf, model 

A13STRACI': 'I\vo hundred and (our specific and 
subspeciGc taxa of marine algae were identified (55 
Chlorophyta, 23 Phaeophyta and 126 Rhodophyta) 
primarily from the drift algae community and from the 
continental shelf at depths greater than 30 m. Fifteen 
new geographic records and 3 new taxa are reported . 
Sixty three species of algae were found in the drift 
community. A preliminary, model of the seasonal 
dynamics of Flalodule wrightii based nn data from 1974-
1975 was tested for predictive capability. The model 
successfully predicted the standing crop in about 50% of 
the cases for a partial year's data from 1976. Partial and 
multiple correlation coefficients are given for effects of 
environmental parameters on biomass of H. wrighui. 

""""" 

ACC 784; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
GL- SAYGU, S.Z ; 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY AND STANDING CROP 
OE PHY'1'OPLANKTON IN THE GULF OF MEXICO . 

IN : V.C. [3USHNEI_I, ED . Clil?MISTRY, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY AND [3GN1111C ALGAE OP Tf-IG 
GULF OF MEXICO, SERIAL ATLAS OF TILE 
MAKING ENVIRONML:NT, FOLIO 22. 
I31BI . AMERICAN GEOGRAf'I iIC SOCIETY, NY . P . 
8-13 . 

KEYWORD: biology, biomass, phytoplankton, 
standing crop, chlorophyll, primary 
productivity, algae 

A13S'f'1ZA('.'1' : This work is a general overview of 
phytoplnnkton in the Gulf of Mexico. Measurements on 
primary productivity, biomass, and standing crop were 
made . Data is presented on average chlorophyll (mglm3) 
and average C(14) uptake (mgC/m(3)/hr). 

""""" 

ACC 2264 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1961 
ELDRGD, Q . ; INGLE, R.M. ; WOODI3URN, K.D . ; 
HU7TON, R.F. ; JONES, H . ; 
IOLOGICAL O SERVATIONS ON THE 
COMMERCIAL SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM 
URKENROAD. IN FLORIDA WATERS. 

131111, FLORIDA STA'11I30A121) OI--
CONSI:KVA7'ION. PROFESSIONAL PAPER SERIES 
NUM131:R 3 . 131 I'. 

KEYWORD: biology, depth, development, 
migration, behavior, temperature, 
salinity, wind, tide, pink shrimp 

AI3S'17ZAC'f: Since 1955 the Florida Stare Board of 
conservation has conducted comprehensive studies on the 
biology of Pcnaeus duurarum . Collected specimens were 
combined into three size groups : 1) specimens smaller 
than 50 mm, which include the very small post-larvae end 
young juveniles; 2) specimens between SU mm and 79 
mm . which include older juvcnilvs and subadulis; and 3) 
specimens KO mm and larger, which arc mostly adults . 
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The average size of the shrimp relative to depth was 
discussed as was the relation of temperature to 
distribution, spawning, and population densities . Other 
biological aspects covered in this report include sex size 
disparity, rate of sexual development, migration, 
behavior, diet, growth and some parasites of the shrimp . 

""""" 

ACC 2508 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1972 
ELDRED, U . ; FUTCH, GK. ; INGLE, RM. ; 
ST[JDIES OF JLNEIVILE SPINY LO STERS, 
PANUIIRUS ARGUS, IN ISCAYNE AY, 
FLORIDA. 

BIBL FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES MARINE RESEARCH LABORATORY 
SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPORT NO . 35 . 15 P . 

KEYWORD : Dade, spiny lobster, recruitment, 
seagrass 

ABSTRACT: A total of 1,464 juvenile spiny lobsters 
(Panulirus argus), ranging from 6 to 75 mm carapace 
length (CL), were captured in commercial bait trawls 
from l3iscayne Day, Florida during 1968-1969. Habitats 
consisted of sand/mud bottoms with dense stands of 
Thalassic testudinum, Diplanthera (liatodule) wrightii, 
Acelabularia crenulata, Laurencia obtusa, Penicillus 
capitatus, and Udotea conglutinata . Only immature 
lobsters were associated with inshore sand/mud, 
alga/phanerogam habitat. Small juveniles (6-10 mm CL) 
were present year round, with recruitment maxima in 
spring and fall . They grew 5 mm CI, per month during 
their 9 to 10 months in the nursery. 

""""" 

ACC 4239; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
I:LVGRS, D . ; JOHNSTON, J .li . ; 
IDENTIFICATION AND MAPPING OF FISHING 
ANKS ON THE OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF 
AND THE GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIl3L CARIBBEAN FISHERIES INS'11TU'I'G. MIAMI, 
FL USA 35-48. 

KEYWORD : fishery, fish, distribution, zoogeography 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 4297 ; TYPE P; YEAR UNKN 
GLVGRS, DJ . ; RGQMAN, J. ; LEHMAN, J . ; MOORE, 
K. ; 
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL MAPS FOR GULF OF 
MEXICO OCS PROGRAMS. 

BII3L 

KEYWORD : geology, continental shelf, distribution 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

ACC 622; TYPE ; YEAR 1968 
EMERY, K.O . ; 
RELICT SEDIMENTS ON CONTINENTAL SHELVES 
OF THE WORLD. 

BI l3L AM . ASSOC. PETROL GEOL BULL 52(3):445-
4G4. 

KEYWORD : Pleistocene, continental shelf, geology, 
sediment distribution 

Al3S'I'ILAC7': Not available- 

ACC 2167; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
IMILIANI, C . ; HUDSON, J .I l . ; Sf IINN, G.A ; 
GEORGE, R.Y . ; LIDZ, Il . ; 
OXYGEN AND CAR ON ISOTOPIC GROWTH 
RECORD IN A REEF CORM. FROM THE 
FLORIDA KEYS AND A DEEPBSEACORAL FROM 
LAKE PLATEAU . 

f31I3L SCIENCE 202:627-629. 

KEYWORD: growth, coral, temperature, 
metabolism, carbon 

ABSTRACT: A 30 year (1944-1974) growth of 
Montastrae annularis from Hen and Chickens Reef, 
Florida Keys, exhibited annual variation in the 
abundance of carbon-13 and oxygen-18 with an inverse 
relationship between the two isotopes. Annual dense 
bands, characterized by carbon-l3 and oxygen-16, are 
formed during summer. Stress bands are created during 
unusually severe winters and are characterized by 
carbon-13 and oxygen-18. The temperature effect on the 
oxygen-I8/oxygen-16 ratio is overshadowed by an isotopic 
affect of zooxanthellae metabolism. In the deep sea 
ahermalypic coral, Bathypsannia tintinnabulum, the 
abundance of carbon-13 and oxygen-18 is inversely 
related to growth tale, with both carbon and oxygen 
isotopes approaching equilibrium with increasing skeletal 
age. 
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ACC 2238; '1'Y PG P; YEAR 1968 
LNG. I_L ; 
A STUDY OF THE IOLOGY OF THE PINK 
SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM URKENROAD, 
IN THE CEDAR KEY AREA WITH NOTES ON THE 
NONBCOMMERCIALSHRIMP. 

BII3L MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF 
f~LORIDA, GAINGSVII .LG, FL 49 P. 

KEYWORD : biology, pink shrimp, abundance, 
distribution, temperature, recruitment 

ABSTRACT: Penaeus duorarum was studied in the 
Cedar Key area in order to determine abundance and 
distribution and the causal (actors. Results showed that 
temperature and the abundance of juveniles were the 
important !actors affecting the abundance of shrimp. 
Shrimp were less abundant during colder winter months, 
which may be due to their burrowing for protection from 
the cold. The recruitment period for Y. duorarum is 
roughly June to November. 

ACC 2404 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
ENGS'TROM, N . ; 
REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES OF HOLOT'HURIA 
(f-iALODEIMA) FCARIDANA, H. (H.) ME}QCANA 
AND THEIR HY RIDS (ECEIINODERMATA ; 
HOLOTHUROIDEA) IN SOUTHERN FLORIDA, 
USA 

BILL TNT. J . INVERT . REPROD. 2:237-244 . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, eclunodermata, spawning, 
season 

ABSTRACT: A reproductive study of the 
hobthuroids, Ilololhuria (Halocieima) Iloridana and 11 . 
(1-1.) mexicana was conducted using monthly collections 
form the Atlantic side o! Key Largo, Morida, from 
November 1968 to October 1969 . Gametogenesis in the 
2 species and their hybrids was found to occur during 
spring and summer with spawning occurring in late 
summer, IolloweJ by resorpuon of unspawned gametes. 

The simultaneity of the spawning seasons of the 2 species 
contributed to the occurrence of hybridization . 

ACC 2405 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
GNGSTROM, N. ; 
THE REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES, SYSTEMATIC 
STATUS, AND GENERAL IOLOGY OF 
}iOLOTHURIA (HAIADEIMA) FIARIDANA 
POURTALFS, 1851 AND H. (H.) MEXICANA 
LUDWIG. 1875. 

I3113L MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, 
MIAMI, FL 92 P. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, reproduction, biology, length, 
weight, growth, echinodermata 

ABSTRACT: Various aspects of the reproduction 
system and general biology U( Hololhuria (lialocieima) 
floridana were studied in specimens obtained from the 
Key Largo area . Lengths and widths of animals and wet 
weighs and dry weights were measured . Gamctogenesis 
studies showed highest activities in spring and summer 
with spawning occurring in the fall. Growth rates are 
slow and sexual maturation lakes at least 2 years. The 
possibility of hybridization occurring between H. (H .) 
Ooridana and 11 . (11.) mexicana is discussed. 

ACC 484 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1174 
ENVIRONMENT CONSULTANTS, INC ; 
SOCIOECONOMIC INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS 
OF TI IE GULF OF MF.}flC0 REGION. VOLUME 3 . 

I31QL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, U.C. 

KEYWORD: coastal zone, commercial fishery, 
pollution, socioeconomic, 
transportation 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 600 ; TYPE; YEAR 1974 
BNVIRONMEN'I' CONS lIL7'ANI'S, INC. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANIi SOCIOECONOMIC 
ASELINE ON THE GULF OF MEXICO COASTAL 
ZONE AND OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF: 
SUPPLEMENTAL I LIOGRAPHY ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES AND 
CONDITIONS IN THE GULF OF MEXICO REGION. 
VOLUME 1 . 

I31QL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

KEYWORD : bibliography, biology, coastal zone, 
geology, hydrology, oceanography, 
continental shelf, physical process, 
pollution, socioeconomic 

Al3S'1'llACi': Not available 
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ACC 601 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
ENVIRONMENT CONSUI ;1'AN"I'S, INC. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC 
ASELINE ON THE GULF OF ME)GCO COASTAL 
ZONE AND OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF: 
SUPPLEMENTAL I UOGRAPHY ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES AND 
CONDITIONS IN THE GULF OF MEX(CO REGION. 
VOLUME 2 

13113L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, ll.G 

KEYWORD : bibliography, biology, coastal zone, 
geology, hydrology, , oceanography, 
continental shelf, physical process, 
pollution, socioeconomic 

ABSTRAC"I': Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 2322; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY LABORATORY, INC. 
HYDRO IOLOGICAL MONITORING JANUARY 
1976 THROUGH OCTO ER 1478. LOWER PEACE 
RIVER AND CHARLOTTE HAR OR. 

BIIIL VOL II, AS PER SW FtS . WATER 
MANAGEMEN7' DIST. CONSUMPTIVE USE 
PERMIT. DEC. 10, 1975, FOR THE PEACE RIVER 
KEG . WATER 1KEA'l'. PLANT. ltL:P'1'. 7'O ULN . 
DEV. 

KEYWORD: Charlotte, biological, temperature, 
salinity, DO, tides 

ABSTRACT : Volume 11 contains abiouc and 
biological data for Charlotte Harbor and the lower Peace 
River from 1976 to 1978 . A roster of species composition 
and the number v[ individuals collected and a species list 
of terrestrial flora observed along the lower Peace River 
are reported ., The natural histories, of the following 
species are described: I.uidia, Pectinaria, Gloludia, 

Corbicla, Polynesdoa, Grandidicrella, C<>rophium, 
Cyathura, l :Jolca, laeoncris, Polydora and Amphiclcis . 

""""" 

ACC 2322; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
GNVIItONM6N'I'Al .QUALITY LABORATORY, INC. 
HYDRO IOLOGICAL MONITORING JANUARY 
1976 THROUGH OCTO ER 1978 . LOWER PEACE 
RIVER AND CHARLOTTE HAR OR. 

131I3L VOL 11, AS PER SW F1S . WATER 
MANAGEMENT DIS'I'. CONSUMPTIVE USE 
P[illMl"C DEC. 10, 1975, FOR THE PEACE RIVER 
12EG . WATER TREAT PLANT. REP'I'. 1'O GEN . 
DI-V . 

KEYWORD : Charlotte, biological, temperature, 
salinity, DO, tides 

ABSTRACT: Volume II contains abiolic and 
biological data for Charlotte }{arbor and the Lower 
Peace River from 1976 to 1978. A roster of species 
composition and the number of individuals collected and 
a species list of terrestrial flora observed along the lower 
Peace River are reported ., The natural histories, of the 
following species are described : Luidia, Pecunaria, 
GIolUdia, Corbicla, Polynesdoa, Grandidierella, 
Corophium, Cyathura, Edotea, laeoneris, Yolydora and 
Amphicteis. 

""""" 

ACC 2323; TYPE: P ; YEAR 1979 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY LABORATORY, 
INC, ; 
HYDRO IOLOGICAL MONITORING JANUARY 
1976 THROUGH OCI'O ER 1978 . LOWER PEACE 
RIVER AND CHARLOTTE I1AR OR 

131[31 . VOL 11 . AS PER SW PL WATER MGMT . DIST. 
CONSUMPTIVE LSE PERMIT. DEC lu, 1975 . FOR 
"1'l ll; 1'1?ACE RIVER KEG. WA"IT:R TREAT. Pi AN't, 
RI''I' GEN . DEV U'fIL INC 

KEYWORD: Charlotte, physical, biological, nutrient, 
wind, primary production, shrimp, fish, 
temperature, salinity, DO, tide, crab 

AI3S'I'IiACI' : The influence of river flow on physical 
change and biological productivity were studied . 
Increased river flow during the wet season was found to 
result in vertical density stratification of the water 
column and also in lowered salinity levels in Charlotte 
F iarbor. Vertical stratification was found to reduce 
mixing with a gradual depletion of dissolved oxygen 

occurring in the bottom waters. The primary production 
in the surface layers was determined to be stimulated 
enrichment with essential nutrients provided in part by 
photosynthesis in the surface layers . Primary producers 
were also determined to benefit from reduced predauon 
by mobile predators that arc forced by decreased DO 
and salinity levels to leave the upper harbor. In the fall, 
when decreased river flow and higher surface winds were 
noted to cause vertical mixing, mobile predators such as 
juvenile shrimp, crabs and fish move into the upper 

harbor to feed upon the abundant txnthic food supply. 
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ACC 4158 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & ENG., INC. AND 
ECOLOGICAL RGS . ASSOCIATES, INC. ; 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHELF ENTf-IIC 
COMMUNITIES STUDY YEAR 4 ANNUAL REPORT 
(CONTRACT #1012B00011330071) . 

L31E3L SUBMITTED TO THE MINERALS 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE, NEW ORLEANS, LA. 3 
VOL 

KEYWORD: biological, epifauna, physical 
oceanography, infauna, fish, 
macroalgae, currents, wave, tide, 
hydrography, sediment, recruitment, 
touting, population dynamics 

ABSTRACT- This report presents the findings of 
the fourth year of a 6-year study of the southwest Florida 
outer continental shelf benthic communities . The 
emphasis of the study was on the physical and biological 
processes that occur in soft, hard, and live bottom 
communities and an assessment of how these processes 
and communities might be affected by offshore oil and 
gas development . Infauna, epifauna, macroalgee, fish, 
sediments, salinity, temperature, dissolved oxygen, 
transmissivity, and Ph, were sampled using a variety of 
methods including underwater television, benthic still 
photography, CTD hydrographic sampling, trawling, and 
dredging . In addition, continuous monitoring at 5 of the 
15 stations of near-bottom temperature, ocean currents, 
waves, tides, sediment transport, epi[aunal recruitment, 
and fish behavior was accomplished using instrumented 
arrays equipped with current meters, wave and tide 
gages, sediment traps, fouling plates, and time-lapse 
cameras. The biological data collected identified a 
diversity of lass varying from a very dense epifaunal 
hard-bottom community in shallow water (e .g. over 100 
species of sponges) to a sparse crinoid assemblage at the 
shelf break in 125 m of water. The shallow water 
communities are subject to greater natural stresses due 
to higher rates of sediment resuspension (up to 1,000 
metric tons per square kilometer per day), higher 
frequency of wave induced water velocities, and 
considerable seasonal temperature variation . In spite of 
these stresses, these communities flourish and exhibit a 

recruitment rare that is higher than the stations located 
in water deeper than 50 M . 
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ACC 4166 ; TYPE U ; YEAR 1985 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & ENGINEERING, 
INC. ; 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHELF ECOSYSTEMS 
STUDY: SUMMARY OF SBYEARPROGRAM 
ACTIVITIES. 

I31I3L PREPARED FOR MINERALS MANAGEMENT 
SERVICE, NEW ORLEANS, LA. 

KEYWORD : SWFLA, physical, chemical, epifauna, 
macroalgae, demersal fish, remote 
sensing, photociocumenlalion 

ABSTRACT : This report summarizes the objectives 
and the activities of the 6-year Southwest Florida 
Ecosystem Program . This report provides a reference 
documenting all sampling activities of the program but 
does not attempt to present results . Sampling activities 
up to the (fifth year are itemized, and the, planned field 
efforts for the remainder of the program are presented . 

ACC 782; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
ERNST, LH. ; I3ARBOUR, R. W. ; 
TURTLES OF 'INE UNITED STATES. 

AIM. UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY PRESS, 
LEXINGTON, KY. 347 PP . 

KEYWORD : reptilia, abundance, biology, ecology, 
feeding habit, life history, species 
composition, turtle 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

ACC 2294; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 

AN ECOLOGICAL. RECONNAISSANCE OF THE 
GRAND CANAL, SIESTA KEY, FLORIDA 

E31f31 . PREPARED FOR OFFICE OP COASTAL 
ZONE MANAGEMENT, SARASOTA, CO BY MOTE? 
MARINE LABORATORY, SARASOTA, FL 19 P. 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, hydrography, biology, 
bathymetry, benthic, temperature, 
salinity, DO 

ABSTRACT: The hydrography and biology of the 
system of man-made canals on Siesta Key, Florida were 
analyzed . Studies included bathymetry, sedimentation and 
benthic fauna . I3enthic species were indicative of oxygen 
depletion and organically rich sediments . Suggestions are 
made to increase tidal flow in the canals . 

ACC 2324 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
ES'I"EVEZ, E.D. ; 
CHECKLISTS OF ESTUARINE AND MARINE 
IOTA FROM CHARLOTTE HAR OR, FLORIDA 
AND ADJACENT WATERS: FAUNA V, 
CRUSTACEANS. 

[3l[3L MOTE MARINE LABORATORY, SARASOTA, 
FL STAFF REPORT. DltAl~ I'. 

KEYWORD: Charlotte, crustacean 

ABSTRACT: A checklist of species reported in 
published and unpublished studies in or near Charlotte 
Harbor, Florida is presented. One hundred eighty-one 
verified species (reported from the Charlotte Flarbor 

E?stuarine complex) and 63 probable species (crustaceans 
found by studies in adjacent estuarine and Gulf waters) 
were identified . Corrections for synonomy were not 

made . 

""""" 
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ACC 2:25 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1984 
ES'fhVGZ, E.D. ; 
A REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION, 
CHARLOTTE HAR OR ECOSYSTEM COMPLEX 

I31QL MOTE MARINE LABORATORY REVIEW 
SERIES NUMBER 3 . REPORT TO SOU1'FIWEST 
FLORIDA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL 2 
VOL 

KEYWORD: Charlotte, meteorology, geology, 
hydrology, chemistry, biology 

ABSTRACT: The original scientific literature o[ the 
Charlotte Harbor region and its component estuarine 
areas was reviewed and organized into a primary 
reference document. About 1,200 unique references 
were examined . Areas included the region, Gasprilla 
Sound, Charlott Harbor, Pina Island Sound and Matlacha 
Pass. and San Carlos and Fstero Bays . Topics for each 
area included land use . meteorology, geology, hydrology, 
water chemistry, and biology. Study needs were 
identified for future support . 

""""" 

ACC 1031 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
ETTER, P.C. ; 
HEAT AND FRESHWATER UDGETS OF THE 
GULF OF MF.}QCO. 

UIBL J . PHYS . OCEANGK. 13:2058-2U69. 

KEYWORD : evaporation, heat budget, heat storage, 
hydrology, loop current, model, 
precipitation, water budget, physical 
oceanography 

ABSTRACT': Monthly mean oceanic heat storage 
rates (Q'I) !or the upper 200 meters of the Gulf of 
Mexico are calculated directly from mulli-annual vertical 
temperature data . The annual march of U~l' exhibits a 
minimum of - 170 W m(-2) in January and a maximum 
of 170 W m(-2) in May. Spatial distributions of Q'I' are 
contoured on maps for February, May, August and 
November. These maps elucidate climatic features of air-
sea interactions occurring over the loop Current and 

also near the shelf edges of the northern Gulf. "Three 
previous climatic heal budget studies encompassing the 
Gulf of Mexico are examined to determine the surface 
heat exchange : Iludyko's and Bunker's-supplemented 
with more detailed but unpublished monthly results ; and 
studies by Hastenrath and Lamb. While Budyko's values 
provide a familiar basis for comparisons, the more recent 
unpublished results of Bunker and Hastenrath and Lamb 
are averaged together to define the monthly mean 
radiative (QR) and turbulent (QA) heat exchanges in the 
Gulf of Mexico. Monthly mean advective heat changes 
(QV) are then derived as residuals in the heat budget 
equation (QV = QR - QA - Q'I). 'These QV values are 
partially verified by direct computations of the monthly 
mean vertical and horizontal components of heat 
advecUon according to the divergent heat budget 
equation developed by Emery . The residual QV values 
reinforce the observations of Elliott concerning the role 
of detached anticyclonic Loop Current rings in 
redistributing heat with the Gulf of Mexico. 

""""" 

ACC 2295 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
EVANS, M . ; I3RUNGARDT, T. ; EVANS, R. ; 
SHORELINE ANALYSIS OF SARASOTA COUNTY 
AY SYSTEMS WITH REGARD TO 

REVEGETATION ACITVITIES . 

I31I31_ NEW COLLEGE OF TIDE UNIVERSITY 
SOUTH FLORIDA, ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY 
PROGRAM, SARASOTA COUNTY. C.E.T.A 
PROGRAM AND SARASOTA BD . CO COMM. 71 P . 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, coastal, estuary, remote 
sensing, photodocumentation, aerial 
survey 

AI3STF2AC. T: M inventory and evaluation of the 
eswarine resources U( the study area was prepared . 
Aerial photographs from 1948 to 1974 were used in 
resource mapping. Methods for growing and 
transplanting shoreline vegetation were described . A 

shore line preference survey showed that respondents 
preferred natural or vegetated shorelines. 

ACC 2296 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
EVANS, R.K. ; 
TECHNIQUES AND SEASONAL GROWTH RATE 
OF TRANSPLANTED WHITE MANGROVES. 

[31131, IN : PROCEEDINGS OF 7'fiE FOUR'i'}i 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON RESTORATION OF 
COAS'T'AL VEGETATION IN FLORIDA P . 77-105 . 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, flora, growth 

ADS'1'RAC"I': A transplantation study of the white 
mangrove (Laguncuaira racemose) was conducted on 
Siesta Key, Florida from February 1976 through March 
1977. Growth rates were found to vary significantly with 
the months of transplantation . Spring plantings resulted 
in the highest survival and growth rates of adult plants. 
Growth rates were greatly influenced by distance from 
shoreline ; plants near the shoreline that were not 
completely inundated experienced the highest growth 
rates. Root growth exceeded branch growth in all 
experiments. 

""""" 



ACC 655 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 ACC 2354 ACC 615 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1962 
EVER1'S, C.H . ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 FAIRI3ANK, N.C. ; 
HUMAN INFLUENCE ON THE SEDIMENT EVINK, G.L ; HEAVY MINERALS FROM THE EASTERN GULF 
UDGET OF A ARRIER ISLAND. MACRO EN'THOS COMPARISONS IN MANGROVE OF MEXICO. 

ESTUARIES. 
IN : PROCEEDINGS OF TfiE CONFERENCE 
COASTAL ZONE 1980. P. 863-880 

BII3L AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 
HOLLYWOOD, FL 

IN: BIOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT OF 
MANGROVES. G.E . WALSH, S.C. SNEDAKGR & 
}i.J . TEAS (GDS .). 

BIQL DEEP-SEA RES. 9:307-338. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, distribution, geology, 
heavy mineral, sediment 

KEYWORD: barrier island, coastal zone, erosion, 
geology, management, physical 
process, sedimentation, sediment 
transport 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 2353 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1973 
EVINK, G.L ; 
THE ROLE OF MANGROVE ECOSYSTEMS: 
IOMASS AND DIVERSITY OF ENTEIC 
MACROINVERTE RATES OF FAKA UNION AND 
FAKAHATCNEE AYS, FLORIDA 

BIBL U.S . DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR, BUREAU 
OF SPORT FISHERY AND WILDLIFE, SOUTH 
FLORIDA ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT 
ECOLOGICAL REPORT NO. DI -SFEP, P . 74. 

KEYWORD : Collier, biomass, diversity, bentluc, 
invertebrate 

ABSTRACT: A comparative study of the benthic 
macroinvertebrates of Faka Union and Fakahatchee 
Bays was conducted . The benthic macroinvenebrate 
biomass data revealed no significant differences between 
the bays. The analysis of the two bays showed that they 
have similar species with a small difference in species 
diversity. 

""""" 

131 [3L UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA GAINESVILLE, 
FL P . 256-285 . 

KEYWORD : Collier, biology, management, diversity 

ABSTRACT. Collection and study of macrobenthos 
was conducted in Fakahatchee and Faka Union Bays 
during 1972 and 1973. Comparisons of species 
composition, numbers of individuals, and biomass showed 
the influence of channelization in the bays . Species 
diversity was similar for both bays, but species 
compositions were dissimilar. The estuarine food web is 
analysed and discussed . 

""""" 

ACC 471 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
EXXON PRODUC'I70N RESEARCH COMPANY; 
RESEARCH NEEDED TO DETERMINE CHROMIC 
EFFECTS OF OIL ON THE MARINE 
ENVIRONMENT. 

IN : WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS, NOVEMBER 4-6. 
1974, HOUSTON, TX 

[3113L EXXON PRODUCTION RESEARCII 
COMPANY, HOUSTON, TX 43 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, drilling, exploration, industry, 
oil spill, oil, pollution 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

""""" 

ABSTRACT : A study has been made of the 
minerals from surface samples of sediments of the 
Eastern Gulf of Mexico, from the Mississippi River delta 
to the coast of Florida, and south to 24 degrees 45' N, 
about the latitude of the Dry Tortugas . Methods of 
preparation and study are summarized, light and heavy 
minerals identified, and their distribution discussed . The 
area has been divided into four sedimentary provinces on 
tha basis of the mineralogy of the coarse surface 
sediments : Mississippi River Province, Eastern Gulf 
Coastal Province, Florida Plateau Province, and Central 
Province. These provinces are Beamed and described, 
and some speculation offered as to the significance of the 
minerals present. 

ACC 4197 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1986 
FANG, GS . ; SMITH, S a, JR. ; 
CLEANING OF THE OCEAN FLOOR NEAR 
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS IN THE GULF COAST. 

B1i3L ENERGY PROD . G(1) :37-39. 

KEYWORD: petroleum, defaunaUon, offshore 
drilling 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

""""" 
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ACC 858 ; TYPE; YEAR 1973 
FANNING, K.A ; PIISON, M.E. ; 
THE LACK OF INORGANIC REMOVAL OF 
DISSOLVED SILICA DURING RIVER OCEAN 
MI}QNG. 

QIUL GEOCHEM. COSMOCHIM . AC'I'A 37:2405-
2415 . 

KEYWORD: ammonia, carbon, nitrate, nitrite, 
orthophosphate, salinity, silicate, urea, 
water temperature, nutrient 

ABSTRACT: Forty-nine stations were sampled 
between New Orleans and Galveston in an effort to 
describe some aspects of the Mississippi River plume . 
Samples were collected during December, 1969 on the 
cruise 152 of the R/V Gosnold. Water samples were 
filtered and analyzed for silica, organic carbon, 
orthophosphate, N03, N02, ammonia and urea . 

""""" 

ACC 2089 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
FANNING, K.A ; BETZER, P.R . ; ET AL; 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A SU MARINE 
GEOTHERMAL SPRING ON THE WEST FLORIDA 
SHELF. 

BIBL F1A SCI . 42(SUPPL)21 . 

KEYWORD: biological, geological, chemical, 
physical, temperature, salinity, 
dissolved oxygen, geothermal, hole, 
nutrient 

ABS'TRAC'T': Mud Hole Submarine Spring, a 
geothermal spring on the west Florida continental shelf 
was examined in terms of its biological, geological, 
chemical, and physical aspects. The flow rate of the 
spring is greater than 2.3 x 10 to the 6th 1/day; the 
discharge rate is apparently influenced by tidal 
fluctuations . Water temperature at the discharge vent is 
approximately 36 degrees Celsius, although turbid surface 
water is often cooler than ambient water. Salinity of 
undiluted vent water averages 34.9 0/00, less than 
surrounding waters. Dissolved oxygen content, pl-1, and 

alkalinity of the discharge water are very low. Nitrate, 
ammonia, and phosphate are present at very low 
concentrations. Densities of benthic epi[auna and nekton 
appear increased in the spring area . Mud Hole and 
second spring, Steward Spring, serve as habitats for one 
or more large loggerhead turtles. 

""""" 

ACC 4231 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
FANNING, K.A ; CARDGR, K.L ; IIETZER, P.R. ; 
SEDIMENT RESUSPENSION Y COASTAL 
WATERS A POTENTIAL MECHANISM FOR 
NUTRIENT RECYCLING ON THE OCEANS 
MARGINS. 

DII3L DEEP-SEA RES . PART A OCEANOGR RES . 
PAY . 29(8):953-966 . 

KEYWORD : sediment, nutrient, storm, suspended, 
nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, silicate 

ABSTRACT: Nutrient profiles from the continental 
shelf of the northeastern Gulf of Mexico indicated 
considerable near-bottom enrichment in silica and nitrate 
above coarse sediments east of the Mississippi Delta . 
Near-bottom waters of the carbonate-rich West Florida 
Shelf showed no such enrichments. Storm-related 
suspension apparently produced the enrichments 
because, in near-bottom waters south of Mobile Bay, 
silica, nitrate plus nitrite and suspended load increased 
substantially as a winter storm front passed . laboratory 
simulation of resuspension by stirring the supernatant 
seawater over a clay-rich core produced similar increases 
in silica and nitrate plus nitrite . with ammonia being the 
apparent precursor to the nitrate and nitrite . Must of 
the nutrient increase appeared to come from previously 
deposited sediments in the early stages of resuspensiun. 
Using the ratios of nutrients released to sediments 
resuspended, calculations indicate that resuspension of as 
little as I mm of shelf sediment could intermittently 
augment overlying productivity by as much as 1W-2W% . 

Resuspension may accelerate nutrient recycling on 
continental margins. 

""""" 

ACC 4256 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
FANNING, K.A ; ET Al_ ; 
GEOTHERMAL SPRINGS OF THE WEST FLORIDA 
CONTINENTAL SHELF- EVIDENCE FOR 
DOLOMITIZATION AND RADIONUCLIDE 
ENRICHMENT. 

I31UL EARTH PLANET . SCI . LETT . 52(2):345-354 . 

KEYWORD: carbonate, sediment, geothermal 

Af3S'I'RACT: nn the sea bed of the West Florida 
continental shelf about 45 km SSW of Pt . Myers. Florida, 
and 85-km SUP.2 area Ii o peen discovered in which six 
thermal springs discharge warm, chemically altered 
seawater from vents end seepage zones. The spring 
water apparently originates in the subsurface ocean 
around the Florida Platform and penetrates the highly 
porous strata of the platform about SW-1000 meters 
below sea level. It percolates toward the interior of the 
platform and is geothermally heated to about 40 C 
enroute. Then it rises along more vertical flow channels 
and is discharged in warm submarine springs. Beneath 
the platform, several chemical processes alter the 
percolating seawater. One process seems to be a 
secondary dolomitization of the limestone of the platform 
because, in the discharging seawater, magnesium is lower 
by 1.7 mmole/kg and calcium higher by 3.6 mmole/kg 
than in normal scawater with the same chlorinity . Other 
reactions within the sediments of the platform enrich the 
spring effluents 1000-toll in SUP-226 Ra, 10,000-fold in 
SUP-222 Itn, and 90-fold in SUP-22f3 Ra compared to 
the seawater surrounding [lie platform. "Thus, the springs 
may be important sources of radionuclides for the Gulf 

of Mexico . The percolating seawaier also loses all of its 
oxygen and nitrate to reduction processes, loses most of 
its phosphate and 40°/r, of its SUP-238 U, and roughly 



quadruples its silica content . Coastal carbonate 
platforms are fairly common geological features. 

""""" 

ACC 748 ; TYPE; YEAR 1979 
FAUCHALD, K . ; JUMARS, P. ; 
THE DIET OF WORMS: A STUDY OF 
POLYC,FiAETE FEEDING GUILDS. 

BIBL OCEANOGR MAR. I310L ANN. REV . 17 :193-
284 . 

KEYWORD: polychaete, benthic community, 
biology, coastal water, detritus, 
ecology, feeding habit, macrofauna, 
meiofauna 

ABSTRACT : This review summarizes current 
information about the feeding biology of polychaetous 
annelids . The authors have organized the information 
into a limited number of patterns using the guild concept 
to define patterns. This paper consists of two sections . 
The first section summarizes current information about 
food and feeding habits within each polychaete family . 
The second is an interpretation of the data presented in 
the first section . 

""""" 

ACC 4033; TYPE P ; YEAR 1956 
FEINSTEIN, A; 
CORRElAT10NS OF VARIOUS AM TENT 
PHENOMENA WITH RED TIDE OUT REAKS ON 
THE FLORIDA WEST COAST. 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 6(3):208-232 

KEYWORD : red tide, meteorology, hydrology, 
precipitation, tropical storm 

ABS'T'RACT: Investigations were made to determine 
whether any simple linear correlauons exist between red 
tide outbreaks and various ambient phenomena . 
Outbreaks were compared with rainfall, tropical 
disturbances, and runoff. A pattern of cyclic recurrence 

of outbreaks is presented . M attempt is made to show 
the path of individual outbreaks. Correlauons of red tide 
outbreaks with runoff and precipitation were too low to 
be significant however, an indirect relationship may exist. 
No linear correlations were found between tropical 
disturbances and red tide outbreaks. 

" t""" 

ACC 4034 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
FELDHAUSEN, P.H. ; JOEiNSON, D . ; 
ORDINATION OF TRACE METALS IN SYACIUM 
PAPILLOSUM (DUSKY FLOUNDER) FROM THE 
EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL N.E. GULF Scl . 6(1) :9-21 . 

KEYWORD: biology, chemistry, MAFIA flatfish, 
demersal fish, trace metal, fish, 
benthic, bioaccumulation 

ABS'T'RACT : Variations in the metals contents 
(Qa,Cd,Cr,Cu,Fe,Ni,Pb,V, and 7n) in the skeletal flesh of 
the demersal ash Syacium papillosum from 12 stations on 
the relatively unpolluted Mississippi, Alabama, and 
Florida continental margin are investigated with the aid 
of Q-mce ordination techniques. Gradient analysis on the 
station-season ordination shows that Ba, Cu, and Ni 
explain most of the normal variation . Of these metals 
only Cu and Ni increased from summer to winter, this 
increase may be related to decreased metabolism . The 
decrease of Ba (and Cd) in winter may be diet 
controlled . Based on ordination synthetic indices, 
nonparametric statistical tests indicate that the winter 
trace metal concentrations are multivariately distinct 
from those of the (all and summer sampling sites ; the 
latter are not statistically distinguishable . 77ia trace 
metal concentrations measured in the demersal fish 
specimens arc weakly correlated (positive) with the metal 
concentrations measured in the weak acid digest of the 
study area bottom sediments . 

ACC 4035 ; TYPE U; YEAR 1982 
FELDF-lAUSBN, P.H . ; JOfiNSON, D . ; PALMER, H.D . ; 
1'KEFRY, J.H . ; 
WEAK ACID TRACE METAL FRACTION IN 
EASTERN GULF OF MFJQCO OTTOM 
SEDIMEN'T'S. 

BIBL PRESENTED AT TFiE 11TH INTERNATIONAL 
SGDIMEN"TOLOGICAL CONGRESS (PRGPRIN'I) 

KEYWORD: trace metal, sediment, demersal fish, 
flatfish, MAFIA fish, carbonate, grain 
size, geochemistry, continental shelf 

Al3S'I'RAC'I': Variations in the weak acid (partial 
digest) metal concentrations in bottom sediments from 
49 stations on the Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida 
continental margin are investigated with the aid of 
ordination and other multivariate statistical techniques . 
Total iron, carbonate content, clay fraction and water 
depth correlate well with the overall sediment metal 
values of pooled station replicated \s over 4 sampling 
periods. Individual metal concentrations are also 
correlated with these and other environmental 
parameters using stewise multiple linear regression 
techniques. A positive association between the trace 
metal burdens in the demersal fish Syacium papillosum 
and the weak acid sediment trace metal concentrations is 
demonstrated. 

""""" 

ACC 2014; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
IINDLAY, R.F1. ; 
THE EFFECTS OF THE SAND DOIlAR MELl1TA 
QUINQUIFSPERFORATA ON THE ENTHIC 
MICRO lAL COMMUNITY. 

111111 . MASTGR'S'CHGSIS . FLORIDA STATE' 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAIIASSEF, FL 42 1' . 

KI :YWOKD : bemhic, community, echinocicrmate, 
lipid, mciofauna, bacteria 

ABSTRACT : Analysis of sediment in which 
sanddollars (MeIGta quinyuicspcrloratn) had led revealed 

increases in the oxidized sediment tone and decreases in 
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amounts of several lipid components. This data and ACC 687; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 ACC 707 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
direct counts of the meiofauna indicate selective feeding PI.ANDOIZFf;R, M . ; SKUPLGN, L; ADS . ; FLINT, R. W. ; KAMYKOWSKI, n . ; 
by MeIGta on micrceucaryotes and bacteria attached to PROCEEDINGS OF A WORKSHOP FOR ENTf IIC NUTRIENT REGENERATION IN SOUTH 
silt and clay . POTENTIAL FISHERY RESOURCES OF THE TEXAS COASTAL. WATERS 

NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO. 
""""" 

ACC 4036; TYPE P; YEAR 1984 
FINUCANE, J.li . ; COLLINS, LA ; 
REPRODUCTIVE IOLOGY OF CERO, 
SCOM EROMORUS REGAIIS, FROM COASTAL 
WATERS OF SOUTH FLORIDA 

BIBL N.E. GULF SCI . 7(1):101-107. 

Il1I3L MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . MASGP-80-
012. 

KEYWORD: biology, fishery 

ABS"TRAC"T : Not available . 

""""" 

131L3L t:S'CUARING, COASTAL SHELF SCL L,8:221-
230 . 

KEYWORD: benthic fauna, biology, currents, 
nutrient, sediment 

Af3S1'RAC`I': Not available . 

KEYWORD: biology, fish, life history, reproduction, 
tedundity, spawning area, breeding 
cycle, coastal, weight 

ABSTRACT: Cero, scomberomorus regalis, were 
collected off south Florida during 1480-81 to determine 
their reproductive biology. Spawning of cero occurs in 
coastal water throughout most of the year with a peak in 
May. Males attain maturity at about 350 mm F1. and 
females at about 380 mm FL Fecundity estimates from 
20 late maturing or rip females ranged from 161.000 ova 
for a 380 mm fish weighing 558 g to 2,234,000 ova for a 
800 mm fish weighing 4,944 g. total weight better 
indicated fecundity than did fork length. The 
relationship between fecundity and total weight was 
expressed by least square equation F -- -1 .079 x 10(-1) + 
(4342 x 10(-4)) TV . The mean number of ova per gram 
of fish weight was 362. 

ACC 2406 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1962 
FLEECE, J.Q ; 
THE CAR ONATE GEOCHEMISTRY AND 
SEDIMEN'I'OIAGY OF THE KEYS OF FLORIDA 
AY, FLORIDA 

QIBL MASTER'S THESIS . f'LORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, 'I'ALLAIiASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD : Monrce, carbonate, geochemistry, 
sediment, mineralogy, grain size 

ABSTRACT' : Sediment cores from 5 keys and their 
associated shoals in Florida Bay, hlorida were analyzed 
for texture and mineralogy. 'Ilhe deposiuonal history of 
each site is described and comparisons are drawn 
between the sediment characteristics of the keys and 
their shoals . 

""""" 

ACC 4206; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
FLINT', R . W . ; HOLLAND, J.S. ; 
EN'I'filC INFAUNAL VARIA IL1TY ON A 

TRANSEC'I' IN THE GULF OF MEXICO. 

13113L ESTUARINE & COAST. MAR. SCI . 10(1):1-14 . 

KEYWORD : assemblage, sediment, polychaete, 
mollusc, crustacean, community, 
temperature, salinity, depth, biology, 
distribution, infauna 

ABSTRACT: MacroinCaunal benthos off the South 
Texas coast of the Gulf of Mexico formed different 
assemblages distributed according to depth: shallow (22 
m), mid-depth (36 to 49 m), and deep water (78 to 131 

m) . Species composition of shallower stations were less 
diverse composed of eurytopic and opportunistic species 
adapted to a fluctuating environment. The deep water 

ixnthos, in a more stable environment, had a higher 
diversity . Sediment composition (high proportions o! silt) 
at the mid-depth stations resulted in dominance of 
deposit feeders. The environmental gradient was related 

to a species continuum which changed (rum polychaele 
dominated groups in shallow water to deposit feeding 
molluscs and crustaceans, to a deep water diverse fauna 
not dominated by any particular group. finvironmental 
heterogeneity, including climatic variability, may beg most 
important in controlling shallow water bcnthos. In 

deeper more stable shelf habitats where JiversiUcs arc 



higher and species equilibrium is the case, species only fishery yields but also effects of environmental station . Thus tar, 76 publications have resulted from 
interactions may determine community structure . disturbance . Project I Iourglass data, with an additional 75-80 reports 

expected . 
""""" 
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ACC 4233; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
FLINT, RW. ; RABAL.AIS, N.N.; 
GULF OF MEXICO SHRIMP PRODUC'T'ION : A 
FOOD WE HYPOTHESIS. 

BIBL U.S . NATIONAL MARINE FISHERY SERVICE 
FISH BULL 79(4):737-748. 

KEYWORD : shrimp, model, zooplankton, infauna, 
sediment, fishery, physiology, 
productivity, food chain 

ABS'TRAC'T': The dynamics of commercial shrimp 
populations which support an important regional fishery 
on the south Texas (USA) outer continental shelf led to 
an investigation of an extensive data base for links in the 
various ecosystem components that related to these 
dynamics. A correlational model was developed that 
suggested relationships between pelagic and benthic 
components of the south Texas marine ecosystem . 
Utilising tracers, such as Ni concentrations in biota, 
sediment and wager, pathways of natural transfer 
between zooplankton, the benthos and coastal shrimp 
populations were identified . A theoretical tool web for 
the shrimp populations was developed, focusing on 
transfer of G The majority of primary production 
(approximately 80°h) is diverted to the benthos . 
Secondary production o[ benthic inlauna was not 
sufficient to alone support the coastal shrimp 
populations. At least part of their nutrition was derived 
from the detritus pool which was maintained by the 
excessive amount of primary production diverted to the 
benthos. The marine ecosystem in the coastal waters of 
south Texas apparently functions differently than ocher 
ecosystems studied in recent years . There is a need !or a 
better understanding of the basis upon which marine 
living resources are supported in order to predict not 

ACC 399 ; TYPE; YEAR 1981 
FLORIDA SEA GRANT COLLEGE ; 
ENVIRONMF.NTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AND 
FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE REEF 
FISH RESOURCES OF THE GULF OF MEXICO. 

IIIBL GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT 
COUNCIL, TAMPA, FL. 140 PP 

KEYWORD: biology, management, fishery, fishery 
statistics, fishing gear, reef, 
socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT- Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 2090 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES ; 
PROJECT HOURGLASSBBAYSTEMATIC 
EcOLOGICAi. STUDY OF WEST FLORIDA SHELF 
IOT7C COMMUNITIES. 

BIF3L MAR. RESEARCH LAB. PUf3L 9 P . 

KEYWORD: hourglass, community, temperature, 
salinity 

ABSTRACT: This paper describes the systematic 
sampling program of Project Hourglass and lists the 
reports published from the collected data . During 
Project Hourglass, 5 stations in depths of 6, 18, 37, 55, 
and 73 m along two east-west transacts on the west 
Florida shat[ were sampled from August 1965 to 
November 1967 . The transacts were located off Sanibel 
Island and Tampa Bay approximately 160 km apart . 
13anthic and planktonic fauna and flora were collected, 
and environmental parameters were measured al each 

ACC 2045 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
FONTAINE, C.T. ; NEAL, R.A ; 
LENGTHBWEIGI-ITREIATIONS FOR THREE 
COMMERCIALLY IMPORTANT PENAEID SHRIMP 
OF T1iE GULF OF MEXICO. 

DII3L TRANS . AM. FISH . SOG 100:584-586. 

KEYWORD : length, weight, pink shrimp, brown 
shrimp 

ABSTRACT: Sexual variations in the size ranges of 
2 penaeid shrimp species were determined for shrimp 
collected from the upper Texas coast and Florida 
Tortugas grounds. Length-weight relationships were 
determined for Penaeus aztecus, P. setiterus, and P . 
duorarum on a seasonal basis. Differences in size 
between sexes and species are given . 

""""" 
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ACC 4037; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
EOOTE, RQ. ; 
SUMMARY REPORT ON THE REGIONAL 
GEOLOGY, PETROLEUM GEOLOGY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY, AND ESTIMATES 
OF UNDISCOVERED RECOVERA IE OIL AND 
GAS RESOURCES IN THE PLANNING AREA OF 
PROPOSED OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF OIL 
AND GAS LEASE NO. 94, EASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

BIBL U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OPEN FILE 
KEPT. 85-669 . 113 P . 

KEYWORD: geology, geophysical, oil exploration, 
seismic, hydrocarbon, resource 

ABS'TRAC'T: The U.S . Geological Survey prepared 
a summary of geological framework, petroleum geology, 
and the potential geologic problems and hazards 
associated with development of petroleum resources in 
the 59 million acre eastern Gulf o[ Mexico Planning area . 
Seismic data from eastern Gulf o[ Mexico included 
17,023 nautical miles of reflection profiles. This 
information was supplemented with data from 27 
exploratory wells drilled within the planning area . Total 
estimated undiscovered recoverable resources in the 
planning area range from 0.22 to 3.98 billion barrels of 
oil and from 0.21 to 3.23 trillion cubic feet of gas. The 
mean estimate for oil is 1 .53 billion barrels and the mean 
for gas is 1 .58 trillion cubic feet. The planning area 
covers 92,515 square miles; water depths range from less 
than 33 feet to more than 10,810 feet . 71ic hydrocarbon-
producing region in the northwestern Gulf is primarily a 
Cenozoic terrigeneous basin in which the cumulative 
thickness of the sediments is greater than 6 mi . The 
main hydrocarbon-bearing intervals offshore are 
Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene age. The general 
areas of Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene production 
in the central and western Gulf of Mexico are also 
reviewed in the report . 

ACC 487; TYPE; YEAR 1977 
FORE, P.L, ED . ; 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 19'17 OIL SPILL 
RESPONSE WORKSHOPS. 

I31I3L U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
FWS-OBS-77124. 153 PP . 

KEYWORD : aves, biology, chemistry, coastal water, 
exploration, industry, oil spill, oil, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

ACC 4220 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
FORRISTALI., G.Z ; HAMILTON, ILC. ; ARDONE, V 
J . ; 
CONTINENTAL SHELF CURRENTS IN TROPICAL 
STORM DEI1A: O SERVATIONS AND THEORY. 

aIBL J. PHYS. OCEANOGR 7(4):532-546 . 

KEYWORD: storm, currents, model, wave, wind, 
sediment transport 

ABSTRACT: Storm currents are a significant pan of 
the design hydrodynamic flow field in areas subject to 
tropical storms . In September 1973, Tropical storm 
Delia passed over the instrumented Buccaneer platform 
located in 20 m o[ water 50 km south of Galveston, 
Texas. Current meter records from three depths showed 
that the storm produced currents on the order of 2 m/s 
which persisted to near the bottom . A mathematical 
model of wind-driven current generation was successful 
in hindcasting the observed current development after a 
linear slip condition bottom was incorporated in the 
model . 

ACC 4257; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
FORRISTALL, G.Z ; 
A TWOBIAYERMODEL FOR HURRICANEB 
DRIVEN CURRENTS ON AN IRREGULAR GRID. 

I31I3L J . PHYS . OCEANOGR 10(9):1417-1438. 

KEYWORD: model, currents, wind, storm, wind 
stress, hurricane, river discharge 

ABSTRACT: Measurements made during 
Hurricanes Carmen and Eloise revealed some features of 
wind-driven currents which have been incorporated into 
a numerical model. In the summer, near-surface waters 
on the continental shelf off Louisiana are usually strongly 
stratified by river runoff. The passage of a hurricane 
provides enough energy to mix the surface layer down to 
a depth between 30 and 45 m . At the same time, a two-
layer current system develops, with the mixed layer 
responding much more directly to the wind shear than 
the bottom layer. This system was modeled by 
parameterizing the mixed layer with a much lower eddy 
viscosity. A modification of a previously developed 
convolution integral scheme permits calculation of the 
detailed structure in both layers without requiring a 
three-dimensional grid . To eliminate some problems 
with lateral boundary conditions, the vertically integrated 
calculations were performed on an irregular grid system 
covering the entire Gulf of Mexico. Comparisons with 
the storm measurements show that the model is 
reasonably accurate, but there are still some unmodeled 
processes. 

""""" """"" 



ACC 2407; 'I'YYE P ; YEAR 1973 
FOSSHAGEN, A; 
A NEW GENUS OF SPECIES OF OTTOM LVING 
CALANOID (COPEPODA) FROM FLORIDA AND 
COLOM IA 

BIBL SARSIA 52:145-154 . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, crustacea 

ABSTRACT: The description of a new species, 
Epacteriscus rapax, was presented . This species was 
considered to belong to a family of its own which shows 
some similarities with the Arietellidae and 
Ridgewayiidae. The mouth pans were reduced and 
specialized. The mandibular blade was unique among 
calanoids in having a strong coarsely serrated process 
which is directed ventrally and is probably used for 
catching or holding prey. The legs were generally 
unspecialized with no reduction in segmentation except 
for the fifth legs o[ the male . 

""""" 

ACC 2091 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
FOSTER, R; 
THE MACRO EN'I7-iOS OF SELECTED HA ITAT'S 
FROM THE WEST COAST OF FLORIDA A 
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS. 

BIfiL ENVIR STUD . PROG . NEW COLLEGE OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA 57 N . 

KEYWORD : habitat, benthic, salinity, DO, nutrient, 
model 

ABSTRACT: The study applied principal 
components analysis to a largely unfathomable ecological 
data base to yield a simple model of a many-sided 
situation. "I'he statistical properties and biological 
implications of the multivariate analysis (known as 
principal component analysis) were described in detail . 
Data nn the macrobenthos of 4 separate areas were 
collected . This analysis was limited to those species 
which occurred in at lest 4 samples in any one area . 
Complete lists of data used were included. Through the 

analysis, gradients distributions and the relative health of 
these estuarine communities were discussed . 

ACC 4210 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
FOTHERINGHAM, N . ; WEISSI3ERG, G.H . ; 
SOME CAUSES, CONSEQUENCES AND 
POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT'S OF 
OXYGEN DEPLETION IN THE NORTHERN GULF 
OF MEXICO. 

I3IQL PROC. 11TFI ANNIJ . OFFSHORE TECH . 
CONF. 4:2205-2208 . 

KEYWORD : biological, water column, salinity, loop 
current, dissolved oxygen, polychaete, 
mollusc, crustacean, blue crab, shrimp, 
fish, hypaocia 

ABSTRACT': Biological and water quality changes in 
the Gulf of Mexico off central Louisiana coast have been 
examined during a seasonal period of stratification and 
oxygen depletion in the water column . Probable causes, 
observed effects, and potential impacts on the timing of 
ocean discharges and dumping and onsite selection for 
offshore industries are described . Apparently an annual 
phenomenon of variable intensity resulting from a large 
discharge of low salinity organic-laden water from the 
Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers at a time of minimal 
vertical mixing, this midsummer event may be intensified 
and prolonged by the intrusion of high salinity bottom 
waters from a Loop Current eddy . In 1978, a 
widespread low oxygen layer occupied the lower 3 to 8 m 
of the 6 to 17 m water column for al least 3 weeks. 
Dissolved oxygen concentration was commonly less than 
0.1 ppm in this layer, resulting in the mortality of some 
polychaetes, mollusks, and crustaceans, including blue 
crabs, and in the reduction of demersal shrimp and fish 
populations, probably through emigration offshore. 
Numerous large bivalves approximately 4 to 5 years old 
were killed, indicating an intensity not experienced since 
1973 to 1974, when Green found anoxic bottom water al 
over one-half of his stations in this area . ne temporal 
and geographic distribution of this condition and its 
environmental consequences should be recognized by 
industries engaged in fishing, offshore petroleum 

production, and offshore dumping and by government 
agencies providing leases and permits for these activities. 

ACC 357; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
FRANKS, J.S . ; CHRIS"I'MAS, J.Y . ; SIL.ER, W.I_ ; 
COMBS, R. ; WA1 .t.ER, R ; BURNS, G; 
A STUDY OF NEKTONIC AND EN1'HIC FAUNAS 
OF THE SHALLOW GULF OF MEXICO OFF THE 
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI. 

BII3L GULF RES. REP 4(1). 

KEYWORD: benthic community, biology, fishery, 
nekton, physical process, nutrient, 
temperature, salinity, ichthyoplankton 

ABSTRACT : A seasonal study of the nektonic and 
benlhic faunas of the shallow Gulf of Mexico off 
Mississippi was conducted from January 1967 through 
May 1969. It was planned to sample monthly six fixed 
offshore stations at depths ranging from 5 to 50 fathoms 
in the open Gulf. In general this was carried out fairly 
well, as shown by Table 1. Water samples were taken 
from surface, midwater, and bottom levels each time a 
station was occupied, and temperatures and salinities 
were recorded for each of these. Samples were tested for 
the presence of nitrates, nitrites, ortho-phosphates and 
total phosphates. Secchi disc extinction points were 
recorded . Grab samples were taken for the 
determination of bottom composition. Plankton samples 
were taken from surface, midwater and bottom levels. 
Copepods, brachyuran zcea and megalops, stomalopod 
larvae, Lucifer taxoni, Acetes a. carolinae, Penilia, 
avirostris, Doliolum sp. and fish eggs and larvae were 
present in greatest abundance. Surface and benthic 
nekton samples were obtained . Dredge samples were 

made quarterly and twelve invertebrate species and three 
species of fishes were collected . Renilla mulleri was the 
most abundant species taken, and the fish catch consisted 
of Centropristes ocyurus, Citharichlhys spilopierus and 
I:tropus crossows. Accounts of 50 invertebrate species 
(24,679 specimens) and 129 fishes (93,563 specimens) 
taken in crawl hauls is presented. Temperature and 
salinity data arc given !or all species. Relative 
abundance, seasonal bathymelric dislribuUons and 
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movements, apparent growth patterns, catch per unit of 
effort and various biological data are noted for the must 
abundant 929% to the total fish catch . 

""""" 

ACC 1075 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
FRANK, D.l . ; 
DEUTERIUM VARIATIONS IN THE GULF OF 
MEXICO AND SELECTED ORGANIC MATERIALS 

BIE3L PH.D . DISSERTATION. TEXAS ABcM 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 118 PP . 

KEYWORD: salinity, zooplankton, water 
temperature 

ABSTRACT: Samples of zooplankton were collected 
from the Gulf of Mexico during cruises 70-A-14, 71-A-3, 
71-A-5, 71-A-12 and 71-A-9 of the RN Alaminos . 160 
water samples were also collected from the Gulf of 
Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and Mississippi and 
Coatzacoalcos Rivets . Plankton and water samples were 
analyzed [or deuterium and protium and physical data 
including temperature and salinity were collected . 

""""" 

ACC 4038 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
FRENCH, GO. ; PARSONS, J. W. ; 
FLORIDA COASTAL ECOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERIZATION: A SOCIOECONOMIC 
STUDY OF THE SOUT'NWESTERN REGION . 

BIBL U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, 
DIVISION OF BIOLOGICAL. SERVICES, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. FWS/OF3S-83/14. 2 VOL 

KEYWORD : socioeconomic, recreational fishery, 
commercial fishery, coastal 

ABSTRACT' : Data are compiled from existing 
sources on social and economic characteristics of tire 
southwestern coastal region of Florida, which is made up 
of Charlotte, Collier, DeSoto, EGllsborogh, Lee, Manatee, 
Monrce, Pasco, Pinellas, and Sarasota Counties. 

Described are the components and interrelationships 
among complex processes that include population and 
demographics characteristics, minerals production, 
multiple-use conflicts, recreation and tourism, agricultural 
production, sport and commercial fishing transportation, 
industrial and residential development, and 
environmental issues and regulations . Energetics models 
of socioeconomic systems are also presented . The report 
consists of one volume of tact and three volumes that 
contain the data appends . 

""""" 

ACC 425 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
FRI7"I'S, T.H . ; IRVINE, AB.; JENNINGS, R.D . ; 
COLLUM, LA; IiOF['MAN, W. ; MCGGHEE, 
TURTLES, IRDS AND MAMMALS IN THE 
NORTHERN GULF OF ME}QCA AND NEAR Y 
AT1AM'IC WATERS. AN OVERVIEW ASED ON 
AERIAL SURVEYS OF OCS AREAS, WITH 
EMPHASIS ON OIL AND GAS EFFECTS. 

f31BL U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
FWS-OBS-82-65 . 455 PP . 

KEYWORD: aves, mammalia, reptilia, vertebrata, 
aerial survey, biology, ecology, species 
composition, turtles 

ABSTRACT: Aerial line transecl surveys of marine 
turtles, birds, and mammals were conducted in tour areas 
of the Gulf of Mexico and nearby Atlantic waters. Areas 
surveyed were 111 km by 222 km and located off 
Drownsville, Texas; Marsh Island, Louisiana ; Naples, 
Florida, and Merritt Island, Florida. Data on distribution, 
abundance, seasonal occurrence, and habitat use are 
reported in accounts for each of the 88 species observed. 
Information on reproduction, behavior, and potential 
impacts of Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) development 
are also discussed . later chapters summarize the fauna 
of each of the four areas ; characterize the inshore, 

nearshore, and offshore fauna ; and discuss the effects of 
OCS development on marine vertebrates . 

ACC 4039 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
FR17"I'S, T.Fi . ; REYNOLDS, R.P . ; 
PILOT STUDY OF THE MARINE MAMMALS, 
IRDS, AND TURTLES IN O(S AREAS OF THE 

GULF OF MEXICO. 

FiIBL PREPARED FOR THE U.S. DEPARTMENT' OP 
THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT AND FISH AND WILDLIFE 
SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.G CONI'FtAC'I' NO. 14-
16-009-79. 

KEYWORD : bird, mammal, turtle, habitat, biology, 
endangered species, aerial survey, 
seabird, aves, reptilia, mammalia 

ABSTRACT: Aerial surveys of marine mammals, 

birds and turtles were conducted at four subunits of the 

Gulf of Mexico from August to December 1979 . This 
Pilot Study was designed to develop techniques and to 
collect primary data on the vertebrate faunas of outer 

continental shelf (OCS) waters . This information, once 
expanded to include an adequate sample size will be 

important to valuating effects of oil and gas development 

in offshore areas. Surveys were conducted at altitudes of 

91 and 228 m. The 91-m surveys were superior for 
detecting and identifying birds and turtles, while more 

area could be surveyed for larger animals at 228 m. 
Waters within l 11 km of shore were sampled at a ratio 
in relation to waters 111 to 222 km offshore . Texas 

subunits emended beyond the continental shelf, but 

Florida subunits did not. Observations were made on 12 
mammal, 35 bird, and 5 turtle taxa . Sperm whales were 

documented in water o(('1'exas . Marine turtles were 

common in the eastern Gulf but virtually absent from the 

western areas studied. Differences in dolphin faunas in 

the eastern and western subunits were noted and 

potential north-south movements in response to season 
were noted on both sites of the Gulf UI Mexico . The 

maps and basic ecological data collected provided a 

unique view of fauna) differences within OCS areas of 

the Gull of Mexico. Because of the complexity of the 



Gulf of Mexico and its fauna, additional analyses will ACC 4040 ; TYPE Y ; YEAR 1983 ACC 786 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
depend upon having data encompassing annual, seasonal, t`RY, 13 . ; FUCIK, K . W. ; GL; SAYED, S.Z ; 
geographic, and bathymetric variation . Additional survey FISH AND SHRIMP MIGRATIONS IN THE EFFECT' OF OIL PRODUCTION AND DRILLING 
areas and more frequent samples emphasizing seasonal NORTHERN GULF OF ME?4C0 ANALYZED OPERATIONS ON THE ECOLOGY OF 
variation on successive years are required . USING STA LE C, N, AND S ISOTOPE RATIOS. PFiYTOPIANKTON IN THE OEI STUDY AREA 

""""" 

ACC 4230; TYPE P ; YEAR 1984 
FftITTS, T.H. ; HOFFMAN, W. ; MCGEHEE, M.A ; 
THE DISTRI iTIION AND A [JNDANCE OF 
MARINE TURTLES IN THE GULF OF MEXICO 
AND NEAR Y ATUANTIC WATERS. 

BIDL J . HERPETOL 17(4)327-344 . 

KEYWORD : distribution, abundance, turtle, depth, 
herpetofauna, reptilia 

ABSTRACT: Aerial surveys of marine waters up to 
222 km from shore in the Gulf of Mexico and nearby 
Atlantic Ocean suggest that marine turtles are largely 
distributed in waters less than 100 m in depth . The 
loggerhead turtle (Caretta carelta) was observed nearly 
SO times as often in waters off eastern and western 
Florida (USA) as in the western Gulf of Mexico. 
Loggerheads were present year-round but the frequency 
of sightings in the winter months was lower than at other 
seasons . Green turtles (Chelonia mydas) were 
infrequently observed but were most conspicuous in 
water of[ eastern Florida . Kemp's ridleys (L.epidochelys 
kempi) were most frequently sighted off southwestern 
Florida and rarely observed in the western Gulf of 
Mexico . L.eatherback turtles (Dermochelys coriacea) 
were more conspicuous on the continental shelf than in 
adjacent deeper water. A concentration of leatherback 
and loggerhead turtles occurred west of the Gulf Stream 
Current in August 1980, near Brevard County, Florida . 

f31DL FIST-! . DULL 81(4):789-801 . 

KEYWORD : biology, demersal fish, fish, 
invertebrate, benthic, isotope ratio, 
migration, recruitment, pink shrimp, 
seagrass, life history, brown shrimp 

ABSTRACT: Natural stable isotope tags were used 
in northern Gulf of Mexico to interpret igratons of five 
commercial fish and shrimp species : L.eiostomus 
xanthurus, Micropogonias undulats, Penaeus aztecus, P. 
duorarum, nd P . seti(erus . Along the south of Texas and 
Florida coasts isotopic analyses showed seagrass 
meadows and possibly other shallow estuarine habitats 
are important feeding grounds for shrimp that are laser 
caught in offshore fisheries . Thus stable carbon, nitrogen, 
and sulfur values of juvenile shrimp in grass0ats 
coincided with isotopic values of small shrimp collected 
offshore. Because isotopic values were similar in Spartina 
marshes and open bays along this northern coast, no 
conclusions could be reached about the relative 
importance of Spartina marshes as inshore feeding 
grounds. During feeding and growth offshore eventual 
convergence about offshore isotopic values should result 
for the migratory species studied. However striking 
differences in convergence patterns were evident for the 
five species, ranging from close convergence at small, 
subadull sizes (f'. azlecus and P . duorarum) to 
nonconvergence among adults (L xanthurus). These 
differences point to contrasts in the basic life history 
patterns of migration (especially the juvenile vs. adult 
size at which offshore migration occurs), and, for one 
species, showed that isotopic methods can trace yearly 
variations in these patterns . 

IN : C.li . WARD, M.E. BENDER, AND D.J . REISH, 
EUS . TI 1E OFFSHORE ECOLOGY 
INVESTIGATION, EFFECTS OF OIL DRILLING 
AND PRODUCTION IN A COASTAL 
ENVIRONMENT . P.325353. 

I31BL RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES, VOL 65, NOS. 4 
& 5. WILLIAM MARSH RICE UNIVERSITY, 
HOUSTON, 7'X 

KEYWORD : biology, biomass, ecology, 
phytoplankton, standing crop, primary 
productivity, offshore drilling 

ABSTRACT: Between June 1972 and January 1974, 
twelve cruises were made to study photosynthetic rates 
and the standing crop of phytoplankton off the Louisiana 
coast . Data from a production platform were compared 
with data from a control station 6 miles northeast of the 
platform, with regard to photosynthetic activity of 
phytoplankton ; chlorophyll a as a measure of the 
standing crop ; species composition ; and nutrient salts. 
Seasonal variations in all categories were observed at the 
platform and control station . Chlorophyll a values were 
lowest in November 1972 and January 1473. 1 fighest 
standing crop values were recorded in April 1973, during 
the bloom of Skeletonema costatum . The OGI study area 
is considered one of the most productive areas of 
phyioplankton in the Gulf. Our investigation showed no 
deleterious effects from the oil production platform. 

""""" 
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ACC 4184; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
FUCIK, K . W . ; SHOW, 1 . 1'. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL SYNTHESIS USING AN 
ECOSYSTEMS MODEL 

QIBI. MR. SCI . (PLENUM) ENVIRON . EFF. 
OFFSHORE OIL PRODUCTION . BUCCANEER GAS 
OIL FIELD STUDY 14:329-353. 

KEYWORD : hydrocarbon, pollution, offshore 
drilling, model 

ABST'RAC'T': Not available . 
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ACC 727 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
FULLER, D.a ; 
THE HA ITS, DISTRI UTION, AND INCIDENTAL 
CAPTURE OF SEA TURTLES IN THE GULF OF 
MEXICO . 

IN: APPENDIX A, DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT AND FISHERY 
MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE SHRIMP 
FISHERY OF THE GULF OF MEXICO, UNITED 
STATES WATERS. 41 P . 

DIBL GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT 
COUNCIL,TAMPA, FL 

KEYWORD : reptilia, biology, ecology, feeding habit, 
life history, nesting, reproduction, 
species composition, turtle 

ABSTRACT: This report includes detailed 
information on the six species of seaturlles found in the 
Gulf of Mexico. Included for each species are topics on 
distribution, breeding habits, growth and mortality, 
foraging and food habits, migration and population 
status. In addition, distribution of seaturtles in the Gulf 
of Mexico and discussion of incidental captures in shrimp 
trawls are also included. 

ACC 2015 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1966 
FU'CCH, C.R. ; 
THE STONE ('.RA IN FLORIDA 

111111, FI.A BD . CONSERV. MARINE 
LABORATORY, SALT WATER FISH. LEAFL NO. 2. 
6 P. 

KEYWORD : stone crab, fishery, life history, fishing 
gear 

ABSTRACT: This brief leaflet reviews information 
nn the stone crab, Menippe mercenaria, and the stone 
crab fishery in Florida . A general description and 
classification of M . mercenaria is given, and similar 
species in Florida waters are described . The life history 
of the stone crab is summarized and fishing gear and 
methods are briefly described. The problems of future 
stone crab cultivation are cited. 

ACC 838 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
GAIDRY, W.J . ; 
CORRELATIONS ETWEEN INSHORE SPRING 
WHITE SHRIMP POPULATION DENSITIES AND 
OVERWINTERING POPULATIONS . 

F31F3L LOUISIANA WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES 
COMMISSION, TECI 1. BULL 12 . 18 PP. 

KEYWORD : benthic fauna, life history, shrimp 

AI3S7RACf: Biological samplings of offshore 
overvvintering shrimp populations were compared 
mathematically to inshore spring white shrimp landings 
and possible correlations were examined . The samples 
were collected from 1970 to 1172. 

ACC 219 ; TYPE; YEAR 1982 
GALLAWAY, B J . ; LEW[3E1, G.S . ; 
THE ECOLOGY OF PETROLEUM PLATFORMS IN 
THE NORTHWESTERN GULF OF MEXICO : A 
COMMUNITY PROFILE 

BIBL U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
FWS/OBS-8287. 106 P. (ALSO MINERALS MGMT 
SERVICE) GULF OF MEXICO) 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, ecology, fish, 
habitat, offshore drilling, offshore 
platform, continental shelf 

ABSTRACT: The primary objective of this 
community profile is to consolidate the ecological 
information pertaining to the interaction between 
petroleum platforms in the northwestern Gulf of Mexico 
and the resident biota . Offshore petroleum platforms 
represent a relatively new (and perhaps short-lived) 
biological habitat in the northwestern Gulf which is 
characterized by distinctive taunal assemblages and 
species associations. Characterizations of the total area 
and nature of petroleum platform habitats and a review 
of the pertinent biological literature are followed by 
descriptions of the biological assemblages in terms of 
their composition and community attributes. Some of the 
values of these biological resource units to man are then 
summarized . Finally, some of the management 
implications of the value judgements are presented and 
recommendations (or preservation of the platform 
resource are provided . 
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ACC 4276; TYPE N ; YEAR 1981 
GALLAWAY, B.J . ; 
AN ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS OF OIL AND OAS 
DEVELOPMENT ON THE 'I'EXASBLAUISIANA 
CONTINENTAL. SHELF. IOLOGICAL SERVICES 
PROGRAM 

F31BL LGL ECOLOGICAL RES . ASSOC, INC., 
BRYAN, TX 100 P. 

KEYWORD: ecosystem, oil and gas, oceanographic, 
biological, shrimp, coral, reef, 
community 

ABSTRACT: Ttie Texas-Louisiana shelf ecosystem 
in the Gulf of Mexico is described in terms of its 
physiographic, oceanographic, and biological 
characteristics and as a recipient of oil and gas 
development activities and effluents. Ile northeast 
sector of the ecosystem is influenced by Mississippi River 
discharge, whereas high-salinity Caribbean water affects 
the southwest sector. Soft-bottom communities are 
prominent, characterized by economically valuable 
penaeid shrimps . The coral reef communities are more 
important than would normally be assumed . Pelagic 
communities are little known and harbor only a few 
commercially valuable species. Observed effects of oil 
and gas development activities and effluents are 
described. 

""""" 

ACC 4041 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1954 
GAL7'SOFF, P.S . ; 
GULF OF ME}4C0. ITS ORIGIN, WATERS, AND 
MARINE I1FE. 

BIB[ . FISHERY BULLETIN OF THE FISH AND 
WILDLIFE SERVICE. 55(89) :604 P . 

KEYWORD: geology, sediment, meteorology, 
chemistry, pollution, physical 
oceanography, biology, systematic 

ABSTRACT: A comprehensive summary of 
scientific knowledge of the Gulf of Mexico was produced 
by a consortium of investigators. Each article pertaining 

to a particular taxonomic group was written by a 
recognized authority in his field ; these are arranged with 
a few exceptions, in taxonomic order following a pre-
established list of phyla, classes, and orders . Taxonomic 
groups covered range from bacterial fungi, and 
unicellular algae to marine mammals. Each of these 
chapters provides a systematic account of species 
distribution and occurrence in the Gulf o[ Mexico. Plant 
and animal communities are also treated. Physics and 
chemistry discussions included tides, sea level, physical 
oceanography, light penetration, and distribution of 
chemical constituents. Geomorphology, sediments, and 
shoreline processes were described in the geology 
chapter. Water pollution is covered including descriptions 
of known damage to resources within the Gulf of Mexico. 
An historical review of scientific explorations in the Gulf 
of Mexico is also included . 

ACC 570; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
GARRISON, LE. ; MARTIN, R.G . ; 
GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES IN THE GULF OF 
MEXICO ASIN. 

I31BL U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, PROF. PAP. NO . 
773. 85 PP . 

KEYWORD : geologic history, geology, 
oceanography, seismic reflection, 
stratigraphy, structure, tectonic 

ABS"Cf2ACI': Not available . 
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ACC 617 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
GASTON, G.R ; 
LIFE HISTORY, DISTRI UTION AND 
A UNDANCE OF THE SAND DOLLAR, MEllITA 
QUINQUIESPERFORATA (IFSKE) NEAR 
DAUPHIN ISLAND, ALA AMA 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF 
ALABAMA, TUSCALOOSA, AL 75 PP. 

KEYWORD: benthic fauna, sediment, salinity, 
sediment texture, temperature, life 
history, echinoderm 

ABSTRACT: The sand dollar, Mellita 
quinquiesper[orata (L.eske), population near Sand Island, 
Alabama was studied from August 1973 to August 1975, 
and the life history, distribution and abundance of the 
sand dollars were described . 

""""" 

ACC 754 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
GATHOF, J.M . ; 
THE COMPARATIVE FEEDING HA IT'S OF 
SPOEROIDES DORSAIIS AND SPHOEROIDES 
SPENGLERI (PISCES : TETRAODONT7DAE} 

BIBL MASTER'S TEIESIS. UNIVERSITY OF SOUT'F1 
ALABAMA, MOBILE, AL 65 PP 

KEYWORD : invertebrate, biology, ecology, feeding 
habit, fish, taxonomy, MAFLA 

ABSTRACT. Gut content analysis was conducted on 
150 puffer fishes collected during the BLM-OCS 
MAF'LA - Baseline study . Gut contents were analysed 
using cluster analysis and results indicated ontogenelic 
changes in diet within each of the two species. 

""""" 
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ACC 72 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1967 ACC 4311 ; "CYPfP ; YEAR 1965 11ie second is to study the distribution of physical 
GAUL, R.D. ; GAUL, K. D . ; 130YKIN, K.E. ; properties as related to circulation over and outside the 
CIRCULATION OVER THE CONTINENTAL NORTHEAST GULF OF MEXICO shell Studies of environmental influences on the 
MARGIN OF THE NORTHEAST GULF OF HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY DATA COLLECTED IN distribution and occurrence of pelagic fishes (Vick, 1964) 
MEXICO. 1964 . and "fouling" organisms (Gaul and Vic, 1164 ; Pequegnat, 

Gaul and Dean, 1964) also depend on survey data . 
E31F3L PH.D. DISSERTATION. TEXAS A&M 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 123 PP 

BIBL 2 Y . 

KEYWORD : circulation, continental shelf, currents, 
oceanography, physical process, loop 
current 

ABS'TRAC'T: The ocean circulation over the 
continental margin of the northeast Gulf of Mexico has 
been delineated on the basis of three years of 
hydrographic and direct current observations. A wide 
range of measurement techniques was used at two fixed 
platforms in the nearshore region off Panama City, 
Florida, and from small vessels during periodic surveys 
conducted over a larger area . Evidence is presented for a 
close coupling between circulation over the continental 
margin and that in deeper water . The "loop" current, 
which transports water into the Gulf from the Yucatan 
channel, is identified on the basis of water mass 
characteristics as far north as the edge of the northeast 
continental slope . Lateral moving with waters over the 
continental margin is evidenced by smooth transitions of 
salinity-temperature relations characterizing offshore and 
nearshore waters. It is suggested that the loop current is 
the main driving influence for circulation over the 
continental margin, especially below the seasonal 
thermocline. Flow over the continental margin is 
modified markedly by ocean bottom topography . De Soto 
Canyon, the most prominent single bathymetric feature, 
appears to have a dominant influence on replenishment 
of water in the lower layer over the shelf. A zone of 
horizontal transition in hydrography and currents has 
been noted along the break between shelf and slope, 
especially during the spring months when stratification 
over the shelf is incipient. 

""""" 

KEYWORD : hydrographic, continental shelf, 
physical, circulation, continental slope 

ABSTRACT: The report summarizes data collected 
during periodic hydrographic surveys made in 1964 over 
the continental shelf and slope of the northeast Gulf of 
Mexico. The survey region extends from the Mississippi 
Delta to Cape San Bias (about 200 nautical miles) and 
offshore to the 1000 fathom depth contour (100 to 110 
nautical milas). The surveys serve two primary purposes. 
One is to provide "background" information on the 
physical environment over the shelf to aid in 
interpretation of phenomena observed in the vicinity of 
nearshore platforms off Panama City (Gaul et al., 1963). 
The second is to study the distribution of physical 
properties as related to circulation over and outside the 
shelf. 

CC 4312 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1964 
GAUL, R.D . ; I30YKIN, R.E. ; 
NORTHEAST GULF OF MEXICO 
HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY DATA COLLECTED IN 
1963. 

131BL 2 P . 

KEYWORD: hydrographic, physical, circulation, 
fish, fouling 

Al3S1RACI': The survey region extends from the 
Mississippi Dells to Cape San Bias (about 200 nautical 
miles) and offshore to the 200 fathom depth contour (50 
to 70 nautical miles). The surveys serve two primary 
purposes . One is to provide "background" information 
on the physical environment over the shelf to aid in 
interpretation of phenomena observed in the vicinity of 
ncatshorc platforms oft Panama City (Gaul et al ., 1963). 

ACC 466 ; TYPE; YEAR 1976 
GEARING, P. ; GEARING, J.N. ; LY7'LE, T.F. ; LYTLE, 
J.S . ; 
HYDRO(',AR ONS IN 60 NORTHEAST GULF OF 
MEXICO SHELF SEDIMENTS : A PRELIMINARY 
SURVEY. 

BIBL GEOCHEM . COSMOCHIM . ACTA 40:1005-101 . 

KEYWORD : aliphaiic compounds, chemistry, 
continental shell, hydrocarbon, 
sediment 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 4318; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
GEf3ELSEIN, GD. ; 
DYNAMICS OF RECENT CAR ONATE 
SEDIMENTATION AND ECOLOGY: CAPE SA [L, 
FLORIDA 

I31t31 . LGIDGN . NE77i . G . J . I3RILL 244 PP . 

KEYWORD : carbonate, sediment, physical, 
biological, geologic history, geology 

ABSTRACT: The 3 aspects of the sedimentology of 
the sublidal, intertidal, and supratidal carbonate 
sediments in and around lake Ingraham, Cape Sable, 

I "lorida, examined include the following: the nature of 

Caries changes, processes and products of sedimentation, 
and organism-sedimem interactions. garb of these fades 

found in the vertical section is being formed continuously 

in some part of the cape complex. 'Ibus both product 

and process are studied concurrently to determinc why 



lacies changes exist and what physical and biological 
factors control facies distribution . Cape Sable is unusual 
in that a clear-cut datum level exists in the depositional 
record. Opening of man-made canals in 1922 connected 
lake Ingraham to Florida Bay and the Gulf of Mexico 
and drastically changed sedimentation style in the entire 
Cape complex . This event is clearly recorded in the 
sediments and allows long-term integration of 
sedimentation rates throughout the complex. The study 
is presented under the following headings : area 
description ; methods; physical environment ; description 
of sedimentary environments (subtidal muds, open mud 
flats, ponded mud flats, mangrove flats, marl prairies; 
and inland lagoons); total sediment budget ; and 
discussion (sedimentary facies, trends in organism 
abundance and diversity, bed type and relation to 
sedimentation event, sequence of facies, implication of 
sedimentary rates, diagenesis, comparison with the 
Northwest Mdros Island flats and Persian Gulf Tidal 
flats . and comparison with ancient tidal flat sediments) . 

""""" 

ACC 4196 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
GEORGE, R.Y. ; 
POTENI'iAL EFFECTS OF OIL DRILLING AND 
DUMPING ACl'IVITIES ON MARINE IOTA 

BIBI. ENVIRON ASPECTS CHEM. USE WELL-
DRILL OPER CONE. PROC. 333-356 . 

KEYWORD : drilling, offshore, drilling fluid, drilling 
mud 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 4042 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
GETI'ER, C.D. ; MICHEL, J . ; SCOTT, G.1. ; SADD, J.L ; 
BA11.OU, T.G . 
THE SENSITIVITY OF COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS 
AND WILDLIFE TO SPILLED OIL IN SOUTH 
FLORIDA 

deflection booms at inlets, channels, and creeks (second 
line of defense) and containment booms across canals.. . 
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ACC 4043 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
BIBL PREPARED FOR THE STATE OF FLORIDA GETTER, CD. ; MICHEL, J. ; BALIAII, T.G . ; 
DEPARTMENT OF VETERAN AND COMMUNITY THE SENSITTVITY OF COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS 
AFFAIRS, DIV. OF LOCAL RESOURCE AND WIIDIIFE TO SPILLED OIL IN WEST 
MANAGEMENT, TALLAHASSEE, FL 125 P. PENINSULAR FLORIDA 

KEYWORD: coastal, intertidal, habitat, BII3L PREPARED FOR THE STATE OF FLORIDA 
management, oil spill, seagrass, reef, DEPARTMENT OF VETERAN AND COMMUNITY 
mammal, seabird AFFAIRS, DIVISION OF LOCAL RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT, TALIAI3ASSEE, FL 115 P 
ABSTRACT: A shoreline assessment was conducted 
throughout South Florida by means of aerial overflights, 
ground stations, and literature review . A series of maps, 
this report, and data supplements were produced . The 
first subject of this report was to describe environments 
and wildlife which appear on the maps . Special features 
related to placing booms, skimmers, and access for 
cleanup during oil spills are also shown on maps and 
discussed in this report in detail. Additional detail is 
given in this report concerning cleanup techniques . Also 
described are resources which are more variable in their 
sensitivity to oil usually being less sensitive since they are 
either underwater habitats or animals capable of avoiding 
oiled areas: Coral Reefs, Seagrass Beds, Whales and 
Dolphins, Manna Fisheries, Marshes, sand beaches, and 
man-made structures are the dominant shorelines of 
south Florida . The barrier island system from Grant to 
Key Discayne affords protection of inner more oil-
sensitive environments within the Intracoastal Waterway 
and northern Discayne Bay . Oil which physically impacts 
these outer beaches would be relatively easy to clean, 
and these efforts would be aided by natural processes 
(waves and currents). Efforts to protect the inner bays 
and waterways should be concentrated at the large inlets 
which connect inner bays and waterways to the Straits of 
Florida and the Atlantic Ocean . In general, oil spill 
protection in South Florida involves oceangoing 
skimmers at the spill site (first line of defense), 

KEYWORD: coastal, habitat, management, oil spill, 
seagrass, mammal, intertidal, seabird 

ABST'RAC'T: A shoreline assessment was conducted 
throughout West Peninsular Florida by means of aerial 
overnights, ground stations, and literature review . A 
series of maps, this report, and six data supplements 
were produced. The first subject of this report is to 
describe the environments and wildlife which appear on 
the maps. Special features related to placing booms, 
skimmers, and access for cleanup during oil spills are 
also shown on the maps and discussed in this report in 
detail. Additional detail is given in this report 
concerning cleanup techniques . Also described are 
resources which are variable in their sensitivity to oil, 
usually being less sensitive since they are either subtidal 
habitats or animals capable of avoiding oiled areas : 
seagrass beds, whales and dolphins, marine fisheries. 
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ACC 4205 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
GETTLESON, D.A ; LA1RD, GE. ; PU'I'I', K.E. ; 

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING ASSOCIATED 
WITH A PRODUCTION PLATFORM IN THE GULF 
OF IvMCO. 

I3fE3L IN : PROC. 12TH ANNU. OFFSHORE TECH. 
CONE 1 :263-270 

KEYWORD: currents, sediment, barium, water 
column, drilling mud, distribution, 
chromium, remote sensing, 
photodocumentation 

ABS'TRAC'T: The results of a marine 
environmental monitoring program associated with 
drilling operations from a production near Baker Bank in 
the northwestern Gulf of Mexico are described . Th study 
represents the first environmental monitoring program 
conducted in the Gulf of Mexico for a production 
platform located near a sensitive biological area . 
Current direction and velocity data amounts of sediment 
and associated barium and chromium levels deposited in 
sediment traps, bottom sediment barium and chromium 
levels, and water column data were used to assess the 
dispersion and distribution characteristics of discharged 
drilling muds . Television video-apes and still-camera 
photographs were used to record the abundance, 
distribution and health of the biota associated with Baker 
Bank . The monitoring program showed that the 
prevailing near-bottom current was to the southwest, 
away from baker Hank Components in the direction of 
the Bank were rarely sufficient to transport discharged 
drilling muds to the Bank. Sediment and water column 
data also indicated that no drilling muds were 
transported to the Bank . Camera observations showed 
no discernable changes in the Bank's biota during the 
period of the study. 

ACC 4248; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
GF`I'11 .GSON, D.A ; 
IOLOGICAI. ASSEM LAGES (I1VE OTTOiv) 

ASSOCIATED WITH HARD OTTOM AREAS IN 
THE GEORGIA EM AYMENT AND EASTERN 
GULF OF MF.?QCO. 

I31I3L BIENNIAL INTERNATIONAL ESTUARINE 
RESEARCH CONFERENCE, GLENEDEN BEACH, 
OR (USA) 1-5 NOV. 1981 . ESTUARIES 4(3):304 . 

KEYWORD: biological, assemblage, live bottom, 
side scan sonar, porifera, polychaete, 
mollusc, crustacean, echinoderm 

ABSTRACT: Four oil and gas lease blocks on the 
South Carolina-Georgia continental shelf and six lease 
blocks and five east-west iransects on the west Florida 
continental shelf were surveyed with a precision depth 
recorder, side scan sonar, and subbottom profiler for the 
purpose o! identifying and mapping areas of hard 
bottom . Television, videotapes, still camera photographs, 
and dredge samples were used to characterize the 
biological assemblages (live bottom) associated with the 
hard bottom . The assemblages were composed primarily 
of representatives from the following major taxa : 
Pori[era, Cnidaria, chlorophyta, Phaeophyta, 
Rhodophyta, and Ascidiacea . A number of species of 
polychaetes, molluscs, crustaceans, and echinoderms were 
also directly associated with the hard bottom. 

""""" 

ACC 4255 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
GETI1_ESON, D.A ; HAMMER, K.M . ; LAIRD, CE. ; 
PUTt, RE. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING OF THREE 
EXPLORATORY OIL AND GAS WEllS DRIIlED 
NEAR THE EAST FLOWER GARDEN ANK IN 
THE GULF OF MEXICO . THIRTEENTH ANNUAL 
OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE, 
HOUSTON, TX (USA) 4 MAY 1981 . 

F31f3L PROC. 13TH ANNU. OFFSHORE TECH. 
CONE 2:475-486. 

KEYWORD: drilling, distribution, drilling fluid, reef, 
coral, sediment 

ABSTRACT: The results of two marine 
environmental monitoring programs associated with the 
drilling of three exploratory wells near the East Flower 
Garden Bank on the outer continental shelf of the 
northwest Gulf of Mexico are described . The purpose of 
the monitoring programs was to define tha spatial 
distribution of the discharged drilling fluids relative to 
the Bank and assess the apparent health of the 
predominant reef-building corals of the East Flower 
Garden Bank before, during, and after the drilling 
operations. The monitoring programs demonstrated that 
detectable quantities of the drilling fluids in the surficial 
sediments were distributed to a distance exceeding 1000 
meters from the shunted wells and between 1000 to 2000 
meters from the near-surface discharged well . No 
evidence of drilling fluids was detected within the Coral 
Reef Zone of the Flower Garden Bank Tlic survey 
results also demonstrated that the drilling operations had 
no apparent effect on the corals at the monitored sires. 
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ACC 4266; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
GETI7.ESON, D.A ; 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT OF EXPLORATORY 
DRILLING: A CASE STUDY. 

DII3L PRESENTED AT ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT 
78 LOS ANGELES (USA) 22 AUGUST 1978 . SOC . 
PETROL INDUSTRY BIOLOGIST'S. 

KEYWORD : drilling, drilling fluid, drill cutting, 
coral, current, reef 

ABSTRACT: The results of a marine environmental 
monitoring program associated with the drilling of two 
exploratory wells near the East Flower Garden Bank 
located on the outer continental shelf of the northwest 
Gulf of Mexico are described . The monitoring program 
consisted o! (1) defining the spatial distribution o[ 
discharged drilling fluids and cuttings relative to the 
drillsite, and (2) assessing the apparent health of 
predominant reetbuilding corals of the East Flower 
Garden Bank before, during and after drilling operations . 
Current direction and velocity amounts of sediment and 
associated barium levels deposited in sediment traps, 
bottom sediment barium levels and water column 
transmissivity data were used !or realtime and post-
drilling assessment of the dispersion and distribution of 
discharged drilling fluids and cuttings. The monitoring 
program demonstrated that a portion of the drilling 
fluids and cuttings were distributed to a distance 
exceeding 1000 meters from the drillsite by a low velocity 
water current along the bottom . However, no evidence 
of the drilling fluids and/or cuttings was detected at the 
monitored sites within the Coral Reef Zone . The survey 
results also demonstrated that the drilling operations had 
no apparent effect on the corals of the monitored sites. 
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ACC 4273 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
GB7'1'LfSON, D.A ; PU'I'1', R.E . ; HAMMER, R.M . ; 
IAIRD, C.E . ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING OF THREE 
EXPL)ORAT)DRY OIL AND GAS WELLS DRILLED 
NEAR THE EAST FLOWER GARDEN ANK IN 
THE GULF OF MF.?QCO. 

BI BL OFFSHORE T'ECIlNOL CONE (UNITED 
STATES) 2:475-48. 

KEYWORD: drilling, continental shelf, distribution, 
drilling fluid, reef, coral, sediment 

ABS"TRAC"T: The results of two marine 
environmental monitoring programs associated with the 
drilling of three exploratory wells near the East Flower 
Garden Bank on the outer continental shelf of the 
northwest Gulf of Mexico are described . The purpose of 
the monitoring programs was to define tha spatial 
distribution of the discharged drilling fluids relative to 
the Bank and assess the apparent health of the 
predominant reef-building corals of the East Flower 
Garden Bank before, during, and after the drilling 
operations. The monitoring programs demonstrated that 
delectable quantities of the drilling fluids in the surficial 
sediments were distribute) to a distance exceeding 1000 
meters from the near-surface discharged well . 
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ACC 4274; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
GGTI'L_ESON, D.A . ; LURD, GE. ; 
ENT!-iIC ARIUM LEVELS IN THE VICINITY OF 

SIX DRILL SITES IN THE GULF OF MEXICO. 

131111 . CONTINENTAL Sf IELF' ASSOCIATES, INC ., 
'I'f:QUGSTA, FL 739-788 . 

KEYWORD: barium, drilling fluid, benthic, 
distribution, drilling mud, 
hydrographic, drill cutting 

Al3S'I'llACf : Barium sulfate (barite) is a major 
constituent of drilling fluids, often comprising 80 to 90 
percent by weight o! the chemical components added to 
offshore wells in the Gull of Mexico. It is primarily used 

to control the density of drilling fluids. Barium, which 
makes up 49 percent of barium sulfate by weight, was 
used as a tracer of discharged drilling fluids to map the 
bcnthic distribution and concentration of discharged 
drilling muds in the vicinity of five exploratory drill sites 
and a single production platform in the Gulf of Mexico. 
T'he discharges from three of the five exploratory wells 
and the production platform were shunted through a 
downpipe that terminated approximately ten meters from 
the bottom . The distances that barium is dispersed as 
well as its benthic concentrations appear to be 
dependent on at least the following factors: (1) the types 
and quantities of drilling fluids discharged, (2) the 
hydrographic conditions at the time U[ the discharges, 
and (3) the height above the bottom that the discharges 
are made. Barium analyses indicate that drilling fluids 
can be dispersed in detectable quantities at least 1000 
meters and probably further, from both shunted and 
unshunted wells. 

ACC 291 ; TYPE; YEAR 1973 
GEYGR, K A; SWEET, W.M . ; 
NATURAL FIYDROCAK ON SEEPAGE IN THE 
GULF OF ME?QCO. 

QIQL TRANS., GULF COAST ASSOC. GEOL SOC. 
23:158-169. 

KEYWORD: geology, oil, resource, hydrocarbon 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 4044 ; TYPE P 
YEAR 1972 
G1AM, GS. ; HANKS, AR. ; RICHARDSON, R.L ; 
SACKETT, W.M . ; WONG, M.K . ; 
DDT, DDE, AND POLYCHLORINATED IPHENYL 
IN IOTA FROM THE GULF OF MEXICO AND 
CARI PAN SEA B1971. 

BIBL PEST. MON. J . 6(3):139-143. 

KEYWORD : chemistry, biology, pollution, fish, 
invertebrate, pesticide, shrimp, crab, 
coastal water 

ABS'T'RACT: Residue levels of DDT, DDE, and 
PCB's were determined in various species of fish, shrimp, 
crabs, and other biota from the Gulf of Mexico and 
Caribbean Sea . Samples were collected from the Gulf 
during two Gulf-wide cruises in May and October 1971 
and from pan of the Caribbean Sea during the October 
cruise . DDT, DDE, and PCB's were found widely 
distributed in all biota, samples were found widely 
distributed in all biota ; however, samples from coastal 
areas generally had higher levels than samples from the 
open waters . 
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ACC 4045 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
GIAMMONA, GP., JR, ; 
OCfOCORALS IN THE GULF OF MPJQCOBBT'HEIR 
TAXONOMY AND D1S'I'Kl U'T1UN WITH 
REMARKS ON THEIR PALEONTOLOGY. 

represent 22 families, 59 genera, and 152 species . The 
biotic assemblages and ecology of octocorals along the 
"Texas outer continental shelf were studied using a 
submersible and conventional diving technique . Abiolic 
environmental !actors, particularly turbidity from the 
nepheloid layer, affect small-scale distributions, 
abundance, and diversity of the hard-bank communities 
on the Texas continental shelf. Biotic factors such as 
dispersal, predation, competition, and behavior reactions 
may also influence distribution patterns . Ecological 
!actors such as temperature, substrate type, and depth 
probably have the most influence on large-scale 
distribution patterns in the Gulf. The Gulf is divided 
into 61 geographic subunits, and the species collected 
from each subunit are listed . A classification method of 
numerical analysis is used to determine octocoral 
distribution patterns within the Gulf of Mexico. On that 
basis, six octocoral provinces are defined: l) sub-tropical 
Gulf, 2) western Florida, 3) northern Gulf, 4) western 
Gulf, 5) southeast Mexican coast, and 6) central Gulf. 
Thirty-five fossil octocoral stem fragments and holdfasts 
were collected from the Stone City Formation (Claiborne 
group, middle Eocene) near College Station, Texas. The 
fossils belong to the order Gorgonacea . They represent 
the fifth reported oc . . . 

ACC 1082; TYPE; YEAR 1931 
GINSBURG, 1 . ; 
ON THE DIFFERENCES IN HA ITAT AND SIZE 
OF CYNOSCION ARENARIUS AND 
CYNOSQONNOTHUS. 

BIBL PH.D . DISSERTATION . TEXAS A&M BIBL COPEIA 1931(3) :144 . 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 260 P 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, fish, fishery, life cycle, 
KEYWORD: coral, distribution, systematic, life history, habitat, length 

zoogeography, biology, epifauna, 
invertebrate, ecology, cetocorallia ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ABSTRACT: The distribution of octocorals in the 
Gull of Mexico is reviewed in this paper. The taxonomy, 
ecology, and paleontology of this group from along the 
Texas Gulf coast are emphasized. The distribution of 
Gulf octocoral families and genera presenting 622 
specimens are plotted on 35 separate charts . They 

ACC 2016 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1964 
GINSDUf2G, R.N. ; SHINN, E.A ; 
DISTRI UTION OF THE REEF UI[DING 
COMMUNITY IN FLORIDA AND THE AHAMAS. 

BIBL AM. ASSOC. PETROL GEOL BULL 48:527 

KEYWORD: distribution, diversity, coral, wave, 
circulation, salinity, temperature, 
suspended, sediment, reef 

ABSTRACT: The distribution and diversity of coral 
reefs surrounding Florida and the Bahamas are reviewed . 
Reasons are given for the most luxuriant and continuous 
reef communities occurring along eastern (acing margins 
of the Florida and Bahamas platforms. These factors 
include wave action, water circulation, salinity, water 
temperature, and suspended sediments. Western 
margins support small, discontinuous reels with lower 
diversities due to the unfavorable qualities o! these 
parameters . 

ACC 2408; TYPE P ; YEAR 1953 
GINSBURG, R.N. ; 
INT'ERTIDAL EROSION ON THE FLORIDA KEYS . 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . GULF CARIBI3 . 3(1):SS-69. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, carbonate, benthic, sponge, 
sediment 

ABSTRACT Examples of erosion o[ interudal 
calcareous rock in the Florida Keys were described . 
Physicochemical dissolution o[ calcium carbonate was 
only responsible for localized intertidal erosion . Large 
scale honeycombing of calcareous rock was due primarily 
to boring and burrowing activities U( benlhic organisms. 
A partial list of boring and burrowing organisms, 
including a !amity of boring sponges (Clionidae), 3 
sipunculans, a barnacla, 2 bivalves, and an echinoid, was 
given, and their specific effects on erosion were cited . 

""""" 



ACC 2409; TYPE P ; YEAR 1956 
GINSf3URG, RN. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS OF GRAIN 
SIZE AND CONSTITUENT PARTICLES IN SOME 
SOUTH FLORIDA CAR ONATE SEDIMENT'S . 

BIBL BULL AM. ASSOC. PETROL GEOL 
40(10)2384-2427. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, grain size, carbonate, 
sediment, reef 

ABSTRACT: An analysis was conducted of 
sediments taken from two areas around the Florida day 
area in an attempt to show that the distribution of 
sediment producing organisms can be found using grain 
size and constituents of the calcareous sediments 
deposited . In one area the physical environment varied 
so greatly that no distinct distribution of organism could 
be ascertained. However, in a reef area changes in the 
environments were gradual, thereby allowing flora and 
fauna changes to appear in the sediment analysis. The 
thin sectioning approach used here can also be used to 
analyze ancient limestones in similar types of studies. 

ACC 2410; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
GINSIIURG, R N. (ED.) ; 
SOUTH FLORIDA CAR ONATE SEDIMENTS. 
SEDIMENTA II. 

RIBL COMPARATIVE SEDIMEMTOLOGY 
LABORATORY, UNIV. OF MIAMI, FISHER ISLAND 
STATION, MIAMI BEACH, FL 72 P. 

of zonauon of sediment producing plants and animals. 
Also covered in the guidebook are spur and grove 
formation in the reef tract, Pleistene limestones of the 
Florida Keys, recent dolomite of Sugarloaf Key, and 
bathymetry and geology of Pourtales Terrace. 

ACC 2411 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1958 
GINSBURG, R.N . ; LOWENSTAM, fi.a ; 
THE INFLUENCE OF MARINE OTTOM 
COMMUNITIES ON THE DEPOSITIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT OF SEDIMENTS. 

BIBL J . GEOL 66:310-318. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, benthic, sediment, physical 

ABSTRACT: The effects of benthic fauna on the 
sediment environment was studied in Florida Bay . The 
ability of organisms other than reef builders to control or 
modify their physical environment was described . The 
organisms cause recognizable differences in sediment and 
other organisms. 
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ACC 2018; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
GODCHARLES, M.F. ; JAAP, W.C. ; 
FAUNA AND FLORA IN HYDRAULIC CLAM 
DREDGE COLLECTIONS FROM FLORIDA WEST 
AND SOUTHEAST COAST'S . 

BI[3L FIA ST. DEPT. NAT. RESOURCES . LAB . 
SPEC. SCI . REP"C. NO . 40 89 P. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, carbonate, sediment, 
bathymetry, geology KEYWORD : 

ABSTRACT: This publication serves as a field trip 
guidebook to the Recent carbonate sediments of Florida 
Bay and Florida Reef Tract . 7'he sedimentation and 
water circulation patterns, sediment composition, and 
molluscan fauna of Florida Day are described . The 
corals and coralline algae of the reef tract are identified 
and their ecology and roles in sedimentation are 
summarized . Rodriguez (lank is used as an illustration 

mollusc, crustacean, distribution, 
dredging 

ABS'I'ItACT: Live flora and fauna specimens were 
collected, identified, and counted from stations along the 
west and southeast coasts of Florida . Four hundred fifty 
three taxa of marine flora and fauna were identified . 
These specimens were taken from depths o! 09 to 24 .4 
m . "17ie majority of the reported taxa were molluscs and 

crustaceans . All specimens were listed in locality, depth, 
and numbers collected . 

""""" 

ACC 4046 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
GODCHARI.ES, M.F. ; JAAP, W.C. ; 
EXPLORATORY CLAM SURVEY OF FLORIDA 
NEARSHORE AND PSTUARINE WATERS WITH 
COMMERCIAL HYDRAULIC DREDGING GEAR. 

I31QL MARINE RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NA"fURAL 
RESOURCES, ST. PETERSBURG, FL PROF . PAP . 
SER. NO . 21 . 77 P . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal, molluscs, distribution, 
infauna, commercial fishery, benthic, 
dredging 

Af3STRAC'I': Distribution and abundance of 
commercial clams were investigated, using a hydraulic 
Nantucket clam dredge and a Maryland soft-shell 
escalator clam dredge at 846 stations along the west and 
southeast coasts of Florida, during 1970 and 1971 . 
Sunray venus clams, Macrocallista nimbosa, occurred 
along the entire west coast but were more abundant 
north of Tampa Bay and were found in commercial 
quantities only on the existing commercial Bell Shoal 
bed. Southern quahogs, Mercenaria campechiensis, were 
most abundant near passes along central and southwest 
Horida . In bays, both species were usually associated 
with seagrasses, but this was not noted in open Gulf 
collections. Both species were seldom collected beyond 

9.2 m depths . The most abundant bivalves was the 
marsh clam, Rangia cuneata, confined to brackish areas 
of the Peace and Myakka Rivers . At lower salinities R 
cuneala were larger and had more size classes . 

""""" 



ACC 2412; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
GOI'ORTH, H . W. ;'1'lIOMAS, J.K . ; 
PLANTING OF RED MANGROVES (RIiIZOPHORA 
MANGLE L) FOR STA III7ATION OF 
MARLSHORELINES IN THE FLORIDA KEYS. 

[31UL IN : D .P . COLE (En.), WETLANDS 
RESTORATION AND CREATON : F'ROC. OF SIXTH 
ANNU. CONE. MAY 16, 1979. TAMPA, FL 357 N . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, flora 

ABSTRACT: Three developmental stages o[ red 
mangroves (i.e ., propagules, seedlings, and small trees) 
were planted to provide erosion protection along three 
separate sections of marl shoreline at Key West, Florida . 
Transplants of small mangrove trees were highly 
successful in all three shorelines and exhibited the 
highest survival of the three stages. Degree of exposure 
to erosion and/or burial proved most important in 
determining seedling survival. 

""""" 

ACC 2017 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
GOLDBERG, E.D . ; ET AL. ; 
THE MUSSEL WATC1L 

BIBL ENVIR CONSERV. 5(2) :101-125 . 

KEYWORD: petroleum, hydrocarbon, pollution, 
L;Uabtdl, pollutant, Mollusc 

ABSTRACT: The levels of 4 sets of pollutants 
(heavy metals, artificial radionuclides, petroleum 
components, and halogenaled hydrocarbons) were 
measured in U.S coastal waters, using bivalves as seminal 
organisms for indicating levels of pollutants . The 
strategies of carrying out this program were outlined and 
the results from the first year's work were reported . 
Varying degrees of pollution in U.S. coastal waters were 
indicated by elevated levels of pollutants in the bivalves, 
comprised by certain species of mussels (Mytilus) and 

oysters (Oslrea; Crassostrea) and collected at over 100 
localities . 

ACC 2413; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
GOLDBERG, W.M . ; 
A NOTE ON THE FEEDING ENAMOR OF THE 
SNAPPING SHRIMP SYNALPHEUS 
FRI'I"LMUELlERI COUT7ERE 

13113L CRUS7'ACEANA 

KEYWORD: Monrce, behavior, shrimp, feeding 
habit 

ABSTRACT : The feeding behavior of the snapping 
shrimp, Synalpheus fritzmuelleri, was described from 
specimens inhabiting the base of sea tans (Gorgonia 
ventalina) collected from the Fowey Rocks area of the 
northern Florida Keys . Use of the chelipeds, shell 
opening methods, and prey items are discussed. 

""""" 

ACC 2544 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
GOLDBERG, W. ; 
ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SALINITY AND 
TEMPERATURE TOLERANCES OF SOME REEFB 
DWEWNG GORGIMANS FROM FLORIDA 

f31f3L CARII3Q . J . SCI . 13(3-4) :173-177 . 

KEYWORD: salinity, temperature, gorgonian, stress 

AI3S7'RAC'f: Optimal, marginal, and terminal 
extremes for salinity and temperature were determined 
!or each of 6 species of reef-dwelling organisms. 
Comparisons were made with scleracunian tolerances, 
and it was concluded chat although both groups had 
similar temperature ranges, gorgonians were somewhat 

more slenohaline . Examples of ecological restriction by 
thermal and saline extremes were discussed . 

ACC 2545 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
GOLDBERG, W.M. ; 
SOME ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGY OF THE 
REEF'S OFF PALM EACH COUNTY, FLORIDA, 
WITH EMPHASIS ON THE GORGONACEA AND 
THEIR ATHYMETRIC DISTRI UTION. 

I31[3L MAS'TER'S 1'FIESIS . hLORIDA A'I'L.ANTIC 
UNIVERSITY, [30CA BATON, FL 

KEYWORD: ecology, reef, gorgonian, distribution, 
temperature, salinity, DO, turbidity, 
currents; light 

ABSTRACT: An investigation of gorgonian 
populations was made from the three reef terraces 
located off southern Palm Beach county, Florida . 
Temperature tolerance tests indicated that the 
gorgonians were somewhat eurythermal . It was assumed 
that temperature did not limit gorgonian distribution . It 
was likewise concluded that salinity does not affect the 
bathymetric distribution of these animals . Current data 
revealed that strong bottom currents were rare and thus 
could not affect the distribution of gorgonian populations 
significantly. Current was, however, responsible for the 
orientation of some species . Turbidity was also 
discounted as a factor in the distribution of gorgonians . 

""""" 



ACC 2546 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
GOLDBERG, W.M . ; 
THE ECOLOGY OF THE CORAL OCTOCORAL 
COMMUNITIES OF THE SO[TI'FiBAST FLORIDA 
COAST: GEOMORPHOLOGY, SPECIES 
COMPOSITION, AND ZONATION. 

DIAL DULL MAR SCI . 23(3):465-488. 

KEYWORD : coral, community, scleracunian, 
octocorallia, depth 

ABSTRACT': Three parallel submarine terraces 
found along the southeast coast of Florida, stretching 
from Miami through Palm Beach County were described. 
The central portion of this area near southern Palm 
Beach County was analyzed with respect to 
geomorphology, community composition, and zonation 
from the low-tide mark to a depth of 50 m. Wenty 
seven species of scleractinian corals and 39 species of 
gorgonians were found here and defined a typical coral 
reef community farther north than had been previously 
acknowledged. Gorgonian diversity was maximal at a 
depth of 15 .20 m, while scleractinians were most diverse 
in shallower water. Studies of gorgonian biomes 
indicated a trend toward large numbers of small 
individuals in low-diversity environments. A mean 
density of 75.1 colonies/sq . meter gave these reefs the 
highest concentration of gorgonians yet recorded in the 
Caribbean region. 

""""" 

ACC 4325 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
GOLDEN, J.H . ; 
SCALE INTERACTION IMPLICATIONS FOR THE 
WATERSPOUT LIFE-CYCLE 

BIBL BOSTON AMER ME7'EOROL SO(:. :207-212 

KEYWORD: storm, meteorological, wind 

At3S7'RACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 4326 ; "I'YPE P ; YEAR 1974 
GOLDEN, J.H . ; 
LIFE CYCLE OF FLORIDA KEYS' WATERSPOUTS, 
PT 1 . 

F31[3L J. APPL ME"I'EOROL 13(6):676-692 

KEYWORD: storm, wind, meteorology 

ABSTRACT': Not available . 
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ACC 935 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
GOODYEAR, AC. ; WARREN, LO. ; 
FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE SUBMARINE 
OYSTER SHELL DEPOSITS OF TAMPA BAY. 

BII3L PLA. AN'I'HROP. 25 :52-66 . 

KEYWORD: coastal water, oyster, reef, 
socioeconomic, distribution, mollusc 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 
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ACC 4047 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
GORDON, D.J. ; 
SYSTEMAI7CS AND DISTRIBUTION OF LARVAL 
FISHES OF THE SUBFAMILY OPHIDIINAE 
(PISCES, OPHIDIIDAE) IN THE EASTERN GULF 
OF ME}QCO . 

BII3L MAS"fGR'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OP MIAMI, 
MIAMI, FL 121 F'. 

KEYWORD : icthyoplankton, seasonaGry, 
distribution, fish, biology, systematic, 
water column 

ABS'CRAC'1' : Samples of ichthyoplankton from 15 
survey cruises conducted from 1971 to 1974 in the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico shelf and slope region were 
examined for larvae of the subfamily Ophidiine . Larvae 
were identified to the lowest possible taxonomic level. 

The developmental morphology, osteology and 
pigmentation is described, as is the seasonal, bathymetric 
and geographical distribution of the larvae . The 
systematic value of larval character stales in this groups 
is discussed . Eight types of larvae were isolated . Larvae 
of the species Otophidium omosugmum, Ophidion 
selenops, Lepophidium jeannae, and Lepophidium 
staurophor were identified . Three types of larvae could 
not be identified to a single species; each represents a 
mature of more than one species . Ophidion Type I 
larvae represent larvae of the species Ophidion 
holbrooki, O. beani and an undescribed species of 
Ophidion. Ophidion Type 2 larvae represent larvae of 
the species Ophidion welshi and Ophidion grayi . 
Lepophidium Type 1 larvae represent larvae of the 
species Lepophidium graellsi and L marmoratum . 
Another kind of larva, designated Type A, belongs to 
either Otophidium dormitator or an unknown ophidiin 
species. Within a type of larva, significant differences in 
the abundance of larvae were found between depths and 
between seasons. Peaks in abundance occurred in spring 
and fall in larvae of Ophidion selenops and Ophidion 
Type I and Type 2, with decreased numbers present in 
August and winter months. Larvae of Otophidium 
omostigmum and Lepophidium were found in greater 
abundance in May, with no well defined trend apparent 
during the rest of the year. 

""""" 

ACC 2188 ; 'CYPE I'; YEAR 1978 
GORE, R.F1 . ; SC07"I'O, LG . ; [3ECKGR, 1_J . ; 
COMMUNITY COMPOSITION, STABILITY, AND 
TROPHIC PARTITIONING IN DECAPOD 
CRUSTACEANS INHABITING SOME 
SUBTROPICAL SAHELI.ARIID WORM REEFS . 

E31f3L BULL MAR. SCI . 2F3(2):221-248. 

KEYWORD : community, crustacean, decapod, 
feeding habit 

AI3S'1'IZACI': A survey of the decapoci and 
stomatopod crustaceans inhabiting the sabellariid biorype 
resulted in 92 species of 52 genera and 22 [amities . 
Species composition nd the relative abundance end 
occurrence of the numerically important species were 

113 



similar for the duration of the study . Gut content 
analyses and predator prey relationships among 
dominant species indicated that all teed to some extent 
on the sabellariid worms which construct the substratum 
of the biotype . In addition, it was determined from the 
nutritional nodes among the dominant species that tropic 
partitioning occurs. Th distribution o[ the 3 dominant 
crustaceans along the central eastern Florida coastline 
was shown to follow that of the sabellariid worm itself. 

""""" 

ACC 2197 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
GORE, RH. ; 
DBGPOD CRUSTACEAN COMMUNITY 
STRUCNRE AND COMPOSITION IN DRIFT 
ALGAEBBSEAGRASS IOTOPES IN THE INDIAN 
RIVER, FLORIDA 

BIBL AM. ZOOL 17(4):920. 

KEYWORD : decapod, community, drift algae, 
seagrass, shrimp, biomass, crustacean 

ABSTRACT : Sampling of the study area produced 
nearly 60,000 decapod crustaceans comprised of 31 

species and 14 families . The decapod community was 

dominated by 5 species. Two alpheid shrimp and a 
majid crab were also determined to be numerically 
important benthic species. Positive correlation was found 

to exist between seagrass-drift algae biomass and the 
number of decapod; (A) species; (B) individuals; and (C) 
total crustacean biomass. Data indicated that a complex 
community trophic structure exists. 

""""" 

ACC 4048 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
GORE, R.H. ; SCOTTO, LE. ; 
CRA S OF THE FAMILY PARTHENOPIDAE 
(CRUSTACEA RACHWRA:OXYRHYNCHIA) 
WITH NOTES ON SPECIMENS FROM THE INDIAN 
RIVER REGION IN FLORIDA MEMOIRS OF THE 
HOURGLASS CRUISES. VOL III, PART VI . 

BII3L MARINE RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES, ST. PETERSBURG, FL 98 P. 

KEYWORD : crab, biology, crustacea, distribution, 
systematic, hourglass, benthic, food 
habit, life history, ecology, continental 
shelf 

ABSTRACT: Eight species (Cryptopodia concava, 

I-leterocrypta granulata, Mesorhcea sexspinosa, 
Parthenope agona, P. fraterculus, P. serrata, P. granulata, 
and Solenolambrus tenellus) in five genera of 
parthenopid crabs were captured in a 28-month 
systematic sampling program at ten stations (6-73m) 
along two transects in the Gulf of Mexico on the central 
western Florida shelf. These collections were 
supplemented by additional material (including an 
additional species, Parthanope pourtalesii), sampled over 
a two-year period (1973-75) from the continental shelf 
along the central eastern Florida coast. Twenty-two 
species of the family Parthenopidae are known from the 
western Atlantic; twelve occur in the Gulf o[ Mexico. 
Species considered herein are tropical in affinity with 
only two (Parthenope pourtalesii and Heterocrypta 
granulata) occurring farther north than Cape Hatteras. 
Four additional Floridan species (l .eiolambrus nitridus, 
Solenolambrus decemspinosus, S. typicus, and 
'I'utankhamen cristatipes) not collected during either 
survey are also treated. Seven of the thirteen Floridan 
species have Eastern Pacific analogues. Where equal 
effort occurred, more specimens in all species were 
dredged than were trawled, probably because of their 
semi-burrowing habits . Parthenope agona and P. 
fraterculus were more abundant in night samples than in 
day samples; other species showed tittle difference in 
abundance between day and night samples. Presence of 
ovigerous females in samples indicated that several 
species (f'arthenope agona, 1' . serrala, F' . granulala, P. 

fraterculus, I leterocrypta granulata, and Solenolambrus 
tenellus) have extended br. . . 
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ACC 417; TYPE; YEAR 1974 
GOSSGLINK, J.G. ; ODUM, E.P. ; POPE, RM. ; 
THE VALUE OF THE TIDAL MARSH. 

F31E3L CENTER FOR WETLAND RESOURCES, 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, BATON ROUGE, 
LA., ISU-SG-74-03 . 3 PP . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal zone, habitat, 
management, marsh, productivity, 
resource, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: Natural tidal marshes are evaluated in 
monetary terms. 13y-product production (fisheries, etc .) 
on a per-acre basis yields a value of only about $100 per 
year even when the whole value o f the fishery is 
inputted to the marsh . More intensive uses, such as 
oyster aquaculture, which preserve many of the natural 
functions of the marsh-estuarine ecosystem, have a 
potential up to $1000 per acre per year. The potential 
for waste assimilation is much higher, about $2500 per 
acre per year for tertiary treatment . Ummation of the 
noncompeting uses approaches an ecological life-support 
value of about $4000 per acre per year, based on the 
gross primary productivity (in energy terms) of the 
natural marsh, using a conversion ratio from energy to 
dollars based on the ratio of Gross National Product to 
National Energy Consumption . When these annual 
social values of $2SW-4000 are income capitalize) at 5% 
interest the estimated total social values are $50,000-
$80,W0 per acre . Some estuaries, such as the Potomac or 
the Hudson, are now performing waste assimilation work 
of even greater value but such estuaries are overloaded 
to the point of degradation . Analysis based on the total 
value of the life support role of a natural tidal marsh-
estuary suggests that a strategy of optimization in land 
use planning should replace or supplement reliance on 
the pricing system which is inadequate for preservation 



of natural systems that increase in value with the 
intensity of adjacent development. 

ACC 1089; TYPE; YEAR 1980 
GOSSEL.INK, J.G. ; 
TIDAL MARSHES B'I'HE O(INDARY ETWEEN 
LAND AND OCEAN. 

BIBL U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C., 
FWL.S OB-80\15 . 12 PP. 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, life history, mash, 
nursery area, nursery areas 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 582 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1956 
GOULD, H.R ; STEWART, RN. ; 
CONTINENTAL TERRACE SEDIMENT'S IN THE 
NOR1'E1EASTERN GULF OF MFJQCO. 

IN : J.L HOUGH AND H.W . MENARD (EDS .) . 
FINDING ANCIENT SHORELINES. 

BIBL SOCIETY OF ECONOMIC 
PALEON'T'OLOGISTS AND MINERALOGISTS . 
SPECIAL PUBLICATION 3, TULSA, OK. 

KEYWORD : Pleistocene, continental shell, geology, 
sediment, historic geology 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 2092; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
GOULD, G.F. ; MOBERG, M.L; 
ANALYSIS OF MARINE SAMPLES FROM THE 
OU'T'ER CONT'INENT'AL SHELF OF MISSISSIPPI, 
ALA AMA, AND FLORIDA (MAFIA) FOR HIGH 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT HYDROCAR ONS IN 
ENTHIC SAMPLES. 

IN : MAFIA FINAL REPORT (THE MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SI-iEI.F BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY. 
1977/1978 . VOL 11, CHAPT. 8 . 

BIBL DAMES AND MOORE, INC FOR BLM 
CONTRACT #AA550-CT7-34 :494-530. 

KEYWORD : hydrocarbon, benthic, sediment, 
demersal fish, epitauna, MAFIA 

ABS'TRAC'T': Analysis of 976 benthic sediments, 
demersal fish, and macrcepifaunal samples was 
conducted for high molecular weight hydrocarbon. Some 
pooling of small samples was required. Results appear 
to be comparable to those reported for earlier M.AFLA 
studies. Laboratory techniques are described . 

ACC 2093 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
GOU(_D, G.F. ; MOBERG, M.L ; 
ANALYSIS OF MARINE SAMPLES FROM THE 
OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF OF MISSISSIPPI, 
ALA AMA, AND FLORIDA (MAFIA) FOR TRACE 
METALS IN DEMERSAL FISH AND 
MACROEPINFAUNA 

IN: MAFIA FINAL REPORT (THE MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY. 
19711978) . VOL 11 . CHAI'T. 5 . 

BIE3L . DAMES AND MOORE, INC. FOR QLM 
CON'T'RACT #AA550-CI'7-34:406A22. 

KEYWORD: trace metal, demersal fish, epitauna, 
MAf 1.A 

ABSTRACT: A total o[ 605 demersal fish and 
macrcepifaunal samples were analyzed for trace metals . 

Smaller samples required pooling. Results appear to be 
comparable to those reported for earlier MAFIA 
studies. 

ACC 623 ; TYPE; YEAR 1970 
GRADY, J.R ; 
DISTRI LTIION OF SEDIMENT TYPES NORTHERN 
GULF OF ME}QCO. 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE hlSf1ERIES SERVICE, 
BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, GALVES'I'ON, "1?C 1 
PP. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, continental slope, 
distribution, geology, sediment 

ABSTRACT : This is a sediment distribution map of 
the northern Gulf of Mexico. The map indicates the 
sediments from the shoreline to depths from IOn to 
1,000 meters. 

""""" 
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ACC 1094; TYPE; YEAR 1973 
GREEN, F.M . ; 
NITROGEN FIXATION IN SALT MARSHES OF THE 
NORTHERN GULF COAST OF FLORIDA 

I31I3L MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
FLORIDA, PENSACOLA, FL 57 PP . 

KEYWORD: benthic flora, nitrogen, nutrient, marsh 

ABSTRACT : Ilie acetylene reduction method for 
determination of nitrogen faction was used to describe 
nitrogen faction in salt marshes on the northern Gulf 
coast of Florida . Three plots on one transect at each o[ 2 
stations were monitored biweekly from January 1971 to 
February 1972 Irregular measurements were made at 4 
other stations. 
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ACC 2414 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
GREGORY, D.R, JR; LABISKY, R.F. ; COMBS, CL; 
REPRODUCTIVE DYNAMICS OF THE SPINY 
LO S1'ER PAGUllRUS ARGUS IN SOUTH 
FLORIDA 

BIBL TRANS . AM . FISH SOC. 111:575-584. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, biology, spiny lobster, 
reproduction, length 

ABSTRACT: The reproductive biology of the spiny 
lobster Pagulirus argus was studied in five different 
habitats in the lower Florida Keys between July 1975 and 
August 1976. A total of 3,235 females were captured in 
commercial wooden slat traps. The minimum size of 
reproductive maturity was 70 mm carapce length (CL). 
Maximum reproductive activity occurred among females 
in the 80-85 mm size class. Although reproduction 
occurred from April to September, it was most prevalent 
in May and June. The number of reproductively active 
females was greater in Atlantic habitats than at Gulf 
sites. Legally protected females (<76.2 mm CL) were 
responsible for only 14% of the annual egg production ; 
females in the 75-85 mm class contributed 48%v of th 
annual egg production. It is concluded that the minimum 
size limit be increased to 85 mm CL to protect the 

portion of the lobster population with the greatest 
reproductive potential . 

"" 

ACC 4049; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
GREGORY, D.IL, JR. ; 
REPRODUCTION DYNAMICS OF THE SPINY 
LO STER, PANULIRUS ARGUS (LATRIELL.E), IN 
SOUTH FLORIDA 

BIBL MAS'TER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF 
FLORIDA, GAINESVILLE, FL 56 P. 

KEYWORD: biology, crustacea, spiny lobster, 
recruitment, reproduction, spawning 
area, tagging, benthic, invertebrate 

ABSTRACT: The reproductive biology of the spiny 
lobster, Panulirus argus, was studied in two Gulf of 
Mexico habitats (shallows and mid-depth) and three 
Atlantic Ocean habitats (shallows, patch reef, and deep 
reed in the lower Florida Keys during the 19 months, 
July 1975-August 1976. The minimum size o! 
reproductive maturity, expressed by carapace length 
(CL), was 70 mm., none of 1,214 females smaller than 70 
mm CL was ovigerous, and only 11 (< 1%) possessed 
spermatophores. Sixty-two percent (2,021) of the 3,235 
females sampled were reproductively mature (>70 mm 
CL). Reproductive activity was greatest among females in 
the 80-85 mm CL size class ; the mean size of 62 
uvigcruus females was 83.2 mm CL Reproduction 
occurred during the months of April-September, but was 
most prevalent in May and June. Reproduction in the 
lower Keys was restricted to the Atlantic ; none of 792 
mature Gulf females was reproductively active whereas 
257 (21%) of 1,235 mature Atlantic females were 
ovigerous or spermatophoric. In the Atlantic, active 
reproduction was associated with reef substrates ; 25% 
occurred on the Patch Reef and 75% on the Deep Reef . 
During the reproductive season (April-September), sex 
ratios were skewed toward females in reef habitats but 
toward males in nonreef habitats. A fecundity schedule 
revealed that only 16%, of the annual egg production was 
contributed by legally protected females (CL less then or 
equal to 75 mm). "Ilie most productive size class 
consisted of females newly recruited to the fishery (75-85 

mm CL) ; these females contributed about half (47%,) of 
the total annual egg production . The reproductive 
potential of this lo . . . 

""""" 

ACC 2094 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
GREINER, G.O.G . ; 
DISTRI U'I70N OF MAJOR ENTI-iOMC 
FORAMINIFERAL GROUPS OF THE GULF OF 
MEXICO CONTINENTAL SHELF. 

IIIBL MICROPALEONTOLOGY 16(1):83-101 . 

KEYWORD : foraminifera, temperature, salinity, 
depth, carbonate 

ABSTRACT : Results of an earlier study are 
expanded upon in this ai : . .1%- , .f the distribution of major 
[oraminiferal groups in the Cult of Mexico. The three 
major groups of foraminifera ; agglutinated, hyaline, and 
porcelaneous wall types, are compared in their need for 
the availability of CaC03. CaC03 availability is 
dependent on temperature, salinity, and hydrostatic 
pressure . The three wall types have different methods of 
obtaining CaC03 and are therefore affected differently by 
environmental variables . 

ACC 2415 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1474 
GRIFFIN, G.M. ; 
CASE HISTORY OF A TYPICAL DREDGEBFILL 
PROJECT IN THE NORTHERN FLORIDA KEYS, 
EFFECTS ON WATER CLARITY, SEDIMENTATION 
RATES AND IOTA 

I3IQL F fARI30R BRANCH POUND., INC. PUUL NO. 
33 . 

Kt?YWORD : Monrce, suspended, sediment, 
seagrass, reef, turbidily, dredging 

ARSTItACI': A typical "hard rock" dredge-fill 
project on the Atlantic side of Key largo was monitored 

for 390 drays in order to document ti amount of 



suspended sediment produced, its distribution and the 
effects on water clarity and benthos near the dredge . 
The area of the plume influence was determined to 
rarely exceed the limits of an area extending 0.3 nautical 
miles along shore and 0.33 nautical miles offshore, or 0 .1 
s . n .mi . The value of turbidity diapers was discussed and 
it was concluded that they need to be redesigned to 
eliminate leaks and that proper positioning is crucial . No 
detectable influence of the dredge on the seagrasses or 
other inshore biota near the canal was found, nor were 
any abnormal changes detected in the reef. Compared 
to hydraulic dredging, "hard rock" dredging was found to 
have less impact on water clarity, sedimentation rates 
and biota, largely because the concentration in the plume 
was lower. Also, the material being dredged was the 
rather inert Key Largo limestone which is less apt to 
contain pesticides, taocic metals, or oorygen-demanding 
organic debris. 

""""" 

ACC 2095 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
GRIMM, D.E . ; HOPKINS, T.S. ; 
PRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 
OCTOCOROWAN AND SQERACI1tJIAN 
DIVERSITY AT THE FLORIDA MIDDLE GROUND. 

BIBL PROG 'IIiIRD INTERNAT. CORAL REEF 
SYMP ., MIAMI, FL MAY 1977 . 1 :135.142. 

KEYWORD : coral, scleractinia, diversity, 
zoogeography, octoc;orallia, 
distribution 

ABSTRACT: Transects at 6 sites on the Florida 
Middle Grounds were sampled in September 1975 and 
February/March 1976 to determine the species 
composition and diversity of the coral fauna. Range 
extensions were recorded for both scleractinian and 
octocorallian species. Diversity of oclocorals was highest 
at northern stations ; whereas scleractinians had the 
greatest diversity at southern stations . Both groups 
exhibited a regular zonauon pattern despite a high 
degree of habitat variability. The coral communities of 
the Florida Middle Grounds are thought to represent 

Pioneer species occurring in marginally favorable 
environment . 

ACC 4192 ; TYPE N ; YEAR 1977 
GUINN, V.P . ; LT AL; 
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS TRACEB 
ELEMENT STUDIES IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
OFFSHORE DRILLING FOR OIL 

BIBL PROC. TNT. CONP . NUCL METHODS 
ENVIRON . ENERGY RES., 3RD J. R. VOGT (ED) . 
303-311 . 

KEYWORD : offshore drilling, pollution, sediment 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 302 ; "TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
GULF SOUTFI RESEARCH INSTITUTE ; 
TRACE METAL ANALYSIS : QUALITY CONTROL 
FOR MAFIA (MISSISSIPPI, ALA AMA, b1ARIDA) 
4 AND SOUTH TEXAS 2 INVESTIGATIONS. 

BIBL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. I3LM/YM/ES-76/5 . 204 PP 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, fishery, geology, 
heavy metal, oceanography, water 
quality, zooplankton, trace metal, 
MAFIA 

AI3ST'RACI': A comprehensive quality control 
program, Contract No. 08550-cr5-49, was conducted by 
Gulf South Research Institute (GSRf) in support of the 
Mississippi, Alabama, Florida (MAFIA) OCS 
Monitoring and South Texas OCS Baseline program for 
the Bureau of land Management, Department of the 
Interior. A total of 241 marine environmental samples 
including 10 suspended parUCUlates, 31 zooplankton, 19 
paint chip samples, 75 sediment and 106 epifeuna 

samples were subjected to quality control trace metal 
analysis . 

ACC 400 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
GULF OF MEXICO F1SI IGRIGS MANAGEMENT 
COUNCIL ; 
DRAFT FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
ENVIRONMENTAL. IMPACT STATEMENT AND 
REGULATORY ANALYSIS FOR THE 
GROCTNDFISH IN THE GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL GULF OF MEXICO FISHERIES 
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL TAMPA, FL 39 PP 

KEYWORD : biology, management, fishery, fishery 
statistics, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 410; TYPE; YEAR 1977 
GULF STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION; 
GULF STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
T'WENI'YBEIGHT'EiANNIJAL REPORT 19768197X'0 
THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES AND 
TO THE GOVERNORS AND LEGISLATORS OF 
ALA AMA, FLORIDA, LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI 
AND TEXAS. 

QI[3L GULF STATES MAILING HSfiERIBS 
COMMISSION, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS. 48 IT 

KtYWORD: coastal water, management, resource, 
fishery, geology, continental shelf 

AI3S'I'I2ACl' : Not available. 
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ACC 682 ; TYPE; YEAR 1981 
GULF OF MEXICO KEGIONAL'fGCHNICAI 
WORKING GROUP; 
GULF OF MEXICO, REGIONAL 
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT PLAN. 

I31BL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, NEW 
ORLEANS, LA. 139 PP. 

KEYWORD : coastal zone, gas, management, oil 
transport, oil, operations, continental 
shelf 

ABSTRACT: The Gulf o[ Mexico RTMP consists of 
two planning levels due to existing leasing and 
development conditions . The area of jurisdiction for 
Florida (eastern Gulf down to the 26 degree N latitude 
line is at Level 11 Planning. The four other Gulf states 
have produced Level Ill plans. The federal OCS 
jurisdiction has been evaluated at the third eve . Th 
RTMP, therefore, is made up of the inregrated individual 
state and federal plans at the appropriate level of 
planning. As changes in the region occur due to the 
leasing schedule, sales, and discoveries, the RTMP will 
be updated based on the three-level planning system. To 
be effective, a planning system in the Gulf of Mexico 
must address the current situation of oil and gas activities 
and the processes associated with transporting the 
resources to land. The central and western Gulf is noted 
as having the most developed infrastructure system for 
oil and gas production in the world, which includes oil 
refineries, petrochemical processing plants, offshore 
supply bases, construction yards for pipelines and 
platforms and other industry-relata facilities. The most 
intense offshore development is located in the central 
Gulf, with activity stretching into the western Gulf. In the 
eastern Gulf, most areas remain largely undeveloped in 
terms of infrastructure . The existing system of oil and gas 
related industries extends eastward only to f'ascagoula, 
Mississippi. 

ACC 4050 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1986 
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MGMT. COUNCIL. 
AND S. ATLANTIC FISH . MGM1'. COUNCIL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1 TO THE FISHERY 
MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR SPINY LO S1'ER IN 
THE GULF OF MEXICO AND SOUTH AT'[AKTIG 

f31I3L GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT 
COUNCIL, TAMPA, FL. 103 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, crustacea, commercial fishery, 
spiny lobster, management, 
recreational fishery 

ABSTRACT: The spiny lobster fishery consists of 
the spiny lobster, Panulirus argue, and other incidental 
species of spiny lobster (spotted spiny lobster, Panulirus 
guttatus; smooth tail lobster, Panulirus laevicauda ; and 
the Spanish lobster, Scyllarides aequinoctialis and 
Scyllarides nociifer) . Previously. only P. argue was 
encompassed by the fishery management plan (or spiny 
lobster in the Gulf o! Mexico and South Atlantic. This 
amendment brings S . noditer into the fishery 
management plan . The spiny lobster fishery occurs 
principally in the waters off South Florida, with about 
50% of the catch taken from the Fishery Conservation 
Zone. Spanish lobsters are harvested of[ west Florida 
and the Florida panhandle, with the catch deriving 
almost entirely from shrimp vessels using otter trawls . 
Objectives of the management plan are: (1) to protect 
long-run yields and prevent depletion of lobster stocks; 
(2) to increase yield by weight from the fishery; (3) to 
icJuce user group and gear conflicts in the industry ; (4) 
to acquire the necessary information to manage the 
fishery ; and (5) to promote efficiency in the fishery . 

""""" 

ACC : 4051 ; 1'YPE P ; YEAR 1985 
GULF OP MEXICO FISIIf:RY MGMT. COUNCIL 
AND S. ATLANTIC FISH . MGM'f. COUNCIL; 
FINAL AMENDMENT 1, FISHERY MGMT. PLAN 
AND ENVIRON. IMPACT STATEMENT FOR 
COASTAL MIGRATORY PELAGIC RESOURCE IN 
THE GULF OF MEXICO & S. ATLANTIC REGION 

UIQL GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT 
COUNCIL, TAMPA, FL 187 PP. 

KEYWORD: biology, socioeconomic, management, 
landings (pounds), commercial fishery, 
pelagic fish, king mackerel, Spanish 
mackerel 

ABSTRACT- A 1983 reassessment of the king 
mackerel stock by fishery scientists developed a 
maximum sustainable yield [or this species at 262. million 
pounds, well below tha 37 million pounds set in the 
original plan . The researchers also established the 
existence of two migratory groups, one of which was 

being overfished to the level where stock was declining. 
'Ilie plan was, therefore, failing to prevent overfishing 
and to achieve optimum yield as provided by the first 

National Standard set forth in the Magnuson Act. The 
Councils, therefore, determined that it is urgent to 
amend the plan accordingly, to restore stock and achieve 
a more valid level of optimum yield based on the recent 

findings. Because stock recovery will be gradual and 
because changes in fishing effort and fishing patterns 
cannot be anticipated, a flexible plan is proposed . The 
amended plan would provide for annual stock 
assessments for king and Spanish mackerels and provide 
needed control to restore and maintain the fish 
populations near MSY. 

""""" 



ACC 4052 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
GULF OF MEXICO h1SHERY MGMT. COUNCIL 
AND S . A11.AIV"I7C FISH. MGMT. COUNCII1-
FISIiERY MANAGEMENT PLAN, 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, AND 
REGULATORY ANALYSIS FOR SPINY LA STER 
IN THE GULF OF MFJQCO AND SOUTH 
ATIANTYG 

DIE3L GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT 
COUNCIL TAMPA, FL 149 PP. 

KEYWORD : biology, crustacea, spiny lobster, 
management, commercial fishery, 
recreational fishery, landings (pounds), 
invertebrate 

ABSTRACT: This report describes the probable 
impacts of implementing regulations for the spiny lobster 
fishery management plan. The spiny lobster fishery 
consists o! the spiny lobster, Panulirus argus, and other 
incidental species of spiny lobster which inhabit coastal 
waters of and the FCZ of the Gulf of Mexico and the 
South Atlantic Fishery Management council areas and 
which are pursued by commercial and recreational 
fishermen. The maximum sustainable yield was 
estimated as 127 million pounds annually. Optimum 
yield was considered to be all lobster more than 3.0 
inches carapace length or not less than 5 .5 inches tail 
length harvested by commercial and recreational 
fishermen given existing technology and prevailing 
economic conditions. Expected annual harvest for 1981 
was 8.0 million pounds . 

""""" 

ACC 4053; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MGMT. COUNCIL 
AND S. ATLANTIC FISH . MGMT. COUNCIL; 
FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR CORAL AND 
CORAL REEFS OF THE GULF OF MF.}UCO AND 
SOUTH ATLANTIC 

I31F3L GULF OF MEXICO FISHERY MANAGEMENT 
COUNCIL, TAMPA, FL 225 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, management, commercial 
fishery, reef, recreational fishery, coral, 
benthic 

ABSTRACT: The Coral and Coral Reef Fishery of 
the Gulf of Mexico and south Atlantic is of importance 
to both recreational and commercial fishermen . This 
fishery is unique in that its habitat and nonconsumptive 
value greatly exceed its value as a harvested product. 
Evaluating th economic impact of proposed regulations 
in a quantitative manner is not possible and appears 
unnecessary. First, the unique character of the fishery 
makes it a crucial, if not major, pan of the life cycle of 
several important species of fish and shellfish ; the 
commercial and recreational value of these species would 
conservatively exceed $300 million annually. While there 
is no question of the habitat value of coral to marine life 
in general, there is little or no information available to 
estimate incremental decreases in value as coral may be 
destroyed gradually . Thus, only gross values and 
relationships can be used . Second, the Fishery 
Management Plan (FMP) and associated regulations 
would be classified as a minor rule under the criteria of 
Executive Order 12291 and the Interim Guidelines 
established by the Office of Associater Adminsitraror for 
Fisheries. The need for federal regulation through a 
FMP is critical because the traditional federal role of 
managing coral and coral reefs in the FCZ has been 
largely abrogatad in the (fishery conservation zone (FCZ) 
except as it applies to oil and gas exploration and 
development . Uncontrolled harvesting and subsequent 
damage to coral and coral reels will threaten several 
major fish and shellfish fisheries as well as the 

nonsumplive value derived from coral . The management 
measures proposed by the Councils . . . 

ACC 126; TYPE; YEAR 1979 
GUNTEft, G . ; 
THE ANNUAL FLOWS OF THE MISSISSIPPI 
RIVER 

BIBL GULF RES . REP. 6(3) :283-290. 

KEYWORD: currents, hydrography, physical 
process, river discharge 

ABSTRACT. The Mississippi River drains two thirds 
of the lower United States plus 13,000 square miles of 
Canada . When North America was being colonized by 
Europeans, the river overflowed its banks about once 
every 3 years and spread onto the Iloodplain, which 
today covers 34,600 square miles of the valley. A natural 
levee formed alongside the river where the silt was 
dropped when water left the channel; the levee now 
slopes away from the river at about 7 feet per mile . This 
high ground was settled first by the white man at New 
Orleans in 1717. The spring floods barely topped the 
natural levee and the original town was protected by a 
ring levee 3 feet high. As more overflow areas were cut 
off from the river, the levees increased in height to about 
40 (eel. The hydraulics of the river became better and 
today more water and silt flow out to sea. About three 
fourths of the floodplain is closed off from the river, but 
in 1882 and 1927, the river took that land back, and in 
1973 almost 60% of the 22-million-acre area was flooded. 
Nevertheless, there have been no levee breaks since the 
Corps of Engineers took over flood control in 1928. The 
mean flow of the river since 1900 has been 646,000 cubic 
(eat per second (cfs) moment to moment. The mode, 
median, quartiles and deciles of annual flows are given, 
and Uie measurements of dispersion, tha standard 
deviation and coefficient of variation are given. The 
Atchafalaya River distributary has increased considerably 
at the expense of the Mississippi River since 1858 . 
During the flood year of 1973, the Atchafalaya carried 
370/o of the total (low . It is estimated that unless ii is 
brought under coot . . . . The highest for the Atchafnlaya 
was 781,1H10 cfs at Simmesport on May 12, 1973, the 
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highest for the Mississippi was at Tarbert landing on 
February 19, 1937, at 1,977,000 cfs. Subjectively 
described floods of 1782, 1828 . and 1882 tie in with 1927 
and 1973 as SO-year hoods. The 1927 and 1973 floods 
were remarkably similar ; the former was the larger. The 
largest known flow of the river is only 25% less than the 
maximum which meteorologists say could be generated . 
Presumably such a flood could be handled without 
catastrophe . 

""""" 

ACC 127; TYPE; YEAR 1979 
GUNTER, G. ; LYLES, CH. ; 
LOCALIZED PLANKTON LOOMS AND JU IIEES 
ON THE GULF COAST. 

BIQL GULF RES. REP . 6(3) :297-300. 

KEYWORD : biology, fish kill, plankton bloom, 
meteorology, precipitation, nutrient, 
red tide 

ABSTRACT: The point of these remarks is to call 
the reader's attention to the fact that there are localized 
plankton blooms taking place at many locations and 
many times up and down the Gulf coast . They have also 
been reported on the Atlantic coast. They appear to be 
responsible for many localized cases of fish kills. Their 
onset is often characterized as following rainy weather 
and a few days of calm. It thus appears that some land 
component or components are washed down by the rains 
into waters near shore . Whether or not these are the 
usual fertilizer salts or some trace element that acts as a 
chelating agent is not known . Such phenomena seem to 
occur more frequently than they did in the past probably 
because of increased nutrients flowing into our salt 
waters in recent years due to various activities o[ man . 
Several types of unicellular organisms seem to be 
involved. Two of them are known, Chaetoceras and 
Gonyaulax . No human ailment has been reported from 
the eating of crustaceans or fish caught during a jubilee. 

F lowever, it is now well recognized that a toxic substance 
is produced in blooms of naked dinollagellates. 

""""" 

ACC 724 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1967 
GUNTF_R, G . ; 
SOME RELATIONSHIP OF ESTUARIES TO THE 
FISHERIES OF THE GULF OF ME}QCO. 

IN : G.H . LAUFF (ED.) ESTUARIES:621-638 . 

131131- AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, PUBLICATION NO . 
83 . WASHINGTON, D.G 

KEYWORD: biology, commercial fishery, estuary, 
fishery 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 1088 ; TYPE; YEAR 1960 
GUNTER, G. ; CHRISTMAS, J.Y . ; 
A REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON MENHADEN 
WITH SPEGAL REFERENCE TO THE GULF 
MENHADEN, REVOORTIA PATROMS GOODS 

BIl3l . U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, SPEC 
SCI . REP. FISH . 363 . 31 PP. 

KEYWORD : biology, commercial fishery, ecology, 
fish, fishery, life history 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

ACC 2096; TYPE P ; YEAR 1948 
GUN"I'ER, G . ; WILIAMS, R.I-1 . ; DAMS, -C.; SMITH, 
F.G.W . ; 
CATASTROPHIC MASS MORTALITY OF MARINE 
ANIMALS AND COINCIDENT PHY1'OPLANKTON 
LOOM ON THE WEST COAST OF FLORIDA, 
NOVEM ER 1946 TO MAY 1947. 

F31E31. GCOL MONOGR 18. 

KEYWORD : phytoplankton, nutrient, meterological, 
DO, plankton bloom, red tide 

ABS"CRACT: The effects o! phytoplankton blooms 
on marine organisms were observed between November 
1946 and August 1947 on the southern Florida Gulf 
Coast . In laboratory and field experiments, (iyanodiniun 
brevis was specifically lethal to marine organisms when it 
was present in large numbers. An increased supply of 
nutrient salts caused by meteorological disturbances was 
suggested to have led to the plankton bloom . 

ACC 2339 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1965 
GUN'I'ER, T.J . ; HALL, G.E. ; 
A IOUDGICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE 
CAIAOSAHATCHEE ESTUARY OF FLORIDA 

BIBL GULF RES. REPT. 2(1) :72 

KEYWORD : fish, invertebrate, temperature, 
salinity, blue crab, estuary, river 
discharge 

ABSTRACT: Collections were made at various 
regular stations from Beautiful Isle to the Sanibel Island 
outer beech over the salinity range from fresh water to 

sea water. ne numbers, species and sizes of fishes 
captured in seines and in trawls within the 
Caloosahalchee Estuary proper and in the outside waters 
were presented. In general, the invertebrate population 
did nut change greatly within the estuary with high and 



low inflows of fresh water. Outside the estuary the 
invertebrate populations declined with high discharge. 

""""" 

ACC 2340; TYPE P; YEAR 1947 
GUNTER, G. ; SMITH, F.G. ; WIWAMS, RH. ; 
MASS MORTALITY OF MARINE AMMAIS ON 
THE LOWEST WEST COAST OF FLORIDA 

BIBL SCIENCE 105(2723). 

KEYWORD : mortality, fish, turtle, crab, shrimp, 
temperature, salinity, DO, red tide, 
plankton bloom, water quality 

ABSTRACT: The effects of Gymnodinium sp. 
outbreak between the Dry Tortugas and Boca Grande, 
Florida, during November 1946 to January 1947 ware 
briefly documented . Mass mortality of fish, turtles, 
oysters, clams, crabs, shrimp, barnacles and coquinas 
were reported . The distribution and abundance of dead 
animals were estimated. Water quality parameters and 
plankton composition were monitored in certain areas in 
an attempt to identify the cause of the mass mortalities. 

ACC 4186 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
GUSEINOV, T.1 . ; 
STUDY OF THE OXIDATIVE NEUTRALIZATION 
OF DRIWNG MUD. 

BIBL AZERB. NEF'T. KHOZ (6)35-38. 

KEYWORD: drilling mud, pollution, offshore 
drilling 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 21 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
HACKNEY, C.T. ; BISHOP, T.D. ; 
THE EFFECT OF HURRICANE O (JULY 11, 
1979) ON THE ST. LOUIS AY TIDAL MARSHES. 

BIBL MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS . MS . MASGP-79-
015 . 9 PP . 

KEYWORD : detritus, hurricane, physical process, 
storm surge, water level, remote 
sensing, aerial survey 

ABS'TRAC'T: The effect of a low level hurricane 
(Bob) on the lransporl and relocation of marsh debris 
(dead plant material) was evaluated. Aerial photographs 
and ground truth data indicated that debris (wrack) was 
distributed on the marsh along areas of higher 
vegetation . The mean density of the resultant wrack was 
219 kg/m2 Approximately 226 x 10 3 kg of unattached 
dead plant material was removed from the marsh and 7.7 
x 10 3 redeposited as wrack. Lritle or no standing dead 
plant material was removed. Thus, 218 x 10 3 kg o[ dead 
plant material was removed from the 96 ha study area 
and transported from the marsh system . 

""""" 

ACC 420; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
HACKNEY, CT. ; DE LA CRUZ, AA; 
EFFECTS OF FIRE ON RAIXISH MARSH 
COMMUNITIES : MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

BIBL WETLANDS 1 :75-86. 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, energy flux, life cycle, 
management, marsh, productivity, 
resource 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 2019; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
HALUSKY, J.G . ; 
LOCAMOTORY ACITVITY RHYTHMS IN LME 
CRA S, CALIJNECR7S SAPIDUS, (RATH IJN). 

BII3L MASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE, FL 126 N 

KEYWORD: blue crab, behavior, light 

ABSTRACT: The locomotory rhythm of small 
groups and individual blue crabs. Callinectes sapidus, was 
observed in the field and in various laboratory conditions. 
Gabs exhibited a diurnal-bimodal periodicity. They 
became active shortly after sunrise, decreased activity 
during mid-afternoon and again increased activity just 
before sunset. After sunset and during the hours of 
darkness, they remained inactive . Much individual 
variation was found and is discussed. 

""""" 

ACC 2097 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
IiANLON, R. ; VOSS, G . ; 
GUIDE TO SEAGRASSES OF FLORIDA, THE GULF 
OF MEXICO AND THE CARL EAN REGION. 

BIBL SEA GRANT FIELD GUIDE SER. NO. 4 . 30 P. 

KEYWORD: seagrass, commercial fishery, erosion 

ABSTRACT: A field guide to the seagrasses o[ 
Florida, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Caribbean region 
was presented . Included was a key to the grasses, and 
descriptions o[ the following species : Thalassic 
testudinum, Halodule wrightii, Syringodium filitorme, 
Ruppia martins, Halophila baillonis, Halophila 
engelmanni, Zostera marina . The importance of the 
grasses to the welfare of the commercial fisheries was 
discussed as was their role in the prevention of erosion. 

""""" 
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ACC 1098 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
HANNAH, R.P. ; 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY AND CERTAIN 
LIMITING FACTORS IN A AYOU ESTUARY. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
FLORIDA, PENSACOLA, FL 53 PP. 

ACC 51 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
HANSON, R.D . ; 
INFLUENCE OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER ON THE 
SPATIAL DISTRI UTION OF 
MICROHETEROTROPHIC ACTIVITY IN THE 
GULF OF MEXICO. 

F31BL COMTRIB . MAR. SCI . 25 :181-198. 
KEYWORD : alkalinity, ammonia, nitrate, 

orthophosphate, photosynthesis, KEYWORD: biology, carbon-14, continental shelf, 
phytoplankton, salinity, secchi disc, salinity, temperature, organic carbon, 
temperature, estuary, nutrient river discharge 

ABSTRACT: Primary productivity and its related 
limiting factors was studied at 6 stations in Bayou Texar, 
Pensacola Bay, Florida for one year beginning in April, 
1971 . Biweekly monitoring and 3 diurnal studies were 
supplemented by in-situ and laboratory experiments with 
nutrients in order to describe the factors that effect 
primary production . 

""""" 

ACC 442; TYPE; YEAR 1969 
HANSEN. D .J. ; 
FOOD, GROWTFI, MIGRATION, REPRODUCTION, 
AND A [JNDANCE OF LAGODON RHOM O1DES 
AND IrQCROPOGON UNDULATUS NEAR 
PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 

BIBL FISH . BULL 68(1):135-146. 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, ecology, feeding 
habit, fish, growth, migration, 
abundance 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ABSTRACT : Spatial distribution of 
microheterotrophic activity in the water column of the 
Mississippi Delta Bight and the Gulf of Mexico was 
investigated in April and May 1977 . Microheterotrophic 
activity was determined from the uptake of labeled [C14] 
glucose and the concentration of reactive carbohydrates . 
Mississippi River water was characterized by particulate 
organic carbon (POC) concentration and hydrographic 
data . Microheterotrophic activity decreased with distance 
offshore and with increasing depth of the water column 
in the Mississippi Delta Bight. Highest activity was in 
waters with low salinities and high POC concentrations . 
Where the salinities were characteristic of open Gulf of 
Mexico waters, microheterotrophic activities were 
typically low . Waters with warmest temperatures did not 
always possess the highest microheterotrophic activity. In 
surface waters of the Gulf of Mexico, activity was lower 
than in the Bight and activity decreased with increasing 
depth . Turnover times of carbohydrates were inversely 
proportional to the iatc of microheterolrophic activity. 
Reactive carbohydrates did not show any gradients with 
either distance from shore or depth of the water column. 
Respiration ((C141 CU2) of the labeled glucose was 
highest in surface waters and decreased with distance 
from shore . The results suggest that the Mississippi River 
greatly influences the spatial distribution of 
microheterotrophic activity in the Mississippi Delta Bight 
but not in the Gull o[ Mexico. 

ACC 2189; TYPE N ; YEAR 1981 
1-iANSON, R . B . ; TENORE, K . R. ; ET AL ; 
ENT'EiIC ENRICHMENT IN THE GEORGIA 
IGHT RELATED TO GULF STREAM INTRUSIONS 

AND ESTUARINE OU'I'WELIING . 

E31BL J . MAR. RES . 39(3):417-422. 

KEYWORD : continental shelf, distribution, benthic, 
biomass, meio(auna, nutrient, 
intrusion, sediment, organic carbon, 
metabolism, grain size, estuary 

ABSTRACT: Twelve stations on the continental 
shelf n[ the Georgia Bight were sampled by boot core to 
determine the distribution of benthic biomass 
(microbiota, meiofauna, and macrofauna), which is 
believed to be influenced by nutrient inputs from 
intrusions of deep Gulf Stream waters al the shelf break. 
Microbiota biomass was lower in the mid shell than in 
the inner and outer shelf. Along the shelf break 
microbiota biomass increased southward toward an area 
of frequent Gulf Stream intrusions off Florida . 
Maximum meiofaunal biomass occurred in the mid shelf 
area off Georgia which is sporadically subject to deep 
water intrusions. Macrofunal biomass reached its 
maximum off Florida . Relationships between microbial, 
meio[aunal and macrofaunal biomass distribution are 
cited . Values for sediment granulometry, organic carbon, 
nitrogen content, benthic surface metabolism, and 
microbial activity are summarized in addition to fauna) 
biomass and density . It is concluded that the mid shelf 
benthos is generally impoverished duc to sporadic and 
patchy nutrient inputs, while the shelf break and inner 
shelf benthos are enriched by nutrients from deep Gulf 
Stream intrusions and estuarine outwelling, respectively . 
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ACC 791 ; TYPE; YEAR 1977 
HARPER, D.D . ; 
DIS'I'RI UT70N AND A UNDANCE OF 
MACRO EMHIC AND MEIO BNTHIC 
ORGANISMS. 

BIBL IN : E .P. KLIMA (ED.) . ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASSESSMENT OF AN ACTIVE OIL FIELD IN THE 
NORTHWESTERN GULF OF MEXICO, 1976/1977. 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES. 

KEYWORD : biology, benthic community, benthic 
fauna, ecology, meiofauna, community 
structure, abundance, species 
composition 

ABST'RAC'T: Not available . 

ACC 421 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
HARRISON, E.J . ; HEATON, T.C. ; 
LITERATURE REVIEW. DATA SET 
IDENTIFICATION AND COMPILATION OF DATA 
OF THE GROUND FISH FISHERY IN 113E SOUTH 
ATI.ANT'IC AND GULF OF IvEJQCO. 

BIBL MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS. MASGP-82-
025 

KEYWORD : biology, fishery, infauna, diversity, 
abundance, distribution 

ABSTRACT: In order to understand and describe 
dynamic changes in macroin[aunal assemblages within 
this area o! Mobile Bay, a long-term (18 month) benthic 
survey was conducted . The specific objectives of the 
present study were : (1) to identify the 
macroinvertebrates which occur subtidally at selected 
sites near the mouth of Mobile Bay ; (2) to delineate and 
describe communities on the basis of species 
composition, density, and diversity ; (3) to describe the 
spatial distributions and seasonal patterns of fauna) 
assemblages ; and (4) to relate fauna] patterns (spatially 
and temporally) to selected environmental and physio-
chemical changes in the bemhos . little published 

information exists on the benthic invertebrate fauna in 
Alabama's inshore waters, especially the lower portion of 
Mobile Bay. A review of data available through 1973, 
along with a generalized characterization and distribution 
of benthic macrofaunal assemblages found in the Bay 
(according to Parker, 1960, mentioned earlier), was 
prepared by Coastal Ecosystems Management, Inc . 
(1974), as an environmental impact assessment. The 
proceedings of the "Symposium on the Natural 
Resources of the Mobile Bay Estuary, Alabama," 
provided a synopsis of these and other benthic data 
through 1979. 

""""" 

showed that with winds in the 8- to 9-m/s range, 
extensive setup can occur (20 cm), strongly dependent on 
wind direction . Increased speeds through the passages 
can significantly reduce the residence time in the Sound . 
Relaxation time of the wind perturbations is only about 3 
hours. 

""""" 

ACC 314 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
HASTINGS, RW. ; 
IOLOGY OF THE PYGMY SEA ASS, 
SERRAMCULUS PLJMILIO (PISCFS:SERRAMDAE} 

D1I3L FISH. BULL 7(1):235-242. 
ACC 83 ; TYPE; YEAR 1978 
HART, W.E . ; MURRAY, S.P . ; KEYWORD : biology, coastal wager, feeding habit, 
ENERGY ALANCE AND WIND EFFECTS IN A fish, life history, reproduction 
SHALLOW SOUND. 

E3IBL J . GEOPHYS. RES . 83(08):4097-4106. 

KEYWORD : hydrography, mathematical model, 
meteorology, physical process, wind 
force, tide, wind, currents 

ABSTRACT: Tidal energeticx and wind effects in an 
extensive (3000 km2) shallow ( 3.5m) sound with two 
widely separated entrances were studied numerically with 
a two-dimensional vertically averaged model . A 
comparison of current predictions with observation from 
15 current meter stations under differing tidal regimes 
proved the reliability of the model . Evaluation of the 
instantaneous energy balance equation showed the 
change in energy content to be nearly balanced by input 
energy flint, frictional energy dissipation being of 
secondary importance . In contrast to the equipartition of 
energy in classical long waves, there is on the average 
eight times more potential energy than kinetic energy . 
Input energy flow shows preferential pathways ; the wide 
northern entrance mainly shows energy gain to the 
Sound, the southern entrance shows equal amounts of 
gain and loss, while small cuts through the barrier island 
chain serve mainly as conduits for energy lass. When real 
tidal input is used, the energy balance time-averaged 
over a diurnal tidal cycle is not in a steady state, and 
frictional dissipation is the dominant term. Experiments 

ABSTRACT: During the period from 1968 to 1971, 
numerous specimens of Serraniculus pumilio, were 
collected in shallow waters of the northern Gulf of 
Mexico. This paper presents biological data accumulated 
from these and other specimens in the fish collection of 
Florida State University and from scattered literature 
references regarding the species. The range of S. pumilio 
extends from North Carolina along the continental 
margin of the western Atlantic Ocean to Guyana, but it 
apparently does not occur in the West Indies. It has been 
collected at depths from 1 to 117 m., usually over sand 
or shell bottoms near coral or rock reefs or 
accumulations of mollusk shells. Individuals move about 
considerably, although they spend much time resting on 
the bottom. S. pumilio is a synchronous hermaphrodite, 
but pairs mate to exchange gametes and self-fertilization 
probably never occurs . Spawning occurs between March 
and August or September in the northern Gulf of 
Mexico . 

""""" 
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ACC 599 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
}iAVRAN, K.J . ; WIESE, J.D. ; COLLINS, K.M . ; KURD 
E.N . ; 
GULF OF MEXICO SUMMARY REPORT. OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF OIL AND GAS 
INFORMATION PROGRAM. 

BIBL U.S . GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, OPEN-FILE 
REPORT 82-242 

KEYWORD : oil, continental shell, resource, 
socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 128 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
HAWES, S R. ; PERRY, H.M . ; 
EFFECT'S OF 1973 FLOODWATERS ON PLANKTON 
POPULATIONS IN LOUISIANA AND MISSISSIPPI. 

BIBL GULF RES . REP. 6(2) :109-124 . 

ACC 373; TYPE; YEAR 1970 
Hl:A1 .D, G.J . ; 
FISHERY RESOURCE A'I7_AS II, WEST COAST OF 
FLORIDA TO TFXAS . 

BIBL UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI SEA GRAM' 
PROGRAM, MIAMI, EL SEA GRANT TECHNICAL 
BULLETIN 4.174 PP. 

KEYWORD: biology, commercial fishery, fish stock, 
resource, fishing ground, statistics, fish, 
distribution 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 2416 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1970 
FfEALD, E.J . ; 
THE EVERGLADES ESTUARY: AN EXAMPLE OF 
SERIOUSLY REDUCED INFLOW OF FRESH 
WATER. 

BIBL TRANS. AM . FISH. SOC. 99(4):847-848 . 
KEYWORD : biology, coastal zone, plankton, 

population, river discharge, KEYWORD : Monrce, salinity, coastal, estuary, 
zooplankton hydrology, seagrass 

ABSTRACT: Studies to assess the impact of 
floodwater diversion on plankton populations in coastal 
waters of Mississippi and Louisiana were conducted from 
April 23, 1973 through July 13, 1973 . Fixed stations in 
lake Pontchartrain, Lake Borgne and western 
Mississippi Sound were sampled once in April, twice in 
May and June, and once in July. Stations in Terrebonne 
Parish, Louisiana were visited once in May, June and 
July. Data are presented on changes in the species 
composition of zooplankton subsequent to the opening of 
the Bonnet Carre and Morganza tloodways. The 
hydrographic conditions at the time of sampling are 
discussed . 

ABSTRACT: A description of reduced freshwater 
flow to the estuarine regions of the Everglades National 
Park caused by drainage and irrigation schemes in the 
central portion o! the state was presented . The net 
result o! the freshwater reduction was a lowering of the 
water table by as much as 6 feet, a gradual landward 
intrusion of saltwater, increased salinities in the estuarine 
bays and lagoons, and a reduction in the capacity of the 
system to withstand stresses of normal drought . At these 
extremely high salinities, the dominant producer of the 
bay, Thalassic lestudinum is severely limited . 

""""" 

ACC 4323 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
fiEE3ERT, P .J . ; TAYLOR, G. ; 
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW 
A OUT HURRICANES. PT 2 

BIBL WGATHERWISE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
32(3):100-107. 

KEYWORD: hurricane, hurricane damage 

ABSTRACT : This is the second part of a two-pan 
series discussing hurricanes during the 20th century. In 
Pan I, the 129 direct hits by hurricanes to Gulf and 
Atlantic coast states are analyzed . The Galveston 
Hurricane of 1900 is the deadliest hurricane on record, 
accounting for over 6000 deaths . The most intense 
hurricane to strike the U.S . occurred in 1935, when a 
storm reading 26.35 barometric in. hit the f'londa Keys . 
The costliest storm to date is Z lurricane "Agues," which 
caused over $2,100,000,000 worth of damage to Florida 
and the northeastern U.S . 

ACC 2234 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
HECK, K.L, JR ; 
COMMUNITY STRUCIVRE AND THE EFFECTS 
OF POLLUTION IN SEAGRASS MEADOWS AND 
ADJACENT HA ITATS. 

BIBL MAR. E3fOL 35(4)345-357. 

KEYWORD : community, pollution, seagrass, 
abundance, stress, temperature, 
salinity, turbidity 

ABSTRACT: Two areas with large differences in 
abundance and dominance relationships, related to the 
presence of pulp-mill effluents, were studied. Several 
commonly used indicators of pollution stress were tested 

in these areas and were determined to be ineffective in 
differentiating between the two. 
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ACC 790; TYPE ; YEAR 1953 ACC 4298 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 ACC 2417 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
HEDGPE'I'Fl, J . W. ; HEDGES, J .I . ; PARKER, P.L ; HE(N, F.J . ; RISK, MJ . ; 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ZAOGRAPHY OF LANDBDBRIVEDORGAMC MATTER IN SURFACE IOEROSION OF CORAL HEADS: INNER PATCH 
THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO WITH SEDIMENT'S FROM THE GULF OF MEXICO . REEFS, FLORIDA REEF TRACT. 
REFERENCE TO THE INVERTS RATE FAUNA 

E31BL PUBL INST. MAR. SCI ., UNIV . TEX 3(1):107-
224 . 

I31I3L GEOCI IIM. COSMOCHIM . AC'I'A (OXFORD) 
40(9):1019-1029. 

UII3L BULL MAR. SCI . 25(1):133-138 . 

KEYWORD : benthic community, benthic fauna, 
biology, ecology, species composition, 
zoogeography, invertebrate 

ABSTRACT: This estuarine and neritic waters of 
the northern Gulf of Mexico, especially along the coasts 
of Texas and Louisiana, are characterized by broad 
ranges of environmental factors, providing conditions 
favorable to temperate organisms in winter and tropical 
organisms in summer. The fauna is a mature of 
temperate Atlantic and tropical Caribbean elements, with 
a very low endemic component . The distribution of many 
of the Atlantic species occurring in the northern Gulf is 
characteristically disjunet, they being absent from 
southern Florida or represented there by stunted 
individuals or reduced populations. Many of these 
species were apparently continuous in distribution across 
northern Florida during high stands of the sea in late 
interglacial periods of the Pleistocene. The small number 
of endemic species--about 10°6 in most invertebrate 
groups-- may be a reflection of the environmental 
extremes which enable the development of large 
populations of wide-ranging adaptable species at the 
expense of the development of indigenous forms. Similar 
conditions apparently prevailed well back into the 
Tertiary, and the evidence of the Cretaceous suggests 
that the region now bounded by the Gulf Coastal Plain 
has been in an area of transition between northern and 
southern environments since that time . The pronounced 
range of environmental !actors has many effects on the 
communities of the region, and fluctuations in 
populations are pronounced . Populations in bay waters in 
particular undergo wide variations as a result of killing 
cold, high salinities during droughts, and excess drainage 
of fresh water during floods . Both droughts and killing . . . 

""""" 

KEYWORD: sediment, geochemistry, continental 
shelf, organic carbon 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 
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ACC 2098 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
HEFFERNAN, J .J . ; HOPKINS, T.L ; 
VERTICAL DISTRI UTTON AND FEEDING OF 
THE SHRIMP GENERA GENNADAS AND 
ENTNEOGBNNENA (DEGPODA: PENAEIDEA) 

IN THE EASTERN GULF OF MFJQCO. 

BIBL J . CRUST. BIOL 1(14):461-473. 

KEYWORD : distribution, shrimp, depth, migration, 
behavior, feeding habit 

ABSTRACT : Two hundred five trawl collections of 
2 shrimp genera were made over 3 depth zones in the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico. Five species of Gennadas were 
found to migrate daily, with the majority of the 
population concentrating at 650-850 min the day and 
150-400 m a! night . Benlheogennena intermedia inhabits 
depths below 900 m . The most abundant species is G . 
valens, comprising 63% of the Gennadas catch . Stomach 
contents analysis showed all 6 species to have similar 
diets of small (1 .5 mm) plankton, primarily copepods . 
Structural adaptations for capture of prey items are 
discussed and evidence for temporal-spatial resource 
partitioning between species is evaluated. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, coral, reef, sponge, 
polychaete, wave, erosion 

ABSTRACT: Bicerosion of 6 species of massive reef 
corals from Hens and Chicken Reef, southwest to 
Tavernier, Florida, was examined by x-ray radiography. 
'Ibree groups of boring organisms were identified from 8 
coral heads : boring sponges, spionid polychaetes, and 
mytilid bivalves. Sponges and spionids were responsible 
for reworking from 7.1% to 68.9% of the skeleton 
volume. f3icerosion was concentrated at the base and 
around the periphery of the coral heads, decreasing (heir 
ability to withstand wave shock. Results were compared 
with those of other bicerosion studies of coral. 
Calculated annual rates of bicerosion exceeded estimated 
rates of skeletogenesis. Sediment production by mytilid 
bivalves and boring sponges equalled IS% of the volume 
of the primary skeletal framework 

ACC 2418 ; TYPE P; YEAR ]971 
HENRIN G.Y . ; 
A SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF 17-E GENUS ALPHBUS 
(CRUSTACF.A: DECAPODA: AIpHAEIDAE) IN 
SOUTH FLORIDA 

Bill[- Pfi.D . DISSERTATION. UNIVERSITY OF 
MIAMI, MIAMI, FL 

KEYWORD: Monrce, crustacea 

ABSTRACT : An historical resume of species of 
Alpheus reported from the western Atlantic and a survey 
of the literature on the family Alphaidae were presented . 
The family Alpheidae and the genus Alpheus were 
diagnosed and the systematic relationship to other 
families and genera were discussed . A key to the species 
of Alpheus found in the western Atlantic was also 
presented. 'Ilvelve species of Alpheus including one new 
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species were described in detail and illustrated. Five ACC 809 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 ACC 2419; TYPE P ; YEAR 1954 
reports of species represented range extensions from the 1IENWOOD, 'I' .A ; HESS, W.E . ; 
Caribbean . LIFE HISTORY OF THE LANG SPIKED PORGY, AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF SOME FOULING 

S'I'ENOTOMUS CAPRINUS ORGANISMS IN THE KEY WEST AREA . 
""""" 

E31[3L MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF SOUT7! 
ALABAMA, MOBILE, AL 65 PP . 

BIQL MASTER'S Tf1ESIS . UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, 
MIAMI, FL 

ACC 443 ; TYPE; YEAR 1978 
HENWOOD, T.A ; JOHNSON, P . ; HEARD, R.W. ; 
FEEDING HA ITS AND FOOD OF THE 
LONGSPINED PORGY, STENOT'OMUS CAPRINUS 
F.AN. 

BIBL NORTHEAST GULF SCI . 2(2) :133-137 . 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, feeding habit, fish, 
demersal fish, behavior 

ABSTRACT: The longspined porgy, Stenotomus 
captious Bean, is an abundant species in the 40 to 100 
meter depth range over much of the northern and 
western Gulf of Mexico . Gunter & Knapp (1951), 
Sicbenaler (1952 Hildebrand (1954), Caldwell (1955), 
Roithmayr (1965), Moore et al . (1970), Perry (1970), 
Franks et al. (1972) and Chittenden & McEachran 
(1976) have documented the occurrence of this species in 
the 20 to 120 meter range . Despite ample evidence that 
the porgy is a major member of the offshore demersal 
fish population, there have been no published reports on 
the feeding behavior or food of this fish. This study was 
undertaken in the hopes of characterizing major food 
items and feeding patterns within the species. 

KEYWORD : demersal fish, fish, life history 

ABSTRACT: Specimens of Stenotomus captious, 
the long seined porgy, were captured between 1972 and 
1976 . Distribution, reproduction, feeding and growth 
patterns for the species were examined . 

""""" 

ACC 2341 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
HERWITZ, S.R ; 
ELEMENT'S OF THE CAYOBCOSTAISLAND 
ECOSYSTEM, LEE COUNTY, FLORIDA. 

BIBL IN: PROC. OF THE FOURTH ANNU. CONE 
ON THE RESTORATION OF COAST. VEGETATION 
IN FLORIDA P. 152165 . 

KEYWORD : Lee, ecosystem, flora, remote sensing, 
aerial survey 

ABSTRACT: An aerial photographic study of 
vegetation patterns on Cayo-Costa Island, Charlotte 
Harbor, Florida, recognized 12 habitats on the basis of 
dominant plant associations. Eight habitats were found 
to represent stages in the two patterns of succession 
occurring on the island . Fxtansive ground truthing 
revealed 309 species of vascular plants: 176 were herbs 
(58%), 64 shrubs (21%); 34 trees (11%) ; 20 vines (6°10); 
and 12 epiphytes (4%). 

KEYWORD: Monrce, fouling, substrate, seasonal, 
biology, hydrography, temperature, 
salinity, DO, currents, turbidity, 
artificial habitat 

ABSTRACT: An ecological study of some fouling 
organisms attached to cement seawalls, ship hulls, 
wooden pilings and glass panels was conducted in the 
Key West area . Similar species were found on the 
various substrates, but the pilings and sea wall had a 
large intenidal fouling biota not found on the 
continuously submerged panels and ship hulls . The 
relationship of the major fouling organisms found on the 
glass panels to the hydrographic conditions was discussed 
and the seasonal variations in conditions appeared to be 
the most important relationship between biology and 
hydrography. It was deduced [tom comparisons of the 
fouling at stations around the U.S. that slowly changing 
ecological conditions are conducive to attachment by 
many different species in large quantities . 

""""" 
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ACC 673; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
HEWITT, J.G. ; BROOKE, J.P. ; KNIPMEYGR, J.li . ; 
ESTIMATED OIL AND GAS RESERVES : GULF OF 
ME}4C0 OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF AND 
CONTINENTAL SLOPE. 

QIBL MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEX1C0 REGIONAL OFFICE, METAIRIE, LA . 
21 P . 

KEYWORD : continental slope, gas, geology, oil, 
operations, continental shelf, resource, 
socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: Remaining recoverable reserves of oil 
and gas in the Gulf of Mexico Outer Continental Shelf 
and Continental Slope have been estimated to be about 
3 .41 billion barrels of oil and 43.7 trillion cubic feet of 
gas, as of December 31, 1983. These reserves are 
recoverable from 505 studied fields under the Federal 
submerged lands off the coasts of Louisiana and Texas . 
An additional 51 fields, discovered since December 31, 
1981, have not been sufficiently developed to permit a 
reasonably accurate estimate of reserves. Original 
recoverable reserves are estimated to have been 9.31 
billion barrels o[ oil and 106.2 trillion cubic feet of gas 
from 521 Gelds in the same geographic area . Included in 
this number are 16 fields that are depleted and were 
abandoned ; not included are the Sl insufficiently 
developed fields. Estimates were made for individual 
reservoirs in 399 fields and on a [ieldwide basis for the 
other 122 fields. 

""""" 

ACC 2342 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
HICKS, D.B.; MURPHY, P . ; WELDUN, R; 11AY, W. ; 
RFVEII, n . ; CAVINDER, T.R ; 
DETERMINING AND MONITORING THE 
TOXICITY OF AYTF.X TO PINK SHRIMP AT 
SAM EL ISLAND. FLORIDA JUNE 1411128,1976, 

IIIf3L U.S . ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY. REGION IV, SURVEILLANCE AND 
ANALYSIS DIVISION . 34 P . 

KEYWORD: Lee, pink shrimp, pesticide, bioassay 

ABSTRACT: A pesticide monitoring study was 
conducted at Sanibel Island consisting of short term 
static toxicity bioassay and field monitoring for 
environmental concentrations and toxicity of Baytex in 
tidal surface waters of the nearshore bay areas and 
principal canal systems associated with the island. 
Monitoring was conducted prior to and following an 
aerial application of the pesticide . The incipient lethal 
concentration of I3aytex to juvenile pink shrimp was 
found to result in a 100% mortality of juvenile pink 
shrimp contained in floating cages in the finger fill canal 
system . It was also found that nearshore aquatic areas 
were subjected to drift of the pesticide following aerial 
application. 

ACC 2355 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
HICKS, D.f3 . ; BURNS, LA; 
MANGROVE META OL1C RESPONSE TO 
ALTERATIONS OF NATURAL FRESHWATER 
DRAINAGE TO SOUTHWESTERN FLORIDA 
ESTUARIES. 

IN: BIOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT OF 
MANGROVES. G.E . WALSFI, S G SNEDAKER, 
AND H.J . TEAS (EDS .) . 

BIBL UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, GAINESVILLE, 
FL 238-255 P. 

KEYWORD: Collier, metabolism, nutrient, primary 
productivity, salinity 

ABST'RAC'T: The response of mangrove metabolism 
to alterations of freshwater drainage into estuaries was 
studied in tha Ten Thousand Islands area. Water borne 
mineral and nutrient transport is dependent on sheet 
flow of freshwater which has been interrupted by 
drainage canals recently. Gross primary productivity and 
diet rates of metabolism were measured . Mangroves 
responded to a decreasing gradient of freshwater by 
gross productivity increases, respiration increases, and 
net productivity decreases. 

ACC 676 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
HIE"I7, R.L ; CHANDLER, K.A ; RCNIERG, AK. ; 
f30I .S'I'FIN, AR . ; 
SOCIOECONOMIC ASPECT'S OF MARINE 
RECREATIONAL FISHING. 

Bill[- NATIONAL MARINE FISHBKIGS SERVICE, 
WASIIINGI'UN, U.C. 101 PP . 

KGYWOKD: coastal water, recreation, 
socioeconomic, sport fishing, statistical 
analysis, recreational fishery 

A13S"1'Iti1C1': "1'he 1981 Socioeconomic Survey of 
Marine Recreational Fishermen consisted of a telephone 
survey of approximately 2,400 fishing households and 
personal interviews with 7,000 anglers at the fishing site 
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on the three coastal areas of the contiguous United 
States when the fishing was completed. The onsite 
interviews were followed by a telephone interview to 
obtain completed trip information. The survey obtained 
information in the following areas : (1) information about 
marine recreational fishermen ; (2) information about 
marine fishing trips in general ; (3) trip expenditure 
information; (4) catch and disposition of catch 
information; and (5) information about angler 
satisfaction. Marine recreational fishing is an activity 
widely participated in along all coastal areas of the 
contiguous United Stales. Expenditures associated with 
fishing an quite large and travel distances substantial . 
Fish which are caught are kept for eating or returned to 
the water alive . The great majority of marine anglers are 
satisfied with their fishing experiences. 

""""" 

ACC 4238; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
HIGMAN, J.B. ; 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE GULF AND CAR] PAN 
FISHERIES INSTITUTE NO. 29 ROWNSVILI.E, 
TEXAS (USA) NOVEM ER 81310,1976. 

BIBL PROD GULF CARIBB. FISH. INST. 183. 

KEYWORD: snapper, grouper, shrimp, fishery, 
brown shrimp, spiny lobster, 
commercial fishery 

ABSTRACT: "Ilie 17 papers were presented in 4 
sessions: extended jurisdiction . marketing and technology, 
continental shelf and crustacean . Specific topic 
concerned the effects o[ fishing on the Atlantic croaker 
(Micropogon undulatus) ; the northern Gulf of Mexico 
groundfish fishery; commercial snapper-grouper fisheries 
off South Carolina, USA ; incidental catch off the south 
Carolina shrimp fishery ; marked juvenile brown shrimp 
(Penaeus aztecus) in a Louisiana, USA coastal marsh ; 
trap fishing for spiny lobster (Panulirus argus) in the 
Bahamas; and spiny lobster studies in south Florida . 
Graphs, tables and photographs supplement the text . 

Appropriate papers are indexed in BIORESEARCH 
INDEX 

ACC 4181 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
HILEMAN, B. ; 
OFFSHORE OIL DRIIJ.ING. 

E3IBL ENVIRON . SCI . TECHNOL 15(11):1259-1263. 

KEYWORD: offshore drilling 

ABSTRACT: The author discusses how the rapid 
development of the outer continental shelf will affect the 
environment. 

ACC 2509 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
HIXON, R.F. ; 
STUDIES ON THE A UNDANCE OF ANIMALS 
CAPTURED IN ARTIFICIAL HA ITAT'S IN CARD 
SOUND, FLORIDA 

BIIIL MASTER'S T1iESIS . UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, 
MIAMI, FL 

KEYWORD: Dade, artificial habitat, habitat, 
substrate, fish, spiny lobster, 
invenebraie, benthic, community, 
diversity, temperature, salinity, DO, 
turbidity, currents 

ABSTRACT : Artificial habitats and substrates were 
used to evaluate the effects of effluents from the Florida 
Power and Light power plant at Turkey Point. The 
abundance of fishes and spiny lobsters measured from 
habitat catches was greater in central Card Sound than 
near shore due to the more diverse natural environment 
found in Card Sound. Populations of fishes attracted to 
the habitats were generally low throughout the year in 
Card Sound. The spiny lobster was both more abundant 
and of a larger mean size in Card Sound than previously 
estimated. Although mesh panel catches showed 
amphipods to be the most abundant invertebrate taxon, 

they also indicated tanaids, harpacticoid copepods, 
ostracods, leptostracans, and caecid gastropods are 
important members of the Card Sound benthic 
community. Power plant effluents discharged into Card 
Sound caused with a change in temperature of 23 
degree C above ambient, caused some stratification o[ 
the Sound during summer. Large amounts of organic 
debris were carried into the Sound by discharge currents 
and some erosion occurred in the canal mouth . 
Favorable conditions were created by effluents near the 
Card sound canal for particulate feeder, detritivores, 
and sessile invertebrate predators . The abundance of 
two species, the gastropod, Meioceras nitidum, and the 
ostracod, Cypridina squamosa, was reduced by effluent 
effects . Catches of fishes, lobsters, and mesh panel 
community diversities were not adversely affected by 
discharges . 

ACC 358; TYPE; YEAR 1975 
HO, F.P. ; SCHWERDT, R. W . ; GOODYEAR, H.V . ; 
SOME CLIMATOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
HURRICANES AND STORMS ON THE GULF AND 
EAST COASTS OF THE UNITED STATES . 

BIBL NATIONAL WEATt1ER SERVICE, NOAH 
TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT, NWS-15 . 

KEYWORD: coastal zone, hurricane, meteorology, 
physical process, storm 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 
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ACC 2510 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
FfOf3ERG, CM. ; 
RESPONSE OF MATURE, MALE WE ('.RA S, 
GUIINECI'FS SAPIDUS RATH UN, TO 
IA ORATORY THERMAL GRADIENTS, WITH 
NOTES ON MATURE, FEMALE STONE CRA S, 
MENIPPE MERCENARIA (SAC. 

(31QL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, 
MIAMI, FL 134 P 

KEYWORD : Dade, blue crab, behavior, stone crab, 
temperature 

ABSTRACT. Thermal gradient responses observed 
in the field led to the laboratory study of temperature 
influences on Callinectes sapidus behavior. Crabs were 
acclimated to ambient summer mean temperatures and 
subjected to standing and shifting steep gradients over a 
two day period. Warm acclimated crabs showed a 
greater preference than slightly cold acclimated crabs !or 
higher temperatures. Blue crabs obtained from Ft . 
Myers behaved similarly to Bisc :ayne day crabs. 
Comparisons were made with stone crabs . 
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ACC 374 ; TYPE; YEAR 1972 
HOESE, Fi.D. ; NELSON. W.R ; BECKERT, H . ; 
SEASONAL AND SPATIAL SETTLING OF 
FOULING ORGANISMS IN MO ILE AY AND 
EASTERN WSSISSIPPI SOUND, ALA AMA. 

BIBL ALABAMA MAR. RESOUR BULL 8:9-17. 

KEYWORD: biology, fouling organism, oyster, 
salinity, touting, mollusc, seasonality 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 774 ; TYPE : YEAR 1964 
HOESG, II.U. ; 
STUDIES ON OYSTER SCAVENGERS AND THEIR 
RELATION TO THE FUNGUS DERMOCYS7IDIUM 
MARIN[IM. 

BI BL PI20C. NA'fL SI IELLF7SH . ASSOC. 53:161-174 . 

KEYWORD : biology, commercial fishery, disease, 
ecology, oyster, parasite 

ABSTRACT: Dermocystidium marinum, a parasitic 
fungus of oysters, was demonstrated from the stomachs 
o[ the snail, Urosalpirix cinerea, from the stomach, 
intestine and body of three fishes, Gobiosoma bosci, 
Chasmodes bosyuianus, and Opsanus tau, and from the 
body, especially the setal, of two crabs, Neopanope 
texana and Rhithropanopeus harrisii . All animals 
containing D. marinum had scavenged oysters infected by 
the fungus . A few oysters became lightly infected when 
kept in aquaria with fishes that had been fed infected 
oyster tissue. It is concluded that nearly all dying oysters 
are consumed by animals during periods or normal 
mortality, so their parasites must pass through the 
digestive system of scavengers. 

ACC 844 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
HOFFMAN, Fi.J . ; 
A COMPARISON OF ORGANIC MATTER IN RIVER 
WATER AND SEA WATER 

UID1 . MASTER'S TFIESIS . 'f'F:XAS ARM 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STA1'ION,'I'X 74 PP 

KEYWORD: amino acids, carbohydrate, carbon, 
nitrogen, phosphate, salinity, organic 
carbon, chlorophyll, nutrient 

ABSTRACT : Particulate and dissolved organic 
carbon and salinity were measured at 26 stations around 
the South and Southwest passes of the Mississippi River 
in an attempt to compare river and sea organic matter. 
Samples were collected at 4 stations and analyzed for 
phosphate, chlorophyll A, carbohydrates, amino acids, 
particulate organic nitrogen and carbon isotope ratios . 
Samples were collected in October, 1971 during cruise 
71-A-12 of the RN Alaminos. 
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ACC 792 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
lIOLLAND, J.S. ; 
EN'IHIC INVERTS RATES : MACROINFALTNA 
AND EPIFAUNA 

ACC 1083; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
NOESE, ff.D . ; MOORS, RH. ; 
FISHES OF 'IIiE GULF OF ME}QCO:'I'EXAS, 
LOUISIANA, AND ADJACENT WATERS. 

F3113L TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY PRESS . 327 PP 

KEYWORD : biology, fish, species composition, 
zoology, distribution 

A13S1'KACI': Not available . 

IN : ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, SOU77i TEXAS 
OUTI-RCNTINENTALSHELF BIOLOGY AND 
CI-IEMIS7'RY. FINAL REPORT CIIAPTER 17 . 

131I3L MINERALS MANAGBMI :N'1' SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEXICO OC:S REGIONAL OI~1-~ICL?, METAIItIE, 
IA 

KEYWORD: benthic community, benthic fauna, 
biology, ecology, species composition, 
infauna, epifauna 

""""" 
ABSTRACT: Not available 
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ACC 2356 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1962 
HOLMES, C. W . ; 
SEDIMENTS OF THE TEN THOUSAND ISLANDS. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD: Collier, sediment, grain size 

ABSTRACT: The nature of the sediments of the 
'I'en .Thousand Islands was studied from samples 
collected at 8 stations during June 1960. Four 
physiographic areas were identified : mangrove barrier, 
coarse quartz sand, fine quartz sand, and a mature of 
the 2 sand populations. The locations of these areas and 
the methods of their formation are discussed . 

""""" 

ACC 2420; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
HOL,M, RF. ; 
THE COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF A TROPICAL 
MARINE LAGOON. 

BIBL ESTUAR. COAST. MAR. SCI . 7 :329-345 . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, community, structure, 
abundance, diversity, phytoplankton, 
temperature, salinity, currents, tide, 
sediment 

ABS'T'RACT: The community structure of a iropkal 
marine lagoon in the upper Florida Keys was described. 
The amount of vegetation present and the stability of the 

sediment was found to modify the abundance and 
diversity of the benlhi macrotauna . The uniqueness of 
this environment made it possible to examine the 
changes in species abundance and diversity as a detritus-
based food web graded into a phytoplankton-based food 
web . 
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ACC 4054; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
HOLMGS, C. W . ; 
LATE NEOGENE AND QUARTERNARY 
GEOLOGY OF THE SOUTHWESTERN FLORIDA 
SHELF AND SLAPS 

BIBL U.S . GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OPEN-FILE 
REPORT 81-1029. 27 P . 

KEYWORD: geophysical, seismic, geology, 
continental shelf, continental slope, 
bathymetry, reef, bed loan, geologic 
history 

ABSTRACT: Seismic information obtained during a 
high-resolution geophysical survey of the southwestern 
Florida (south of tat 26 degrees N) shelf suggests that the 
modern shelf and slope overlie a karstic Miocene(?) 
platform . The platform surface is covered by a lens of 
late Tertiary-Quaternary sediments, which thicken from 
the central shelf to a maximum of 150 m at the upper 
slope break and thin against the ridgelike outcrop of the 
Miocene(?) platform on the upper slope . A 8-km wide 
north-trending double reef complex on the central shelf 
separates the post-Miocene sediments offshore from the 
subcropping Miocane(?), which is thinly covered by a 
veneer of biogenic sand . Over the thickest post-Miocene 
section and marking the edge of the modern shelf is a 
second double-reef complex . The lower reef of this set 
loans a well-developed 40-m scarp; the upper reef is 
characterized for most of its extent by a low-magnitude 
ridge . In addition to the reefs, two strategraphic units 
are recognized above the Miocene(?) : (1) a lower unit of 
unknown age, which can be traced under the shelf-edge 
reefs and is continuously onlapping the Miocene(?) ledge 
of the central shelf; and (2) an upper limit, which is 
composed of sediment derived from the shelf edge and 
pelalgic sources and exhibits evidence of downslope 
creep by its accordiantike morphology on the lowermost 
portion. A Miocene(?) ridge (4W-510 m) below sea 
level trends north-south along the west-facing 
Continental Slope of the Florida shelf . This ridge is 
buried in the Florida Straits region. The reefs that mark 

the shell break and central shelf are also being covered 
by more recent matter. . . 

ACC 4055 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
HOLMES, C. W . ; 
ACCRETION OF THE SOUTH FLORIDA 
PLATFORM, LATE QUATERNARY 
DEVELOPMENT 

BIBL AM. ASSOC. PETROL GEOL BULL 69(2):149-
160. 

KEYWORD: geology, geophysical, continental shelf, 
sediment, seismic, bed form, reef, 
continental slope, geologic history 

ABSTRACT: Stratigraphic information from high-
resolution seismic data obtained across the southwest 

Florida platform indicates that the modern shelf is a 
constructional platform with Pliocene(?)-i'leistocene and 
Holocene sediments resting on an erased karstic 
Miocene platform . The Miocene surface dips away from 

the coastline with significant breaks in slope occurring at 
the center of the shelf and at the shelf edge. At the 
southwest corner of the platform, this surface crops out 

to form a terrace. This terrace lies along the west-facing 

continental slope of the Florida shelf and is progressively 
buried to the south by younger deposits--reefs and 
sediment--so that it has no surface expression in the 
Florida Straits. A paired reef complex rests on the 
thickest post-Miocene sediments that mark the edge of 
the modern shelf. The deepest reef forms a well-

developed escarpment with its crest buried by 
approximately 15 m (SU fl) of sediment. T'he shallower 
reef is e low swale over most of its extent but develops 
into a large reef-spit complex (I iowell I look) in the 
central part of the study area . Within the Pliocene-
Pleistocene and Holcxene sediments, two straugraphic 

units can be delineated : (1) a lower progradauonal unit 

of Pliocene-Pleistocene('?) age that can be traced under 

the shelf-edge reef and continuously onlaps the 

Miocene(7) surface, and (2) an upper unit of late 

Pleislcx:ene-1loloc:ene age which is composed of reef and 

pelagic sediment . Two sedimentary "tans" have teen 
idenUlieJ on the northern slope and II(x)j- of the hlorida 



Straits . The apices are set in at gaps in the carbonate 
ridge rimming the southern Florida shelf. 

ACC 4280; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
HOLMES, C. W. ; MARTIN, E.A ; 
MIGRATION OF ANT'HItOPOGEMGILY 
INDUCED TRACE METALS ( ARIUM AND LEAD) 
IN A CONTINENTAL SHELF ENVIRONMENT. 

BIBL AMER CHEM. SOC 672-676. 

KEYWORD: trace metal, barium, continental shelf, 
sediment, physical, chemical, 
continental slope, lead, pollution 

ABSTRACT: Variation in the rates of sediment 
accumulation is one of the most important factors 
affecting physical and chemical processes within a 
sedimentary basin. During the past decade, a method 
based on /sup 210/Pb disequilibrium has been devised 
that enables the rates of sediment accumulation to be 
measured for the last 150 years (BP), the time 
encompassed by the industrial revolution of the North 
American Continent . The rates of sediment 
accumulation at 22 sites on the Continental Shelf and 
Upper Continental Slope in the northwestern Gulf of 
Mexico were determined. The rates varied from zero to 
greater than 7 mm per year. In an area of rapidly 
accumulating sediments on the central Texas shell, south 
of Matagorda Bay, trace-metal profiles indicate that an 
increase in barium and lead has taken place in the 
sediments within the recent past . The rates of 
sedimentation as calculated by the /sup 210/Pb method 
reveal that this increase has occurred within the lass 25 
years. Further inspection of the data indicates that the 
leading edge of the metalcontamina ted sediment is 
migrating across the shelf at an average rate of 2 km per 
year . 
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ACC 2235 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
BOOKS, TA. ; HECK, K.L ; JR. ; LIVINGSTON, RJ ; 
AN INSHORE MARINE INVERTS RATE 
COMMUNITY STRUCTURE AND HA ITAT 
ASSOCIATION IN THE NORTHEASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . u(i):99-io9. 

KEYWORD: community, arthropods, molluscs, 
annelids, echinodermata, algae, 
pollution, structure 

ABST'RAC'T: Monthly trawl samples were collected 
from unpolluted (Ecotina estuary) and polluted 
(Fenholloway estuary) waters from July 1971 to 
December 1972 to compare epibenthic community 
structure. A total of 79 species were found, representing 
4 phyla : Arthropods, Molluscs, Mnelida, and 
Echinodermata . Although the number of species from 
each estuary was not significantly different, the Econfina 
estuary yielded more than 2 1R times the number of 
individuals as the Fsnholloway estuary . Abundance of 
the numerically dominant species was relatively greater 
in the EconGna estuary. Four different 
macroinvertebrate assemblages were sampled in the 
study area, each associated with a different habitat : 
grassbeds, oyster reefs, mud0ats, and red algae . 

ACC 25 ; TYPE ; YEAR NA 
IiOPKINS, T.S . ; 
EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES ON ESTUARINE 
PRODUCTIVITY. 

f31[3L NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES . 40 PP 

KEYWORD : benthic fauna, carbohydrate, demersal 
fish, dissolved oxygen, estuary, flora, 
nitrate, pelagic fish, pesticide, 
pollution, productivity 

ABSTRACT : Environmental parameters were 
monitored in Mulatto and Thompson's Bayous. Escambia 
Bay, Florida . Measurements included salinity, 

temperature, dissolved oxygen, nitrates, carbohydrates, 
secchi disc depth, counts and idantifications of fish, 
benthic animals, and plankton. 

ACC 236 ; TYPE; YEAR 1973 
HOPKINS, T.S; 
ZAOPLANKT'ON. 

1N: J.l . JONES, RE., RING, M.O . RINKEL, AND RE. 
SMITH (EDS .) . A SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE OF 
THE EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, ST. 
PETERSBURG, FL . 

KEYWORD : loop current, biology, coastal water, 
currents, estuary, zoology, zooplankton 

ABSTRACT: Zooplankton in the eastern Gulf, a 
warm temperature-subtropical region, seems to show 
distinct seasonality in abundance. In estuaries and on the 
southwest Florida shelf biomass maximum appears in 
summer whereas in shelf waters o[ the central and 
northeastern Gulf the seasonal maximum occurs in 
winter. No seasonal trend is as yet evident for the Loop 
Current. Annually, averages for zooplankton biomass 
range from 0.88 to 0.80 ml/m3, 0.02 to 0.10 ml/m3 and 
0.01 l0 0.10 ml/m3 in estuarine, shelf, and eastern central 
Gulf regions, respectively. Locally both on the shelf and 
in estuaries biomass can be much higher. The principal 
holoplanklon species in terms of biomass in estuaries 
appears to be Acartia tonsa. In summer meroplankton 
significantly augments plankton biomass in inshore 
waters . The principal hydrographic !actors regulating 
zooplankton distribution in the eastern Gulf are the 
loop Current, Mississippi River, and runoff from other 
small rivers. Upwelling generated by the Loop Current 
appears to be responsible for the maximum on the 
southwest Florida shelf while the Mississippi and other 
river discharge along with cool meteorological conditions 
may be primarily responsible for winter peaks on the 
northern Gulf shelf. Biological factors in addition to 
annual temperature and runoff cycles may affect seasonal 
abundance of estuarine za>plankton. There is evidence 
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that ctenophores and scyphomedusae play a major role 
in regulating dynamics of estuarine microzooplankton. 
Studies on taxonomic composition of plankton have 
shown that certain species of pleropods, toraminiferans, 
and planklonic shrimp can be used to define the. . . 
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ACC 1046; TYPE; YEAR 1971 
HOPKINS, T.S . ; 
EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES ON ESIUARINE 
PRODUCIIViTY, II. 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE. 

KEYWORD : estuary, fish, pesticide, phytoplankton, 
productivity, water quality, PCB, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT' : An ecological investigation of Mulatto 
and 'Iliompson's bayous, Escambia Bay. Florida, was 
carried out in order to describe water quality and 
productivity . Water quality was determined biweekly at 
15 stations, phytoplankton standing crop at 9 stations, 
and fish standing crop at 3 stations. Arochlor 1254, a 
polychlorinated biphenyl, was measured in representative 
samples of all animals collected. 

""""" 

ACC 1047 ; TYPE ; YAK 1971 
HOPKINS, T.S. ; 
EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES ON ESTUARINE 
PRODUCTIVITY, III . 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE F7SHERIGS SERVICE . 

KEYWORD : estuary, (fish, pesticide, phytoplankton, 
productivity, water quality, PCB, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT : Environmental parameters were 
measured in Mulatto and Thompson's Bayous . Escambia 

Bay, Florida, in an effort to describe the effects of 
pesticides on, productivity. Five water quality parameters 
were monitored weekly al 12 stations and fish and 

plankton praluctivities were measured at 1 and 3 
stations respectively. Arochlor 1254, a PCB, was 
monitored in several fish populations at 3 stations and in 
an oyster population at one station. Dieldrin. DDD, 
DDE and DDT were measured in catfish held in cages at 
one station in Thompson's Bayou. 
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ACC 1048 ; TYPE ; YEAR NA 
HOPKINS, T.S. ; 
SPORT FISHING ACTIVITY ON PENSACOLA 
RIDGE AND PENSACACA MAIN EACH. 

UIQL DAUPHIN ISLAND SEA LAB, DAUPHIN 
ISLAND, AL 

KEYWORD : demersal fish, fishing pressure, pelagic 
fish, sport [fishing, recreational fishery 

ABSTRACT: The sport fishery of Pensacola bridge 
and Pensacola main beach was studied during 1972 . 
(',punts and identifications of (fish were made, as well as 
data on the fishing population/pressure . 

ACC 1050; TYPE; YEAR NA 
110PK1NS, T.S . ; 
CIRCUIATION OF ES('.AM IA AY, FLORIDA 

[31[3L DAUPHIN ISLAND SEA IAf3, DAUPHIN 
ISLAND, AL 

KEYWORD: circulation, currents, physical 
oceanography, salinity, temperature 

ABSTRACT': Temperature, salinity, and dissolved 
oxygen measurements were made al 42 stations in 
Gscambia Bay at daily to monthly intervals from January 
to June, 1971 . Dye drop studies of circulation patterns 
were made at 9 stations . 

ACC 1074 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
i iOPK1NS, 'I'.5. ; 
MACROEPIFAUNA 

IN : THE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA 
OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF BASELINE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY. CI IAP'I'ER 17. 

E31I3L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.G 

KEYWORD: crustacea, biology, epifauna, species 
composition, taxonomy, MAFIA 

ABSTRACT: Macrcepi(aunal invertebrates were 
collected by dredging and trawling at 14 localities in the 
MAI1A tract of the eastern Gulf of Mexico over three 
seasons in 1977-1978. In addition, archived samples, from 
20 dredge/trawl and 6 dive stations, were also analyzed . 
Results report a species list of 51 coelenterates, 260 
molluscs, 250 decapod crustaceans, 15 slomatopod 
crustaceans, 9 Pycnogonida, and 95 Echinodermata to 
the generic rank and below ; 26 Families of the 
Polychaeta are reported. Molluscs were found to be good 
potential indicators of seasonality and decapoci 
crustaceans and echinoderms may be good indicators of 
substrate at certain depths. Faunal assemblages are 
stronger along contour gradients and species numbers 
decrease with depth . Each station appears to have a 
characteristic assemblage which probably relates to such 
factors as annual temperature and substrate . There is 
continuing evidence that the MAFIA macrcxpifauna has 
its greatest affinites with West Indian stocks. 
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ACC 2099; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
HOPKINS, MS . ; 
EPIFAUNAL AND EPIFL.ORAL EN1'IflC 
COMMUNMES IN THE MAFIA YEAR 02 LEASE 
AREA (1975(16} 

I31BL UNPUBL REPORT. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
INTERIOR, BLM. WASHINGTON, DG 98 P . 

KEYWORD : benthic, epibiota, mollusc, crustacean, 
echinoderm, octocorallia, scleractinia, 
polychaete, sponge, assemblage, reef, 
loop current, temperature, salinity, 
DO 

ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of the 
epibiota study of the Bureau of Land Management 
sponsored program in the Mississippi, Alabama, Florida 
(MAFLA) outer continental shelf. A total of 236 species 
of molluscs, approximately 190 species of crustaceans, 
over 65 species of echinoderms, 25 species o[ 
Octocorallia, 30 species of Soleractinia, over 100 species 
of polychaetes, 48 species of sponges, and 194 species of 
algae were collected in the study of dredges, trawls and 
diving. Trellis diagrams portraying taunal similarity 
between stations and seasons are presented for each 
major taxa . Three distinct shelf assemblages were 
recognized in the study : 1) Middle Shelf I (30-60 m), 2) 
Middle Shelf II (60-140 m), 3) Deep Shelf (140 m - shelf 
break) . The Florida Middle Ground reef is recognized to 
contain unique fauna) and floral assemblages (dissimilar 
to the West Florida Garden Dank reef in the 
Northwestern Gulf of Mexico) that recruit their larvae 
from the loop current. 
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ACC 2100; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
HOPKINS, 7'.S. ; VAI_ENT7NG, J.S . ; 
THE ECHINODERM FAUNA OF THE 
CONTINENTAL SHELF OF THE EAST AND 
CENTRAL GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIf3L INTGRNAT. ECHINODERM CONE, TAMPA, 
FL 

KEYWORD : echinoderm, depth, habitat 

ABSTRACT: Approocimalely 100 echinoderm 
species covering five classes were identified in bottom 
studies of the continental shelf of the east and central 
Gulf of Mexico in wagers 30 l0 200 m deep from 1974 to 
1978. Depth zones and habitats characterized by 
recurring taxa were classified at 30-60 m, 90-110 m, and 
180-200 m . Observations were made of Echinaster, the 
rare species Opioderma pallidum\n, and an apparently 
endemic Ophiactis. 
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ACC 2101 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
HOPKINS, T.S . ; BUZZARD, D.R. ; BRAWLEY, S.A ; 
ET AL; 
A PRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 
lOTIC COMPONENTS OF COMPOSITE STRIP 

T'RANSECTS ON THE FLORIDA MIDDLE 
GROUNDS, NORTHEASTERN GULF OF ME?UCO. 

IN: PROC . THIRD INTERNAT. CORAL REEF 
SYMN . VOL 1 . BIOLOGY P . 31-37 

QI[31_ ROSENSTIGL SCI TOOL OF MARINE AND 
ATMOSPHERE, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI . 

KEYWORD: ccelenlerate, molluscan, crustacean, 
echinoderm, polychaete, poriCeran, 
invertebrate, reel, ichthyo(auna, loop 
current 

ABSTRACT : The coelenterate, molluscan, decapod 
crustacean, echinoderm, polychaete, and poriteran fauna 
of the Florida Middle Grounds was described and 
compared with that of the West Flower Garden flank of 
the northwestern Gulf of Mexico . Sharp dissimilarities 

were found in the composition of the invertebrate faunas 
of the two reef areas, but their ichthyofeunas were less 
dissimilar. Ile Florida Middle Grounds has a more 
dense seasonal alga) flora than does the West Flowar 
Garden Bank . Both temperate and tropical species occur 
in the Middle Grounds, which are probably maintained 
by the Florida Loop Current moving warm water up 
from the Florida Keys. 
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ACC 2102 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
IiOPKINS, T.S . ; BLIZZARD, D.R ; GILBERI', v K . ; 
THE MOLLUSCAN FAUNA OF THE FLORIDA 
MIDDLE GROUNDS WITH COMMENTS ON ITS 
ZOOGEOGRAPI-IICAL AFFINITIES. 

BIf3L NORTHEAST GULF SCI . l(1)39-47 . 

KEYWORD : molluscan, substrate, zoogeography, 
temperature 

ABSTRACT: A study was made of the molluscan 
fauna of the Florida Middle Ground during June and 
September 1975 and February-March 1976 to determine 
the effect that discontinual substrates distribution has on 
molluscan fauna . Of the 75 species collected, more are 
of the "Caribbean eurythermic" and "Caribbean 
restricted" forms . Analysis of the results indicate that the 
zoogeographic status of the Gulf U[ Mexico should be 
reconsidered for other fauna) groups. 

""""" 
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ACC 4056; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
HONKINS, T.L ; 
THE VERTICAL. DISTRI UT'ION OF 
ZOOPIANKTON IN THE EASTERN GULF OF 
ME}QCO. 

BIIIL DEEP SEA RES . 29(9A):1069-1083 . 

KEYWORD: zooplankton, distribution, community 
biomass, biology, water column, 
ichthyoplankton 

ABSTRACT : The zooplankton community in the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico was investigated to determine the 
quantity and taxonomic composition of forage available 
to higher trophic levels and to provide a data base for 
future trophodynamic modelling. Standing stock (1 .2 g 
m-2 dw) in the upper 1000 m is in the range for 
oligotrophic low latitude boundary currents but is greater 
than in central gyre areas. Abundance decreases 
exponentially with depth, over half the biomass occurring 
in the upper 200 m . Diet variations are apparent, the 
greatest differences in biomass occurring in the upper 50 
m and at 300 l0 350 m. Copepods were dominant, 
contributing over 80°6 of the number and half the net-
caught biomass. The zooplankton community is diverse, 
21 genera individually exceeding 1% of the biomass in 
the 0 to 1000.m layer. Grazers, herbivores, detritivores, 
omnivores) were 66% of the 0 l0 1000 m standing stock 
and carnivores 34%, their biomass in the epipclagic zone 
above the base of the thermocline (150 m) at night 
increasing 46 and 57%, respectively. Zooplankton 
biomass available as forage for higher trophic levels is 
most concentrated in the upper 50 m, whereas, 
parad(wicalty, the zooplanktivorous micronekton, the 
myctophid fishes in particular, are centered deeper, 
primarily between 50 and 150 m . 

ACC 4057; 'I'YPG P ; YEAR 1984 
IIOPKINS, IANCRAIT, T.M . ; 
THE COMPOSITION AND STANDING STOCK OF 
MESOPEI.4GIC MICRONEKTON AT 27 DEGREES 
N 86 DEGREES W IN THE EASTERN GULF OF 
ME)UCO. 

I31BL COIJTR. MAR. SCI . 27 :143-ISB . 

KEYWORD: biology, biomass, community, fish, 
ichthyoplankton, invertebrate larvae, 
crustacea, water column, invertebrate 

ABSTRACT: A series of oblique 0-1000 m tows (28) 
made with 6.5 sq . meter Tucker trawls were used to 
determine the standing stock of micronekton in the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico in June and September, 1981 . 
The principal groups were semaeostome scyphomedusae, 
fishes, and crustaceans, which constituted 48.3%, 34.7% 
and 12.6%, respectively of total micronekton biomass 
(5371 kg WW/km square) . Semaeosome scyphomedusae, 
though averaging almost half the WW biomass, were 
uncommon and occurred in only five tows. Cyclothone 
spp . fishes were the numerically dominant taxa and 
averaged 34.1% of the total micronekton numbers. 
Fauna) diversity was high with 148 fish and crustacean 
species being identified . Diet vertical migration was 
apparent : 45% of the numbers and 55% of the biomass 
of microneklon migrated into the upper 40 m at night . 
Comparison with what little geographical information is 
available revealed that micronekton biomass in the upper 
lOW m in eastern Gulf of Mexico is similar to that in 
waters adjacent to I-lawau but considerably greater then 
standing stocks in the Caribbean Sea off Puerto Rico . 

""""" 

ACC 42_34 ; "TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
HOPKINS, 'I'.L ; E'T AL; 
THE LANDWARD DISTRI UTION OF OCEANIC 
PLANKTON AND MICRONEKTON OVER THE 
WEST FLORIDA USA CONTINENTAL SHELF AS 
RELATED TO THEIR VERTICAL DISTRI UTION. 

Fil[3L J . PLANKTON RES . 3(4) :645-658. 

KEYWORD: distribution, depth, shrimp, fish, 
currents, crustacea 

ABSTRACT : The landward distributions of 69 
plankton and 92 micronekton species over the west 
Florida continental shell were examined in relation to 
their vertical distribution in the eastern Gulf of Mexico . 
Using linear and power-curve regressions, it was found 
that extent of landward occurrence is significantly 
correlated with bottom topography in terms of bottom 

depth and distance from ilic .open Gulf . Epipelagic 
plankton species were distributed considerable distances 
across the shelf; the mesopelagic shrimp and fish species 
were not found landward of slope stations . Possible 
factors affecting landward distribution, such as currents, 
vertical migration patterns and predalion, are discussed. 

""""" 

ACC 1084 ; TYPE; YEAR 1970 
HORN, M.F1 ; 
SYSTEMAT7CS AND IOLOGY OF THE 
STROMATEID FISHES OF THE GENUS PEPRILUS. 

131111, BULL MUS. COMP . ZOOI_ 140(5) :165-261 . 

KEYWORD: biology, fish, life history, taxonomy, 
Zoology 

A13S"I'ItACI' : Not available . 
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ACC 4214 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
HOROWI'I'4 A; PRESLEY, B.J . ; 
TRACE METAL CONCENTRATIONS AND 
PARTITIONING IN 7AOPLANKTON, NEUST'ON, 
EN'I'HOS FROM THE SOUTH TEXAS OUTER 

CONTINENTAL SHELF 

BII3L ARCH. ENVIRON. CONTAM. TOXICOL 
5(2):241-255 . 

KEYWORD : trace metal, neuston, zooplankton, 
shrimp, fish, distribution, chemical, 
biological, heavy metal, pollutant 

ABST'RAC'T: Biological samples of zooplankton, 
surface plankton, sargassum, and benthos obtained al 12 
stations on the south Texas outer continental shelf were 
analysed for copper, zinc, cadmium, lead, chromium, 
nickel, iron, and manganese to establish both baseline 
metal concentrations and partitioning among parts and 
organs of the individual organisms. Benthos samples 
were primarily squid, shrimp. and fish. Chemical 
analyses showed shrimp exoskeletons and the skin o[ 
squid and fish generally contained higher metal levels 
than the flesh, probably due to adsorption from seawater 
and/or an internal detaocification procedure employed by 
the organism . Squid 'pens' contained higher levels of 
copper, cadmium, zinc, lead, and iron than skin or flesh, 
also probably the result of internal detoxification or as a 
means of storing necessary metabolites in the case of 
copper and zinc. Adsorption is not a factor as the pen is 
not directly exposed to seawater . A north-south 
directional increase in lead concentrations in organisms 
and an increase in cadmium from nearshore to offshore 
agrees with spatial distribution patterns in sediments. 
Statistical analyses of chemical and biological data 
indicates that relatively small changes in biological 
makeup of the sample can markedly affect 
concentrations of lead, cadmium, nickel, and zinc. Fish 

and shrimp contained some of the lowest metal levels of 
biota examined. All lead can be accounted for by 
copepods, ostracods, and larvacea. 

ACC SOS ; TYPE; YEAR 1972 
IIOSKIN, LM . ; 
OYSTER REEF SEDIMENTATION, 
AREA, MISSISSIPPI. 

ACC 71G ; TYPE; YEAR 1975 
!i0'I"I'MAN, W.E. ; 

ILOXI AY AREAL DISTRI UTION OF CLAY MINERALS AND 
THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO PHYSICAL, 
PROPERTIES, GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE, MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY 
STAI2KVILLE, MS . 39 PP . 

KEYWORD : Bildci Bay, Gulf of Mexico, Mississippi 
Sound, Mississippi, geology, oysters, 
reefs, sedimentation, sediments 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 
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ACC 2103 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
HOSS, D.E ; HETTLER, W.F. ; 
GULF OF MEXICO FISHERIES : CURRENT STATE 
OF KNOWLEDGE AND SUGGESTED 
CONTAMINANTBREIATEDRESEARCH 

1N : PROG OF A SYMP . ON ENVIRON. RESEARCH 
NEEDS IN THE GULF OF MEXICO . KEY 
BISCAYNE, FLORIDA, 30 SEPT-5 OCT. 1979. D.K . 
ATWOOD (CONVENER) . 

QIBL NOM/ERL, ATLANTIC OCEANOGRAPHIC 
AND METEOROLOGICAL LAB ., MIAMI, FL VOL 
IIB:161-185 . 

KEYWORD : fishery, pollution 

ABSTRACT: This summary paper presents a 
selective discursive review of the Gulf of Mexico fishery 
resources and a discussion of the research programs that 
the authors believe offer a possible assessment of the 
environmental health of the area . Sections on the 
habitat, recent and ongoing fishery research, and 
research needs are provided . 

""""" 
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QII3L MAST'ER'S THESIS . TEXAS A&M 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 53 PP . 

KEYWORD: kaolinite, montmorillonite, sediment 
texture, clay mineralogy, sediment, 
distribution 

ABST'RAC'T: Thirty-seven piston cores were 
collected from the Gulf of Mexico during cruises by the 
RN Alaminos between 1965 and 1970. Samples were 
analysed for clay minerals, grain size, water content, void 
ratio, shear strength, carbonate content and specific 
gravity . Data include maps which show percentages of 
each clay mineral in each sample location . 

""""" 

ACC 4058; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
HOUDE, E.D. ; 
A UNDANCE AND POTENTIAL YIELD FOR 
FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT OF SOME SARDINEB 
LIKE FISHES IN THE EASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO . 

I31DL PROC. GULF CARIB. FISH . INST. 28TH ANN. 
SES . 

KEYWORD : biology, commercial fishery, 
ichthyoplankton, biomass, recruitment, 
pelagic fish, water column 

ADS"I'RACI': A survey of eggs and larvae of 

sardine-like fishes was carried out in the Eastern Gut! of 

Mexico from 1971 to 1974 to determine adult biomass of 
these fishes and to evaluate (heir potential yield to 

commercial fisheries . The aggregate spawning biomass 
of sardine-like fishes was approximately I.1 million 
metric tons during that period . Thread herring 

(()pislhonema oglinum) biomass averaged 241,(x)0 tons ; 
scaled sardine (I larengula jaguann) biomass averaged 
184,OW metric tuns ; and round herring (I :trumeus tcrcs) 



mean biomass was 379,000 metric tons. No estimates 
were obtained for Spanish sardine (Sardinella spp.) 
biomass, but it may be about 250,000 metric tons . The 
menhaden (Brevoorua spp .) resource apparently is smell 
in the Eastern Gulf and its biomass was not estimated . 
The potential, maximum sustainable harvest of all 
sardine-like species on an annual basis likely does not 
exceed 525,000 metric tons from the Eastern Gulf of 
Mexico. 

ACC 4059; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
HOUDE, E.D . ; 
KINDS, DISTRI UTIONS AND A LTNDANCES OF 
SEA ASS LARVAE (PISCES : SERRAMDAE) FROM 
'I'll EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 32(2):511-522 

KEYWORD: biology, ichthypolankton, fish, grouper, 
distribution, zooplankton, spawning 
area, water column, abundance 

ABSTRACT: Occurrences, distributions and 
abundances of serranid larvae from the eastern Gulf of 
Mexico were described based on 505-um mesh bongo net 
collections made during 13 cruises in 1971-73. A diverse 
assemblage of sarranid larvae was collected, totalling 

5,350 individuals. Four subfamilies were represented and 
11 genera and 14 species (or types) were identified . The 
most abundant serranid larva was Diplectrum lormosum, 
followed by tlemanthias vivanus. Larvae of D. 
(ormosum were the !filth most common species of all (fish 
larvae that were collected on the cruises and accounted 
for 55.5% of the serranids. Other common serranid 

larvae included Serraniculus pumilio, Centroprislis 
striate, Pronotogrammus aureorube:sn, Anthias 1~ype I, 
epinepheline larvae and Rypticus spp. Larvae of 
serranids were collected over the entire shelf area in the 

eastern Gulf during all seasons, but species that occurred 
differed by area, season and depth zone. Apparent 
differences in annual mean abundances were observed 
for some species. Relationships between occurrences 
and surface temperature and salinity ware examined . 

Spawning seasons were inferred from the larval 
occurrence data. 

ACC 4060; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
I iOUDE . ED. ; 
A UNDANCE AND POTENTIAL YIELD OF THE 
SCALED SARDINE, HARENGULA JAGUANA, AND 
ASPECT'S OF IT'S EARLY LIFE HISTORY IN THE 
EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

f31[3L FISH . BULL 75(3):613-628. 

KEYWORD: biology, ichthyoplankton, commercial 
fishery, distribution, spawning area, 
recreational [fishery, recruitment, fish, 
zooplankton, seasonality, water 
column 

ABSTRACT : Eggs and larvae of the scaled sardine, 
Harengula jaguana, were collected in 1971-74 from the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico to determine spawning seasons, 
spawning areas, adult biomass, and !fisheries potential. 
Aspects of the early life history of the species also were 
studied. Spawning occurred from January to September, 
but was most intense from May to August, when surface 
temperatures ranged from 20.8 degrees to 30.E degrees 
Celsius and surface salinities were 29 .9 to 36.9 0%0. All 
spawning occurred between the coast and the 30-m 
depth contour, mostly within 50 km of the coast. The 
biomass of scaled sardines, based on annual spawning 
estimates, apparently increased from 1971 t0 1973, the 
mean estimate for the 3 yr being 184,527 metric tons . 
Potential yield estimates, based on the 3-yr mean 
biomass, range) from 46,000 to 92,00 metric tons . 
Larval abundance and mortality rates were estimated 
from 1973 data . More than 99.4% mortality occurred 
between lime of spawning and attainment of 15 .5 mm 
standard length at 20 days of age. Comparisons were 
made of scaled sardine distribution, abundance, potential 
yield, and larval mortality with those of the other eastern 
Gulf clupeids . 

ACC 4061 ; TYPE: P ; YEAR 1976 
f IOUDG, G.D . ; CHI'I'1'Y, N . ; 
SEASONAL A UNDANCE AND DISTRI U'I'ION OF 
7AOPLANKTON, FISH EGGS, AND FISI i LARVAE 
IN THE EASTERN GULF OF ME?QCO, 19721174. 

BIBL NOAH TECHNICAL REPORT. NMFS SSRF-
701 . 18 P . 

KEYWORD: zooplankton, ichthypolankton, biology, 
distribution, seasonality, water column 

ABSTRACT: Zooplankton volumes and abundance 
U[ fish eggs and fish larvae were determined for stations 
of 12 cruises to the western Horida continental shelf. 
Contour charts of zooplankton volumes and of 
ichlhyoplankton abundance are presented. A marked 

seasonality was observed for zooplankton and 
ichthyoplanklon, highest zooplankton volumes and 
ichthyoplankton abundance occurring during May 
through September. Zooplankton volumes were highest 

and spawning by (fishes most intense in the northern halt 
of the study area (north of tat. 27 degrees 15'N). Fish 

larvae abundance (number under 10 sq. m of sea 
surface) was highest at stations deeper than 50 m. 
Simple correlations among biological variables showed 
fish egg abundance-zooplankton volumes and fish egg 

abundance-fish larvae abundance to be positively 
correlated on most cruises. No clear relationships were 
observed between abundance or concentration of 

biological variables and temperature or salinity . 

""""" 



ACC 4062; TYPE P ; YI:AIt 1479 
IIOUI)B, [: .U . ; LEAK, J.C. ; DOWD, C.t? . ; 
BERKELEY, S A. ; RICHARI)S, W. .1 . ; 
1C1-1THYOPLANKTON ABUNDANCE AND 
DIVERSITY IN THE EASTERN GULF OF ME}QCO. 

f31f3L A REPORT FOR TI IG U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
INTERIOR, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
GULF OF MEXICO OCS OFFICE, NEW ORLEANS, 
LA CONTRACT #AA-550-C-P-28. 

KEYWORD : biology, ichthypolankton, commercial 
fishery, distribution, spawning area, 
recreational fishery, recruitment, fish, 
zooplankton, seasonality, water 
column 

ABSTRACT: M ichlhyoplanklon survey, consisting 
of 17 cruises to the eastern Gulf of Mexico, was carried 
out from 1971-1974 . Objectives of the survey were to 
determine the kinds and abundances of larval fishes, 
their distribution and diversity, and the relationship of 
their occurrence to environmental factors. Prom the egg 
and larval distributions, spawning areas and seasons were 
determined, and in some cases biomasses of adults were 
estimated. The surveys succeeded in providing important 
baseline data on the early life stages of fishes in the Gulf 
of Mexico. A total of 143,034 fish larvae were collected 
and included 91 families and 173 identified species. Most 
identified larvae were in the 10 most commonly collected 
(amities. The families Clupeidae and Gobiidae 
dominated larval catches al < IW m deep stations while 
the MyclophiJae were dominant at > 100 m deep 
stations. Annual abundances and mortality rates were 
estimated for the most common species. Adult 
biomasses of several species were estimated ; pelagic 
fishes apparently have higher biomasses than demersel 
fishes in the eastern Gulf. There were no significant 
differences in ichthyoplankton diversity among years, 
seasons or between north and south sectors of the survey 
area ; but diversity was significantly higher in offshore 
than in onshore zones . Effects of environmental factors 
on ichthyoplankton abundance were not dearly 
demonstrated but the modes and ranges of surface 

temperature, surface Silliniues, and station depth where 
common species occurred were clearly defined. 

40444 

ACC 40 ; TYPE ; YGAR 1976 
IISU, S.A ; 
ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS 
IN THE LOUISIANA COASTAL ZONE 

UIRL CENTER FOR WETLAND RESOURCES, 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, BATON ROUGE, 
[.a tsu=r-76-06-oii(r). 

KEYWORD : coastal zone, pollution, atmospheric 
circulation, wind 

A13S'I'ItACI': Atmospheric dispersion characteristics 
in the coastal zone are unique in that physical processes 
U( air, sea, and land combine al the shoreline to create 
motions on many scales which differ in important 
respects from processes over land or over water. Some of 
these differences in coastal Louisiana are reviewed . 
Synoptic-scale characteristics indicate that the coastal 
zone is superior to areas (amber inland for dispersing 
pollutants. f iowever, mesoscale and microscale studies 
reveal that diurnal circulation of land-breeze and sea-
breeze systems and the development of an internal 
boundary layer because of aerodynamic roughness 
changes across the shoreline may actually increase 
pollution concentration in the nearshore region . Specific 
studies nn these scales of atmospheric motion in relation 
to the optimum siting for industrial plants are outlined 
and recommended. 

""""" 

ACC Ra ; TYPE ; YI :AIt 1977 
[IS(), S.A ; 
ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS 
IN'I'HE LOUISIANA COASTAL ZONE. 

B113LC1:N"I'GR POIZ WF:I'IANI) ItI :SOUItCI :S, 
LOUISIANA S'1'A'I'f : UNIVE.RSITY, BATON ROUGE', 
1A. '1'ECIINICAL KGPOIZ"1' NO. 22'l. 29 NP. 

KEYWORD: coastal zone, lend-sea breezes, 
atmospheric circulation, meteorology, 
physical process 

AIiS'1'KAC"1': Atmospheric dispersion characteristics 
in the coastal zone are unique in that physical processes 
of air, sea, and land combine a1 [lie shoreline to create 
motions on many scales which differ in important 
respects from processes over land or over wafer. Some of 
these differences in coastal Louisiana are reviewed . 
Synoptic-scale characteristics indicate that [lie coastal 
zone is superior to areas (amber inland for dispersing 
pollutants. Ilowever, mesoscalc and microscale studies 
reveal that diurnal circulation ul land-breeze and sea-
breeze systems and the development of an internal 
boundary layer because of acnoJynnmic roughness 
changes across the shoreline may actually increase 
pollution concentration in the ncarshore region . Specific 

studies on these scales of atmospheric motion in relation 
to the optimum siting for industrial plants arc outlined 
and recommended. 

ACC 4314 ; TYPE' P ; YI :AIt 1982 
I ISO, S.A ; PRIOR, l).li . ; WISI?MAN, W.J ., Jlt . ; 
ILORli127'S, 11 .11 . ; GILIlI'.IZ'I', Il . ; 
COLLECTION OF REPRINTS . 

131131 .'17 :CI1 . RI-T. I .A. S7'A"I'I : UNIV . COAST. STUD. 
I NS'1'. 382:2 

KEYWORD: tcmpcraWrc, stress, physical, sediment 

ABSTRACT: The collection covers sumo mesoscale 
boundary layer Processes over coastal waters ; submarine 
slope processes tin a Fan Delta, I lows Sound, British 
Columbia ; relationship between monthly frontal 
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overrunning and offshore -onshore temperature 
differences across the central gulf coast ; cold-water stress 
in Florida Bay and Northern Bahamas--A product of 
winter cold-air outbreaks ; infrared transmittance of 
marine atmosphere; physical processes and 
sedimentation on a broad, shallow bank . 

ACC 4063 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
HSUEH, Y . ; MARMARINO, G.O. ; VANSAN'I', LL ; 
NUMERICAL MODEL STUDIES OF THE WINTERS 
STORM RESPONSE OF THE WEST FLORIDA 
SHELF. 

f31BL J . PHYS. OCEANOGR. 12:1037-1050. 

KEYWORD: circulation, physical, oceanography, 
numerical model, meteorology, eddy 
formation 

ABSTRACT: The wintertime, wind-driven ocean 
circulation on the West Florida continental Shelf is 
studied within the framework of a linearized storm-surge 
model. The model bathymetry incorporates a realistic 
shelf, extending from New Orleans to the southern tip of 
Florida, and a deep ocean region. 'I'h boundary 
condition at the coast is that there is no normal flow. At 
the open boundaries, located off the shelf in deep water, 
the adjusted sea level is fixed at zero. It is fount that 1) 
a coastally trapped response is achieved within one local 
inertial period following the imposition of the wind ; 2) 
the curved coast forces a mass exchange between the 
coastal water and the deep ocean ; 3) this exchange leads 
to the generation of a series of mesoscale eddies along 
the shelf edge ; and 4) these eddies give rise to long-
period, shelf-wide oscillations that persist beyond the 
local spin-up time . A hindcast of tha wind-driven flow 
on the West Florida Shelf for a particular period (ll-25 
March 1978) that contains the passage of a distinct cold 
front produces coastal sea-level and current fluctuations 
that are in reasonable agreement with observations. 

ACC 2104 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
IIUANG, W.H . ; 
CLAY MINERAL STUDIES OF SURFACE 
SEDIMENTS FROM THE MAFIA O(S ASELINE 
MONITORING SITES. 

Bill[- TECI INICAL REPORT, SUBMITTED 1-0 THE 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, DG (MAF1A-OCS PROGRAM). 

KEYWORD: sediment, clay mineralogy, MANIA, 
kaolinite 

ABSTRACT: Sediments along six transects of the 
West Florida Shelf were sampled and analyzed. Clay 
mineral analysis revealed that kaolinite is the most 
abundant, followed by chlorite-vermiculite muted layer 
which is unique in this area . The distribution pattern of 
clay minerals is different from that on the Mississippi-
Alabama Shelf where smectite predominates and 
virtually no vermiculite-chlorite mixed layer occurs . 
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ACC 2326 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1967 
IiUANG, T.C. ; GOODELL, H.G . ; 
SEDIMENT'S OF CHARLATTE HAR OR, 
SOUTHWESTERN FLORIDA 

f31E3L J . SEDIMENT. PETROL 37(2):449-474 . 

Ki:YWURD: Charlotte, sediment, carbonate, grain 
size, circulation 

AI1S'fltACl': The sediments of Charlotte 1larbor 
were determined to be composed of essentially two 
components : ierrigeneous quartz sand and biogenic 
carbonate detritals . The mean grain size as well as the 
percentage of the carbonate detrhals was determined to 
increase seaward. The coarse lracuons of the sediments 
were shown to accumulate al the harbor mouth ant in 
the channels, while the finer aggregates became 
concentrated in the harbor head and lagoons. 'two major 
tidal circulaUons were shown to shift the sediments. 
Multrvarialc nonlinear regression was used to relate the 

sediment characteristics to their provenance, 
transportation and depositional environments. 

ACC 2421 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
HUDSON, J .11 . ; 
LANGBTERM IOEROSION RATES ON A 
FLORIDA REEF: A NEW METHOD. 

BIE3L PROCEEDING THIRD INTERNATIONAL 
CORAL REEF SYMPOSIUM, UNIVERSITY OF 
MIAMI . MIAMI, PL 

KEYWORD: Monrce, reef, growth, sponge, coral, 
erosion 

ABSTRACT: }'aired cores from dead Montasirea 
annularis coral heads were analyzed by x-radiographs and 
estimation of annual growth increments to determine 
bioerosion rates. Between 1174 and 1976 the average 
annual rate of coral removal by boring organisms was 
0.67 cm, a 350% increase over the period 1970-1974. The 
principal boring organisms responsible for primary 
erosion of the coral heads include 6 sponges: 
SiphonoJiclyoa coralliphagum, S. sp ., Cliona caribbaea, 
G vermi(orea, C vastitica, and G sp. Secondary erosion 

is due to the spotlight parrottish, Sparisoma wide, other 

stands, and the long-seined sea urchin, Diadems 
antillarum . A 1 meter high coral head could be 

completely eroded in ISO years or less, according to 
extrapolation o[ measured bicerosiun rates. 



ACC 2217 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
HUDSON, J.H . ; 
THE CAIICA SCALLOP : FISHERY AND 
RESEARCH DEVELOPMENTS. 

111111, AM. MALACOL UNION, INC. [3UL, SYMP. 
COMMER. MAR. MOLLUSCS OF THE U.S . ANNU. 
REPT . 1970, P. 27-28. 

KEYWORD: calico scallop, fishery, spawning, 
development 

ABSTRACT: Geographic areas and physical !actors 
such as temperature and depth limiting the abundance of 
calico scallops were presented . Methods for commercial 
harvesting using an 8 ft tumbler dredge and factors 
influencing commercial production were discussed . The 
use of Remote Underwater Fishery Assessment System 
(RUFAS) and a towed sled equipped for continuous 
motion picture or video gapes of scallop concentrations 
was also discussed. Biological research on the calico 
scallop in such areas as spawning, larval development, & 
dispersal, spat set, age, growth, movement, mortality. and 
environmental factors affecting scallop beds were also 
briefly discussed . 

""""" 

ACC 2422 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
HUDSON, J.H . ; 
GROWTH RATES IN MONTAST'RAF.A 
ANNULARIS : A RECORD OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
CHANGE IN KEY LARGO CORAL REEF MARINE 
SANCTUARY, FLORIDA. 

[31DL BULL MAR. SCI . 31(2):444-459. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, coral, reef, growth, 
temperature, wrbidity, depth, stress 

ABSTRACT : One hundred forty-tour massive heads 
of Montastraea annularis from inshore, midshore, and 
offshore reef areas within the Key largo (:oral Reef 
Marine Sanctuary, Florida, were sampled by curing to 
determine annual growth rates. Water temperature, 
turbidity, and depth appear to be the primary 
environmental factors regulating growth and survival of 

M. annularis. Maximum growth rates (average 11 .2 
mm/yr) of M . annularis occurred at midshore reef areas 
where stress banding and skeletal damage due to 
bicerosion were minimal. M. annularis from the offshore 
fore-reef areas showed the slowest growth rates (6 .3 
mm/yr) while those from inshore reef areas had a slightly 
higher rate (8 .2 mm/yr) . M . annularis from both inshore 
and offshore reef areas exhibited long histories of 
environmental stress indicated by stress banding and 
healed-over "die-off"voids excavated by boring 
organisms . A decrease in coral growth from 1953 to 
1968 at some midshore and inshore reefs coincided with 
increased dredge and fill operations in the Florida Keys 
area . A recent slight increase in growth (1973-1978) 
coincided with a ban on these operations . 

ACC 2423; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
HUDSON, J .li . ; ROf3QIN, D.M . ; 
EFFECTS OF DRILLING MUD ON THE GROWTH 
RATE OF THE REEFH UIIDINGCORAL, 
MONTAS'I'RAF.A ANNULARIS. 

F31I3L PROC. RESEARCH ON ENVIRON . FATE AND 
EFFECTS OF DRILLING FLUIDS AND CUTTINGS, 
VOL 11, LAKE BUENA VISTA, FLORIDA 

KEYWORD : Monrce, drilling mud, reef, coral, 
growth, barium 

AI3STF2ACT: To study the effects of drilling mud on 
the growth of Montasiraea annularis, eight coral heads 
were heavily dosed with drilling mud and left with 10 
untreated corals on Carysfort Reef, Key Largo, for 6 
months to recover and grow. After collection and 
analysis by x-radiography, growth rates were found to be 
reduced in treated corals and barium levels in skeletal 
areas as high as I(X) limes background concentration. In 
a second study at Last 1-lower Garden Bank, growth 
rages of M. annularis were found to have declined 
sharply after 1957, but barium and chromium levels were 

at or below background concentrations, despite nearby 
drilling operations in 1974 and 1977 . 

""""" 

ACC 2424 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1970 
HUDSON, J.H.; ALLEN, D.M ; COSTELLO, T.J . ; 
THE FLORA AND FAUNA OP A BASIN IN 
CENTRAL FLORIDA DAY. 

BI(3L U.S. FISH WILDL SERV . SPEC. SCI . KEPT. 
NO . 604.14 P . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, seagrass, water mass, salinity, 
temperature, pink shrimp 

ABSTRACT: Monthly samples collected from a 
basin of central Florida flay yielded 196 species of plants 
and animals between A~~ : : Ivt>> and January 1968. 
Approximately 73`0 of the organisms were benthic and 
associated with seagrass beds of '1'halassia testudinum. A 
species list is given . The effect of different water masses 
on the general distribution of fauna and flora in the 
basin and bay is discussed . 

ACC 2425 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
HUDSON, J.H . ; SHINN, F.A ; HALEY, R.[3. ; LIDZ, 
f3 . F 1. ; 
AUTOPSY OF A DEAD CORAL. REEF. 

BIl3L AM . ASSOC . m- 'r. GF01_ ti0(4) :G83. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, coral, reel, mortality, growth, 
stress, temperature 

A13S'1'IZAC"I .̀ During the winter of 1969.70 lien and 
Chickens patch reef in the Horida Keys was determine) 
to have suffered 80 to 40%. mortality. It was found 
through x-radiographed slabs, measurement of annual 
growth rate and observation of abnormalities dating from 
1426 to the present that "stress bands" formed during 

winter months . The stress bands were found to 
correspond to unusually cold winters. II was concluded 
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that the death of f fen and Chickens patch reef was 
caused by uncommonly cold water . 

""""" 

ACC 4169; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
IfUDSON, J.H . ; SHINN, EA; ROBBIN, D.M . ; 
EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE OIL DRILLING ON 
PHILIPPINE REEF CORMS. 

IIIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 32(4):890-908 . 

KEYWORD : offshore drilling, coral, growth, reef, 
physiology, pathology 

ABSTRACT: An offshore drilling site in an area of 
extensive live coral bottom off northwest Palawan Island . 
Philippines, was examined 15 mo. after well completion 
to determine the effects of drilling on coral growth and 
survival . Core samples of 38 Pontes lutes head corals 
were collected from around the drilling site and from a 
control reef and their histories compared using x-
radiography to reveal changes in annual growth before, 
during, and alter drilling. Analysis of P . lutes growth 
rates showed that when compared to their predrilling 
growth averages and to growth of corals from a nearby 
control reef, little suspension of head coral growth could 
be attributed to drilling . Diver observation, together with 
analysis of sampling Iransect photomosaicx, revealed 
approximately 70-90% reduction in toloise, branching 
and plate-like corals in an Fe-stained area that extended 
out from the wellheads in a 115 limes 85 m ellipse. (:oral 
cover beyond this area was comparable to that of the 
control reef. 

""""" 

ACC 4315 ; 7'YPI? P ; YEAR 1981 
HUDSON, J.11 . ; 
GROWTH RATES IN MONTASTRAFA 
ANNULARIS : A RECORD OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
CHANGE IN KEY LARGO CORM. REEF MARINE 
SANCTUARY, FlARIDA 

I31BL BULL MAR. SCI . 31(2):444-459. 

KEYWORD : coral, reef, growth, depth, turbidity, 
temperature, stress 

ABSTRACT: Annual growth rates of M. annularis 
over the last SU+ years were determined [or inshore, 
midshore, and offshore reef areas within the Kay Largo 
Coral Reef Marine Sanctuary, Florida . Key elements 
affecting growth and survival of M . annularis in the 
sanctuary appear to be water depth, turbidity, and 
temperature. Abnormal density layers (stress bands) are 
common and reveal a record of environmental stress . 
The recent decline in coral growth (1953 to 1968) at 
some midshore and inshore reefs coincides with 
increased dredge and fill operations in the Florida Keys 
area . A slight overall resurgence in coral growth on 
these same reefs (1973 to present) coincides with a ban 
on these operations . 

""""" 

ACC 4064 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
IiUt=F, J.A. ; COBB, S.P. ; 
PENAEOID AND SERGFSTOID SHRIMPS 
(CRUSTACEA: DECAPODA). MEMOIRS OF THE 
HOURGLASS CRUISES. VOL V, PART N. 

[31I3L . MARINE RESEARCI I LABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NA'I11ItAL 
RESOURCES, ST. PETERSBURG, FL 102 P 

KEYWORD: crustacea, biology, , distribution, 
systematic, toogeography, pink shrimp, 
hourglass, rock shrimp, benthic, 
ecology, invertebrate, epifauna, 
continental shelf 

ABSTRACT: Three (amities of Penaeoidea and 1 
genus of Sergestidae were captured during 28 months of 
systematic sampling n Morida's west central shelf. 
Penaeoids collected in order of decreasing abundance 
were Sicyonia brevirostris, Solenocera ailantidis, 
Metapenaeopsis goociei, Penaeus duorarum, 
Trachypenaeus constriclus, Mesopenaeus tropicalis, 
Sicyonia typica, Sicyonia laevigata, Sicyonia stimpsoni, 
and Sicyonia burkenroadi. "These species have 
demonstrable affinities (or firm or coarse substrates ; 
penaeoids with soft or fine substrate affinities were not 

captured in Hourglass sampling. SergesUdae was 
represented by the planktonic shrimp, Lucifer faxoni. 
Reproductive data revealed a trend toward protracted or 
year-round spawning and recruitment . Diet analysis 
revealed eight penaeoids to be generalized benthic 
carnivores. Nocturnal feeding was indicated for seven; S. 
laevigala had a diet feeding pattern. A key for 26 
species of Penaeoidea known from the Gulf of Mexico 
and Atlantic waters of Florida's east coast (less than 200 
m deep) includes Trachypenaeopsis mobilispinis, not 

previously reported tram waters contiguous to I'lorida . 

""""" 



ACC 2357; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
HUGHES, D.A ; 
RESPONSES TO SALINITY CHANGE AS THE 
TIDAL TRANSPORT MECHANISM OF PINK 
SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM. 

BIBL BIOL BULL MAR. BIOL LABS ., WOODS 
HOLE. 136(1) :43-53 . 

KEYWORD : Collier, salinity, transport, pink shrimp, 
tide, light, currents 

ABSTRACT: Shrimp taken from Buttonwood 
estuary, Florida were studied to determine the effect of 
salinity on postlarvae and juveniles. In the laboratory 
salinity changes were imposed on both juveniles and 
postlarvae . With a decreasing salinity . the rheotactic 
response of juveniles was reversed, and posllarvae sank 
lower in the water column. Postlarvae demonstrated an 
ability to perceive and avoid areas of lower war salinity. 

ACC 4322 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
HUGHES, P . ; 
GREAT GALVESTON HURRICANE. 

BIBL WEATNERWISE, WASH., D.G, 32(4):148-156. 

KEYWORD: hurricane, hurricane damage 

ABSTRACT: The 1900 Galveston hurricane was a 
far greater disaster than the Chicago fire of 1871, which 
killed 250 people; the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, 
which killed 480 ; or the Johnstown flood in 1889, which 
claimed 2200 lives . In the City of Galveston alone, the 
hurricane killed at least 6000 people and left SWO 
pured . At least 2000 more died elsewhere. The 
hurricane was born about 4000 mi away from the city, 
west of the Cape Verde Islands on Aug. 17 . On Sept . 5, 
when the storm struck the Florida Keys, it became a full-
blown hurricane. Winds were estimated to be 120 m.p .h. 
or more. Twelve hurricanes have struck the U.S. since 
the one that struck Galveston in 1900; one was almost 
equal in severity and two were more intense--the 

hurricane that struck the Florida Keys in 1935 and 
hurricane "Camille," which hit the Gulf coast in 1969. 

""""" 

ACC 24 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
HUH, OX ; 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE OCEANS FROM 
SPACE BB1C1-IIEVEMENI'S, PRO LEMS AND 
PROGNOSIS. 

BIBL OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH, 
ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS . 
TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 252 

KEYWORD : coastal water, remote sensing, satellite, 
temperature, oceanography 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 1035 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
HUH, O.K . ; ROUSE LJ . ; SMITH, G.W. ; 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND TEMPERATURE 
GRADIENT FEATURES OF THE U.S . GULF COAST 
WATERS. 

(N : PROCEEDING 11TH INTERNATIONAL 
SYMPOSIUM ON REMOTE SENSING OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT, APRIL 25-29,1977. 1609-1618 P 

BIBL UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARDOR, 
M1 . 

KEYWORD : coastal wager, continental shell, 
infrared imagery, remote sensing, 
satellite, physical oceanography, 
seasonal variation, temperature 

ABSTRACT: Satellite thermal infrared data on the 
Gulf U( Mexico show that a seasonal cycle exists in the 
horizontal surface temperature structure. In the fall, the 
surface temperatures of both coastal and deep waters are 
nearly uniform. With the onset U( winter, atmospheric 
cold fronts, which are accompanied by dry, low- 

temperature air and strong winds, draw heat from the 
sea . Penetrative convection and wind-driven mixing lower 
temperatures, first in the shallowest waters and then, as 
the winter season progresses, in deeper and deeper 
portions of the Gulf. A band of cooler water forming on 
the inner shelf expands, until a thermal front develops 
seaward along the shelf bred between the cold shelf 
waters and the warmer deep waters of the Gulf. Digital 
analysis of the satellite data has been carried out in an 
interactive mode using a minicomputer and software 
developed at the Coastal Studies Institute . A time series 
of temperature profiles illustrates the temporal and 
spatial changes in the sea-surface temperature field . 

ACC 1036; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
HUH, O.K. ; WISEMAN, W.J . ; ROUSE, I_J . ; 
INTRUSION OF LOOP CURRENT WATERS ONTO 
THE WEST FLORIDA CONTINENTAL SF-CIF. 

BIBL J . GEOPHY. RES. 86:4186-4192. 

KEYWORD : loop current, continental shelf, 
infrared imagery, remote sensing, 
satellite, physical oceanography, 
seasonal variation, temperature 

ABSTRACT: An intrusion of loop current water up 
DeSoto Canyon and onto the West Florida continental 
shelf to within 8 km of the shore occurred in February 
1977 . Both aircraft and satellite data collected in the 
area for another purpose were used to estimate the 
space and time scales of the intrusion and the ultimate 
fate U[ the intruded waters. The duration of the event 
was IS days. Oceanic waters advanced across the shelf at 
speeds of 20 cm s(-I). At maximum intrusion, 6650 
km(2) of shelf were affected . Approximately half the 
intruded water receded off the shelf, and half appears to 
have been modified in situ . 
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ACC 4265 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 ACC 2105 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1158 ACC 2106 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
HUFI, O.K. ; WlSGMAN, WJ., JR . ; ROUSE, LJ ., Jlt . ; f IULINGS, N.C. ; HIIMM, H.J . ; 
WINTER CYCLE OF SEA SURFACE THERMAL. AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE RECENT SEAGRASSFS. 
PATTERNS, NORTHEASTERN GULF OF ME}QCO. OSTRACODS OF T'FiE GULF COAST OF FLORIDA 

PRESENTED AT CHAI'MAN CONFERENCE ON 
OCEANIC FRONT'S, NEW ORLEANS, LA (USA) 
OCTOBER 1977. 

QIBL J . GEOPHYS. RES . 83(C9):4523-5531 . 

I31f31 . PI-.D. DISSERTATION . FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERS17'Y,'CALL.AFIASSGE, PL 224 P . 

KEYWORD: benthic, temperature, salinity, 
hydrographic, crustacea, currents, 
turbidity 

IN : A SUMMARY OF KNOWLGUGG OP "I'HE 
EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. J .J JONI?S, R.G . 
RING, M.O . RINKGL AND K.G. SMI'1'll (GUS .) . 

F31BL STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM FLORIDA 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, ST. 
PETERSBURG, FL_ IIlC-1-111C-l0. 

KEYWORD : temperature, loop current, seasonal, 
remote sensing, satellite, infrared 
imagery 

ABSTRACT: During the winter of 1976-1977 a time 
series of NOAH satellite data was obtained which 
documented the seasonal cycle of sea surface 
temperature . Data were obtained as both marine-
enhanced images and computer compatible tapes. Fall 
cooling initially affected only the lakes and estuaries . A 
band of cold inner shelf waters then formed along the 
coast . This expanded seaward to the shelf break as the 
winter season progressed . AI the extreme of winter 
cooling, two major thermal fronts remained : one near 
the shelf edge, separating the shelf from deep gut( 
surface waters, and the other the ryclonic boundary of 
the Loop Current . The onset of spring warming was 
indicated by an increase in surface temperatures in the 
shallow inshore areas. The seasonal cycle was completed 
with the formation of nearly is thermal surface waters 
throughout the region, a condition characteristic of the 
summer season. 

""""" 

ABSTRACT: The distribution of ostracods on the 
Gulf coast of Florida was determined from 165 benthic 
samples taken from Ochlockonee Bay, Apalachee Bay, 
and an offshore transect from Panama City to St. 
Petersburg. A total of 83 species was collected, 47 of 
which were identified to species . The temperature, 
salinity, and bottom type conditions o[ all sampling areas 
were measured and various biozones were distinguished 
on the basis of substratum type and species composition. 
The distribution of living ostracods was related to the 
measured hydrographic conditions. 

""""" 

ACC 375 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1959 
HUMM, HJ . ; DAKNGLIy R.M . ; 
A CALIECI70N OF MARINE ALGAE FROM THE 
Ct{ANDELEUR ISLANDS. 

uiUL PUI3L INST. MAR . SCL, UNIV . 'i'EX 6:265-27G. 

KEYWORD : algae, benthic flora, biology, ecology, 
species list, flora, taxonomy 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

KEYWORD: seagrass, depth 

ABSTRACT : The eastern Gulf of Mexico supports 
five species of seagrass, representing 4 genera, in 
abundance . Thalassic testudinum (turtle grass) ; 
I lolodule wrightii (manatee grass) ; and Syringodium 
fiG(orme (shoal grass) are the most abundant species, 
occurring in shallow inshore areas, imerudally to depths 
of 10-20 meters . Two other species, F lalophila baillonis 
and 11 . engelmannii also occur in shallow waters, but 
their distribution extends to depths of 70 meters. These 
seagrasses occupy thousands of squarcmiles of the inner 
continental shelf, providing habitat [or many invertebrate 
and fish populations. 

""""" 

ACC 2107 ; TYPE F' ; YEAR 1973 
IIUMM, IIJ . ; 
ENT'tilC ALGAE OF TEE EASTERN GULF OF 

MEXICO. 

IN : A SUMMARY OF KNOWI .IiDGE OF'I'l l l? 
F ASTERN GULF OF MEXICO . J . JONI :ti, lL . RING, 
M . KINKEI . AND R. SMITH (1 :I)S.). 

81131 . S'1'A"1'I{ UNIVt:KSI"1'Y SYS'I'GM FL()KII)A 
INS'I'I'I'U7'L: ()F OCl?ANOGItAPfiY. Illli-I-11113-I5 . 

Kf:YWOltI) : bcnlhic, algae, biomass, scagrnss, 
abundance 

AIISTRAC`F The diversity and abundance of 
benthic algae in the eastern Gull of Mexico is icvicwed . 

The regional scarcity of rocky substrata is cited in 



limiting the abundance of the epibenthic flora . I3iomass 
comparisons are drawn between benthic algae and 
seagrasses. Commercial uses of the native algae are 
summarized and the feasibility of harvesting seaweed 
from the continental shelf is discussed . 

""""" 

ACC 2426; TYPE P ; YEAR 1964 
HUMM, H.J . ; 
EPIPI-iYTF.S OF THE SEAGRASS, T'HALASSIA 
T`EST1JDINUM, IN FLORIDA. 

BIBL BULL MAR. SOG GULF & CARIQB. 14(2)306-
372. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, seagrass, sediment 

ABSTRACT: One hundred and thirteen species of 
algae were reported occurring as epiphytes on the 
seagrass 'Ilialassia lestudinum, 92 of which were 
recorded from the south Florida area . "I\vo groups of 
epiphytes were recognized ; perennial species and the 
seasonal annuals Among the former are calcareous 
Corallinaceae which contribute significantly to the 
sediments of seagrasa beds Among the latter is a group 
of large plants which may become sufficiently abundant 
during winter and spring to shade the Thalassic 
significantly. Each species listed was described and a key 
to the species known to occur as epiphytes on Thalassic 
in south Florida was presented . 

"" 

ACC 4182; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
IIURDEY, S E. ; 
SOURCES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF LIQUID 
PROCESS WASTES FROM ARCTIC OFFSHORE 
HYDROCAR ON EXPLORATION. 

QIBL ARCTIC 32(1):3-21 . 

KEYWORD : pollution, drilling mud, offshore 
drilling, formation water, production 
water 

ABSTRACT: Increased interest in offshore 
hydrocarbon exploration in Arctic waters raises concern 
regarding liquid waste management from drilling 
operations. The typical sources of process liquid waste 
from exploratory drilling operations is described and data 
on the quantity and quality of liquid waste discharges is 
provided from monitoring at two offshore sites . "I'he 
chemical and toxicological characteristics of the waste 
fluids indicate that a potential exists for water pollution 
in specific circumstances . However, close process control 
to reduce the quantities of waste fluid generated and 
judicious selection of drilling mud additives should 
prevent the occurrence of significant water pollution 
problems from waste fluid disposal at exploratory Arctic 
offshore drilling operations. 

""""" 

ACC 4065 ; TYPE F' ; YEAR 1980 
HURLBURT, H .E. ; THOMPSON, J.D . ; 
A NUMERICAL STUDY OF LOOP CURRENT 
INTRUSIONS AND EDDY SHEDDING. 

f3113L J . PI IYS . OCEANOGR. 10(10) :1611-1651 

KEYWORD : circulation, currents, eddy formation, 
loop current, numerical model, 
physical, oceanography, intrusion 

ABSTRACT' The dynamics of the eddy shedding by 
the Loop Current in (lie Gull of Mexico have been 
investigated using three nonlinear numerical models : 
two-layer, barotropic and reduced gravity. 'Ilie 
barotropic end reduced gravity models demonstrate the 
individual behavior of the rxiernal and internal movies, 

and provide insight into how they interact in the two-
layer model . Because of the economy of the semi-
implicit tree surface models, it was possible to perform 
over 100 experiments to investigate the stability 
properties o[ the Loop Current . Typically, the models 
were integrated 3 .5 years to statistical equilibrium on a 
1600 km x900 km rectangular domain with a resolution 
of 20 km x 18.75 km. Prescribed inflow through the 
model Yucatan Channel was compensated by outflow 
through the Florida Straits . 

ACC 4066; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
ICHIYE, T ; KUO, H . ; CARNES, M.K. ; 
ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT'S AND 
HYDROGRAPHY OPINE EASTERN GULF OF 
IvE?QCO . 

BI[31_ CONTRIBUTION NO. 106, DEPARTMENT OF 
OCEANOGRAPHY, TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, 
COLLEGE STATION, TX 

KEYWORD : physical, oceanography, hydrography, 
circulation, loop current, seasonality, 
meteorology, currents 

ABS'TRAC'T: The main purpose of the study was to 
review existing information on currents and hydrography 
of the eastern Gulf and to present the results in a 
manner useful to those interested either in basic sciences 
or in their applications to this area . Sources of 
information were obtained from publications including 
scientific journals and technical reports by governmental 
agencies, academic institutions and industrial laboratories 
as well as from unpublished materials including data files, 
data cards, charts and tables. Although no original 
research was intended initially, it developed that various 
new analyses of existing data became necessary in order 
to present the results of study in useful forms. For 
instance, the surface currents and transports (or each 
month had to be computed by use of the surface wind 
stresses, and charts for distributions of water properties 
were prepared from raw hydrograpluc data . In the near 
shore area, temperature-salinity relationships were 
prepared for different estuaries from scattered sources. 
"Midst flushing of Tampa Bay and Charlotte ! larbor was 
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calculated based on new sets of data . Circulation and 
sea level changes in a rectangular ocean by a moving 
storm were numerically evaluated and applied to the 
Gulf of Mexico. 7'hs sea level changes along the (lull 
coast due to hurricanes were processed and analyzed by 
use of data cards and computer print-outs provided by 
Mr. Douglas Martin of NOAtI/NOS . Further, an 
annotated bibliography was prepared by checking each 
reference available at our working collection and main 
library . 

ACC 2020; TYPE P ; YEAR 1957 
IDYLL, GP. ; 
THE COMMERCIAL SHRIMP INDUSTRY OF 
FLORIDA 

BIBL FLORIDA BOARD OF CONSERVATION 
MARINE LABORATORY EDUCATIONAL. SERIAL 
NUMBER 6. 30 P. 

KEYWORD: shrimp, life history, fishery, 
development, distribution, pink 
shrimp, brown shrimp, sociceconomics, 
shrimp fishery 

ABSTRACT : This review of the commercial shrimp 
industry o! Florida examines the life history of penaeid 
shrimp, the shrimp industry, and regulations concerning 
the fishery. Three commercially important shrimp 
species, Penaeus duorarum, P . seuferus, and P . aztecus 
are described and their individual importance to the 
fishery is assessed . The spawning and development of N. 
setiferus, which is typical of other penaeids, are 
summarized. The distribution o! shrimp, fishing gear and 
methods, economic value of the shrimp industry, and 
aspects of handling, shipping, and processing shrimp are 
discussed . Present fishery regulations are presented and 
the necessity of analyzing population data before making 
future management decisions is cited . 

ACC 2427 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1950 ACC 2021 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1963 
IDYLL, C.P . ; INGLE, R.M . ; ELDRED, d. ; SIM, H . W. ; GLDRGD, E 
A NEW FISHERY FOR GROOVED SHRIMP IN a; 
SOUTHERN FLORIDA ON THE POSSI IE CARI EAN ORIGIN OF 

FLORIDA'S SPINY LO STER POPULATIONS . 
f31f3L COMM. PISf 1 . REV . 12(3) . 

[31DL FLORIDA STATE BOARD CONSERVATION 
KEYWORD: Monrce, shrimp, fishery, shrimp MARINE LABORATORY, TECIINICAL SERVICES 

fishery NO . 40. 12 P . 

ABSTRACT: A news shrimp fishery in the Key 
West to Dry Tortugas (Florida) region was described . 
The location and extent of the new grounds and the type 
o[ bottom was determined, as was the species and size of 
the shrimp being caught . The volume of the landings and 
the number of boats fishing were given. 

""""" 

ACC 1085 ; TYPE ; PEAK 1965 
1NAMOTO, T. ; 
SUMMARY OF TUNA O SERVATIONS IN THE 
GULF OF ME}QCO ON CRUISES OF THE 
EXPLORATORY FISHING VESSEL OREGON, 1950B 
1963. 

BIE3L COMM. FISH. REV . 27(1):7-4 

KEYWORD : biology, commercial fishery, fish, 
fishery, zoology 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

KEYWORD: spiny lobster, currents, larvae, 
distribution, crustacea 

ABSTRACT: The possibility of Caribbean water 
currents transporting larval spiny lobsters (Panulirus 
argus) to Florida is investigated. Previous research has 
documented the larval developmental period of P . argus 
at 150 to 180 days, allowing long distance transport and a 
wide distribution. Studies of the adult breeding season 
and the Caribbean disliii -i,-n of larvae are tiled . A 
review of published water current patterns suggested that 
Caribbean currents may be important in seeding spiny 
lobster beds in the Florida Keys and the mainland 
peninsula. Summer Caribbean currents (low through the 
Yucatan Straits into central northern Gulf of Mexico; 
records of tropical fish fauna in Louisiana and northern 
Florida provide evidence for this transport . Plankton 
sampling of 22 stations between Key West and the 
Yucatan Straits established that spiny lobster larvae 
emanate from south of the straits . Further sampling and 
analysis of other plankton samples was continuing to 
determine the geographical distribution and source o! f' . 
argus larvae . 

""""" 
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ACC 2046; TYPE P ; YEAR 1959 
INGLE, RM. ; ELDRED, B. ; JONES, H. ; FiUTTON, 
R.F. ; 
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF TORTUGAS SHRIMP 
SAMPLING DATA 1957858. 

attained consistent results . Cultivation methods and 
possible problems are discussed . 

BIBL FLORIDA STATE BOARD CONSERVATION ACC 316 ; TYPE; YEAR 1975 
MARINE LABORATORY, TECHNICAL SERVICES IRBY, B.N. ; MCCAUGIiAN, D. ; 
NO . 32 45 P. GUIDE 'PO THE MARINE RESOURCES OF 

MISSISSIPPI . 
KEYWORD : reproduction, migration, population 

dynamics, population, crustacea, pink 
shrimp 

E31BL FOX PRINTING COMPANY, HATTIESBURG, 
MS . 359 PP . 

ABSTRACT: Twelve stations in the ToRUgas 
shrimping grounds were trawled weekly from November 
1957 to October 1958 to examine the population 
dynamics of the area's commercial shrimp . Numerically, 
Penaeus duorarum, composed 65°.b of the shrimp 
population; the next most abundant species was 
Trachypenaeus sp., comprising 23% of the population. 
Extensive data is presented on shrimp size, abundance, 
reproduction, and migration. A nursery area for young 
P. duorarum was suspected south of the sampling 
stations . Recommendations for the protection of the 
local shrimp population are made in light of the findings. 

ACC 2548 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1968 
INGLE, RM. ; WITHAM, R; 
IOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 1N SPINY 
LO STER CULTURE. 

BIBL PROC. GULF & CARIE3B. FISH . INST. 21 :158-
162 

KEYWORD : life history, spiny lobster, artificial 
habitat 

ABSTRACT: The life history of the Florida spiny 
lobster, Panulirus argus, and its potential for mariculture 
are reviewed . Attempts to culture posllarvas in artificial 
habitats in St . Lucie estuary and at Key West, Florida 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal zone, estuary, fishery, 
geology, physical process, pollution, 
wildlife, resource 

ABSTRACT: The report was written to provide a 
unity of information about the Mississippi marine 
resources for use personally and scientifically. It is 
divided into three main sections. The first section deals 
mostly with the physical aspects of the Mississippi coastal 
area. The geology of the area, the Barrier Islands, the 
plant life, the eswarine ecosystem, and the effects of 
pollution in the Mississippi sound are all covered. The 
second section deals with the different commissions, 
councils, and laboratories in this area . Some examples 
are the Mississippi Air and Water Pollution Control 
Commission, Environmental Protection Agency, and the 
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory . In the third section, the 
Coastal Wetlands Protection Law is given, the portsand 
harbors of coastal Mississippi are listed, a history and 
discussion of various aspects of the seafood industry is 
given and finally, information (or teaching marine science 
in schools is outlined. 

""""" 

ACC 4067; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
IRVINE, A.E3 . ; CAFFIN, J.E. ; KOCHMAN, H.L ; 
AERIAL SURVEYS FOR MANATEES AND 
DOLPHINS IN WESTERN PENINSULAR FLORIDA 
(WITH NOTES ON SIGHTINGS OF SEA TURTLES 
AND CROCODILPS} 

Ei1l3L U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DG 
FWS/OBS-80/50. 20 P. 

KEYWORD: aerial survey, distribution, dolphin, 
mammal, endangered species, 
manatee, turtle, biology, coastal 

ABSTRACT: L.ow altitude aerial surveys were 
conducted at approximately monthly intervals from 
August to December 1979 to count West Indian 
manatees (Trichechus manaws) and boulenose dolphins 
(Tursiops truncalus) in western peninsular Florida . 
Sightings of sea turtles, turtle tracks, and a crocodile 
were also noted . A total of 554 manatees was observed 
in 297 groups. Fifty-eight percent of the manatees were 
sighted in the Collier-Monrce Counties area in shallow, 
brackish inshore areas. A total of 1,383 bottlenose 
dolphins was observed in 431 herds . including 700 (in 146 
herds) in the Gulf of Mexico, 491 (in 185 herds) in bays, 
and 192 (in 100 herds) in marsh-river habitats. Fifty-eight 
sea turtles (including 45 loggerheads, Carelta caretta) 
and 30 sets of turtle tracks were counted. One crocodile, 
probably Crocodilis acutus, was sighted in the Everglades 
National Park . 

""""" 
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ACC 4068 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
IRVINE, A13 . ; CAI'FIN, 1t: . ; KOCHMAN, H.I. ; 
AERIAL. SURVEYS FOR MANATEES AND 
DOLPHINS IN WESTERN PENINSULAR FLORIDA. 

BIBL FISH . BULL 80(3):621-30. 

KEYWORD: aerial survey, biology, distribution, 
dolphin, manatee, mammal, 
endangered species, coastal 

ABSTRACT : Low-altitude aerial surveys were 
conducted to count West Indian manatees, Trichechus 
manatus, and bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, in 
western peninsular Florida . A total of 554 manatees was 
observed in 297 groups . Most of the manatees (58.5%) 
were sighted in the Collier-Monrce Counties in shallow, 
brackish inshore areas . A total of 1,383 bottlenose 
dolphins was observed in 431 herds, including 700 (in 146 
herds) in the Gulf of Mexico, 491 (in 185 herds) in bays, 
and 192 (in 100 herds) in marsh-river habitats . 

""""" 

ACC 2047 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1960 
IVERSON, E.S. ; IDYLL, GP . ; 
ASPECTS OF THE IOLOGY OF THE TORTUGAS 
PINK SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM 

BIBL TRANS . AM. FISH . SOC. 89(1). 

KEYWORD: biology, pink shrimp, growth, 
migration, tagging, crustacea, 
temperature, salinity 

ABSTRACT: A one year survey of the pink shrimp, 
Penaeus duorarum from the Tonugas grounds o(( 
southern Florida yielded information on size frequency, 
growth, and migration . Female and male pink shrimp had 
an estimated winter growth of 5 and 7 counts per pound 
(number of shrimp per pound with heads off, 
respectively . 'Tagging studies indicated that adult shrimp 
generally migrate in a northwest direction. Maximum 
sire of females was greater than that of males . Carapace 
length was directly related to total length. Using size 

frequency distributions, small shrimp were found to move 
into the Tortugas grounds from Florida Bay. 

ACC 2048 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1961 
IVERSON, E.S . ; JONES, AC; 
GROWTH AND IVQGRATION OF TORTUGAS PINK 
SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM, AND CHANGES 
IN THE CATCH PER UNIT OF EFFORT OF THE 
FISHERY. 

I31DL FLORIDA STATE BOARD CONSERVATION 
MARINE LABORATORY TECHNICAL SERVICE, 
NO. 34 . 28 P. 

KEYWORD : migration, pink shrimp, growth 

ABSTRACT: The growth and migratory behavior of 
tagged pink shrimp, Penaeus duorarum, were studied . 
The average rate of recovery of tagged shrimp was about 
10 percent . Little apparent difference was seen between 
winter and summer growth rates . Considering both sexes 
together, small shrimp (67 count or 25 mm carapace 
length) increased about 10-11 count per month ; medium 
shrimp (33 count or 33 mm carapace length) increased 
about 2-3 counts per month, and large shrimp (20 count 
or 40 mm carapace length) increased about 0-1/L count 
per month. On the fishing grounds, tagged shrimp were 
found to move about 5 miles per day and in all directions 
from the point of release . The majority moved to deeper 
water in a northwesterly direction . Despite increased 
fishing effort, Ure trend line of total production was 
determined to be approximately level . "The catch per 
boat night has declined over the years 1950-1959. 

ACC 4069 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 
IVEKSON, R.L ; [3ITTAKER, H.F. ; 
SEAGRASS DISTRI UTION AND A LJNDANCE IN 
EASTERN GULF OF MFJQCO COASTAL WATERS. 

I31[3L EST . COAST. SHELF SCI . 

KEYWORD: seagrass, biomass, distribution, benthic, 
epiflora, biology, ecology, coastal 

ABSTRACT: The marine angiosperms 7'halassia 
testudinum, Syringodium fiGforme, and Halodule wrighui 
form two of the largest reported seagrass beds along the 
northwest and southern coasts of Florida where they 
cover about 3.000 square km in the Big Bend area and 
about 5,5W square km in Florida Bay, respectively . 
Most of the leaf biomass in the Big Bend area and outer 

Florida Bay was composed of Thalassic teswdinum and 
Syringodium (iliforme which were distributed throughout 
the beds but which were more abundant in shallow 
depths . A short-leaved form of Fialodule wrightii grew in 
monotypic stands in shallow water near the inner edges 
of the beds, while Halophila decipiens and a longer-
leaved variety of H. wrightii grew scattered throughout 
the beds, in monotypic stands near the outer edges o[ the 
beds, and in deeper water outside the beds. Halophila 
engelmanni was observed scattered at various depths 

throughout the seagrass beds and in monospecific 
patches in deep water outside th northern bed. Ruppia 
maritime grew primarily in brackish water around river 

mouths. The cross-shelf limits o[ the two major seagrass 

beds are controlled nearshore by increased water 
wrbidiry and lower salinity around aver mouths and 
offshore by light penetration to depths which receive 10 
percent or more of sea surface photosyntheUCally active 
radiation. Seagrasses form large beds only along low 
energy reaches of the coast. 
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ACC 1073 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
IVESTER, S. ; 
CHAPTER 13. BHNTWC MEIOFAUNA IN THE 
MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF BASELINE 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY, 1977/1978. 

BIQL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C . 

KEYWORD: Florida, benthic community, benthos, 
biology, community structure, 
meiofauna, MAFIA 

ABS'I'RAC'I': Meiofauna density in the eastern Gulf 
of Mexico-MAFIA region are in the range for densities 
from other pans of the world . Marine free-living 
nematodes comprised 703°.ti . Density was highest in 
shallow inshore waters and decreased to lowest values in 
depth > 100 m. An inshore density depression is evident 
sough of Mobile Bay where large river inputs seemed to 
reduce meiofauna density. Meiofauna densities peak in 
moderate to high carbonate, medium to fine sands. 
Association patterns between and within stations, and 
between seasons do not show any definite trends. 
Correlalions between taxa and physical parameters are 
nonexistent or weak. This is due probably to the limited 
taxonomic identification . Thirty families of marine tree-
living nematodes were described from nine selected 
stations All are indicative of sandy habitats . Some 
general reports are records !or the North American 
continent. 

ACC 2428; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
Jnnp, w.c ; 
OBSERVATIONS ON ZAOXANTf {EL1AE 
EXPULSION AT MIDDLE SAMBO REEF, FLORIDA 
KEYS . 

QIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 29(3):414-422- 

KEYWORD: Monrce, coral, reef, temperature, tide, 
weather, stress, algae, wind 

ABSTRACT : Large scale discoloration of corals at 
Middle Sambo Reef, 7.8 km from Boca Chica Key, 
Monrce County, Florida was investigated on September 
26, 1973. The hydrozoan coral Millepora complanata 
displayed the greatest discoloration, though some 
Acropora palmate, Montastraea annularis and Palythoa 
sp. colonies were mildly discolored . Discoloration of 
organisms was generally limited to the reef flat. Affected 
corals were still viable. High air temperatures and mid 
day low tides combined with calm weather are believed 
to have elevated water temperature sufficiently to incur 
thermal stress, thereby causing expulsion of 
endosymbiotic algae, Gymnodinium microadriaticum, 
with consequent discoloration of coral hosts. Most polyps 
regained normal color within 6 weeks. The shallow reef 
cnidarian communities appear to suffer no permanent 
effect due to shore periods of thermal stress . Similar 
incidents of coral discoloration are reviewed . 

#4444 ACC 2429 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
JAAP, W.C. ; WHEATON. J ; 
OBSERVATIONS ON FLORIDA REEF CORALS 
TREATED WITH FISH-COLLECTING CHEMICALS. 

I31DL FLA . MAR. RES. PURL 10. 18 P. 

KEYWORD : Monroe, reef, coral, scleracunia, 
temperature, salinity, DO, pollutant 

A13S"1'RAC"1': Twenty-one species of reef corals (11 
Seleracunia, lU Octocorallia) from Western Sambo Reef, 
south of [3oca Chica Key, Florida were treated with fish 
collecting chemicals and examined 5 limes between 
August 1473 and .!line 1974 for deleterious effects. The 

chemicals used were 100% acetone, a 
quinaldine/acetone/seawater solution, a commercial 
rotenone derivative/seawater solution, and undiluted 
rotenone derivative. No octocorals were damaged by any 
of the chemicals. Some individuals of 6 scleractinian 
species (Acropora palmate, A cervicornis, Siderastrea 
siderea, Diploriastrigosa, Colpophyllia natans, 
Dichcecenia stokesi) suffered severe damage by the 
undiluted rotenone derivative . Little or no damage 
occurred to other scleractinia from any of the chemicals . 
The reactions of other reel'-dwelling organisms to the 
chemicals are described . 

ACC 4070 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1984 
JAAI', W.C. ; 
THE ECOLOGY OF THE SOUTH FLORIDA CORAL 
REEFS; A COMMUNITY PROFILE. 

IIIBL U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
EWS/OI3S-82!08. 138 P . 

KEYWORD: biology, geology, ecology, 
management, reef, benthic, reef fish 

ABSTRACT: An overview of coral reef research in 
southern Florida is provided as a prelude to a genuine 
description o! the coral reef ecosystem in the Florida 
Keys and surrounding environments . Coral reef 
community types, reef benthos, plankton and reef fish 
are given specific treatment . Coral reef ecology and 
management are described. 

"""t" 
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ACC 4213 ; TYPE 1' ; YEAR 1978 
JACKSON, W.F3 . ; BAXTER, K.N . ; CAILLOUGT, C. W. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE 
UCGANEER OIL AND GAS FIELD OFF 

GALVESTON, TEXAS: AN OVERVIEW. 

DIBI. IN : PROC. lOTli ANNU. OFFSHORE TECH . 
CONE. 1 :277-284 . 

KEYWORD : pollutant, sediment, ichthyoplankton, 
fish, crustacean, shrimp, communities, 
oil spill 

ABSTRACT: In 1975, the Galveston Laboratory of 
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) was given 
responsibilities for project management of a comparative 
environmental assessment of an active oil and gas field in 
the northwestern Gulf of Mexico. The Buccaneer Oil 
and Gas Field was selected as the study area because it 
has been in development and production since 1960, thus 
allowing ample time for the development of oilGeld-
associated marine communities . Present studies in this 
field are determining the concentration of pollutants in 
major components of the marine ecosystem, including 
water, sediment, suspended particulate matter, 
ichthyoplankton, sessile organisms, pelagic finfishes, and 
demersal finfishes and macro-crustaceans. Effects of 
oilGeld discharge effluents are being assessed by acute 
and chronic effects of bioassays on shrimp and fishes, by 
observing alteration of composition and abundance of 
biotic communities, and by investigating accumulation of 
contaminants in biotic and abiotic components of the 
ecosystem . Special attention is being given to food web 
dynamics and to physicochemical mates of transport of 
pollutants into and away from the marine ecosystem in 
the field. 

ACC 4271 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
JACKSON, W.E3 . ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF AN ACTIVE 
OIL FIELD IN TIIE NORTHWESTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO, 1977B1978.VOL II. DATA MANAGEMENT 
AND IOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS . ANNLJ . 
REPT. 

I3113L NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
GALVES'I'ON, TX 799P . 

KEYWORD : oil, biological, chemical, physical, 
ecosystem, pollutant 

ABSTRACT: To obtain information concerning the 
environmental consequences of increased development of 
the outer continental shell in the Gulf of Mexico, major 
research efforts are being made to document 
environmental conditions before, during, and after oil 
and gas production, and transmission . Among these 
efforts is the Environmental Assessment o! the 
Buccaneer Oil and Gas Field. Objectives of the project 
are : (1) to identify and document the types and extent of 
biological, chemical and physical alteratiens of the marin 
ecosystem associated with Buccaneer Oil Field, (2) to 
determine specific pollutants, their quantity and effects, 
and (3) to develop the capability to describe and predict 
late and effects U( Buccaneer Oil Field contaminants. 

""""" 

ACC 2265 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
JINSEN, P.R. ; G113SON, R.A ; 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THREE 
SU TROPICAL SEAGRASS COMMUNITIES : A 
COMPARISON OE FOUR AUTOTROPHIC 
COMPONENTS. 

131t3L PI .A. SCI . 46(S( J PPI_ 1) :16 . 

KI:YWOIZD : seagrass, algae, phytoplanklon, 
primary productivity 

A13S'I'fZACf: Primary production rates of seagrass, 
associated epiphytic flora, micrubenthic algae, and 
phytoplanklon were compared from seagrass 
communities in Tampa Bay and Indian River, ! "lurida, 

and Little Uahama Bank. Phytoplankton were found to 
be the major annual producers in Tampa Bay and the 
Indian River (87%v and 93%U . respectively), whereas 
annual production in Little I3ahama Bank was primarily 
due to seagrass and their epiphytes (71% total). 

ACC 4071 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
JOHN E. CHANCE & ASSOCIATES . INC. ; 
PHOTODOCUMEN'I'ATION SURVEY OF LOCK 
622 (OCSBGB4950P]ARLATI'E HAR OR AREA, 
OFFSHORE FLARIDA, CONDUCTED ON 6B12B85 
AND 6B11B85. 

[i1I3L A REPORT FOR Sf IELL OFFSHORE INC., 
NEW ORLEANS, IA 

KEYWORD: biology, benthic, epibiola, live bottom, 
phoiodoc:umentauon, remote sensing 

ABSTRACT : A photodocumentauon survey of 
Charlotte Harbor Lease Block 622 was conducted using a 
remotely operated vehicle equipped with video and still 
cameras. The area was characterized by a coralline algal 
substrate, which supported numerous epifaunal 
invertebrates and fishes. In the western portion of the 
survey area, hard live bottom areas were observed . 
These low relief areas supported a deep reef assemblage 
of tropical affinities. 
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ACC 4072; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
JOHN E. CHANCE & ASSOCIATES, INC. ; 
PHOTODOCUMENT'AT10N SURVEY OF LOCKS 
623 (OCSBGB4951)¢67 (OCSBGB4954AND 711 (OCSB 
GB4958),CFiARIATTE HAR OR AREA, OFFSHORE 
FLARIDA, CONDUCTED ON JUNE 6B81985 AND 
JUNE 111312,1985 . 

F31 BL A REPORT FOR SHELL OFFSfiORE INC., 
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 

KEYWORD : biology, benthic, epibiota, live bottom, 
epillora, photodocumentation, remote 
sensing 

ABSTRACT: Photodocumentation surveys were 
conducted in three Charlotte Harbor Lease Blocks off 
southwest Florida using a remotely operated vehicle 
equipped with video/still camera systems. No hard 
bottom areas were found during the photodocumentation 
survey of proposed well sites in blocks 623, 667, and 711 . 
"Ilie predominant bottom type encountered consisted of 
a sand and shell hash substrate overlain with epibenthic 
algae . The second bottom type observed was sandy 
substrate covered with coralline algal nodules. Within 
each lease block, various fishes and macroinvertebrates 
(sessile and mobile) associated wish these substrates were 
identified from the photographs and video. 

""""" 

ACC 4073; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
JOHNSON, AG. ; 
AGE AND GROWTH OF YELLOWTAIL SNAPPER 
FROM SOUTH FLORIDA 

BIUL TRANS . AM . FISH . SOC. 112 :173-177 . 

KEYWORD: biology, fish, commercial fishery, life 
history, snapper, reeffish 

ABSTRACT': Age and growth of yellowtail snapper 
Oryurus chrysurus from south Florida were determined 
from otolith cross-sections. The oldest fish was 14 years 
old (443-mm at the end of year I to 429 mm at the end 
14. The von Bertalanf(y equation (or 802 yellowtail 
snapper aged 10 or less was L SUB t = 450.9(1 - e SUP 

0.279(1+0.355)), where L = fork length (mm) and t = 
years. The length-weight relationship was W = 6.13 X 10 
SUP -5 L SUP 2.76, where W = weight (g) . 

ACC 2022 ; "TYPE P ; YEAR 1934 
JOHNSON, F.F. ; L,INDNGR, M.J . ; 
SHRIMP INDUSTRY OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC 
AND GULF STATES. 

BIBL U.S . BUR. FISH . INVEST. REP . 21-83 P 

KEYWORD: shrimp, fishery, fishing gear 

ABSTRACT: The shrimp fishery of the south 
Atlantic and Gulf states is reviewed. The methods and 
gear, economics, and catch statistics are discussed . 

ACC 422; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
JOHNSON, P.G . ; 
SEASONAL VARIATION IN EM7-iIC 
COMMUNITY STRUCTURE IN MO ILE AY, 
ACA AMA 

I31E3L MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF 
ALABAMA IN BIRMINGHAM, BIRMINGHAM, AL 
118 IT . 

KEYWORD : benthic community, biology, 
macrofauna, seasonal variation, 
sediment, seasonaGry 

AE3STRACI' : Not available . 
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ACC 2108 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
JOHNSON, P.G . ; 
STANDARDIZATION OF IDENTIFICATIONS OF 
ENTE{IC POLY(',HAETOUS ANNELIDS FROM 

THE GULF OF IV(E}QCO OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF. 

131 BL AM. ZOOL 21(4):223 . (ABSTRACT) . 

KEYWORD: benthic, polychaetc, distribution, 
habitat, biology, ecology, zoogeography 

ABS'TRAC'T: This abstract reports on the 
preparation of a manual for the identification and 
distribution of polychaetes collected on the outer 
continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico . Included will be 
taxonomic keys and descriptions for more than 600 
species representing 296 genera in 58 families, 
illustrations of diagnostic features, distributional maps, 
and habitat information i,u cach species. Describe) in 
the introduction will be the geographical setting, 
materials and methodology, terminology and techniques 
used in polychaete identifications, and general 
information on the biology, ecology and zoogeography of 
polychaetes from the Gulf of Mexico . This publication 
will provide a common, comparable taxonomic basis for 
benlhic macroinfaunal studies. (Anticipated completion 
date is September 1983). 

""""" 

ACC 2109 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
JOHNSON, P.O . ; UEBfLACKL:K, J .M . ; 
ECOLA)GICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF 
MACROFAUNAL COMMUNITIES OF TIIE 
EASTERN GULF OF MFJCICO . 

GIRL PRESENTED AT fIEN'1'111C I :COI.OGICAI_ 
MEETING, FLORIDA INS7'1"1'U'I'I : OF 
TECHNOLOGY, MELBOURNE, 1 :1_ 

KEYWORD: be:nthic, polychaeic, crustacean, 
community, sediment, assemblage 

ABS'T'RACT' : Ilenlhic macroinfaunal polychaeles 
and crustaceans were sampled al 107 stations tin the 
Mississippi, Alabama, and western Florida outer 
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continental shelf from June 1975 to February 1978. A 
total of 204,414 individuals were collected, representing 
apprcne . 600 polychaet= species in 60 families and 360 
crustacean species in 88 families . Trends in community 
structure and composition were identified and examined 
in terms of relevant environmental parameters . 
Animal/sediment relationships, feeding types and general 
zoogeographical affinities among the polychaete-crusinc 
and assemblages were discussed . 

ACC 2551 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
JOHNSON, RO. ; 
THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING ON OFFSHORE 
ENT7-IIC MACROFAUNA SOUTH OF THE INLET 
AT FORT PIERCE, FLORIDA 

BIDL MASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY, MELBOURNE, FL 137 P . 

KEYWORD: diversity, temperature, salinity, 
turbidity, dissolved oxygen, benthic, 
community, abundance, invertebrate, 
sediment, grain size, dredging 

ABSTRACT: The effects of offshore dredging at Ft. 
Pierce inlet, Florida on benthic macrofaunal communities 
was investigated between November 1981 and August 
1982 Four transecls (2 dredged sties ; 2 control sites) 
were sampled trimonthly with a Smith-McIntyre grab to 
determine species number, evenness, diversity, and 
species composition. Temperature, salinity, lurbidity, and 
dissolved oxygen were monitored at all stations . 
Comparison of benthic communities al dredged and 
control sites revealed that diversity, species richness and 
evenness, and abundance, all returned to pre-dredge 
levels after 12 months. 

ACC 885 ; TYPE; YEAR 1972 
JOI.Lf:Y, J . ; 
EXPLORATORY FISHING FOR THE SUNRAY 
VENUS CLAM, MACROCAIJISTA MM OSA, IN 
NORTHWEST FLORIDA 

I31E3L FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES, MARINE RESOURCES 
LABORATORY, ST. PETERSBURG, FL 

KEYWORD : molluscs, pelecypoda, benthic fauna, 
commercial fishery, population density 

ABSTRACT: An exploratory fishing project 
designed to locate commercially harvestable populations 

of sunray venus clams, Macrocallista nimbosa, was 
carried out from November 1969 to April 1970 along 
Florida's west coast. Physical data recorded included 
water depth, temperature, salinity, secchi disc depth, and 
bottom type. Catch of venus clams was reported . 
Taxonomic determinations of associated fauna were 
made. 

ACC 224; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
JONES, J .I . ; ET AI- ; 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE 
NORTHEAST GULF OF MFJQCA AND FLORIDA 
CONTINENTAL. SHELF AREA 

IN : J .I . JONES, K . G. RING, M.O. RINKEL, AND R.E 
SMI'1'li, EDS. A SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE OF 
THE EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

I3II3L STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, ST. 
PETERSBURG, FL 69 PP . 

KEYWORD: circulation, continental shelf, currents, 
oceanography, tide, upwelling, water 
mass, physical oceanography 

ABSTRACT : Not available 
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ACC 566 ; TYPE; YEAR 1975 
JONES, P.H. ; 
GEO'TFiERMAL AND HYDRODYNAMIC REGIMES 
IN THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO ASIN. 

[31[3L PROCEEDING 2ND U .N . SYMPOSIUM ON 
71E DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF 
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 3:15-89. 

KEYWORD. geology, geoihcrmal, resource, 
sedimentation, sediment 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 2168; TYPE P ; YEAR 1963 
JONES, AC; 
DISTRI UTION OF PINK SHRIMP LARVAE 
(PENAEUS DUORARUM URKENROAD) IN 
SOUTH FLORIDA 

BIf3L INT. CONGR. ZOOL PROD 16 . P . LOS. 

KEYWORD : distribution, pink shrimp, 
zoogeography, temperature, currents 

ABSTRACT: The distribution of pink shrimp larvae 
on the southern Florida shelf was studied to determine 
their dispersion from an area of spawning. Variations in 
numbers o[ larvae exhibited in space and time ware 
evaluated by an analysis of variance model with a 
factoral arrangement of the variables (month of 
collection, geographic area, and age of the largae). The 
numbers of larvae in time were related to the annual 
temperature cycle. The numbers increased rapidly with 
rising temperature in spring, fluctuated about a high level 
in summer, decreased with falling temperature in 
autumn, and fluctuated about a low level in winter. 
Larvae were unequally distributed in the geographical 
area of study . The resultant water currents were shown 
to be of insufficient magnitude to transport larvae to the 
coastal estuaries . Migration can be accompanied by the 
larvae only by moving with the flood stream of tidal 
currents. 

ACC 2430; TYPE P ; YEAR 1963 
JONES, J.A ; 
ECOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE SOUTHEASTERN 
FLORIDA PATCH REEFS . PART I. DIURNAL AND 
SEASONAL CHANGES IN THE ENVIRONMENT. 

[3113L BULL MAR. SCI . GULF & CARI813. 13(2):282-
307. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, reef, temperature, salinity, 
dissolved aorygen, nutrient, currents, 
primary productivity 

ABSTRACT: The environmental conditions of the 
patch reels in southeastern Florida were described. 
Water temperature was found to vary approximately 0 .5 
to 1 .5 degrees C diurnally, generally in response to air 
temperature fluctuations and solar radiation . Salinity 
was determined to be relatively stable at 37 parts per 
thousand, modified slightly by precipitation and 
evaporation. Other parameters monitored in this study 
include dissolved oxygen (90.125%), pH (7.6 to 8.2), 
plant nutrients, current velocity and direction, incident 
illumination, cloud cover, extinction coefficients and 
primary productivity. 

ACC 4074 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
JONES, J .1 . ; RING, RE. ; RINKEL; SMITIi, R.E ., EDS . ; 
A SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

[3113L STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA 
INSTITU'T'E OF OCEANOGRAPHY, ST'. 
PETERSBURG, FL 

KEYWORD: meteorology, physical, oceanography, 
biology, geology, chemistry, 
socioeconomic 

A13S'fRACT: This report represents a compilation 
and evaluation U( selected studies of the significant 
natural and artificial environmental characteristics of the 
eastern Gulf o! Mexico . It has been prepared by a group 
of qualified scientists collectively conversant with the 
major environmental aspects of the subject region . The 

purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the 
current status of knowledge and information on past and 
ongoing studies which are significant for a more 
complete understanding of the environment and ecology 
of this area. Selected investigations have been utilized by 
the respective authors, and there has been an attempt to 
list or discuss all studies within the area . Each section of 
this report has been compiled and written as a "report 
within a report" and is meant to stand alone as a distinct 
scientific document or statement . 

""""" 

ACC 223 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
JORDAN, CL; 
CLIMATE 

IN: J .I . JONES, R.E . RING, M.O . RINKEL, AND RE 
SMITH, EDS . A SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE OF 
T71E EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO . 

QIBL STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, ST. 
PETERSBURG, FL 22 PP . 

KEYWORD: climatic data, climatology, 
precipitation, statistics, temperature, 
meteorology 

ABSTRACT: Climatological date from coastal 
stations and summaries of meteorological observations 

from ships are used to describe the broad climatic 
features of the eastern Gulf o[ Mexico. The seasonal 
changes in wind, temperature. cloudiness, and 
precipitation are related in a general way to the 
character of the large-scale circulation patterns and the 
associated seasonal changes in storm tracks and air 
masses . Statistical information is presented fur selected 

coastal stations and for a summary area in the east-
central Gulf (or a number of climatological elements 

including rainfall, thunderstorms, fog, winds, and waves. 
Information is also provided on the frequency and 
seasonal distribution of tropical and extra-tropical 
cyclones in selected areas, and data are given on 
maximum hurricane surge heights for the region . Data 
sources and reliability are discussed in relation to the 
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possibility of providing more detailed climatological 
information for the eastern Gulf. 

""""" 

ACC 4075 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1959 
JORDAN, G.F. ; STEWART, H.B., JR . ; 
CONTINENTAL SLOPS OFF SOUTHWEST 
FLORIDA 

BIBL AM. ASSOC. PETROL GEOL BULL 43(5):974-
991 . 

KEYWORD : sediment, geology, continental shelf, 
reef, geophysical, continental slope 

ABS'T'RACT: Recent surveys of the west Florida 
continental slope made by the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey show for the first time th detailed topography of 
the southern pan of this area . A marked change in 
topography at 27 degrees North latitude separates the 
northern from the southern pan of the slope and is 
related to north-to-south changes from clastic to non-
elastic underlying bedrock and from thick to thin or non-
existent overburden of unconsolidated sediments. A 
drowned barrier spit and lagoon unchanged by 
subsequent erosion or deposition were revealed at 75-100 
fathoms . These features are described and discussed 
along with numerous long breaks in slope, embayments, 
and offsets in the sleep lower slope, reef patches, dome-
like structures, and spur-shaped ridges . 

ACC 340 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 

JOSS, J . W . ; MARAK, R.R. ; 
MARMAP (MARINE RESOURCES MONITORING, 
ASSESSMENT, AND PREDICTION, PLANKTON 
SURVEY MANUAL 

(31QL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
NOR'fIiEAS"f I'ISlIGR1ES CENTER, WOODS HOLE, 
MA NOAH=TM-NMh'S-FMEC-21 . 278 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, fishery, food chain, morality, 
oceanography, continental shelf, 
plankton, ichthyoplankton 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 2023; TYPE F'; YEAR 1966 
JOYCE, E.A, JR . ; ELDRED, I3. ; 
THE FLORIDA SHRIMPING INDUSTRY . 

f31E3L [1.ORIDA BOARD CONSERVATION MARINE 
LABORATORY, EDUCATIONAL SERVICE 
NUMBER 15 . 47 P . 

KEYWORD: brown shrimp, pink shrimp, life 
history, growth, migration, morphology 

ABSTRACT' : Florida's commercial shrimp industry 
is based on 3 species of shrimp : F'enaeus tluviatilis (white 
shrimp) ; P . azlecus (brown shrimp); and N. duorarum 
(pink shrimp) . All throe species have similar life 
histories and overlapping ranges. Morphological and 
growth characteristics and spawning periods and seasonal 
migrations U( each species are summarized. Information 
on commercial shrimping for food and bait shrimp, 
including vetch sizes, types o[ Trawls, production of 
shrimping areas, importance of minor shrimp species, 
end effectiveness of conservation regulations is reviewed . 
The potential, methods and problems for shrimp farming 
in Florida arc discussed . 

ACC 4076; TYPE N ; YEAR 1969 
JOYCE, E.A, JR. ; WILLIAMS, J . ; 
RATIONAL AND PERTINENT DATA MEMOIRS 
OF THE HOURGLASS CRUISES . VOL I, PART I . 

f31BL MARINE RESEARCI I LABORATORY, 
f1_ORIUA DEPARTMENT' OP NATURAL 
RESOURCES, ST. PETERSBURG, Fl- 50 P. 

KEYWORD: hourglass, hydrography, biology, 
benthic, continental shell 

ABSTRACT: "This paper describes in detail the 
rationale, cruise patterns, stations, gear, sampling 
procedures, and methods of specimen handling, and 
presents all the hydrographic data accumulated during 
the 28 months of the }hourglass program (August 1965-
November 1967) . The Hourglass cruises were conducted 
by the Marine Research I-aboratory of the Florida Board 
of Conservation and represent one of the few major 
systematic biological sampling programs undertaken on 
the continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico . Volume 1, 
Pan 1 is the first in a new series of laboratory 
publications which will deal with results obtained from 
the I lourglass program . This issue is designed to make 
the basic data available and to eliminate needless 
repetition in succeeding volumes. 

ACC 2024 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
JUHI, K. ; DRUMMOND, S.H . ; 
SHRIMP YCATCH INVESTIGATIONS IN THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA A STATUS 
REPORT. 

131[31 . NOM, NMPS, SE FIS11 . CI'll . xrPT. P . 213-226. 

KEYWORD: shrimp, fishery, pink shrimp, brown 
shrimp, shrimp fishery 

AI3S'fIZAC"I .̀ Preliminary results from an NMI'S 
shrimp bycatch investigation were presented in this 

report . Penaeus euecus, P. duorarum, and I' . seulcrus 

were reported to make up the bulk of the catch. The 
center of the shrimp fishery was found to be in the Gull 

of Mcxiao and along the SF seaixiarJ of the 1 1.5 . Thc 



average annual catch of penaeids was determined and 
explanations were presented !or variations. 

""""" 

ACC 73; TYPE; YEAR 1980 
KAHN, J.H . ; 
THE ROLE OF HURRICANES IN THE LONG 
TERM DEGRADATION OF A ARRIER ISLAND 
CHAIN: C.NANDELEUR ISLANDS, IA 

I31F3L MASTER'S THESIS . LOUISIANA STATE 
UNIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURAL. AND 
MECHANICAL COLLEGE, BATON ROUGE, IA 97 
PP. 

KEYWORD: erosion, hurricane, geomorphology, 
sediment, meteorology, physical 
process, sediment transport, barrier 
island 

ABS'T'RACT: Study of the morphological impact of 
Hurricane Frederic in 1979 affirmed that hurricanes 
function as the primary mechanism of land loss and 
migration of the Chandeleur Islands, Louisiana. Storm 
response/recovery patterns were examined through 

repeated aerial and ground reconnaissance in the three 
months following Frederic, and by comparison of pre-
and post-storm aerial photographs. Frederic cut more 
than 40 major channels through the Chandeleurs, and 
severely eroded Gulf-side beaches. Following Frederic 
there was rapid recovery from temporary storm-induced 
morphological changes. Frederic's greatest impact was in 
the southern half of the study area, where wave attack 
permanently destroyed a strip of mangrove mash, 50-100 
m wide, at the beach-marsh interface. Measurements 
from historical charts indicate an average long-term Gulf 
shoreline erosion rate of appraocimately lU m/yr at the 
study area's northern and southern ends, about twice the 
erosion rate in the arc's central portions . An estimated 

SU-90% of the net shoreline erosion in this century has 
resulted from the 23 hurricanes that have mete landfall 
in this region since 19W. The subaerial extent of the 
north-central segment of the study area doubled between 
1885 and 1969, while all other barrier segments lost land . 
Results of this study suggest that shoreline orientation, 
sediment type, and pre-storm geomorphology arc the 

main determinants of barrier island storm response and 
post-storm recovery . The north-central segment of the 
arc is maintaining its subaerial profile by revegetalion of 
washover deposits to form new land in Chandeleur 
Sound. 

""""" 

ACC 845 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
KAKAREKA, J.P ; 
A STUDY OF ORGANIC PO1LLlTANf TRANSFER 
PROCESSES IN THE ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT. 

thalassinids, cladocerans and larval stomatopods . It was 
determined that low temperature and salinity values were 
more restrictive than high ones to most of the organisms . 

ACC 4272; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
KGl1_GR, CE. ; ADAMS, J.K . (EllS .) ; 
PROCEEDINGS OF A WORKSHOP ON 
CETACEANS AND SEA TURTLES IN THE GULF 
OF MEXICO : STUDY PLANNING FOR EFFECTS 
OF OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF 
DEVELOPMENT. 

BIF3L MASTER'S Tf IESIS. TEXAS A&M 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 96 PP 131[31. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, 

WASHINGTON, DG 47 P. 
KEYWORD: pesticide, phthalates, pollution, 

transport, estuary, physical process 

ABSTRACT : Levels of DDT, DDE, DDD, PCB's 
and phthalates were determined for sediment, suspended 
matter and water in the Mississippi River delta and near 
shore areas of the northern Gulf of Mexico . Water 
samples were collected at 30 stations and sediment 
samples at 16 stations during a July, 1973 cruise by the 
RN longhorn and a May and June 1974 cruise by the 
RN Gyre . 

ACC 2266 ; "TYPE P ; YEAR 1967 
KELLY, J .A, JR . ; DRAGOVICI I, A; 
OCCURRENCE OF MACROZOOPLANKTON IN 
TAMPA AY, FLORIDA, AND THE ADJACENT 
GULF OF MEXICO. 

111131, risii . But.i_ 66(2):a0v-22i . 

KEYWORD : zooplankton, temperature, salinity 

KEYWORD : cetacean, turtle, petroleum, 
endangered species 

ABSTRACT: The purpose of the workshop was to 
assemble scientists knowledgeable about cetaceans, sea 

turtles, and the Gulf of Mexico to discuss the potential 

impacts of offshore oil and gas development on these 

animals and make recommendations for future research . 
The workshop began with brief presentations about the 

environment of the Gulf of Mexico and the cetaceans 
and sea turtles found there, and a review of petroleum 
effects on these animals. The following points were then 
discussed : (1) ways in which cetaceans and sea turtles 

have been or could be affected, either directly or 
indirectly by activities and events associated with offshore 

oil end gas development were identified ; (2) the types 
and specificity of data needed to predict, detect, and 
mitigate possible adverse effects were identified ; (3) the 
advantages and disadvantages of various methods that 

might be used to obtain needed data were discussed; and 
(4) specific research and monitoring programs that would 

be required to obtain needed data, including the 
necessary expertise, level of effort, equipment, and 

facilities were identified . 
ABSTRACT: A year of sampling in Tampa Bay 
indicated that decapod crustaceans accounted for H7°/v of 
the total number of zcxoplanklon collected. The 
dominant organisms included better taxoni, larval 
porcellanids, brachyurans, chaetognaths, copepods, larval 
polychdetes, carideans, appendiculnrids, larval fish, 

""""" 

ACC 7971 TYPE'; YEAR 1'183 
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KENDALI, D.It ; 
THE ROLE OF PHYSICAL. BCfEMIG1. FACTORS 
IN STRUCTURING SU TIDAL MARINE AND 
ESTUARINE ENT'FIOS . 

E31DL U.S . ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, 
VICKSE3URG, MS. DRAFC'TECHNICAL REPORT 
EL-83. 

KEYWORD: invertebrata, benthic community, 
biology, currents, estuary, salinity, 
sediment, temperature 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 4199; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
KENNICUTT, M.C., 11 ; KENNEY-KENNICUT, W.L ; 
BRESLEY, B.J . ; FENNER F ; 
THE USE OF PYROLYSIS AND ARIUM 
DIST'RI UI70NS 'PO ASSESS THE AREAL EXTENT 
OF DRILLING FLUIDS IN SURFICIAL MARINE 
SEDIMENT'S. 

BIBL ENVIRON. GEOL 4(3-4) :239-249 . 

KEYWORD : barium, drilling fluid, sediment, drilling 
mud 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 4300 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
KENNEDY, E.A ; PEQUEGNAT, W.E. ; HUE3BARD, 
G.F. ; JAMES, f3.M . ; POTTER, GM. ; 
ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ENERGY 
DEVELOPMENT ON REEF FISH, 
ICNI'HYOPLANKI'ON AND ENTf-iOS 
POPULATIONS IN THE FLOWER GARDEN ANKS 
OF THE NORTHWESTERN GULF OF MEXICO, 
1980B1982VOL 1 . ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE 
MACROINFAUNAI. COMMUNITY NEAR THE 
FLOWER GARDEN ANKS . 

BIE3l . FINAL RENT. SCIENCE APPIICAT'fONS, INC., 
OAK RIDGE, 1'N. REPT. NO . NOAH-83120104. 

KEYWORD : fish, ichthyoptankton, intauna, oil and 
gas, drilling, continental shelf, 
sediment 

ABSTRACT: This research project was developed 
with the overall objective of assisting in the assessment of 
possible impacts o! oil and gas exploit on the biota of the 
flower Garden Banks, which are located on the outer 
continental shelf of the northern Gulf of Mexico . No 
definitive evidence was obtained from this study that 
drilling either at Platform A or at Platform B produced 
any significant impacts upon sediment texture, TOC, or 
the associated macroinfauna . 

""""" 

ACC 2431 ; TYPE' P ; YEAR 1972 
KERB, S.D ., JR. ; 
PATTERNS OF COASTAL SEDIMENTATION : 
CAR OVATE MUDS OF FLORIDA AY. 

111131, BULL AM. ASSOC. PETROL GEOL 56(3):632 
(Al3STRAC I). 

KEYWORD: Monrce, carbonate, sediment, 
distribution 

ABS1'RACC: "1'he accumulation of carbonate mulls 
into distinct sedimentary patterns within Florida [lay was 
examined . The physiography U[ the accumulation was 
determined by hydrological processes which also regulate 
local fauna) distributions. Characteristics of the most 

common sedimentary patterns, banks and lakes were 
summarized and their historical formations were 
discussed. 

ACC 1055 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
KGTCf IUM, B.H . ; 
MOVEMENT OF HEAVY METALS AND 
ORGANHAIAGENS'IHROUGH FOOD CHAINS 
AND 'I1-SIR EFFECTS ON POPULATIONS AND 
COMMUNITIES. 

IN: AD . MCINTYRE AND CF. MILLS . EDS . 
ECOLOGICAL TOXICOLOGY RGSEARCI l . P .285-
300 . 

I31I3L PLENUM PRESS, NEW YORK, NY. 

KEYWORD: bioaccumulation, biology, 
biomagnificauon, coastal water, 
ecology, heavy metal, pesticide, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT: The effects of chemical pollutants on 
populations and communities are discussed. 

""""" 

ACC 788 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1965 
KIIROMOV, N.S. ; 
DISTRI UTION OF PLANKTON IN THE GULF OF 
MEXICO AND SOME ASPECT'S OF ITS SEASONAL 
DYNAMICS. 

111131- SOVIET- CUBAN PISf IGRY KGSGAKCIi 
"I'IZANS I A'f10NS . 

KEYWORD: biology, phyioplankton, primary 
productivity, standing crop, seasona6ty 

AIIS'I'IZAC1': Not available . 
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ACC 2432; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
KICK, R. ; 
CAR OVATE SEDIMENTS FROM PETERSON KEY 
ANK, FLORIDA AY. 

E31F3L MASTER'S T'IiESIS . UNIVERSITY OF SOUTIi 
FLORIDA, TAMPA, FL 

KEYWORD: Monrce, carbonate, sediment, mollusc, 
foraminifera, depth, grain size 

ABSTRACT- A study of carbonate sediments at 
Peterson Key Bank, Florida Bay, demonstrated that all 
sediments arc o! biological origin, produced 
predominantly by molluscs, Halineda, and Foraminifera . 
Difference in sediment texture was attributed to the 
mode of sedimentary breakdown by organisms . These 
organisms and the type of sediment they produce are 
summarized. The distribution of sediment type was used 
to determine the recent history o[ two channels in the 
bank 

""""" 

ACC 4077; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
KINCH, J.E. ; O'HARRA, LE. ; 
QiARACTERIST1cS OF THE SPORT FISHERY IN 
THE TEN THOUSAND ISLANDS AREA OF 
FLORIDA. 

BIBL BULL . . MAR. SCI . 26(4):479-487 . 

KEYWORD : coastal, fish, fishing effort, 
management, redfish, recreational 
fishery, sea trout, snapper, spook, 
socioeconomic, sport fishery 

ABS'TRAC'T': 'This study represents the first in-depth 
analysis of the sport-fishing catch and effort in the upper 
Ten Thousand Islands area . It was undertaken to 
provide comparative observations with similar studies 
conducted along the southern coastal areas in the 
Everglades National Park and to provide a basis for 
future comparisons of fishing pressure upon these 
resources as the areas' human population grows . The 
interview data were collected from August 1971 to 
October 1972. Boar counts from July 1971 to June 1174 

were utilized to estimate total sport-fishing effort from 
boats. The major species caught and the success for the 
various types of fishermen were established. Seasonality 
was found to be the major factor in fishing pressure. 
The charter-guide method was the most successful in 
catch per unit effort. 

""""" 

ACC 2433; TYPE P; YEAR 1965 
KISSLING, D.L ; 
CORAL DISTRI UT70N ON A SHOAL IN SPANISH 
HAR OR, FLORIDA KEYS. 

BIf3L BULL MAR. SCI . 15:599-611 . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, coral, distribution, depth, 
substrate, reef 

ABSTRACT- The distribution of several coral 
species living on a shoal in Spanish Harbor, Florida Keys, 
was correlated with water depth, vegetative growth, and 
substrate type . Densities of Pontes pontes and Manicina 
areolata were higher in unconsolidaled sediments with 
dense vegetation which help support their free coralla . 
Siderastrea radians, S . siderea, P . asieroides, and Favia 
fragum inhabited firm substrata necessary for their 
attachment . P. fragum was least tolerant of 
unconsoliJated sediment and preferred depths greater 
than 1 .5 ft . as did P. asteroides. Results were compared 
with those of other similar studies conducted in the 
Florida reef Tract . 

""""" 

ACC 2434 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
KISSLING, D.L ; TAYLOR, G.T. ; 
HA [TAT FACTORS FOR REEFBDWELIlNG 
OPHIUROIDS IN THE FLORIDA KEYS. 

[31[31 . PROC . THIRD IN"ITRNAT. CORAL REEF 
SYMP. P . 225-231 . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, coral, reef, depth, currents, 
substrate, distribution, echinodermaia 

ABSTRACT : A survey of ophiuroid populations on 
coral reefs in the lower Florida Keys revealed lU species 
that exhibit strong habitat preferences . Habitat selection 
among 7 0( the ophiuroid species was determined to be 
mainly a response 10 one or more physical habitat 
(actors, possibly related to feeding. The effects of depth, 
current patterns, and substrates on ophiuroid distribution 
were determined . The zonation o! reef dwelling 
ophiuroids was coincident with several physiographic 
habitats. 

""""" 

ACC 338 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1971 
KLIMA, E.F. ; WICKFiAM, D.A ; 
AT'I'RACI70N OF COASTAL PELAGIC FIST-ES 
WITH ARTIFICIAL STRUCTURES. 

BiBL TRANS. AM. FISH . soc ioo(i):86-99 . 

KEYWORD: artificial reef, biology, coastal water, 
fishery, pelagic fish 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 
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ACC 339 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
KLIMA, F_F. ; ROE, R.B. ; 
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES, 
SOUTHEAST F7SHMES CENTER, PASCAGOULA 
IA ORATORY, FISCAL YEARS 1970 AND 1971 . 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES, 
SOUTHEAST FISHERIES CENTER, PASCAGOUIA, 
MS . NOAH-TM-NMFS-S6FC-2 28 PP . 

KEYWORD : aerial survey, benthos, biology, 
continental shelf, fauna, remote 
sensing 

ABSTRACT: Among the activities of the center 
reported here are the following: investigations into the 
application of remote sensors for resource detection 
using aerial photography, pulsed lasers, 
spectrophotometry, and low-light-level imagery, 
assessment surveys along the outer continental shelf and 
upper continental slopes of the Gulf o[ Mexico and 
Caribbean Sea where deep- sea prawns, crabs, and silver 
hake were taken in quantity. RUFAS, the remote 
controlled underwater fisheries assessment vehicle, was 
used successfully in benthic shelf explorations. Electrical 
harvesting gear were planned to increase the efficiency of 
available gear and to provide the technology for sampling 
resources presently impossible to harvest. 

ACC 2327 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
KUNGER, T. ; 
A STUDY OF SEDIMENT PREFERENCE AND IT'S 
EFFECT ON DISTRI UT'ION IN LUDIA 
CLATI-iRATA SAY (EG-iINODERMATA: 
ASTEROIDEA} 

DIDL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY SOUTH 
FLORIDA, TAMPA, FL 

KEYWORD: Charlotte, sediment, grain size, 
infaunal, echinodermata 

clathrata, was investigated in Charlotte Harbor, Florida . 
The distribution of L clathrata was not significantly 
affected by substratum variations, presumably due to the 
homogeneity of sediment characteristics. Laboratory 
observations revealed a negative response o[ the sea 
stars to organic level ; however, field populations 
exhibited no such response, probably due to differences 
in the relative organic concentrations in the water 
column . 

topography. Results of the model are consistent with the 
observed tidal coefficients . 

""""" 

ACC 4261 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
KOBLINSKY, C.J . ; 
TIDES ON THE WEST FLORIDA SHELF. 

"""N E31[31_ PI f.D . THESIS . OREGON STATE 
UNIVERSITY . 

ACC 4078; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 KEYWORD: tide, currents, depth, circulation, 
KODLINSKY, C.J. ; physical oceanography 
THE M2 TIDE ON THE WEST FLORIDA SHELF. 

[31f3L DEEP-SEA RES . 28A(l2):1517-1532. 

KEYWORD : circulation, currents, hydrography, 
bottom pressure, physical, 
oceanography, tide, numerical model 

ABSTRACT: The M2 tide on the West Florida 
Shelf was analyzed with data from five arrays of current 
meter and bottom pressure sensors spanning a 2-year 
period . The observations of the tidal fluctuations ar 
consistent with a linear barotropic flow model. Internal 
tides do not contribute significantly to the variance . 
Consequently, the tidal currents do not change 
substantially (plus or minus 25%) over the course of a 
year and the temperature fluctuations are caused by 
horizontal advecuon of the mean thermal gradients. 
Estimates of energy flux onto the shelf revealed that 
energy propagates at an angle oblique to the wave crests. 
nc dissipation of tidal energy occurs primarily near 
shore (depth <50 m), where the quadratic drag law for 
bottom friction with drag coefficient y = 0.002 
underestimates the observed dissipation rate . 7'he 
energy loss over the mid-shelf region is small and 
consistent with a drag coefficient of 0.002. A one-
dimensional model was developed to predict tidal sea 
level and current amplitudes across the shelf. The model 
requires only the coastal sea level and the cross-shelf 

ABSTRACT: 4153 

""""" 

ACC 2110 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
KOENIG, CG; L.IVINGSTON, RJ. ; CRIPE, C.R. ; 
L(JE (.RA MORTALITY: INTERACTION OF 

TEMPERATURE AND DDT RESIDUES . 

DIE3L ARCH. ENVIR CONTAM. TOXICOL 4:119-128. 

KEYWORD : blue crab, decapod, temperature, 
mortality, stress, pesticide 

ABSTRACT: Serial observations of DDT-
contaminated and uncontaminated waters in the northern 

Gulf of Mexico were made. Blue crab mortaliues 
observed in the DDT-contaminated marsh during the 
period were correlated with reduced daily temperature 
minima . Gas chromarographic analysis of 
hepatopancreas and swimmeret muscle tissues of dead 
and vying crabs revealed total DDT residue 

concentrations as high as 39.0 ppm and 1 .43 ppm, 
respectively . It was suggested that the DI)Thotly 
burdens and reduced temperatures interact to produce 
acute toxic effects. Several physiological and behavioral 

mechanisms were proposed. 

ABSTRACT- The influence of sediment grain size, 
organic content, and intaunal prey density on the 
distribution of a population of the sea star, Luidia 



ACC 4079; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
KOIIOUT, FA; MUNSON, RC; TURNER, R.M . ; 
ROYAL, W.K. ; 
SATEWTE O SERVATIONS OF A GEOTHERMAL 
SU MARINE SPRING OFF FLORIDA WEST 
COAST. 

IN: M. DUETSCH, D.R. WlESNET, AND A RANGO, 
EDS . SATELLITE HYDROLOGY . 

BIBL AMERICAN WATER RESOURCES 
ASSOCIATION. P.570-578. 

KEYWORD: geology, Landsat, red tide, 
hydrography, sediment, remote 
sensing, hole, satellite, geothermal 

ABSTRACT: A geothermal submarine spring 
location 19 km (12 miles) off the southwest shore o[ 
Florida has been recognized by thermal infrared and 
Landsat imagery. The location of the spring was roughly 
known from reports of fishermen. As pan o! research on 
remote sensing of hydrologic phenomena, an overtlight 
was made by NASA aircraft equipped with a thermal 
infrared scanner in 1966. A sea surface temperature 
anomaly was discovered suggesting that the upwelling 
ground water was warmer than the ambient temperature 
of the surrounding sea water (about 68 degrees F, 20 
degrees C). Ground truth investigation showed that the 
discharging ground water had a temperature of 96.6 
degrees F (36 degrees C) and the same salinity as normal 
sea water ; it was emerging from a sink like depression 
about 200 ft (60 m) in diameter al a depth of 63 (t (19 
m) below sea level . Anomalies have since been found on 
I..andsal MSS bands 4, 5, and 6 that correlated with the 
[act that the spring ephemerally throws up a wrbidity 
plume that spreads laterally over the sea surface as much 
as a kilometer in diameter. This apparently correlates 
with the name "The Mud Hole" given to the spring by 
local fishermen . "1'urbudity plumes at three other 
locations in landsal imagery indicate the upwelling 
phenomena is widespread and might be involved in 
triggering Red "fide plankton blooms that occur in this 
area . 

""""" 

ACC 4194 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
KOONS, -Q.; MCAULIFFE, CD. ; WEISS, F.T. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF PRODUCED 
WATERS FROM OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION 
OPERATIONS IN OFFSHORE AND COASTAL 
WATERS . 

QIQL PROC. ANNU. OFFSHORE TECI-INOL CONE 
8(l):247-257 .- 

KEYWORD : produced water, pollution, offshore 
drilling 

ABS'TRAC'T': Not available . 
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ACC 2511 ; TYPE K; YEAR 1976 
KRANT4 G.E. ; NORRIS, J.P . ; 
CULTURE OF PINK SHRIMP, PENAEUS 
DUORARUM AT THE TURKEY POINT 
EXPERIMENTAL MARICUL'NRE LA ORATORY 

DIAL UN1V . MIAMI SEA GRANT TECH . BULL NO . 
36~ 36 P . 

KEYWORD: Dade, pink shrimp, maricullure 

ABSTRACT: Data from over 45 production 
hatchery culture attempts and from 49 pond "grow-out" 
studies were analyzed to determine biological and 
economic feasibility of growing pink shrimp in Florida . 
Growth of post larval pink shrimp in ponds to a desirable 
market size required several months more than other 
species of shrimp and survival in over 22% of the ponds 
was less than 30°k. Growth, individual size, and biomass 
of the shrimp was evaluated. Cost analysis indicated 
research areas which could substantially reduce the total 
market place . 

""""" 

ACC 2119 ; TYPE U; YEAR 1977 
KILITZI .EIZ, H. ; 
ESTIMATION OF IOMASS OF ENT'I-IIC 
INVERTS RATE MACROFAUNA AND 
IDENTIFICATION OF POLYC.F-IAETOUS ANNELIDS 
FOR THE LM MAFIA EXTENDED ASEL1NE 
AND MONITORING STUDY (1975B76).UNPU L 
KEPT. U.S . DEPT. OF IN'I'., LM, WASHINGTON, 
DG 39 P . + APPENDIX 

F31BL 

KEYWORD : biomass, polychaete, assemblage, 
depth, diversity, MAFIA 

ABSTRACT: This report presents partial results of 
the biomass and polychaete study of the Bureau o[ land 
Management sponsored program in Mississippi, 
Alabama, Florida (MAFIA) outer continental shelf. The 
author summarizes his findings as follows: Homogeneity 
of sampled polyohaete assemblages appeared consistent 
with evaluation o! representativeness (as number of 
replicates per sample) which was considered inadequate 
for 17 of 27 samples collected in July 1975 . No 
consistent correlation between biomass and depth was 
seen . At most stations high polychaete diversity could be 
correlated with widespread distribution of fine sediment, 
in itself an indicator of environmental stability. Five 
types of significantly associated polychaete species groups 
were detected, affording a basis for classifying the 
stations. The existence of more than one distinct 
polychaete assemblage, correlated with the general 
character of the sediments was demonstrated at some 
stations. 
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AC(' 2267 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
KRUER, C.R . ; 
A STUDY OF THE ENTI iIC ALGAE OF THE 
NATURAL REEFS OFF TAMPA AY, FLORIDA 
GULF COAST . 

BIBL MASTER'S T'IIESIS . UNIVERSITY SOUTH 
FLORIDA, TAMPA, FL 

KEYWORD: benthic, algae, seasonality, distribution, 
temperature, turbidity, reef, coral 

ABSTRACT. A total of 149 taxa of benthic marine 
algae including 37 Chlorophyta, 1 Chrysophyta, 18 
Phaeophyta, 83 Rhodophyta, and 10 Cyanophyta were 
collected on or near to rocky outcroppings offshore from 
Tampa Bay, Florida . Five species and a possible sixth 
were new distributional records for the Gulf of Mexico, 
and 8 were range extensions into central west Florida 
and the eastern Gulf. The species composition, 
seasonality, and zonauon of this flora as well as the 
effects of grazing on its distribution on the reefs were 
discussed . Physical factors which may influence the 
seasonality and distribution of the algae were presented 
and compared to other areas. The economic value of 
these reefs to the west coast of Florida was discussed 
relative to the commercial and recreational fisheries that 
are dependent upon the reels. 

""""" 

ACC 2198; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
KULCZYCKI, G.R . ; VIRNSI'EIN, R . W . ; NELSON, 
W.G . ; 
THE RELATIONSHIP ETWEEN FISH 
A UNDANCE AND AL.GAL IOMASS IN A 
SEAGRASS DRIFT ALGAE COMMUNITY. 

DIBL ESTUAR. COAST. MAR. SCI . 12(3):341-348. 

KEYWORD: fish, abundance, biomass, drift algae, 
scagrass 

ABSTRACT: Monthly drop net samples and 18 
daily seine collections from a seagrass bed in Indian 
River, Florida indicated that abundances U( both the 
code goby Gobiosoma robuslum and the Gulf pipefish 

Syngnathus scovelli increased with increases in drill algae 
biomass . It is suggested that this relationship is due to 
the increased effectiveness of drift algae as a food source 
and refuge from predators. 

ACC 510 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1970 
KUYPEft, D.H. ; 
THE GEOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY OF GULF 
COAST SHELF. 

BIQL LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL 
OF GEOSCIENCG, MISCELLANEOUS 
PUBLICATION 70(2):1-118. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, geology, resource, 
oil, sediment, tectonic 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 4080 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
KUSIiLAN, J.A ; I3AUMAN, M.C. ; MCEWAN, LC, ; 
A I UOGRAPHY OF SOUTH FLORIDA WADING 
IRDS. 

I31[3L U.S . NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, SOUTfi 
FLORIDA RESEARCH CENTER, HOMESTEAD, Fl -
REP . T-514. 20 P . 

KEYWORD: bird, biology, coastal, distribution, 
ecology, bibliography, aves 

AI3STRACC: The bibliography includes published 
reports concerning ciconiiform wading birds in south 
I "lorida . The geographic range extends from Lake 
Okeechobee through the lower Florida Keys . "17iose 
species of wading birds that have been reported in this 
area include: Wood Stork (Mycteria amencana), White 
Ibis (Gudoc;imus albus), Scarlet Ibis (Eudocimus tuber), 
Glossy Ibis (Plegadis (alcinellus), While-faced Ibis 
(Plegedis chihi), Roseate Spoonbill (Ajaia ajaja), Cattle 
Egret (13ubulcus ibis), Green I leron (Dutorides 
virescens), Little Ifluc I Ieron (Florida caerulea), 

Louisiana Heron (1-lydranassa tricolor), Snowy Egret 
(Egretta lhula), Reddish Egret (llichromanassa 
rufescens), Great Egret (Casmerodius albus), Great Blue 
heron (Ardea herodias) and its white color morph, the 
Great White Heron (Mdea herodias occidentalis), Black-
crowned Night Heron (Nyclicorax), Yellow-crowned 
Night Fleron (Nyctanassa violacea), American Bittern 
(f3otarus lenuginosus), Least Bittern (Ixobrychus exilis) 
and the American Flamingo (Phcenicopterus tuber). 
Although a bibliography of these species can probably 
never be exhaustive, we hope that it is sufficiently 
complete to be useful to those engaged in research and 
conservation of these birds. The publications on this list 
unfortunately do not represent all that is known about 
south Florida wading birds. Much information exists only 
in personal notes or institutional files, particularly those 
of the National Park Service and National Audubon 
Society . 

""""" 

ACC 767; TYPE; YEAR 1966 
KU'I'KUHN, J.H. ; 
THE ROLE OF ESTUARIES IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT AND PERPETUATION OF 
COMMERCIAL SHRIMP RESOURCES . 

IN : R.F. SMITH, AH . SWARTZ, AND W.H . 
MASSMAN, EDS . A SYMPOSIUM ON BS"I'UAf21NE 
FISHERIES . P . 16-36. 

I31E3L AM . FISH . SOG SPEC . PUI3L 3 . 

KEYWORD: biology, commercial fishery, lire 
history, shrimp, species composition, 
migration, shrimp fishery, estuary 

AI3S'1'12AC"1': This report summarizes knowledge 

concerning functional relationships between the esluarine 
environment and commercial shrimp resources. 
Discussion is largely restricted to Noah America species, 

especially the rapidly developing Gull coast. 

""""" 



ACC 2343; TYPE P; YEAR 1966 
KUTKUHN, J.F{ . ; 
DYNAMICS OF A PENAEID SHRIMP POPULATION 
AND MANAGEMENT IMPUGTIONS. 

BIBL FISH. BULL 65(2)313-338. 

KEYWORD: Lee, growth, mortality, pink shrimp, 
fishery 

ABSTRACT- The interaction of population growth 
and mortality of a stock of pink shrimp was critically 
analyzed Estimates of the populations involved were 
secured through a mark-recapture experiment . It was 
questioned whether or not the fishery's production could 
be improved by postponing the start of fishing until the 
shrimp reach a size greater than 70 headless count 
designation now generally viewed as a practicable 
minimum. It was also noted that expected population 
growth, although relatively high would be insufficient to 
offset substantial losses due to expected natural 
morality. Maximum potential yield in both weight and 
value can be obtained with the minimum acceptable size 
regulation that the fishery currently imposes. 

""""" 

ACC 423 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
LACKEY, J .f3. ; DUNCAN, T.W . ; FOX, J.L ; MARKEY, 
J . W. ; SULLIVAN, J.H ; 
A S'IVDY OF THE EFFECTS OF MAINTENANCE 
DREDGING IN MOBILE BAY, ALABAMA ON 
SELECTED BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS . 

I31E3L WATER AND AIR RESEARCH, 
GAINESVILLE, FL 54 PP. 

KEYWORD : bacteria, benthic community, biology, 
dredging, hydrography, plankton, 
turbidity, suspended, sediment 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 1100; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
LANDRY, G.G ; 
ANALYSIS OF CERTAIN ASPECTS OF SEAWATER 
FOAM. 

I31BL MASTER'S TIiESIS . UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
FLORIDA, PENSACOLA, FL 62 PP. 

KEYWORD: lignin, pFi, water quality, chlorine 
compounds 

ABSTRACT: Weekly measurements of lignin, pl l, 
chloride and sea foam tendency and stability were made 
at 11 stations in Perdido and Blackwater Days, Florida 
from July to December, 1972 The purpose of the study 
was to describe the effects of pulp mill effluent on sea 
foam. 

ACC 4081 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
LANDRU, P.D . ; PROCHASKA, FJ . ; 
THE FLORIDA COMMERCIAL BLUE CRAB 
INDUSTRY : LANDINGS, PRICES AND RESOURCE 
PRODUCTIVITY. 

E31I3L FLORIDA SEA GRANT REP . NO . 34 :1-51 . 

KEYWORD : biology, crustacea, blue crab, 
socioeconomic, landings (pounds), 
landings (value), commercial fishery 

ABSTRACT: Blue crab production in Florida 
ranked third in the U.S . in 1975 with an annual volume 
of approximately 17 million pounds and a value of $2.2 
million. Dockside prices have historically been higher for 
the total U.S . blue crab fishery, especially from 1971 to 
1977. In terms of value the blue crab fishery in Florida 
has been a growing industry worth over I million annually 
at dockside since 1959. I luwever, total Florida landings, 
cycline approximately every five years, have been on an 
overall declining trend since 1964. Increases in dockside 
prices have more than compensated for the coverall 
decline volume . Price per pound increased 115 percent 
nn the east coast and 123 percent on the west coast since 
1970. Productivity in terms n( the volume of blue crabs 
landed per fisherman showed an overall increase from 
1970. Number of fishermen decreased al a (aster rate 
than volume of blue crabs landed. Both coasts show 
similar overall upward trends in productivity per 
fisherman. Productivity per trap decreased since IY62 
but number of (raps fished per fisherman increased 
enough to offset the declining catch per trap. Gross 
monetary returns to fishermen on both coasts increased 
rapidly due to increased dockside prices end increased 
productivity per fisherman since 1970 . In summary, total 
blue crab production in Florida declined on both coasts 

during the last several years. The number of fishermen, 
firms and traps have also declined . liowcver, 
productivity per fisherman on both coasts increased 
during this time period . The reduction in number of 
fishermen was greater than the reduction in volume 
landed . 
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ACC 2224 ; TYPE N ; YEAR 1957 
IAPINSKI, W.J . ; 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF FORAM[INIFERA OFF 
PART OF THE FLORIDA PANHANDLE COAST. 

DIAL MASTER'S THESIS. FIARIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TALLA}iASSEE, FL . 

KEYWORD : foraminifera, distribution, sediment, 
grain size, temperature, salinity, depth 

pBS'I'RAC'I': The distribution of foraminiferal fauna 
in the shallow water beyond the barrier islands south of 
Carrabelle, Florida was studied and found to be 
composed o! typically open Gulf species . No correlation 
was found between the distribution of the benthonic 
foraminfera and the factors o[ temperature, salinity and 
depth . The total number of benthonic foraminifera in 
one gram of sediment was found to be greater in areas 
where the median grain size is generally less than 0.2 mm 
and where limestone crops out or is covered by only a 
very thin veneer of sediment . These relationships were 
believed to be the results of an increased food supply in 
these areas. With the exception of three arenaceous 
species, the median grain size was found to have no 
consistent effect on the distribution of the most common 
species of benthonic foraminifera. 

""""" 

ACC 2111 ; TYPE U; YEAR 1977 
LAROCK, P.A ; 
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP) IN THE 
MAFIA TRACT AREA (1975-76) . UNPUBLREPT 
U.S . DEPT. OF TNT., BLM, WASHINGTON, DG 35 P . 

a113L 

KEYWORD : sediment, seasonal, grain size, organic 
carbon, water column, ATP, MAFLA 

ABSTRACT: This report presents the results of the 
sediment ATP study of the Bureau of Land Management 
sponsored program in the Mississippi, Alabama, Florida 
(MAfl.A) outer continental shat(. The author 
summarized the significant findings U! the study as 
follows : I) This work indicates that the ATP method can 

be used to effectively characterize the sediment microbes 
and quantify seasonal and environmental variables . 2) 
Sediment ATP concentrations exhibit seasonal variations 
with the greatest concentrations encountered in the early 
fall (September) wish decreasing amounts found in the 
winter (January) and the least present in the early 
summer (.tune). 3) A"TN content of sediments is directly 
proportional to the mean grain size distribution . A7'1' 
was found to increase as the grain size increased. 4) In 
the MAFLA tract area, Transects 1, 11, 111 and IV (West 
Florida Shelf are similar in their ATP-grain size 
relationship . 5) Transect V (Northwest Florida Shelf 
showed no relationship to grain size, and organic carbon . 
In fact, stations of this transect appear to be independent 
of all of the parameters measured and might possibly be 
governed by the overlying water column. It is known 
that a gyre does split off from the eastward flow from the 
Mississippi and move northward over Transect V . 6) 
1'ransect VI (Mississippi-Alabama Shelf is highly 
variable, and has a region of greatly elevated ATP 
concentrations, and showed marked variation over the 
year. It is suggested that Mobile day exerts significant 
influence over this portion of the transect . 7) Organic 
carbon was found to exhibit an inverse relationship to 
ATP . As the organic . . . 

ACC 2435 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1984 
(ARSON, D.K . ; RAMUS, AP. ; 
DISTRIBUTION OF CARIDEAN SHRIMP 
(DECIIPODA ; NATAN'I7S; CARIDEA) IN THE 
SHALLOW WATERS OF WESTERN FLORIDA BAY. 

D1I3L HA SCI . 47(SUPPL 1) :20 . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, distribution, shrimp, seagrass 

ABS'TRACI': Caridean shrimp were collected from 
M2 quadraats in shallow seagrass habitat bordering 
mangrove islands of Johnson Key Basin since November 
1983. Species richness, distribution and abundance were 

determined . '1'hor floidanus, Flippolyte pleurocanlhus 
and Palaemoneles inlermedius were the dominants U( the 
stir species collected. 'tozema carolinense were observed 

to increase at offshore sites dominated by Thalassic 

teswdinum. Preliminary results indicate the greatest 

species richness and peak abundance (as high as 322 
shrimp/sq. meter) occur at the Fialcxlule wrihgtii and 
Thalassic transition zone. 

ACC 61 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
LASSUY, D.R. ; 
SPECIES PROFILES : LIFE HISTORIES AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (GULF OF 
MFJQCO) - GULF MENHADEN. 

I3I[iL U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASI IINGTON, D.C. 
FWS/OUS- 82/11 .2 . 13 PP . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal zone, continental shelf, 
ecology, fishery, life history, fish, 
pelagic fish 

AF3ST'RACT : Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 62 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
IASSUY, D.R. ; 
SPECIES PROFILES : LIFE HISTORIES AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (GULF OF 
ME)GCO) - SPOTTED SEA TROUT. 

DIAL U.S . FISH AND WILD1,11,L SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL. SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
FWS/OIiS-82/11 .4 . 14 PP . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal zone, continental shelf, 

ecology, fishery, file history, sea trout, 
fish, pelagic fish 

ABSTRACT Not available . 

""""" 



ACC 63 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
LASSUY, D.R ; 
SPECIES PROFILES: LIFE FHS'PORIES AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENT'S (GULF OF 
MEXICO) - ATLANTIC CROAKER. 

BIBL U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.G 
FWS/OBS-82/11 .3. 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal zone, continental shelf, 
ecology, fishery, life history, fish 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

ACC 64 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
LASSUY, D.R . ; 
SPECIES PROFILES: LIFE FUSTORIES AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS (GULF OF 
MEXICO) - BROWN SHRIMP. 

BIBL U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
FWS/OBS-82J11 .1 . 15 PP. 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal zone, continental shelf, 
ecology, fishery, life history, brown 
shrimp, shrimp, shrimp fishery 

ABSTRACT: This series of profiles about coastal 
aquatic species o! commercial, sport, and/or ecological 
significance is being jointly developed and funded by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service . It is designed to provide coastal 
managers, engineers, and field biologists with an 
introduction to the subject species and a synopsis of the 
information necessary to relate expected changes 
(associated with coastal development) in the 
physiochemical characteristics of estuaries to changes in 
these selected biological populations. Each profile 
includes brie( sections on taxonomy and identification 
followed by a narrative of life history, environmental 
requirements, ecological role, and (where applicable) the 
fishery of the subject species . A three-ring binder is used 

for this series to facilitate additions as new profiles are 
prepared. 

ACC 2225 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
LAUGHllN, RA; 
FIELD AND LABORATORY AVOIDANCE 
REACTIONS OF BLUE CRABS (C1U1iNECl'ES 
SAPIDUS) TO ST'ORMWATER RUNOFF. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE. FL. 102 P. 

KEYWORD : blue crab, temperature, salinity, DO, 
turbidity, river discharge, behavior 

ABSTRACT. Avoidance responses of blue crabs 
(Callinectes sapidus) to stormwater runoff were 
investigated in laboratory and field conditions in 
Apalachicola Bay, Florida . Laboratory experiments . 
demonstrated significant avoidance of crabs to acidic 
runoff and experimentally-reduced pH test water. In the 
field, large crabs were absent from acidic runoff areas, 
but small crabs were abundant. Factors other than pH 
were believed to partially regulate field distribution of 
blue crabs. 

""""" 

ACC 2226 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
IAUTHLIN, RA ; CRIPE, C.R. ; I.IVINGSTON, R.J . ; 
FIELD AND LABORATORY AVOIDANCE 
REACTIONS BY BLUE CRABS (GUlINECIFS 
SAPIDUS) TO STORMWATER RUNOFF. 

BIBL TRANS . AM . F7S11 . SOG 107:78-86. 

KEYWORD: blue crab, temperature, salinity, DO, 
wrbidity, river discharge, behavior 

AI3S'CRAC"I': Avoidance responses of blue crabs 
(Callinectes sapidus) to stormwater runoff were 
investigated in laboratory and Geld conditions in 
Apalachicola Bay, Florida . Laboratory experiments 
demonstrated significant avoidance of crabs to acidic 

runoff and experimentally-reduced pH test water. In the 
field, large crabs were absent from acidic runoff areas, 
but small crabs were abundant . Factors other than pFi 
were believed to partially regulate field distribution of 
blue crabs. 

"t""" 

ACC 2268 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
LAWRENCE, J.M . ; 
ABSORPTION OF NUTRIENTS OF THE CORAL 
POCILiAPORA DAMICORMS (L) BY THE 
ECI-IINOID EUCIDARIS THOUARSII (VAL). 

BIBL F1A SCI. 46(SUPPL 1)20-21 . 

KEYWORD : nutrient, coral, echinodermata, reef 

ABSTRACT : The absorption efficiencies, levels, and 
rates for the echinoid, Eucidaris thouarsii, and the coral, 
Pocillopora damicornis, are given for carbohydrates, 
proteins, and lipids . Although the efficiency of digestion 
absorption of organic constituents of the coral ingested is 
high, E . thouarsii must consume relatively large 
quantities of the coral to meet its nutritional 
requirements. 

""""" 

ACC 4082 ; TYPE U; YEAR 1977 
LEAK, J C ; 
DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF 
CARANGIDAE (PISCES, PERCIFORMES) LARVAE 
IN THE EASTERN GULF OF ME?QCO, 1971-1974. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, 
MIAMI, FL . 83 P . 

KEYWORD: biology, fish, ichlhyoplankton, 
recruitment, reproduction, seasonaGty, 
zooplankton, spawning area, 
distribution, water column, fish larvae 

ABSTRACT: Larvae of the family Carangidae were 
studied from plankton collections made in 17 cruises to 
the eastern Gulf of Mexico from 1971 l0 1974 to 
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determine distribution and abundance, to delineate 
spawning areas and seasons, and to study some aspects 
of early life histories. Decapterus punctatus was the 
most abundant carangiJ larva in the eastern Gulf of 
Mexico. Its mean abundance ranged from 2u larvae 
under 10 sq . meter of sea surface in February 1972 to 
43.0 larvae under 10 sq. meter in September 1972. D . 
punctatus spawns year-round at surface temperatures of 
20-30 degrees C, over the entire West Florida Shelf from 
May to November, but only south of 26 degrees N during 
January-February. During spring-summer it spawns 
primarily from nearshore to the 100 m isobath and 
during fall-winter primarily between the 30 m and 100 m 
isobaths. Larvae of Trachurus lathami, Chloroscombrus 
chrysurus, and Cararoc spp. were seasonally abundant . T. 
lathami spawns from November to May at surface 
temperatures of 20-25 degrees C beyond the 30 m 
isobath, where its maximum mean abundance was 4.3 
larvae under 10 m square in 1973. G chrysurus spawns 
from May to November at surface temperatures o[ 24-30 
degrees C within the 50 m isobath where its maximum 
mean abundance was 4.3 larvae under 10 sq. meters in 
August 1971 . Caranx spp. larvae occurred beyond the 50 
m isobath year-round where its maximum mean 
abundance was 3 .1 larvae under 10 sq . meters in June-
July 1973. Larvae and juveniles of Caranx crysos, Caranx 
hippos or latus, Caranx bartholomaei, Elagatis 
bipinnulata, Vomer setapinnis, Selene vomer, Alectis 
crinitus, Oligoplites saurus, . . . 

""""" 

ACC 2112; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
LEE, W.Y . ; MORRIS, A & DOA7'WRIGIIT, D . ; 
ME}QCAN OIL SPILL: A TOXICITY STUDY OF OIL 
ACCOMMODATED IN SEA WATER ON MARINE 
INVERTEBRATES. 

BIBL MAR. POLL BULL 11(8):231-234. 

KEYWORD : oil spill, invertebrate, zooplankton 

ABSTRACT: The blowout of the Mexican Ixtoc oil 
well on June 3, 1979, has resulted in the contamination 
of Texas coastal waters . 'No series of laboratory 
experiments were carried out on the acute toxicity of oil 
accommodated in seawaler (OAS) made from spilled 

Mexican oil . In one experiment, mixed natural 
zaoplankton were immersed in the OAS for 96 hrs . A 
vital staining method was used to distinguish the dead 
from live individuals. In another experiment, a subtidal 
amphipod, Parhyale hamaiensis was exposed to the OAS 
for I week Mortality was determined daily during the 
experiments. Results showed that even at concentrations 
of up to 40% OAS, the aged oil was not acutely toxic to 
the test invertebrate species. 

""""" 

ACC 2239; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
LGFE'L.ER, C .W. ; 
SOME TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON GROWTH 
AND METABOLISM OF JUVENILE BLUE CRABS, 
CAIIINECI'F.S SAPIDUS (RATHBUN} 

I31[3L MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF 
FLORIDA, GAINESVILLE, FL 54 P 

KEYWORD : blue crab, temperature, salinity, 
growth, metabolism 

ABSTRACT: Metabolic rate and blood osmolaGty 
was determined for juvenile blue crabs (Callinectes 
sapidsus) grown in the laboratory under various 
temperature/salinity conditions. Growth increased with 

temperature, and increase in size per molt was found to 
be lower at higher temperatures. Growth was not 

affected by saliniues between 15 and 27 ppt. Blood 
osmola6ty of juvenile blue crabs was more closely 
associated with temperature than salinity. Results were 
applied to the effects of heated discharge from electrical 

generators on blue crabs living in the impacted area . 

t"""" 

ACC 2240; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
LBFFLER, C W. ; 
IONIC AND OSMOTIC REGULATION, METABOLIC 
RESPONSE TO SALINITY, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL 
RESPONSE TO PESTICIDES OF JUVENILE 
CALi1NECi'F.S SAPIDUS RA'IHBUN. 

[31f3L PFI.D . DISSERTATION . UNIVERSITY OF 
FLORIDA, GAINESVILL.E, FL. 58 N 

KEYWORD: salinity, blue crab, salinity, pesticide, 
metabolism, pollution 

ABSTRACT : This two pan study investigated the 
osmotic and ionic regulation and the metabolic response 
to salinity of juvenile Callinectes sapidus and the effects 
of ingested DDT and Mirex . Hemolymph sodium and 
chloride concentrations increased with increasing external 
concentrations. Internal K+ concentrations were always 
higher than external concentrations within the range 
tested. Juveniles were found to be metabolic regulators. 
The crabs are sensitive to DDT and Mirex with results 
showing metabolic rate elevations, reduction in critical 
oxygen concentration, inhibition of the autotomy reflex, 
and reduced carapace thickness. 

"""t " 

ACC 4324 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
Lt?VERSON, V.H. ; SINCIAI[t, P.C. ; GOLDEN, J.H . ; 
WATERSPOUT WIND, TEMPERATURE, AND 
PRESSURE STRUCTURE DEDUCED FROM 
AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENTS . 

[31111, MONTHLY WGA'I'l 1FR REVIEW, BOSTON 
105(6) :725-733. 

KEYWORD: wind, pressure, meteorology 

ABSTRACT: During Sept . 1974, in the Lower 
(lorida Keys, the first successful penetration of mature 

waterspouts were accomplished by a specially 

instrumented research aircraft . "I'hroughow the course of 
each penetration, the measurement system recorded the 

temperature, the pressure, and the three-dimensional 

velocity (icld near and within the visible funnel . Multiple 
penetrations U( both cyclonic and anucyclonic 



waterspouts in various life-cycle stages were achieved. 
The results indicate that the waterspout funnel structure 
exhibits 1) a warm central core region, 2) positive 
vertical velocities of 5-10 m sec.SUPERSUPER I 
outside of the warm core, and 3) tangential velocities and 
horizontal pressure gradients with characteristics similar 
to, but with magnitudes greater than those of the dust 
devil . A scale analysis of each term in the governing 
equations of motion suggests a simplified set of 
modelling equations. The simple Rankine-combined 
vortex model with cyclostrophic flow explains 
approximately 75% of the total measured pressure 
deficit. This compares favorably with Sinclair's (1966, 
1973) earlier result for the dust devil vortex . 

""""" 

ACC 645 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
LEWIS, P.L ; SNYDER, C; 
HABITAT MITIGATION AND RESTORATION: A 
COASTAL MANAGER'S DILEMMA 

IN: J.R. KELLY, ED . SYMPOSIUM ON MISSISSIPPI 
SOUND. P.39-43. 

BIBL MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS. MASGP-81-
007 

KEYWORD: coastal zone, habitat, management, 
socioeconomic, wetland 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 2436; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
LEWIS, RR. ; PHILLIPS, RC.; 
EXPERIMENTAL SEAGRASS MITIGATION IN THE 
FLORIDA KEYS. 

DIBL IN : . D.P . COLE (ED.) WETLANDS 
RESTORATION AND CREATION. PROC OF THE 
SEVENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 1980 MAY 16-
17, TAMPA, FL 294 P . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, seagrass 

ABS'TRAC'T: Plugs and short shoots of Thalassic 
testudinum, Halodule wrightii and Syringodium Cdiforme 
were transplanted at Craig Key and were monitored (or 
two years. In addition, seeds of 'Ilhalassia were planted 
in the field and laboratory, and laboratory reared 
seedlings were moved to the site . Results of the project 
are presented . 

""""" 

ACC 2512 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1952 
LEWIS, J.I3 . ; MOORE, 1i .E3 . ; BASIS, W. ; 
THE POSTIARVAL STAGES OF THE SPINY 
LOBSTER, PANLIURUS ARGUS. 

F31BL BULL MAR. SCI . GULF CARIaB . 2(1):324337 

KEYWORD: Dade, spiny lobster, life history, larvae 

AI3STE2ACI': Postlarval stages of the spiny lobster 
found along the shore at Miami, Florida are identified as 
1'anulirus argus . The first 11 postlarval stages are 
described from animals reared in the laboratory. Length 
measurements indicate that young lobsters of 17 mm 
attain an overall length of 50 mm during the first year. 

""""" 

ACC 2298 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
LINCLFt, J.L ; 
THE ECOLOGICAL STATUS OF DONA AND 
ROBERTS BAYS AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO 
COWPEN SLOUGH AND OTHER POSSIBLE 
PERTURBATIONS. 

f31I3L MOTE MARINE LABORATORY, SARASOTA, 
FL. FINAL KEPT. TO BOARD OF COUNTY 
COMMISSIONERS, SARASOTA COUNTY. 264 P. 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, hydrography, chemistry, 
suspended, chlorophyll, invertebrates, 
algae, diversity, turbidity, seagrass, 
temperature, DO, depth, redox 

ABSTRACT: A study of Dona and Robert's Bays 
was conducted including the following parameters : 
hydrography, sedimentology, water chemistry, suspended 
solids, chlorophyll, and plankton, bacteria, aerial infrared 
and historic photography, pesticides, benthic 
invertebrates and plants (with emphasis on marine 
benthic algae) . Species diversity of benlhic invertebrates 
was shown to be directly correlated with salinity 
fluctuations . Freshwater runoff resulted in extremely low 
salinities and high suspended solids. The Intracoastal 
Waterway was also shown to provide an effective salinity 
buffer due to its contained volumes of seawater. It was 
determined that wrbidity was caused, at least in pan, by 
the lack of benthic seagrasses, which were absent due to 
wide fluctuations in salinity. The replacement of fringe 
plants (mangroves) by seawalls has also been e factor in 
the increased salinity. 

""""t 
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ACC 713; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
I.INDALL, W.H . ; SALOMAN, C.I1. ; 
ALTERATION AND DESTRUCTION OF 
ESTUARIES AFFECTING FISHERY RESOURCES 
OF THE GULF OF ME?QCO . 

QIBL MAR. FISH. REV. 

KEYWORD : biology, dredging, estuary, [fishery, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT': Both the commercial and recreational 
[fishing industries of the Gulf of Mexico are 
overwhelmingly dependent on estuaries. About 90 
percent of the commercial catch and 70 percent of the 
recreational catch are made up of species that are 
estuarine dependent . Man's alteration of estuaries is 
threatening these (fishery resources. Data from recently 
published inventories of major natural and man-made 
estuarine features of the five gulf coastal stales indicated 
that the total gulf estuarine area is 13,965,910 acres, 
including 7,891,611 acres of open-water area and 
6,075,299 acres of emergent tidal vegetation. Submerged 
grass beds total 796,796 acres and live oyster beds 
amount to 158,611 acres. Major man-made alterations 
include 4,446 miles of federally maintained navigation 
channels, 138,458 acres of fill, and 795,609 acres closed 
to shell fishing because of pollution. 

ACC 2358; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
LINDALL, W.N ., JR . ; HALL, J.R. ; FABLE, W.A, JR . ; 
COLLINS, LA; 
FISHES AND COMMERCIAL INVERTEBRATES OF 
THE NEARSHORE AND ESTUARINE ZONE 
BETWEEN CAPE ROMANO AND CAPE SABLE, 
FLORIDA 

DIl3L NITS PI3235-215. 

KEYWORD : Collier, fish, benlhic, invertebrate, 
salinity, temperature, DO, pink 
shrimp, blue crab, stone crab, fishery, 
commercial fishery 

ABSTRACT. Quarterly samples of fish and benthic 
invertebrates were collected from the nearshore and 
estuarine zone between Cape Romano and Cape Sable, 
Florida, between May 1971 and February 1972. Six 
species of commercial invertebrates and 114 species of 
fish were collected with beach seine and otter trawl from 
35 stations located in inland waters and to 10 miles in 
the Gulf of Mexico. Inshore stations exhibited higher 
yields than offshore stations A systematic account of all 
species is provided. 

""""" 

""""" ACC 2437 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
LINUE3ERG, S.E . ; FfARRISS, R.C. ; 
MERCURY-ORGANIC MATTER ASSOCIATIONS IN 
FS'IUARINE SEDIMENT AND INTERSTITIAL 
WATER. 

131I3L ENVIR. SCI . 'fECHNOL 8:459-462 

KEYWORD : Monrce, sediment, organic carbon, 
salinity, heavy metal, mercury 

AI3S'I'RACI': Significant associations between 
sediment Ilg and sediment organic matter and between 
dissolved interstitial I lg and dissolved organic carbon 
were presented. Mercury in sediments and interstitial 
water occurs at higher concentrations in the Everglades 
than in Mobile Bay, which receives anthropogenic 
mercury effluents. When normalized to organic content 
of the sediment or dissolved organic carbon 

concentration in pore water, higher relative mercury 
concentrations were shown to occur in Mobile Bay. 

""""" 

ACC 2438 ; "CYPG P ; YEAR 1977 
LI7'I'LG, E.J ., JR. ; 
OBSERVATIONS ON RECRUITMENT OF 
POS'I7_ARVAL SPINY LOBSTERS, PANUIIRUS 
ARGUS, TO THE SOUTH FLORIDA COAST. 

BIBL FI.A. MAR. RES. PUI3L NO. 29, 35 P . 

KEYWORD: spiny lobster, recruitment, [outing, 
salinity, temperature 

ADS"CRACI': Data on recruitment taken variously at 
severe) localities and an examination of natural fouling 
communities was summa . . i Post larvae were 
collected during all months, imu recruitment peaks were 
more frequent during spring and (all except in the lower 
Florida Keys where summer peaks were occasionally 
noted. Reduced salinity may have been a factor in 
recruitment decreases due to freshwater runoff. Most 
larvae were more abundant in nearshore shallow habitats 
than in deeper channels. It was suggested that the 
amount of light may exert an inhibitory effect upon 
recruitment, but that normal changes in temperature and 
salinities probably do not greatly affect recruitment 
magnitude. 



ACC ?A39; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
L7=, E.J ., JR ; MILANO, G.R. ; 
TECHNIQUES 'PO MONITOR RECRUITMENT OF 
POS'TIARVAL SPINY LOBSTERS, PANULIRUS 
ARGUS, TO THE FIARIDA KEYS. 

BIBL FLA . MAR. RES . PUBL NO. 37. 16 P. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, recruitment, spiny lobster, 
fouling, temperature, salinity 

ABSTRACT: Monitoring recruitment of postlarval 
spiny lobster in the Florida Keys using floating artificial 
habitat collectors was most successful on collectors with 
at least two months accumulation of fouling organisms. 
Peak monthly settlement varied between new moon and 
first quarter periods. Sampling of two collectors at 2-3 
day intervals was determined to sufficiently indicate peak 
recruitment and relative abundance at selected stations. 
Combinations of several sites depicted recruitment trends 
better than single sampling sites. Significantly greater 
recruitment of spiny lobsters occurred during spring. 
Abnormally high recruitment followed a dramatic 
temperature decrease (to ca . 125 degrees C) during 
January 1977 ; an unusually low recruitment during June 
1978 was unexplained. Other decapod crustaceans 
associated with the artificial habitats had no obvious 
effect on spiny lobster settlement. 

""""" 

ACC 4084 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1972 
L11'I1E, E.J., )R ; 
TAGGING OF SPINY LOBSTERS (PAMJIIRUS 
ARGUS) IN THE FLORIDA KEYS, 1967-1969 

BIF3L FLA DEPT. NAT. RES . SPEC SCI . REP . NO. 
31, 23 P. 

KEYWORD: biology, crustacea, spiny lobster, 
tagging, commercial fishery 

ABS'T'RACT : A total of 2,415 Panulirus argus were 
tagged with vinyl "spaghetti" tags between November 
1967 and August 1969 in the Florida Keys and 118 
(4.8%) were recovered . Movements were generally of 
ten miles or less, usually towards offshore reefs, and no 

long distance migratory patterns were evident. Growth 
rate was quite variable and was greatest in small spiny 
lobsters . 

""""" 

ACC 349; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
UVINGSTON, G.P . ; 
FXAhIINA170N OF THE RECURRENT SPECIES 
GROUPS AND ABIJNDANCES OF THE 
GALANOIDCOPEPODA IN THE EPIPELAGIC 
WATERS OF THE GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . TEXAS A&M 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 100 PP 

KEYWORD : zooplankton, crustacean 

ABSTRACT: Fifty-six stations in the epipelagic 
waters of the Gulf of Mexico were examined for adult 
calanoid copepods. Ninety-six species representing 45 
genera in 19 families were collected in February and 
March, 1967 during cruise 12 by the RN Geronomo . 
Data include frequency of occurrence of each species at 
each station . 

""""" 

ACC 752 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
LIVINGSTON, R.J . ; KIBYLINSKI, G.J . ; LEWIS, F.G. 
111 ; SfiERIDAN P.F. ; 
LONG-TERM FLUCIUAT70NS OF EPIBENTHIC 
FISH AND INVERTEBRATE POPULATIONS IN 
APALACNICOIA BAY, FL 

DIE3L FISH . BULL 74(2):311-321 . 

KEYWORD: invertebrata, benthic community, 
biology, ecology, fish, population 

ABSTRACT: A 3-yr study was made concerning 
seasonal changes in the biota of Apalachicola Bay. The 
Apalachicola River causes a temporal progression of 
changes of various environmental parameters in the bay 
such as salinity, turbidity, nutrients, and detritus levels . 
Fishes were more widespread in their distribution 

throughout the bay than invertebrates. This was thought 
to be relayed to trophic response and habitat preference . 
High levels of relative dominance prevailed for both 
groups with the top three species of each group 
accounting for more than 80°6 of the total number of 
individuals taken . Peak levels of monthly abundance of 
various dominant fish species tended not to overlap 
through a given 12-mo. period. Invertebrate species 
abundance usually reached peak levels during summer 
and [all periods. The seasonal appearance and 
distribution of organisms in the Apalachicola Bay system 
was comparable to that found in other estuaries in the 
northern Gulf of Mexico. The temporal and spatial 
distribution of estuarine fishes and invertebrates was 
associated with species-specific reproductive cycles, 
trophic relationships, and habitat preferences. The 
Apalachicola estuary was viewed as a seasonally stable 
system, with regular temporal fluctuations of the biota 
through each annual cycle . 

""""" 

ACC 888 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
L.IVINGSTON, R.J . ; ET AL; 
THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND 
EU'I'ROPMCATION ON MULAT - MULATTO 
BAYOU. 

BIBL FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY, 
TALUUiASSEE, FL RESEARCH NO . 111308016. 

KEYWORD: chlorophyll, currents, demersal fish, 
dissolved oxygen, light attenuation, 
QOD, dredging, turbidily 

ABSTRACT : The effects of dredging and 
eutrophicauon of Mulat - Mulatto Bayou, off Escambia 
Bay, Pensacola, Florida, on water quality and biological 
populations was studied jointly by Florida State 
University and the University of Western Florida from 
May 1971 to June 1972. 

""""" 
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ACC 2227; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
LIVINGSTON, RJ. ; CRIPE, C.R ; LAUGEiL1N, ItA ; 
LEWIS . F.G ., 1I1 ; 
AVOIDANCE RESPONSES OF ESTUARINE 
ORGANISMS 'PO STORMWATER RUNOFF AND 
PULP NULL EFFIX)ENTS. 

IN : ESTUARINE PROCESSES, VOL 1 . USES, 
STRESSES, AND ADAPTATION TO THE ESTUARY . 

BIBL ACADEMIC PRESS, INC,, NEW YORK. P. 313-
331 . 

KEYWORD: blue crab, pollutant, river discharge, 
behavior, pollution, water quality, 
estuary 

ABSTRACT. laboratory experiments to test 
avoidance reactions of the blue crab (Callinectes sapidus) 
and pinfish (Lagodon rhomboides) to specific pollutants 
were correlated with field responses of these organisms 
to point sources of the pollutants in Apalachicola and 
Apalachee Bays. Juvenile and adult blue crabs avoid 
runoff stormwater with pH levels below 6.0 under 
laboratory conditions. In field studies, although adult 
crabs were not found in such affected areas, juveniles 
were actually more abundant in areas characterized by 
increased runoff and low pH. Pinfish demonstrated 
laboratory avoidance reactions to low concentrations of 
bleached kraft mill effluent (0.1% by volume), but did 
not exhibit expected field distributions. Factors other 
than avoidance response, such as interspecilic and 
intraspecifc competition, predation, and habitat 
alteration, were considered to contribute to field 
distributions of experimental organisms. 

ACC 4083; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
LLfIPPER, D.f. ; 
A SEQUENCE OF CURRENT PATTERNS IN THE 
GULF OF MEXICO . 

[31I3L J . GEOPHYS . RGS . 75:637-657 . 

KEYWORD: circulation, currents, hydrography, 
eddy formation, intrusion, loop 
current, physical, oceanography 

ABSTRACT: The primary current in the Gulf of 
Mexico is in the form of a loop entering through the 
Yucatan Channel and eventually leaving through the 
Florida Straits. It usually transports more than 25 
million cubic meters/sec of water at 50 to 200 cm/sec. 
Although it retains its basic characteristics along the line 
of flow, it is known to be highly variable in position . 
Little information on the exact nature of the variations is 
published. A series of eight cruises of about 2-weeks 
duration each was conducted by the author over a 30-
month period in the different seasons . The primary 
current was crossed foray limes . Five of these cruises 
supplemented by three others having somewhat differing 
objectives provided a series of eight cruises in one 
16-month period beginning in July 1965 . A reasonable 
sequence of current patterns for the primary current 
loop is indicated by the observations. The variations in 
pattern are compared with those indicated by data 
available from other time periods . The flow is well 
represented year-around by the topographies of 22 
degrees C isothermal surfaces . This permits a simplified 
analysis and allows conclusions about the current systems 
to be drawn from cruises on which only limited data were 
collected . From July 1965 Through December an 
eastward flow along the coast of Cuba strengthened and 
became the stmt of a "spring intrusion" into the gulf. By 
August 1966 the intrusion had reached 760 km across the 
Gulf and a "fall spreading" into the west gulf had begun . 
In July and August 1965 the northern end of the loop 
became a separate eddy, a detached exterior flow. 

ACC 4085 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1941 
LONGLEY, W.H. ; HILDEQftAND, S.P. ; 
SYSTEMATIC CATALOGUE OF THE FISHES OF 
TORTUGAS, FLARIDA 

BII3L PAPERS FROM THE TORTUGAS 
LABORATORY, CARNEGIE INSTITUTE, 
WASHINGTON, DC (34) :331 N . 

KEYWORD: biology, demersal fish, pelagic fish, 
reef, ecology, systematic, reef[ish, 
fishery 

ABSTRACT : A systematic catalog of Tortugas fishes 
was assembled from twenty-five years of collections and 
observations . The investigations revealed several new 
genera and 29 new species. One hundred and six 
families were discussed. Important information pertaining 
to life history, color patterns and ecology of shallow 
water fishes resulted from underwater observations . 

""""" 

ACC 165 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
LOPEZ, AM. ; PRISTAS, P .J . ; 
RECREATIONAL BIII_FISf3 SURVEY 
NEWSLETTER - OCEANIC GAMEFISH 
INVESTIGATIONS 

I31E3L NATIONAL. MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
SOUTHEAST FISHERIES CGN"TGK, OCEAN 
PIiIAGICS TEAM, MIAMI, t ;T_ 

KEYWORD: billfish, biology, continental shelf, 
fishery, fishery statistics, pelagic fish, 
recreation, recreational fishery 

A13S7'fZACI': 7'he National Marine Fisheries 

Service's (NMPS) Miami laboratory bras been conducting 

surveys of recreational billfishing in the Gulf of Mexico 

since 1971 and in the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea 

since 1972. "These surveys were initiated to monitor 

trends in billfish catch and effort as part of a 

commitment by the United Stales to participate in 

cooperative international investigations through the 

International Commission (or Conservation of Atlantic 

Tunas (ICCAT), centered in Madrid, Spain. The ICCA'1' 



is responsible for coordinating and guiding scientific 
investigations nn stocks of tunas and tuna-like fishes, 
including billfishes, in the Atlantic Ocean and adjacent 
seas. Data collected through the NMFS surveys are used 
in population modeling and in annual assessments of the 
status o[ stocks of Atlantic billfishes, and these results 
are presented to the international scientific community at 
ICCAT each year. In addition to the annual monitoring 
of recreational billfishing throughout the Western North 
Atlantic, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico, NMFS has 
initiated special surveys designed to determine the total 
catch of biIIGshes by U.S. recreational fishermen . One 
such survey was conducted in 1977 and 1978 and follow-
up surveys were conducted in the Gulf of Mexico in 1981 
and in the Atlantic, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico 
in 1983. The recreational biIIGsh surveys described in this 
newsletter are pan of a larger research program 
conducted by the Miami Laboratory's Oceanic Pelagics 
Team . 

""""" 

ACC 2243; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
LOWE, E. ; 
ABSORPTION EFFICIENCIES, FEEDING RATES 
AND FOOD PREFERENCES OF LYTECHNUS 
VARIEGATUS (ECNINODERMATA : ECIIINOIDEA) 
FOR SELECTED MARINE PLANTS. 

I318L MASTER'S THESIS, UNIVERSITY SOUTFI 
FLORIDA, TAMPA, Fl_ 

KEYWORD : drift algae, echinoderm, feeding habit 

ABSTRACT: A feeding study o[ the sea urchin, 
Lytechinus variegalus, revealed that itconsumes primarily 
substratum and various plant materials, particularly grass 
blade litter and drill algae. The absorption efficiencies 
o[ L variegates for various organic materials are 
summarized . The feeding rate of I_ variegates was 
found to be similar to that of other echinoids . It is 
considered a general list, selecting foods which are easily 
available and ingested. 

ACC 548 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1964 
LUDWICK, J.C. ; 
SEDIMENTS IN NORTHEASTERN GULF OF 
MFJ4C0. 

IN : K .I_ MILLER, En . PAPERS IN MARINE 
GEOLOGY. P.204.238. 

DIDL MACMILLAN COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY. 

KEYWORD: continental shell, distribution, geology, 
grain size 

ABSTRACT: Investigators of continental shelf 
sediments in the northern Gulf of Mexico have 
concluded that changes in late Quaternary sea level have 
strongly influenced patterns and kinds of surficial 
sediments and fauna. The purpose of this paper is to 
describe and interpret the distribution pattern of modern 
surficial sediment deposits on the continental shelf and 
nearshore areas. Seafloor samples were taken along 11 
sampling profiles from 1952 to 1954. Utilizing these 
cored and dredged samples a recent history of 
sedimentation is reconstructed. 

ACC 2360 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
LUGO, AE:. ; EVINK, G . ; BRINSON, M.M . ; BRACE, 
A; SNEDAKGK, S.C. ; 
DIURNAL RATES OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS, 
RESPIRATION, AND TRANSPIRATION IN 
MANGROVE FORESTS OF SOUTH FLORIDA 

IN : TROPICAL, ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS, M.P.f3 . 
GOLLGY & G . MEDIA (EDS .) 

111131, SPRINGGR-VERLAG, NEW YORK : 335-350 . 

KEYWORD: Collier, coastal, photosynthesis, 
primary productivity 

A13S7'f2A("I' : The 4 Florida mangrove species, 
tthizophora mangle, Avicennia nitida (germinans), 
laguncularia racenosa, Conoc:arpus ereota were 
measured for carbon dioxide exchange and transpiration . 
Specimens were collected from Rookery Bay. Trees were 

divided into compartments and studied on a diurnal basis 
to identify magnitudes and possible zonation of 
photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration rates. 
Results show that, in part, zonation is due to adaptations 
that lake advantage of auxiliary energy sources thereby 
affecting respiration and transpiration rates. 

""""" 

ACC 2359; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
LUGO, AE. ; SNEDAKER, S.C. ; 
PROPERTIES OF A MANGROVE FOREST IN 
SOUTHERN FLORIDA 

IN : THE BIOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT OF 
MANGROVES . G.E . WALSH, S.C . SNEDAKER & 
ti .J. TEAS (Ens .) . s'. »o-ziz. 

131131- UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, GAINBSVILLE, 
FL. 

KEYWORD : Collier, physical, chemical, meterology, 
light, temperature, DO, salinity, flora 

ABS"TRAC"1': The ecology of a mangrove forest at 
Rookery Bay was studied from August 1971 to February 
1973 . Measurements were made of composition and 
growth of the vegetation, gas exchange, water (lows, and 
the carbon budget. Many physical and chemical 
parameters were measured and correlated with the 
biological results . The forest was divided into 2 
vegetation zones, the fringe and basin mangrove cones, 
according to physiological and morphological differences 
caused by environmental conditions . 

""""" 
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ACC 119; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
LUKENS, RR.; 
IC}iTHYOFAUNA COLONIZATION OF A NEW 
ARTIFICIAL REEF IN THE NORTHERN GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

BIBL GULF RES . REP. 7(1) :41-46 . 

KEYWORD: artificial reef, biology, colonization, 
fish attraction, fish, ichthyofauna 

ABSTRACT: Ichthyofaunal colonization of a new 
artificial reef was monitored from June 1975 through 
September 1977 . Direct observations were accomplished 
using SCUBA Theories of colonization and species 
equilibrium of islands and islandlike habitats were 
applied to the colonization data from the artificial reef. 
Sixty species of fishes from 33 families were recorded at 
the reef. Fifty-two percent o[ these species were primary 
reef fishes and 48% were secondary. Colonization data 
were produced only from the occurrence of primary reef 
fish . Data indicate that ichthyotaunal communities in the 
northern Gulf o! Mexico are heavily influenced by 
seasonal changes in temperature, and that colonization 
by reef fish in that area does not conform to theories of 
immigration and extinction for island biotas. These 
results concur with similar work conducted on reef 
ichthyofauna in the eastern Gulf of Mexico. 

""""" 

ACC 172; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
LUKENS, R.R ; 
THE SUCCESSION OF ICMCfiYOFAUNA ON A 
NEW ARTIFICIAL REEF IN THE NORTHERN 
GULF OF ME)aCO . 

BIBL MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . MASGP-75-
027. 

KEYWORD : artificial reef, biology, fish, 
ichthyofauna, statistical analysis 

ABSTRACT: A study was conducted from July, 
1975, through October, 1977, to monitor the succession 
of ichihyofauna on a new artificial reef in the northern 

Gulf of Mexico . Sixty species of fish from 33 families 
were recorded at the study reef. The Shannon-Weiner 
species diversity index for the study ichthyofauna ranged 
from 0.407 l0 0.937, exhibiting a positive correlation with 
seasonal changes in temperature . Values calculated !or 
species richness, evenness, and dominance support the 
Shannon-Weiner index results . Fifty-four species from 
that site ranged from 0.000 to 0.809. No pattern of 
increase or correlation with seasons was indicated at the 
control . Again the Shannon-Weiner index results were 
supported by indices of species richness, evenness, and 
dominance. Fifty-eight percent of the species reported 
from the experimental reef were primary reef fish . The 
control site revealed only 15 percent of species in the 
primary reef fish group . Secondary reef fish were 
predominant al the control site with 48 percent. 
Colonization at the experimental reef was elected by 
decreasing water temperatures in winter periods causing 
several species of fish to be seasonally absent from the 
reef fauna . "Il~e majority of those species returned with 
the advent of warmer water temperatures. "I'he 
colonization-decolonization rate curves inadequately 
illustrated true colonization and decolonization when 
recurrent species were given the same importance as new 
species. If recurrent species are not considered, the 
colonization-decolonization curves more accurately 
describe actual colonization and decolonization. The 
modified colonization rate curve conforms lo . . 

""""" 

ACC 446; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
LUNG J.U . ; HORS7'MANN, H.L . ; 
ANIMAL SUBSTRATE RELATIONSHIPS AND 
PRODUCTIVITY OF INVERTEBRATE 
MACROBENTHOS OF MISSISSIPPI SOUND AND 
ADJACENT COASTAL AREAS ; A BIBLIOGRAPHY 
WITH ABSTRACTS. 

BIBL U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, 
VICKSI3URG . MS MISCELLANEOUS PAPER EL-81- 
12 . 

KEYWORD : invertebrata, benthic community, 
bibliography, biology, ecology, 
productivity, substrate 

AI3S'I7tACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 795 ; "I'YPB ; YEAR 1982 
LUNZ, J.D . ; KGNDALL, D.F2 . ; 
BEN'THIC RESOURCES ASSESSMENT 
TECHNIQUE, A METHOD FOR QUANTIFYING 
THE EFFECT'S OF HENT'f-IIC COMMUNITY 
CHANGES ON FISH RESOURCES . 

BIBL OCEANS, SEP'I'EMl3ER 1982:1021-1027. 

KEYWORD: invertebrate, benlhic community, 
bcnthos, biology, statistics, resource, 
fish 

A[3S'I'1ZACI': Not available. 



ACC 2440; TYPE P; YEAR 1966 ACC 1086; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 ACC 2113 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
LYN'I'S, G. W. ; LYON, J.M. ; BAXTER, K.N. ; LYONS, W.G . ; 
RELATIONSHIP OF SEDIMENT-SIZE SAMPLE CATCHES OF PENAEID SHRIMP TAKEN SCYIIARID LOBSTERS (CRUSTACEA: 
DISTRIBUTION TO ECOLOGIC FACTORS IN BY TRAWLING IN TIC NORTHWESTERN GULF DECAPODA} 
BUTTONWOOD SOUND, FLORIDA BAY. OF MFJQCO, 1961-1965. 

B1BL J. SEDIMENT. PETROL 36:66-74. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, sediment, depth, 
temperature, salinity 

ABSTRACT: Some ecological factors in Buttonwood 
Sound were studied in relation to the sediment-size 
distribution . Physical/chemical factors studied included 
depth, pH, temperature, salinity and Eh . Statistical 
analysis show that ecological factors were not linearly 
rotated to sediment-size nor amongst themselves. 
Sediment distribution is largely rotated to turtle grass 
occurrence. 

ACC 2441 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1971 
LYN'I'S, G. W.; 
DISTRIBUTION AND MODEL STUDIES ON 
FORANUNIFERA ]LIVING IN BUTTONWOOD 
SOUND, FLORIDA HAY. 

BIBL MIAMI GEOL SOG MEM. 1 :73-115. 

KEYWORD: Monroe, foraminifera, depth, 
temperature, salinity, sediment, grain 
size 

ABSTRACT: Environmental (actors influencing 
foraminiferal species distribution in Buttonwood Sound, 
Florida Bay, were investigated using 74 samples from 19 
stations. Depth, temperature. salinity, pH and Eh were 
measured at the sediment water interface . The 
foraminifera was determined to be controlled by a 
complex interaction of physicochemical and biologic 
factors, which was only partially revealed by the 
measured parameters . 

""""" 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
DATA REPORT 83:1-51 . 

BIBL MEMOIRS OF THE HOURGLASS CRUISES. 
VOL I, PT. IV, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT 
NATURAL RESOURCES, MARINE RESEARCH 
LABORATORY. 74 P. 

KEYWORD : biology, commercial fishery, fishery, 
shrimp fishery, shrimp KEYWORD: 

ABSTRACT. Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 2114 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
LYONS, W.G . ; 
MOILUSGN COh94UNITIES OF THE WEST 
FLORIDA SHELF. 

BIBL BULL AM. MALACOL UNION 1979(45) :37-40. 

KEYWORD: mollusc, hourglass, community, 
temperature, salinity, substrate, depth 

ABSTRACT: The molluscan fauna of the west 
Florida shelf is characterized from the Dry Tortugas 
northward to Cape San Bias using data collected 
principally from the Hourglass Cruises The inshore 
fauna varies from predominantly tropical Caribbean 
species in the south to warm.temperate continental 
species in the north . Several discernible communities are 
defined by temperature, salinity and substrate . Four 
vertical zones of fauna) distribution have been 
differentiated seaward from the coastal estuaries : 
shoreward zones (0-10 m); shallow shelf (1U-30 m) ; 
middle shelf (30.140 m) ; and outer shelf (140-200 m). 
The number of species, dominant molluscs and their 
supposed source are cited for each zone in addition to 
ambient abiotic parameters. 

""""" 

crustacea, decapod, hourglass, 
currents, distribution 

ABSTRACT: Five species of scyllarid lobsters were 
captured offshore Florida. Scyllarides nodifer occurred 
from the Gulf of Mexico to North Carolina and Bermuda 
in depths of 2 to 91 m. The Florida current and Gulf 
Stream were suggested to be responsible for prohibiting 
the distribution of larvae southward . Scyllarus americanus 
had been collected from Uic Gulf of Venezuela to North 
Carolina in depths of 0 t0 4o m, and was common at 
some inshore locations off west Florida. Scyllarides 
aequinoctialis occurred throughout the Caribbean and 
northward to Bermuda, but only rarely in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Scyllaru chacei ranged from Brazil to North 
Carolina in 11 to 320 m of water . Adult Scyllarus 
depressus were known from southern Brazil to North 
Carolina in depths of 29 to 265 m, with postlarvae 
usually occurring farther south. 

""""" 
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ACC 2115 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
LYONS, W.G. & COLLARD, S.B . ; 
BENTHIC INVERTEBRATE COMMUNITIES OF 
THE EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO, IN: R E SMITH 
(ED.) PROG MAR. ENVIR . IMPLICATIONS OF 
OFFSHORE DRIIIING IN THE EASTERN GULF 
OF MFJQCO. 

BIBL CONF./WORKSHOP STATE UNIV. SYST. FL.A. 
INSTIT. OCEANOGR ST. PETERSBURG, PLA, 
CONTRIB . NO. 233, FDNtt/MRL P. 157-165 . 

KEYWORD : benthic, invertebrate, community, 
geological, hydrographic, continental 
slope, temperature, salinity, nutrient 

ABSTRACT: A discussion was presented on the 
physical and biotic characteristics controlling composition 
of benthic invertebrate communities of the region . The 
communities were broken down into zones (geologic and 
hydrographic) and descriptions were presented . It was 
concluded that benthic invertebrates o[ the Eastern Gulf 
are a highly diverse group wish several dissimilar zones of 
distribution ranging from the estuaries to the continental 
shelf. 

""""" 

ACC 2169 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
LYONS, W.G . ; 
POSSIBLE SOURCES OF FL.ORIDA'S SPINY 
LOBSTER POPULATION. 

BIBL PROD GULF CARIDB . FISH . INST. 33253-266. 

KEYWORD : spiny lobster, fishery, recruitment, 
larval 

ABST'RAC'T': The possible sources of Florida's 
lobster fishery was believed to be replenished by larvae 
recruited primarily from Caribbean spawning stocks, but 
some recent findings suggest that most recruitment may 
be directly from the spawn of the Florida population 
itself. However, Florida's year round larval recruitment 
cannot result from its 7 month (April-October) spawning 
period but may be derived from year round spawning of 
Caribbean populations. Abundance of larvae in transit 

from the Caribbean to south Florida via the Yucatan 
Channel during much of the year supports this 
hypothesis . Some contribution to recruitment by larvae 
spawned from the unfished Gulf of Mexico population is 
also probable . The author urged continued protection of 
Florida spiny lobsters by a closed season until irrefutable 
evidence indicates the population is derived from 
Caribbean stock 

ACC 2442; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
LYONS, W.G . ; BARBER, D.G . ; FOSTER, S.M . ; 
KENNEDY, F.S ., JR. ; MILANO, G.R ; 
THE SPINY LOBSTER, PANULIRUS ARGUS, IN 
THE NIIDDIB AND UPPER FLORIDA KEYS: 
POPULATION STRUCTURE, SEASONAL 
DYNAMICS, AND REPRODUCTION. 

BIBL FLA . MAR. RES . PUBL NO. 38, 38 P. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, spiny lobster, abundance, 
distribution, spawning, fouling 

ABSTRACT: Data on abundance, distribution, size, 
sex, mating, spawning, molting. incidence of fouling 
organisms, and injury rates were obtained from 19,180 
spiny lobsters captured at 9 stations in the middle and 
upper Florida Keys fishery-area during April 1978 
through March 1979 . Mean and modal carapace length 
(Cl .) were approximately 73 mm, slightly less than legal 
size (7G mm). Lobster sizes averaged 65 .6 mm CL al 
shallow (3 m) bay stations, increasing gradually to 80 .1 
mm CL, at inhabited southern Florida Bay stations, then 
gradually migrated to nearshore oceanside Keys stations ; 
lobsters in year class 3+ moved seaward at onset of 
maturity or declining water temperature (late fall-early 
winter). Information on seasonal trends in sizes, 
numbers, and location of captured lobsters is 
summarized . Legal sized lobsters comprised 43.2% of 
total catch, 90% of which were caught at oceanside 
stations . Data are presented concerning sex ratio, 
duration of spawning season, location of mating, and size 
and proportion of spawning females. Little or no fouling 
organisms were found on most lobsters. Molting 
individuals averaged only 1% of the total population, 

with a maximum molting frequency of 2.7% in April . 
Trends in rates of injuries are explained . 

ACC 2443; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
LYONS, W.G. ; KENNEDY, F.S ., JR ; 
EFFECTS OF HARVEST TECHNIQUES ON 
SUBLEGAL . SPINY LOBSTERS AND ON 
SUBSEQUENT FISHERY YIELD . 

BIBL PROC. GULF CARIBB . FISH . INST. 33:290-300 . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, spiny lobster, fishery, 
morality, temperature 

ABS"TRAC"T : To determine the effect of confining 
sublegal sized lobsters as attractants in lobster traps for 
extended durations, a total of 152 preweighed lobsters 
were caged in 40 traps (16 traps each containing 5 
lobsters, 24 traps each containing 3 lobsters) (or periods 
of up to 8 weeks. 7Wo traps with S lobsters and 3 traps 
with 3 lobsters were removed from the field weekly and 
lobsters were in each of the 8 weekly test groups ; 
average weight reduction was generally greater among 
those confined at 5 per trap than that of lobster 
confined at 3 per trap. Trends of weight loss and 
mortality over the 8 week period are presented. Factors 
other than starvation, including handling, exposure, 
temperature, and predaGon are analyzed as potential 
causes of death . The impact on the fishery of using 
sublegal sized lobsters as bait is examined, and solutions 
to reduce fishery induced mortality are suggested . 
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ACC 4086; TYPE U; YEAR 1982 
LYONS, W.G. ; CAMP, D.K. ; 
THE PRESENCE, LOCATIONS, AND SPECIES 
COMPOSITIONS OF ZONES OF FAUNAL 
SIMILARITY WITFIIN THE HOURGLASS STUDY 
AREA, CENTRAL WEST FLORIDA SHELF. A 
REPORT FOR THE GOVERNOR OF THE STATE 
OF FLORIDA 

BIBL FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES, MARINE RESEARCH 
LABORATORY. ST. PETERSBURG, FL 118 P. 

KEYWORD: biology, epifauna, ecology, hourglass, 
demecsal fish, zoogeography, 
invertebrate, continental shelf, 
community, fish 

ABSTRACT- Taxa examined from collections taken 
during the Hourglass Cruises along two transects, each 
with 5 stations in depths of 6, 18, 37, 55, and 73 m, on 
the central West Florida Shelf were analyzed to discern 
zones of fauna) similarity. 'Me 221 species included 89 
crustaceans, 52 fishes, 41 echinoderms, 20 stony corals, 
17 mollusks, and 2 brachiopods. Eight Czekanoski 
indices were computed as follows: three qualitative (using 
221, 142, and 53 app.), two quantitative without 
logarithmic transformation of abundances (221, 142, and 
53 spp .). Qualitative and log-transformed quantitative 
comparisons were each generally adequate to define 
fauna) zones. However, severe elimination of species (by 
76%) masked fauna) differences in qualitative 
comparison. Quantitative comparisons using 
untranslormed abundances were so sensitive to highly 
abundant species having a wide range of abundances 
between stations that local habitat differences were 
revealed, thereby masking broader zonal relationships . 
These comparisons were not suitable for determination 
of taunal zones. Three taunal zones involving stations at 
6 m, 1837 m, and 55.73 m were revealed . Locations of 
these zones were in general agreement with the 
Shoreward Lone, Shallow Shelf Zone, and Middle Shelf I 
Zone previously proposed in the literature . In the 
majority of comparisons, the fauna at a given station in a 
particular depth was indicated to be more similar to that 
al a distant station in the same depth than to other 

stations geographically closer but in greater or lesser sediments are disturbed, to free swimming organisms in 
depths. sensitive life stages . 

ACC 235 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 ACC 449 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
LY'I'I .E, J.S . ; LY'I1.E, T.F. ; LY71,E, J .S. ; LYTLG, T.F . ; GEARING, J.N. ; 
POTENTIAL DAMAGE OF OIL WASTES IN GEARING, P.J. ; 
COASTAL ESTUARY SEDIMENT'S . HYDROCARBONS IN BEN'IHIC ALGAE FROM 

THE EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 
IN : PROCEEDINGS 1983 OIL SPILL CONFERENCE, 
FEBRUARY 28-MARCH 3, SAN ANTONIO, TX BIBL MAR. BIOL 51:279-288 

BIBL MISSISSIPPI -ALABAMA SEA GRAM' KEYWORD : benthic flora, biology, chemistry, 
CONSORTIUM. OCEAN SPRINGS, MS MASGP-82- continental shelf, hydrocarbon, algae 
024 . 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 
KEYWORD: chemistry, coastal water, oil, pollution, 

sediment, estuary, oil spill 44444 

ABSTRACT: Bayou Casotte, Mississippi, an 
estuarine waterway near the eastern end of Mississippi 
Sound, has been altered to accommodate an extensive 
industrial complex including a large oil refinery. Several 
small oil spill accidents recently occurred in the bayou; 
the most serious, on June 13, 1981, involved 600 barrels 
of asphaltic crude. The ecological effects of continued 
exposure to low level oily wastes were estimated by 
examining pollution levels in sediments both in 10-foot 
cores and surface samples. Petroleum hydrocarbons 
(I'HC) and other hydrocarbons occur at levels as high as 
12,300 micrograms per gram (ug/g or ppm to total 
hydrocarbons, dry weight) in surficial sediments and 
1,000 ug/g al 120 centimeter sediment depths. Dredging 
operations have removed most polluted sediments very 
near the refinery site in the bayou, but dispersal o! 
petroleum wastes has caused PHCs to be dominant 
pollutants in other regions where no dredging has 
occurred and where care is required if any dredging is 
permitted. Toxicological examination of sheepshead 
minnows, mysid shrimp and amphipods reveals significant 
moralities to mysids from bioassay exposures to surGcial 
sediments. Settling rate determinations, leachability, 
community structure vulnerability, and sediment 
disturbance probability are factors assimilated into an 
"environmental stress index" that indicates this to be a 
potentially harmful site to bottom feeders and, if 

ACC 462 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
LYTI.G, T.F. ; LYTLE, J.S . ; 
SEDIMENT HYDROCARBONS NEAR AN OIL RIG. 

BIBL ESTUARINE COASTAL MAR. SCI . 9 :319-330. 

KEYWORD : chemistry, coastal water, exploration, 
hydrocarbon, oceanography, oil, 
pollution, sediment 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 
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ACC 464 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
LYTLE, T.F. ; LYTLE, J .S . ; 
ASSESSMENT OF HYDROCARBON POLLUTANT'S 
IN GULF AND ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENTS . 

UIF3L J. MISS . ACRD . SCI . 21 :128-147 . 

KEYWORD : chemistry, continental shelf, crude oil, 
oil, pollution, estuary, hydrocarbon, 
aliphatic compounds, aromatic 
compounds 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 644 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
LYTLE, T.F. ; LYTLE, J.S . ; 
MONITORING OF POLLUTANTS IN MISSISSIPPI 
COASTAL WATERS. 

IN: J .R . KELLY, ED. SYMPOSIUM ON MISSISSIPPI 
SOUND. P.29-38. 

QIDL MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . MASGP-81-
007 . 

KEYWORD: biology, chemistry, pollution 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 2116 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
LYTLE, J .S . & LYTLE, 1'.F. ; 
HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT HYDROCARBONS 
IN MAFIA SEDIMENTS AND BENTHIC ALGAE 
AND RIG MONITORING SEDIMENTS. 
TECHNICAL REPORT. SUBMITTED TO BUREAU 
OF LAND MANAGEMENT, WASHINGTON, DG 
(MAFIA-OCS PROGRAM). 

BIBL 

KEYWORD: hydrocarbon, algae, sediment, drilling, 
benthic 

ABSTRACT: Sediments and algae were collected 
from the West Florida Shelf and analysed for high 
molecular weight hydrocarbons . Sediment was also 
collected before, during and after operation of a drilling 
rig at various distances from the rig. Deep wager station 
samples are comprised chiefly of terrestrial 
hydrocarbons. Of 36 specimens of benthic algae, 15 
contain oil-like hydrocarbons . Gravimetric and gas 
chromatographic data and cluster analysis reveal only 
minimal changes caused by the drilling rig operation . 

ACC 2117 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
LYTLE, J .S . ; LY'CLG, 'I'.t'. ; 
SEDIMENT HYDROCARBONS AS 
ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS IN THE 
NORTHEAST GULF OF MEXICO. 

!N: FATE AND EPFECI'% OF PETROLEUM 
I IYDILOCAR[30NS IN MARINE ORGANISMS AND 
ECOSYSTEMS . D.A WOLFE (ED.) . 

131131 . PIiRGAMON PRESS. 

KEYWORD: sediment, hydrocarbon, seasonal, grain 
size, carbonate 

AI3S7'ftACI' : Sediment samples were collected from 
45 sites in the eastern Gulf of Mexico from Pt. Myers, 
Ilorida to Pensacole, Mississippi, sic] and analyLed fur 
hydrocarbons in a survey U! men induced end seasonal 
effects on hydrocarbon levels . "Three zones were 

distinguished by their aliphatic hydrocarbon distributions. 
Seasonal variation in hydrocarbon characteristics were 
minimal in all areas . 

ACC 2049; TYPE P; YEAR 1966 
LINDEIZ, M.J . ; 
WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT SHRIMP SIZE AND THE 
DRY TORTUGAS FISHERY . 

[3IDL PROC. GULF CARIBf3. FISH . INST. 18 :18-26. 

KEYWORD: fishery, population dynamics, pink 
shrimp, socioeconomic, shrimp fishery 

ABSTRACT : Analyses were made n( the population 
dynamics of Penaeus duorarum in the 'I'orlugas area and 
used in conjunction wish information on the fishing 
industry to determine optimum shrimp size (or harvesting 
in consideration of costs. Fiarvesiing should occur at the 
SU-6U count level in order to least deplete the shrimp 
population while still maintaining maximum profits. 
Problems of how to harvest at this level are discussed as 
well as recommendations to shrimp fishermen . 

""""" 



ACC 4163; TYPE P ; YEAR 1986 
MACIALELS, N . ; GRASSLE, J.F. ; BOEHM, P.D . ; 
DADS, B., BROWN, B. ; ET AL; 
STUDY OF BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES ON THE U.S. 
MID.ATTAN'IlC SLOPE AND RISE. 

SECOND INTERIM REPT. SUBMITTED BY 
BATIELLE NEW ENG. MAR. RES. LAB. 8c WOODS 
HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INST. (CON'T'RACT #14-
12-0001-30064). 

BIBL PREPARED BY MINERALS MANAGEMENT 
SERVICE, VIENNA, VA 

KEYWORD: drilling, infauna, hydrocarbon, 
sediment, organic carbon, grain size, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT: Samples collected on the first four of 
six cruises to the U.S. Mid-Atlantic as pan of a study to 
evaluate potential effects of drilling have been analyzed 
for benthic infauna, hydrocarbons, sediment grain size, 
and total organic carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen . There 
is no evidence that the hydrocarbons in the sediments 
originate from sources associated with drilling activities. 
A very subtle change in the fauna at the drill site station 
in Block 372 was detected. Species diversity declined at 
Station 1 over time, but this trend is not statistically 
significant. The density of at least one dominant species 
was significantly lower in post-drilling samples compared 
to pre-drilling samples, but the density of this species was 
not significantly different at Station 1 compared to the 
majority of 2100 m stations [or any sampling period. 
Thus, the changes seen at Station 1 are not considered to 
be a deleterious effect due to drilling . The results of the 
recolonization of azoic sediments deployed for six 
months or one year are discussed. Trays were deployed 
at two stations, Stations 2 and 4, which are positioned 
adjacent to and upcurrcnl of the drill site, respectively. 
Trays from both stations showed similar results after six 
months, but significantly different results alter one year. 
However, the differences in the one-year trays are shown 
to be related to differences in the grain-size composition 

o[ sediments in the trays rather than to impacts of 
drilling activities. 

ACC 2118 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
MAHADEVAN, S.; ET AL; 
SOFT BOTTOM BIOLOGY, SOU7niWEST FLORIDA 
SHELF ECOSYSTEM STUDY. YEAR 01-DRAFT 
FINAL REPORT. SUBMITTED TO CONTINENTAL 
SHELF ASSOC- BY MOTE MARINE LABORATORY. 
SARASOTA, FLORIDA 181 P. 

BIBL 

KEYWORD : epibiota, intauna, sediment, epifauna, 
biology, continental shelf 

ABSTRACT : The epibiota and macroin[auna of the 
southwest Florida shelf were characterized to provide the 
Minerals Management Service with preliminary 
information for decisions on leasing activities and 
environmental stipulations . Areas of analysis include 
species composition, density, dominance, similarity, and 
sediment-infauna and epi[auna-infauna relationships . 

""""" 

ACC 2269; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
MAfiADEVAN, S . ; MURDOCH, J.D . ; 
A STUDY OF THE RECOVERY OF HENTI-iIC 
INFAUNA AT APOLLO BEACH EMHAYMENT 
FOLLOWING A SILT-SPILL AND SUBSEQUENT 
DREDGING. 

F3If3L A FINAL RCPT. SUB . 'CO ENVIR PLAN . UIV., 
TAMPA ELECTRIC CO. (TAMPA, FL) BY 
CONSERVATION CONSUL"1'AN'TS, LNG, RD. 
GARRITY (ED.). 37 P . 

KEYWORD : in(auna, benthic, community, stress, 
dredging, crustacea, turbidity 

ABSTRACT: A description of the benthic in(auna 
studies at the Apollo Beach embaymenl was presented. 
A dredged site, an undredged site, and a control site 

were sampled following an accidental silt spill. Sampling 
was conducted once after dredging (clean-up) operations 
had ceased and once per year later in an attempt to 
evaluate the effects of silt spill and subsequent dredging . 
The 1976 sampling revealed shat benthic communities at 
the dredged site were severely stressed . Follow-up 
sampling in 1977 showed that the dredged site had 
recovered to "normal" fauna) conditions (similar to 
control site). Although low fauna) density and the 
abundance of a pioneer species, Streblospio benedicti, 
indicated stressed conditions at the undredged (silted) 
site, these conditions appear 1o have resulted from 
natural population turnover patterns of the amphipod 
species, Ampelisca vadorum. Also, Ampelisca vadorum 
was the most dominant species at all three study sites, 
and therefore, no significant changes in the community 
are inferred due to the silt spill at the present time . A 
comparative analysis of silt-affected sites to the control 
site in April 1977 showed no significant differences in 
community structure between the sites. Therefore, 
environmental impact of the silt spill after one year is 
considered minimal. 

""""" 

ACC 2270 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
MAHADEVAN, S. ; CULTER, J . ; HOOVER, S. ; 
MURDOCH, J . ; REEVES, R; SCHUI.ZE, R.; 
A STUDY ON THE EFFECT'S OF SILTSPICL AND 
SUBSEQUENT DREDGING ON BENT)-TIC 
INFAUNA AT APOLiA BEACH EMBAYMENT. 

111131, A REP'I'. TO ENVIR. PLAN. DIV., TAMPA 
ELECT. CO. (TAMPA, FL), R.D . GAIZRITY AND W. 
J . TIFFANY, III (EDS.). 58 P . 

KEYWORD: benthic, in(auna, community, biomass, 
diversity, sediment, temperature, 
salinity, DO, stress, lurbidily, dredging 

Af3S7'RAC'I' : A description of the benthic 
communities at the dredged and undredgeJ areas 
affected by a silt spill at Apollo Beach was presented. 
"Nenty-sue species that were absent in the dredged and 
undredged areas were found at the control sire . 
Capitella capitata, a pollution indicator species, was 
found in greater numbers al the undredged site, while 
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Streblospio benedicti, a pioneer species, was numerous at 
the dredged site. Oligomaity was more prevalent at the 
control and undredged sites . Faunal density and biomass 
were greatest at the control site and lowest at the 
dredged site. Species diversity and equitability were very 
similar (but low) at all three sites . Equitability, however, 
was highest at the dredged site. Based on a total 
community analysis, the dredged site was shown to be 
the most affected area, due to both the spill and 
subsequent dredging operations. 

ACC 2297; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
MAHADEVAN, S. ; Cl1LTER, J.K . ; BLANCHET, R.E. ; 
YARBROUGH, R.E. ; MCCAL.I_UM, G . ; 
A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS 
OF TREATED SEWER DISCHARGE ON THE 
BEN'IWC INFAUNAL COMMUNITIES OF 
WHITAKER BAYOU AND ADJOINING SARASOTA 
BAY (SARASOTA FLORIDA} 

BIBL REPT. SUB . BY MOTE MAR. LAB ., 
SARASOTA, FL TO COAST ZONE MANAGEMENT 
DEPT, SARASOTA CO., FL 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, infauna, sediment, diversity, 
pollution, temperature, salinity, DO, 
stress 

AI3S7'RAC7': A Study of the benthic macrointauna 
and sediments was conducted in and near Whitaker 
Bayou (Sarasota, Florida) to provide a preliminary 
assessment on the ecological effects of wastewater 
discharged into Sarasota Bay. Species composition and 
community parameters such as fauna) density, species 
richness, diversity and equitability indicated that Sarasota 
Bay soft-bottom bentos were generally similar to adjacent 
bays and the Gulf. A fauna) similarity analysis indicated 
that open bay communities were homogeneous . 
Whitaker Bayou benthic infauna was strikingly different 
than the open bay communities and was characterized by 
a preponderance of pollution indicator species, low 
feunal density and extremely low species richness. 

Adverse effects caused by the discharges are inferred to 
be limited to Whitaker Bayou. 

ACC 2190; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
MAHOOD, R.K . ET AL; 
A REPORT ON THE COOPERATIVE BLUE CRAB 
STUDY-SOUTH ATZANTIC STATES. 

E31I3L U.S . BUR. COMM. FISH . 32 P. 

KEYWORD : blue crab, population, temperature, 
DO, turbidity, mortality, pesticide 

ABSTRACT: Blue crab populations were studied at 
20 South Atlantic sampling stations to determine the 
cause of massive mortalities occurring between 1966 and 
1968 . Histopalhological testing revealed that lethal levels 
of pathogens were not present . In the laboratory, salinity 
and temperature tolerance studies showed crabs to be 
less tolerant at low salinity, high temperature and high 
salinity, low temperature conditions . Toxicity studies 
determined DDT and Toxaphene were increasingly lethal 
at low salinities and at temperatures varying from 15 
degrees Celsius. The relationship between 
environmental conditions and crab survival time and 
metabolic rates is shown . Hydrological data is also 
included . . . ulometry, organic carbon, nitrogen content, 
benthic surface metabolism, and microbial activity are 
summarized in addition to fauna) biomass and density. It 
is concluded that the mid shelf benthos is generally 
impoverished due to sporadic and patchy nutrient inputs, 
while the shelf break and inner shelf benlhos are 
enriched by nutrients from deep Gulf Stream intrusions 
and estuarine outwelling, respectively. 

""""" 

ACC 2444 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
MANKFR, J.P . ; 
DISTRIBUTION AND CONCENTRATION OF 
MERCURY, LEAD, COBALT, ZINC, AND 
CHROMIUM IN SUSPENDED PARTICLES AND 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS-UPPER FLORIDA KEYS, 
FLORIDA BAY, AND BISCAYNE BAY. 

f31DL PH.D. DISSERTATION. RICE UNN., 
HOUSTON, TX 114 P . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, suspended, sediment, metal, 
seagrass, temperature, salinity, current, 
turbidity, wind, trace metal 

ABSTRACT: Sediment samples from 39 stations in 
the upper Florida Keys, Florida Bay and 13iscayne day, 
Florida were collected and analyzed for mercury, lead, 
cobalt, zinc, and chromium. Ilie highest concentrations 
of toxic metals were tow, I in the 4 um and suspended 
particulate fractions, and were correlated wish areas o! 
high population human activity and with the 'turkey 
Point nuclear power plant . Concentrations o[ lead and 
mercury in bottom sediments in certain areas were found 
to be approaching environmentally unacceptable levels . 
Seagrass and green algal populations were depleted in 
areas of maximum toxic metal concentrations . 

""""" 

ACC 2445 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
MANKGR, J.P . ; GRIt''t'1N, G.M . ; 
SOURCE AND MIXING OF INSOLUBLE CLAY 
MINERALS IN A SHALLOW WATER CARBONATE 
ENVIRONMENT, FLORIDA BAY. 

[31[31, J . SEDIMENT. PET 4)(1):302-306. 

KEYWORD: Monroe, carbonate, sediment, 
currents, distribution, mollusc, 
foraminifera, algae, temperature, 
salinity 

Al3S"I'ItAC.'7' : Samples collected from Florida Bay 

and analyieJ (or sediment characteristics including clay 

minerals provide information on the depositional 
environment. Chlorite and smecule are the major 



components of the clay size insoluble residue . Water 
currents are different in various areas o! the bay and are 
responsible for differences in distribution and 
composition of sediments. Molluscs, foraminifera, and 
some green algae but not corals are responsible for some 
of the calcium carbonate particles in the sediment . 

""""" 

ACC 4278; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
MANKIEWIC4 P.l . ; 
HYDROCARBON COMPOSITION OF SEDIMENT'S, 
WATER, AND FAUNA IN SELECTED AREAS OF 
THE GULF OF ME)aCO AND SOUTHERN 
CAIIFORMA MARINE ENVIRONMENT 

BIBL PH.D. THESIS. UNIV. CALIFORNIA, LOS 
ANGELES, CA. 

KEYWORD : hydrocarbon, sediment, water column, 
feeding habit, biological, temperature, 
salinity, pollution 

ABSTRACT: Sediments, water column and fauna) 
samples from the southern California continental shelf 
and Gulf of Mexico were analyzed for their hydrocarbon 
content using high resolution gas chromatography and 
gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. Seawaier and 
geographic variability of fauna) analyses appeared to be 
governed by feeding habit and source composition 
whereas water column analyses indicated a consistent 
petroleum component with biological contributions 
varying with temperature and salinity. In southern 
California the dominant source of hydrocarbons in 
intertidal sediments is petroleum derived from seepage . 
However, in the offshore areas dated cores and surficial 
sediment analyses suggest that while seepage-sourced 
petroleum is present, the dominant source of 
hydrocarbons is combustion-derived air pollution . 

""""" 

ACC 1072; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
MANN, K.H . ; 
SEAWEEDS : TfMR PRODUCTIVITY AND 
STRATEGY FOR GROWTn 

I3IBL SCIENCE 182:975-981 . 

KEYWORD : biology, botany, flora, herbicide, 
macrophyte, marine, pesticide, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 2446; TYPE P; YEAR 1960 
MANNING, R.B. ; 
SOME GROWTH CIIANGFS IN THE STONE CRAB, 
MEMPPE MERCENARIA (SAC . 

DlI3L QUART. J. F'LA. ACRD. SCI . 23(4)273-277. 

KEYWORD: Moorce, stone crab, growth 

ABSTRACT: Morphological differences between 
juveniles and adults of Menippe mercenaria were 
investigated in specimens collected in Florida Bay. In 
juveniles the orbits are tar apart, while in the adult they 
are close together. Juveniles differ from adults in not 
showing subdivisions of the submedian frontal lobes and 
the stridulating organ on the palm . The juvenile's lateral 
teeth are smoother and rounder, and coloration is dark. 
Juveniles do not form peimanent burrows. 

ACC 4087 ; TYPE U; YEAR 1984 
MANOOCH, CS., III ; MASON, D.L ; 
AGE, GROWTH, AND MORTALITY OF LANE 
SNAPPER FROM SOUTHERN FLORIDA 

E31E3L N.E. GULF SCI . 7(1) :109-115 . 

KEYWORD : biology, commercial fishery, 
recreational fishery, reefGsh, 
management, population dynamics, 
recruitment, snapper, mortality, 
growth 

ABSTRACT: Rings on sectioned otoliths were used 
to determine ages of lane snapper, Lutjanus synagris, 
sampled from the south Florida headboat and 
commercial handline and trap fisheries . Rings were 
identified and counted on 76% of the otollths examined, 
and measurements were made on 61%. The oldest fish 
encountered was 10 years and 512 mm 'IL Back-
calculated mean lengths at annulus formation were 135, 
196, 223. 261, 285, 310, 338, 367, 411 and 426 mm 71. for 
age groups 1 to 10, respectively. The non Bertalanitfy 
equation describing theoretical growth was It = SOl(1.6 
to the -0.1337(1+1 .49)lh). The length-weight relationship 
was W - 0.00010271, to the 2.65241h. The relationship of 
fork length to total length was'fL = -26252 + 1.0891FL. . 
Lane snapper were fully recruited to the hook-and-line 
fishery as 5 year old fish . A I3cverton and Fiolt yield-
per-recruit model suggests a maximum yield-per-recruit 
of 500 g when instantaneous fishing mortality was 0.5 and 
recruitment ages were 1 .5 to 3.0 years . 

""""" 
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ACC 680; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
MAR. ENVIRON . SCI . CONSORTIUM; SOUTIi 
ALABAMA REG. PLAN COUNCIL; 
TRANSPORTATION OF OIL AND GAS IN THE 
COASTAL AREA OF THE STATE OF ALABAMA -
GENERAL ADVISORY INFORMATION -
EMPHASIS ON LOCATION OF PIPELINES . 

BIAL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, NEW 
ORLEANS, LA . 14 N. 

KEYWORD : coastal zone, gas, management, oil 
transport, oil, operations, 
socioeconomic, transportation, 
pipeline 

ABSTRACT: This report, including a narrative and 
accompanying map of coastal Alabama, is intended to be 
a guide for planning the location transportation systems 
for OCS produced oil and gas. Advisory information 
applies to the two coastal counties, Mobile and Daldwin, 
and the adjacent territorial waters of Alabama . "I'wo 
categories for pipeline management are presented ; (1) 
unsuitable ; and (2) suitable with stipulations. Facilities 
capable of receiving oil and gas transported by barge and 
ship are identified and briefly described. 

""""" 

ACC 4088; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
MAR. RESOUK. RES. INST. ; S.C. WILDL MAR. RES. 
DEPT . ; GA DEPT. NAT. RESOUR. ; 
SOUTH AT1AN'I'IC OCS AREA LIVING MARINE 
RESOURCES STUDY. 

131BL A FINAL REPORT TO TFiE BUREAU OF 
I AND MANAGEMEN'C, ATLANTIC OCS OFFICE, 
NE?W YORK, NY. 

KEYWORD : biology, photodocumentation, live-
bottom, epibiota, invertebrate, 
baseline study, fish, demecsal fish, 
benthic, continental shelf, coral, 
sponge, mollusc 

ABSTRACT: Studies were conducted to 
characterize invertebrate and fish communities associated 
with representative live-bottom areas from Cape 
f fatteras, North Carolina to northern Florida and to 
evaluate factors which might influence community 
structure . Live bottom areas were typified by expanses 
of sand-covered hard bottom and scattered outcrops and 

ledges of low to moderate relief. Bottom coverage by 
epibiota averaged 60 to 100% for most stations . The 
incidence of rock outcrops ranged from 5 to 40% and 
was highest at outer shelf stations, which are along a 
discontinuous series of relict reels that extend from 
offshore North Carolina to northern Florida. A total of 
1,175 invertebrate taxa were collected by dredge, trawl, 
suction, and grab sampling . Species richness and 
biomass of epibenthic organisms differed between 
stations and seasons, but not in a consistent pattern. At 

stations offshore South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, 
sponges contributed the most biomass, and the most 
frequently collected organisms in dredges and trawls 
were species of bryozoans, hydroids, and sponges. At 
stations of( North Carolina, macroalgae, hard corals, and 
molluscs contributed the most biomass, and species of 
macroalgae, molluscs, and decapal crustaceans were the 
most frequently collected organisms. Species 
composition varied in relation to depth, with inner and 
outer shelf biota being most dissimilar. Fish abundance, 
biomass, and community composition varied in relation 
to depth, season, and lime n( collection . The biomass 
and abundance of commercially important species were 

highest at middle shelf stations. F3enthic crustaceans 
(decapods. . . 

""""" 

ACC 4089; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
MAR. RESOURCE RES. INST., S.G WILDL & MAR. 
RESOURCES DEPT . ; 
SOU'T'H ATLANTIC OCS AREA LIVING MARINE 
RESOURCES STUDY, YEAR 2 

f31BL A FINAL REPORT FOR'CIIE U.S . 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, MINERALS 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE, WASfi1NGTON, DG 
CONTRACT #AA551-C"I'I-18. FOUR VOLUMES . 

KEYWORD: biology, epibiota, live bottom, 
demetsal fish, hydrography, baseline 
study, continental shelf, invertebrate, 
benthic, photodocumcntauon 

ABSTRACT: Studies were conducted to 

characterize fish and invertebrate communities associated 

with representative live-bottom habitats; to characterize 

food habits of selected fish species; to assess the bottom 
topography and substrate type ; and to evaluate potential 

impacts of oil- and gas-related activities on live bottom 

organisms on the outer continental shelf from North 
Carolina to Georgia. Live bottom areas were typified by 
expanses of sand-covered hard bottom and scattered 

outcrops and ledges of low to moderate relief. Bottom 
coverage by epibiota avcregeJ 75 to 100% for most 

stations. "Ilhe incidence of rock outcrops ranged from 5 

to 40%v and was highest at outer shelf stations, which are 

along a discontinuous series of relict reels that extend 
from offshore North Carolina to northern Florida. live-

bottom cover was not related to the incidence of 
outcrops because most epibiota was attached to sand-

covered hard bottom. A total of 1,307 invertebrate taxa 

were collected by dredge, trawl, suction, and grab 

sampling . Species richness and biomass of epibenthic 
organisms varied spatially but not seasonally . At stations 

offshore South Carolina, Georgia, and at the outer shell 

station tiff North Carolina sponges contribute) the most 

biomass. "I'he most frequently collected organisms in 
dredges and trawls were species of cnidnrians, barnacles, 

bryo'roans, and echinoderms. Species composition varied 



in relation to depth, with inner and outer shelf biota 
being most dissimilar. Fish abundance, biomass, and 
community composition varied in relation to depth, 
season, and time of collection . Overall biomass and 
abundance were highest and . . . 

ACC 4090 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1984 
MAR. RESOUR RES . INS"T., S .C. WILDL & MAR. 
RESOURC, DEPT. ; 
SOUTH ATIANTYC OCS AREA LIVING MARINE 
RESOURCES STUDY, PHASE III. 

BIBL A FINAL REPORT FOR THE U.S . 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, MINERALS 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DG 
CONTRACT #14-12-0001-29185. THREE VOLUMES. 

KEYWORD: biology, recruitment, baseline study, 
continental shelf, benthic, epibiota, 
invertebrate, feeding habit, sponge, 
coral, artificial habitat, fouling 

ABSTRACT. Colonization of artificial hard 
substrata by invertebrates and fishes, effects of sediment 
depth on distribution and abundances of sponges and 
corals; and food habits o! selected hard-bottom fishes 
were investigated on the South Carolina and Georgia 
outer continental shelf. Short-term colonization o! sessile 
organisms was related to seasons with respect to biomass, 
percent cover, and species richness. Fouling plates 
deployed near natural hard bottom areas supported 
higher species numbers than those deployed near soft 
bottom areas. Total cover, biomass, and species number 
increased significantly on plates submerged for three to 
twelve months. Fishes were immediately attracted to 
structures placed near hard-bottom areas ; the same 
species were attracted to structures placed on soft 
bottom, although colonization took longer. The number 
of fish species counted among existing structures 
(shipwrecks) ranged from 18 to 24, and number of 
individuals ranged from 7,911 to 24,965 . Sediment 
thickness is an important variable dicating [sick the 
distribution and abundance of attached invertebrates 
within the study area . Ninety-five percent of all sponges 
and 93°fi of all corals examined occurred in sediment 

depths less than 5 .0 cm. Octocorals were more abundant 
than sponges at all stations, and hard corals were 
uncommon . Different groups of fishes studied fed on 
planktonic, epibenthic, and infaunal invertebrates. There 
was little indication of diet overlap among species 
groups. 

ACC 171 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
CONSORTIUM ; 
THE ECOLOGICAL IMPACT OF A DEEPWATER 
PORT IN THE NORTHEASTERN GULF OF 
ME}aCO. 

BIE3L MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
CONSORTIUM, DAUPHIN ISLAND. AL 26 N. 

KEYWORD: benthic community, biology, 
continental shelf, hydrography, 
oceanography, physical process, 
dredging, port 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 892; TYPE ; YEAR 1985 
MARISCAI, R.N. ; 
COELENTERATES AND CRUSTACEANS OF THE 
FLORIDA COAST. 

DII3L FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY, 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES. 

KEYWORD : behavior, benthic fauna, feeding habit, 
hydroid, crustacea, crab, coelenterate, 
stone crab 

ABSTRACT: Dr. Mariscal and his graduate students 
have collected data on various aspects of the biology of 
several coelenterates and crustaceans found in the 
Florida waters. Data on different organisms and 
programs have been presented in 2 master's theses and 1 
PhD dissertation with 4 other master's theses in 

preparation . Studies have included work on life histories 
of hydroids, hydroids on hermit crabs, behavior and 
ecology of hermit crabs, predator prey relationships and 
symbiotic associations of stone crabs and hermit crabs, 
nematocyst biology and feeding and behavior of several 
coelenterates. 

ACC 755 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
MAItKEY, J . W. ; 
A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF MAINTENANCE 
DREDGING ON SELECTED ECOLOGICAL 
PARAMETERS IN THE GLJIFPORT SHIP 
CHANNEL, GULFPORT, MS. 

[31DL U.S . ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, MOBILE 
DISTRICT, MOBILE, AL 321 P. 

KEYWORD: benthos, biology, phytoplankton, 
salinity, trace metals, turbidity, 
dredging, bacteria, sediment transport, 
port 

ABSTRACT: Environmental effects of maintenance 
dredging in the Gulfport Ship Channel were determined 
in 1974 . Parameters measured during the period June 22, 
through December 11, 1974 included salinity, lurbidity, 
suspended solids, sediment particle size distribution, 
trace metals (copper, cadmium, iron, lead, zinc) in the 
water column and sediments, phytoplankion abundance 
and diversity, coG(orm bacteria concentration, and 
abundance and diversity of benthic macro-invertebrates. 
Discharge plumes associated with the dredging operation 
were less than 800 feet wide and ZOO) feet long. No 
plume was visible 2 - 3 hours after discharge. Natural 
influence on suspended solids (i .e ., wind, wave action, 
tidal changes) were reported to be greater than the 
dredging operation. Sediment transport resulted in only a 
thin deposit, 3 to 12 inches deep, on the spoil banks 
within 2,000 feet U( the point of discharge. There were 
no elects on trace metals in either the water column or 
in the sediments. No adverse impact on biological 
components of the study area was measured, although 
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the study period did not allow for a seasonal re-
examination of either benthic or pelagic communities . 

ACC 4091 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
MARMORINO, G.O. ; 
WIND-FORCED SEA LEVEL VARIABILITY ALONG 
THE WEST FLORIDA SHELF (WINTER, 1978} 

BIBL J . PHYS. OCEANOGR. 12389-405 . 

configurations of the Loop Current, shows that changes 
in the equilibrium coastal response are negligibly small . . . 

""""" 

ACC 4245 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
MARMORINO, G.O. ; 
VARIABILITY OF CURRENT, TEMPERATURE, 
AND BOTTOM PRESSURE ACROSS THE WEST 
FLORIDA CONTINENTAL SHELF, WINTER 1981-
1982 

KEYWORD : physical, oceanography, wind stress, E31DL J . GEOPFIYS . RES . (G OCEANS ATMOS.) 
loop current, meteorology, currents, 88(C7):4439-4457 . 
numerical model, circulation, tide 

ABSTRACT: Coastal tide gage and meteorological 
records from Pensacola to Key West (or the period 
January-April 1978 have been examined for low-
frequency fluctuations. The dominant 6-day period 
signals in sea level, alongshore wind stress, and 
atmospheric pressure were coherent over the entire shell 
and propagated southward, consistent with the movement 
o! cold fronts through the area . Sea level response 
lagged the local wind stress by 18 h (in the north) t0 9 h 
(in the south). In response to a 1 dyn cm to the -2nd 
alongshore stress, sea-level amplitudes were largest 
(about 60 cm) where the shelf is widest (200 km) and 
undergoes an abrupt bend, and were about 30 cm 
elsewhere ; large transient alongshore sea level slopes, on 
the order of 10 to the 61h, were thus set up. A linear 
steady-stale shelf circulation model (Hsueh, 1980) is used 
to explore the sea level distribution that is in frictional 
equilibrium with a wind stress of given orientation . For a 
bottom resistance coefficient of 0.014 cm s to the -Ist, a 
value suggested by an analysis of February current 
measurements on the inner shelf, the model results 
resemble the observed response. Modeled responses are 
trapped to within the inner shelf (depths < 30 m) with 
an e-folding scale of about 60 km . Experimentation with 
open-ocean forcing, idealized as a sheltbreak sea level 
distribution induced by various hypothetical 

KEYWORD: current, temperature, pressure, model, 
circulation, wind 

ABSTRACT: Observations are analyzed from tour 
current meter moorings deployed on the broad 
continental shelf in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico from 
November 29, 1981 to February 8, 1982 (71 days). 
Consistent with recent modeling studies, the shelf 
circulation responds within an inertial period to the 
alternating up-and-down-coast synoptic scale wind 
forcing. Average response to a 0.5 dyn cm super (-2) 
alongshore wind stress (as measured at the coast) is 
similar to 20 cm s super (-1) off Cedar Key and similar 
to 40 cm s super(-1) in the north where the shelf narrows 
(oft Cape San Bias) . Lower layer currents veer 
counterclockwise with depth, as in a bottom Ekman layer 
(c-folding scale similar t0 8 m) . The pressure field 
decays offshore (e-folding state similar to 160 km) and 
yields a geostrophic current in good agreement with the 
observed along shelf flow. 

""""" 

ACC 2513; TYPE P ; YEAR 1945 
MARSHALL, N . ; 
THE MOULTING WITHOUT GROWTH OF SPINY 
LOBSTERS, PANULIRUS ARGUS, KEPT IN A LIVE 
CAR. 

DIBL TRANS . AM. FISH . SOC. 75 :267. 

KEYWORD: Dade, spiny lobster, tagging, growth, 
weight, length 

ABSTRACT: A tagging study of captive spiny 
lobsters (Panulirus argus) revealed little growth 
increment (weight or length) between pre and post 
molting. The lack of growth was attributed to captivity 
conditions rather than the tagging method . Caution is 
advised in applying growth rate data obtained from 
laboratory studies to field populations of I' . argus. 

ACC 549 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
MARTIN, RG. ; 
NORTHERN AND EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO 
CONTINENTAL MARGIN: STRATIGRAPHIC AND 
STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK 

IN AH. t30UMA, G.T. MOORE, AND J.M . 
COLEMAN . EDS. FRAMEWORK, FACIGS, AND OIL 
TRAPPING CHARACITRISTICS OFT[ 1E UPPER 
CONTINENTAL MARGIN . P . 21-42. 

111111, AM . ASSOC . PET. GGOL, TULSA, OK. 

KI?YWORD : fault, geologic history, geology, 
sedimentation, straugraphy, structure, 
continental margin 

ABSTRACT: 'Me continental margin of the 
northern Gulf of Mexico extends from DeSuio Canyon to 
northern Mexico and from more than 300 km inland in 

the central Gulf ('.cast to the deep gulf floor. II is 
composed of a broad wedge of Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
strata that accumulated almost continuously from 

Jurassic time to the present. Mesozoic and Cenozoic 

deposits are more than 15 km thick beneath the lower 
coastal plain and adjacent continental shell. For the most 



part, the margin is a Cenozoic clastic embankment built 
by the inpouring of sediments from the continental 
interior after the late Cretaceous-Paleocene laramide 
orogeny . Sediment supplies generally exceeded the 
subsidence rate, prograding the seaward face of the 
margin more than 400 km from the edge of Cretaceous 
carbonate platform deposits under the coastal plain, to 
the present position of the continental slope . Along the 
inner regions o! the coastal plain from Alabama to 
southwestern Texas, updip members of Mesozoic and 
Cenozoic units rest unconformably on complexly folded 
and faulted Paleozoic rocks of the Ouachita and 
Appalachian tectonic belts. Major structural anomalies 
affecting the Mesozoic-Cenozoic sequence of the coastal 
plain, shelf, and slope are salt diapirs, growth faults, and 
shale uplifts . Salt structures are concentrated in interior 
basins in the inner coastal plain, along the lower coast 
from central Texas to DeSoto Canyon, and across the 
continental shelf to the fool of the slope . Regional 
systems of growth faults slice through Cenozoic units 
beneath coastal Texas and Louisiana and in the adjacent 
shelf. Many o[ these faults formed as a response to 
sediment o. . .clastic sediments of Ordovician, Silurian, and 
Devonian age. Triassic red beds and associated diabase 
arc common in the extensive graben systems that 
underlie northwestern Florida . Southern peninsular 
Florida is underlain by basement composed of volcanic 
and hypabyssal rocks of Triassic and Early Jurassic age. 
Geophysical data suggest similar basement complexes 
beneath the West Florida Shelf and Slope. 

""""" 

ACC 551 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
MARTIN, R.G . ; E30UMA, AH. ; 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF GULF OF ME?QCO. 

IN AH. 130UMA, G.T. MOORS, AND J.M . 
COLEMAN. EDS . FRAMEWORK, FACIES, AND 
OILTRAPPING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
UPPER CONTINENTAL MARGIN . 3-20 P . 

f31[3L AM . ASSOC . PET . GEOL, TULSA, OK . 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, diapir, fault, geology, 
geomorphology, physiography, 
sedimentation, tectonic 

ABSTRACT: The Gulf of Mexico covers an area of 
more than 1,500,000 sq km, has a maximum depth of 
about 3,700 m. and includes many of the geomorphic 
features o[ large oceans. The continental shelf, slope, rise 
and abyssal plain comprise the major physiographic 
provinces of the gulf and contain a variety of 
subprovinces distinguished by topographic character and 
geomorphic history . The gulf shelf is a relatively smooth, 
gently sloping surface marked locally by low-relief 
features formed by sea-level llucation during the 
Pleistocene, reef growth, near-surface movement of 
diapiric salt and mud, and faulting. Shelf width varies 
from about 280 km oft the Florida and Yucatan 
Peninsulas to less than 10 km at the Mississippi Delta. 
The continental slope consists o[ a considerable variety 
of physiographic features that encircle the deep gulf 
floor. The distinctive subprovinces of the gulf slope have 
evolved in response to reef building end conlruciional 
sedimentation on the Florida and Yucatan carbonate 
platforms; erosion, nondepositional sedimentation in the 
region off Texas and Louisiana; the large accumulation 
of mainly Pleistocene sediment on a former continental 
slope seaward of the Mississippi Delta; tectonic uplift 
and diapirism in the Golfo de Campeche ; and shale 
mobilization off eastern Mexico. In contrast to the 
greatly varied, irregular topography of the continental 
slope, the deep sea0oor of the gulf (composed of the 
continental rise and abyssal plain provinces) is an almost 
featureless plain smoothed by turbidile and pelagic 

sedimentation and marked locally by low-relief knolls, 
sedimentary aprons and small-leveed channels . 

""""" 

ACC 2448; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
MARTIN, R.E. ; 
DISTRIBUT70N AND ECOLOGY OF THE 
FORAMINIFERA OF JOHN PENNEICAMP CORAL 
REEF STATE PARK, KEY LARGO, FLORIDA, 
WITH EMPHASIS UPON THE EFFECTS OF 
TURBID WATER PRODUCED BY DREDGING. 

f31QL M.A THESIS . UNIV. OF FLA 205 P . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, distribution, ecology, 
foraminifera, reef, wave, currents, 
diversity, turbidity, sediment, salinity, 
tempcidiwe, DO 

ABSTRACT: Studies were conducted on the 
distribution and ecology of the foraminifera in the reef 
environments of John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park. 
It was found wave and current action cause a seaward 
decrease in general species diversity, richness, and 
equitability. Study of the effect of high, dredge induced 
turbidity showed no significant impact on populations of 
foraminifera . Also, pholotacuc testing of turbidity-
induced decreases in light intensity showed little effect on 
photic responses . 

""""" 
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ACC 4092; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
MATHIS, K . ; CATO, J.C. ; DEGNER, R.L ; 
IANDRUM, P.D . ; PROCHASKA, F.J. ; 
COMMERCIAL FISHING ACTIVITY AND FACILITY 
NEEDS IN FLORIDA DARE AND MONROE 
COUNTIES . 

ACC 303; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
MA'I'URO, F .J . ; CALUWELL, J.W. ; ING[tAM, W. ; 
IlEAf2NE, F.L ; 
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF THE MAFIA 
(MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA) WATER 
COLUMN BASELINE DATA 

I31BL FLORIDA AGRICULTURE MARKET BII3I. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
RESEARCH CENTER, INDUSTRY REPT. 79-3 . WASHINGTON, D.C. E3LM/YM/ES-75R. l43 P 

KEYWORD : biology, commercial fishery, landings KEYWORD: metal, oceanography, physical process, 
(value), landings (pounds), salinity, temperature, zooplankton, 
sociceconomicx, port MAFIA depth, distribution 

ABSTRACT': Information on the commercial 
seafood industries of Dade and Monrce Counties was 
obtained from published reports and from a mail survey 
of commercial fishermen and seafood dealers . Total 
seafood landings in the two counties were valued at $14.6 
million in 1971 . By 1976, landings had increased in value 
to $26.6 million. About 950 people were engaged in 
commercial fishing and 50 firths were registered as 
dealers. Registrations of commercial boats declined in 
Dade County but increased in Monrce County from 
19634 to 1977-78, while pleasure boat registrations 
nearly tripled in the two counties together . Fishermen 
and dealers noted improvements they felt were needed in 
facilities and services in the ports and landing areas used . 

ABSTRACT : In the MAf1A region, a strong 
correlation exists between the zooplankton community 
and its environment . Two general regimes of 
environmental !actors weigh heavily in this strong 
correlation : (1) inshore-offshore [actors, and (2) surface 
to bottom layering. Important components of inshore-
offshore patterns include station depth, net range, and 
salinity range, all of which are associated with deeper, 
more offshore stations; whereas, net depth, temperature, 
and temperature and salinity range are associated with 
surface to bottom layering. In general, species 
assemblages found to be correlated with the environment 
are regulated either by depth factors or changes in 
salinity and temperature. The low correlation between 
the zooplankton community and suspended trace metals 
indicates that low trace metals in the MAI1A area are 
not an important lector governing zooplankton 
community structure. However, the variation of trace 
metals within the zooplankters themselves is highly 
dependent on the species composition of the 
uwplankton community . This suggests that different 
organisms are affected differentially by hydrocarbons. 

ACC 4093 ; TYPE P ; YFiAIt 1977 
MAUI G.A ; 
THE ANNUAL CYCLE OF THE LOOP CURRENT 
PART I : OBSERVATIONS DURING A ONE-YEAR 
TIME SERIES. 

I31IIL J. MAR. RES . 35 :29-47. 

KEYWORD : physical, oceanography, hydrography, 
circulation, currents, loop current, 
Landsat, remote sensing, intrusion 

ABSTRACT: The Gulf Loop Current is that portion 
of the Gulf Stream System which connects the Yucatan 
Current and the Florida Current in the eastern Gulf of 

Mexico. An experiment to cut the annual cycle proposed 
by C.eipper (1970) was conducted from August 1972, 
through September 1972 7rvelve pathlines of the 22 
degrees C isotherm at 100 meters depth were made from 

Yucatan to the Florida Keys at 36-day intervals in 
conjunction with a satellite oceanography project. The 

sequence of pathlines shows an annual cycle of 
penetration into the eastern Gulf that is in phase with 
the historical annual cycle o[ current speeds and 
transports of the Gulf Stream, and is also reelected in 

tide gage sea-level records taken from Key West, Havana 
and Progreso. The data suggest that an excess inflow of 
Yucatan Current water of 4 x IOm s to the 4th over 

outflow of Florida Current water in the upper SW meters 

is required to make the loop Current grow ; the outflow 
required to maintain static sea level conditions in the 

Gulf is postulated to be into the Caribbean Sea through 

the Yucatan Strait b ;Iow this reference level. SCI)d1dilUn 
of an anucyclonic eddy appears to be part of the annual 

cycle, which is shown to have great year-to-year 

variability . 
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ACC 4264; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
MAUL, G.A; 
THE 1971973 CYCLE OF THE GULF LOOP 
CURRENT: PART 2 MASS AND SALT BALANCES 
OF THE BASIN. 

PRESENTED AT SYMP. PROGRESS IN MARINE 
RESEARCH IN THE CARIBBEAN AND ADJACENT 
REGIONS, CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 12 JULY 1976 . 
BIBL FAO, ROME (ITALY). 

KEYWORD: loop current, eddy, continental shelf, 
hydrography, salinity, temperature 

ABST'RAC'T: Hydrograpic sections were made 
across the Yucatan Strait and the Straits of Florida 
approximately every month from May 1972 to Sept. 1973. 
These data encompass a cycle of the Gulf Loop Current 
from eddy separation to eddy separation . The data 
suggest that the S C water near the bottom of the 
Yucatan Strait is forced out of the Gulf of Mexico when 
the Loop starts to form. About mid-way through the 
growth phase, resident Gulf waters advect out the Straits 
of Florida between the continental shell of the United 
Slates and the Florida Current . After separation of an 
eddy, the 5 C water flows back into the basin, continuity 
being maintained by continued flow along the Florida 
coast. In the upper 700 m, approximately 10% of the 
water flowing into the basin through the Yucatan Strait is 
exchanged with resident Gulf waters before flowing out 
the Straits of Florida . The eddy separation causes an 
injection of 10 SU-16 g of salt into the western Gulf, and 
accounts for approocimately 75% of the total salt 
exchange between the Gulf Loop Current and resident 
Gulf waters. Even though the basin has an excess of 
evaporation over precipitation, river runoff more than 
accounted for the atmospheric loss of fresh water during 
the 1972-1973 cycle . 

ACC 24491 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
MAY, J.A . ; PERKINS, R.D. ; 
ENDOIITHIC INFESTATION OF CARBONATE 
SUBSTRATES BELOW THE SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACE. 

BIBL J . SEDIMENT. PETROL 49(2)357-378. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, carbonate, substrate, 
sediment, coral, reef 

ABS'T'RACT : Carbonate substrates consisting of 
crushed conch shells and inorganic calcite were planted 
at and below the sediment-water interface in Florida 
Bay, Florida, Middle Marsh, North Carolina, and Carrie 
Bow Cay, Belize, to study endolithic infestation. The 
endolithic community of substrates beneath the sediment-
water interface was less diverse than that at the sediment 
surface . Endolithic forms and activity are described 
through electron and light microscopic examinations. 
('This is the first known evidence of endolilhic activity 
within buried marine sediments .) Endolithic heterotrophs 
may significantly affect the surrounding 
macrcenvironment within sediments, possibly increasing 
sediment porosity . 

ACC 700; TYPE ;YEAR NO D 
MCAULIFFE, C.D . ; SMALLEY, AE. ; GROOVER, 
R.D . ; WELSH, W.M . ; PICKLE, W.S . ; JONES. 
CHEVRON MAIN PASS BLOCK 41 SPILL 
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS . 

DIAL CONFERENCE ON PREVENTION AND 
CONTROL OFOIL POLLUTION. 

KEYWORD: benthic fauna, bioassay, biology, 
chemistry, hydrocarbon, sediment, oil 
spill, pollution, water quality 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 799; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
MCCAFFREY, P.M. ; 
STUDIES ON THE COMPOSITION AND 
ORGANIZATION OF THE DEMERSAL 
ICH'THYOFAUNA OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 
ZONE IN THE NORTHEASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

BIBL FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION, TECHNICAL 
SERVICES VOLUME VI . NO.1 . 576 P . 

KEYWORD: biology, demersal fish, fishery, species 
composition 

ABS'TRAC'T' : Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 4177 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
MCCAULL, J . ; 
THE BLACK TIDE 

BIBL ENVIRONMENT 11(9):2-16. 

KEYWORD: pollution, offshore drilling, fishery, 
ecology, oil spill 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 2120 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
MCCORMICK, K. ; 
THE SHRIMP INDUSTRY: GULF OF ME}QCO 
TRAWLING. 

BIBL FISH . NEWS lNT. 18(IO) :77. 

KEYWORD: shrimp, life history, distribution, pink 
shrimp, brown shrimp, commercial 
fishery, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT "This general review article of the 
shrimp industry of the Gulf of Mexico summarizes 
information on the species caught, their life histories and 
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their distributions. Seasonal variations in the abundance 
and distribution of the 3 Penaeus species are discussed . 

ACC 2121 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
MCCOY, E. ; BELL, S . ; 
MARINE BIOGEOGRAPI-flC BOUNDARIES ON 
FLORIDA'S WEST COAST: 

PRESENTED AT ANNUAL MEETING OF FLORIDA 
FIELD BIOLOGISTS, TAMPA, FL 

BIBL 

KEYWORD : biogeography, fish, crustacean, 
polychaete, mollusc, distribution 

ABS7'RAC7' : The distribution of S major taxa 
(teleost fish, decapod crustaceans, polychaelous annelids, 
and bivalve and gastropod molluscs) on the west coast of 
Florida was examined from distributional literature to 
determine whether or not Tampa Bay serves as a 
biogeographic boundary between temperate and tropical 
fauna . Species distributions were compiled from 8 
shallow water sites between Pensacola/Panama City and 
Florida Bay and analyzed with Pielou's coincident end 
point technique and Raup and Crick s probabilistic 
similarity technique. Although a large number of 
endemic species were recorded for Tampa Bay, no true 
boundary was detected. Several species present in 
Florida Bay buy absent at sites immediately to the north 
may indicate a boundary in the vicinity of Cape Itomano; 
however, many of these species may be fount in deeper 
water offshore far north of the Cape Romano area . 

ACC 2122; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
MCCOY, E.D . ; BELL, S . ; 
TAMPA BAY: THE END OF THE LINE? 

BIBL PRESENTED AT TAMPA BAY AREA 
SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION SYMPOSIUM, TAMPA. 
Fl . 

KEYWORD : fish, crustacean, polychaete, mollusc, 
biogeography, distribution 

ABSTRACT: The distribution of 5 major taxa 
(teleost fish, decapod crustaceans, polychaetous annelids, 
and bivalve and gastropod molluscs) on the west coast of 
Florida was examined from distributional literature to 
determine whether or not Tampa Bay serves as a 
biogeographic boundary between temperate and tropical 
fauna . Species distributions were compiled from 8 
shallow water sites between Pensacola/Panama City and 
Florida Day and analysed with Pielou's coincident end 
point technique and Raup and Crick's probabilistic 
similarity technique . Although a large number of 
endemic species were recorded for Tampa Bay, no true 
boundary was detected. Several species present in 
Florida Bay but absent al sites immediately to the north 
may indicate a boundary in the vicinity of Cape Romano; 
however, many o! these species may be found in deeper 
water offshore far north of the Cape Romano area . 

ALL 2123; 'TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
MCCOY, E.D . ; 131:1 . .1 S .S . ; WALTERS, K . ; 
A SIMPLE TECHNIQUE FOR LOCATING FIARAL 
AND FAUNAL BOUNDARIES. 

BIBL PRESENTED AT [3ENTHIC ECOLAG . 
MEETING ., PLA . INSTITUTE Of"I'ECI-INOLOGY 
MELBOURNE, FL 

KEYWORD: communities, molluscs 

ABSTF2ACf : A simple probabilistic Monle Carlo 
test is presented (or locating boundaries among groups of 
animals or plans. Using data from the North Atlantic, 
the technique was compared to other methods for 3 
examples : the location of faunal zones on the Gulf coast 

of Florida ; the location of boundary layers in oceanic 
plankton communities ; and the separation of mollusks on 
a tidal gradient . 'Ilie application of the technique in the 
benthic environment is discussed . 

ACC 4094; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
MCCOY, E.D. ; 
RARE, THREATENED, AND ENDANGERED 
PLANT SPECIES OF SOUTHWEST FLORIDA AND 
POTENTIAL OCS ACTIVITY IMPACTS. 

BIBL U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, 
BIOLOGICAL SERVICES PROGRAM . 
WASHINGTON, DC FWS/OF3S-81/50. 83 P. 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal, ecology, oil and gas, 
endangered species, oil spill, hurricane 

ABSTRACT: This report on rare, threatened, and 
endangered plants of southwest Florida is a compilation 
of all species so designated or considered for listing by 
Federal, State, and private agencies or organizations. Of 

274 species in Pinellas, Hillsborough, Manatee, Sarasota, 
Charlotte, Lee, Collier, and Monrce Counties, 43 

occurring in coastal habitats will be most affected by 
Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) development. The most 
serious potential effects of OCS activities on plants 
would result from oil spills . Under certain unfavorable 
conditions, offshore spills could adversely affect 
concentrations of coastal plants in predicted landfall 
areas. Rapid oil landfall is greaser in summer, when 
onshore prevailing winds, thunderstorms and hurricanes 
occur. Potential damage to coastal habitats from OCS 
development can be lessened by centering activities at 

1'on Manatee, relatively distant from concentrations of 
coastal plant species and already possessing developed 
facilities. Except for oil spills, adverse effects of OCS oil 
exploration and production on rare, threatened, and 
endangered plants in southwest llorida are minor. As 
part of the pervasive historical reduction of natural 



habitats, however, the potential effects should not be 
ignored . 

"t """ 

ACC 4190 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
MCCULLOCH, W.L ; NEFF, J.M. ; ('.ARK R.S . ; 
BIOAVAILABILITY OF SPIECPM METALS FROM 
USED OFFSHORE DRIWNG MUDS TO THE 
CLAM RANGIA CUNFATA AND THE OYSTER 
C',RASSOSTRFA GIGAS. 

BI(3L PROC. SYMP./RES. ENVIRON. FATE EFF. 
DRILL FLUIDS CUTTINGS 2:964-983. 

KEYWORD : metal, drilling fluid, drilling mud, 
heavy metal, mollusc, oyster 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 1102 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/A 
MCDONALD, G. ; 
WATER HEIGHT'S ASSOCIATED WITH VARIOUS 
HURRICANES. 

BIBL U.S . ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, MOBILE 
DISTRICT, MOBILE, AL 

KEYWORD: hurricane, tide, water level 

ABSTRACT : Several larger hurricanes occurring in 
the Gulf of Mexico were investigated and reported on . 
Water heights associated with each hurricane were 
included in these reports as well as patterns of 
movements and dates o[ occurrence from 1911 to the 
present time . 

""""" 

ACC 4235 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
MCEACIiRAN, J.D . ; FINUCANG, J.N. ; HALL, LS. ; 
DISTRIBUTION SEASONALITY AND ABUNDANCE 
OF KING MACKEREL SCOMBEROMORUS-
CAVALLA AND SPANISH MACKEREL 
SCOMBEROMORUS-MACULAIUS LARVAE IN 
THE NORTHWESTERN GULF OF ME}UCO PISCES 
SCOMBRIDAL 

BIE3L NORTHEAST GULF SCI . 4(1) :1-16. 

KEYWORD: distribution, seasonality, abundance, 
king mackerel, Spanish mackerel, 
larvae, spawning 

ABSTRACT : Larvae of king mackerel S . cavalla and 
Spanish mackerel S. maculatus were collected from 
1975 .1977 off the Texas coast (USA). Both species were 
captured from May-October. S . cavalla was relatively 
more abundant of the 2 spp . and occurred most 
abundantly over the middle and outer continental shell 
(35-183 m). At least 35% . of the larvae were captured in 
September of each year. S. maculatus larvae occurred 
most abundantly over the inner continental shelf (12.50 
m) . S . cavalla spawned from May-September to early 
October, with the greatest spawning intensity occurring 
over the middle and outer continental shelf during 
September . S . maoulatus spawned from May-September 
to early October over the inner continental shelf, but 
spawning was less intensive and more irregular than for 
S . cavalla . Comparisons with other larval studies of S . 
cavalla and S . maculalus suggest that the northwestern 
and northeastern Gulf of Mexico and the coast off the 
southeastern USA are important spawning areas for S. 
cavalla and that the eastern and northeastern Gull o[ 
Mexico are important spawning areas for S . maculatus. 

""""" 

ACC 4095 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1963 
MCERLEAN, AJ. ; 
A STUDY OF THE AGE AND GROWTH OF TIC 
GAG, MYCTEROPERCA MICROLEPIS GOODE 
AND BEAN, ON THE WEST COAST OF FLORIDA 

DIBL ST. BD. CONSERV. TECH . SEK 41 :1-29 . 

KEYWORD: biology, grouper, recreational fishery, 
fife history, reproduction, coastal, 
commercial fishery 

ABSTRACT : The age and growth U! M. microlepis 
was studied by otolith method over a nine month period . 
Other aspects of the biology of this species were also 
studied . The following results were obtained : l) the 
species on the Florida west coast can be aged by otolith 
methods, 2) linear growth was estimated by back 
calculation . The species attains a standard length of 
approximately seven inches during its first year of lice . 
Increments of four and three inches are added during the 
second and third years. Al this point, and to the age o! 
six, growth increments average about three inches. 3) 
The species appears to be depth-size distributed . 4) 
Reproduction occurs offshore in the early spring . The 
eggs and larvae are probably demersal and pelagic. 

ACC 2450 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1955 
MCGIN'I'Y, 7'.L ; 
NEW MARINE MOLLUSCS FROM FLORIDA 

I3I[3L PROC. ACAD. NAT SCI., PI IILADGLPHIA PA 
CV11 :75 l7 . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, mollusc, depth 

ABSTRACT : twelve new species U( marine 
molluscs were recovered and described from dredge 
samples taken from about 1400 stations adjacent to or in 
the Gulf Stream, from Jupiter to the Key West area in 
offshore depths varying from shallow water to greater 
than 150 fathoms. These species include: Cryoiurris 
engonia, Daphnella siegeri, Nitra noisei, Nhra olssoni, 
Fusileurus pauli, I:ndoliun lhompsoni, Acctcon finlayi, 
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I3ullina exquiseta, Scaphander pilsbryi, Senele bellaslriata drilling nn the shell . Drilling appears to be a secondary meiofauna must be studied in more detail, and sampling 
donovani, Lini locklini, Aclistothyra aUanuca . process in many cases, but is seldom found inward of the techniques must be relined . 

area of occlusion, or outer margin of the oyster shell . 
""""" 

""""" 

ACC 313; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
MCGRAW, K.A ; 
TWO ABERRANT FORMS OF THE MOON 
JELLYFISH, AUREUA AURITA (ANNE) . IN THE 
NORTHEASTERN GULF OF ME)GCO . 

BI[3L CHESAPEAKE SCI . 15(1):55-56. 

KEYWORD: hydrozoa, scyphozoa, biology, coastal 
water, distribution 

AI3STRACI' : The moon jellyfish, Aurelia aurila 
(l,inne), is common in the coastal waters of the 
northeastern Gulf of Mexico from September Through 
December, with infrequent occurrences in March and 
April. From April, 19'71 to June, 1973 over 1500 normal 
specimens of Aurelia aurita were collected in a monthly 
sampling program, utilizing trawls and dip nets off the 
coasts of Mississippi, Alabama and Florida and one mile 
beach surveys on the barrier islands. "I`vo aberrant 
Aurelia aurila were obtained during routine beach 
surveys. 

ACC 762; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
MCILWAIN, 'I'.D . ; 
FISHERY MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT. 

131[31 . GULF COAST RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . COMPLETION REPORT TO 
NOA ON PROJECT 2-296-K . 

KEYWORD: biology, commercial fishery, fish, 
shrimp, plankton, nekton, purse seiner, 
trawl fishery 

ABSTRACT: This report consists of catch statistics 
during the fisheries monitoring end assessment program 

from January, 1977 to December, 1981 . Plankton, 
micronekton, trawl, seines and oyster collections were 
made . Physical measurements were taken at each station. 

ACC 2514 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
MCINTYItG, an. ; 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE STATUS OF SUBTIDAL 
MEIOFAUNA RESEARCH . 

ACC 798 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
MCGRAW, K.A ; GUN'I'I3R, G . ; 
OBSERVATIONS ON KIWNG OF THE VIRGINA 
OYSTER BY THE GULF OYSTER RORER, 'I'HAIS 
HAEMASTOMA, WITH EVIDENCE FOR A 
PARALYTIC SECRETION. 

l31(3[, SMI"1'I ISONIAN CON'I'fll(3 . ZOOL Nn. 76, 149-
154 P . 

KEYWORD : bade, meiofauna, ecology, distribution, 
seasonal, depth 

DI[3L PROC. NATL SI IBLLPISII . ASSOC, 62:95-97 . 

KLYWORD: biology, commercial fishery, life 
history, oyster, predauon, mollusc 

ABSTRACT: Experiments conducted with adult 
Thais haemastoma indicate that this oyster borer utilizes 
a paralytic secretion in attacking oysters. Approximately 
30%v of the oysters eaten by "1'hais showed no evidence of 

ABSTRACT : 'Me published data on quantitative 
aspects of subudal meiofauna populations and their 
ecology was reviewed . The regional and vertical 
distribution, seasonal fluctuations, and composition of 
populations of subtidal meiolauna were considered in the 
review. It was concluded that geographic and depth 
range of sampling must lx extended, seasonal changes in 

ACC 304 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
MCKOWN, M.M . ; MONTAI_VO, J.G . ; 
THE QUALITY CONTROL OF TRACE METAL 
ANALYSIS FOR THE MAFIA (MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA) ENVIRONMENTAL 
SURVEY. 

f3lBL BUREAU OP [AND MANAGf:MEN'I', 
WAS[ IINGTON, D.C BIM/YM/L;S-75-3. 190 P. 

KEYWORD: biology, food chain, metal, 
oceanography, continental shell, 
sedimentation, MAFIA, trace metal 

ABSTRACT: A comprehensive quality control 
program was conducted by Gulf South Research Institute 
in support of the MAFLA "('race Metal Phase of the 
Baseline Environmental Survey . Five different types of 
marine environmental samples, chosen at random from 
the samples analysed by the prime contractor were 
submitted (or quality control verification of eight 
different trace metals. 

""""" 



ACC 2515 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
MCLAUGHLIN, P . ; 7'fiORHAUG . A ; 
RESTORATION OF 'TfiAIASSIA TESTUDIN[JM : 
ANIMAL COMMUNITY IN A MATURING FOUR-
YEAR-01.1) SITE--PRELIMINARY RESULTS . 

BIBL IN : U.P. COLE (ED.), THE RESTORATION OF 
COASTAL VEGETATION IN FLORIDA: PROC. OF 
THE FIFI7i ANNU. CONE, MAY 13, 1978, TAMPA, 
FL 

KEYWORD: Dade, seagrass, annelid, mollusc, 
shrimp, crustacean, abundance, 
diversity 

ABSTRACT : The fauna of a restore) seagrass bed 
and an undisturbed natural seagrass bed are compared . 
Marked differences were noted with respect to annelids, 
isopods, molluscs, and penaeid shrimp. Restored areas 
versus controls preliminarily showed similar animal 
abundances and diversities. 

ACC 2516 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1961 
MCNULTY, J.K . ; 
ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SEWAGE POLLUTION 
IN BISCAYNE BAY, FLORIDA SEDIMENTS AND 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF BENTTUC AND FOULING 
MACRO-ORGANISMS. 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI. GULF. CARIRI3. I1(3):394-
447. 

KEYWORD: bade, sediment, distribution, benthic, 
fouling, pollution, DO, invertebrate, 
stress 

ABSTRACT : harmful effects, fertilizing effects and 
indicator organisms of sewage pollution in f3iscayne Day 
were described. Three stations close to sewage outlalls 
indicated harmful effects . Fertilizing effects caused many 
species of attached vegetation and benthic animals to 
become more abundant. Indicator organisms of both 
harmful and fertilizing effects were evident . The 
dominance of tubicilous amplupods on glass panels 

exposed for one month was the major characteristic of 
the [puling complex in highly polluted areas. 

""""" 

ACC 2517 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1962 
MCNULTY, J.K . ; WORK, R.C ; MOORE, H.Q. ; 
SOME RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE INFAUNA 
OF THE LEVEL BOTTOM AND THE SEDIMENT IN 
SOUTH FLORIDA. 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . GULF CAItIDU . 12322-332. 

KEYWORD: Dade, sediment, invertebrate, in[auna 

ABSTRACT : Detritus feeders were found to 
predominate in the finest sediments, and deposit and 
filter feeders at intermediate grades, but the latter were 
most abundant at a considerably greater particle size 
than that found by Sanders in Buzzards Bay. 'there was 
a very close correlation between the body size of the 
deposit feeders and the panicle size, regardless of the 
type of animal concerned . 

ACC 2518; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
MCNUL"CY, J.K . ; 
EFFECTS OF ABATEMENT OF DOMESTIC 
SEWAGE POLLUTION ON THE BENTHOS, 
VOLUMES OF ZAOPLANKTON AND THE 
FOULING ORGANISMS OF BISCAYNE BAY, 
FLORIDA 

f31BL STUD . TROP. OCGNAOGIZ. MIAMI, 9:107 P. 19 
ti c s. 

KEYWORD: bade, pollution, zooplanklon, fouling, 
benlhic, invertebrate, nutrient, 
phosphate 

AI3S'I'ItACI': A comparison of Use benthos before 
and four years after pollution abatement was presented. 
The pollution consisted of 1% to 227 million titers per 
day of untreated domestic sewage . AI distances of 2100 
to 740 meters seaward from outlalls, in water depths of 

one to three meters, hard bottom populations of benthic 
macroinvertebrates had declined from abnormally large 
number of species and individuals to normal numbers of 
each, while soft bottom populations had changed 
qualitatively but not quantitatively . Adjacent to outfalls, 
populations had increased in numbers of species and 
numbers of individuals in hard sandy bottoms only . 
Volumes of zooplankton had decreased to about one-halt 
the preabatement values in poorly hushed waters ; 
elsewhere they remained about the same . Dissolved 
inorganic phosphate-phosphorus decreased similarly . 
Abundance of amphipod tubes declined markedly. No 
evidence o! improve) commercial and sport fishing 
followed abatement (probably from persistence of other 
forms of pollution and dredging) . 

ACC 2451 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
MCPIIEIlSON, E3.F . ; 
STUDIES ON THE BIOLOGY OF THE TROPICAL. 
SEA URCHIN, ECHINOMETRA JUCUN'IER AND 
ECHINOMEI'RA VIRIDIS . 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 19(1):194-213. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, biology, spawning, reef, 
echinodermata, growth, reproduction, 
feeding habit, behavior 

A13S'I'ftAC"f: 71ie growth and reproduction of 2 
echinoid species, Bchinometra lucunter and G. viridis 
were studied at 5 locations in the Florida Keys . 
Gametogenesis was found to occur during spring and 
summer, with both species spawning in tale summer or 
early fall . "I'he reproductive cycles of E. lucunter from 
different habitats were similar, although relative gonad 
growth and test site were greater in individuals from 
inshore areas than those from offshore patch reefs. 
Variations in abundance and site of urchins between 
locations are cited. Feeding habits and behavior of both 
species are discussed. 

""""" 
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ACC 634 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
MEISdURGER, E . ; HULMES, LJ . ; HANDS, 1 ..[3 . ; 
WILLIAMS, S.J . ; EVERTS . D.N . ; PRINS. 
BARRIER ISLAND SEDIMENTATION STUDIES 
PROGRAM. 

IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE 
COASTAL ZONE 80. 810-828 P . 

BIE3L AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 
HOLLYWOOD, FL 

KEYWORD : barrier island, erosion, geology, model, 
physical process, sedimentation, 
sediment transport 

ABSTRACT: Not available 

""""" 

ACC 2228 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1972 
MENLIES, RJ . ; GEORGE, RY. ; 
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR AND 
SURVIVAL OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES 
EXPOSED TO VARIATIONS IN HYDROSTATIC 
PRESSURE. 

I31[3I_ TNT. LIFE OCEANS, COAST WAT. 13(2):155-
159 . 

KEYWORD : invertebrate, pressure, temperature, 
salinity, stress 

ABSTRACT: The effect of hydrostatic pressure in 
living specimens of tropical slenothermal species was 
studied in order to evaluate the relationship between the 
high temperatures and organisms genetically and 
physiologically adapted to a warm water milieu. The 
effect of pressure on eurythertnal stenobathial species 
physiologically acclimated to high and low temperatures 
was also studied . Generally, increasing temperature 
increases the pressure required to elicit reversible 
reactions such as "increased activity" and letany, or 
paralysis, whereas increasing temperature generally 
evokes the irreversible response of death (! .D 50) at a 
decreasing pressure. Tropical stenothertns tend to be 

more sensitive to hydrostatic pressure than eurythermal-
temperate species at the same or similar temperatures . 

""""" 

ACC 4096; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
MENZIES. R.J . ; KRUCZYNSKI, W.L ; 
ISOPOD CRUSTACEA (EXCLUSIVE EPICARIDEA) : 
MEMOIRS OF THE HOURGLASS CRUISES. VOL 
VI, PART I. 

I31BL MARINE RESEARCI-I LABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DEPART'MEN'T OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES, S1'. PG'I'GRS[3UKG, FL 126 P. 

KEYWORD : ecology, crustacea, systematic, 
distribution, biology, zoogeography, 
epi[auna, hourglass, benthic, 
continental shell 

ABSTRACT: Thirty-two species in 26 genera of 
marine isopoci crustaceans (excluding Epicaridea) were 
captured in a 28-month program at ten stations (6 l0 73 
m) along two transacts on the central west Florida shell. 

Two new species in new genera [Tropedotea lyonsi 
(Idotheidae), Edwinjoyoea horologium (Arcwridae)] are 
described, as are eight new species in previously known 
genera (Arcturella spinata and Arcturella bispinata 
(Arcturidae), Gnathia Iloridensis (Gnathiidae), 
Mesanthura Ooridensis and Skuphonura lindae 
(Mthuridae), Paranlhura lloridensis (1'aranthuridae), 
I .ironeca lropicelis (CymulhuiJac), Carpias OoriJensis 
(Janiridae)]. High incidence of new taxa reflects little 
previous study of Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean shelf 
isopods. Previously known species were predominantly 
of West Indian Faunal Province affinity, but several 
temperate and a few boreal species were present. 
Coincidence of species from three west Florida estuaries 
with Hourglass shelf species ranged from 18 to 41 
percent; only 25 percent of the shelf species have been 
reported from any west Florida estuary. Fourteen 
species comprised 92 percent of all specimens. Habitat 
partitioning by depth, apparent for many species, was 
probably related to substrate and associated organisms. 
Checklists and analytical keys ere provided for all marine 
isopoci species (except I :picaridea) known previously or 

expected to occur in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean 
Sea from depths less than 600 m . 

ACC 4180; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
MENZIE, -A.; 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS ABOUT 
OFFSHORE DRIWNG--MUDDY ISSUES. 

13113L OCEANUS 26(3)32-38 . 

KEYWORD: drilling mud, drill cueing, oil and gas, 
pollution, produced water, offshore 

AI3STTZACI': Drilling fluids (muds) . drill cuttings, 
and produced waters (the discharge associated with oil-
production operations) are the most significant 
discharges associated with offshore oil and gas 
operations. "Me quantities of these discharges vary. 
During exploration, drilling is conducted to determine 

the nature and extent of potential oil and gas reserves. 

'these operations are usually short, involve a small 
number of wells, and are generally conducted from 
mobile platforms or vessels. Drilling muds and cuttings 

are discharged during exploration . Once oil and gas is 

found, development begins, which involves the drilling o[ 
10 to 30 wells, usually from a fixed platform . Since more 

wells are drilled, a larger volume of drilling muds and 

cuttings are discharged during development than during 
exploration . 

""""" 



ACC 2170; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
MESSING, C.G . ; 
THE SYSTEMATICS AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
CINOIDEA COMAATULIDA (EXCLUSIVE OF THE 
MACROPI-IREATINA) COLLECTED BY THE RN 
CERDA IN TIM STRAITS OF FLORIDA AND 
ADJACENT WATERS. 

BIBL M.S. THESIS. UNIV . OF MIAMI . 

KEYWORD : crinoid, geographic, distribution, 
morphology, substrate 

ABSTRACT: Comatulid crinoids from 8 genera 
were studied from samples collected from the Straits of 
Florida . Observations were made on morphological 
variations and distributions . Analysis of geographic and 
bathymetric distributions revealed 5 distinct patterns of 
horizontal distribution. Cirrus morphology and substrate 
preference were investigated. Geographic ranges were 
extended and new species were described . 

in the carbonate-rich West Florida Shelf sediments . As a 
function of the predominant grain-size fraction present in 
the sediments, the West Florida Shelf can be divided into 
three bands which run parallel to the Florida coastline ; 
nearshore, fine sand grading into coarse and followed by 
fine sand with increasing distance offshore . Carbonate is 
the major component within each one of the 
predominant grain-size fractions (> SS%), except for the 
quartz-bearing fine sands of some nearshore samples. 
The carbonate grains found on the shelf also can be 
divided into the following bands parallelling the Florida 
coastline ; mollusks, coralline algae, ooids, and 
foraminifecs with increasing distance offshore. The 
minor noncarbonate phase o! the West Florida Shelf 
sediment (generally less than 20%u of the total) ranges 
from quartz in nearshore samples of kaolinite and 
montmorillonite clays in offshore samples. Analysis of 
Fe, Mn and Sr in both the carbonate and noncarbonate 
phase revealed that Fe is predominantly associated with 
the non-carbonate phase (>95% of the total Fe), while 
the carbonate phase is the major Mn- and Sr-bearing. . . 

ACC 4097 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 ACC 305 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1)76 
METZ, S. ; MGYERS, P.A ; 
PROVENANCE AND PARTITIONING OF FE, MN, AN EXTENSION OF Tf{E BASELINE 
AND SR IN WEST FLORIDA SHELF SEDIMENT'S COMPOSITIONS OF HYDROCARBONS IN 
AS A FUNCTION OF GRAIN SIZE AND BEN'I'N-{IC EPIFAUNA OFF THE OUTER 
CARBONATE CONTENT. CONTINENTAL SHELF OF THE EASTERN GULF 

OF MEXICO. 
DIDL M.S. 7'11ESIS. RA INS"I'. TECH. 161 N. 

KEYWORD : chemistry, MAFLA, trace metal, 
sediment, mineralogy, geochemistry, 
metal, carbonate, grain size 

AIIS"CItAC'1': A chemical leaching technique has 
been developed to selectively remove the carbonate 
phase with associated trace metals from marine 
sediments. This technique combines use U( a sodium 
acetate-acetic acid buffer (ph 5) with careful addition of I 
ml aliyuote of I N HN03. Results from the carbonate 
leaching experiments have been combined with sediment 
grain-size, carbonate and organic carbon data, 
mineralogy, and total trace metal concentrations to 
describe the distribution and provenance of trace metals 

111111, BUREAU OF I.ANU MANAGEMENT, 
WASIIING"1'ON, D.C. l3LM/YM/L;S-76/02 44 P 

KEYWORD : benthic community, hydrocarbon, 
continental shelf, pollution, epifauna, 
benthic, aliphatic compounds 

ABSTRACT: 'Ibventy-(our samples of benthic 
macro(auna collected during the MAFLA baseline survey 
under contract O8SS0-Cl'4-11 were analVied for 
indigenous hydrocarbons. The procedures used are 
specified in contract 08550-CI'S-30 and involve 
separating the extracted hydrocarbons into aliphatic and 
unsaturated fractions and analyzing each traction by gas 
chromatography on two different columns. Data obtained 

from these analyses show that the ratio of odd to even 
alkanes is close to unity in all the samples. This appears 
to be a natural characteristic of marine organisms. A 
homologous series of n-alkanes peaking around C25 to 
C:27 is found in many of the samples. In most samples, 
the unsaturated fraction of hydrocarbons is al a greater 
concentration than the aliphatic fraction. These 
organisms display no obvious evidence of oil 
contamination. 

""""" 

ACC 4111 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
MBYERS, AA ; 
AMPMPOD CRUSTACEA I . FAMILY AORIDAE. 
MEMOIRS OF THE HOURGLASS CRUISES. VOL 
V, PART V. 
BIBL MARINE RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL . 
RESOURCES, ST. PETERSBURG, FL 75 P . 

KEYWORD: crustacea, continental shelf, breeding 
cycles, biology, systematic, 
zoogeography, hourglass, ecology, 
epitauna, benthic, distribution 

ABSTRACT: Thirteen species of aorid amphipods 
(I .emlws ugrinus Myers, L lempus Myers, L spinicarpus 
inermis Myers, L unicornis f3ynum and pout, L 
unifasciatus reducws Myers, L brunneomaculaws 

mackinneyi Myers, L ovalipes Myers, 1_ smithi 
(I lolmcs), Microdcutopus myersi Bynum and Fox, 
ItiWardanus laminosa (Pearse), I .iucuna caeca new genus 
end species, Unicola serrata Shoemaker and 
Acuminocieulopus naglei (Iiousfield)l were collected 
during a 28-month sampling progamme at ten stations (6-

73 metres depth) along two east-west transacts on the 
central West llorida Shelf. 'No further species (l .embos 
setos Myers and L rectangulaws Myers), not collected 
during the I lourglass progamme but collected 
subsequently in the survey area, are included in the 
review. 'Phase species are diagnosed and figured, and 
their bathymetric distribution within the study area 
discussed. Relationships of families within the 
superfamily Corophioidea are discussed, and n new 

family, Neomegamphopidae, is erected to include 
Neumegamphopus, Knoatopus, Maragupsis, PseuJome 
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gamphopus and Varohios . 7,oogeographic analysis of 
Hourglass Aoridae revealed three species with 
Transhatteran affinities, seven species with West Atlantic 
Tropical affinities, and five species known only from the 
West Atlantic Warm-Temperater. None were strictly 
Carolinian species. Breeding cycles o[ selected species 
were investigated . L.embos tigrinus and L tempos had 
breeding peaks between August and November, whereas 
L smithi had a breeding peak between March and May. 

ACC 4174 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
MEYERS, P.A ; 
MONITORING OF HYDROCARBONS IN BENMC 
CRUSTACEANS DURING OFFSHORE DRILLING 
AND PETROLEUM EXPLORATION. 

BIBL CHEMOSPHERE 7(5)385-391 . 

KEYWORD : hydrocarbon, benthic, crustacean, 
offshore drilling, pink shrimp 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 4202; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
MIDDLEDITCH, B.S . ; 
BIOCiDES (IN ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF 
OFFSHORE OIL PRODUCTION). 

BIBL MAR. SCI . 14 :55-57 . 

KEYWORD: offshore drilling, pollution, biological 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 4204 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
MIDDLEDITCH, B.S. ; BASILE, B. ; 
ALKANES IN HBNTHIC ORGANISMS FROM THE 
BUCCANEER OIL FIELD. 

f31E3L BULL ENVIRON . CON'I'AM . & TOXICOL 
24:945-952 

KEYWORD : benthic, coral, mollusc, petroleum, 
hydrocarbon, sediment, pollution, 
hydroid 

ABSTRACT: Alkane profiles of 48 benthic 
organisms from the Buccaneer oil [field are reported . 
Coral samples contained biogenic alkanes in the C22 to 
C32 region (Koons et al . 1965). Hydroid specimens 
exhibited similar profiles which were also ascribed a 
biogenic origin. Samples o! one species of mollusc, 
Pleuroplcea giganta, from the production and quarters 
platforms contained petroleum alkanes, while 
corresponding samples from the well jacket did not 
contain these compounds. Some specimens of another 
mollusc, Pteria colymbus, contained petroleum 
hydrocarbons, while there was no evidence for petroleum 
hydrocarbons in any o[ the other species examined : 
Arbacia unctulata, Chlceia viridis, Murex (ulvescens, 
Pagurus lloridanus, and rasciolaria hunteria . Molluscs 
have been shown to sequester petroleum hydrocarbons 
after long periods of exposure. In the present study, 
however, petroleum alkanes were found only in 
I'leuroploea giganlea and Pteria colymbus but even in 
these organisms such hydrocarbons were generally 
present in concentrations lower than those of the 
biogcnic hydrocarbons . (Sinha-OGIS) 

""""" 

ACC 4292 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
MIDDLEDITCH, B.S. ; 
HYDROCARBONS AND SULFUR 
(ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE OIL 
PRODUCTION: THE BUCCANEER GAS AND OIL 
FIELD ST[JDY}. 

BIBL . MAR. SCI . 14 :15-54. 

KEYWORD : hydrocarbon, oil, petroleum, pollution, 
geochemistry, sediment 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 4293 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
MIDDLEDITCH, E3.S. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE OIL 
PRODUCTION: THE BUCGINNEER GAS AND OIL 
FIELD STUDY. 

I31QL MAR. SCI . 14 :446 P . 

KEYWORD : oil, pollution, sediment 

ABS"TRAC"T: Not available. 

""""" 

""""" 



ACC ?344 ; "I'YNE P; YEAR 1978 
MIKKELSON, P.S . ; 
A COMPARISON OF INTERTIDAL DISTRIBUTION 
GROWTH RATES, AND SHELL POLYCHROMIISM 
BETWEEN TWO FLORIDA POPULATIONS OF THE 
COQUINA CLAM, DONAX VARIABILIS SAY, 1882 
(BIVALVE: DONAGDAE). 

BIBL M.S . THESIS. PLA. INST. OF TECH. 

KEYWORD : Lee, population, salinity, sediment, 
grain size, wave, distribution, growth, 
molluscs, behavior 

ABSTRACT: Population density, shell coloration, 
and migratory behavior of Donax variabilis were 
compared in two populations collected from Sanibel 
Island and Indiatlantic Beach, Florida, during the 
summer of 1976. The influence of certain environmental 
[actors, such as salinity, rainfall, sediment grain size, 
organic leptopel and wave impact, on population 
distribution and shell coloration was examined. 
Differences in population size, distribution, shell color, 
growth rate, and migratory movements were found 
between the 2 populations. The adaptive effects of 
polychromism are discussed . 

""""" 

ACC 709; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
MILLER, J.M . ; DUNN, M.L, 
FEEDING STRATEGIES AND PATTERNS OF 
MOVEMENT 1N JUVENILE ESTUARINE FISHES . 

BIBL IN V.S . KENNEDY, ED . ESTUARINE 
PROSPECI'IVES. ACADEMIC PRESS . NEW YORK, 
NY 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal water, ecology, feeding 
habit, fish, juvenile, estuary 

ABSTRACT : Juvenile fishes in estuaries are trophic 
generalists; there is little evidence of their dependence 
on specific prey populations . 1'he energetic costs of 
obtaining food are unknown since food habit data are 
rarely coupled with prey availability data, but it appears 
that locating prey may be more important than prey 

abundance. Cues for locating prey may be either prey 
abundance or environmental correlates of prey 
abundance. Juvenile fish may respond to the 
environmental rigors o[ the estuary by 1) increased 
breadth of tolerance limits or 2) inter- or infra-habitat 
movements. In hopes of encouraging the development of 
a data base on juvenile estuarine fishes, the authors list 
critical research needs. 

""""" 

ACC 4098 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1984 
MILLER, J.E . ; PAWSON, D.L ; 
HOLO'IHIJRIANS (ECHINODERMATA; 
HOLOTHUROIDEA). MEMOIRS OF THE 
HOURGLASS CRUISES. VOL VII, PART I . 

f31BL MARINE RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NA'rumi . . 
RESOURCES, S1'. PETERSBURG, f'7_ 79 P. 

KEYWORD : echinodermata, systematic, benthic, 
epilauna, distribution, biology, 
hourglass, zoogeography, ecology, 
continental shelf 

ABSTRACT: A total of 213 holothurians, 
representing 16 species, was collected during Project 
Hourglass, a 28-month systematic survey of ten stations 
along two transects (6-73 m) off central western Florida . 
This material, supplemented with 81 additional Gulf of 
Mexico specimens supplied by the Florida Department of 
Natural Resources, brings the total number of species 
reported in this paper to 20 . Of these species, 19 have 
previously been reported from the Gulf of Mexico. One, 
Alloihyone mexicana, can be considered endemic to the 
Gulf of Mexico, and another, Thyone crauidisca, was 
recently described from material including Hourglass 
specimens. Systematic accounts, pertinent ecological 
data and line drawings of taxonomically important 
skeletal elements are included (or each species. Keys to 
all 60 holothurian species known from the Gulf of 

Mexico are provided . Range extensions for several 
species are poled . 

ACC 178 ; "1'YPE ; YEAR 1983 
MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE ; 
REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL . ASSESSMENT� 
GULF OF ME}flC0 PIPELINE ACTIVITIES. 

I31E3L MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULP 
OP MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, ME'1'AIRIG, 
LA . 

KEYWORD: dredging, exploration, oil, continental 
shelf, pipelines, production 

ABSTRACT Pipeline construction, operation, and 
maintenance on Use O( ruses minimal impacts to 
onshore air quality . Water quality may be adversely 
affected by suspension o[ sediment during construction or 
trenching operations ; such impacts are localized and of 
short duration, however. Animal and plane life may be 
adversely affected by the physical disturbance and 
turbidity, but the nonburied pipelines furnish a substrate 

for encrusting organisms and result in increased diversity 
in the biological community in the vicinity of the 
pipelines. Impacts on shipping and navigation through 

collisions are negligible due to the low number of vessels 

involved in pipeline construction . Some 25 acres per mile 

o! seafloor arc involved in pipeline rights-of-way, 
although only a small portion of that acreage is physically 

disturbed by pipeline emplacement. At present, pipelines 

do cause a significant adverse impact on other 
commercial fisheries . Cultural resources on the OCS 
could be impacted by physical disturbance caused by 

anchoring, pipeline construction, or jetting. 'these 
potential impacts are mitigated through the requirement 

of pre-lay surveys. Although most breaks in offshore 
pipelines have resulted in only minimal amounts of oil 
spilled, eight pipeline breaks since 1964 have resulted in 
spills greater than l,(00 bbls . To dale, no major spill 

(rum OCS pipelines in the Gulf has resulted in 
catastrophic short-term environmental degradation . 
Impacts of pipeline emplacement on coastal habitats 
include destruction of vegetation and sessile and slow- 
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moving animals, habitat alteration, changes in salinity and 
hydrologic regimes, and increased ma. . . 

""""" 

ACC 403 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
MINGRAIS MANAGEMENT SERVICE ; 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, 
GULF OF MEXICO PROPOSED O(S OIL AND GAS 
LEASE OFFERINGS CENTRAL GULF OF MEXICO 
(APRIL 1984 WESTERN GULF OF MEXICO (JULY 
1984) . 

I31F3L MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, METAIRIE, 
LA. 357 P . 

KEYWORD : biology, chemistry, exploration, 
geology, industry, oil, continental shelf, 
physical process, socioeconomic 

AE3S'tRACI': Not available . 

ACC 405 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
MINL;RAIS MANAGEMFNTSI:FtVICE ; 
FINAL REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMI:N'I'--GULF OF MEXICO, VOLUME 1 . 

13IB1 . MINI:RAIS MANAGEMENTSERVICF., GULF 
Of : MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, MI-l"I'AIRIF, 
LA 527 P . 

KEYWORD : chemistry, exploration, geology, 
industry, oil, continental shelf, physical 
process, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: This document discusses the purpose 
and background of the proposed actions, the alternatives, 
including the proposed actions, the description of the 
affected environment, and the environmental impacts of 
the proposed central Gulf of Mexico Sale 72, Western 
Gulf U[ Mexico Sale 74, and Eastern Gulf of Mexico Sale 
79. 

ACC 674 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
MINERALS MANAGI,"MI;N`I'SF"RVICE ; 
MINERAL REVENUES: THE 1982 REPORT ON 
RECEIPTS FROM FEDERAL AND INDIAN [EASES, 
WITH SUMMARY DATA FROM 1920 TO 1982 

111111, U.S . GOVt:KNMIN'I' 1'RIN"fING OITICI :, 
WASHINGTON, U.C . 68 P . 

KEYWORD : mineral resource, oil, continental shelf, 
resource, socioeconomic 

AI3S"I'IL1Cl': This document is prepared by the 
Royalty Management Program of the Minerals 
Management Service as a summary report presenting 
data on the mineral leasing revenues generated from 
Federally owned offshore and onshore lands and Indian 
tribal lands and allotments . The royalties collected in 
1982 totaled $9.3 billion for the entire United States . 
Offshore Louisiana revenues contributed nearly $3.2 
billion. 

t"""" 

""""" ACC 406 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
MINGRAIS MANAGEMENT SERVICE; ACC 987 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
FINAL REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT MINERALS MANAGEME?N"I' SERVICE ; 

ACC 404 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 STATEMENT--GULF OF MEXICO, VOLUME 2 RECAP OF BIDS FOR OCS SALE 81 AND 
MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE ; RELATED INFORMATION . 
DRAFT REGIONAL . ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT BII3L MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
STATEMENT--GULF OF MFJQCO . OP MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, MG7'AIRIG, I31f3L MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 

LA. OF MEXICO REGIONAL OFFICE-, MB'1'AIRII, l.A. 
I31E3L MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 95 P . 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL. OFFICE ME?TAIRIE, KEYWORD: chemistry, exploration, geology, 
LA. "730 P. industry, oil, continental shelf, physical KEYWORD: exploration, gas, industry, offshore 

process, socioeconomic lease, offshore mineral, oil, continental 
KEYWORD : biology, chemistry, exploration, shelf, socioeconomic 

geology, industry, oil, continental shelf, ABSTRACT : Not available. 
physical process, sociology ABSTRACT: This is a compilation of bids for OCS 

""""" lease from OCS sale 81 held on April 24, 1984. 
ABSTRACT: Not available . Information presented includes the amount offered on 

each tract, the company name and whether the bid was 
accepted . 

""""" 



ACC 1022 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 ACC 1024; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 ACC 1027 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
MINERALS MANAGEMENTSERVICE; MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE; MINERALS MANAGEMENT' SERVICE; 
QUARTERLY REPORT--JANUARY - FEBRUARY - QUARTERLY REPORT--JANUARY - FEBRUARY - DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT-
MARCH - 1983. MARCH - 1984. PROPOSED OIL AND GAS LEASE SALES 94, 98, 

AND 102, GULF OF MEXICO REGION. 
131111- MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, ME"I'AIRIF3, 
LA. 69 P . 

KEYWORD : exploration, gas, oil well, oil, 
operations, continental shelf, 
socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 1023 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE ; 
QUARTERLY REPORT--0CI'OBER - NOVEMBER -
DECEMBER - 1983. 

BIBL MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, ME1'A1RIE, 
LA, 76 P . 

KEYWORD : exploration, gas, oil well, oil, 
operations, continental shelf, 
socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

I31BL MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, ME'f'AIRIG, 
LA. 77 N . 

[3If3L MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, METAIRIE, 
IA 512 P. 

KEYWORD : exploration, gas, oil well, oil, 
operations, continental shelf, KEYWORD: 
socioeconomic 

AI3S'TE2AC"I': Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 4203; TYPE F' ; YEAR 1981 
MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE ; 
PROCEEDINGS: 2ND ANNUAL GULF OF MEXICO 
INFORMATION TRANSFER MEETING. 

[31BL'I'ECFi. KEPT. Nn. 81-5-T. 108 P . 

KEYWORD : fish, oil spill, geology, polychaete, 
circulation, biological, oceanography, 
ecology 

ABSTRACT: The meeting discussed here was held 
in order to provide a forum for exchange of current data 
and information generated through environmental studies 
in the Gulf of Mexico. Topics discussed include : 
topographic features ; effects of oil and gas activities on 
reef fish populations; assessment of the IX7'OC oil spill 
damage; economic aspects of the IX7'OC I spill and 
BURMA AGATE spill ; geology studies; recreational 
fisheries investigations ; marine ecological mapping 
projects; deep sea biology; polychaete studies ; southwest 
Florida shelf ecosystems studies; satellite oceanography ; 
southwest Florida shelf circulation ; coastal ecological 
characterizations; and endangered species studies. 
(Halterman-P'I'T) 

biology, chemistry, exploration, gas, 
geology, oil, continental shelf, physical 
process, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: This document discusses the purpose 
and background of the proposed actions, the alternatives 
including the proposed actions, the description of the 
affected environment, and the environmental impacts of 
the proposed Central Gulf of Mexico Sale 98 (May 
1985), Western Gulf of Mexico Sale 102 (July 1985), and 
Eastern Gulf of Mexico Sale 94 (November 1985). 

ACC 140 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE 
CONSERVATION ; 
MISSISSIPPI COASTAL WATERS MINERAL. LEASE 
SACS AREA NUMBER 1 . ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROFILE AND GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL 
GUIDELINES FOR ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED 
WITH OIL AND GAS DRILLING RIGS AND 
PRODUCTION PLATFORMS . 

DIDL MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE 
CONSERVATION, BUREAU OF MARINE 
RESOURCES, LONG BEACH, MS . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal water, exploration, 
fishery, oil, pollution 

ABSTRACT: Recently oil and gas industries and the 
Mississippi State Government have increased their 
interest and initiatives in investigating potential oil and 
gas resources in the coastal waters of the State of 
Mississippi and in developing and producing these 
resources under conditions which are mutually beneficial 
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to both parties. In developing these resources in 

Mississippi's coastal waters, appropriate resource 
management requires that environmental and 
socioeconomic factors be considered and evaluated. 
These considerations and evaluations will provide 
information which can be utilized to render decisions 
aimed at maximizing benefits to the citizens of the state 
regarding oil and gas development in Mississippi's coastal 
waters . 

""""" 

ACC 1006; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES ; 
1982 ANNUAL REPORT. 

[31I3L MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES, JACKSON, MS . 25 P . 

KEYWORD: coastal water, data, pollution control, 
recreation, resource, socioeconomic, 
tourism 

ABSTRACT: This is the annual report of the 
Mississippi Department of Natural Resources . The 
report summarizes the activities of the department, 
including annual expenditures and revenues. Bureaus 
discussed are the bureau of Pollution Control, the 
Bureau of Geology, the Bureau of Land and Water 
Resources, and the Bureau of Recreation and Parks . 

""""" 

ACC 2027 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
MI"I'CHGLI; TAPPING, H.J. ; 
PARTICIB BREAKDOWN OF RECENT 
CARBONATE SEDIMENT IN CORAL REEFS. 

BII3L FLORIDA SCI . 44(1):21-29 . 

KEYWORD: carbonate, coral, reef, sediment, wave, 
grain size 

ABSTRACT: Carbonate sediment of reef shoal 
environments form the Bahamas, Dry Tortugas, Lower 
Ilorida Keys, Grand Cayman Island and U.S . Virgin 
Islands were examined with a scanning electron 
microscope . Particle-size abundances (or nodes) for 
each site were found to be a product of the sorting 
potential of wave energy. This sorting potential is the 
major part in the breakdown of sand sized skeletal 
panicles rather than micro-architectural structure as 
proposed by the Sorby principle. 

ACC 4099 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
MITCIiUM, R . M ., JR . ; 
SEISMIC S'I'RATIGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION OF 
WEST FLORIDA SLOPE, GULF OF ME}QCO. 

IN A11 . I30UMA, G."I'. MOORS, AND J.M . 
COLEMAN, EDS. BEYOND TIiE SHELF BREAK 
193-223 i'. 

BIBI . AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM 
GEOLOGIST'S, MARINE GEOLOGY COMMITTEE 
SI IOR'I' COURSE, VOL 2 . 

KEYWORD: seismic, continental shelf, balhymeiry, 
sediment, geologic history, geology, 
geophysical 

ABSTRACT' : The post .Early Cretaceous geologic 
development of the West Florida Slope was studied by 
analysis of 2,500 n.m . (4,630 km) of seismic lines and 7 
core holes. Slope deposition was not a simple, 
continuous process, but was interrupted by significant 
deposiuonal breaks that appear in the (aunal record and 
as reflective events on seismic profiles . Sediments 

between these breaks are interpreted as genetically 
related sequences that can be mapped and used to 
interpret slope straGgraphy. At the end of the Early 
Cretaceous the present slope area was a broad shallow-
water shelf which probably extended westward to the 
present West Florida Escarpment . This escarpment is 
interpreted as mostly a constructional shelf margin 
forming a gulfward extension of the Washita-
Fredericksburg trend of Louisiana and Texas. The role 
of major faulting as a controlling factor in producing the 
escarpment was not investigated in this study, although 
we !ailed to observe major faults on our sparker data . 
Late Cretaceous subsidence of the shell produced a rapid 
transition from shallow- to deep-water carbonates, with 
water depths in the order of 3,000 l0 6,000 fl (900 to 
1,800 m) on the outer slope by the end of the 
Cretaceous . Deep-water conditions prevailed throughout 
the Cenozoic as the area gradually filled to its present 
bathymetric configuration . Lowermost Tertiary beds 
along the outer slope commonly are crumpled and 
distorted . Post-Eocene topographic lows tend to be tilled 
with Oligocene and early Miocene beds. During the 
middle Miocene large clinotorms of argillaceous 
carbonate built as progradauonal features from shallow-
water areas on. . . 

""""" 

ACC 2452; TYPE t' ; YEAR 1978 
MITI'ERER, K.M . ; 
AMINO ACID COMPOSITION AND METAL 
BINDING CAPABILITY OF THE SKELETAL 
PROTEIN OF CORMS. 

BIUL BULL MAR. SCI . 2f3(1) :173-180. 

KEYWORD: Monrue, coral, scleracunian, metal, 
growth 

ABSTRACT': lave corals were collected from 

Bermuda, Jamaica, and the florida Keys and analyzed 

for amino acid composition of the skeletons. "1'he 

protein composition was found to be dominated by 
asparlic acid . Aspanic acid comprises about 70% of 

alcyonarian skeletal protein and about 35% of the 

organic matrix of scleractinians. A binding study 

indicated the capability of spicules to bind metal ions . 



Results suggest the calcified organic matrix acts as a 
template which initiates and controls crystal growth . 

""""" 

ACC 2453; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
MITTERER, RM. ; CARTER, P.W. ; 
SOME ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
ON OXYGEN-CARBONATE INTERACTION. 

BIBL PROD THIRD INTERNAT. CORAL. REEF 
SYMP., MIAMI, FLORIDA, MAY 1977 . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, carbonate, sediment, 
geochemistry, organic carbon, grain 
size 

ABSTRACT: Differences between the organic 
matter of carbonate and noncarbonate sediments were 
investigated in sediment samples from Florida Bay and 
the Flower Garden Reef, offshore Texas. Results 
showed that the carbonate traction as compared to the 
noncarbonate fraction has: I) coarser size; 2) less total 
organic matter; 3) greater proportion of organic matter 
as amino acids; and 4) a higher aspartic acid content. 
Organic matter from Florida Bay sediments, which has 
approximately 40% aspartic acid content, was able to 
bind calcium, confirming the hypothesis that an aspartic 
acid-rich proteinaceous fraction is necessary for 
calcification . Aspartic acid-rich organic matter in 
carbonate sediments was concluded to play an 
instrumental pole in carbonate geochemistry of marine 
waters. 
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ACC 448 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
MODDE, T. ; ROSS, S.T. ; 
SFASONALITY OF FISHES OCCUPYING A SURF 
ZONE HABITAT IN THE NORTHERN GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

F31[3L FISH. BULL 78(4):911-922 

KEYWORD : biology, fish, species composition, surf 
zone, seasonality 

ABSTRACT : 'Ilie ichthyofauna occupying the surf 
zone habitat of Horn Island, Mississippi, between 1975 
and 1977 was dominated by immature clupeiform fishes . 
The dusky anchovy, Anchoa lyolepis, and the scaled 
sardine, Harengula jaguana, together constitute 80.2% of 
the 154,469 fishes collected. The greatest number of 
fishes were collected in the late spring and summer, 
followed by a secondary peak in late winter. Occurrence 
of the fishes within the surf zone is divided into three 
categories according to seasonal utilization; spring and 
summer, summer only, and winter. Factors affecting 
numerical abundance within the surf zone differed 
among the moss frequently appearing species. 
Differences in the numbers of clupciform fishes--A 
lyolepis ; A hepsetus, striped anchovy ; and H. jaguana -
were more closely associated with diet changes including 
tidal sage and time of day. The abundance of the 
Florida pompano, Trachinotus carolinus, and the gulf 
kingfish, Menticirrhus litloralis, were more dependent 
upon seasonal effects such as temperature. 
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ACC 4100 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1963 
MOE, M.A, JR ; 
A SURVEY OF OFFSHORE FISHING IN FLORIDA 

DIBL PROF. PAP . SER . Ff_A. ST. BD . CONSERV. 4 :1-
117. 

KEYWORD : fishing effort, live-bottom, commercial 
fishery, king mackerel, socioeconomic, 
grouper, snapper, red tide, 
recreational fishery 

ABSTRACT This generalized survey of offshore 
fishing in Florida is presented to provide valuable 
background information for future research and to report 
the present development of the offshore fisheries of each 
coastal county. The operators o[ vessels in the categories 
of commercial, party, charter, and private were contacted 
and were requested to report on their local offshore 
fishing activity. During the course of this survey 16.4% 
of the commercial boats, 31.9°.fi of the party boats, 128°.G 
of the charter boats, and 3.4% of the private boats 
throughout the state reported. In all, information was 
obtained from a total o[ 4,706 boat operators . A one to 
two hour personal interview was conducted with the 
operators of the commercial, party and charter vessels. 
Ten percent o[ the registered private boat owners were 
contacted by a past card questionnaire and 33.6% were 
returned . The location, depth, bottom composition and 
topography, fishes taken, seasonality, and a subjective 
estimate of the fishing effort are reported for the major 
offshore fishing grounds throughout the littoral wagers of 
Florida . The techniques and equipment used in the 
offshore hire and commercial fisheries throughout the 
State are described. The existing development of the 
offshore fisheries ; their relationship to the geography, 
coastal population, and operational facilities of the 
coastal counties are discussed. The fishing effort in 
fisherman days expended by the commercial, party, and 
charter boats is broken down to surface and bottom 
effort and tabulated for each coastal county. The major 
offshore fishes are listed by primary common name, 
scientific nam. . . 
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ACC 4101 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1969 ACC 4102; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 ACC 4105 ; TYPE 0 ; YEAR 1978 
MOE, M.A, JR ; MOFJELD, H.O . ; WIMBUSH, M. ; MOUNARI, R.J . ; FESTA, J.F.; BEHRINGER, D.W. ; 
BIOLOGY OF THE RED GROUPER, EPINEPHELUS BOTTOM PRESSURE OBSERVATIONS IN Tim THE CIRCULATION 1N THE GULF OF IrfflJUCO 
MORIO (VALENCIBNNFS~ FROM THE EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO AND CARIBBEAN SEA DERIVED FROM ESTIMATED DYNAMIC HEIGHT 
GULF OF h(E}QCO. FIELDS. 

BIBL FLA DEPT. NAT. RES. PROF. PAP . SER . 10. 
95 P . 

BIBL DEEP.SEA RES. 42:987-1004. 

KEYWORD : currents, pressure, physical, 
oceanography, tide, meteorology 

BIBL J. PHY. OCEANOGR. 8(6) :987-996. 

KEYWORD : biology, reeffish, commercial fishery, 
grouper, recreational fishery 

ABSTRACT: Monthly and aperiodic samples of 
otoliths and gonads were collected from sport and 
commercial catches of red grouper taken off the Florida 
central west coast from May 1963 through August 1967. 
Age was determined (or 1176 fish and histological 
sections were prepared from 692 gonads. An additional 
98 ripe fish were sexed in the field. Ololiths were 
cleared, stored in glycerol, and read under reflected light 
with a dissecting microscope. Gonads were fixed in 
Bouin's fluid, embedded in paraffin, sectioned 
transversely at 6 l0 10 u and stained with Hams' 
hemataocylin and eosin and Mason's trichome. 
Oogenesis and spermatogenesis are each described in 5 
stages of development . Zonalion and rejuvenilizauon o! 
oocytes and formation of atretic bodies in post-spawning 
ovaries arc described and discussed. Seasonal and 
developmental gonadal changes are described in 10 
classes ; immature female, mature resting female, mature 
active female, postspawning female, transitional, 
immature male, mature inactive male, ripening male, ripe 
male, and postspawning male . The relationship of otolith 
radius to SL is linear, r=0.986. Time of annulus 
formation was determined from the variation of mean 
marginal increment of otoliths from each age group 
during all months. Age groups I through 4 form the 
annulus from March to May and age groups 5 through 10 
form the annulus from May to July. Spawning and 
associated physiological processes seem to be the 
primary cause of annulus formation . Growth curves 
developed from empirical data, back-calculation of body 
length and the von Bertalanffy growth equation I1-672(1-e 
to the -0.179(t+0.449)th agre . . . 

ABSTRACT: During 1971 to 1974, offshore pressure 
gages were deployed in the Gulf of Mexico and the 
Caribbean Sea to measure fides and bottom pressure 
continuum. The observations indicate that the Gulf of 
Mexico has a Helmholtz resonance with a period o[ 
1.564 . While the lack of confidence limits on theoretical 
cotidal charts hinders the comparison between theory 
and observation, the latter tend to support a model with 
direct astronomical forcing . The observations in the 
Caribbean Sea verify the general features o[ theoretical 
cotidal chaps . At a six-month long station in the Eastern 
Caribbean, bottom pressure fluctuations with 4 t0 5-d 
period are coherent and in phase with atmospheric 
waves in the Easterlies . The inverse barometer 
compensation appeared to be less complete in this 
semienclosed sea, spanned by weather systems, than in 
the open ocean . An appends gives corrections to the 
response method of tidal analysis, the procedure for 
converting the results to harmonic constants with error 
estimates, and tables of analytical results. 

KEYWORD: circulation, loop current, physical, 
oceanography, hydrography, dynamic 
height, seasonalily 

ABSTRACT. Monthly mean dynamic height 
topographies for the upper 500 m of the Gulf o[ Mexico, 
seasonal mean topographies for the upper 1000 m and 
annual topogaphies for the deep flow are presented . 
The dynamic height values on a 1 degree x 1 degree grid 
were determined from observed temperature values and 
salinities derived from mean TS relations . The seasonal 
intrusion of the Loop Current is observed and found to 
vary directly with the geostrophic transport through the 
Yucatan Straits. AI the Straits, the transport in the 
upper 500 m is a maximum in June . The transports in 
the upper 500 m o[ an anticyclone in the western Gulf 
are a maximum in winter and summer, and a minimum 
in spring and tall. There is a permanent westerly flow on 
the Texas Shelf. After turning ryclonically, this flow joins 
the eastward transport o[ the northern limb o! the 
anticyclone in the western Gulf of Mexico. Most of this 
eastward flow recirculates in the anticyclone ; however, a 
portion flows east across the central Gulf to become 
entrained in the Loop Current . The deep circulation 
between 1500 and 3(N)0 m is dominated by an 
anliryclonic gyre which tills the entire deep basin . 
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ACC 4103; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
MOLINARI, R.L ; BAIG, S. ; BEHRINGER, MAUL; 
G.A;LEGECKIS, R; 
WINTER INTRUS'IIONS OF THE LOOP CURRENT, 

BIBL SCIENCE 198:505-507. 

KEYWORD: intrusion, loop current, circulation, 
physical, oceanography, remote 
sensing, hydrography, temperature 

ABSTRACT: Sea-surface temperature data obtained 
from satellite and subsurface temperature data obtained 
from ships are used to determine the intrustion of the 
Loop Current into the Eastern Gulf of Mexico from 
November 1974 to the present. The Loop Current 
extended considerably farther to the north during the last 
three winters than has been observed previously. 

""""" 

ACC 4104 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
MOLINARI, RL; BEHRINGER, D. W.; FESTA, J.F. ; 
MODEL STUDIES OF THE CIRCULATION IN THE 
GULF OF ME}QCO. 

BIBL A FINAL REPORT TO THE U.S . 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF 
LAND MANAGEMENT. CONTRACT NO. 08550-IAS 
26. 144 P . 

KEYWORD: physical, oceanography, circulation, 
numerical model 

ABS'T'RACT: The Atlantic Oceanographic and 
Meteorological Laboratories of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration have completed the first 
year of a proposed two-year study for the Bureau of 
Land Management "to develop the capability to predict 
the currents in the Gulf o[ Mexico for use in pollutant 
trajector computation". The objectives of the study were : 
(1) to modify an existing numerical model for application 
in the Gulf of Mexico; (2) to evaluate the ability of the 
model to simulate the Gulf circulation using various types 
and distributions of data as input information ; and (3) to 
describe the Gulf of Mexico circulation using the results 
of the model. The formulation of the numerical model 

and the modifications made are given in the portion of 
this report entitled "A Guide to a General Circulation 
Model of the Gulf of Mexico." The data used by the 
model as interior and boundary conditions were obtained 
from the National Oceanographic Data Center, and from 
cruises conducted as part of the present study. The 
manipulations used to put the data into a form suitable 
for input to the model are described in the section called 
"Model Studies of the Circulation in the Gulf of Mexico ." 
The ability of the numerical model to simulate the 
observed circulation is demonstrated through a series 
comparisons of its solutions with solutions from a 
geostrophic model. These comparisons are made over a 
wide range of input and bounary conditions. Therefore, 
the use of the numerical model results to describe the 
currents of the region is justified . The circulation of the 
Gulf of Mexico at monthly increments is simulated by 
both model. . . 
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ACC 4262 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
MOLINARI, R.L ; FESTA, ).F. ; 
OCEAN THERMAL PROPERTIES IN RELATION 
TO THE B10FOULING AND CORROSION 
FJFERIMENT IN THE GULF OF MEXICO. 

PRESEN'T'ED AT OCEAN TI I ERMAL ENERGY 
CONVERSION (OTEC) f310FOULING AND 
CORROSION SYMPOSIUM, SEATTLE, WA (USA) . 

BIBL PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY, 
RICHLAND, WA 

KEYWORD: fouling, water mass, diversity, loop 
current, storm, upwelling, temperature, 
chemistry, nutrients 

ABSTRACT: Ocean thermal properties at a Gulf of 
Mexico biofouling and corrosion test site are reviewed in 
relation to their potential effects on biofouling rates. 
Primary biological differences in water masses affecting 
the site are discussed . Deep basin waters have less 
productivity, greater species diversity, and different 
dominant species than shelf and estuarine waters. 
Thermal characteristics of various water masses are 
included to aid interpretation of biofouling results. 

Frequency of occurrence of several events affecting the 
site are also given . Loop current eddies which transport 
deep basin chemical and biological species to the site 
have been observed tram 2 to 4 limes in 10 different yr. 
A table is presented showing number o[ monthly 
occurrences of tropical storms and hurricanes which can 
upwell deep chemical and biological species to the 
surface . 
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ACC 1034; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
MOLINARI, RL; MAYER, D.A ; 
CURRENT METER OBSERVATIONS ON THE 
CONTINENTAL SLOPE AT TWO SITES IN THE 
EASTERN GULF OF MFJQCO. 

BIDL J . PHYS . OCEANGR. 12:1480-1492 . 

KEYWORD: loop current, bottom current, 
continental slope, currents, 
meteorology, physical oceanography, 
tide, wind, seasonality 

ABSTRACT: Current-meter observations obtained 
at two sites on the continental slope of the eastern Gulf 
of Mexico, at nominal positions of 29 N, 88 W (the 
Mobile site) and 27 .5 W (the Tampa site) are presented. 
Data were collected at three levels at Mobile (90, 190, 
and 980 m) from July 1977 through August 1978 and at 
four levels at Tampa (150, 250, 550 and 950 m) from 
June 1978 through June 1979. At 90 and 190 m, the flow 
at Mobile was on the average to the east . Sustained 
periods of flow to the west were observed during the 
summer 1977 and spring 1978. During the periods of 
eastward (low the wind was generally out of the north 
and during the periods of westward flow, the wind was 
out of the east. The flow at the top meter at Tampa was 
on the average to the west, in the same direction as the 
average wind . At both sites. the motions are perturbed 
by events associated with the Loop Current . These 
events make it difficult to define any seasonal variability 
in the upper layers. 'the flow at the bottom meters is 
strongly aligned with the bottom topography and lacks a 
strong seasonal signal. Little barotropic tidal energy was 
observed al either site . At both sites, maximum diurnal 
energy occurred near the local inerilal frequency at the 
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upper levels. These motions are probably induced by 
either cold-front passages or other atmospheric events. 
At the bottom meters, maximum diurnal-band energy 
occurred near the KI-tidal constituent. These motions are 
strongly time-dependent and they may be related to 
internal tides. 

ACC 4193; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
MONAGHAN, P.H . ; MCAULIFFE, GD. ; WEISS, F.I. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF DRIWNG MUDS 
AND CUTTINGS FROM OIL AND OAS 
EXTRACTION OPERATIONS IN OFFSHORE AND 
COASTAL WATERS. 

BIBL PROC. ANNU. OFFSHORE TECHNOL CONF 
9(1):251-260. 

KEYWORD : drill cutting, pollution, offshore 
drilling, drilling mud, drilling fluid 

ABSTRACT : Not available. 

ACC 4195 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
MONTAi.VO, J.G., JR ; MCKOWN, M.M . ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS OF SEDIMENT 
BULK ANALYSIS TECtMQLTES FOR TRACE 
METALS IN OFFSHORE WELLDRIWNG 
OPERATIONS . 

BIBL ENVIRON. ASPECT'S CHEM. USE 
WELLDRILL OPER CONK PROC 357-385 . 

KEYWORD: sediment, trace metal, offshore 
drilling, pollution 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 2454 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
MONTGOMERY, RT. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL STUDIES 
OF THE DIATIOM COMMUNITIES ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE CORAL REEFS IN THE EIARIDA 
KEYS, VOL L 

BIBL PN.D. THESIS. FLA. STATE UNIV. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, geographic, seasonal, 
substrate, reef, coral, distribution, 
seasonality 

ABSTRACT- The geographic and seasonal 
variations, and various aspects of the substrates of the 
benthic diatom floras o[ reefs in the keys region were 
investigated . Results of studies on the effects of coral 
species, complexity and substrate, period of colonization, 
and area of substrate on diatom community structure are 
discussed. Similar diatom communities from different 
substrates varied only in density. There was a direct 
relationship between diversity and habitat complicity. 

ACC 2455 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
MONTGOMERY, RT. ; MILLER, W.1. ; COWER, 
A W. ; 
A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF THE 
STRUCTURE OF THE DIATOM COMMUNITIES 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE REEF HABITATS OF 
'INE FLORIDA KEYS. 

B1BL PROC. THIRD IN'TERNAT. CORAL REEF 
SYMP. 1357-363. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, community, reef, habitat, 
benthic, diversity, seagrass, substrate, 
nutrient, phytoplankton 

ABSTRACT: The structures of benthic diatom 
communities associated with coral reels in the Florida 
Keys were analysed and compared. 'Il~e species richness 
and diversity of diatom floras from the coral sand 
bottom, adjacent seagrass beds, and different zones of 
the reef structure were compared at 3 different reefs. 
Diatom density was high in all substrates. The number 

o[ species was directly related to the degree of habitat 
complexity. Diatom communities from similar substrates 
exhibited a high degree of similarity. It was suggested 
that because of the continual replenishment of nutrients 
by bacterial populations associated with reef surfaces, 
benthic diatom populations may not be nutrient limited. 

""""" 

ACC 2199; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
MOOK, D. ; 
REMOVAL OF SUSPENDED MATERIALS BY 
FOULING COIvIIMUMTIPS. 

BIBL MAR. ECOL PROG. SER 5:279-281 . 

KEYWORD: fouling, sponge, suspended, 
community, temperature, salinity, 
hydroids 

ABSTRACT: Fouling communities from the Indian 
River, consisting primarily of barnacles (Bilious 
eburneus), bryozoans (Bugula sp.), tube building 
amphipods (Corophium lacustre), hydroids, and sponges 
were studied to determine their role in removal of 
suspended particles. Particle consumption rates and 
particle size preference were measured with a coulter 
counter. Suspended particles of all sizes between 1 and 
40 um were removed by the fouling communities with no 
size preference . Fecal particles emitted by some fouling 
species in the size range I.S-5.5 um and >25 um may 
serve as a food source for other species of the 
community. 
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ACC 2552; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
MOOK, D.; 
FOULING S'NDIES, CHAPTER 9. 

BIBL 1N: HARBOR BRANCH CONSORTIUM 
INDIAN RIVER COASTAL ZONE STUDY. 1975-1976. 
ANNU. KEPT. 1 . 

KEYWORD : fouling, seasonality, growth, seagrass 

ABSTRACT: A review of the fouling studies in the 
Indian River region was presented Tle majority of 
fouling invertebrates on the Indian River were 
inventoried. 'Ilie seasonality of settlement was described 
for many animals. The growth and settlement of some 
fouling animals were found to be inhibited in seagrass 
beds, and experiments are underway to determine the 
reason for this apparent inhibition. Preliminary 
experiments have shown that non-selective artificial 
predalion increased species diversity but not the ranking 
o[ chief species, and that selective natural predation did 
not change species diversity, but did alter the rank order 
of dominant species. More comprehensive experiments 
are being conducted on effects of predation . 

ACC 2555; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
MOOK, D. ; 
STUDIES ON FOULING INVERTEBRATES IN THE 
INDIAN RNER, FLORIDA 2 EFFECT OF 
MODULUS MODULUS (PROSOBRANCHLA. 
MODULIDAE} 

BIBL THE NAUTILUS 91(4):134-136. 

KEYWORD: fouling, seagrass, mollusc 

ABS'T'RACT: The build up of fouling invertebrates 
on tiles placed among seagrass blades was determined to 
be considerably leas than on tiles placed in adjacent 
areas devoid of seagrass. Snail counts and the results of 
caging experiments suggested that the grazing action of 

Modulus modulus may retard the buildup of tooling 
organisms on surfaces within the grassbeds. 

""""" 

ACC 2200; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
MOOK, D.H. ; 
EFFEC'M OF DISTURBANCE AND INITIAL 
SBTI'LEMENT ON FOULING COMMUNITY 
STRUCTURE 

BIBL ECOLOGY 62(3):522-526. 

KEYWORD : community, fouling, prcdation 

ABSTRACT- The community structure of fouling 
organisms which settled on ceramic tiles in the Indian 
River, Florida was examined from November 1976 to 
October 1978. Treatments in which predation pressure 
was artificially increased or initial species composition 
was varied had no effect on community structure . 
Predator exclusion experiments altered the species 
composition o[ the fouling community, increasing the 
abundance of species which are normally eliminated by 
grazing. 

ACC 2124; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
MOON, RE; KRUMREI, T.N . ; Re MARTIN, D.F. ; 
AN iNVESTIGAT70N OF COMPOUNDS 
CY'POLYTIC'POWARD THE RED TIDE 
ORGANISM PTYCHODISCUS BREVIS (DAMS) 
STEIDINGER, FROM FLORIDA MARINE 
SEDIMEN'T'S. 

BIBL MICROBIOS . LETT. 14:7-15. 

KEYWORD : sediment, chemical, biological, red 
tide, bacteria 

ABSTRACT: Analysis of sediment samples from 15 
stations along Florida's west coast revealed similar 
chemical and biological characteristics to aponin, a 
substance produced by the cyanobacteria 
Gonphosphaeria aponina which is rytolylic towards the 

Florida red tide organism Ptychodiscus brcvis. Chemical 
activity was demonstrated by two chromatographic 
techniques and biological activity of sediment extracts 
was examined with rytolytic and fungicidal bioassays. 
The widespread distribution of cytolytic agents in marine 
sediments and their potential use in controlling P . brevis 
proliferation arc discussed. 

ACC 333 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1970 
MOORS, D. ; BRUSHER, H.A; TRENT, L; 
RELATIVE ABtJNDAN(E+, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION AND SPECIES COMPOSITION OF 
DEMERSAL FISHES OFF LOUISIANA AND TEXAS, 
1962-1964. 

DIDL BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, BUREAU OF 
COMMERCIAL FISHERIf :S, GALVESTON, TX 
CONTRI 8.303. 

KEYWORD: biology, catch statistics, coastal water, 
fishery, trawl Fishery, demersal fish, 
seasons lity 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 2028; TYPE P ; YEAR 1963 
MOORS, D.R.; 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SEAGRASS, 'INALASSIA, 
IN THE UNITED STATES. 

BIBI. BULL MAR. SCI . GULF CARIBB . 13(2):329-
342 

KEYWORD : seagrass, temperature, depth, turbidity, 
salinity, wave, distribution 

ABS'T'RACT: A discussion of the distribution of 
Thalassic testudinum in the U.S . was presented . 
Ecological factors limiting the distribution of turtle grass 
include temperature, water depth, turbidity, salinity, and 
wave action . Gaps in distribution were determined to be 
due to one or more unfavorable conditions. Aquatic 
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populations derive both food and shelter from grassy 
areas. 

ACC 2125; TYPE U; YEAR 1965 
MOORS, D.R. ; 
NIICROMOILUSCS. 

BIBL KEPT. .TO BLM ON SMALL MOLLUSCS 
COLLECTED IN THE MAFIA AREA DURING 1975-
76 . UNPUBL REPT. U.S . DEPT 1N'I'., BLM, 
WASHINGTON, DG 48 P . 

KEYWORD : mollusc, continental shelf, productivity, 
sediment, depth, temperature, salinity, 
DO, distribution 

ABSTRACT: This report present the results of the 
micromolluscs study of the Bureau of Land Management 
sponsored program in the Mississippi-Alabama-Florida 
(MAFIA) outer continental shelf. A total of 317 live 
specimens and 24,443 dead specimens were collected 
from small subsampling cores. The author summarizes 
the results as follows: Live collected micromolluscs were 
no abundant in the subsamples due to the small surface 
area of the cores . Enough material was collected, 
however, to make some basic assumptions: 1) Small 
molluscs are relatively abundant in shallow water (<SO 
m) in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico (about 700/square 
meters). 2) Small molluscs are uncommon on the deeper 
shelf (50 to 186 m) in this area (about 125 per square 
meter). 3) The continental shelf from Cape San Bias, 
Florida, to the Chandeleur Islands is an area of low 
productivity for molluscs . 4) Live bivalves are more 
abundant than live gastropods. 5) Browsing gastropods 
ace rare in depths o[ more than 50 m. 6) Browsing 
gastropods arc extremely rare in areas with such fine 
sediment. 7) Two most important [actors influencing 
abundance and distribution of small molluscs are 
sediment type and depth of water. 

ACC 2519; TYPE P; YEAR 1972 
MOORE, H.B . ; 
AN ESTIMATE OF CARBONATE PRODUCTION BY 
MACROBBNTI-iOS IN SOIL TROPICAL SOFT 
BOTTOM COMMUNITIES. 

BI13L MAR. BIOL 17(2):145-148 . 

KEYWORD : Dade, carbonate, community, 
invertebrate, productivity 

ABSTRACT: Studies of the soft bottom 
macrobenthos of Biscayne Bay, Florida have provided 
productivity figures in the form of the ratio of annual 
somatic production to standing crop for mast resident 
species. In this paper, the values were converted to 
carbonate productivity ratios, which were used to 
calculate carbonate production per square meter per 
year. The values ranged from less than 1 g to nearly 400 
g for sublidal communities and appraocimately 1 kg [or 
one intenidal area . 

ACC 2547 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1962 
MOORS, D.R . ; 
NOTES ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF 'INS SPINY 
LOBSTER PANiJI1RUS IN FLORIDA AND THE 
GULF OF rSQQCO. 

BIDL CRUSTACEANA 3(4)318-319. 

KEYWORD: spiny lobster, reef, distribution 

ABSTRACT: Observations of many Panulirus living 
in caves and holes in the rocky reefs o[ the east coast, 
(primarily Palm Beach and also Hobe Sound) were 
reported. The common species is P . argus and it is 
abundant throughout the year. P . guttatus, quite rare, 
was never found living in areas occupied by P . argus. 
Although only occasionally seen, h was present year 
round. P . laevicauda, not seen until April 1949, became 
almost as common as P. argus but after the 1949 invasion 
no more specimens were found. Panulirus is not fished 
commercially in the Palm Beach area . Record show P. 
argus as far north as North Carolina, but there are no 
records for the northern Gulf of Mexico. It is suggested 

that there are considerable numbers of P. argus on 
suitable rocky bottom in the northern Gulf of Mexico, 
but in deep water too deep and too far offshore to be 
fished commercially. 

"" 

ACC 4106; TYPE P ; YEAR 1984 
MOORS, C.M . ; LABISKY, RF. ; 
POPULATION PARANffT'ERS OF A RELATIVELY 
IINE}PLOITED STOCK OF SNOWY GROUPER IN 
THE LOWER FLORIDA KEYS. 

BIBL'I'RANS. AM . FISH. SOC. 113:322-329. 

KEYWORD: biology, dernersal fish, commercial 
fishery, fish, ecology, grouper, life 
history, reproduction, coastal, growth, 
mortality 

ABSTRACT: Age, growth, mortality, and 
reproduction of a relatively unexploited stock of snowy 
grouper Epinephelus niveatus from the lower Florida 
Keys, were studied during April 1978-July 1981 . 
Biological statistics were derived from 309 snowy 
grouper. Ages, determined by otolith sectioning, ranged 
from 0 to }IXCII . Back calculated mean total lengths 
(1'L) ranged from 209 mm at the end of year 1 l0 909 
mm at the end o[ year 15 . The von Bertalanffy growth 
equation for snowy grouper was L = 1,320)(1-
exp{.0.087(1 + 1 .013J), where L = total length (mm) and 
t - age (years). Annual mortality, determined by catch-
curve analysis, was 16% . Full recruitment into the 
fishery occurred al 575-600 mm TL and at age VIII . The 
snowy grouper exhibited protogynous hermaphroditism . 
Most females (81°6) were sexually mature by age IV to 
V. Males did not appear until age VI, but they 
comprised 40% of all fish of ages VI11 or older. These 
biological findings preliminarily suggest that snowy 
grouper stocks in the Florida Keys cannot support an 
extensive and sustained commercial fishery. 
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ACC 4107; TYPE P ; YEAR 1951 
MOORS, J.C. ; 
THE RANGE OF THE FIARIDA MANATEE 

BIBL QUART. J . FLA ACRD. SCI . 14(1):1-19. 

KEYWORD: migration, manatee, distribution, 
mammal, endangered species, coastal 

ABSTRACT: Using previous accounts and direct 
observation during the years 1941 to 1951, the range o[ 
the Florida manatee is charted . The status of the animal 
population is evaluated throughout its range . 
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ACC 2299; TYPE P ; YEAR 1968 
MORRILL, J.B. ; 
REPORT ON A BIOLOGICAL. SURVEY OF THE 
TIDAL FIATS AND SHORELINE OF TIM BAY 
POINT AREA 

I31BI_ ENVIR . STUD . PROG . REPT. NEW COLLEGE 
OF UNIV . SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, pollution, turbidity, dredging 

ABSTRACT: The vcgetational patterns of the day 
Shore area indicate that as a result o natural processes, 
there has been and continues to be stabilization and land 
building along the shore and filling in of the tidal zone 
adjacent to the shore . The absence of many typical tidal 
flat organisms in the cove and along the Bay front may 
be due to: pollution or enrichment from effluents 
entering the Grand Canal immediately to the south and 
Coconut Bayou to the north ; freshwater flow into the 
Cove via drainage ditches ; relatively weak tidal flushing 
and circulatory patterns in the Cove ; high turbidity in the 
inshore water resulting from the dredged Intracoastal 
Waterway channel; plus intensive boat traffic in and 
adjacent to the waterway. 
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ACC 2300; TYPE P; YEAR 1968 
MORRILL, J.D . ; 
REPORT ON A BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE 
TIDAL FIATS AND SHORELINE OF [CARD 
ISLAND, EMERALD ISLES AREA, BOWLEES 
CREEK, SARASOTA BAY, FLORIDA 

BIBL ENVIR STUD. PROG . KEPT. NEW COLLEGE 
OF UNIV. SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, invertebrate, benthic, algae, 
seagrass, oyster 

ABSTRACT: Ile intenidal zone within the 
Manatee County bulkhead line surrounding Icard Island 
was determined to consist mainly of a sandy mud bottom 
with the snail Batillaria minima being the most abundant 
macroinvertebrate. In addition, the zone was populated 
by small oyster bars, scattered clumps of coon oysters 
and etches of Cuban shoal grass . The greatest numbers 
of invertebrate species appeared to occur in the turtle 
grassbeds outside the bulkhead line or in the shoal 
grassbeds in the lower levels of the intertidal zone. In 
general, the intenidal zone between the south side of the 
Island and the oyster bars bordering Bowless Creek and 
the interlidal zone between the north side of the Island 
and the channel to the north produced less benthic 
invertebrates than the shoal grass areas to the west and 
north of the Island . Turtle grass, occurring mainly 
outside the bulkhead line and below the mean low water, 
had a greater dry weight per unit bottom surface area 
than did the shoal graze that occurred in the intertidal 
zone . The latter grass displayed atidal zonalion in which 
the size of the grass patches and the dry weight per unit 
area were markedly reduced in the higher intertidal 
areas within the bulkhead line . Fish species which graze 
on the bottom invertebrates and sessile algae attached to 
oyster shells were reported . Birds o[ the area were also 
listed. A hydrographic survey was conducted. 

ACC 2301 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1970 
MORRILL, J .E3. ; 
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF SUBMERGED LANDS 
IN THE VICIMTY OF THE PROPOSED 
WATERGATE CENTER BOATEL, SARASOTA BAY, 
CITY OF SARASOTA, SARASOTA COUNTY, 
FLORIDA 

BIBL ENVIR . STUD . PROG. REPT. NEW COLLEGE 
OF l1NIV. SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, currents, algae, seagrass, 
oyster 

ABSTRACT : A description of the proposed 
Watergate Center boatel in Sarasota Bay was presented 
with attention to existing grass flats, tidal currents and 
seawall communities. It was suggested that the fringe of 
coon oysters and marine grasses would be eliminated, 
there would be a considerable growth of bacteria and 
blue-green algae below the oyster zone, the bottom 
would become a rich, organic silt, and that development 
o[ anaerobic conditions, at depths greater than live to 
seven feet would occur. The consequences of developing 
marinas and recommendations !or maintaining and 
improving the quality of the marine environmental (sic) 
in the boatel area were presented. 

ACC 2302; TYPE N ; YEAR 1970 
MORRILL, J .[3. 
NEW COLLEGE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
CLASS PROJECT ON OTTER KEY AND 
DEVILFISH KEY, FLORIDA. 

BIBL ENVIR. STUD. PROG . REPT. NEW COLLEGE 
OF THE UNIV . SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, invertebrate, seagrass 

ABSTRACT: New College (University of South 
Florida) Environmental Studies Gass Project on Otter 
Key (Sarasota Bay) and Devilfish Key (Charlotte 
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Harbor) presented data on numbers of invertebrate 
species, species of seagrass and maps of seagrasses. 

ACC 2303; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
MORRILl., J .B.; 
BAYSIDE FIELD LAB; APPROAQIES TO A 
MODEL ECOSYSTEM. 

STUDENT REPORTS AVAILABLE ONLY 
THROUGH J.B. MORRILI � NEW COLLEGE AT 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY PROGRAM. 

BIBL ENVIR STUD . PROG . KEPT. NEW COLLEGE 
OF UN1V. SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, invertebrate, temperature, 
salinity, DO, nutrient, tide 

ABSTRACT: A compilation student-collected 
biological data for the Bayside Club, Siesta Key, 
Sarasota, Florida is presented . Specialists for benlhic 
invertebrates are included . 

ACC 2304 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
MORRIIl, J.B . : 
SOUTH COCONUT BAYOU RESEARCH PROJECT. 

BIBL ENVIR STUD . PROG . KEPT. NEW COLLEGE 
OF UNIV . SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, benthic, abundance, 
temperature, DO 

ABSTRACT: A compilation of data collected from 
Coconut Bayou was presented . Benthic data included 
species lists and abundances. 

ACC 23(15; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
MORRILL, J.B. ; 
THE SUBMERGED AND SHORELINE 
VEGETATION OF THREE CANAL SYSTEMS, 
SIESTA KEY, FLORIDA, PRELIMINARY 
OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

BIUL PROC. OF THE FIRST ANNU. CONE. ON 
RESTORATION OF COAST. VEGETATION IN FLA 
P . 39. 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, currents, depth, seagrass, 
water quality 

ABSTRACT: Three manmade canals in Siesta Key 
were studied in 1972 for distribution of grasses and water 
quality. Recommendations for management are : canal 
design [or optimal tidal flushing; pruning of vegetated 
shorelines ; removal of aquatic plants and floating debris; 
and aeration o[ bottom waters in dead end canals . 

ACC 2306; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
MORRILL, J.[3. ; 
SOUTH LIDO KEY STUDIES . 

DIDL ENVIR. STUDIES PROGRAM REPORT. NEW 
COLLEGE OF UNIV. SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, seagrass, currents 

ABSTRACT: Student collected data on benthic 
studies in Brushy Bayou, South Lido Key, Florida are 
presented and include information on seagrass dry 
weights, current measurements, and grassbed mappings. 

ACC 2307 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
MORRILL, J.B . ; BIAIR, G ; 
A BIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF 
THE SUBMERGED LANDS IN THE PROPOSED 
BAY HARBOR DEVELOPMENT, SIESTA KEY, 
FLORIDA 

E31BL ENVIR STUDIES PROGRAM REPORT. NEW 
COLLEGE OF THE UNIV. SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, invertebrate, blue crab, 
nutrient, temperature, salinity, sea 
grass, mules, oyster 

ABSTRACT: The survey o[ the submerged lands in 
the proposed Bay Harbor Development, Sarasota, 
Florida included descriptions, diagrammatic maps and 
aerial photographs o[ the mangrove swamps and 
submerged lands. Overall, the sandy mud bottom and 
grass flats in the lagoon were found to have fewer and 
less diverse macrobenthic invertebrates than similar areas 
on the tidal flats in Roberts Bay, indicating that the 
biological productivity of the lagoon is less than the bay. 
Other than intertidal coon oysters, commercial shellfish 
were not observed in the lagoon. Blue crabs, killifish and 
mullet were present. It was concluded that the lagoon's 
major role in the Bay's economy is to tarnish nutrients. 
Recommendations for preserving and restoring the 
marine environmental relative to the proposed 
development were presented . 

ACC 2308; TYPE P ; YEAR 1968 
MORRILL, J.B . ; DONALDSON, S . ; 
OBSERVATIONS OF A SEAWALL. COMMUNITY. 

BIF3L ENVIR STUD. PROG . KEPT. NEW COLLEGE 
OF UNIV. SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, touting, currents, substrate, 
tides 

ABSTRACT: Collections and observations of 
organisms in the fouling community as well as data on 



currents, substrate, tides, and illumination are reported. 
Vertical zonation is discussed . 

"t""" 

ACC 2309; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
MORRILL, J.B. ; DENARVAEZ, G; FOSTER, R; 
AYER, F.B. ; CONNOR, E. ; 
HYDROORAPHY OF THE GRAND CANAL AND 
IRON LAGOON WATERWAYS, SIESTA KEY, 
FLORIDA 

BIBL REPT. BY DIV. NAT. SCI ., NEW COLLEGE AT 
UNIV. SO. FLA., SARASOTA FLORIDA 47 P . 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, hydrography, bathymetry, 
pollution, temperature, salinity, DO, 
currents, turbidity, nutrient, 
physiography 

ABSTRACT: Information on the history o[ the two 
lagoonal sites, the physiography and bathymetry, sources 
of pollution and hydrography were reported . Of the two 
canal systems studies, the overall water quality and 
diversity o[ marine life was found to be greater in the 
Heron Lagoon system than in the Grand Canal system . It 
was determined that the primary cause of "undesirable" 
water quality conditions (the development of organically 
rich, soft bottom sediments and their communities of 
macro and microorganisms) was poor tidal circulation. 

ACC 2328; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
MORRILI, J.W. ; NEEDfiAM, N. ; 
A BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE SUBMERGED 
LANDS IN THE PROPOSED POR'POFiNO 
DEVELOPMENT: CAPE HAZE-PLACIDA, 
CHARLOTTE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

BIBL ENVIR. STUD. PROG. REPT. NEW COLLEGE 
OF UNIV . SOUTH FLA 

KEYWORD : Charlotte, mollusc, fishery, 
invertebrate, salinity, seagrass 

ABS'TRAC'T': 7le immediate consequences of the 
proposed PortoGno development include : 1) loss of some 
existing mangroves ; 2) loss of some Spartina grass 
patches and sandy beach ; 3) loss of the sandy, mud 
beach zone; 4) loss of some Cuban shoal weed inside the 
bulkhead line; and 5) loss of some turtle grass area. 
Recommendations to minimize damage to the 
surrounding bottoms and waters are made for the three 
areas . The presence of a relatively rich mollusc (suns 
north and to a lesser extent south of the spoil area 
demonstrates the waters of Placida Harbor are not 
polluted and that these grautlats continue to function as 
a fishery resource . 
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ACC 4108; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
MORRISON, J.M . ; NOWLJN, W.D . ; 
REPEATED NUTRIENT, OXYGEN, AND DENSITY 
SECTIONS THROUGH THE LOOP CURRENT. 

DIBL J . MAR. RES. 35(1):105-128. 

KEYWORD : physical, oceanography, nutrient, 
hydrography, circulation, currents, 
loop current, chemical 

ABSTRACT: Based on observations made in May 
1972, the nutrient and dissolved -cKygen concentrations in 
the offshore waters of the eastern Gulf of Mexico are 
described and related to the Loop Current and 
antiryclonic current rings, which are the principal 
circulation features of this region . The characteristic 
relationships of oxygen and nutrients to density 

parameters are presented, and the following water 
masses are characterized in the Gulf: Subtropical 
Underwater, 18 degrees C Sargasso Sea Water, upper 
subtropical oxygen minimu, Antarctic Intermediate 
Water, and North Atlantic Deep Water. Repeated 
sections through the Loop Current allow some estimation 
of variability within a period of weeks, as well as 
descriptions of spatial variations of properties 'Ile 
relative geostrophic flow within the Loop is described . 
Transport estimates are compared to previous estimates 
of the Loop and to estimates through the Yucatan and 
Florida Straits based on measurements also made during 
May 1972 The results are in good agreement ; values for 
the total transport of the current are approximately 30 x 
10 to the 6th cubic meter sec to the -1st, while for the 
waters above of = 27.0 mg cubic centimeter a value near 
23 x 10 to the 6th cubic meter sec to the -Ist is obtained. 

""""" 

ACC 1096; TYPE ; YEAR N/AH 
MOSHIRI, G.B. ; 
BAYOU TEXAR PROJECT: 

I31[3L UNIVERSITY OF WEST FLORIDA, WATER 
RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER. 

KEYWORD: ammonia, carbohydrates, copper, 
organic carbon, dissolved oocygen, EH, 
BOD, water quality 

ABSTRACT: Bayou Texar, off Pensarnla Bay, 
Florida, was studied extensively from March, 1971 to 
May, 1976 . Water quality analyses were carried out 
biweekly at 31 to 6 stations in the bayou. Other analyses 
include measurements of phytoplankton populations, 
photosynthetic and heterotrophic rates, and water and 
sediment microbiota . Generally, water samples were 
filtered before analyses were made of the various 
parameters. 

""""" 
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ACC 1097; TYPE ; YEAR N/AH 
MOSHIRI, G.A ; 
MULATTO BAYOU STUDY. 

I31BL UNIVERSITY OF WEST FLORIDA, WATER 
RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER 

KEYWORD : ammonia, carbohydrates, carbon, 
copper, organic carbon, dissolved 
oocygen, EH, water quality 

ABSTRACT: Mulatto Bayou, off Escambia Bay, 
Florida, was monitored with respect to water quality 
from June, 1972 to April, 1975 . Fourteen water quality 
parameters were measured biweekly at 3 stations from 
surface and bottom water samples. Samples were filtered 
before analyses were made, except for (field 
measurements. limited sediment data also exists . 

ACC 4109 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
MOTE MARINE LABORATORY; 
CHARLATTE HARBOR HYDROCARBON STUDY, 
YEAR 2 

BIBL FINAL REPORT TO THE F=LORIDA 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, ST 
PETERSBURG, FL. 136 P. 

KEYWORD: biology, molluscs, oil spill, coastal, 
hydrocarbon, pollution, chemistry, 
oyster, water column, sediment 

ABSTRACT: Hydrocarbon content and 
characterization was obtained for surficial sediment, 
oysters and water from four areas in Charlotte Harbor. 
Each area represents a different type o! land use activity 
including residential development canals; municipal and 
industrial impact; commercial fishing and marine industry 
facilities; and a nondeveloped control area . Residential 
canal systems contained petroleum contamination 
resulting from marinas and a highway service station 
area . This contamination was indicative of crankcase oil 
which diminished with distance from the source . Total 
hydrocarbon content of canal sediment ranged from over 
50 mg/g sediment at a manna to less than 5 ug/g at 

nonimpacted areas. Biogenic hydrocarbons exhibiting 
chromatographic patterns that mimic some petroleum 
characteristics were observed in certain areas, showing 
the importance of obtaining pre-oil spill data for accurate 
interpretation of oil spill impact 71ie highest 
contamination was observed at commercial fishing 
docking areas . This contamination was indicative of a 
low to mid boiling range fuel oil and attained a 
concentration of 142 ug/g sediment, relative to less than 
5 ug/g in unimpacted areas. Oyster samples generally 
reflected the contamination observed in sediment . Water 
samples contained different hydrocarbon patterns than 
oysters or sediment. Inferences drawn from water data 
would be more reliable had funds been available for 
repetitive sampling over several tidal cycles. "Ilus 
investigation has characterized hydrocarbon 
contamination from specific land use activities around 
Charlotte Harbor, as well as background hydrocarbon 
data fro. . . 

ACC 715 : TYPE ;YEAR 1973 
MULKANA, M.S. ; ABBOTT, W. ; 
NUTRITIONAL COMPONENTS OE THE STANDING 
PLANKTON CROP IN MISSISSIPPI SOUND. 

B1BL GULF RES. REP . 4(2)3W-317 . 

KEYWORD: biology, biomass, caloric content, 
plankton, productivity 

ABSTRACT.- Not available. 

ACC 873; TYPE ; YEAR 1968 
MULKANA, M.S . ; 
SEASONAL CHANGES IN THE NUTRITIONAL 
COMPONENTS OF THE STANDING PLANKTON 
BIOMASS IN MISSISSIPPI SOUND. 

BIBL PH.D. DISSERTATION . MISSISSIPPI STATE 
UNIVERSITY . 87 P. 

KEYWORD: carbohydrates, lipid, phytoplankton, 
protein, salinity, temperature, 
zooplankton 

ABSTRACT: Studies on seasonal changes in the 
nutritional components o[ plankton biomass in 
Mississippi Sound were made from April, 1965, to 
September, 1966 . Sanding biomass and nutrition 
available from net plankton and from nannoplankton 
were estimated . 

""""" 

ACC 2229 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1959 
MULLINS, AT. ; 
A STUDY OF MARINE TERRIGENOUS 
SEDIMENTS FROM THE GULF OF ME}QCO . 

BIBL M.S . THESIS. f"'LA. STATE UNIV ., 
TALLAHASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD : sediment, grain size, heavy meal 

ABSTRACT: 'Thirty eight sediment samples were 
collected from a 45 sq . mi. area south o[ St . George 
Island, Florida, and analysed (or composition and grain 
size parameter. Fourteen types of heavy metals were 
identified, two of which were authigenic . Sediment size 
and content differed between the ridges and troughs 
which characterize the area . Statistical comparisons were 
made between the sediments of the study area and an 
eastern area oft Dog Island . 
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ACC 4161 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1985 
MULTER, R; 
A NUMERICAL MUD DISCHARGE PLUME 
MODEL FOR OFFSHORE DRIWNG 
OPERATIONS . 

BIBL FINAL REPORT BY U.S . ARMY CORPS OF 
ENGINEERS SUBMITTED TO THE MINERALS 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE, NEW ORLEANS, LA 
CONTRACT X14-12-0001-30012 12 PP . 

KEYWORD: drilling mud, model, numerical model, 
oil and gas, physical 

ABSTRACT: This study involved the modification 
and subsequent application of a generic plume model 
developed by the Walden Division of Labor, Inc. under 
contract to the US Army Corps of Engineers. The 
mathematical basis of the model is a unidirectional, 
steady, Reynolds type diffusion equation . To close the 
governing equation, coefficients of eddy diffusion are 
introduced and a hypothesis of similar mass and 
momentum diffusion invoked to define them. Also made 
is an assumption that the velocity may be replaced by its 
mean over the depth. This substitution facilitates 
separation of the original equation into two partial 
differential equations. One equation models the effect of 
lateral diffusion and is solved analytically. The other 
models the interaction of settling, longitudinal transport, 
and vertical diffusion and is solved numerically. The 
effect of this separation of variables is a substantial 
reduction in the computational labor. As part of the 
study a new computer program was written to perform 
the numerical computations. A second program which 
sets up the data needed by the numerical computation 
program was also written . This program asks the 
modekr a series of questions and stores the responses in 
a data file which is subsequently used by the numerical 
plume model. The combination of the two programs 
form an interactive, easy to use, tool for studying mud 
plumes. 

ACC 429; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
MUNCY, RJ . ; WINGO, W.M. ; 
SPECIES PROFILES, LIFE HISTORIES AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS OF 
COASTAL FISHES AND INVERTEBRATES (GULF 
OF MEXICO} SEA CATFISH AND GAFFTOPSAIL 
CATFISH. 

BIBL U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C 
FWS-OBS-82-115 . 17 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, commercial fishery, ecology, 
fishery, life history, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 1087 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
MURPHY, M.D . ; 
ASPECTS OF THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE GULF 
BUT IFRH73H, PEPRIUS BURTL 

BIBL M.S . THESIS. TEXAS AdcM UNIVERSITY, 
COLLEGE STATION, TX77 P. 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, fish, life cycle, life 
history, zoology 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 4110 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
MURPHY, E.B . ; STEIDINGER, K.A ; ROBERTS, B.S; 
WILLIAMS, l. ; JOLLEY, J.W . ; 
AN EXPLANATION FOR THE FLORIDA EAST 
COAST GYMNODIUM BREVE RED TIDE OF 
NOVEMBER 1972 

B1BL LIMNOL OCEANOGR. 20(3):481-486 . 

KEYWORD: biology, phytoplankton, loop current, 
remote sensing, red tide 

ABSTRACT : The first documented Florida east 
coast Gymnodinium breve red tide is attributed to an 
unusual Loop Current pattern. Satellite and ground data 
indicate that the November incident was seeded by a red 
tide detected in late September 1972 in southwest 
Florida waters; southwest inshore waters flowed directly 
south through the Florida Keys, carrying low to moderate 
concentrations of G. breve which were concentrated and 
transported to the east coast by unusual current 
configurations. 

ACC 81 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
MURRAY, S.P . ; 
WIND AND CURRENT EFFECTS ON LARGE 
SCALE OIL SLICKS. 

BIBL M TTH ANNUAL OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY 
CONFERENCE, MAY 5-8,1975 . HOUSTON, TX P. 
573-533. 

KEYWORD: currents, hydrography, meteorology, 
oil spill, physical process 

ABSTRACT: The relative effect of local winds and 
near-surface currents in determining the movement of oil 
slicks in coastal and shelf waters was determined from 39 
surveys by Raydist-equipped helicopters during the Main 
Pass 41C spill off the Mississippi Delta in March 1970. 
Orientation of oil slicks is closely controlled by local wind 
direction ; slicks usually form IOo.40o to the right of the 
wind . Wind shifts associated with various sectors of 
migrating high-pressure cells quickly realign new slicks 
and actively dissipate old ones. Density fronts, both 
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ambient and quasi-stationary, also play important roles in 
determining slick movement and size . An easily utilized 
regression model for slick area and orientation as a 
function o[ wind velocity and local conditions is also 
presented. 

""""t 

ACC 90; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
MURRAY, S.P. ; WISEMAN, W.J . ; 
CURRENT DYNANIICS AND SEDIMENT 
DISTRIBUTION IN THE WEST MISSISSIPPI DELTA 
AREA. 

BIBL IN CONFERENCE ON MARINE AND 
FRESHWATER RESEARCH IN SOUTHERN 
AFRICA, PORT ELIZABETH, SOUTH AFRICA 
JULY 1976. 7 P . 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, currents, 
oceanography, physical process 

ABSTRACT: The dynamical oceanography of the 
coastal bight west of Southwest Pass, an area extending 
roughly 50 km offshore and 70 km alongshore, was 
studied over the hydrologic year 1973-1974 . Analysis of 
current observations from moored current meters and 
monthly anchor stations isolated clock-rotating tidal 
currents having amplitudes of 10-3U cm/sec, depending 
on location and vertical density gradients . Extremely 
strong tidal currents in the vicinity of Southwest Pass 
appear to be related to the early arrival of high water 
locally. Current profiles at the anchor stations often show 
significant vertical shear in speed and direction which is 
probably controlled by the density stratification . The 
spatial pattern of the tidal currents consists 
predominantly of reversing along shore flow with 
significant shear in the onshore -offshore direction. 
Drogue tracks, combined with satellite imagery and 
surface salinity patterns, frequently show a trapped 
vortex west of the delta with onshore flows in the 
western extremity of the study area . Conversely, monthly 
hydrographic cruises on a dense grid suggest that heavy 
Gulf water persistently intrudes at depth into the central 
core of the curved bight . Although subject to strong 
dispersive processes by the marked spatial variability in 
the tidal current field, the sediment pattern nevertheless 

appears to be largely controlled by the mean current 
field produced by seasonal wind and river discharge 
effects. 
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ACC 564 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1960 
MURRAY, G.E . ; 
GEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK OF GULF COASTAL 
PROVINCE OF UNITED STATES . 

1N F.P . SHEPARD, F.F3. PFiLEGER, AND T.H. VAN 
ANDEL, EDS. RECENT SEDIMENT'S, NORTHWEST 
GULF OF MEXICO. AM. ASSOC PET. GEOL, 
TULSA, OK. P . 5-33 . 

BIBL AM. ASSOC . PET . GEOL, TULSA, OK. 

KEYWORD : Paleozoic, Precambrian, coastal water, 
geology, geosyncline, straugraphy, 
structure, geologic history 

ABSTRACT : The Gulf Coastal province of the 
United Sates is a segment of the Mesozoic-Cenozoic 
coastal geosyncline of eastern North America which can 
be traced continuously from Newfoundland to 
Guatemala . The geosyncline is roughly lens-shaped in 
cross section ; approximately equal parts exist (1) 
submerged beneath the wagers of the Atlantic Ocean and 
Gulf of Mexico, and (2) panty emerged adjacent to the 
shores. The Gulf Coastal portion of the geosyncline has 
an area of more than 150,000 square miles and contains 
about 50,000 feet of predominately arenaceous-
argillaceous, marginal to shallow marine straw, although 
calcareous materials predominate in the Florida 
Peninsula and in the Cretaceous in Texas . The 
geosynclinal mass overlies Precambrian-Paleozoic rocks 
of variable facies, structure, and degree of 
metamorphism ; their top surface possesses an overall 
slope toward the Gulf of Mexico. 
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ACC 2361 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
MURRAY, P.J . ; 
THE TRANSPLANTATION OF THE SEAGRASS 
T'EiALASSIA TES'IUDiNUM AND HALADUIE 
WRIGHTII INTO A MARCO ISLAND CANAL. 
SYSTEM 

BIDL RES. PROG. KEPT. MACRO APP . MAR. ECOL 
STA 9 P. 

KEYWORD : Collier, scagrass, temperature, salinity, 
DO, turbidity, light, nutrient 

ABSTRACT: The success of transplanting "Ilhalassia 
testudinum and Halodule wrightii in the beret and trough 
of a modified canal system was monitored . Sprigs were 
transplanted with only a rhizome fragment attached and 
not an active apex to determine whether or not the 
rhizome planted without the apex will grow. Long term 
results had not yet been evaluated . 

ACC 818; TYPE ; YEAR 1967 
N/A 
ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY OF BACTERIA 
ISOLATED FROM MARINE MUD. 

BIBL GULF COAST TECHNICAL SERVICES UNIT 
TECHNICAL REPORT 67.5 . 10 P. 

KEYWORD : microfauna, sediment, bacteria 

ABSTRACT: Bacteria capable of exhibiting 
antimicrobial activity were isolated from marine mud so 
as to gain knowledge regarding the estuarine 
environment as a potential source of anumicrobial 
agents. Samples of mud were taken from 5 stations in 
Mobile Bay during a 1 year period beginning in August, 
1965. 
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ACC 819 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1971 ACC 398 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 ACC 783 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
N/A NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER; NATIONAL FISH AND WILDLIFE LABORATORY ; 
COLIFORM BACTERIAL GROWTH IN ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDE FOR THE U.S. GULF AMERICAN Al IIGATOR 
HARVESTED OYSTERS. COAST. 

BIBL GULF COAST TECHNICAL SERVICES UNIT 
TECHNICAL REPORT 71-1 . 

BIBL NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER, 
ASHEVIL,LE, NC. 177 P . 

BIBL U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASFiING'I'ON, D.G 
FWS IOQS-80101 .39. 9 P. 

KEYWORD: temperature, microfauna, oyster, 
bacteria 

ABS'TRAC'T: An attempt was made to determine 
the cause of an increase in co6torm bacteria counts 
between harvesting and arrival of oysters at wholesale 
and retail markets. Samples were collected in November, 
1970. 

ACC 397 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER,. 
CLIMATIC SUMMARIES FOR NOAH DATA 
BOUYS. 

BIBL NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE, NOM 
DATA BUOY CENTER, NSTL STATION, MS . 214 P. 

KEYWORD : air temperature, meteorology, physical 
process, wave height, wave period, 
water temperature, wind direction, 
wind speed 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

KEYWORD: meteorology, oceanography, physical 
process, temperature, wave 

ABSTRACT : Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 688; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER; 
LOCAL CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA, ANNUAL 
SUMMARY WITH COMPARATIVE DATA - 1983. 
MOBILE, AL 

BIBL NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER, 
ASHEVILLE, NC. 4 P . 

KEYWORD: climatic data, meteorology, air 
temperature, precipitation 

ABS'I'RAC"1': This is an annual NOAH publication 
which includes a local narrative climatological summary, 
the meteorological data (or the current year and normals, 
means and extremes. In addition to this data, monthly 
average temperatures, and precipitation are presented . 

""""" 

KEYWORD : alligator, biology, breeding, ecology, 
feeding habit, life history, reproduction 

ABS'TRAC'T: This paper is one in a series o[ 
accounts on threatened and endangered species . The 
purpose is to provide resource managers and the public 
with information about federally listed endangered 
and/or threatened vertebrate species that occur along or 
within 100 km of the sea coast of the United States. 
Information on life history, distribution, requirements and 
conservation of the subject species is included. 

ACC 58; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
NATIONAL FISH AND WILDLIFE LABORATORY ; 
SELECTED VERTEBRATE ENDANGERED 
SPECIES OF THE SEA COAST OF THE UNITED 
STATES . 

f31I3L U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OP BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
PWS/OBS-80101 . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal zone, endangered 
species, life history, distribution, 
vertebrate 

ABSTRACT : 'ile purpose of this series of species 
accounts is to provide resource managers and the public 
with information about federally listed endangered 
and/or threatened vertebrate species that occur along, or 
within 100 kilometers of, the seacoast of the United 
States . Information about life history, distribution, 
requirements and conservation of the subject species is 
included (range maps and other distributional data are 
not necessarily equivalent to critical habitat as defined in 
the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended). This 
series of accounts is intended to complement the 
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computerized Sensitive Wildlife Information System 
(SWIS) developed by the U.S . Army Corps of Engineers 
in coordination with the Offices of Endangered Species 
and Biological Services of the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

ACC 877 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
NAT. MAR. FISH . SERV. ; SOUTHEAST FISH . 
CENTER ; FISH ENGINEER LABORATORY ; 
SKYLAB OCEANIC GAMEFISH PROJECT, 
INTERIM DATA REPORT. 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
SOUTHEAST FISHERIES CEN'T'ER, FISHERIES 
ENGINEERING LABORATORY. 

KEYWORD: air pressure, air temperature, 
carotenoids, chlorophyll, irradiance, 
precipitation, relative humidity, 
salinity, remote sensing, fishery 

ABSTRACT: A joint effort by private, professional 
fishermen, NASA and NOAA's NMFS took place on 
August 4 and 5, 1973, in the northern Gulf of Mexico to 
acquire gamefish data, pigment data, chlorophyll A, D, 
and C along with carotenoids were measured using color 
filters. 

ACC 407 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE; 
FISHERIES OF THE UNITED STATES, 1981 . 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. CURRENT FISHERY 
STATISTICS NO. 8200. 131 P . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, management, 
fishery, fishery statistics, continental 
shelf, socioeconomic 

ABST'RAC'T: Not available 

ABSTRACT: The 1979 survey is the first in a series 
of planned surveys to obtain estimates of participation, 
catch and effort by recreational fishermen in marine 
waters of the United States. This report covers the 
Atlantic and Gulf Coasts !or a one year period from 
January through December, 1979. The data collection 
methodology consisted of two complementary surveys, a 
combination household survey and intercept (creel) 
survey . 

t"""" 

ACC 879; TYPE ; YEAR N/AI 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER ; 
SURVEY OF GULF MENHADEN. 

ACC 677 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE ; 
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR MARINE 
RECREATIONAL FISHERIES IN THE SOUTHEAST 
REGION. 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE AND 
SOUTHEAST FISHERIES CENTER, S7' . 
PETERSBURG, FL 35 P . 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER, 
BEAUFORT, NC. 

KEYWORD: fish, salinity, commercial fishery, secchi 
disc, water temperature 

ABSTRACT : Ten year survey of Gulf menhaden 
from Florida to Texas . 

KEYWORD : coastal water, recreation, 
socioeconomic, sport fishing 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 678; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE; 
MARINE RECREATIONAL FISHERY STATISTICS 
SURVEY, ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTS. 1979. 
CURRENT FISHERY STATISTICS NUMBER 8063, 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 137 P . 

KEYWORD: coastal water, recreation, 
socioeconomic, sport fishing, statistical 
analysis, fish 

ACC 880; TYPE ; YEAR N/AI 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER ; 
CATCH RECORDS OF GULF MENHADEN. 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CEN'T'ER, 
BEAl1FORT, NC. 

KEYWORD: fish, commercial fishery 

ABSTRACT. Not available . 
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ACC 881 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/AI ACC 883 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/AI ACC 897 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE; 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER; ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER ; FRV GEORGE M BOWERS CRUISE REPORT 
AGE AND SIZE OF GULF MENHADEN. TAGGING JUVENILE GULF MENHADEN. 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER, 
BEAUFORT,NG 

BIAL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
ATLANTIC ESTUAR(NE FISHERIES CENTER, 
BEAUFORT, NC. 

BIf3L SOUTHEAST FISHERIES CENTER . 

KEYWORD : demersai fish, pelagic fish, commercial 
fishery, lagging 

KEYWORD: fish, length, commercial fishery 

ABS'I'RACC: Age and size study of Atlantic 
menhaden throughout the geographical and seasonal 
range of the Gulf menhaden fishery. Samples from 
commercial catch. ' 

ACC 882 ; TYPE ; YEAR UNKN 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER; 
TAGGING AND MIGRATION STUDIES OF ADULT 
GULF MENHADEN. 

131BL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER, 
[3EAUFORT, NC 

KEYWORD: fish, length, commercial fishery, 
migration, tagging 

ABSTRACT : Tagging and migration studies of adult 
Gulf menhaden from Florida to Texas. Field notes on 
fish conditions. 

KEYWORD: fish, length, commercial fishery, 
migration, tagging 

ABSTRACT': Tagging study of juvenile Gulf 
menhaden . Field notes on habitat, condition, water 
quality. 

""""" 

ACC 884 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/Al 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER ; 
AGE AND SIZE OF A'MNTIC THREAD 
HERRING. 

DII3L NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE. 
A'fLAN'1'IC ESTUARINE FISHERIES CENTER, 
E3BAUFORT, NC . 

KEYWORD : fish, length, commercial fishery 

ABSTRACT: Age and size studies of Atlantic thread 
herring in Gulf of Mexico . 

ABSTRACT: The FRV George M. Bowers was 
assigned to determine, through tagging, the feasibility of 
assessing the bull croaker populations associated with 
offshore platforms in the northern Gulf of Mexico. 
Initially fishing operations were scheduled around four 
platforms east of the Mississippi River, however, 
inclement weather forced operations to the Ease Bay and 
West Delta area . 

""""" 

ACC 980 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE ; 
END-OF-YEAR REPORT'S: ANNUAL LANDINGS BY 
DISTANCE CAUGHT FROM SHORE - SOUTHEAST 
REGION FOR 1983 (PRELIMINARY} 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
SOUTHEAST FISHERIES CENTER, STATISTICAL 
SURVEYS BRANCH, MIAMI, FL UNPAGINATED . 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, fish catch, 
commercial fishery, fishery, fishery 
statistics, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: This is a compilation of annual 
commercial fisheries catch organized by fish species, ex 
vessel value, weight, and state, with the distance from 
shore . 
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ACC 1018; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE; 
GULF COAST CHARTER BOAT LISTING. 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
SOUTHEAST FISHERIES CENTER, ST. 
PETERSBURG, FL . UNPAGINATED . 

KEYWORD : boat, fishery, recreation, 
socioeconomic, sport fishery 

ABST'RAC'T' : This is a continuously revised listing of 
charter boats along the Gulf coast . Information listed 
includes the captain's name, the boat's name, the boat's 
location, and a contact mailing addrtss. 

ACC 4207; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF AN ACTIVE 
OIL FIELD IN THE NORTHWESTERN GULF OF 
ME}GCO 1977-1978. VOLUME I--SYNOPSIS. 

[31 (3L ANNU. RCPT. TO EPA JUNE 1979. 78 P 

KEYWORD: biological, chemical, physical, 
pollutant, community, oil spill, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT: Volume I--Synopsis is the first of three 
volumes in an annual report . It is designed to be used as 
a briefing document and as a key to more detailed 
scientific and technical information contained in the 
other volumes. The area selected for study is the 
operational Buccaneer Oil Field located approximately 
49 .6 km from Galveston Sea Buoy off Galveston, Texas . 
Objectives of the project are : (1) to identify and 
document the types and extent of biological, chemical 
and physical alterations of the marine ecosystem 
associated with Buccaneer Oil Field, (2) to determine 
specific pollutants, their quantity and effects, and (3) to 
develop the capability to describe and predict tale and 
effects of Buccaneer Oil Field contaminants. The 
Buccaneer Field has been in production for about 15 
years thus allowing for the full development o[ oil-field-
associated marine communities . There have been no 

major oil spills from this field although there have 
undoubtedly been losses of small amounts o[ oil . This 
project provides a unique opportunity for continued 
study of effects of chronic, low-level contamination of the 
marine ecosystem associated with oil and gas production 
in an established field . 

ACC 4209 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF AN ACTIVE 
OIL FIELD IN THE NORTHWESTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO 1977-197& VOLUME III : CHEMICAL. AND 
PHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS. 

[31f3L ANNU. KEPT. EPA 710 P . 

KEYWORD: chemical, physical, biological, 
sediment, heavy metal, circulation, 
pollutant, hydrocarbon 

ABSTRACT: Volume III of a three volume annual 
report contains detailed scientific and technical 
information on the results of chemical and physical 
investigations of the operating Buccaneer Oil Field oft 
Galveston, Texas . The tasks of the various work units are 
as follows : To identify and document the extent and 
types of biological, chemical, and physical alterations in 
the marine ecosystem that are associated with the 
development of and production of discharges from an oil 
field; to describe the fine sediments and nepheloid layer 
of the oil field, focusing upon their relationship to heavy 
metal adsorption ; to determine levels, pathways, and 
bioaccumulation of heavy metals; to describe seasonal 
circulation patterns in the oil field ; to determine the 
specific pollutants, their quantity and effects on the 
various components of the marine ecosystem; to 
determine levels, pathways, and bioaccumulation of 
selected discharge constituents (non-metals) in the 
marine ecosystem in the oil field ; and to construct a 
hydrocarbon model. 

ACC 694 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE ; 
OCEANIC PEIAGICS PROGRAM SUMMARY - 1983. 

DIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
SOUTHEAST FISHERIES CEN'T'ER, MIAMI, FL 67 
P. 

KEYWORD : recreation, socioeconomic, sport 
fishing, billfsh, tagging, growth 

ABST'RAC'T: This report presents the results of the 
1983 recreational billfish survey, gamefish tagging activity, 
and research on fish age and growth rates . In conducting 
the bill6sh survey 111 [ornaments and 20 docks were 
monitored, and 102,919 hours of effort were recorded . 

""""" 

ACC 859; TYPE ; YEAR N/AI 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
PASCAGOULA LABORATORY ; 
SHRIMP DISCARD FILE. 

DIl3L NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
PASCAGOULA, MS . 

KEYWORD: benthic fauna, commercial fishery, 
demersal fish, pelagic fish, shrimp 

ABSTRACT- Data is collected from a number of 
shrimp trawlers regarding what is discarded from their 
nets. Some methods vary from shrimps to shrimps as 
does the completeness and accuracy of discard data . To 
date, data has been collected from about 700 stations. 
Descriptive data is also available on gear size and type . 
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ACC 860 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/AI ACC 864 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/Al level, and highest daily sea level. The data is presented in 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, tabular form with each page containing one parameter 
PASCAGOULA LABORATORY; PASCAGOULA LABORATORY; measured over a number of years. 
CATCH EFFORT (LOG BOOK) DATA GRO[JNDFISH LENGTH FREQUENCY DATA 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
PASCAGOUIA, MS. 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
PASCAGOULA, MS. 

""""" 

KEYWORD: demersal fish, commercial fishery 

ABSTRACT: Daily catch data from captain's log 
book have been collected since 1970 in an effort to 
monitor the industrial bottom fish fishery off the north 
central Gulf of Mexico coast. Data is also available on 
vessel characteristic and gear type . Although no specific 
data is recorded on species composition of the catches, it 
can be estimated according to the time of year. 

ACC 861 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/AI 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
PASCAGOULA LABORATORY; 
BIOLOGICAL SAMPLFS FROM THE INDUSTRIAL 
BOTTOM FISH SURVEYS. 

BIDL NA"1'IONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
PASCAGOULA, MS. 

KEYWORD: demersal fish, length, commercial 
fishery, weight, reproduction 

ABS'TRAC'T: Samples of catches from the industrial 
bottom fish fishery in the north central Gulf of Mexico 
are collected monthly. Data are taken on length, weight, 
sac, and reproductive stage of the 5 to 7 dominant 
species. 

KEYWORD : demecsal fish, pelagic fish, commercial 
fishery, length, weight, reproduction, 
hydrography, water quality 

ABS'TRAC'T: Data on length, weight, sac and 
gonadal condition has been collected on the dominant 
species of the groundfish fishery in the northern Gulf of 
Mexico. Measurement are usually taken on most of the 
following species: Micropogon undulatus, L.eiostomus 
xanthurus, Gynoscion arenarius, Cynoscion nothus, 
Menticirrhus americanus, Stellifer lanceolatus, 
Stenotomus caprinus, Peprilus buni, 'frichiurus lepturus, 
and Arius fclis . The station data collected in conjunction 
with these fishery data are on punched cards in the total 
fisheries data file in Pascagoula and are retrievable by 
station number or species . Station data usually, but not 
always include air and water temperature (some surface 
and bottom), depth, barometric pressure, wind direction 
and speed, sea stage, water color, bottom type, ID of 
other animals caught and catch/effort of station . 

"" 

ACC 875 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/A1 
NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY ; 
YEARLY SUMMARIES OF CONTROL TIDAL 
STATIONS. 

BIBL NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY, ROCKVILLE, 
ML 

KEYWORD: tide, water level 

ABSTRACT: Summaries of data taken at control 
tide stations are included in this ale . Parameters 
described are monthly means and extremes, highest tides, 
lowest tides, high water interval (greenwich), low water 
interval (greenwich), high water, low water, range, tide 
level, sea level, difference between tide level and sea 

ACC 145 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ; 
NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO ESTUARIES AND 
BARRIER ISLANDS RESEARCH CONFERENCE, 
PROGRAM AND ABSTRACTS, JUNE 13-14,1983, 
BILOXI, MS 

E31I3L GULF COAST RESEARCH LABORATORY, J.L 
SCOTT' MARINE EDUCATION CENTER, t31LOX1, 
MS. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, COASTAL FIELD 
RESEARCH LABORATORY, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . 

KEYWORD: barrier island, biology, ecosystem, 
fishery, oceanography, mollusc, fish, 
model, geology 

ABSTRACT: Abstracts are presented from some 44 
papers presented at this conference . Subjects include 
benlhic communities, (fishes, pelecypods, ground fish 
surveys, hydrodynamic modeling, geology and oil 
exploration impacts. 

""""" 

ACC 2145 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
NEAI.E, M.J . ; 
A SEDIMENTOLOGIG,L STUDY OF THE GULF 
COASTS OF CAYO-COSTA AND NORTH CAPTIVA 
ISLANDS, FIARIDA 

I318L M.S. THESIS. E1.A. STATE UNIV., 
TALLAHASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD: Lee, sediment, transport, bathymetry, 
distribution, grain size 

ABSTRACT- Analysis o[ sediment grain size 
parameters from 103 sediment samples collected along 
the Gulf beaches of Cayo-Costa and North Captiva 
Islands, Florida, indicated local erosion of beach 
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material . Sediment transport to offshore areas was 
indicated with no continuous longshore transport . The 
bathymetry and sediment distribution of the study area 
are described. 

""""" 

observed was the inhibition of reproduction in marine 
annelids, Dinophilis sp . and G serratus. Toxicity of mud 
aqueous [racoons was due primarily to volatile soluble 
orga nic . . . 

""""" 

ACC 4171 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 ACC 2029; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
NEFF, J.M . ; CARP, R.S . ; MCCULLOCH, W.L; NELSON, W.G . ; 
ACUTE TOXICITY OF A USED CHROME LIdNO A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF AMPHIPODS IN 
SLJLFONATE DRILLING MUD TO SEVERAL SEAGRASSES FROM FLORIDA TO NOVA SCOTIA. 
SPECIES OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES. 

BIBL MAR. ENVIRON . RES. 4(4):251-266. 

KEYWORD : drilling mud, annelid, crustacean, 
mollusk, pink shrimp, pathology, 
physiology 

ABSTRACT. The acute tcncicilV of used seawater 
chrome lignosul(onate drilling mud to several species of 
marine annelids, crustaceans and mollusks was evaluated. 
Medium density mud (13.4 Ib/gal, 1 .57 kg/I) was 
composed primarily of seawater, bentonite clay, chrome 
lignosulfonate, lignite, NaOH and Ba04S . The toxicity of 
4 mud/seawater preparations was determined. These 
were : layered solids phase (LSP), suspended solids phase 
(SSP), unfiltered mud aqueous fraction (MAF) and 
filtered mud aqueous fraction (FMAF). Four species of 
marine annelids and bivalve mollusks and 5 spp. of 
marine crustaceans were evaluated. LCSO (96 h) of 
MAF varied from 32 to > 100%n MAF !or the different 
species. The FMAF was slightly less toxic than MAF. 
Adult polychaetes, Neanthes arenaceodentata and 
Ctenodrilus serralus, 1 day old juveniles of opossum 
shrimp, Mysidopsis almyra and 4-day zones o[ grass 
shrimp, Palaemonetes pugio, were the most sensitive to 
MAR Juvenile N . arenaceodenlata, adult polychaetes, 
Ophryotrocha labronica and 3 bivalve mollusks were 
highly tolerant to MAR SSP preparation al 
concentrations of 10.20 ml/I was toxic to post-larvae and 
juveniles of commercial shrimp, Penaeus duorarum and 
Paztecus, respectively. Exposure to LSP preparation 
caused >50°.b mortality among adult N . arenaceodentata, 
juvenile and adult coquina clams, Donax variabilis 
lexasiana and adult scallops, Aequipecten amplicostatus. 
Other species tested were tolerant . A sublethal response 

aIBL BULL MAR. SCL 30(l):80-89. 

KEYWORD : seagrass, crustacea, salinity, 
temperature 

ABSTRACT : No significant differences in mean 
density, number of species, diversity, and evenness of 
seagrass-associated amphipods were found between 
samples from 3 fauna) provinces (12 sites) from Florida 
to Nova Scotia . Values of density, number of species, 
and evenness were lower in Thalassic testudinum sites 
than samples from Halodule wrightii or Zostera marina . 
Amphipod density decreased with increasing latitude in 
Z.ostera beds. Significant differences in the size and 
relative abundance of epifaunal species between most 
northern sites and most southern sites are believed to be 
due to differences in predation intensities. 

""""" 

ACC 2201 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
NELSON, W.G. ; 
THE ROLE OF PREDA170N BY DEGIPOD 
CRUSTACEANS IN SEAGRASS ECOSYSTEMS. 

BIBL KIEL MEERESFORSCH. 5:529-536. 

KEYWORD : crustacean, seagrass, fish, polychaete, 
model, pink shrimp, blue crab 

ABSTRACT: Seagrass associated macrobenthic 
invertebrates were exposed to various densities of nature 
fish (Lagodon rhonboides) and decapod (Penaeus 
duorarum, Palaenonetes intermedius, Callinectes sapidus) 

predators in laboratory and field predation experiments 
in the Indian River . Densities of amphipods, gastropods, 
bivalves, polychaetes, sipunculids, and tanaids had a 
negative exponential relationship with the total density of 
decapod crustaceans present ; isopods and nemerteans 
showed no such relationships. A warning is given that 
oversimplification of intermediate trophic levels in 
trophic models may allow important regulatory pathways 
for seagrass community structure to be ignored . 

""""" 

ACC 2566; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
NELSON, W.G . ; 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF DECAPOD AND 
FISH PREDA'I70N ON SPAGRASS 
MACROBEN'17-iOS 

E31BI_ MAR. ECOL FROG . SER 5(2):141-ISO . 

KEYWORD: seagrass, fish, crustacean, pink shrimp, 
blue crab 

ABSTRACT : Predalion experiments on seagrass 

macrobenlhos conducted under laboratory and field 
conditions in the Indian River Lagoon, Florida, produced 

similar results. Macrotaunal abundances were not 

greatly affected by the fish lagodon rhomboides or the 

crab Callinectes sapidus, however, the shrimp 
Palaemonetes intermedius and Penaeus duorarum caused 

significant decreases in macrobenthic densities. "The 
effect of decapod crustaceans in regulating densities of 
seagrass macrobenthos is discussed. 

""""" 



ACC 4112 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
NEURAUTER, T. W . ; 
BED FORMS OF THE WEST FLORIDA SHELF AS 
DETECTED WITH SIDE SCAN SONAR. 

BIBL M.S . THESIS, UNIV . OF SOUTH FLA., TAMPA, 
FL 144 P. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, geophysical, geology, 
benthic, bed form, side scan sonar 

ABSTRACT: A side-scan sonar investigation on the 
west Florida shelf reveals a multitude of bed form types. 
A nongenetic classification based on wavelength and 
ripple index (wave lengthlwave height) divided the types 
into tour groups : giants, large, small-scale ripples and 
low-retie[ swells . The last term is here defined as 
sediment hills of extremely long wavelength (usually 
>300 m) with comparatively low relief; they are often 
strongly asymmetric. Five major zones are delineated 
according to the distribution of bed form types. These 
zones roughly parallel the coast line and extend seaward 
to approximately 200 meter depths. Zone A, which 
parallels the west Florida peninsula out to approximately 
20 m, is characterized by giant to large-scale bed forms. 
These features are oriented almost normal to the coast 
line and are believed to be longitudinal bed forms 
generated by major storms. Zone D encompasses the 
shallow region o! the Big Bend area and extends down 
the mid-shelf parallel to the coast . Low-retie( swells and 
scattered patches of giant to large-scale bed forms 
characterize this zone . The latter type appears to be 
"current lineations," a type of longitudinal bed form 
probably owing its origin to strong wind and/or wave 
generated currents created during a hurricane . Zone C is 
subdivided into two zones extending north and south of 
the Middle Ground. Zone CI includes the Middle 
Ground and the area to the north while C2 extends south 
into water depths of 60 m . Both zones are characterized 
by small-scale features formed either by internal waves 
or currents set up on the summer thermocline or by 
intrusion of Loop Current Ovate. . . 

ACC 467 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
NEW ENGLAND COASTAL ENGINEERS ; 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE GULF GRCUUITION 
STUDIES WORKSHOP, MAY 14-15, NEW ORLEANS, 
IA 

BIBL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, NEW 
ORLEANS, LA . 96 P . (ALSO NTISP-881-248254). 

KEYWORD: circulation, currents, loop current, 
oceanography, physical process, 
pollutant 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 4113 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
NEW ENGLAND COASTAL ENGINEERS, INC . : 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHELF CIRCULATION 
MODEL 

f31D1 . A FINAL, REPT. TO T71E U.S. DEPT. OP 
IN'I'I :R ., MINERALS MGMM7'. SI :ItV. . GULP OI : 
,X OUTER CONT. SI IELF OFFICE, NEW ME 

ORI .IANS, LA CON'T'RACT #AAA51-C"f0-71 . 

KEYWORD: physical, oceanography, numerical 
model, wind stress, loop current, 
circulation, eddy formation. seasona6ty 

ABSTRACT : This report summarizes 18 months 
study funded by the Minerals Management Service . 
Motivation (or the study arose from the Services 
intention to grant leases !or oil exploration, and the 
attendant need to estimate the probable destination of 
water-borne pollutants originating from drilling and for 
predicting seasonal water circulation on the southwest 
continental shelf. Because of modelling considerations, 
the study area was expanded to include the contiguous 
West Florida Shelf (WFS) extending from the Florida 
Keys in the south to Apalachicola in the north, and the 
200 m isobath to the west. The study involved tour 
phases: literature review and data search ; model 
modifications and sensitivity studies; model verification 

and tuning; and prediction of seasonal circulation 
patterns . 

""""" 

ACC 332; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
NICE{EISON, R. ; 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL TROPICAL AND 
SUBTROPICAL FISHERIES TECHNOLOGICAL 
CONFERENCE OF THE AMERICAS (7T7-1). 

BII3L TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE 
STATION, TX TAMU-SG-82-110. 399 P . 

KEYWORD : biology, fishery, continental shelf, 
productivity, shark 

ABSTRACT: Nor available . 

ACC 2209 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
NICKELS, J.S . ; BOBBIE, R.J . ; MAIZT7_ R.F. ; SMITH, 
G.A ; WHITE, D.C. ; ET AL; 
EFFECT OF SILICATE GRAIN SHAPE, 
STRUCTURE, AND LOCATION ON THE BIOMASS 
AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF COLOM7ING 
MARINE MICROBIOTA 

D113L AI'PL I :NVIRON . MICROf310L 41(S):1262-
1268. 

KEYWORD: biomass, community, sediment, grain 
size, algae, microfauna, benthic 

ABSTRACT: Silica grains of the same size and 
water pore space, but with different microtopography, 
support microbiota with differences in biomass and 
community structure after 8 weeks in running seawater . 
Smooth silica grains had significantly less total microbial 
biomass than grains with cracks and crevices. Smoothness 
of sand grain surface was inversely related to abundance 
of procaryotes and algal micrceucaryotes and directly 
related to micrceucaryotic grazer abundance . A 
comparison of microbial biomass and community 
structure is made between experimental treatments and 
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the actual benthic population of a sediment core from 
the sea floor (32 m) off Panama City, Florida. 

ACC 2456; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
NICKELSEN, G.L ; 
COMPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
EPIFAUNA ON PROP ROOTS OF RI-IIZOPHORA 
MANGLE L IN LAKE SURPRISE, FLORIDA. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . FLORIDA ATLANTIC 
UNIVERSITY. BOLA RATON, FL 

KEYWORD: Monrce, epi(auna, sponge, algae, 
polychaete, temperature, salinity, DO, 
turbidity, light, crustacean 

ABSTRACT. A total of 108 species were collected 
from the prop roots of the red mangrove . Fringe roots 
hosted greater numbers of species and individuals and a 
greater abundance of sponges and epiphytes than cools 
in the interior of the strand. 71ie root community was 
characterized by three assemblages. The algae- 
amphipod-tanaidacean assemblage was prominent on 
binge roots. The sponge-polychactc assemblage 
(excluding serpulids) was represented well in both areas, 
but was more prominent al the fringe . The bare root 
serpulid assemblage dominated much of the interior . 
Overall mean diversity (Hs) and equitabiliry (E) were 
2.60 and 0.65, respectively. Fauna) density was 13,200 
ind/sq. meter of root surface . 

ACC 4114; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
NILER, P.P . ; 
OBSERVATIONS OF LOW-FREQUENCY 
CURRENT'S ON THE WEST FLORIDA 
CONTINENTAL SHELF 

F318L MEM SOC. ROYAL,E DES SCIENCES DE 
LIEGE 6(10):331-358. 

KEYWORD: circulation, loop current, currents. 
wind stress, physical, oceanography, 
eddy 

ABSTRACT: From August, 1973, to April, 1974, 
VACM's were emplaced on taut wire moorings in an 
array on the West Florida continental shell. Time series 
of horizontal currents and surface winds have been 
analyzed for the character o[ sub-tidally varying motions. 
Al the 150 meter depth, the energetic, 12-15 day period 
signal in the longshore current propagates to the north 
along the shelf break al 50 cm/sec and in the onshore 
currents at IW cm/sec. A model of Loop Current eddies 
imbedded in along meander is proposed for e kincmalic 
description of the motions. At the 100 meter depth . 
there is a marked seasonal change in the pattern of 
variability which, in winter, becomes strongly correlated 
with the wind stress over a selected frequency band . The 
bi-monthly average currents show strong vertical shear; a 
summertime undercurrent to the north is found . 

""""" 

ACC 478; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
NISSAN, E. ; WILLIAMS, D.C. ; BRIST'ER, B.M. ; 
NELSON, R.G . ; HARDY, W.E. ; 
ECONOMIC - ECOLOGIC MODEL FOR 
NflSSISSIPPI-ALABAMA COASTAL COUNTIES . 

BIBL MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS. MASGP . 31 
PP . 

KEYWORD : coastal zone, management, resource, 
socioeconomic, model 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 479 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
NISSAN, G; WILLIAMS, I).G ; 
A DECISION MODEL FOR THE TRADE-OFF 
BETWEEN THE BENEFITS OF ECONOMIC 
GROWTH AND ITS ENVIRONMENTAL COST. 

DIBL MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . MASGP-79-
031 . 16 PP . 

KEYWORD: socioeconomic, mathematical model 

ABSTRACT : Not available. 

""""" 

""""" 



ACC 483; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
NISSAN, E. ; WIWAMS, D.C. ; CAVENY, R ; 
A LINEAR PROGRAMN[ING MODEL OF 
ECONOIrQC GROWni AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

BIBL MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS. MASGP-79-
030. 

KEYWORD: socioeconomic, model 

ABS'T'RACT: Not available. 

ACC 651 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
NISSAN, E. ; WILLIAMS, D.C. ; 
A DEQSION MODEL FOR THE TRADE-OFF 
BETWEEN THE BENEFITS OF ECONOMIC 
GROW'I'fi, AND IT'S ENVIRONMENTAL COST. 
PAGES 88-98. 

IN : SYMPOSIUM ON MISSISSIPPI SOUND. J .R . 
KELLY, ED . 

[318L MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GltAN'r 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS. MAS(iP-81-
W7. 

KEYWORD : ecology, economics, model, 
socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 2520 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1967 
NOE, GD. ; 
CON'T'RIBUTIONS TO THE LIFE FUST'ORY OF THE 
STONE CRAB MEMPPE MERCENARIA SAY WITH 
EMPHASIS ON THE REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE. 

BIBL MASTER'S 7'FIESIS . UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, 
MIAMI, FL,. 55 P. 

KEYWORD: Dade, stone crab, spawning, growth, 
salinity, temperature, depth 

ABSTRACT' : Specimens of Menippe mercenaria 
were collected from grassflats near Key Biscayne from 
May 1965 to June 1966 to study spawning and growth 
cycles. Fecundity results revealed an annual egg 
production of 2 to 2 1R million eggs per female . 
Spawning was highest from July through September . Sex 
ratios varied greatly over the 13 months of study, which 
is probably due to changes in relative activity, not 
abundances. Temperature and salinity influence molting 
and spawning cycles, with peak molting occurring a1 
lowest spawning. 

equable waters around coral reefs. ne 16 demersal 
portunid species collected in Jamaica (the main study 
area), the Florida Keys, Colombia, and Curacao all occur 
in undiluted seawater, but progressively [ewer are found 
as salinity decreases . Hyposaline biotopes are virtually 
monopolized by members of the genus Callinectes, while 
Arenaeus, Portunus, and Cronius spp. were found only in 
higher salinities. Callinectes spp. display serial 
replacement along the gradient ; crab stages o[ G 
maracaiboensis, G bocourti, and C sapidus occur mainly 
in fresh waters, while dominance peaks occur in 
progressively higher salinities (or G exasperates, C 
dance, G marginatus, and G ornatus. Acute hyposalinity 
tolerances of the common species were determined 
experimentally and follow the same order as upstress 
limits and dominance peaks. The species composition of 
the guild changes from domination by the most to the 
least euryhaline species as likelihood of severe dilution 
decreases . 

ACC 4115 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1966 
NOWLIN, W.D., JR. ; MCLELI.AN, H.J . ; 
A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE GULF OF 
MEXICO WATERS IN WINTER. 

ACC 4317 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
NORSE, E.A ; 
AN EXPERIMENTAL GRADIENT ANALYSIS : 
HYPOSALIMTY AS AN "I1PS'fRESS" 
DISTRIBU'I70NAL DETERMINANT FOR 
CARIBBEAN PORTUMD CRABS. 

BIBL E310L BULL 15S(3):586-598. 

KEYWORD: distribution, crab, salinity, coral, reef, 
stress 

ABS'T'RACT : Ecological distributions are examined 
in a guild of Caribbean demersal crabs (family 
Portunidae) on a gradient in terrestrial influence on 
aquatic climate, along which the major monotonic 
physicochemical variable is salinity . Distributions were 
established by sampling in fresh lobe waters and bays 
with highly restricted exchange with the sea, which, [or 
marine groups, are constantly and unpredictably 
climatically severe, respectively, through climatically 

BIDL J . MAR RES. 25(1):29-59 . 

KEYWORD : circulation, currents, hydrography, 
intrusion, loop current, physical, 
oceanography 

AI3S7'RACI': The results of a rapid survey of the 
Gulf of Mexico in the winter of 1962 are presented. 
Variations in the characteristics of the water in several 
core layers are described. Circulation has been 
examined on the basis of dynamic computations and 
G.E.K . measurements . In the eastern Gulf, water enters 
through Yucatan Strait and leaves through Florida Strait, 
(lowing in an anticyclonic loop that extends well into the 
Gulf. In the western Gulf, circulation is anticyelonic 
around an elongated cell oriented NE-SW over the Gulf 
Basin . Sufficient similarities are seen in data obtained in 
other years to suggest that this pattern is typical of the 
circulation in the winter. The complexity of the 
circulation pattern deduced from this survey is 
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considerably less than that of patterns presented by 
others . 

""""" 

ACC 253 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
NUMMEDAL, D. ; PENLAND, S . ; GERDES, R ; 
SCHRAMM, W. ; KAHN, J .; ROBERTS, H. ; 
GEOLOGIC RESPONSE TO HURRICANE IMPACT 
ON LOW PROFILE GULF COAST BARRIERS . 

BIBL TRANS., GULF COAST ASSOC. GEOL SOC . 
30:183-195. 

KEYWORD: barrier island, coastal zone, erosion, 
geology, hurricane 

AI3S'TRACT: Hurricane Frederic made landfall near 
Pasagoula, Mississippi at midnight September 13, 1179 . 
At the time of landfall the central pressure had dropped 
l0 946 cob, onshore winds in excess of 200 km/hr were 
lashing the Alabama coastline and the open coast storm 
tide peaked at 365 cm al Gulf Shores. Alabama . Vertical 
aerial photography obtained in 1976 and again 9 days 
after Frederic made landfall, combined with multiple 
reconnaissance overlliglils and ground surveys by the 
authors provided the data base (or determination of 
shoreline erosion and the distribution of hurricane scour 
and sedimentary deposits. Erosion of the Gulf beach at 
Dauphin Island proved to follow a predictable pattern 
controlled by nearshore bathymelry whereas retreat of 
the shoreline of the Mississippi Sound margin was an 
unexpected occurrence, apparently due (o a hydraulic 
jump as washover currents entered the deep water of 
Mississippi Sound. Large scale sediment redistribution on 
Dauphin Island proper was a consequence of the storm 
surge flood. However, the ebb surge was responsible for 
the reopening of throe inlets across Little Dauphin 
Island . Hurricane Frederic also had a major impact on 
the Chandeleur Islands, Louisiana . Even though the 
maximum surge height on the left side of the hurricane 
track was only 1-3 m, pre-existing hurricane channels and 
washovers acted as conduits for the flood and ebb surge . 

""""" 

ACC 544 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
NUMMEDAL, D. ; 
RATES AND FREQUENQES OF SEA-LEVEL 
CHANGES : A REVIEW WITH AN APPLICATION 
TO PREDICT FUTURE SEA-LEVELS IN 
LOUISIANA 

E31QL TRANS., GULF COAST ASSOC GEOL SOC. 
33361-366 . 

KEYWORD : bibliography, coastal zone, eustaUc 
change, geology, management, sea 
level, tectonic, geologic history, 
climatology 

ABSTRACT: The relative elevation o! sea and land 
has been changing throughout time in response to two 
fundamentally different groups of factors operating 
globally and locally. (1) Global factors include changes in 
the volume of the ocean basins due to variable sea hoot 
spreading rates, oceanic sedimentation, continental 
accretion, and the opening and closing of marginal spas. 
Furthermore, the mass of oceanic water has changed in 
response to glaciations, and the specific volume of the 
water is temperature dependent . (2) Local factors 
inlluencing relative sea level a1 any measurement station 
include subsidence of continental margins. fault 
displacements, compaction due to dewatering of 
sediments, and a range of atmospheric factors . This 
review has identified nine groups of !actors which control 
relative sea level . These factors operate at distinctly 
different time scales ranging from 10"" (8) years (sea 
floor spreading) to hours (storms) . These same groups of 
factors also have characteristic rates of sea-level change, 
ranging from 5 x 10 "" ( .4) cm/year for sea floor spreading 
to _V cm/year [or seasonal effects due to continental run-
off and steric expansion of seawater. As one application 
of the data in this review an attempt has been made to 
predict the trend of relative sea level along the mast of 
Louisiana for the coming decades. Currently, the global 
(eustatic) sea level appears to be rising at a rate of 1 .2 
mm per year. The local rate of land surface sinking along 
the central Louisiana coast appears to be about 9 mm 
per year . . . .ide inundation. 'flee economic impact on south 
Louisiana due to local sea-level rise is already severe and 
it is likely to increase in magnitude . It is imperative that 

plans for coastal development and protection consider 
these long-term trends 

""""" 

ACC 4116 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1973 
O'BRIEN, J .J . ; WROBLEWSKI, J.W . ; 
A SIMULATION OF THE MESOSCALE 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE LOWER MARINE 
TROPI-HC LEVELS OF WEST FLORIDA 

BIE3L INVEST. PESQUERA . 37(2):193-233. 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, food habit, 
hydrography, nutrient, organic carbon, 
numerical model, phytoplankton, 
zooplankton, pelagic fish 

ABSTRACf : A simulation model of the flow of the 
biologically limiting nutrients through the lower trophic 
levels (phytoplankton, zooplankton, pelagic fish, detritus, 
and limiting nutrient dissolved in the water column) of a 
marine ecosystem over a continental shelf is presented . 
Interrelated processes of this time dependent, spatial, 
non-linear, physical-chemical-biological model include 
adveclion, diffusion, several biotic and abiotic 
environmental conditions, and numerous biological 
processes. The necessity of including the effect of 
advection upon the spatial distribution of the biotic 
components in an upwelling situation is demonstrated. 
The maximum rate of nutrient uptake by phytoplanklon, 
Vm, is found to be a fundamental time scale to which 
both physical and biological processes can be related. A 
nondimensional parameter S, evolved from the 
formulation o[ the model, scales the effects of advection 
and diffusion relative to the rate of biological turnover in 
determining the spatial solutions . The magnitude of S is 
dependent on the value of Vm. The spatial distributions 
of the biotic components are calculated for both 
phosphate and nitrate limiting situations. Localities of 
greater upwelling of nutrient rich waters into the 
euphoric zone show greater phytoplankton and 
zooplankton standing stocks. The rates of the system are 
explored . Sensitivity analyses conducted on the model 
formulation determine the most important controlling 



factors in the system dynamics to be herbivore grazing 
and excretion rates. 

""""" 

ACC 747 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1971 
ODUM, E.P. ; 
FUNDAMENTALS OF ECOLOGY. 3RD EDITION. 

E31I3L W.B . SAUNDERS CO., PHILADELPHIA, Pa 
573 PP. 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, benthic 
community, ecology, feeding habit, 
macrotauna, meio(auna 

ABSTRACT: This tool presents the fundamental 
concepts and logic behind ecological theory. It examines 
fire interrelationship between animal communities and 
their environment . It is used as a textbook in a number 
of introductory ecology courses . 

ACC 212 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
O'NFIL, P.E . ; MGTTEE, M.F . I :DS . ; 
ALABAMA COASTAL REGION ECOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERIZATION. VOLUME 2 A SYNTHESIS 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 

DII3L U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
Of BIOLOGICAL SERVICES . WASHING'T'ON, D.G 
FWS/OBS-82J42 346 PP . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal zone, ecology, 
ecosystem, estuary, geology, hydrology, 
meteorology, model 

AAS7'RACI': The Environmental Synthesis report 
consists of two pans. 'the first contains a detailed 
description of the natural environment of coastal 
Alabama relative to its biological, geological, and 
hydrological resources and processes. The second part 
presents a conceptual model of energy flow through 
major coastal ecosystems (freshwater, coastal terrestrial, 
estuarine and outer continental shelf and interrelates 

them to modified and manipulated systems (urban, 
industrial, and agricultural) in Mobile and Baldwin 
Counties . Also included are detailed discussions and 
models of the estuarine ecosystem and one of its 
components, the marsh, as it relates to coastal Alabama . 

ACC 2362; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
OLEXA, M.T. ; FREEMAN, T.E . ; 
RED MANGROVE: A PLANT PATHOLAGICAI_ 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY. 

BIBL IN : PROC. OF THE FOURTH ANNU . CONF. 
ON THE RESTORATION OF COAST. VEGETATION 
1 N FLA. P . 1 38.150 . 

KEYWORD : Collier, coastal, flora, pathology, stress 

A13ST(LAC"f: A survey of the red mangrove, 
Rhizophora mangle, for (oliar disease was conducted 
along Horida's coastal and inshore marine areas between 
.tune 1974 and June 1975. Three species of pathogenic 
fungi (Ccrcuspora rhizophorae, Amhostonella 
rhaomorphae. Peslalotia disseminate) were isolated from 
mangrove leaves . Evidence indicated that fungi 
promoted early teal fall. Closer investigation of affected 
mangroves at live sites in the Ten Thousand Islands area 
revealed a significant correlation between 
incidence/severity of totter disease and certain 
environmental parameters . 

ACC 4267 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
OPENHEIMER, C.H. ; 
THE OFFSHORE ECOLOGY INVESTIGATION 1972-
1974. PRESENTED AT PETROLEUM 
HYDROCARBONS IN THE MARINE 
ENVIRONMENT (ICES WORKSHOP) ABERDEEN 
(UK) 9 SEPTEMBER 1975 . 

BIBL 171, 147. 

KEYWORD : biology, chemistry, geology, physical, 
oceanography, baseline study, 
upwellings, drilling 

A13STRAC"I': The paper described a 2-year 
investigation of offshore ecology by the Gulf Universities 
Research Consortium designed to answer the question, 
what is the measurable impact of drilling for oil, and 
later producing it, on the esluarine and marine 
environment of the Louisiana shelf? Twenty-three 
projects in biology, chemistry, geology and physical 
oceanography were involved and sampling stations were 
included both adjacent to drilling and production 
locations, and in control areas in the same region where 
oil lead never been drilled . Based on the data analyzed 
so far, the following general conclusions were reached . 
(1) The universal necessity for conducting a "before-the-
fact" baseline study to subsequently determine the 
environmental impact of this type of man's activity is 
questioned . (2) Natural phenomena such as seasonably, 
floods, upwellings, and turbid layers have much greater 
impact upon the ecosystem than do petroleum drilling 
and production activities. (3) Concentrations v( all 
compounds of Offshore Ecological Investigation interest 
which are in any way related to drilling or production are 
sufficiently low to present no known persistent biological 
hazards. (4) Every indication of good ecological health is 
present . The region of the sampling sites is a highly 
productive one from the biological standpoint, more so 
than other regions thus tar studied in the eastern and 
open Gulf of Mexico. (S) 7'imbalier Bay has not 
undergone significant ecological change as a result of 
petroleum drilling and production since just prior to 1952 
when other more limited baseline data were generated . 
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ACC 4183 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 ACC 2521 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 ACC 2522; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
OPPENHEIMER, C.H . ; OPRESKO, D.G ; OPRESKA, D.M.; 
THE OFFSHORE ECOLOGY INVESTIGATION 1972- ABUNDANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF SHALLOW RECOLOM7ATION AND REGROW'I'H OF A 
1974. WATER GORGOMANS IN THE AREA OF NQAMI, POPULATION OF THE GORGOIVIAN PLF.XALJRA 

FLORIDA HOMOMALLA 
BIBL RAPP, P.-V. REUN. CONS . INT. EXPLOR. 
MER. 171 :147. BIBL BULL MAR. SCI. 22(3):535-558 . BIDL STUD. TROP . OCEANOGR. MIAMI 12:101-110. 

KEYWORD : biology, chemistry, geology, physical, 
oceanography, baseline study, 
pollution, offshore drilling 

ABSTRACT: 71u paper described a two-year 
investigation of offshore ecology by the Gulf Universities 
Research Consortium designed to ahswer the question, 
what is the measurable impact of drilling for oil, and 
later producing it, on the estuarine and marine 
environment of the Louisiana shelf? Twenty-three 
projects in biology, chemistry, geology and physical 
oceanography were involved and sampling stations were 
included both adjacent to drilling and production 
locations, and in control areas in the same region where 
oil had never been drilled . Based on the data analyzed 
so tar, the following general conclusions were reached : 
(1) The universal necessity (or conducting a before-lhe-
fact baseline study to subsequently determine the 
environmental impact of this type of man's activity is 
questioned . (2) Natural phenomena such as seasonably, 
hoods, upwellings, and turbid layers have much greater 
impact upon the ecosystem than do petroleum drilling 
and production activities. (3) Concentrations of all 
compounds of Offshore Ecological Investigation interest 
which are in any way related to drilling or production are 
sufficiently low to present no known persistent biological 
hazards . (4) Every indication of good ecological health is 
present. The region of the sampling sites is a highly 
productive one from the biological standpoint, more so 
than other regions thus far studied in the eastern and 
open Gulf of Mexico. (5) Timbalier Bay has not 
undergone significant ecological change as a result of 
petroleum drilling and production since just prior to 1952 
when other more limited baseline data were generated. 

KEYWORD: Dade, gorgonian, distribution, habitat, 
diversity, reef, temperature, salinity, 
light, currents, sediment 

ABSTRACT: The composition of the gorgonian 
fauna in the Miami area was examined . Collections 
totaling 2,550 specimens were analysed as to number of 

species, number of colonies of each species, relative 
abundance of various taxonomic groups, and average 

height and weight of each species. Species were 
categorized according to patterns of distribution, and the 
ecological factors limiting the distribution of species were 
examined . The scleraxions lead the most restricted 
distribution and the gorgonid holexonians occurred in the 
widest range of habitats. The plexaurids showed the 
greatest species diversity and the greatest intraspecilic 
ecological variability . The gorgonids, however, had a 
greater distribWional range and were individually more 
adapted to distinct habitats. The gorgonids showed 

specie) adaptations to fluctuating environmental 
conditions and modified growth forms to meet the 
demands of the environment. Most species of shallow-
water gorgonians appeared to show some degree of 
habitat preference. Inshore species were often found in 
reel areas, but reel species were rarely found in areas 
where temperature, salinity and sedimentation were 
variable. 

KEYWORD: Dade, gorgonian, growth, recruitment, 
reef 

ABSTRACT: The size and structure of a population 
of the gorgonian Plexaura homomalla at a small patch 
reef near Miami, Florida were investigated. The 
population density, standing crop, and colony size of P . 
homomalla were determined . The growth rate of 
individual colonies and rate of recruitment for 
populations on cleared and uncleared reef areas were 
estimated . Age of individual colonies appeared to be 
closely correlated with the number of concentric rings on 
the basal part of the axis. 

ACC 2457; "TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
OREMLAND, K.S .; 
METHANE PRODUC'T'ION IN SHALLOW WATER 
TROPICAL MARINE SEDIMENT'S. 

QIDL APPL MICRO[3101_ 30(4):602-608 . 

KEYWORD: Monroe, sediment, cuiaf, Iccf, 
seagrass, metabolism 

ABSTRACT: Production of methane in Thalassic 
""""" testudinum and Syringodium sp. beds located in Caesar 

Creek, Florida Keys, was measured . T. tesludinum beds 
showed higher methane production than either 
Syringodium sp . beds or two coral reefs. Methane 
production rates seem to be influenced by a wide range 
and type of benthic metabolic processes. 

""""" 



ACC 2218 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 ACC 2329; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
OSBORNE, N.M. ; OS[30RNE, S. W . ; 
THE INFLUENCE OF SEDIMENT THE SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF LIJIDIA 
CHARACTERISTICS AND SEAGRASS SPECIES ON CLATHRATA (SAY) IN CHARLOTTE HARBOR 
THE DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF WITH REFERENCE TO VARIOUS PHYSICAL. 
POLYCIiAET'OUS ANNELIDS IN NORTH FLORIDA CHENUGIL PARAMETERS. 
SEAGRASS BEDS . 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY. TALLAHASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD: sediment, seagrass, polychaete, grain 
size 

BBL MASTER'S THESIS . FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY. TALLAHASSEE . FL 

KEYWORD: Charlotte, seasonal, distribution, 
growth, echinodermata, depth, 
temperature, DO, salinity 

ABSTRACT : The distribution ahd abundance of 
polychaetes in seagrass beds was investigated in St. 
Josephs Bay, Florida, in relation to seagrass species 
composition and teal area, sediment organic content . and 
sediment stability . Of 3 polychaete communities from 
adjacent 'I'halassia teswdinum beds with different 
sediment characteristics 2 were affected by sediment 
composition, while the third community was influenced 
by leaf biomass. Infaunal trophic structure did not van 
significantly between sites . In a separate study phase . 
polychaete species composition and infaunal lrophic 
structure varied sharply along a transect through a 
seagrass bed containing 3 species of seagrass . Variations 
in community structure were related to plant density. 
seagrass species composition, and sediment stability. 

ABSTRACT : The distribution of the sea star Luidia 
clathrata in Charlotte Harbor, Florida was determined 
from monthly collections at 23 stations during 1976 and 
1977 . Seasonal variations in the distribution of L 
clathrata was influenced primarily by sporadic larval 
settlement during January through August, and by 
decreased aaygen conditions in late summer associated 
with increased flow of the Peace River. M annual 
population of L claihrata was identified in upper 
Charlotte I larbor. A monthly growth rate of 13.3 mm/.10 
d indicated an annual breeding cycle. 

linked to reproduction. It was observed that the blue 
crab population along Florida's Gulf coast behaves in an 
onshore/along shore pattern rather than an 
onshore/offshore pattern as formerly believed. 

ACC 588; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
O'f'VOS, E.G . ; 
ALTERNATE INTERPRETATIONS OF BARRIER 
ISLAND EVOLUTION, APPALAG-IICOLA COAST, 
NORTHWEST FLORIDA 

E31DL LITORALIA 1(1). (IN PRESS). 

KEYWORD : foraminifera, Holocene, Quaternary, 
barrier island, coastal water, evolution, 
geology, geologic history 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 114 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
OV6RS"1'REG7', R.M . ; IIGARD, R . W . : 
FOOD CONTENTS OF SIX COMMERCIAL FISHES 
FROM MISSISSIPPI SOUND. 

ACC 2126; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
OSTERLING, M.J . ; 
REPRODUCTION, GROWTH, AND MIGRATION 
OF BLUE CRABS ALONG FLORIDA'S GULF 
COAST. 

DIBL MAR. ADVIS . PROG., FIA . SEA GRANT 
PURL SUSF-SG-76-003. 19 P . 

KEYWORD: reproduction, growth, migration, blue 
crab, tagging, population, decapod 

ABSTRACT: The reproduction, growth, and 
migration of blue crabs along Florida's Gulf coast were 
studied from November 1974 Through December 1975 . 
It was determined that male crabs remained in their 
general home estuary after lagging. Female crabs did 
travel further than males, relative to their home estuary. 
Migrations of females were determined to be directly 

B1(3L GULF RES . REP . 7(2):137-150 . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, ecology, feeding 
habit, fish, crustacean, shrimp, mollusc, 
polychaete, blue crab 

ABSTRACT: Specific dietary contents from six 
fishes collected in Mississippi Sound are recorded . In 
order of their importance, primary components grouped 
in major taxonomic categories were fishes, penaeid 
shrimps, and other crustaceans for Cynoscion nebulosus : 
crustaceans and fishes for G arenarius; fishes and 
crustaceans for C. nothus ; crustaceans, pelecypods, and 
polychaeles for Pogonias cromis ; crustaceans, molluscs, 
polychaeles, and fishes for Archosargus probatocephalus ; 
and fishes and penaeid shrimps for Paralichthys 
lethostigma . Principal items in the diets of most of the 
fishes included Anchoa mitchilli, Penaeus aztecus, P . 
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setiterus, and Callinectes sapidus. Those crustaceans 
show that competition exists for commercial shellfishes in 
Mississippi Sound. Ratios among the different dietary 
items vary, according at least to species o[ fish, length of 
fish, season, specific location, and abundance of available 
prey. Some of these variations are documented and are 
additionally related to selected findings by other authors 
sampling different localities. We suggest that examination 
of food items in Archosargus probatceephalus can serve 
as a practical means to sample and assess seasonal 
prevalence and abundance of a wide range of 
invertebrates throughout different habitats in Mississippi 
Sound and elsewhere. 

""""" ' 

ACC 156; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
OVERSTREI?T, R.M . ; 
ABIOT7C FACTORS AFFECTING MARINE 
PARASITISM. P.36-39. 

IN : D.P. MI : I"1'ILICK AND D.F. DRESSER EDS. 
HI-17H IN'I'I :RNA'fIONAL CONGRESS OF 
PARASITOLOGY PROCEEDINGS AND 
ABSTRACTS . AUGUST 7-14, 1982. TORONTO, 
CANADA 

BI BL FIF"I'll INTI3RNATIONAL CONGRESS OF 
PARASITOLOGY. 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal zone, fish, infectious 
disease, parasite, pathology, stress 

ABS'TRAC'T: Not available . 
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ACC 161 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
OVERS'IREET, RM. ; EDWARDS, R.H . ; 
MESENCHYMAI. TUMORS OF SOME ESTUARINE 
FISHES OF THE NORTHERN GULF OF MF}QCO. 
II . SUBCUTANEOUS FiBROMAS IN THE 
SOUTHERN FLOUNDER, PARALICIT17HYS 
LETHOSTIGMA AND THE SEA CATFISH, ARIUS 
FEI1S. 

B[BL BULL MAR. SCI . 26(1):41-48. 

KEYWORD : biology, fish, histology, tumor, 
pathology 

ABSTRACT : We describe benign subcutaneous 
mesenchymal fibromas in the southern flounder and in 
the sea catfish collected in estuarine and marine water of 
Mississippi . Under the gular membrane of the flounder 
occurred two pseudoencapsulated tumors, whereas only a 
single deeply-embedded non-capsulated one occupied an 
area at the base of the catfish's anal tin . Because the 
lacer tumor had a chondromawus component, we 
consider it a chondrolibroma . "I umon from both fish 
displayed morphological similarities, including tumor cell 
characteristics. 'They contained abundant collagen, and 
both incorporated bony and cartilaginous spicules. The 
etiology V( those from the flounder could be related to e 
philometrid nematode or a didmozoid irematode . Ibis 
report represents the first describing tumors from 
Paralichthys lethosligma and Arius felts and one of the 
few involving tumors from any fishes in the Gulf of 
Mexico. 

""""" 

ACC 891 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/AR 
OVf?RS"IREET, RM. ; 
AN IJNDERE}PLOI'TED GULF COAST FISHERY: 
SOFT SHELL CRABBING. 

[3181 . GULF COAST RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
OCEAN SPRINGS . MS . 

KEYWORD : benthic fauna, parasite, commercial 
fishery, blue crab, pathology 

ABSTRACT: The potential use of soft shell crabs as 
a major food source was analyzed. Parasites which 
inhabit soft shell crabs were reported on as well as 
methods for food preparation. 

AC(' 4260; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
OVI'.K"I'ONA, C.D . ; LASGTCGI2, J .I. ; 
DISTRIBUIION OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS 
IN SEDIMENTS FROM SELECTED ATLANTIC, 
GULF OF MFJQCO, AND PACIFIC OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF AREAS. 

NRI:tiGN"TED AT 176 MEETING AMERICAN 
CF1FMICAL SOCIETY. MIAMI 116AC11, 1=L USA 13 
SEI''f 1978 . 

BIl3L AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 

KEYWORD : distribution, hydrocarbon, sediment, 
pollution, aliphatic compounds 

ABSTRACT: Approximately 100 near-surface 
sediments from selected Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and 
Southern California OGS areas were analyzed . 
Hydrocarbon components were extracted by rclluuc with 
hexane and benzene. The aromatic components were 
isolated by silica gel absorption chromatography and 
were analyzed by high-resolution gas chromatography 
and GC-MS methods . Total aromatics ranged from 9.0 
to 1080 ng/g dry weight of sediment . Aliphatics were 
present from 3 to 5 times higher in concentration than 
aromatics. Pristane :phytane ratios were generally 1 :6 in 
samples that were rich in aromatic components. In 



terms of relative abundance, two-ring PAHs were more 
abundant than three rings, which were more abundant 
than four rings. Alkyl substitution was common in the 
two- and three-ring PAfis . Little alkyl substitution was 
observed in the four or more ring systems. Correlations 
of aromatic types with geographic distribution and 
contemporary petroleum sources are discussed. 

ACC 402 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
PALMER, GR ; KELLY, P.L ; 
AMERIG'S FIVE YEAR OFFSHORE LEASING 
PLAN - ITS IMPORTANCE IN INCREASING 
DOMESTIC PETROLEUM RESERVES. 

IN 23RD ANNUAL . INSTITUTE ON PETROLEUM 
EXPLORATION AND ECONOMICS, DALLAS . 7X 
MARCH 10, 1983. 28 P. 

QIf3L NA 

KEYWORD : drilling, exploration . industry, offshore 
water, oil, reserve, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 4281 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
PAMATMAT, M.M. ; 
BENT?-IIC COMMUNITY METABOLISM ON THE 
CONT'INENT'AL SHELF OF THE NORTHERN GULF 
OF MFJaCO (BASELINE STUDY TO DETERMINE 
EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE OIL RIG OPERATIONS} 

f31BL DEPT. OF FISHERIES AND APPLIED 
AQUACULTURES, AUBURN UNIV, AL 8 P. 

KEYWORD: benthic, community, continental shell, 
oil, ATP, turbidity, sediment, 
metabolism, polychaete, mollusc, 
offshore, operations 

ABSTRACT- Rates of oxygen uptake on the 
continental shelf indicate large temporal changes and 
significant differences between stations. Similar 
measurements at IU, SU, and 100 m distance from an 
operating oil rig revealed races of benthic community 
metabolism that have no apparent effect from the oil rig 
presence and operation. Anaerobic experiments on .pure 
cultures of Clostridium spcxogenes and 13acleroides sp . 
and on a mixed culture of mostly flacteroidcs with an 
unidentified coccus, showed highly significant correlations 
between various measures of metabolic activity and 
standing stock . The excellent corrclations between ATP, 
turbidity, total dehyJrogenase activity . and rate of heat 
production hold through the stationary phase of growth ; 
thereafter the correlation breaks down. Highly 
significant but variable regressions of heat production 
rate on ATP concentration in sediments may be a fairly 
good estimate of living microbial biomau but the same 
concentration of ATP in different locations al various 
times could represent different levels of metabolic 
activity . Anaerobic metabolism of bivalves and a 
polychaete is a linear function of body size. There is no 
significant difference between species. The pooled 
average weight-specific heat production tale is 1.77 x 
10/sup -4 W g/sup -1/ of dry tissue . Anaerobic 
metabolism is about 5°!0 of aerobic metabolism in two 
bivalve species and indicates an energy saving during 
anaerobiosis . 

ACC 379; TYPE ; YEAR 1956 
PARKER, R.I-L ; 
MACROINVERTIBRATE ASSEMBLAGES AS 
INDICATORS OF SEDIMENTARY 
ENVIRONMENTS IN EAST MISSISSIPPI DELTA 
REGION. 

E31BL AM. ASSOC. PET. GEOL BULL 40(2):295-376 

KEYWORD: biology, macrofauna, benthic 
community, sediment, grain size, 
sedimentary deposit 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 380; TYPE ; YEAR 1960 
PARKER, fZ.H . ; 
ECOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTIONAL PATTERNS OF 
MARINE MACROINVERTEBRATFS, NORTHERN 
GULF OF MEXICO. P . 302-337. 

IN : f.l' . SI IL:PHARD, ED. KECI---NT S6DIMGN'('S 
NOR"I11WI ST GULF OF MEXICO 

13113L AM . ASSOC PET GEOI_, "11JISA, OK . 

KEYWORD: biology, macrofauna, benihic 
community, sedimentary deposit, 
assemblage, currents, oyster . sediment, 
geologic history . distribution, salinity, 
temperature, turbidity 

ABSTRACT As a result of a study based on three 
years of biological sampling in the east Mississippi Delta 
region, eight macro-invertebrate assemblages are 
recognized, each characteristic of a specific sedimentary 
environment ranging from the Mississippi Delta marshes 
to the edge of the continental shell northeast of the 
Delta proper . The eight assemblages and their 
corresponding environments are : (1) the delta marshes, 
(2) delta front and lower distributaries, (3) lower Breton 
Sound and lower pro-delta clayey slopes, (4) upper 
Breton Sound, (5) inlets, or areas of strong currents, (6) 
the shallow continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico from 
0 to 12 fathoms, (7) the deeper part of the continental 
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shell from approximately 13 fathoms to 60 fathoms, and 
(8) the living oyster reefs of the shallow protected bays 
of the Delta region. The boundaries of these 
environments were established by plotting the 
distributions of both living and dead representatives of 
species of invertebrates furnishing hard pans plus the 
distributions o[ living soft-bodied animals which were so 
abundant as to characterize regions where animals with 
hard pans were scarce though present . Comparison of 
the distribution of the hydrographic (actors with the 
physiography of the landmasses in this area with the 
macro-organism distributions made it possible to 
formulate criteria for the interpretation of ancient 
environments as tar back as the Miocene on the Gulf 
and Atlantic coasts. Paleontologic literature shows that 
most of the present-day delta species have been found in 
the Pliocene, and most of the diagnostic forms have 
existed since the lower Miocene . The primar . . 

""""" 

ACC 444 ; TYPE : YEAR 1971 
PARKER, J.C. : 
BIOLOGY OF THE SPOT (LEIOSTOMUS 
XANTHURUS) AND ATLANTIC CROAKER 
(N9CROPOGON UNDULATUS) IN TWO GULF OF 
MEXICO NURSERY AREAS . 

BIBL AGRICULTURAL . EXTENSION SERVICE, 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, SEA GRANT 
PUBLICATION TAMU-SG-71-210. 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, feeding habit, fish, 
spawning 

ABSTRACT' Not available . 
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ACC 2127 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
PARKER, P.L ; 
ORGANIC GEOG-iEMIISTRY IN THE NATURAL 
SETTING OE THE GULF OF MF.?QCO 

IN : PROCEEDINGS OF A SYMPOSIUM ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCIi NEEDS IN THE 
GULF OF MEXICO, KEY BISCAYNE, FL 30 SEPT-
OCT 1979. D.K. ATWOOD. (CONVENER) . 

DIBL NOAA/ERL, ATLANTIC OCEANOGRAPHIC 
AND METEOROLOGICAL LAB., MIAMI, FLA VOL 
IIC, P . 103-130. 

KEYWORD : geochemistry, seagrass, sediment, 
carbonate, algae 

ABSTRACT: This summary paper reviews the stale 
of knowledge on the organic geochemistry of particulate 
and dissolved organic matter, blue green algal mats, 
marsh and scagrass environments, coastal sediments, 
carbonates, and amino acids, and deep sea sediments ul 
the Gull of Mexico . Scarcity of available data is noted 
and recommendations for future studies provided . 

ACC 41 17; TYPE I' ; YEAR 1983 
PARKER, R.O ., JR. ; COLF3Y, D.R . ; WILLIS, 1'.D . ; 
ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF REEF HABITAT ON A 
PORTION OF THE U.S SOUTH ATLANTIC AND 
GULF OF MEXICO CONIINEN'I'AL SHELF. 

[318L BULL MAR. SCI . 33(4):935-940. 

KEYWORD : reef, community, fish, biomass, 
distribution, biology, habitat, live 
bottom, coral, sponge 

ABSTRACT: The amount of reef habitat (rock, 
coral, and sponge) on the continental shelf of the South 
Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the U.S. was estimated by 
viewing the sealloor using an underwater television 
lowered at randomly selected points within five strata : 
(1) Capa Hateras to Cape Fear, North Carolina ; (2) 
Cape Fear, North Carolina to Cape Canaveral, Florida ; 
(3) Key West to Pensacola, Florida ; (4) Pensacola, 

Florida to Pass Cavallo, Texas; and (5) Pass Cavallo to 
Rio Grande, Texas. The water depth range of the 
observations was 27 to 101 m along the Atlantic coast 
and 18 to 91 m in the Gulf of Mexico. Of the total area 
surveyed (251,000 sq . kilometers), 228% was reef 
habitat . The highest incidence o[ reel habitat (38.0%) 
was on the continental shelf between Key West and 
Pensacola, Florida . The Florida Middle Grounds was the 
only area where vertical reef exceed 1 m . 

ACC 4118; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
PARKA, CG. ; FORSY"INE, RG. ; PARSONS . GL; 
GULF OF ME}QCO SATELLITE RADAR 
ALTiMETRY. 

I31[3L NASA TGCfiNICAL MG. 73295 . 2301) . 

KEYWORD : dynamic height, physical, 
oceanography, remote sensing, Scasat, 
topography, wind, wave 

ABSTRACT: The radar altimeter aboard both 
GEOS-3 and Seasat provided direct measurements of the 
sea surface with an accuracy o[ plus or minus 20 cm for 
one second averaging. 'hits otters a direct way to 
measure the dynamic topography by subtracting such 
values from a gravimelric geoid. These measurements, 
when combined with those from many passes, yield 
average ocean topographies which can be mapped . 
Seasonal deviations from a three year mean topography 
are presented here . The altimeters are also 
inslrumenled with sample and hold gates which provide 
information about the shape and amplitude of the return 
waveform. This information can be used to determine a 
number of interesting and useful parameters including 
ocean surface wind speed and the significant wave 
height . One hundred eighty-six wind speed and 
significant wave height histograms are presented here . 
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ACC 2191 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
PAWSON, D.L ; MILLER, J.E. ; HOSKIN, CM. ; 
DISTRIBUTION OF HOLOTHURIA LENT(GINOSA 
ENODIS NOT I JER AND PAWSON IN RELATION TO 
A DEEP-WATER OCULINA CORAL REEF OFF 
FORT PIERCE, FLORIDA (ECHINODERMATA 
HOLOTHUROIDPA} 

BIBL INTERNATIONAL ECHINODERM 
CONFERENCE, TAMPA, FL 

KEYWORD : reef, coral, distribution, currents, 
echinoderm 

ABSTRACT: A population of Nolothuria lentiginosa 
enodis is associated with a reef of the ahermatypic coral 
Oculina varicosa L.esueur in a depth of 75 m 
approximately 30 km northeast of Fort Pierce Inlet, 
Florida. Transecls 2 m wide by 80 m long were run in 3 
directions from each of 4 permanent markers near the 
reef 11 times over a 2 year period, counting holothurians 
in 10 m increments . A patchy distribution was found with 
a maximum density of 2.2 individuals per square meter. 
There was no apparent correlation of distribution with 
prevailing Gulf Stream currents. Holothurians usually 
occurred in areas where organic content of substratum 
averaged 4.4 (dry weight); they were usually absent in 
areas where organic content averaged :i.3"!c, or less. 
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ACC 2346 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
PAYNE, R.G . ; 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF POPULATION 
DYNAMICS OF THE ESTUARINE ISOPOD 
CYATNURA 
POIITA (STIMPSON) FROM FLORIDA AND 
GEORGIA 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. EMORY UNIVERSITY 

KEYWORD: Lee, distribution, population dynamic, 
temperature, salinity, DO, currents 

ABSTRACT: A comparative study was made o[ two 
latitudinally separate populations of the estuarine isopod 
Cyathura polite to obtain information about the 

substratum preference of this species and about other 
factors which affect the densities and distributions o! the 
populations within areas of preferred substratum. 
Distribution with respect to substratum type was 
determined [or both populations. A new index of the 
stability n[ the substratum was used to characterize the 
types of substrata found in both habitats. Population 
factors studied included : a) density; b) internal 
distribution, and c) size class distribution . Routine 
measurements of physical parameters were made in both 
locations. In the Fort Myers location, the short term 
tolerance limit of Cyalhurans to high levels of salinity 
was determined . Both populations of the present study 
occurred only in stable substratum although the 
composition of substrata in the two locations was quite 
different . Both populations exhibited random internal 
distributions but the Fort Myers population was 
somewhat denser than the Brunswick population . The 
size distribution o[ the Fort Myers population exhibited a 
decided peak at 17 mm, but no predominance of one 
size was evident at the Brunswick population . The 
values of physical parameters of the present study tell 
within the ranges of values obtained in previous studies 
of physical parameters in Cyalhuran habitats. Biotic 
factors studied in both habitats included : a) prcdaiiun: 
b) incidence of parasitism : c) food ; and d) outer 
associated fauna . Relative abundance of f(x)d elements, 
predatory species and other associated fauna were su . . . 
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ACC 2523; TYPE P ; YEAR 1936 
PEARSON, J.F.W . ; 
STUDIES OF THE 1lFE ZONES OF MARINE 
WATERS ADJACENT TO MIAMI. I . THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE OPHIUROIDEA. 

E31BL PROD FLA. ACRD. SCI . 1 :66-72 

KEYWORD: Dade, distribution, habitat, abundance, 
echinodermala 

ABSTRACT: A general survey of the distribution of 
ophiuroids was conducted in Biscayne Bay and the upper 
Florida Keys. Five zones were identified and their 

habitats described . The ophiuroid species of each zone 
and their general abundances were noted . 

ACC 4119 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
PEARMAN, AL; STAFFORD, J . W . ; 
FLORIDA COASTAL POLICY STUDY. IMPACT OF 
OFFSHORE OIL DEVELOPMENT. 

BIQL A FINAL REPORT FOR THE FLORIDA 
ENERGY OFFICE AND THE SPATE UNIVERSITY 
SYSTEM OF FLORIDA 273 P. 

KEYWORD : socioeconomic, oil and gas, coastal, 
management 

ABSTRACT : The purpose of this study was to 
investigate the impacts of possible offshore oil and gas 
discoveries upon the coastal areas of Florida. Offshore 
oil and gas developments are examined from a number 
of perspectives : economic, environmental, legal, and 
social . The study was designed to identify a set of policy 
alternatives which can be implemented to guide and 
regulate onshore developments so as to minimize the 
adverse impacts upon the areas most directly affected . 
The analysis of onshore impacts is based, in part, upon a 
review of similar developments in other coastal areas. 
7'he development of an information base which can be 
applied to potential developments in Florida is viewed as 
an essential element o! this study. This report presents 
the final results of the research efforts undertaken during 
this project. 'fhe report is structured so that introductory 
material is presented prior to more detailed analysis and 
discussion. "The main report consists of ten chapters that 
present the major findings and recommendations of the 
study. 
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ACC 169; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
PEQUEGNAT, W.E . ; 
THE ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES OF THE 
CONTINENTAL SLOPE AND ADJACENT REGIMES 
OF THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, METAIRIE, 
LA. 

KEYWORD : biology, chemistry, benthic community, 
coastal zone, continental slope, fauna, 
geology, demersal fish, echinoderm, 
crustacean, distribution 

ABST'RAC'T: This report deals in pan with the 
macro(aunal assemblages that exist in that pan of the 
olfshelf Gulf of Mexico that lies north of the 25th 
parallel and west of the eastern wall of DeSolo Canyon . 
The study was based on 264 oceanographic stations 
occupied by RN ALAMINOS in depths ranging from 
150 to 3850 m . Statistical analyses support subdividing 
the principal mcgabenlhic components (echinoderms, 
crustaceans, and demersal fishes) of the assemblages into 
five well-defined fauna) zones, tour of which (Shelf-Slope 
Transition, Archibeathnl . Upper Abyssal, and 
Mewabyssal) are on the continental slope, and the filth, 
the Lower Abyssal, occupies the continental rise and 
abyssal plain . The (suns) assemblages comprising the 
zones are described in considerable detail and the 
numerically dominant species among important 
systematic groups are designated within each zone and its 
subdivisions. The geological, physicochemical, and 
biological bases for existence of zones and zonal subsets 
are discussed in detail . including an attempt to account 
for fauna) differences between the eastern and western 
pans of the Gulf. Taking the area of the study as the 
deep Gulf ecosystem, the report also deals with the 
energy relationships among the biotic components of the 
system . Tentative explanations of the sources of energy 
that can balance the energy budget on the abyssal plain 
are advanced and discussed. The report contains three 
substantial appendices. Appends A is an atlas of bottom 
photographs selected to depict some of the biological 

constituents, physiography and sur[icial sediments of the 
five fauna) zones . Appends B contains a list of. . . 

ACC 486 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
PEQUEGNAT, W.E. ; SMITH, D.D. ; DARNELL, R.M. ; 
PRESLEY, B.J . ; REID, R.0, 
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE POTENTIAL IMPACT 
OF DREDGED MATIRIAL DISPOSAL IN 'n-iE 
OPEN OCEAN. 

f3IBL U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, 
V1CKSf3URG, MS. 645 PP. 

KEYWORD: biology. chemistry, benthic community, 
coastal wafer, continental shelf, dredge 
spoil, dredging, ecosystem. fishery, 
neuston, geology, meteorology 

Af3STRAC"1' : Not available. 
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ACC 2128 ; TYPE P ; YI .AK 1983 
PGQUEGNAT, W.E . ; E"f AI_ : 
ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES OF THE 
CONTINENTAL SLOPE AND ADJACENT REGIMES 
OF THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO. 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. 

E31BL MINERALS MANAGFMF?NT SERVICE, U.S . 
DEPT. INT., WASHINGTON, DC. REPORT NO 
MMS-GM-PT-83-018:46 P. 

KEYWORD: infaunal, epifaunal, 
photodocumentalion, continental, 
slope, oil exploration, benthic, 
community 

ABSTRACT: A comprehensive overview of the 
deep sea benthic environment of the Gulf o[ Mexico 
from the continental slope to the abyssal plain is 
presented . Macroinfaunal and megaepifaunal samples 
and accompanying photographic documentation were 

acquired and analysed from 1964-1973. An assessment 
was made of the potential impacts of gas and oil 
exploration land production on the benthic communities . 

ACC 2129 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
PEQUEGNA't, W.E. ; ET AL; 
ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES OF THE 
CON'TINENT'AL SLOPE AND ADJACENT REGIMES 
OF THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO : TEXT, 
PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS, AND APPENDICES 
(FINAL REPORT). 

BIDL MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, U.S. 
DEPT. INT., WASHINGTON. DC REPORT NO. 
MMS-GM-P7'-83-017 :675 P . 

KEYWORD: benthic, continental slope, infnunal, 
epifaunal, oil exploration, 
photodocumentauon, community 

ABSTRACT A comprehensive overview of the 
deep sea benthic environment of the Gulf of Mexico 
from the continental slope to the abyssal plain is 
preserved . Macmintaunal and megaepifaunal samples 
and accompanying photographic documentation were 
acquired and analysed from 1964-1973. An assessment 
was made of the potential impacts of gas and oil 
exploration land production on the benihic communities . 



ACC 2210 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1968 
PEQUEGNAT, W.D. ; PEQUEGNAT, LH. ; 
ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MARINE FOULING IN 
THE NOR1ME1STERN GULF OF MEJQCO 

BIBL TEXAS A&M RESEARCH FOUND., ABcM 
PROJ . 286-6, REF. 68-22T. 80 P . 

KEYWORD: development, fouling, assemblage, 
depth, diversity, water mass, 
temperature, salinity, currents 

ABSTRACT: The progressive development and 
reorganization of potential fouling assemblages in the 
northeastern Gulf of Mexico was followed. Differences 
in both species composition and diversity existing among 
the stations (located 2, 11, and 25 miles offshore) and at 
different origins and histories. The placement of the 25-
mile fouling station in a region though) to be devoid of 
natural hard surfaces revealed the presence of pelagio 
larvae of epifaunat species that do not exist along the 
shore of Panama City. Oceanographic data indicated the 
possibility that some of these larvae may have been 
carried by currents from points as distant as Yucatan 
(about 400-500 nautical miles). 

""""" 

ACC 2211 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1967 
PEQUEGNAT, W.D . ; GAILLE, RS. ; PEQUEGNAT, 
LH. ; 
BIOFOUIIN(3 STUDIES OFF PANAMA CITY, 
FLORIDA IL THE TWO-MILE OFFSHORE 
STATION. 

BIBL'I'EXAS A&M RESEARCH FOUND., ABcM 
PROD . 286-6. REF. 67-18T. 51 P. 

KEYWORD: fouling, depth, season, temperature, 
salinity 

ABSTRACT- Two strays of plastic floats were 
installed at a station 2 miles offshore, one unprotected, 
the other with an organotin compound. Differences in 
the accumulations were accounted for through the 
influences of temperature, salinity, and organotin . The 

influences of distance from shore, depth, and season 
upon temperature and salinity were also evaluated 

ACC 4228 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
PEQUEGNAT, W.E. ; 
THE IMPACT OF WATER DEVELOPMENT ON 
ECOLOGY OF THE GULF OF ME)aM 

BIBL !N : WATER FOR TEXAS ; PROC. 15TH ANNU. 
CONK ON WATER FOR TEXAS . P . 91-113 . 

KEYWORD : ecology, biological, chemical, 
oceanography, biology, heavy metal, 
hydrocarbon, pollution, oil spill, fish 

ABSTRACT: The impact of water development on 
the ecology of the Gulf of Mexico is discussed Emphasis 
is on those characteristics of the Gulf that affect its 
biological nature and that in the final analysis either 
accentuate or ameliorate those activities of man that 
impinge upon it continuing viability. These 
characteristics are discussed under the subheads of 
physiography, physicochemical oceanography, and 
biology. A possible way to minimize the deleterious 
effects of the rising trend to dispose of dangerous wastes 
in the coastal waters of all our shores is outlined . 
Potentially industrial wastes pose the most serious threat 
to the welfare of coastal waters . The multiplication of oil 
drilling towers on the shelf in the Gulf appears to be 
destined for unabated incroasea There will be increasing 
deposits of heavy metals and a variety of chlorinated and 
other hydrocarbons. Marine organisms through and 
because of the nature of the food web can concentrate 
and become relatively immune to some bacteria, viruses, 
heavy metals, and some hydrocarbons having 
carginogenic properties 'Ibis can result in two things : 1) 
the list of marine organisms killed will increase, and 2) a 
larger reservoir of inedible species will be created . 

""""" 

ACC 771 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1969 
PEREZ-FARFAM'E, L ; 
WESTERN ATIANTIC SHRIMPS OF THE GEMS 
PENAEUS. 

BIBL FISH. BULL 67(3):461-591 . 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, commercial fishery, 
shrimp, distribution, species 
composition 

ABSTRACT: Four subgenera of the genus Penaeus 
are described . Eight species and sub-species are 
recognized as occurring in the Western Atlantic. 
Synonymies arc given. Diagnosis, descriptions and 
illustrations are presented for each species and 
subspecies. Geographic and bathymetric distributions are 
given. A brief appraisal of the commercial importance of 
each form is also given. 

ACC 2031 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
PERKINS, T.H. ; SAVAGE, T; 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY AND CHECKLIST OF 
POLYQHAE'1'OUS ANNELIDS OF FLORIDA, THE 
GULF OF MEXICO, AND THE CARIBBEAN 
REGION 

BIBL FL.A. MAR . RESEARCH PUBL NO. 14,62 P. 

KEYWORD: bibliography, polychaete 

ABSTRACT: A bibliography and checklist of 
polychaete species recorded from northern Brazil to 
northern Florida, including the West Indies, the Bahama 
Islands, northern South America, eastern Central 
America, and the Gulf of Mexico were reported . Ile 
checklist was annotated to update the taxonomy of the 
species included, and species names were cross-
referenced to bibliographic citations. 
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ACC 331 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
PHARES, P.L ; 
ESTIMATES OF NATURAL AND FISHING 
MORTALITY FOR WHITE SHRIMP IN THE GULF 
OF MEXICO. 

BlI3L NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
SOUTHEAST FISHERIES CENTER, MIAMI . FL 
NOAH-TM-NMPS-SEFC-58. 25 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, fishery, 
mortality, shrimp, statistics, 
management 

ABSTRACT- Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 871 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1968 
PHILLIPS, P.J . ; 
SUBSTRATE AS A FACTOR IN HABITAT 
ISOLATION OF MISSISSIPPI SOUND 
MUDSHRIMPS, CALiIANASSA JAMAICENSE 
LOUISIANEMS SCHMITT AND GAllIANASSA 
ISLAGRANDE SCNMITT, WITHIN MISSISSIPPI 
SOUND. 

DIL3L MASTER'S THESIS . MISSISSIPPI STATE 
UNIVERSITY . 65 PP. 

KEYWORD: benthic fauna, salinity, sediment 
texture, water level . crustacean. 
distribution 

ABSTRACT. The purpose of this study was to 
determine whether substrate type is a factor influencing 
distribution of the thalassinid crustaceans, Callianassa 
jamaicense louisianensis Schmitt and Callianassa 
islagrande Schmitl, within Mississippi Sound . This was a 
6 month study which began in December, 1966. 

ACC 2032; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
PHILLIPS, R.C. ; MCMILIAN, G; BRIDGES, K.W. ; 
PHENOLOGY AND REPRODUCTIVE 
PHYSIOLOGY OF T'HALASSIA TESTUDINUM 
FROM THE WESTERN TROPICAL ATIANTIC 

Mill- AQUA'I'. BOT. ll(3):263-277. 

KEYWORD: phenology, reproductive, seagrass, 
physiology, temperature 

ABSTRACT: Phenological investigations of 
'I'halassia testudinum from seagrass beds at 5 sites in 
l'exas, Florida, and St. Croa, U.S . Virgin Islands, and 
laboratory reproductive physiology studies indicate that 
(lowering occurs in response to temperature paEterns 
lollowing winter minimum temperatures . Phenological 
analyses showed that !lowering of 7'. testudinum may be 
nearly synchronous at all sites, but temperature 
responses of Si Crow plants are probably genorypically 
different from those of Florida and Texas. No significant 
site dillercncca that were related to latitude were found 
lot ihc live phenophases investigated . Seagram from all 
Iok,mons produced flowers under continuous light . 
indicating that photo period is not a significant 
controlling lacior in (lowering phenology. 

44404 

ACC 2244 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1960 
PHILLIPS . K.C . ; SPRINGER, V.G . ; 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE OFFSHORE BENTF{IC 
FLORA IN THE GULF OF MEXICO OFF PINELUIS 
COUNT-Y, FLORIDA 

BI[3L AM . MIDLAND NAT. 64(2):362-381 . 

KEYWORD : algae, temperature, depth, flora, reef, 
distribution 

ABSTRACT: Collections of marine algae from the 
limestone reefs 9 to 20 miles offshore Pinellas County in 
35 to 60 fl of water were studied . Eleven species were 
newly reported for the state and 47 species represented 
northward range extensions from the Dry Tortugas. A 
somewhat constant relationship between the various 

algae groups was seen . The !actors that might regulate 
the relationships were reported undetermined. 

ACC 2347; TYPE P; YEAR 1960 
PHILLIPS, R.C . ; SPRINGER, V.G . ; 
A REPORT ON THE HYDROGRAPHY, MARINE 
PLANTS AND FISHES OF THE 
CALAOSAHATC}iEE RIVER, LEE COUNTY, 
FLORIDA 

[31BL FLORIDA BOARD OF CONSERVATION . 
SPEC S< :1 . RBPT. NO. 5 . 34 P . 

KEYWORD: Lee, hydrography, fish, temperature, 
salinity, turbidity, flora, fauna 

A13STKnC"f : 'llie marine plants and fishes of the 
Caloosahaichee River are surveyed in May 1958 and in 
('ebruarv I "ISY. A Total of 45 Iaxa of algae and 6 laxn of 
aquatic [lowering plants were found. Fifty three fish 
species were collected. In general the fish fauna of ilie 

river was poor in numbers and species. Species lisps of 
marine plants and fish are presented. 

4444* 

ACC 2458 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1959 
PHILLIPS, R.C . ; 
NOTES ON THE MARINE FLORA Or '11iE 
MARQUESAS KEYS, FLORIDA 

UIBL QUART. J . FIA ACAD. SCI . 22(3):155-162 

KEYWORD: Monrce, algae, seagrass, substrate, 
depth, flora 

ABSTRACT: A single sampling of six stations in 
depths less than 14 ft around the Marquesas Keys was 
conducted to describe the local marine flora . Dense 
growths of Thalassic lestudinum were present at all 
stations in depths generally less than 7 (t. Diplanthera 
wrightii was found at 3 stations, and sparse patches n[ 
Syringodium fili[orme occurred at 2 stations. Flalimeda 
grew in large clumps around the Keys, both inside on 



mudflats and offshore, at least to the 3 to 7 ft depth at 
spring low tide. The bottom o[ the shoreline of the Keys 
was composed of finely ground Halimeda segments . 
Twenty three species of algae were reported, 12 of which 
are epiphytic . A species list of the plants is included. 

""""" 

ACC 2130 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
PIERCE, R.li. ; BROWN, RC. ; 
HYDROCARBON ANALYSIS OF S[JRFICIAL 
SEDIMENT IN SUPPORT OF SOUTHWEST 
FLORIDA SHELF REGIONAL, BIOLOGICAL 
COMMUNITIES SURVEY CRUISE Il, 1982 AND 
CRUISE III, 1983. 

I31DL FINAL REPORT PREPARED FOR: MINERALS 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE CONTItAC'I' #AASS1-
CI'2-48 . SUBCONTRACT PROM : CON"I'INI :NTAI . 
SIIILI~ ASSOC., TGQUES"I'A, I :I_ 

KFYWOKD : sediment, biological. community, 
hydrocarbon . drilling, petroleum . 
pollution 

AI3Sl FtACf: Hydrocarbons from loll bottom 
sampling sites nn the Southwest Florida shell were 
analyzed to determine predrilling conditions and to 

provide cause and effect relationships with biological 
community surveys for assessing impacts from future oil 
drilling operations. Petroleum contamination in the areas 
studied was not apparent. 

ACC 2310; TYPE P ; YEAR 1984 
PIERCE, RH. ; BROWN, RC. ; 
COPROSTANOL DISTRIBUTION FROM SEWAGE 
DISCHARGE INTO SARASOTA BAY, FLORIDA. 

BII3L BULL ENVIRON . CONTAM. TOXICO . 32 :75-
79 . 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, sediment, pollution, water 
quality, physical process 

ABSTRACT : Distribution of the fecal sterol, 
coprostonal, was determined in sediment from forty-one 
sites throughout Sarasota Bay. This project was part of a 
water quality study to estimate the impact of sewage 
effluent discharged from the City of Sarasota's 
wastewater treatment plant. Coproslonal is one of the 
principal sterols found in the feces of man and other 
mammals and has been shown to be a reliable marker of 
fecal pollution. A comour of coprosional concentrations 
in Sarasota flay showed very high concentrations at the 

she of the sewage ouilall, indicating shoe-range 
deposition of sewage-derived parucuAlte matter . Tidal 
action appeared to be the dominant influence on 

distribution of sewage derived particulate matter. Tidal 
action appeared to be the dominant influence on 
distribution of sewage-derived particulates in the Bay. 

ACC 2330 ; fYP[: P ; YEAR 1983 
PIL:ItCF, K.I1 . ; VNVVLGE'f, E.S. ; 
CRARLATI'E HARBOR HYDROCARBON STUDY, 
YEAR-2 FINAL REPORT. JANUARY 1, 1983--
NOVEMBER 15, 1983. 

BIf3L SUBMITTED TO FLORIDA DEPARTMENT 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES, ST. PETERSBURG, 
FLORIDA 

KEYWORD: Charlotte, hydrocarbon, sediment, 
mollusc, oyster, water column, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT: Hydrocarbon content and 
characterization was obtained for surCicial sediment, 
oysters and water from four areas in Charlotte Harbor, 

Florida . The areas represent different types of land use 
activity. The data characterize hydrocarbon 
contamination around Charlotte Harbor and provide 
information for predicting the impact for future 
development. 

ACC 270; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
PILGER, R.H. ; 
THE OPENING OF THE GULF OF MEXICO : 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TECTONIC EVOLUTION 
OF THE NORTHERN GULF COAST. 

f31I3L'TRANS ., GULL= COAST ASSOC. GGOL SOC. 
31 :377-381 . 

KEYWORD : geologic history, geology, plate 
tectonics, structure 

Af3S'I'IZACf: Several lines of evidence suggest that 

the Gulf of Mexico opened synchronously with and in the 

same northwest-souihenst direction as the central North 

Atlantic, from about 180 to 130 Ma . The Atlantic and 
Gulf spreading centers were linked by left-lateral 

transform faults across the Florida-Bahamas platform. Ta 
the west, spreading was accommodated by left-lateral 
transform faults (megashcars) across Mexico. The basin 

and uplift structure of the northern Gulf Coast can be 

interpreted in terms of northwest-southeast rifling before 
Gulf and Atlantic opening began. Alternatively, early 

rifting could have been a result of north-south motion 

between North America and Africa-South America. The 
latter inference is suggested by correlations between pre-
Mesozoic Florida and Africa basement terranes as well 

as the crustal fabric o! the northern Gulf Coast. Basin 
formation in the northern Gulf Coast probably involved 
shallow, close-spaced graben-horst formation combined 

with larger scale ductile thinning of the lower crust 

during rifting . Following the end of rifting the 
sedimentary record indicates that the basin subsided in 
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a 
nd exponential manner, as would be predicted from 

thermal models of sedimentary basin formation . 

""""" 

ACC 942; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
POAG, C .W. ; 
LATE QUATERNARY SEA LEVELS IN THE GULF 
OF MEXICO. 

BIBL'TRANS ., GULF COAST ASSOC. GEOL SOC. 
23:394-400 . 

KEYWORD : Quaternary, geoldgy, sea level, eustatic 
change 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC :i30 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1473 
POLI.ARD, J.F. ; 
EXPERIMENT'S TO REESTABUSH HISTORICAL 
OYSTER SEED GROUNDS AND TO CONTROL 
THE SOUTHERN OYSTER DRILL 

DIBL LOUISIANA WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES 
COMMISSION, DIVISION OF OYSTERS, NEW 
ORLEANS, LA . TECHNICAL BULLETIN 6. 89 1'P . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal wager, hydrology, 
oyster fishery, oyster, predation, 
management 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 613; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
POPENOE, P. ; COWARD, L; CASHMAN, K.V . ; 
A REGIONAL ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 'PO AND 
LIWTATION ON PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE SOUTH-EASTERN U.S, ATLANTIC 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, SLOPE AND RISE, 
OFFSHORE NORTH CAROI1NA 

BIBL U.S . GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, OPEN-FILE 
REPORT NO. 82-136. 67 PP . 

KEYWORD : sediment, continental shelf, continental 
slope, geology, physical process, 
slratigraphy, petroleum, development 

AHS"1'ItAC'I' : Not available . 

ACC 4120 ; TYPE I' : YEAR 1970 
P07"I'IiOPF, 1 . ; Fi1Cl IARbS. W.J . ; 
JUVENILE BLUEFIN TUNA, THUNNUS THYNNiJS 
(11NNAEUS), AND OTHER SCOMBRIDS TAKEN 
BY TERNS IN DRY TORTUGAS, FLARIDA 

B1131 . BULL MAR. SCI . 20(2):389-413. 

KEYWORD: biology, fish, bird, distribution, food 
habit, predauon, ichthyoplankton, 
pelagic fish, life history 

ABSTRACT : The identification and seasonal 
distribution of juvenile smmbrids in the waters near the 
Dry 'f'ortugas, Florida, are described . Specimens were 
collected (1960 Through 1967) from regurgitated food of 
terns . Fishes identified were Thunnus thynnus, Thunnus 
atlanticus, Eulhynnus allelteratus, Aincis spp., and 
Katsuwonus pelamis; sizes ranged from 24 to 146 mm, 
standard length . For the first lime, juvenile bluefin tunas 
are reported in the Dry Tortugas region ; their presence 
may indicate that spawning of the species takes place in 
that area . Identification methods are discussed, with 
special emphasis on features of the axial skeleton and 
the number of gill-Takers over the ceratobranchial bone 
of the first gill arch . A method is presented for 

estimating the standard length o! damaged specimens on 
the basis of the length of the vertebral column . 

ACC 775 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
POWELL, J.A ; RATHBUN, G.B . ; 
DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF 
MANATEES ALONG THE NORTHERN COAST OF 
THE GULF OF IVIPJUCO. 

DIBL NORTHEAST GULF SCI . 7(1) :1-28. 

KEYWORD: biology, ecology, life history, manatee, 
migration, species composition, 
distribution, mortality, endangered 
species 

ABSTRACT: A review of historical and recent 
records of manatee (1'richechus manatus) sightings along 
the coast of the northern Gulf of Mexico indicates that 
their numbers have declined in Texas, but increased in 
Louisiana and Mississippi . This is due to their extirpation 
in Mexico and dramatic increase along the southern Big 
Bend coast of Northwestern peninsular Ilorida . The 
distribution of manatees along the southern Big Bend 
coast is related to their need (or warm water and the 
distribution of fresh water and submerged aquatic and 
marine food plants . The spring-fed headwaters of Crystal 
and 1-lomosassa rivers are important warm water winter 
refuges, nearly 90% of the same individuals return each 
winter. The estuaries and grass beds associated with 
these two rivers and the Suwannee, Wiihlacoochec, and 
Chasshowitzka rivers are the principal summer habitats. 
'fhe Suwanee and Crystal rivers are "high-use" rivers, 
whereas the other three are "tow-user" rivers. Low 
human-caused mortality, high fecundity, some 
immigration, and high site fidelity are responsible for the 
increasing numbers of manatees using the southern Big 
fiend coast . Since this region of Florida has experienced 
relatively little development compared with the rest o[ 
the state, the best long-term future [or this endangered 



marine mammal in the United States lies along the 
southern Big Bend coast. 

""""" 

ACC 4121 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1986 
POWELL, G.V.N. ; SOGARD, S.M.; HOLMQUIST, 
J.G . ; 
ECOLOGY OF SHALLOW-WATER BANK 
HABITAT'S IN EIARIDA BAY. 

BIBL A FINAL REPORT FOR THE SOUTH 
FLORIDA RESEARCH CENTER. CON'I'. #CX5280-3-
2339. 260 P . ' 

KEYWORD: biology, biomass, ecology, fish 
crustacea, invertebrate, migration, tide, 
seagrass, coastal 

Af3S"TRACT : Report not available (or abstracting at 
this time . 

ACC 4259 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
POWLGS, H . ; 
LARVAL DISTRIBUTIONS AND RECRUITMENT 
HYPOTHESES FOR SNAPPERS AND GROUPERS 
OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC BIGHT PRESENTED 
AT 31ST ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE 
SOUTHEASTERN ASSOCIATION OF FISH AND 
WILDLIFE AGENCIES SAN ANTONIO, 1X (USA) 9 
OCTOBER 1977. 

I31BL PECHES ET SCI . MER. CP 15500, QUEBEC 
QUE. GIK 7X7 CANADA 31:362-371 . 

KEYWORD: distribution, recruitment, snapper, 
grouper, larvae, neuston, currents, 
neuston 

ABSTRACT: Present taxonomic status permits 
discussion of larvae of vermilion snapper (Rhombopliles 
aurorubens), other snappers combined (Lutjanidae), and 
all groupers combined (Serranidae subfamily 
Epinephelinae). Larvae of these groups together 

comprise less than 1°rb o[ the total larval fish catch from 
neuston and bongo samplers, in shelf waters of the South 
Atlantic Bight . Larvae o[ groupers and snappers are 
most abundant in spring and in summer respectively. 
Larvae are distributed in outer shelf and upper slope 
waters, where current is northerly. Northerly current 
may predominate in affecting larval drift (in which case 
populations may primarily be recruited from Caribbean 
Gulf o! Mexico) or a significant proportion of larvae 
spawned in the Bight may be retained by currents 
throughout development to settling. 

ACC 1103 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1967 
PRESNELL, M . W. ; ET AI_ ; 
CLOSTRIDIUM BOTUL1NiJM IN MARINE 
SEDIMENTS AND IN THE OYSTER (CRASSOTRFA 
VIRGIMG4) FROM MOBILE BAY. 

IlIBL APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY 15:068-661). 

KEYWORD: benlhic fauna, microlauna, bacteria . 
oyster. sediment, distribution 

nI3STItACP : Prom August, 1965 to June, 1966, 74 
marine sediment samples and 74 oyster simples were 
examined from 5 stations . An attempt was made to show 
a correlation between the occurrence and distribution of 
Clostridium botulinum and natural variation in the 
estuarine environment. 

ACC 2131 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
PRESLEY, B.J. ; DOBSON, M.C. ; SHOKES, RF. ; 
TREFRY, J.H . ; 
HEAVY METAL ANALYSIS OF BOTTOM 
SEDIMENT ON THE WEST FLORIDA SHELF. 

E31I3L TECHNICAL REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.G (MAFIA-OCS PROGRAM) . 

KEYWORD: sediment, heavy metal, trace metal, 
MAFL.A, carbonate, grain size 

ABSTRACT: Sediments were collected from the 
MAFLA lease area and analysed for heavy metals . Of 
42 stations 21 were sampled on two different occasions . 
Wide variations were found in the %, Fe, % CaC03 and 

Tine-grained material not only in the MAFLA area but 
even within transecls . Trace metals showed similar 
variability. Fundamental ,cdiment characteristics were 
shown to correlate with metal concentrations . Data show 
that Fe may be used as an index for predicting trace 
metal concentration, thus providing a means for assessing 
possible future anthropogenic input . 

ACC 2311 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
PRICE, G.[3 . ; 
AN INTRODUCTION TO 'INE MARINE FLORA 
AND FAUNA OF THE SARASOTA AREA 

B113L BACHELOR'S 7'HCSIS, NEW COLLEGE OP 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, geology, coastal morphology, 
invertebrate, flora, fauna 

ABSTRACT: "This general overview of the marine 
flora and fauna of the Sarasota, Florida area includes 
sections on the regional geology, coastal morphology, 
mangrove and beach ecosystems, and the bentic 
macroinvertebrates of Sarasota Bay. The extent of 
manmade alterations to the shoreline are cited and 
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species lists of benthic invertebrates and marsh flora are 
given . 

""""" 

ACC 532; TYPE ; YEAR 1962 
PRIDDY, R R . ; 
MISSISSIPPI SOUND HEAVY MINERALS AS 
COMPARED TO OTHER "HEAVIES" OF THE GULF 
COAST AND SOUTH ATTAKIIC COAST: 

BIBL J . MISS . ACRD. SCI . 8:102-103. 

KEYWORD : sediment, coastal water, geology, 
resource, heavy meal 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 163; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
PRISTAS, P.J . ; 
BIG GAME FISHING IN THE NORTHERN GULF 
OF MEXICO DURING 1981 . 

131BL NOAA TECH . MLM . NO . NM1=S-SI-:f :C -(1U . 34 
PP. 

KEYWORD: billfsh, biology, continental shelf, 
fishery, fishery statistics, recreation, 
distribution, socioeconomic, 
recreational fishery 

ABSTRACT: Big game fishing for oceanic pelagic 
fishes (i.e., marlins, sailfish, swordfish, tunas, elc .) was a 
relatively infrequent event in the northern Gulf of 
Mexico prior to the mid-1950's . Research by the federal 
government contributed to the increase in popularity of 
this activity . The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
conducted exploratory longline fishing of[ the Louisiana 
coast in the mid-1950's to determine the abundance of 
tuna stocks. The longline catches included impressive 
numbers o[ blue marlin, Makaira nigricans, and white 
marlin, Tetraplerus albidus, which intensified the interest 
in recreational big game fishing. This new recreational 
fishery continued to expand throughout the northern 

Gulf Coast area in the 1960's and 1970's. In the late 
1960's, the federal government began preliminary 
investigations from their Panama City, Florida laboratory 
to gather information about this oceanic pelagic fishery 
resource in the northern Gulf. In 1970-71, the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMF'S) began a study of the 
distribution, abundance, biology, and ecology of bill6shes 
(i.e.,marlins and sailfish, Istiophorus platypterus) . In 
1972, responsibility for this study was transferred to the 
Miami Laboratory, Southeast Fisheries Center (SEFC). 
In 1977, responsibility (or data collection was assigned to 
the Fishery Surveys Task of the SEFC's Office of 
Technical and Information Management Services . The 
best (i . e., cost per data unit) means of data collection 
was determined to be a public-contract survey . Since 
1970, port samplers have interviewed big game fishing 
participants to obtain data concerning catch and effort 
(i .e ., hours . . 

ACC 164 : TYPE, ; YEAR 1981 
PRIS7'AS, 1' .J . ; 
BIG GAME FISHING IN THE NORTHERN GULF 
OF ME)GCO DURING 1980. 

R113L NOAH TGCHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
NUMBER NMFS-SEI=C-77 . 34 P. 

KEYWORD: billfish, biology, continental shelf. 
fishery. fishery statistics, recreation, 
socioeconomic. recreational fishery, 
distribution 

ABSTRACT: In 1970, the Panama City Laboratory 
of the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) began 
a study on big game fishes (blue marlin, Makaira 
nigricans ; white marlin, Tetrap(erus albidus, and sailfish, 
Istiophorus platypterus) in the northern Gulf of Mexico. 
This study subsequently became pan of the Southern 
Fisheries Center's Oceanic Pelagics Program, the 
statistics (or which are collected by the Fishery Survey 
Task of the Office of Technical and Information 
Management Services. Data have been collected through 
the cooperation o! recreational fishermen who wished to 
learn more about big game fishes. This annual report, 
the tenth, is furnished to : (1) answer general questions 

such as : where was the best fishing? what was the best 
bait? how was the fishing season? etc. ; and (2) provide 
scientific data about the distribution, abundance, and 
biology of marlins and sailfish in the Gulf of Mexico. 

ACC 667 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
PRIS1'AS, P .J . ; 
BIG GAME FISHING IN THE NORTHERN GULF 
OF ME}QCO DURING 1976, WITH A BRIEF 
SUMMARIZATION FOR THE YEARS 1971-1976. 

QIE3L NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
SOU"I'HEAST FISHERIES CENTER, PANAMA CITY, 
FL 7PP . 

KEYWORD : fishery, fishery statistics. continental 
shelf, recreation, socioeconomic, 
recreational fishery 

Al3S7'ItAC'I': Not available. 

ACC.' 3G ; TYPE, YEAR 1975 
PYLE, T'. G . ; HENRY, VJ . ; MCCAIZTHY, J.C . ; GILBS, 
R.T. ; NEU12AU1'GR, T. W . ; 
BASELINE MONITORING STUDIES, MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLARIDA, OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, 1975-1976 . VOLUME 3. GEOPHYSICAL, 
INVESTIGATIONS FOR BIOLITHOLOGIC 
MAPPING OF THE MAFIA-0a LEASE AREA. 

I31E3L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT-, 
WASHINGTON, D.G I3LM/ST-78134 . 267 PI'. 

KEYWORD: bathymetry, carbonate, geologic 
structure, geology, lithology, 
continental shelf, reef, sediment, 
MAFLA 

ABSTRACT : A multi-sensor geophysical survey 
including over 3700 km of high resolution geophysical 
profiles was completed on the Outer Continental Shelf 
areas from 26 degrees N latitude to south of Born 



Island, Mississippi. On the basis of data collected, the 
Mississippi, Alabama, Florida (MAFIA) continental shelf 
area was divided into five major zones on the basis of 
rock outcrop distribution and dominant sediment texture 
(i .e ., fine, medium, coarse) and into a number o[ 
subzones on the basis of textural variability or patchiness . 
A review is also provided on the bathymetry and shallow 
structure of the region as well as a summarization of new 
results of seismic reflection studies on the west-central 
Florida shelf. 

""""" 

ACC 4122; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
QUICK,J.A, JR . ; FiENDERSON, G.E. ; 
EVIDENCE OF NEW ICHT'HYOINTOXICATIVE 
PHENOMENA IN GYMNOIDIUM BREVE RED 
TIDES. IN : V.R LOGCERO, ED. PROD FIRST 
INTl . CONE ON TOXIC DiNOFLAGELiATE 
BLOOMS, NOVEMBER 1974, BOSTON, 
MASSACHUSETTS. 

UI131 . MASS. SCI . AND 7'ECI-I . FOUNDATION . 
WAK1-:1=11 :LD, MA 

KEYWORD: biology, phytoplankton, red tide . fish, 
coastal, pathology, stress 

ABSTRACT : A red tide caused by the toxic 
dinollagellae Gymnodinium breve Davis occurred 
intermittently along the west coast of peninsular Florida 
from October 1973 through June 1974. Distress behavior 
of fishes in the red tide area was observed and 129 
severely distressed or freshly dead specimens were 
collected and subjected to immediate necroptic 
examination . The 16 consistently observed pathologies 
suggest that many fishes die in red tides from chronic 
tissue damage rather than by previously recognized 
neurointoocicalion . Some species seem to succumb to 
neurointovcicalion under the same conditions that 
produce lethal hemopathy and histopathology in others . 
The observed sign complexes are indicative of 

dehydration, hemolysis, and interference in the blood 
clotting mechanisms . 

""""" 

ACC 142 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
RACAL-DECCA SURVEY, INC. ; 
A PRE-DRIWNG SITE SPECIFIC BENTTUC 
SURVEY WITHIN STATE OF ALABAMA LEASE 
TRACT 115 FOR EXXON COMPANY, U.S.A 

QIF3L RACAI: DECCA SURVEY, INC, HOUSTON, 
TX 51 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, continental shelf, benthic 
community, infauna, epibiola, fish . 
remote sensing 

ABS'I'IZAC"1': The objectives of this present study 
were to qualitatively and quantitatively document the 
distribution of the bcnUuc cpibiola, benlhic inlauna and 
fishes in the vicinity (:411) m) of the proposed drill site 
within the State of Alabama Lease "tract 115. 'I'lie intent 
of this study is to provide a physical and biological 
description of the proposed surface location and to 
document whether any unique or significant biological 
assemblages are present. 

""""" 

ACC 32f{ ; TYI'I : ; YEAR 1971 
RAMSGY, R.C . : 
MARINE RESOURCES SPECTROMETER 
EXPERIMENT. 

BIBL TRW SYS'T'EMS GROUP, REDONDA BEACH, 
CA. 85 PP. 

KEYWORD : biology, fishery, remote sensing, 
resource 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 2459; TYPE P; YEAR 1964 
RANDALL, J.E. ; SCHROEDER, R.E. ; STARCK, W.A ; 

NOTES ON THE BIOLOGY OF THE ECHINOID 
DIADEMA ANTTIIARUM. 

BIBL CARIB . J . SCI . 4(2&3):421-433 . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, habitat, abundance, growth, 
spawning, coral, seagrass, 
echinociermala 

ABSTRACT: Studies on the chinoid, Diadems 
antillarum, in the Florida Keys and Virgin Islands yielded 
information on the habitats, abundance, growth, 
spawning and predators of the echinoid Habitats of D. 
anlillarum included rock, coral reef, mangrove roots, 
seagrnss beds, and sand . Abundance of the echinoid 
averaged I-2 individuals per sq . meter in 'I'halassia beds 
in the Florida Keys and 13 .4 per sy . meter on a rocky 
shore in the Virgin Islands. Monthly growth rates of 
caged specimens in the Virgin Islands are given. 
7~halassia was found to be the primary I(xxl source of 
echinoids in the Florida Keys. Spawning behavior and 
periodicity of Virgin Islands echinoids are discussed. 
Predators of u. anullarum are lisped . 

ACC 846; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
RANKIN, J.G . ; 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER ISOLATED 
FROM THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER DELTA AND 
GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL PH.D . DISSGRTA7'ION. TEXAS A&M 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE- STATION, TX 125 PP . 

KEYWORD: carbohydrate, dissolved oxygen, fishy 
acid, hydrocarbon, protein, salinity, 
silicate, water temperature, depth 

ABST'RAC'T' : Samples of dissolved organic matter 
were collected from 2 sites in the Mississippi River delta 
between February and October, 1971 during cruises 71-
A-3 and 71-A-12 0! the RN Alaminos. Data collected 
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concern silicate, carbohydrate, protein, tatty acid, 
methanol and acetone levels. Observations were made on 
depth, salinity, dissolved oxygen and temperature . 
Methods of isolation and extraction and references to 
previous worldwide investigations into chemical analyses 
between 1969 and 1973 are included . 

ACC 2192; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
REED, T.L ; 
HEAVY METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN THE 
SEDIMENT'S OF A PORTION OF THE EAST 
FLORIDA CONTINENTAL SHEIK: 

BIBL MASTER'S T'FiESIS . FLORIDA INS"I'17'U"I'G. 
MELUOURNf~ PL 

KEYWORD: heavy metal, geochemic :al . sediment. 
grain size, polychaeie, crustacean, 
echinoderm, coelenterate, calico 
scallop 

A13S"1'KAC'I': A discussion of the heavy moat 
geochemical aspects of the sediments of a portion of the 
east Honda continental shelf is presented . Baseline 
concentrations of six environmentally active heavy metals 
were established . A clear relationship between grain size 
distribution of sediments and heavy metal concentrations 
was not seen. M inverse correlation was seen between 
trace metals and quartz content of the sediments . Such 
an inverse correlation was also noted for lead and zinc in 
quartz rich sediment . Included in the benthic biota were 
polychaetes, crustaceans (mostly barnacles and crabs), 
echinoderms (sea stars, sea cucumbers and sand dollars), 
slipper shells (Gepidula spp .), chitons and some 
bryozoans and coelenterates (anemones). Calico scallop 
shells were very common, but living individuals were 
present only on the outer continental shelf. Vegetation 
cover was mostly lacking. 

ACC 4123 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1967 
REHRER, R; JONES, AC. ; ROESSLER, M.A .. 
BOTTOM WATER DRIFT ON THE TORIUGAS 
GROUNDS. 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 17(3):563-575 . 

KEYWORD : circulation, currents, recruitment, 
spawning area, migration, , pink 
shrimp, commercial fishery 

ABSTRACT: The pink shrimp, Penaeus duorarum, 
spawns on the Tonugas fishing grounds. The planktonic 
larvae are for the most part subject to passive transport 
with the prevailing currents. 'Me juvenile stages occur in 
the Everglades nursery area . Previous work indicated 
that the currents in the upper waters now in a westerly 
direction away from the nursery ground . To determine 
whether shrimp could be transported by bottom currents 
to the Everglades nursery area . a sea-bed drifter 
program was established . Five hundred and ninety 
Wocxihead sea-bed drifters (U .S . version) were released 
on and near the Tortugns shrimp fishing grounds in 
February, March and October 1964 . Analysis of the 
recovery data indicates a general southwestward bottom 
drift of at least 0.4 nautical mile per day across the 
grounds. Variation in the direction of drifter movement 
in the western section suggests greeter meandering in this 
region than in the eastern section. We conclude that 

pink shrimp cannot be transported eastward across the 
Tortugas grounds to the nursery area by bottom currents . 
A likely alternative route is through Rebecca Channel, 
along the western margin of the Florida Current, and 

through the Florida Keys to Florida Bay and the 
Everglades nursery area . 

ACC 2033; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
REINSHMIDT, D.G ; 
REGENERATION IN THE SEA CUCUMBER 
THYONEIIA GBTIMATA (POURTAiES} 

BII3L MASTER'S THESIS . FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE, FL. 

KEYWORD: stress, dissolved oxygen, temperature, 
echinodermata, ammonia, 
reproduction 

ABSTRACT: Results indicate that Thyonella 
gennata has several interesting regeneration abilities. 
First, evisceration does not occur under low oxygen, high 
temperature, or high ammonia stresses, but i( removed 
manually, the viscera will be regenerated . As little as 5% 
of the posterior end, or 70% of the anterior end are 
required for regeneration of a complete animal . 
Anterior lip removal allows wound healing and 

regeneration in segments as smell as 12.5`,- . Gonads can 

regenerate from nonreproducuve tissue . The 
reproductive system regenerates last and seems to be 
enhanced by abundance of food supply . 

ACC 4172 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1476 
RELINI, G . ; GGRACI, S. ; MON"tANAFtI, M . ; 
ROMMIRONE, V. ; 
SEASONAL VARIATION IN FOULING OE THE 
OFFSHORE DRILLING PLATFORMS NEAR 
RAVENNA AND CROTONE ITALY. 

DIBL DOLL PESCA PISCIC IDRODIOL 31(t-2)227-
256. 

KEYWORD: offshore drilling, fouling, , depth, 
seasonal, development, physiology, 
pathology, molluscs, annelids, 
crustacea 

ABSTRACT: 71ie settlement of fouling organisms 
on non-toxic substrates, immersed under CH4 extraction 

platforms off Ravenna and Crotone, were studied over 1 

yr and al different depths . Seasonal variation and the 

development and amount of fouling was investigated . At 



Ravenna panels were immersed at depths of 0, 5 and 11 
m and 6 km from the shore, while at the 2nd site, they 
were submerged at depths of 0, 9, 20 and 18 km 
offshore. At Gotone panels were exposed at 0, 14, 20 
and 65 m and 6 km from the shore. At Ravenna, where 
the waters are very eutrophic, the main fouling organism 
was Mytilus galloprovincialis, which was dominant on 
panels exposed for 3-6 mo., to a depth of 10 m. The 
[final community is characterized by mussels which attain 
a weight of 12 kg/panel (1W kg/m2). At depths greater 
than 10 m and after 1 yr exposure, the most common 
species were Tubularia mesembryanthemum, Balanus 
improvisus and Pomatoceros triqueter along with 
mussels. At Crotone where the water is clear and 
nutrients are limited, fouling was ndt as heavy as at 
Ravenna, especially on I and 3 mo. panels. At Ravenna 
the heaviest settlement of (outing organisms occurred 
during the summer (up to 25 g/dm2), while at Crolone 
maximum settlement occurred in the autumn and spring, 
the wet weight of fouling not exceeding 29 g/dm2. 
Mussels were dominant al Crotone after 1 yr exposure of 
the panels near the surface. while the bivalve Picn<xloma 
cochlear was the main organism at 65 m depth. At 14 
and w m in the panels were chiefly settled by SalmACina 
dysteri with bryozoans (Microporella ciliate, Savignyella 
lagfonlii, Callopora dumerili) and bivalves (Saxic. . . 

""""" 

ACC 996; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
RESTREPO AND ASSOCIATES ; 
IXTOC I OIL SPILL ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDY -
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. 

BIBL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 16 PP. 

KEYWORD: oil spill, oil, commercial fishery, 
pollution, recreation, recreational 
beach, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT: This is an executive summary of the 
assessment o[ the economic impacts o[ the 1979 IXTOC 
1 oil spill to the south Texas coastal economy. Economic 
impacts include those related to tourism, recreation, 
commercial fishing, and cleanup costs. Over $6 million 
were lost by the tourism and recreation industries, while 

no significant impact was documented to commercial 
fisheries . 

""""" 

ACC 621 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
REZAK, R. ; BRIGHT, T.J.; MCGRAII, D. W. ; 
REEFS AND BANKS OF THE NORTHWESTERN 
GULF OF MfffJQCO : THEIR GEOLOGICAL, 
BIOLOGICAL, AND PHYSICAL DYNAMICS. 

[31I3L MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, METAIRIE, 
LA . 501 PP . (ALSO DEPARTMENT OF 
OCEANOGRAPHY, TEXAS ARcM UNIVERSITY, 
COLLEGE STN, TX 

KEYWORD: biology, continental shelf, continental 
slope, geology, oceanography, physical 
process. udimeniology, reef, live 
bottom 

Al3S'I'ftAC"I' : The purpose of this report is to 
provide synthesis of scientific inlormauon regarding the 
geology, biology and physical oceanography of the Texas-
Louisiana Outer Continental Shell; especially scientific 
knowledge and data related to the topographic features 
extending above the seatloor. A considerable portion of 
the data collected on the shed( is the result of a series of 
studies funded by the Bureau of Land Management 
(f3LM; now Minerals Management Service, MMS) and 
conducted principally by investigators al Texas ARM 
University. This report relies primarily on data generated 
during these investigations, which stared in 1974. 
However, it also incorporates the scientific literature 
generated by other studies before and during these 
f3LM-sponsored investigations. "this chapter documents 
the early work which described topographic features of 
the Texas-Louisiana Shelf, describes the structure of this 
report, and summarizes the chief conclusions. 

ACC 4124 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1972 
REZAK, R. ; EDWARDS, G.S . ; 
CARBONATE SEDIIVWNTS OF THE GULF OF 
IVIE}QCO. 

IN : CONTRIBUTIONS ON THE GEOLOGICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL TEXAS A&M UNIV. OCEANOGRAPHIC 
STUDIES V, VOL 3. GULF PUBLISHING CO., 
IiOUSTON, TX 

KEYWORD : sediment, carbonate, continental shelf, 
geology, reef, coral, biology, 
distribution 

ABSTRACT: The carbonate deposits of the Gull of 
Mexico may be grouped into four general categories: 1) 
carbonate shelves, 2) coral-algal reefs, 3) lagcwnal 
carbonate and evaporile mulls and 4) deep-water 
carbonates. The West Florida Shelf and the Yucatan 
Shelf are examples of open, inclined shelves on which 
sediments of biogenic and nonbiogenic carbonates are 
accumulating. The distribution patterns of these 
sediments are e large degree relict Pleistocene and 
Holocene patterns. Coral-alga) reefs occur tin both 
carbonate and terrigenous shelves in the Gulf of Mexico . 
Reefs such as the [lower Gardens in the northwestern 
Gulf occur on prominences near the shell edge . They 
differ from the emergent reefs in the southern Gulf in 
that they do not rise to levels shallower than GU ft and 
are populated by the Diploria-Monlastren-Porites 
community. This is equivalent to Logan's submerged 
reelbank stage of development in his Reef Model l . 
Lagoonal carbonates, including evaporite mulls, occur in 
several areas of the southern and western Gulf. Laguna 
Madre, along the south Texas coast, typifies a 
terrigenous lagoonal environment that contains deposits 
of skeletal carbonates, oolites and nonbiogenic 
carbonates along with the evaporite minerals salts and 
gypsum . Deep-water carbonates are primarily pelagic 
oozes consisting of globigerinids, cocrnlithophorids and 
pteropods. Deep-water coral "reefs" have been reported 
on the lower continental shelf slope of the northern Gulf. 
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Carbonate turbidites form an important part of the 
sediment column in the abyssal plain . 

""""" 

ACC 4277; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
RE7.AK, R. ; BRIGHT, T.J . ; 
NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO TOPOGRAPHIC 
FEATURES STUDY: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. 
FINAL REPORT 1978. 

BIBL DEPARTMENT OP OCF :ANOGRAPHY, 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, 
TX 

KEYWORD : topographic, geological, chemical, 
physical, geophysical, biologic 

ABSTRACT: The main purpose of the study was to 
gather data in order to characterize selected topographic 
features in the Gulf of Mexico. Geological, chemical, 
physical, geophysical, and biological oceanographic data 
were collected from the Florida Middle Ground, off the 
west Florida coast, and from twelve topographic features 
of( the Louisiana-Texas coast . 

""""" 

ACC 4307 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
REZAK, R. ; I3RIGH"I'. "I'.J . ; 
NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO TOPOGRAPHIC 
FEATURES STUDY. VOL 2: METHODS, FOSSIL 
COCCOLITHS, CHEMICAL ANALYSES. 

E31BL FINAL KEPT . BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT NO. TR-81-2.T; f3LM-YM-P/T-81-008-
3331 162 P. 

KEYWORD: topographic, sediment, trace metal, 
hydrocarbon, organic carbon 

ABSTRACT: This study characterized selected 
topographic features in descriptive reconnaissance 
studies were completed in 1978-79 for the Florida Middle 
Ground and Alderdice, Coffee Lump, Diaphus, Elvers, 
Fishnet, Geyer, Jakkula, and Rezak-Sidner Banks. 

Chemical analysis of sediments [or trace metals, high 
molecular weight hydrocarbons, Delta C- 13, and total 
organic carbon was conducted for Coffee Lump and the 
East and West Flower Garden Banks . The study o[ the 
distribution of reworked fossil coccolilhs on the South 
Texas Outer Continental Shelf was continued. 

""""" 

ACC 2271 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
RICE, S.A ; SIMON, J.L ; 
IN'TRASPECIF7C VARIATION IN THE POLLUTION 
INDICATOR POLYCHAETE POLYDORA L1GM 
(SPIOMDAE} 

131131 . OPHELIA 19(1):79-115 . 

KI~:YWQKD : pollution, polychaetc . morphology, 
biology, reproduction . temperature, 
salinitV, dissolved oxygen 

X1135 I RA(-r: The extent of intraspecilic variation in 
the pollution indicator Nolydura ligni was assessed on 
evidence from morphology, reproductive biology, 
physiological response, and population grneucy. Five 
populations from Florida were compared morphologically 
and genetically; three of them were also anAI,Yred for 
differences in reproduction and physiological response; 
morphological differences were observed between 
populations with respect to the setae of the fifth seuger 

and the presence of the nuchal antenna. both important 
taxonomic characteristics. Significant differences were 
observed in gametic distribution in mature individuals, 
egg size, and spermatophore morphology. 
Inlerpopulation crosses suggested the possibility of 
incipient reproductive isolation between some of the 
populations. Physiological responses, expressed as 
survival and growth rate, were compared between 
populations using a central composite factorial design 
experiment consisting of three levels each of 
temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen. Experimental 
results were analyzed using response surface 
methodology and revealed highly significant differences 
in both five-day survival and growth rates between 
populations . Gene frequencies were determined by use 
of horizontal starch gel electrophoresis. Standard genetic 
distance, based upon ten loci, was not significantly 

different between most populations. However, one 
population varied from all others at a level 
corresponding to sibling species. For all populations 
pooled, 90% of all loci were polymorphic. The study 
concluded that this cosmopolitan pollution indicator has 
undergone considerable dive . . . 

ACC 2287 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
RICE, S.A ; PATTON, G.W. ; MAHADEVAN, S . 
AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OPINE EFFECTS OF 
OFFSHORE DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO HARD-BOTTOM 
HABITATS IN THE EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIf31_ RI :PT. SUBMITTED BY MOTS MARINI . 
IAI301ZA'fOKY . SARASOTA, FL.ORIDA'IY) 
MANA I'I :I: COUNTY l IIAMI3GR OF COMMI[It('I ;. 
l3KAUl'Nf()N . I :L 45 N . 

KEYWORD: sediment, chemistry, grain size . 
sponge, live bottom, drilling mud. 
stress 

A[3S"1'ItAC 1': Data was collected to assess Ihr 
ecological effect of offshore disposal of line sediments . 
Diver observations (including photography) and sediment 

chemistry and grain size analysis date were utilized to 

discern ecological effects. The study concluded that the 
disposal operations had imparted a helcierious effect on 

the hard-bottom communities of the study area . 



ACC 2460 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1970 
RICE, M.E. ; 
SURVEY OF THE SIPUNCULA OF THE CORAL 
AND BEACH ROCK COMMUNITIES OF THE 
CARIBBEAN SEA 

BIBL PROC. IN'T. SYMP. BIOL SIPUNCULA 
ECNIURA, P . 35-49. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, coral, biology, macrofauna 

ABSTRACT: Additional information on the 
distributional patterns of l l rock dwelling species and a 
review of the available information on several aspects of 
their biology, including their rock bdring activities was 
presented. Sipunculans inhabiting beach rock and 
coralline limestone were collected . The habitats of the 
l l most abundant species were described, listed, and 
relative abundance and distribution of each species 
reviewed . Some general observations were reported on 
the biology v( the most common species. including 
feeding patterns and possible mechanisms for formation 
of the burrows. 

ACC 2524 ; TYPE N; YEAR 1978 
RICE, K.J . ; 
STRUCTURE AND FUNCT70N OF A TROPICAL., 
SUBTIDAL SANDBAR COMMUNITY. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, 
MIAMI, FL. 

KEYWORD: Dade, community, biomass, 
seasonably, polychaele, chlorophyll, 
invertebrate 

ABS'TRAC'T': The benthos of a sandbar off Miami 
was studied from October 1976 to September 1977. 
Abundances and biomass varied seasonally and spatially. 
Macrofauna diversity variation was correlated with the 
abundance of Tivela Ooridana. Bivalve seasonal 
variations in abundance were much greater than the 
polychaeles . Other investigations included studies of 
survivorship, respiration, standing stock of chlorophyll 'a', 
and the effect of carbonate panicles on sediment 

porosity and permeability. The sandbar exhibited 
characteristics hypothesized to exist within a physically 
controlled or immature ecosystem. 

ACC 2461 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
RICH, E.R. ; GREENF7ELD, LJ . ; 
COMPARISON OF BENTHIC COMMUNITIES IN 
KEY LARGO WATERWAYS . 

BIHL PRESENTED AT BENTHIC ECOLOGY 
MEETING, FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY, MELBOURNE, FL 

KEYWORD: Monrce, benthic, communilV, 
development, seasonality 

ABSTRACT: The benlhic communities of 5 artificial 
basins (3 cut from limestone and 2 cut from mangrove 
peal) in upper Key largo, Florida were studied for up to 
R year,, . Abiouc parameters of the water column and 
associated terrestrial environment were monitored and 
related to variations in benthic fauna and flora. Patterns 
of communitv development varied with substrate type. 
Initial colonization was rapid with first alga) production 
occurring within 6 weeks. SeasonaGry of macrophyles 
was evident within the first year. Given adequate 
exchange with ambient waters, benthic communities 
approached maturity with the establishment of seagrass 
within 3 years . 

ACC 711 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
RICHARDS, W.J . ; POTTHOFF, T. ; KELLEY, S . ; 
MCGOWAN, M.P. ; ET AL; 
SEAMAP 1982--ICH'I'HYOPIANKTON LARVAL 
DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF 
ENGRAULIDAE, G4RANGIDAE, CLUPEIDAE, 
LUTJAMDAE, SERRAMDAE, CORPHAEMDAE, 
ISTIOPHORIDAE, XIPHIIDAE, AND SCOMBRIDAE 
IN THE GULF OF ME}QCO. 

BIBL NOAA TECH. MEM . NMFS-SEFC-144 . 55 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, fish larvae, plankton, 
ichthyoplankton, distribution, species 
composition, abundance, snapper 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 4125 ; 'I'YPI'. P : YEAR 1979 
KICFiARI)S, W . .I . ; P07'f110C'F, T. ; 
LARVAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF SCOMBRIDS 
(OTHER THAN BLUEFIN TUNA) AND 
SWORDFISH IN THE SPRING OF 1977 AND 1978. 

DII3L IC(:ATWORKING DOCUMENT SCRSl79. 6 P . 

KEYWORD : biology, ichthyoplankton, pelagic fish, 
biUfish, distribution, recruitment, 
neuston, larvae 

""""" AUS'CItAC'I` Based on ichthyoplankton surveys 
conducted in the Gulf of Mexico in the spring of 1977 
and 1978, larval distributions for the following taxa are 
given : "1'hunnus spp ., Aincis spp., Katsuwonus pelamis, 
Euthynnus alletteratus, 'Iliunnus atlanticus, and Xiphias 
gladius. K. pelamis and T. atlanticus larvae were the 
most abundant in these cruises which took place al the 
end of April and May in 1977 and in May of 1978 . Both 
bongo nets and neuslon nets were employed . Larvae 
were most abundant in the eastern Gulf and no Xiphias 
gladius larvae were taken in the western Gulf. 

""""" 
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ACC 4168; TYPE P ; YEAR 1984 
RICHARDSON, GA; 
EFFECTS OF DRILLING CUTTINGS ON THE 
BEHAVIOR OF THE NORWAY LOBSTER 
NEPHROPS NORVEGICUS. 

BIBL MAR. POL,LUT. BULL 15(5):170-174 . 

KEYWORD: drill cutting, hydrocarbon, physiology, 
crustacea, pathology, behavior, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT: Small quantities of drilling cuttings 
(100 gR50 cm2) affected the survival and general 
behavior of N. norvegicus held in alperimental aquaria . 
In 1 experiment volatile hydrocarbons released from the 
cuttings caused a significant decrease (P < 0.05) in the 
beat o[ the exopodite on the 3rd maxilliped . Flicking 
rates of the antennule and the time taken to identify and 
capture food introduced into the tanks were unaffected 
by exposure to cuttings. When the water flow through the 
tanks was interrupted for 12 h, SRS- of animals died after 
exposure to the highest concentration of cuttings but 
those al the lower concentrations survived. After the 
water flow was restored the remaining survivors showed 
disorientated behavior and uncoordinated movements 
which lasted for appraocimately 36 h. In flits condition 
animals will be more vulnerable to predators . This 
unusual behavior may have serious implications (or 
natural populations exposed to cuttings discharge in the 
close vicinity of offshore drilling platforms. 

ACC 2363; TYPE ; YEAR 1961 
RICHEY, J.M . ; 
THE SEDIMENTARY ENVIRONMENTS OF THE 
BEACH, SWAMP, AND SHOALS OF CAPE 
ROMANO, FLORIDA 

ACC 2462 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
RIO PALENQUE, INC; 
BIOLOGICAL ST[JDY OF THE WATERS OF THE 
KEY HAVEN DEVELOPMENT. 

BIBL PREPARED FOR KEY HAVEN ASSOCIATED 
BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . FLORIDA STATE ENTERPRISES, INC 
UNIVERSITY . TALLAHASSEE, FL . 

KEYWORD : Collier, distribution, sediment, 
topography, grain size 

ABSTRACT: Trends in the distribution of sediment 
types near Cape Romano, Florida, were determined from 
130 sediment samples collected during June 1960. The 
sediment types identified were quartz sand, carbonate 
shell material, and sill/clay . Relationships between local 
topography and sediment characteristics were described 
and 3 sources of sediment supply were identified. 

""""" 

ACC 725 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1967 
RILEY, G.A : 
THE PLANKTON OF ESTUARIES . P. 316-326. 

IN : 6 .11 . LAUPI', ED . ES"R)ARIES . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, seagrass, baseline study, 
circulation, productivity, flora, fauna 

ABSTRACT : Baseline information on the existing 
situation in and around the Key Haven development was 
collected . The existing canal bottoms were determine) 
to be highly productive, despite the tact that they were 
dead-ended and the circulation was limited to tidal ebb 
and flow and to wind induced water movement. 'The 
shallow open area was less productive than the canals; 
however, the bands of rocky substratum occupied by 
Sargassum and the sediment filled depression which 
support 'Ilialassia were relatively productive . In general, 
the shallow shelf area was more productive than the 
slightly Deeper waters to the north and to the east of the 
Key Ilaven property . Iloral and launal species lies were 
presented . 

""""" 

BIBL AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, PUBUCAI'ION NO. 
83, WASI IINGTON, D.C. 

ACC 668 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
RIVAS, LR . ; 
BIG GAME FISHING IN THE GULF OF MEXICO 
DURING 1972 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, currents, 
estuary, nutrient, plankton, salinity, BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
temperature, zooplanklon PANAMA CITY, FL 18 PP. 

ABSTRACT: Not available. KEYWORD : fishery, fishery statistics, continental 
shelf, recreation, socioeconomic, fish, 
recreational fishery 

ABSTRACT : Not available. 
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ACC 2463 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
ROBBIN, D.M . ; STIPP, J.J . ; 
DEPOSIT70NAL RATE OF LAMINATED 
SOIISTONE CRUSTS, FLORIDA KEYS . 

BIBLJ.OFSED . PETR0.49(1):0175-0180. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, carbonate, sediment, geologic 
history, geology 

ABSTRACT: Laminated calcium carbonate crust 
"calcrete" from Key Largo, Florida was sampled and 5 
layers of laminate identified . The layers were 
radiocarbon dated and ranged from 5680 years D.P . at 
the bottom l0 400 years B.P. at the lop . The data 
indicate the crust developed in the last 5,000-6000 years. 
Samples from Big Pine Key produced similar results. 

ACC 721 ; TYPE ; YGnR 1977 
ROBERTS, T.W . ; 
AN ANALYSIS OF DEEP-SEA BEN17iIC 
COMMUNITIES IN THE NORTHEAST GULF OF 
MEXICO 

BI13L PFi.D. DISSERTATION, TEXAS ARAM 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 

KEYWORD: benthic community, biology 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 2171 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
ROBERTS, H.H ., ROUSE, LJ., JR ; WALKER, N.D. ; 
HUDSON, J.H . ; 
COLD WATER STRESS IN FLORIDA BAY AND 
NORTHERN BAHAMAS: A PRODUCE OF WINTER 
COLD-AIR OUTBREAKS. 

BIE3LJ . SEDIMENT. PETROL 52(1):145-155. 

KEYWORD : stress, temperature, meteorological, 
coral, bathymetry, development, wind 
speed, remote sensing, depth, 
morality, fish, reef 

ABSTRACT: In situ water temperatures, 
meteorological data, and thermal infrared data from the 
NOAH-S meteorological satellite were used to study the 
thermal evolution of Florida Bay and Bahama Bank 
wagers during January 1977 when 3 consecutive cold 
fronts crossed south Florida and the northern Bahamas. 
reducing shallow water temperatures below the lethal 
limit for most reef corals . flurida Bay water was 
depressed lxlow 16 degrees Celsius, a thermal stress 
threshold for most reel' corals, for K days. Minimum in 
situ temperature recorded was 12.6 degrees Celsius. 
BaihVmetrv controlled routes of cold water masses are 
described and their effort noted. Coral and fish kills 
were recorded along the Florida Reel Tract and 
northern Bahamas, with up to 91%, mortality at Dry 
Tonugas. "hits provides evidence that cold water strass 
conditions can exist over vast shallow water areas for 
periods of days, resulting in restriction of reef community 
development throughout the study area . 

ACC 2464; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
ROBERTS, H.H . ; WHELAN, T. ; SMITH, W.G . ; 
HOLOCENE SEDIMENTATION AT CAPE SABLP, 
SOUTH FLORIDA 

I31BL SED. GEOL 18:25-60. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, carbonate, sediment, 
Holocene, geologic, history, mollusc, 
seagrass 

ABSTRACT: A variety of sedimentary environments 

at Cape Sable were investigated to determine 
depositional history and compare the seven types of 
environments. Radiocarbon dating shows three different 
dates for the formation of the three capes existing at this 
time. Cores reveal a carbonate-mud sequence similar to 
present sublidal sediments. Results of analysis indicate a 
typical marine carbonate-mineral suite, with numerous 

molluscs and "I'lialassia roots. 
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ACC 2465 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1963 
ROBERTSON, P.I3 . ; 
A SURVEY OF THE MARINE ROCK.BORING 
FAUNA OF SOUTHEAST FLORIDA 

[31[3L MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY 0(= MIAMI . 
MIAMI, FL 

KEYWORD: Monrce, sponge, reef, erosion 

""""" ABSTRACT: The rock boring (aura as a whole was 
determined to be typical of the West Indian fauna) 
province and was comparable to that of other tropical 
regions. The boring sponge Cliona truitti was recorded 
(or the first time from southeast Florida . It was 
extremely common in the intenidal zone . Cliona 
caribboea was shown to be the dominant boring sponge 
in the back reef environment. The sipunculid genus 
Lithacrosiphon represented by a single species, 4 species 
of the genus Aspidosiphon, and Phascolosoma 
dentigerum were recorded for the first time from Florida 
waters. The contribution of boring animals to the 
erosion of intertidal rock was determined to be slightly 
above the mid-tide level, but considerable in a zone 
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extending for several centimeters above mean low water. 
Erosion by organisms appeared to be intense on the reef 
patches. Boring lamellibranchs were not prominent in 
the intertidal zone, but they were the most conspicuous 
boring animals in the back reef environment. The 
burrows o[ the gastrochaenids reported in this paper 
were distinctive and may easily be identified as to the 
species which formed them. The boring mechanisms o[ 
the majority of rock boring animals have yet to be clearly 
demonstrated. 

""""" 

ACC 430 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
RO[31NETTG, H.R. ; 
SPECIES PROFILES : I1FE HISTORIES AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS OF 
COASTAL FISHES AND INVERTEBRATES (GULF 
OF MFJQCA} BAY ANCHOVY AND STRIPED 
ANCHOVY 

13113L U.S . FISH AND WII,DI,IPISI?IZVICGS, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SGRVICIiS, WASHINGTON, D . .C . 
FWS-OQS-82-11 .14 . IS PP. 

KEYWORD: biology, commercial fishery, ecology, 
fishery, life history, socioeconomic, fish 

ABSTRACT- Not available . 
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ACC 2466 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1963 
ROBINSON, R.K. ; DIMITRIOU, D.E. ; 
THE STATUS OF THE FLORIDA SPINY LOBSTER 
FISHERY, 1962-1963, 

B1BL FLA. ST. BD. CONSERV. MAR. LAB TECH. 
SER. NO . 42, 30 P. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, spiny lobster, spawning, 
larvae, plankton, [fishery, stress 

ABSTRACT: A reported decline in the landings o! 
Florida spiny lobsters was investigated . Additionally, the 
occurrence of phyllosoma larvae from plankton samples 

collected in Florida Bay and on the Tortugas fishing 
grounds was noted . It was concluded that the lobster 
stocks o! south Florida were not depleted in the 
biological sense . It was suggested that the decline in 
catch per unit efCon was a reflection of increasing fishing 
pressure upon relatively stable stocks. It was observed 
that some spawning occurred throughout the year. Less 
than 7 percent of the lobster larvae were identified as 
Panulirus. 

ACC 4173; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
ROBINSON, W.B . ; WELLING, W.E . ; MORSE, M.P . ; 
TURBIDITY EFFECTS ON PLACOPECIEN 
MAGEllAMCUS GILL MORPHOLOGY. 

B113L AM . LOOI_ 2U(4):892 

KI:YWOIZD: wrbidity, morphology, onshore 
drilling, oil, physiology. pathology, 
molluscs, suspended, sediment, drill 
cutting, drilling mud 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 2172 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
IZOGSSLER, M.A ; RGIIRER, R.G . ; 
RELATION OF CATCHES OF POSTIARVAL PINK 
SHRIMP IN EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK, 
FLORIDA, TO THE COMMERCIAL CATCHES ON 
THE TORTUGAS GROUNDS. 

I31BL DULL MAR. SCI . 21(4) (IN PRESS). 

KEYWORD : pink shrimp, population, , tide, 
temperature, salinity, currents, 
abundance 

ABSTRACT: Sampling of postlarval pink shrimp 
populations at Buttonwood Canal and Little Shark River, 
Everglades National Park, Florida was undertaken from 
July 1965 to December 1967 . Environmental effects on 
postlarval catches were observed and the catches of 

immigrating Penaeus were compared with commercial 
catches of Penaeus on the 1'ortugas grounds . Posllarval 
Penaeus were more plentiful at night, during flood tides, 
in bottom samples, during new and first quarter lunar 
periods and during the summer. An index o[ abundance 
was chosen at the Everglades station with which it was 
possible to predict 61% o! the monthly variation in 
commercial Tortugas catches . 
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ACC 2525 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
ROGSSLGR, M.A ; I3EARDSLEY, G.L ; REHRER R. ; 
GARCIA, K. ; 
EFFECTS OF THERMAL EFFLUENTS ON THE 
FISHES AND BEN'I1-iIC INVERTEBRATES OF 
B(SCAYNE BAY, CARD SOUND, FLORIDA 

11111L UNIV. MIAMI ROSENTIAL SCI 1001, 01 : MAR . 
A"CMOS . SCI . UM-KSMAS NO. 75027 

KEYWORD: bade, fish, benthic, invertebrate . 
temperature, community, stress, 
salinity, DO, echinoderm 

ABS"fRACI': Maximum summer temperatures ol 32 
degrees C were found to cause harmful chanets in the 
environment which arc reversible in the winter, while 
temperatures above 33 degrees C caused damage which 
did not recover during the cooler months. Intermittent 
(low of discharge wale was not as damaging as constant 
flow. Card Sound was occupied by a sponge-brittle spar 
community but many organisms were common to both 
the Sound and 13iscayne Bay. The discharge into Card 
Sound lasted about one year and temperatures in excess 
of 33 degrees C were uncommon. Only a few indicator 
species showed stress and higher abundance U( others 
offset (heir decrease. Generally no lasting damage 
occurred in Card Sound. 
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ACC 381 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
ROGERS, RM. ; 
TROPF]IC 1NT'ERRELATIONSI-QPS OF SELECTED 
FISHES ON TES CONTINENTAL SHELF OF THE 
NORTHERN GULF OF Iv0EJQCO. 

BIBL PH.D . DISSERTATION . TEXAS A&M 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 244 PP. 

KEYWORD: biology, feeding habit, fish, geology, 
demersal fish, life history, distribution, 
fish larvae, zooplankton, predauon 

ABSTRACT : The present study surveys the trophic 
interrelationships of 26 demersal fishes inhabiting the 
continental shelf of the northern Gulf of Mexico. 
Volumetric stomach content analVSes were carried our on 
4,550 specimens. Fishes were collected at 128 stations 
between I3rownsville, Texas and St . Andrew's liay, 
Florida in depths of appr(»cimately 3 to 200 meters. 
Within each species, fish were grouped by sire, depth, 
and geographical location in order to compare variations 
in I«)d habits due to these factors . Food habits of the 
individual species are discussed emphasizing trends in 
diet by food categories, transitions associated with 
growth, and variations associated with geographical 
location . Feeding periodicity is discussed for those 
species where data were available. From this detailed 
information, !rends in the life history and tocxi habits of 
continental shelf fishes are proposed . Larger individuals 
of a species are indicated to spawn in deeper waters. 
Larval and juvenile fishes subsequently enter the water 
column, especially the supra-benthic zone, where they 
undergo a planktonic stage as they are transported by 
currents toward shallower waters. They eventually settle 
to the bottom to lead a demersal existence gradually 
moving offshore to complete the life cycle. This trend in 
life history pattern is reelected in the ontogenetic food 
habit transitions. Larvae and juveniles feed largely on 
zooplankton. 'tlie importance of zooplankton decreases 
with ontogenetic development except in certain 
planktivorous species. As the importance of zooplankton 
decreases, benthic organisms increase in importance . . . . 
nkton including larvae and juveniles of higher consumers 
is eaten largely by small fishes and planktivorous adults. 
Eggs and larvae of many demersal fishes leave the 
benthic zone assuming a planktonic existence and 
escaping predation from this lower zone . Organic detritus 

enters the benthic food chain largely through assimilation 
by micro-bottom animals and benthic consumers as well 
as browsers from the water column . Larger 
macrocrustaceans and macromobile organisms readily 
utilize these benthic and pelagic browsers. Trophic 
energy is lost from the benthic zone to larger pelagic 
fishes acting as pop predators . 

ACC 2526 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
RONA, D.C.; 
REMOTE SENSING OF TURBIDII'Y IN BISCAYNE 
BAY, FLORIDA 

131111, FLA. SCIENTIST 40(2):174-178. 

Kf:YWOKD : Dade, remote sensing, wrbidity, 
I andsat, suspended, sediment 

AIiS l'ItAC"1' : ~~his report describes the utility of the 
multispectral scanner (MSS) from the N.A.S .A. 
I .nNDtiAT' Salelfite in detecting and monitoring both 
man-made and natural suspended sediment. MSS data 
were used to observe turbidiry derived from dredging in 
Government Cut end from a carbonate bank in f3iscavne 
13ay under variable tidal conditions. 'llie technique 
employed provided repetitive synoptic data over large 
areas and greatly reduces the volume of "in situ" 
measurements required to accurately describe lurbidity in 
a nearshore environment. 
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ACC 2149; TYPE P; YEAR 1972 
ROPP, RW. ; HOFF, F.H . JR. ; 
FLATFISHES (PLEURONECIIFORMES} 

I31BL MEM. HOURGLASS CRUISES, IV(11) :135 . 

KEYWORD : hourglass, distribution, seasonality, 
reproduction, habitat, behavior, 
zoogeography, fish 

ABS7'RAC'I': Eighteen flatfish species were 
collected by trawl and boor dredge o!( southwestern 
Florida. Keys to the genera and species known to occur 
on the Florida spelt were given. 1'he following 
information was presented for each species, based on 
Flourglass material, various museum collections and 
published reports: a list of recent literature ; descriptive 
data ; geographical distribution ; environmental 
correlatives ; seasonality; diurnafity ; laid and feeding: 
reproduction ., size : abundance; and commercial 
importance. An "ecological key" illustrates those 
attributes allowing the IS species (plus '1'rinectes 
maculaius) to coexist along the same shell segment. 

Primary differences in species were recognisable in food 
and feeding, habitat, and behavior. Zoogeography of 
Gulf of Mexico Ilalfishes was examine) using a modified 
analysis of launal coincidence in which relative species 

abundance was considered . The flatfish fauna of the Gull 

U( Mexico (including the Florida Keys) was determined 
to be more closely related to the fauna of the eastern 
United Stales than to that of the Caribbean. 
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ACC 2467 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
ROSENFELD, J.K . ; 
INT'ERS'I7TIAI . WATER AND SEDIMENT 
CHEMISTRY OF TWO CARES FROM FLORIDA 
BAY. 

BIBL J . SED . PETROL 49(3):989-994. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, sediment, chemistry, depth, 
organic carbon, nutrient 

ABSTRACT: Mangrove swamp and submerged mud 
bank cores from Florida Bay were analyzed !or 
differences in interstitial water and sediment chemistry 
characteristics. Sulfate reduction wa's observed in the 
samples . The sulfate concentration profile is atypical of 
other anaocic environments because sulfate concentrations 
increase below 20 cm, possibly as a result of a balance 
between the mixing of the interstitial water with overlying 
seawAler. Also, organic decomposition rates decrease 
with depth . Profiles of other chemical factors are 
discussed . 

ACC 2468 ; "f YPE N; YEAR 1979 
ROSFNPELD, J.K . ; 
AMINO ACID DIAGENESIS AND ADSORPTION IN 
NEARSHORE ANOXIC SEDIMENTS. 

[31BL LIMNOL OCEANOGR. 24(6):1014-1021 . 

KEYWORD : Monrce, sediment, carbonate. nutrient 

ABSTRACT: Near-shore anoxic sediments were 
sampled in Florida Bay, Long Island Sound, and 
Petlaquamscutt River (Rhode Island) to examine amino 
acid diagenesis and tree amino acid adsorption by 
sediments. At one water sediment depth, organic 
nitrogen and amino acid content were half that of 
surface values . Both elastic and carbonate sediments 
utilized equal amounts of acidic and neutral amino acids, 
in opposition to the preferential utilization of certain 
amino acids generally observed in deep-sea sediments. 
laboratory adsorption experiments were used to explain 

preferential utilization of free amino acids in clay and 
carbonate sediments . 

ACC 2527 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
ROSENERG, R . ; 
STRESSED TROPICAL BEMINIC FAIJNAL 
COMMUNITIES OFF MIAMI, FL.OR 

BIBL OPIiELIA 14:93-112 

ACC 228 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
ROSS, B.E . ; 
THE HYDROLOGY AND FLUSHING OF THE 
BAYS, ESTUARIES, AND NEARSHORE AREAS OF 
THE EASTERN GULF OF MFJUCO. 

IN : J .l . JONES, R.E . RING, MO.O. RINKEI~ AND 
RE. SMITH, EDS . A SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

I31DL STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, ST. 
PETERSBURG, FL 

KEYWORD: Dade, stress, benthic, community, 
abundance, biomass, diversity, KEYWORD: 
temperature, wrbidity, salinity 

ADS"I'IZAC"I' : M investigation of the benthic launal 
communities in Riscayne Bay was conducted. The results 
were compared to an earlier (1957-1959) investigation in 
the same area . Changes were found to have occurred in 
the number of species, abundance, biomass, diversity and 
spatial dispeizion. Low specialization in many species 
and a low divenhV indicated that the communities were 
disturbed. The reasons for these changes were suggested 
to be occasionally low winter temperatures, high turbidity 
and influence by man. 

bay, estuary, hydrology, nearsliore, 
oceanography, mathematical model, 
tide, gyre, hurricane, salinity, 
temperature 

ABSTRACT : 'his paper presents pertinent dais 
concerning drainage areas, freshwater [low, and tidal 
range for the bays, estuaries, and nearshore areas of the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico. The paper suggests that tidal 
prisms. tidal exchange, and freshwater replacement times 
are not sufficient criteria upon which to judge the 
flushing of a bay, estuary, or near-shore area . The 
existence of gyres within a bay or estuary or ricarshore 
area is shown to be the important factor in the capability 
of a body of water to (lush a contaminating substance to 
the open Gulf. A demonstration of the use of 
mathematical models in the understanding and 
quantifying of phenomena for the Tampa Bay System is 
given in this paper. Results are shown for the calculation 
and confirmation of saliniiies, temperature, hurricane 
tides, normal tide heights, current (lows, water quality, 
and the effects o! mechanical changes in Tampa Day. 
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ACC 447 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
ROSS, S.T. ; 
SURF ZONE ICHTHYOFAUNAS OF THE GULF OF 
MEXICO, BIOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE AND 
MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS. 

BIBL PROCEEDINGS OF RESEARCH 
CONFERENCE ON NORTH GULF OF MEXICO 
BARRIER ISLANDS AND ESTUARIES, NATIONAL 
PARK SERVICE . IN PRESS . 

KEYWORD : biology, fish, life history, ichthyofauna, 
morphology, species composition, 
seasonality, physical process, mullet 

ABSTRACT: High energy surf zone habitats 
bordering the Gulf of Mexico provide an important 
resource, from both a recreational and biological 
perspective. Because of the overriding effect of high 
wind-drip-en wave energy, such areas show well defined 
physical characteristics and form a broad lilirntion 
system . removing delrital and plankionic components 
from the wafer column and concentrating nutrients along 
the swash zone . Organisms capable U( utilizing these 
regions often show high degrees of morphological . 
physiological or behavioral specialization and form a very 
characteristic assemblage. Biological knowledge of surf 
zone ichthvofaunas in the Gulf n( Mexico is still limited . 
with horn Island in the northern Gulf and Mustang 
Island in the western Gulf being the most studied . Surf 
zone fish faunas are dominated numerically by relatively 
few species, although over 76 species, most of them rare, 
have been recorded from the south shore of Horn Island. 
The faunas are temporally dynamic on both a seasonal 
and daily basis. Since the stir[ zone area is utilized by a 
species often only during pan o! its life cycle, a strong 
seasonal periodicity occurs. In general, young fishes occur 
off high energy beaches in the spring and summer, 
remaining into early fall . By October and November, in 
the Northern Gulf, few [fishes remain in the habitat, but 
by early spring numbers begin increasing again . The 
importance of the region to larger fishes is less well 
known, in pan because of sampling problems . Daily 
variation also occurs, with the greatest biomass generally 
before dawn. . . . sh zone, and energy transfer in the surf 
ecosystem, is needed. It is important to emphasize, 
however, that the value of a habitat to a species should 
not be judged solely by the duration that an organism 

occurs it, but by how critical a role the habitat plays in 
the life cycle of the species. Temporally dynamic surf 
zones utilized by various [fishes and invertebrates, 
especially during portions of their early life history, may 
have a much greater role in the life cycles of the coastal 
organisms than previously realized. 

ACC 2245 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
ROSS, R ; 
SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES AND ANIMAL_ 
SEDIMENT RELATIONSHIPS : OLD TAMPA BAY, 
FLORIDA 

BI[3L MASTER'S'I'IIItiIS. UNIVERSITY Of 
SOUTHERN FLORIDA. 

KEYWORD: sediment, distribution, wave, grain size, 
tide, mathematical model, currents. 
macrofauna 

ABSTRACT : Sediment samples from 41 stations in 
Old Tampa Hay. Florida were analyzed to determine the 
textural type and distribution. characteristic sedimentarv 
structures and modes of origin, distribution of 
geologically significant macrolauna, and nature and 
amount of biolurbauon. Pour sedimentary fades were 
identified in Old Tampa Flay based on physical and 
biogenic characteristics: clean sand, muddy sand, mud, 
and marginal sand . The tidal circulation and wave types 
of each fades area are described. A mathematical 
model was constructed using sediment distribution data 
to predict circulation pasterns in the bay. 

ACC 2272; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
ROSS, R.W. ; MAYOW, T.V . ; 
SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES AND 
AMMALSEDIMENT RELATIONSHIPS IN OLD 
TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA 

BIDL F1A SCI . 38 (SUPPL 1):13 . 

KEYWORD: sediment, physical, distribution, grain 
size, macro(auna, structure 

ABSTRACT : In order to describe potentially 
preservable physical and biogenic structures produced in 
Old Tampa Bay, superficial subtidal sediments were 
studied in terms of 1) textural type and distribution of 
sediment being deposited; 2) characteristic sedimentary 
structures and their modes of origin ; 3) distribution of 
geologically significant macrol'auna : and 4) animal-
sediment relationships and effects of organisms upon 
sediments, including intensity of bioturbalion. These 
sedimentary characteristics are potentially useful for 
deciphering estuarine deposiuonnl cnvircmmenis in the 
rock record . Three laterally gradauonnl sedimentaqr 
fades defined on both physical and biological parameters 
were distinguished in Old Tampa Bay: I ) clean sand 
fades; 2) muddy sand fades: and 3) mud lades. 

ACC 4126; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
ROSS, s.T. ; 
SF.AROBINS (PISCES: TRIGLIDAE). MEMOIRS OF 
THE HOURGLASS CRUISES . VOL VI . PART IV. 

BIBL MARINE RESEARCII LABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DEPART'MEN'T' OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES, ST. PETERSBURG . FL 76 P . 

KEYWORD: biology, benthic, systematic, 
distribution, food habit, demersal fish, 
hourglass, fish, ecology, continental 
shelf 

ABSTRACT: Eleven species of searobins were 
collected during Project Hourglass, a series of monthly 
collections (August 1965-November 1967) in 6 to 73 m 
depths on the central West Florida Shelf. 'IWo of these 
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species, Prionotus scitulus and P. tribulus, were also 
collected during a 15-month study (1972-73) in Tampa 
Bay, Florida . Three of the il species, Prionotus stearnsi, 
Bellator brachychir and B. egretta, were collected only 
rarely and were excluded from detailed analyses. Major 
searobin prey were small crustaceans (especially 
pasiphaeid shrimp), polychaetes and lancelets. Fishes, 
principally Bregmaceros atlanticus, were eaten by P. 
roseus, P . alatus and P . salmonicolor. Feeding activity of 
P . roseus, P . alatus and Bellator militaris was greatest 
during daylight hours . Prionotus scitulus, P . maths, P. 
roseus, P. salmonicolor, and P . alatus reproduced 
primarily during spring and tale summer. Prionotus 
tribulus spawned between fall and spring. f3ellator 
militaris and P. ophryas apparently had greatly 
protracted spawning activity. The eight species showed 
distinct differences in bathymetric distribution . Prionotus 
scitulus, a year-round inhabitant of Tampa Bay, was also 
collected at the G m stations of Project Hourglass. 
Prionotus Iribulus occurred in the shallow I lourglass 
Statons (6-18 m), and also in Tampa Bay . Prionotus 
marks. P. ophrVas. and Rellaior militaris were abundant 
between 37 and SS m . . and P . nlutus and 13 . militaris 
were abundant at 73 m. Searobins were more abundant 
along the northern I lourglass lransecl off Tampa Bay 
than the southern transecl off Port Myers. 

ACC 91 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
ROUSE, LJ . ; COLEMAN, J.M. ; 
CIRCULATION OBSERVATIONS IN THE 
LOUISIANA BIGHT USING LANDSAT IMAGERY. 

BIBL REMOTE SENSING ENVIRON . S :SS-66. 

KEYWORD: circulation, physical process, satellite, 
turbidily, remote sensing, Landsat, 
water mass, suspended, sediment, wind 

ABSTRACT: A method for quantifying the turbidity 
of offshore water masses using LANDSAT imagery is 
discussed and the results of a laboratory experiment 
correlating radiance with concentrations of suspended 
Mississippi River sediment are presented. The results of 
the experiment are used to plot suspended sediment 
contours on eight IANDSAT images of the Louisiana 

Bight. These contours are observed to depend on the 
speed and direction of the wind as well as the amount of 
fresh water discharged by the Mississippi River. The 
presence of a clockwise circulation in the bight is also 
indicated by the contours 
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ACC 445 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
ROUSSEI ., J .E. ; KILGEN, K.H . ; 
FOOD HABITS OF YOUNG ATLANTIC CROAKER 
(MICROPOGON CJNDULATUS) IN BRACKISH 
PIPELINE CANALS. 

BIBL LOUISIANA ACAD . SCI . :8:70-74 . 

KEYWORD: biology. ecology, feeding habit, fish . 
pipeline, estuary 

A13STRACT : Not available . 
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ACC 2034; TYPE U ; YEAR 1974 
ROWE, G.T. ; POLLONI, P.T. ; & HOMER, S.G. ; 
BENT'HIC BIOMASS ESTIMATES FROM THE 
NORTHWESTERN A'ITAN'TIC OCEAN AND TIE 
NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO . 

[31 [3L 

KEYWORD : benthic, biomass, depth, 
phytoplankton, water column, 
zooplankton, distribution 

AI3STRACI': Deep sea life was found to be more 
abundant in the Atlantic Ocean than in the Gulf . The 
abundance of life followed an exponential decline with 
depth . The rate of decline could be related to the rate of 
decrease in phytoplankton production in an offshore 
direction and the efficiency of water column hclerotrophs 
at utilizing sinking organic matter. The regressions also 
indicate that both benthos and zooplankton follow 
similar exponential decays in quantity of lile with depth. 

ACC 2364 ; "I~YPti P; YI'.Alt 1970 ACC 2132 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
ROUSE, W.L ; ItOWL. G.T . : MLNZE:I~ D . W. ; 
L]TTORAI. CRUSTACEA FROM SOUTHWEST QUANTITATIVE BEM'FiIC SAMPLES FROM THE 

FLORIDA. DEEP GULF OF MEXICO WITH SOME 
COMMENTS ON THE MEASUREMENT OF DEEP 

f3113L QUART J . FIA ACRD. SCI . 32(2):127-152 SEA BIOIVIASS . 

KEYWORD : Collier, crustacea, decapod, estuary 131[3L BULL MAR. SCI . 21(2):SSu-566 

ABSTRACT: An annotated checklist of decapods, 
stomatopods, and isopods is presented from studies of 
the Everglades marshes. 

""""" 

KEYWORD : benthic, infauna, biomass, depth, water 
column, organic carbon, sediment 

ABSTRACT: Benthic samples and photographic 
survey of 23 stations in the deep Gulf of Mexico revealed 
a depauperate benlhic fauna compared with other basins. 
In fauna) biomass and abundance decreased 
logarithmically with depth, indicating a loss of energy 
along a complex food chain through the water column . 



An attempt is made to explain east-west differences in 
biomass with organic carbon in the sediment. 

"t""" 

ACC 2230; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
RUDDELL, J.M . ; 
A QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF 
MEIOFAUNA DISTRIBUTIONS IN AN OPEN SAND 
AREA AND A SEAGRASS BED ('I'I-IA111SSIA 
TESTUDINUM} 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY . TALLAHASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD : meiofauna, seagrass, distribution, 
communities, temperature, salinity, 
sediment 

ABSTRACT : This study quantitatively compared the 
distribution of mciolauna from a subUdal seagrass bed 
and an adjacent sand area in the northeastern Gull of 
Mexico. Three extraction techniques, Ulig sea ice, 
Doisseau and decanting were evaluated for extraction 
efficiency and variability . Only the decanting procedure 
provided adequate quantitative results for samples 
collected in this study area . Total meiofauna densities 
were not significantly different al any of the stations al a 
sampling frequency of 16 sampling units per station . At 
the major group level, a variety of distribution patterns 
were evident . The results suggest that numbers alone, 
even al the major group level, may not be sufficient to 
distinguish distribution patterns. Analysis at the species 
level using Harpaclicoids as an example revealed two 
distinct communities (grass, sand) and a transitional 
zone . 

ACC 2312; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
RUSHTON, B. ; TUI,LAI, J . ; 
A CASE STUDY OF ALTERED NEUTRAL 
ESTUARY : NORTH SIESTA KEY, FLORIDA 

QIBL NEW COLLEGE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTHERN FLORIDA, ENVIRONMENTAL 
STUDIES PROGRESS REPORT. 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, pollution, seagrass, estuary, 
water quality, dredging, 
geomorphology, plankton, seasonality 

ABSTRACT: The fist part of ibis report compared 
water quality and marine life in the (our allerd bayous 
and adjacent bays. 7'he second part investigated the 
altitudes of the local residents. Geomorphology (soils) 
history, dredge, and fill history, and pollution history 
were discussed in detail . Mangroves, seagrasses, the 
benlhos and plankton were sampled and studied. Due to 
small sample sizes, no patterns emerged to demonstrate 
or deny seasonal flux of individuals or species, however, 
consistency of species composition over time was 
demonstrated . No correlation between species and 
vegetation type or taxonomic group god vegetation type 
was found. Rarity-abundance trends did appear (a small 
number of common species and a large number o! rare 

species) . 

ACC 772; TYPE ; YEAR 1965 
RUSSELL, R. ; 
SOME NOTES ON THE LIFE HISTORY OF 
SHRIMPS OF COMMERCiAI. IMPORTANCE IN 
THE GULF OF MEXICO - A LITERATURE 
REVIEW. 

B1I3L GULF COAST RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . (UNPUBLISt-IED REPORT) . 

KEYWORD: biology, commercial fishery, life 
history, shrimp, resource, 
reproduction, parasite, spawning, 
population dynamics, larvae, food 
habit 

ABSTRACT: This report is a cumulative work on 
the shrimp resources of the United States Gull coast to 
1965. Sections include notes on reproduction, spawning. 
larval development, food, parasites . population dynamics. 
fishery data and regulation of shrimping season based on 
size of the individuals caught . 

""""" 

ACC 2528 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
RUSSGI .I ., M.AC. ; 
INGESTION AND ASSIMILATION OF CORAL 
MUCUS PARTICLES BY GORGOTIIAN SOFT 
CORALS . 

131131 . MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY 0f= MIAMI . 
MIAMI, I-L 

KEYWORD: Dade, coral, gorgonian, reef, 
community, feeding habit 

ABSTRACT : The possibility that coral mucus serves 
as an energy source for the reef community was studied. 
The utilization of detrital mucus by Pseudoplexaura 
porosa was examined using radioisotope labelling. 
Results showed that P . porosa utilized mucus particles 
which suggests that mucus is a nutritional resource . 
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ACC 4127; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
RUTHERFORD, E.S. ; 
AGE, GROWTH, AND MORTALITY OF SPOTTED 
SEATROUT, CYNOSGON NEBLJLOSUS, IN 
EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK, FLORIDA 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI . 
MIAMI, FL. 

KEYWORD : biology, commercial fishery, fish, life 
history, sea trout, recruitment, growth, 
length, mortality, weight 

ABSTRACT: Age, growth and mortality were 
studied of 570 spotted seatrout taken from 
sportfishermen catches in Everglades National Park from 
November 1978 to January 1980. Fish ranged in length 
from 220 to 680 mm and in weight from 0.10 to 2.24 kg. 
Ages of the catch, determined from scale readings, were 
mainly 3 and 4 years old. Males lived to at least six 
years, females to at least seven years. The sex ratio 
favored females (L67/1). Fish lengths at age were back 
calculated from scale annuli. Fish length varied between 
sexes and among areas of capture. Males were larger 
than females at age I but smaller at ages 3-V. Calculated 
fish length and length al capture were largest in 
seasonally brackish areas and smallest in the hypersaline 
area of the Park . 'I1here was no significant differences in 
length-weight relationship between sexes or among areas 
of capture. Annual mortality rate of all fish was 77%. 
Male spotted sealrout had higher annual morality and 
conditional fishing mortality than females. Conditional 
natural mortalities were the same for both sexes. 
Exploitation ratio was higher for males than for females. 
Yield per recruit for both male and female spotted 
seatrout was at or near maximum given the 12 inch 
minimum size limit. Comparison of the results of this 
study with an earlier study (Stewan, 1961) of Park 
spotted seairoui showed apparent changes in age 
distribution, age at full recruitment and mortality since 
1959 although yield per recruit and mean sizes at age o[ 
ash have not changed. Dominant ages shined from 2 
and 3 year old, to three and four year old fish. 

ACC 4128 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
RU1'HERFORD, E.S . ; TRUE, E.B. ; BUKER, D.G . ; 
POPULATION STRUCIVRE, FOOD HABIT'S, AND 
SPAWNING HABITS OF GRAY SNAPPER, 
UTTJAN[JS GRISEUS, IN EVERGLADES 
NATIONAL PARK, FLORIDA 

BII3L SOUTH FLORIDA RESEARCH CENTER 
REPORT SFRC - 83/02 41 P . 

KEYWORD : biology, fish, snapper, life history, 
reproduction, tool habit, spawning 
area, coastal, recreational fishery, 
recruitment, length, growth 

ABSTRACT: Population structure, food habits, and 
spawning activity of 1026 gray snapper, L,utjanus griseus, 
were studied in Everglades National Park from 
November 1978 through January 1980. Fish were 
sampled from sportfishermen catches and ranged in 
length from 111-451 mm 1=.L (mean = 257 plus or minus 
3 .2 mm) and in weight from O.US-1 .6 kg (mean = 0.33 
plus or minus A2 kg) . There was no difference in mean 
length between sexes . Fish aged from scale anoint ranged 
from 1 to 7 years . Two- and 3-year old fish dominated 
the catch . Recruitment was complete by age 3. The mean 
age of all fish was 3.0 plus or minus 0.1 years. There was 
no difference in mean age between sexes. Fish taken 
from Cape Sable area were significantly older than fish 
taken from other areas. Calculated growth of gray 
snapper was greatest in the first year and relatively linear 
before increasing in the fifth year. Calculated growth 
varied between sexes and among areas of capture . 
Femmes were significantly larger than males at ages 1 
and 2 Dish taken from hypersaline areas near the Gulf 
of Mexico were larger at ages 1 through 4 than fish taken 
from seasonally brackish waters. Males in the Shark 
River area did not show as great an increase in weight 
with length as did all fish in other areas . Females in the 
Coot Bay and Whitewater Bay area were heavier at a 
given length than all fish in other areas. Annual survival 
rate of all fully recruited fish was s = 0.28 plus or minus 
.03. Survival of males was higher than females. Gray 

snapper survival was higher in the hypetsaline waters 
near the Gulf than in other areas. 

""""" 

ACC 4221 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
SACKETT, W.M . ; 
SIGNIFICANCE OF LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
HYDROCARBONS IN EASTERN GULF WATERS 

BII3L IN : SUMMARY REPORT. IDOE RESEARCH . 
P. 253-267. 

KEYWORD : hydrocarbon, pollution, drilling, 
baseline study, gas, remote sensing 

ABSTRACT: It appears that both natural and man-
derived sources of petroleum hydrocarbons give rise to 
anomalously high conccnuaiicms of the low molecular 
weight components over areas and volumes much larger 
than the visible manifestation of bubbles from natural 
seeps or the effluent from offshore platforms and ships. 
As much of the mass of the bubbles from natural gas 
seeps goes into solution on rising through the water 
column, near-bottom concentrations should be most 
indicative of' the presence of these seeps. On the other 
hand, near-surlace concentrations of low molecular 
weight hydrocarbons should be indicative of man's 
contributions. The impending environmental baseline 
program on the outer continental shelf of Florida 
presents an ideal opportunity to determine the 
hydrocarbon history of an offshore area, from a relatively 

virgin to a highly developed state. It is recommended 
that a detailed near-bottom and near-surface low 
molecular weight hydrocarbon survey be made 
concomitantly with an acoustical profiling program (or 

seep detection as soon as possible . Following this initial 
study a more leisurely seasonal monitoring program for 
just the near-bottom and near-surface hydrocarbon 
concentrations during the entire outer continental shelf 
drilling and production operation is recommended. 
These periodic surveys should allow an early warning of 
possible damage to the Eastern Gulf Coast ecosystem . 

""""" 



ACC 2133 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 ACC 2212 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 relatively low in salinity. About 184 more shrimp were 
SALOMAN, CH. ; SALOMAN, CH. ; NAUGHTON, S.P . ; TAYLOR, J.L; retained per boat-hour in lower Tampa Bay than Old 
A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE BEAITHIC COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO Tampa Bay. Dredge and fill operations were concluded 
NF.ARSHORE ENVIRONMENT. FLORIDA WEST DREDGING BORROW PIT'S, PANAMA CITY to have measurably reduced the amount of available 
COAST: BEACH, FLORIDA habitat [or shrimp and other estuarine dependent species 

since 1940. 
BIBL ARMY CORPS ENGR, COAST ENG. RES. 
C'IR, MISC. PAP. NO . 5-75 . 268 P . 

E31[3L FOR U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 
MISG KEPT. NO. 82-3. """"" 

KEYWORD : bibliography, ecology, coastal, 
engineering 

ABSTRACT : A collection o[ over 2,900 references 
on ecological and coastal engineering subjects related to 
the nearshore environment of the Florida west coast was 
presented. References were grouped by subject and 
alphabetized by author within each subject heading . 

ACC 2173; TYPE P ; YEAR 196£ 
SALOMAN, C.H. ; ALLEN, D.M . ; COS"1'EI .LO . l'.J. : 
DISTRIBUTION OF THREE SPECIES OF SHRIMP 
(GENUS PENAEUS) IN WATERS CONTIGUOUS TO 
SOUTHERN FLORIDA 

DI131 .. 13ULI_ MAR. SCI . IR(2):343-350. 

KEYWORD: distribution, decapod, pink shrimp, 
brown shrimp, abundance 

ABSTRACT : Shrimp of the genus Penaeus were 
collected from southern Florida and western E3ahama 
waters, and were identified to determine species 
distribution and composition. Penaeus duorarum was the 
dominant species in southern Florida waters and, 
together with P . aztecus, occurred along the lower east 
and west coasts of the state. P . brasiliensis was found to 
occur near the Florida Keys and along the east coast of 
southern Florida, and was apparently the dominant 
species in the western Bahamas. In Biscayne Bay, 
Florida, P. duorarum was more abundant than P . 
brasiliensis in all catches examined. 

KEYWORD : benthic, community, hydrology, 
sediment, salinity, temperature, 
dredging, fauna, richness 

ABSTRACT : The major shoe-term environmental 
effects of offshore dredging on benthic fauna at Panama 
City Beach were studied through analyses of the 
hydrology, sediments, and benthos of the area . Pre- and 
post-dredging sediments showed many of the same 
characteristics. Fauna were compared between dredged 
and undredged areas on the basis of species richness and 
abundance. The results showed that recovery began 
quickly and was nearly complete within I vear from the 
lime of dredging. 

ACC 2273; TYPE N; YEAR 1905 
SALOMAN, C.11 . ; 
BAIT SHRIMP PENAEUS DORARUM IN TAMPA 
BAY, FLORIDA -- BIOLOGY, FISHERY 
ECONOMICS AND CHANGING HABITAT. 

DIl3L U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. SPEC . 
SCI . RfPOR'I' DISH . NO . 520. 16 P. 

KEYWORD: fishery, temperature, salinity, pink 
shrimp, socioeconomic, shrimp fishery, 
dredging 

ABSTRACT: From October 1961 to April 1962, 6.2 
million individuals of Penaeus duorarum, with a retail 
value of more than $155,000 were produced by the 
fishery. Females outnumbered males by a narrow margin 
and were of larger average size than males . Shrimp 
taken from the two major shrimping areas o! Tampa Bay 
were of different sizes. The smallest specimens were 
caught toward the headwaters of the estuary, in water 

ACC 2275 ; "TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
SANTOS, S.L ; 
CYCLIC DISTURBANCE, RECALOM7ATION AND 
STABILITY IN AN ESTUARINE SOFT BOTTOM 
INE'AUNAI. MACROBENTHIC COMMUNITY. 

f31f3L PI-I .D . DISSERTATION . UNIVERSITY 
SOU'I11BRN FLORIDA. 

KE-YWORD : in(auna, benthic, dclaunauon, 
temperature, salinity. DO, scasonalhy, 
recruitment, estuary 

ABS'112AC1~: An ecological study of the soft-bottom 
macrobenthic community was conducted. A portion of 
the I lillsborough Bay was found to undergo an annual 
summer defaunation, with recolonizaiion proceeding in 
the ensuing months . Whether the community was 
established by adults or juveniles appeared to be iaxon-
speciCic . Settlement was determined to be not exclusively 
performed by one group of species, and most of the 
species found were capable of colonizing barren 
sediment . Regardless of which species colonized initially, 
by the fourth month following de(aunation, some 
members of the core species group attained high 
densities and numerically dominated the community until 
the next defaunation. 
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ACC 2276; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
SANTOS, S.L ; BLOOM, S.A ; 
STABILITY IN AN ANNUALLY DEFAUNATED 
ESTUARINE SOFT BOTTOM COMMUNITY. 

BIBL OECOLOGIA 46:290-294 . 

KEYWORD: de(aunation, sediment, estuary, fauna 

ABSTRACT: A working definition of stability was 
proposed and data was collected from a soft bottom 
community in Hillsborough Bay to test stability. The 
community underwent annual natural catastrophic 
defaunauon. Results supported the working definition 
and described the stability in the community. 

ACC 2277 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
SANTOS, S.L ; BLOOM, S.A. ; 
EVALUATION OF SUCCESSION IN AN 
ESTUARINE MACROBENTHIC SOFT-BOTTOM 
COMMUNITY NEAR TAMPA, FLORIDA 

131BI, INT. REVUE GF5. IIYDROf310L G8(S):617-632 

KEYWORD: benihic, dclaunauon, DO, 
temperature, salinity, recruitment, 
fauna 

ABSTRACT: Macrobenlhos in a subtidal area was 
sampled monthly (or 42 months. During the study period 
complete de(aunalion occurred 3 times . Recovery and 
successional patterns were investigated by quantitative 
and qualitative normal and inverse classification analysis 
and by rank-order analysis of the dominant species. No 
consistent patterns were observed. 

ACC 2278 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
SANTOS, S.L ; SIMON, J.L ; 
MARINE SOFT'-BOTTOM COr9MUMTY 
ESTABLISHMENT FOLLOWING ANNUAL 
DEFAUNATION: LARVAL AND ADULT 
RECRUITMENT? 

I31[3l, MAR . ECOL PROG . SER . 2 :235-241 . 

KEYWORD: detaunalion, recruitment, polychacte, 
mollusc, larvae, crustacean 

ABSTRACT RecolonizaUOn, following annual 
summer de(aunauon of a large arcal soft-bottom 
community in Ilillsborough Bay, Tampa, Florida, was 
investigated to determine whether adult or larval 
recruitment was primarily responsible for reestablishing 
the community. Two quantitative sampling designs were 
employed : 1) samples of the natural bottom were 
collected one month after each delaunalion during 1975, 
1976 . and 1977 and washed through n 0.5 mm sieve; 2) 
comainen of mote sediment were placed and coffee 

' 
led 

weekly During a 10 week period immediately following 
1978 dclaunaiion and washed through a 0.25 mm sieve. 
The weekly samples contained almost all newly settled 
larvae (9).7%.) . while the monthly samples contained 
only 41 - newly settled larvae. Whether the community 
was established by adult or larval settlement appeared to 
be inxon specific. Polychaeles and molluscs were mostly 
present as newly metamorphosed larvae . Amphipods, 
cumaceans and flatworms were initially present as adults . 
The discrepancies in the results stem from differences in 
methodologies of the two designs. The conclusion 
follows that methodologies must be tailored to the 
specific question posed, and that in this study, the 
majority of the initial community was established by 
larval rather than adult settlement. 

ACC 2279; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
SAN1'OS, S.L ; SIMON, J.L ; 
RESPONSE OF SOFT BOTTOM BENTHOS TO 
ANNUAL CATASTROPHIC DISTURBANCE IN A 
SOUTH FLORIDA ESTUARY. 

BIBL MAR. ECOL PROG. SER. 3 :347-355. 

KEYWORD: defaunation, polychaete, crustacean, 
mollusc, temperature, salinity, DO, 
recruitment 

ABSTRACT: Monthly collections of benlhic 
macrotauna from Hillsborough day, a secondary 
embaymenl o('fampa Bay, Florida, between February 
1975 and July 1478, revealed annual summer 
defaunations of the soft bottom community. The 
delaunauons were attributed to hypcvcia . Itecolonizaiion 
during intervening periods was described. The eight 
numerically dominant species (3 polychactcs; 3 
crustaceans; 2 molluscs), which accounted liar 95^n of the 
total density during the study period were classified as 
rapid colonizers (r-slrategists). 

ACC 2174 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1171 
SAS"CRAUSUMAII, S. ; 
A STUDY OF THE FOOD OF MIGRATING PINK 
SHRIMP . PENAEUS DUORARUN BURKENROD . 

131111- SEA GRANT Ti--a{. BULL NO. 9. UNIV. 01 : 
MIAMI SEA GIZAN'1' PIZOG . 36 P . 

KEYWORD : pink shrimp, migration, crustacean, 
polychaete, seagrass, foraminifera, 
feeding habit, seasonality 

ABSTRACT : Investigation was made into the food 
and feeding habits of juvenile pink shrimp, Penaeus 
duorarum, during migration out of an estuary near 
Flamingo, Everglades National Park during 1963. 
Feeding activity was lowest in the late winter and 
summer, while it was highest in September. Crustaceans 
and polychaetes were preferred food, while seagrasscs, 
diatoms, and foraminifera were not preferred. There 
seemed to be no seasonal differences in kinds of food 



taken. Size classes showed no differences in diet or 
feeding activity . 

ACC 2313 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
SAUERS, S.C. ; 
SEASONAL GROWTH CYCLES AND NATURAL 
HISTORY OF TWO SEAGRASSES (HAIADUIB 
WRIGH'I7I ASCHERS, AND TNAL.ASSIA 
TESTUDINUM KAMG) IN SARASOTA BAY, 
FLORIDA 

DIAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS OF SARASOTA 
BAY : SELECTED STUDIES, W.J . TIFFANY. 111 (ED .), 
P . AI-A78 . MOTE MARINI : IAl3 . SARASOTA, FL 
KEPT. 

KEYWORD: seagrass, biomes, seasonalily, 
turbidhy. temperature, salinity, depth, 
growth . lift cycle, distribution 

ABSTRACT: I)iumass, shoot densities, and leaf 
areas of two seagrasses were evaluated on a seasonal 
basis. Various abiouc parameters were related to the 
floral characteristics. Tidal exposure and turbidity were 
found to be the major abiotic lectors that influence 
growth and distribution . flowering by Thalassis was 
reported (for the first time) in Sarasota Bay. 

ACC 4185 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
SAUER, T.G, JR ; 
VOLATILE LIQUID HYDROCARBON 
CHARACTERIZATION OF UNDERWATER 
HYDROCARBON VENTS AND FORMATION 
WATERS FROM OFFSHORE PRODUCTION 
OPERATIONS. 

DII3L GNVIRON. SCI. TECHNOL 15(8):917-923 . 

KEYWORD : hydrocarbon, formation water, 
pollution, offshore water 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 4129 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1969 
SAIINDGItS, R.P . ; GLENN, I).A. ; 
DIATOMS. MEMOIRS OF THE HOURGLASS 
CRUISES . VOL I, PART III. 

131131, MARINE RI;SGAKCI 1 I .A130KA'lY)RY, 
FLORIDA DEPARTMLNTOF NATURAL 
KI[SQURCGS, S'f. PETt--RS13UIZG . I I . 11911 

KI{YWOKD : phytoplanklon, biology, hourglass, 
seasona6ry, continental shelf, water 
column . 

ABSTRACT. Identifications, enumerauons, and 
surlace area estimates were made from 216 unpreserved 
water samples collected from August 1965 Through July 
1960 . Surface, middle, and bottom levels were sampled 
monthly at sue stations located 3, 5, 21, 22, and 42 (two 
stations) nautical miles (5 .6, 4.3, 38.9, 40.7, and 77 .8 km) 
from shore in the Gulf of Mexico between St . Petersburg 
and Fl . Myers, Florida. The abundance levels, cellular 
surface areas, and species composition of diatom 
populations al these stations were examined from the 
standpoints o[ seasonality, sampling depths, and salinity; 
186 taxa were recorded . Stations located near shore 
produced the heaviest cell concentrations; those offshore 
the least. Diatoms (all depths combined) averaged 1 .4 x 
10 to the 7th u square/i surface area offshore, 13.6 x 10 
to the 7th u square/1 at intermediate locations, and 13.0 
x 10 to the 8th u square/1 inshore . Average cell numbers 

per liter were 8,k570[sicJ, 169,600, and 1,096,600. The 
average numbers of taxa recorded were 22, 31, and 42 
Species with the greatest total surface area per liter of 
sample were : Rhizosolenia alata, R setigera, R. 
stolterfothii, Skeletonema costatum, L.epiocylindrus 
danicus, Rhizosolenia fragilissima, Hemidiscus 
hardmanianus, Guinardia Oaccida, Bellerochea malleus, 
and Cerataulina pelagica . 

ACC 2134; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
SAVAGE, T. ; SULLIVAN, J.R . ; KALMAN, C -E. ; 
AN ANALYSIS OF STONE CRAB (MEIIIPPE 
MERCENARIA) LANDINGS ON FLORIDA'S WEST 
COAST, WITH A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE 
FISHERY. 

111131, FI .A . MAR. RI-.'S. PUlil_ NO . 13 . 37 P . 

KI :YW()ILD : stone crab, lishcry . growth 

ABSTRACT : Claws of the stone crab, Mcnippc 
mercenaria, from the west coast of Florida were 
examined for handcdness, claw type (major or minor) 
and stridulatorV pattern during the 1970-1471 and 1973-
1974 commercial seasons. Of the 13,497 claws inspected, 
48.4% were right handed major claws. Data is 
summarized nn the proportion of regenerated claws, 
their sizes, and succession of stridulatory patterns during 
clew regeneration . A hypothesis is presented to explain 
the progression of sizes of crabs contributing claws to the 
fishery through the season . 
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ACC 2246 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
SAVAGE, T. ; 
MATING OF THE STONE CRAB, MEMPPE 
MERCENARIA (SAY) (DECAPODA; BRACNYURA} 

BIBL CRUSTACEANA 20(3):315-316. 

KEYWORD: stone crab, behavior, reproduction 

ABSTRACT: The mating of a pair of captive stone 
crabs, Menippe mercenaria, is described . The two crabs 
were found in the hole of a concrete block in the mating 
position with the male in the superior position, cradling 
the female with its walking legs; the female, freshly 
molted, was inverted in the inferior *position with its 
telson curved over the male's carapace . Both crabs were 
missing one chela, the absence of which did not appear 
to prevent either crab from mating successfully. The 
mating position was maintained for at least 4.5 hr. 
Another mating pair of stone crabs was observed in the 
same position in the field. 

ACC 2247 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1948 
SAVAGE, T. ; MCMAl1AN, M.K. ; 
GROWTH OF EARLY JUVENILE STONE CRABS, 
MEMPPE MERCENARIA (SAY, 1819). 

BIBL FLA. BD. CONSERV . MAR. RGS. LAB. . SPEC. 
SCI . REPT. NO. 21 . 17 P . 

KEYWORD: stone crab, development, temperature, 
salinity, growth 

ABSTRACT: Eighty stone crabs (Menippe 
mercenaria) ranging in size from 1 .40 to 33.28 mm 
carapace width were collected from Tampa Bay, Florida, 
from October 1965 to October 1966 and raised under 
laboratory conditions. Ecdysis, claw development, 
pleopod development, and regeneration of appendages 
were observed daily . Carapace width and length, frontal-
orbital width, and frontal width were measured at 
termination of the study in August 1967 . Descriptions 

are given of carapace growth, cheliped development, and 
molting frequency. 

""t "" 

ACC 2248 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
SAVAGE, T. ; SULLIVAN, J.R. ; 
GROWTH .AND CLAW REGENERATION OF THE 
STONE CRAB, MEMPPE MERCENARIA 

B113L FI . .A. MAR. RES. PUI3L NO. 32 . 23 P. 

KEYWORD : stone crab, growth 

AIiSTRAC"I': Incremental growth of carapace width 
and Icng(h and major and minor claws was measured for 
laboratory-maintained and feral stone crabs . 
Morphomciric relationships were derived for male and 
female carapace width against major and minor claw 
sizes. All slopes were significantly different at the 95% 
confidence levels except fog carapace width against 
female major and male minor claw sites. Incremental 
growth of leral male crabs was greater than that of feral 
Icmale crabs for all measurements . laboraturv females 
averaged more carapace width growth but less claw 
growth than did laboratory males. Laboratory growth of 
all parameters was more uniform but incremenialtv less 
than corresponding field growth . Sexual maturity and 
legal size are attained at 10 and 30 months, respectively, 
according to a hypothetical growth ploy constructed from 
incremental growth of several crabs. Stone crab claw 
regeneration is pictorially described. Minor claws 
regenerated to a larger size after one and two molts 
(73.5% and 96.5% of preautotomized sizes) than did 
major claws (68.6% and 89.0%). Intermolt interval of 
laboratory crabs increased with larger carapace width 
sizes. Claw loss decreased or increased the intermolt 
duration depending upon whether the claw was removed 
shortly after a molt or later in the cycle. 

ACC 2249 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
SAVAGE, T. ; SULLIVAN, J.R. ; KALMAN, -E.; 
CLAW EXTRACTION DURING MOLTING OF A 
STONE CRAB, MEMPPE MERCENARIA 
(DECAPODA ; BRACHYURA; XAN'I'IDAE} 

BIF3L FlA MAR. RES . PURL NO. 4 . 5 P. 

KEYWORD : stone crab, behavior 

ABSTRACT: Observations on the moping behavior 
of a captive adult stone crab, Menippe mercenaria, are 
reported . Sutural structures on proximal claw segments, 
which allow extraction of larger diameter distal segments 
during molting, are described . In a survey of 24 
brachyuran species, most species with subcyual diameter 
(subcylinJrical) claws were found to lack these sutural 
structures . Those with claws having distally larger 
diameters (subtriangular) possess sutural structures . 
Exceptions are noted. 

""""" 

ACC 874 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1908 
SCArf:, I) . W . ; 
A CLAY MINERAL INVESTIGATION OF SIX 
CORES FROM THE GULF OF MEXICO . 

I31DL PH.D. DISSERTATION . TEXAS ARAM 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 73 IT. 

KEYWORD : mineral, sediment texture, grain size, 
clay mineralogy 

ABSTRACT: Six gravity cores were taken from 
nearshore and deep sea areas of the Gulf of Mexico 
between the Mississippi Delta and Sigsbee Deep in an 
attempt to determine physical, chemical, and 
mineralogical properties of clay minerals and their 
geological significance. Tables are included which show 
particle size distribution for all samples . This study was 
conducted during 1964. 

""""" 



ACC 603; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
SCHAPERY, RA; DUNLAP, W.A ; 
PREDICTION OF STORM INDUCED SEA BOTTOM 
MOVEMENT AND PLATFORM FORCES . 

BIBL PROCEEDINGS OFFSHORE TECHNICAL 
CONFERENCE, HOUSTON, TX PAPER 3259:1789-
17%. 

KEYWORD : geology, model, sediment transport, 
sediment, storm, offshore platform, 
wave 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 2250 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
SCI ILIEDGR, R.A ; 
EFFECTS OF DESSICATION AND AUTOSPASY ON 
EGG HATCHING SUCCESS IN STONE CRABS, 
MEMPPE MERCENARIA 

UI[3L U.S. FISH . WlI.DL SE-RV. FISH . BULL 
77(3):695-700 . 

KEYWORD: stone crab, stress. lisherv. satinilv, 
temperature, DO, nutrient, larvae, 
mortality, management 

ABSTRACT: Desiccauons of eggs by air exposure of 
ovigerous female stone crabs reduced larval hatching 
success in direct relationship to duration V( exposure . 
Experimental claw removal resulted in 34.4% morality 
of crabs exposed 2 hrs and 529°!0 0[ crabs exposed 5 hrs. 
Normal crab autotomic muscular reflex was weakened by 
desiccation. The compound effects of desiccation with 
stress from aulospasy or claw loss on egg and larval 
morality are discussed . Adverse effects on the stone crab 
fishery by exposure of ovigerous female crabs are noted 
and protection methods are proposed . 

ACC 184; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
SCHMIDLGY, D.J. ; 
MARINE MAMMALS OF THE SOU'I'fMASTERN 
UNITED STATES COAST AND THE GULF OF 
MF.}GCO. 

BI[3L U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
FWS/ODS-80/41 . 163 PP . 

KEYWORD: cetacean, mammal, pinniped, biology, 
fauna, marine, whale, distribution, 
abundance, scasonality 

ABSTRACT: All of the available data from a 1974 
study/survey on lie distribution and abundance of marine 
mammals in the study area was synthesized for this 
report . The information for cetaceans and pinnipeds is 
presented in two sections : an analysis of observations and 
individual species accounts. The former compares the 
frequency of strnnJings, sightings, and captures fur each 
species each month. "the species accounts present 
distribution. abundance, status, seasonal movements. and 
life history for 35 species. 

""""" 

ACC 2175 : TYPE P ; YEAR 1479 
SCI-IMIDT, "f. W. ; 
ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF FISHES AND THE 
WATER QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF 
FLORIDA BAY, EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK, 
FLORIDA 

BIBL U.S . NATL PARK SERV., SO. FlA RES. CI'R ., 
EVERGLADES NATL PARK, FINAL PROD . KEPT. 
RSP-EVER N-36. 

KEYWORD: distribution, fish, seagrass, community, 
biomass, diversity, salinity, 
temperature, DO, turbidity, algae, 
water quality 

ABSTRACT : An ecological study in Florida day 
from May 1973 to October 1976 was conducted to 
understand the distribution o! Florida day fishes in 
relation to changing environmental conditions . The 1066 

square kilometer Florida Bay system was found to 
support benthic seagrass and macroalgae communities 
composed primarily of Thalassic testudinum, Diplanthera 
(Halodule) wrightii and the carbonate-precipitating green 
algae Penicillus sp . Mixed stands of T. testudinum and 
D. wrightii made up nearly 70% of the principal benthic 
macrotloral communities in the sampled areas of Florida 
Bay. Ecological studies on the Florida Bay fishes were 
directed toward acquiring baseline information on their 
relative abundance by number and biomass, habitat types 
and the effect of environmental conditions on their 
distribution. A total of 182,5 fishes representing 128 
species and 50 families were collected throughout Florida 
Bay. Their total biomass was 764.9 kg . M additional 21 
species were identified from sport fish surveys and 
supplemental observations. In general, the greatest 
numbers and biomass of the fishes occurred during the 
wet season (summer and fall months) whereas the lowest 
numbers and biomass appeared during the dry season 
(winter and spring momln) The greatest abundance and 
diversity of fishes existed in western Florida Bay followed 
by eastern and central Bay regions, respectively. Certain 
species and age-sizes offish were abundant only in 
particular macrobiotic communities and habitats. Salinity 
was the major environmental limiting factor affecting fish 
distribution. 
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ACC 2176; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
SCHMIDT, T. W. ; 
SEASONAL BIOMASS ESTIMATES OF MARINE 
AND ESTUARINE FISHES WITUIN THE WESTERN 
FLORIDA BAY PORTION OF EVERGLADES 
NATIONAL PARK, MAY 1973 TO JULY 1474, P . 665-
672 

IN: PROD IST CONE SCI . RES . NATL PARKS . 
VOL l, R.M. LINN (ED.) . 

BIBL NATL PARK SER TRANS. PROD SER . NO. 5. 

KEYWORD: seasonality, biomass, fish, hydrography, 
hydrology, estuary' 

ABSTRACT: A total of 95,344 individuals, 
distributed among 109 l species and 45 families were 
collected by seine and otter trawl. M additional 17 
species were observed or collected in preliminary or 
supplemental studies. The quantitative distribution of 
marine and estuarine fishes in western Florida flay was 
determined to undergo considerable fluctuation, not only 
in relation to the biological features of each unique 
habitat but were importantly, as they are influenced by 
the cyclicity of the hydroperiods. 

""""" 

ACC 2177 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
SCF-1MIDT, T. W. ; DAVIS, G.F:. ; 
A SUMMARY OF ESTUARINE AND MARINE 
WATER QUALITY INFORMATION COLLECTED IN 
EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK, BISCAYNE 
NATIONAL MONUMENT, AND ADJACENT 
ESTUARIES FROM 1879 TO 1977. 

BIBL U.S. NATL. PARK SERV ., SO. FIA . RES . C'I'R ., 
EVERGLADES NATL PARK, KEPT. T-5 19. 79 P . 

KEYWORD: hydrographic, estuary, water quality 

ABSTRACT: This report summarizes several 
published and unpublished reports o[ water quality 
information in Everglades National Park, Biscayne 
National Monument, and adjacent estuaries as the first 
step in the design, development, and implementation of a 

comprehensive monitoring system. Most of these data 
were collected in conjunction with short term 
multidisciplinary investigations A total of 55 
hydrographic studies were conducted in Florida Bay ; 17 
in the Everglades estuary; 16 in southern Biscayne Bay; 
14 in Card-Barnes Sound ; 7 in the Big Cypress estuary; 
and 5 in the area of the northern coral reef tract . A 
summary of the water quality parameters minimum and 
maximum was also presented . 

ACC 2529; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
SCF-IMAHL, G.P . ; "I'ILMAtJ'I', J.T. ; 
AN INITIAL C14ARACTERIZATION OF 
MACROINVERTEBRATE POPULATIONS 
ASSOCIATED WITH PATCH REEFS OF BISCAYNE 
NATIONAL MONUMENT. 

131131 . NIA SCI . 43(SUf'PL 1)23. 

KL:YWORI) : I)ade, invertebrate, reel, diversity. 
mollusc sponge, invertebrate 

ABSTRACT: lienthic macroinveriebrates, excluding 
corals, on patch reels of f3iscayne National Monument 
were studied in an assessment of the impact of 
recreational use on the reefs. Fight reels were sampled 
semiannually beginning in the summer of 1978 with 25-4u 
one square meter quadrants along a transact . 
Invertebrate populations were found to be highly variable 
both specially and temporally. Density values ranged 
from 4 .8 to 27.0 mean # individuals/sq. meter . Shannon-
Weaver diversity indices ranged from 226 to 3.22 . 
Molluscs had the highest diversity; sponges exhibited the 
highest density. A long term monitoring program of 
invertebrate populations is planned. 

ACC 4132; TYPE P ; YEAR 1986 
SCHMIDT, T.W . ; 
FOOD OF YOUNG LEMON SHARKS, NEGAPRION 
BREVIROSTRIS (POEI~ NEAR SANDY KEY, 
WESTERN FLORIDA BAY. 

stagy Ft.A. SCI. a9(l):7-1o . 

KEYWORD: coastal, biology, food habit, fish, 
predation, pink shrimp, seagrass, 
benthic, invertebrate, shark, demersal 
fish 

ABSTRACT: The food habits of the lemon shark, 
Negaprion breviroslris, were investigated by examining 
the stomach contents of juveniles between 58 end 100 cm 

in total length from shallow grass flats near Sandy Key in 
western Florida flay, Everglades National Park, Florida. 
Small demcrsal fish, mainly Opsanus beta and lagalon 

rhomboides, and the commercially important pink 
shrimp, Penacus duorarum, were the most common 

dietary items of N. brevirostris in the coastal marine 

wagers. Small, fast-moving pelagic fishes were also found 

in the shark's dial . 

"""t" 

ACC 2365 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1963 
SCIiOLE, D.W. ; 
SEDIMENTATION IN MODERN COASTAL 
SWAMPS, SOUTHWESTERN FLORIDA. 

[3113L BULL AM. ASSOC. P[ ~1'K. GEO . 47(8):I581-
1603. 

KEYWORD: Collier, physical, chemical, biological, 
sediment, coastal, currents, salinity, 
estuary 

ABSTRACT: Fundamental physical, chemical, 
mineralogical, and biological characteristics of the 
sediments in the coastal mangrove swamps o[ the study 
area were reported . Surface sediments of the Ten 
Thousand Islands area were mainly calcareous (shelly) or 
organic rich (peaty) calcareous quartz sands and silts. 
Deposits in White Water Bay were principally organic 
rich shell debris. Surface sediments of the two areas 



differed chiefly because the prominent source of detrital 
quartz and strong tidal currents which exist in the Ten 
Thousand Islands were essentially lacking in White 
Water Bay. 

ACC 4130 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
SCHOMER, N.S . ; DREW, RD. ; 
AN ECOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 
LOWER EVERGLADES, FLORIDA BAY AND THE 
FLORIDA KEYS. 

BIf3L U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, 
FWS/OBS-8258.1 . 246 P . 

KEYWORD : hydrography, geology, biology, ecology . 
habitat, management, seagrass, reef, 
benthic, coastal, community . model, 
estuary, coral 

ABSTRACT: A conceptual model of the study area 
identities four major ecological zones: I) terrestrial and 
freshwater wetlands, 2) eswarine and saltwater wetlands . 
3) Florida Bay and mangrove islands and 4) the Florida 
Keys. These zones are delineated by differences in basic 
physical-chemical background factors which in turn 
promote characteristic ecological communities. "fhe 
terrestrial and freshwater wetlands support pinelands, 
sawgrass marshes, wet prairies, sloughs and occasional 
tree islands. The estuarine and saltwater wetlands 
support mangrove forests, salt marshes and oscillating 
salinity systems. Florida Bay exhibits oscillating meso- to 
hypersaline waters over grass beds on marine lime mud 
sediments surrounding deeper "lake" areas. The exposed 
tips of the mud banks frequency support mangrove or 
salt prairie vegetation. The Florida Keys support almost 
all o[ the above communities to some small degree but 
are characterized by extensive coral reefs. Ilie 
productivity of these communities with regard to fish and 
wildlife reflects 1) the diversity and type of habitats 
available to species that are potentially capable of 
exploiting them, 2) the degree o[ alteration of these 
habitats by man and natural forces, and 3) historical, 
biogeographic and random factors that restrict organisms 

to specific environments or prohibit them from exploiting 
a potential habitat. 

ACC 4133; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
SCHROEDER, W.W. ; I3ERNER, L, JR . ; NOWLIN, 
W.D . ; 
THE OCEANIC WATERS OF THE GULF OF 
ME}GCO AND YUCATAN STRAIT DURING JULY 
1969. 

UIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 24(1):1-l9 . 

KEYWORD : hydrography, circulation, currents, 
physical, oceanography, salinity, eddy. 
dynamic height 

ABSTRACT : The summer hydrography of the (lull 
of Mexico is examined on the basis UI IZ/V Alaminos 
Cruise v9-A-10 during July 1969, and 127 swoons 
occupied by the USNS Kane during the same summer. 
"f-he T.S relationships observed indicate three water 
masses: (I) a single uniform deep-water system : (2) 
inllowing warmer water of Caribbean type with a high 
salinity maximum a1 the Subtropical Underwater core: 
and (3) Gulf water with a reduced salinity maximum. 'fhe 
waters of the surface muted layer showed spatial 
differences reflecting total conditions of tallow and 
runoff. The horizontal current pattern has been inferred 
from the depth distribution of the 22 degrees C 
isothermal surface, from the lateral distribution of salinity 

at the Subtropical Underwater core, and from the 
dynamic topography of the sea surface relative to the 
750-db surface. During July, two detached rings, a young 
ring in the north central gulf and the remnant of an older 
ring in the far western gulf, were present. 

ACC 2366 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 
SEAMAN, W. ; ADAMS, GA; SNEDAKER, S.C. ; 
THE ROLE OF MANGROVE ECOSYSTEMS: 
BIOMASS DETEMNATIONS IN SHALLOW 
ESTUARIES-TECHiIQUE EVALUATION AND 
PRELIMINARY DATA 

BIBL U.S . DEPT. OF IN"I'., BUR. OF SPORT FISH . & 
WILDL, SO. FLA ENVIR. PROJ . : ECOL KEPT. NO . 
EI-SFEP-74-01, 25 P . 

KEYWORD: Collier, biomass, fish, estuary 

ABSTRACT : A new type of portable drop net was 
developed and used to quantitatively harvest fishes tram 
sample areas in shallow estuaries. The technique was 
shown to be suitable for sedentary benthic and 
vegetation inhabiting fishes, including eels, gobies, 
gcrriAds, syngnalhids and juvenile pinfish, sciaenids, and 
flatfishes. "1'he technique and preliminary results were 
evaluated and compared with reports in the literature 
describing techniques to estimate fish biomass. 

ACC 4175 ; TYPL. N ; YEAR 1976 
SGGSMAN, P.A ; WALKER, J.D . ; COLWELI, It.(L. ; 
BIODEGRADATION OF OIL BY MARINE 
MICROORGANISMS AT POTENTIAL OFFSHORE 
DRILLING SITES . 

13113L AMER. INS"1'IT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIEINCES : 
WASHING"CON, U.C. 293-297 . 

KEYWORD: offshore drilling, oil, bacteria, 
microfauna, hydrocarbon 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 
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ACC 4131 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
SERAFY, D.K . ; 
ECHINOIDS (ECHINODHRMATA ECHINOIDEA~ 
MEMOIRS OF THE HOURGLASS CRUISES. VOL 
V, PART III. 

BIBL MARINE RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL. 
RESOURCES, ST. PETERSBURG, FL 120 P 

KEYWORD: echinodermata, epifauna, population 
dynamics, food, habit, biology, 
systematic, distribution, hourglass, 
benthic, life history, ecology, 
continental shelf 

ABS'TRAC'T': Twenty-five ecliinoid species including 
more than 44,000 specimens were collected during 
Project hourglass, a 2£S-month survey of ten swoons 
along two transects (depths V-73 m) of( the west Florida 
shelf. Differential diagnoses and inlormaiion on 
distributions and substrate alliniUcs are provided for all 
species: notes on diet . growth and reproduction . 

population dynamics, gear selectivity and morphomeiric 
and merisuc relationships arc provided for more 
common species. Keys to orders end 91 species and/or 
subspecies from the Gulf of Mexico or adjacent waters 
are provided; there is also a glossary of germs. Species 
end stations clustered into an inner shelf, group at G-IR 

m, a transitional group of stations at 37 m, and an outer 
shelf group at SS-73 m. The Gulf of Mexico has few 
endemic echinoid species; the fauna is composed 
primarily of species with tropical origins which have 

invaded the Gulf to varying degrees. 

ACC 802; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
SHABICA, S.V. ; CATER, N.B . ; CAKE, E. W., EDS . ; 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NORTHERN GULF OF 
ME}4C0 ESTUARIES AND BARRIER ISLANDS 
RESEARCH CONFERENCE, JUNE 13-14,1983, 
BILOXI, MS. 

f31E3L NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, SOUTHEAST 
REGIONAL OFFICE, ATLANTA, GA 119 PP. 

KEYWORD: barrier island, estuary, offshore 
minerals, development 

ABSTRACT': These proceedings include papers 

given at the Northern Gulf of Mexico Estuaries and 
Barrier Islands Research Conference . This conference 
was held to bring together much of the current 
knowledge of barrier islands and estuaries of the 
northern Gulf. Fifteen of the lorry-(our presentations 
given at the conference arc published here as lormat 
papers. The volume is divided into lour sections : 
estuaries. offshore petroleum exploration and 
development, barrier islands, and resources management . 

ACC 4188, TYPE P: YFAR 1980 
SI TARP, .I .M . ; l3GNUI:R, M . ; Al'PAN, S.G . ; IZEISI1, 
D .J . ; WARD, C.H . ; 
ECOLOGICAL. MONITORING AND 11'S 
APPLICATION TO OFFSHORE DRIWNG AND 
PRODUCTION. 

BIE3L PROC . WORLD PET . CONGR. 10(5):13-22 

KEYWORD : offshore drilling, pollution 

ABSTRACT : Not available . 

ACC 4289 ; TYPE N ; YEAR 1982 
SHARP, J.M . ; APPAN, S.G. ; 
THE CUMULATIVE ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF 
NORMAL OFFSHORE PETROLEUM OPERATIONS 
CONTRASTED WITH THOSE RESULTING FROM 
CONTINENTAL SHELF OIL SPILiS. 

I31BL PHILOS. 'I'RANS. R. SOC. L,OND. SER D . 
QIOL SCI . (LONDON) 297(1087):309-322 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, oil spill, petroleum, 
pollution 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 4301 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
SI IE'ltll)AN, P .F=. ; RAY, S.M . ; 
REPORT OF THE WORKSHOP ON THE 
ECOLOGICAL . INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SHRIMP 
AND BOTTOMFISHGS, APRIL 1980. 

111111- RI-111T. NO. NOAA=TM-NMFS-SIiFC-63., N()AA-
831 I O :i I 0. 140 P . 

KEYWORD: shrimp, fish, community. lishery . 
management, distribution, demersal 
fish, socioeconomic 

A13S"I'KAC7' : The Shrimp and f3oltomfish Workshop 
was convened in an attempt to determine the best 
research approach to understanding and defining the 

interactions between pcnaeid shrimp and boltomlisli 
communities in the Gulf of Mexico. The shrimp fishery 
of the Gulf o! Mexico is the most valuable fishery in the 
continental hailed Stales . The fisheries are not mutually 
exclusive, since each lakes incidental catches of the 
other. Shrimp and bottomfislies are found at different 
abundance levels on the inshore and offshore fishery 

grounds but utilize similar inshore nursery areas. The 
impacts of the inshore and offshore shrimp fisheries on 
bottomfish biomass are unknown. Furthermore, at this 

time the predatory/prey relationships between shrimp 

and bouomfishes on the continental shelf are poorly 
understood . For the above reasons and the need to 
implement fishery management plans for both shrimp 



and bottomfishes, it is imperative to develop a firm 
understanding of the ecology of these two major species 
groups . 

ACC 4229 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
SFiER1DAN, P.F. ; TRIMM, D.L ; BAKER, B.M. ; 
REPRODUCTION AND FOOD HABIT'S OF 7 
SPECIES OF NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO 
FISHES 

BIE3L MAR. SCI . 27(0):175-204. 

KEYWORD: reproduction, food habit . fish, sea 
trout, shrimp, polychaete . crustacean, 
epi(auna, infauna, growth . crab 

ABSTRACT : Sex ratios, length-weight relationships, 
maturation . fecundity and food habits were determined 
from 741N1 individuals of 7 spp. of inner continental shell' 
fishes. Samples were taken from trawl catches at depths 
of 4-91 m from Pensacola Bay. Florida and Brownsville. 
Texas (USA) and from the Campeche Bank . Mexico 
during October 19£i0-June 1982. Sex ratios favored 
males in silver seatrout, Cynoscion nothus. and Aflame 
cutlasslish, Tricliiurus leplurus, favored females in 
Aflame croaker, Micropogonias undulates, harJhcAd 
catfish Aries felts and longspine porgy, Stenotomus 
caprinus, but were equal in sand trout, C. arenarius, and 
spot, Lelioslomus xanthurus. Peak gonadal development 
was found during spring in longspine porgy, summer 
seatrouts, spring through fall in Atlantic cutlasslish, and 
fall in spot and Atlantic croaker. The first Gull of 
Mexico fecundity data for 6 of these species (2nd record 
for hardhead catfish) indicated the following maximum 
fecundities: hardhead catfish 104 eggs; Atlantic 
maximum fecundities; hardhead catfish, 104 eggs ; 
Atlantic cutlassfish, 42,100; longspine porgy, 43,100; spot 
514,400; and Atlantic croaker, 1,075,000 . Food habits on 
either side of the Mississippi Delta were related to age, 
location and time of capture. Atlantic cutlassfish were 
piscivorous. Sand silver seatrouts preyed on a mature of 
fishes and shrimps, and although sand seatrouts did not 
vary with age and location . Silver sealrouts diets did. 
'Ilie remaining species were benlhic feeders. Spot fed 

primarily on polychaetes and detrital matter and 
secondarily on crustaceans. 

ACC 4244 ; TYPE' P; YEAR 1983 
SHERMAN, K . ; LASKER, R; RICHARDS, W. ; 
KENDALL, AW., JR. ; 
IC.fiT'HYOPIANKTON AND FISH RECRUITMENT 
STUDIES IN LARGE MARINE ECOSYSTEMS 

QIBL MAR. FISH REV. 45(10-12):l-2V 

KEYWORD: ichthyoplanklon, fish, recruitment . 
management, fish egg, fish larvae, 
spawning 

ABSTRACT: Within the Fishery Management Zone 
of the United States. seven large marine ecosyslcms 
(LMG'a)--Insular Pacific, Eastern Bering Sea, Gull of 
Alaska . California Current, Gulf of Mexico, Southeast 
Atlantic Shell; and Northeast Atlantic Shelf-suppori 
mulubillion dollar fisheries, operating at different levels . 
To improve abundance forecasts of recruitment success 
of incoming year classes, two assessment strategies are 
used by NMfS in the I.Mf:'s : I) Fisheries independent 
surveys of fish eggs and larvae on mesoscale grids of 20-
100 km at frequencies of two to 12 limes a year to obtain 
estimates of the site of the spawning adult stocks, and 2) 
other studies within the meso scale survey matrix aimed 
at discovering the processes controlling the annual 
recruitment success of new year classes. 

ACC 886 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1965 
SHIER, CF. ; 
A TAXONOMIC AND ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF 
SHALLOW WATER HYDROIDS OF THE 
NORTHEASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

t31DL MASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE, FL 170 PP . 

KEYWORD: benthic fauna, benthic flora, sediment, 
salinity, temperature, hydroid, 
abundance 

ABSTRACT : Monthly samples of shallow water 
hydroids were collected from 6 stations in the 
northeastern Gulf of Mexico for one year beginning in 
July, 1963. Environmental notes on temperature, salinity, 
abundance, and bottom type were kept . 

ACC 2367 ; TYPE, P: YI :AK 190 
SHIER, U.G ; 
VERMETID REEFS AND COASTAL 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE TEN THOUSAND 
ISLANDS, SOUTHWEST FLORIDA 

13113L GEOL SOC. AM . BULL 80:485-SO8 . 

K(:YWORD : Collier, sediment, reef, temperature, 
wave, Ude, currents, salinity, geologic 
history, sea level, eustalic change 

ABSTRACT : Sediments underlying the Ten 
Thousand Islands have been deposited over the past 
Sly years during a marine transgression. Macrofauna 
and microfauna were used to interpret the depositional 
environment for these sediments. With the transgression 
o[ marine waters into the area about 3000 years ago, a 
chain of gastropod (Vernelus nigricans) reefs formed 
along the coastline . During a 6 ft. increase in sea level, 
the reefs have grown larger and more numerous to form 
a barrier reef which has greatly influenced sedimentation 
throughout the Ten Thousand Islands. A system of bay 
bottom sands and silts, tidal pass sands, oyster bars, and 
mangrove peals has accumulated behind the reef barrier. 
Wave resistant reef cores, consisting of fused vermetid 
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tubes, were built up as much as 9 ft thick during the 
period of sea level rise . The ecology o[ V. (Thyleodus) 
nigricans is discussed . 

ACC 2178; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
SEi1NN, E.A ; HUDSON, J.H . ; HA11.EY, R.B . ; LIDZ, 
Q. ; 
TOPOGRAPFQC CONTROL AND ACCUMULATION 
RATE OF SOME HOLOCENE CORAL REEFS: 
SOUTH FLORIDA AND DRY TORTIJGAS . 

[31QL IN : PROC. THIRD INCGRNAT. CORAL REEF 
SYMP., MIAMI, FlA 2:1-7 

KEYWORD : reef, coral, morphology, geologic 
history 

ABSTRACT: Examination of cores drilled on V reef 
sites in the Florida Reef Tract and Dry Tortugas showed 
that reef ymorphology is determined primarily by 
underlying topography. Reef accumulation rates. 
determined from carbon-14 dating of coral, ranged from 
1) .3A m/IlwO Years in thin I lolocene reefs to 4.95 m/IINIU 
years in thicker reels. Areas of slow accumulation rages 
were characterized by a higher incidence of cementauon 
and alteration of corals than in areas of rapid 
accumulation rates. The primary reef builder in Florida, 
Acropora palmate, was absent at most reef sties, 
including the 13 m thick Holocene reef at Dry Tortugas. 

Instead, the chief reel builders are the same as those 
contained in the Pleistocene Key Largo formation, which 
has been considered a fossilized patch reel complex. 

ACC 2470; TYPE P; YEAR 1963 
SHINN, E.A ; 
SPUR AND GROOVE FORMATION ON THE 
FLORIDA REEF TRACT. 

F31UL J . SEDIMENT. PETROL 33(2):291-303. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, reef, algae, wave, coral, 
growth, morphology 

ABSTRACT: The internal structure of submarine 
reef spurs (10-12 ft high, <50 ft wide) from two Key 
largo coral reels was investigated by explosive dissection . 

The spurs were composed mainly of Acropora palmaia 
encrusted by Millepora and calcareous algae. A theory 

of spur and groove formation is proposed based on 
oriented growth of A palmaia. On the seaward slope of 
reels the branches of A. pAlmata orient in the direction 
of prevailing seas to withstand wave thrust. Continued 
unidirectional growth results in coalescence of individual 
colonies into lingerlike spurs that project up to 200 It 
into oncoming seas . The corals vie from crowding when 

they reach the surface and later become encrusted with 
Millepora and calcareous algae. Coral growth in the 
grooves between spurs is prevented by moving sand . 

ACC 2471 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1966 
SI-IINN, G.A ; 
CORAL GROW17H-RATE, AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
INDICATOR 

UIDL J . PAI.GON"TOL 40(2):233-240. 

temperature declined to 13.3 degrees G Seasonal 
variation in coral growth at all stations generally 
corresponded to temperature fluctuations, Growth rate 
was highest when temperature ranged from 28 to 30 
degrees G This transplanting method is proposed for use 
in determining growth tolerances of other reef building 
organisms. 

ACC 2472 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
SIiINN, E.A ; 
CORAL REEF RECOVERY IN FLORIDA AND IN 
THE PERSIAN GULF 

131 [3L ENVIRON . CONSERV . DEPT . Sl ]ELL OIL 
CU., I IONS"I'ON, 7'X. 9 P . 

KEYWORD: Monnw, coral, reel. Temperature, 
growth, storm event, hurricane 

ABSTRACT: A long term study (19611-1975) in the 

Ilorida Keys showed rapid recovery of coral reels alter 
large scale destruction by hurricanes. Widespread 
scattering of live fragments initiated new colonies, 
promoting rapid recovery . ItccovcrV of reels from low 

temperature-induced death in lie Persian (lull was 
compared with reef recovery from storm destruction in 

Florida. Rapid Acropora cervicornis recovery was due to 

a high rate of growth (10 cmNr) and branch formation, 

confirmed by 10 years of serial underwater photographs. 

It is suggested that standing crops of restocked or 

transplanted reefs could be predicted with more precise 

growth measurements of A. cervicornis and other 
common reef building corals. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, coral, growth, temperature, 
reef, seasonality 

ABSTRACT: The growth rate of the branching 
coral, Acropora cervicornis transplanted into two areas 
of Key Largo Dry Rocks reef where they do not normally 
grow, was measured 12 times between December 1960 
and February 1961 and compared to a control group 
living on a healthy reef. Growth of transplanted corals 
averaged less than halt that of controls, which grew 10 
cm/yr . One transplanted group grew as fast as the control 
group for 2 months, but died alter 10 months when water 



ACC 2473 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
SHINN, E.A ; 
GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF GRECIAN ROCKS, KEY 
LARGO CORAL REEF MARINE SANCTUARY. 

QIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 30(3):646-656. 

KEYWORD : Monrce, morphology, coral, geology, 
geologic history, growth 

ABSTRACT: Seven core holes (8.13 m deep) were 
drilled across the major ecological zones of Grecian 
Rocks in Key Largo Coral Reef Marine Sanctuary to 
determine the internal morphology and age. Coral facies 
in the Holocene reef were found to correspond closely to 
facies in the underlying Pleistocene material . The five 
major ecologic zones and their characteristic coral 
compositions arc described. Cores showed that all zones 
except the massive corral head zone are thin layers 
overlying an accumulation of carbonate sand and rubble. 
Carbon 14-dating indicated that growth of the reef' began 
about 6,001) years before present . 

ACC 2474 ; TYPE N; YEAR 1981 
SHINN, E.A. : I IUDSON, J.H . ; KOD[31N, D.M . ; I .IDA, 
13 . ; 
SPURS AND GROOVES REVISITED : 
CONSTRUCTION VERSUS EROSION, LAOE KEY 
REEF, FLORIDA 

QIBL FLORIDA INTGRNAT. CORAL REEF SYMP 

KEYWORD: Monrce, carbonate, reef, coral, 
topography, morphology, geologic 
history, sea level 

ABSTRACT: Six core holes drilled into a spur and 
groove system at l.oce Key Reef, Florida, indicated that 
there was at least 5 meters of underlying carbonate reef 
sand, the base o[ which was flat and therefore could not 
affect the initiation or spacing of spurs and grooves. 
Only the seaward ends of the spurs were attached to 
underlying bedrock Acropora palmata, a coral formerly 
abundant on the reef, composed the interior of the 
Millepora encrusted spurs. It is proposed chat the most 

shallow spurs and grooves in active coral reef areas of 
the Caribbean are not initiated or regulated by bedrock 
topography, but are constructional in origin . Spurs and 
grooves in non-coral reef areas adjacent to shorelines, 
which have distinctly different spacing are believed have 
an erosional origin. Spurs and grooves in deeper fore-
reef areas off Florida with a morphology similar to that 
of nearshore systems, therefore, formed from erosion 
during periods of lower sea level. 

""""" 

ACC 4189; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
SHINN, E.A . ; HUDSON, J.H . ; RODBIN, D.M . ; LEE, 
C .K . ; 
DRIWNG MUD PLUMES FROM OFFSHORE 
DRIIl_ING OPERATIONS: IMP11CA170NS FOR 
CORM. SURVIVAL 

131QL GISfVIfiR OCEANOGIZ. SI?It. (AMSTERDAM) 
27A( V 1) :47 I -496,5 31-S6R. 

KEYWORD: coral drilling mud. pollution, drilling 
fluid. IurbiJily 

ABSTRAcr : Not available. 

ACC 826; TYPE ; YI?AK N/AP 
SKIFF, R.L ; 
THE BULLDOZER LOBSTER, SYI.IARIDES, OF 
THE NORTHEASTERN GULF. 

BI[3L N/A 

KEYWORD : benthic fauna, temperature, 
crustacean, behavior, food habit 

ABSTRACT: This study is designed to determine 
the population size and distribution of bulldozer lobsters, 
Syllarides, in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico. Data 
collection began in 1972 Trawl studies, traps and 
submarine observations have been utilized to date. 
Laboratory observations of feeding preferences and 
social behavior have been made . Trawl data including 

species lists of vertebrates and invertebrates, depth and 
temperature are available. 

""""" 

ACC 1054 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
SHIPP, R.L ; E30RTONE, S. ; 
CHAPTER 19. DEMERSAL. FISH. P. 861-867. 

IN : THE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA 
OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF BASELINE 
GNVIRONMGN"CAL SURVEY. 

111131- BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

KEYWORD: biology, fish, species composition. 
taxonomy, zoology. dcmcrsal fish . 
MAFL.A, length, weight 

ABSTRACT: Demcrsal fishes (rum ihc MAFIA 
tense area were collected during lour sampling periods: 
summer 1976, summer 1977, tall 1977, winter 1978 . Alt 
specimens were identified . weighed, measured . and 
archived . Data were submitted to the data management 
group of Dames & Mare for analysis, which were then 
interpreted . Initial indications are of significant range 
uctcnsiuns of fishes in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico, 
especially in the vicinity of the northeast segment of the 
De Soto Canyon . Several undcscribed species were 
discovered during the effort period . Families containing 
species of special concern to the MAFLA goals are 
discussed. Data analysis techniques are utilized describing 
various biological parameters . In addition, samples 
collected during 1975-1976 as a component of an earlier 
MAFIA effort were incorporated into the analysis. 
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ACC 2135 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
SHIPP, RL; BORTONE, S.A ; 
DEMERSAL FISHES OF THE MAFIA LEASE 
AREA. VOL II, C.HAPT. 19. 

IN : MAFIA FINAL REPORT (THE MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY) . 
1977/1978. 

BIBL PREPARED BY DAMES AND MOORS, LNG 
FOR BLM CONTRACT #AAS50-CI'T-34. P. 848-888. 

KEYWORD: demersal fish, MAFIA distribution, 
fish, weight, length 

ABSTRACT: Demersal fishes from the MAFIA 
lease area were collected, identified, weighed, measured 
and archived. Initial indications are of significant range 
extensions of fishes in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico . 
Several undescribed species were collected. Species 

associations were analyzed and a complete species lisp 
compiled. 

ACC 2136; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
SMOKES, R.F. ; HANSEN, N. ; AIIUSAMARA, a; 
REED, J . ; 
BARIUM AND VANADIUM IN SURFICIAL 
SEDIMENTS. MAFIA BENCHMARK SURVEY, 
1977-1478. FINAL REPORT VOL II, C.FiAPT4 . 

IN : MAFIA FINAL REPORT (THE MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER CON'T'INENTAL 
SHELF BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY), 
1977/1978. 

f31DL PREPARED BY DAMES AND MOORS, LNG, 
FOR BLM CONTItAC'1' #AA550-CI'734 P . 375-405. 

KEYWORD: barium . continental shelf, distribution, 
sediment, pollution, offshore drilling, 
drilling mud, metal, trace metal 

Af3S"f KACT: Concentration data for total and 
Icachable sedimentary barium and vanadium on the 
outer continental shelf were obtained . No Amhropogenic 
influences on the distribution of these two elements were 
observed . The low amounts of Icachablc barium found 
over the study area make it a potentially sensitive 
monitoring tool to safeguard [lie area during oil and gas 
production . 

ACC 2137; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
SHOKES, R.F. ; SIMS, RR. ; HANSEN, N. ; 
AAUSAMARA, A; REED, J. ; 
BARIUM AND VANADIUM IN DEMERSAL FISH 
AND MACROEPIFAUNA MAFIA FINAL REPORT 
(THE MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, FLORIDA OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF BASELINE 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY 1977/1978} 

f3113L PREPARED BY DAMES AND MOORS, INC. 
FOR [3LM CONTRACT #AA550-CI'7 .34 P . 4G4-493. 

KEYWORD: barium, demersal fish, epi(auna, 
seasonality, geographic, sponge, 
mollusc, crustacean, echinoderm, 
metal, trace metal 

AI3STIZAC'F Barium and vanadium concentration 
data from dcmcrsAl fish and macrocpilauna from the 
southwest Florida shelf are presented. Macrcxxpilauna 
demonstrated no observable seasonal or geographic 
trends. Syacium papillosum, the only Jcmcrsal fish 
sampled extensively, revealed no geographic trends li>r 

either metal, but experienced lower barium tissue 
burdens in the winter than in the summer . ']'his may have 

been caused by specimen maluriry. Leading habits. or 

some combination of the two. 

""""" 



ACC 433; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
SIKOR?~ W.B. ; SIKORA, J.P. ; 
HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX MODELS: 
SOUTHERN KINGFISH. 

BIBL U.S . FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
FSW-OBS-82-10.31 22 PP. 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, fish, management, 
resource, habitat, life history, model, 
fishery 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 2348; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
SILDLiRMAN, LZ; 
A SEDIMEM'OLOGICAL STUDY OF THE GULF 
BEACHES OF SAMBEL AND CAPT7VA ISLANDS, 
FLORIDA 

BIBL PlA STATE UNIV . M.S. THESIS . 

ACC lOlS ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
SIMMONS, AT. ; 
THE DYNAMICS OF NITROGEN AND 
PHOSPHORUS IN A BAYOU ESTUARY. 

I31DL . MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
R,ORIDA, PENSACOLA, FL 46 PP 

KEYWORD : ammonia, dissolved cKygen, nitrate, 
nitrite, nitrogen, orthophosphate, 
phosphorus, photosynthesis, salinity, 
temperature, nutrient, estuary 

ABSTRACT : The nitrogen and phosphorus cycles 
and dynamics were described for Bayou "fexar, Florida, 
by monitoring levels of nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, 
orthophosphate, organic nitrogen . organic phosphorus at 
live stations from June, 1471 to I cbruarv . 1972. 

ACC 2251 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
SIMON, J.L ; MA}iADI?VNV . S. : 
BEM7iIC MACROINVERTEBRATES . 

KEYWORD : Lee, sediment, grain size, transport, 111111 . Pltl?Sf;NTED AT TAMPA BAY AKI:A 
distribution SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION SYMPOSIUM . 

TAMPA, FLORIDA 
ABSTRACT: One hundred and sixty sediment 
samples collected along the Gulf of Mexico beaches o[ 
Captiva and Sanibel Islands, Florida were used to 
characterize lie sediments of the upper and mid beach, 
swash zone, and offshore bar. Statistical analysis of grain 
size parameters indicated a net sediment transport to the 
south and east. Detailed descriptions are given of local 
sediment distribution and transport processes . 

""""" 

KEYWORD : invertebrate, seagrass, community, life 
history . abundance, diversity, pollution, 
pink shrimp, stone crab 

ABSTRACT: Approximately 70 publications on 
benihic macroinvertebrales from "Tampa Bay were 
reviewed . Subjects of the studies were diverse, including 
commercially important species (I'enaeus duorarum, 
Gassostrea virginica, Menippe mercenaria), seagrass 
associated fauna, and large scale benlhic in(aunal 
communities . Principal objectives of these investigations 
included life history studies, studies on recolonizalion and 
repopulalion, and evaluations of dredge/fill, sewage, 
phosphoric wastes, and thermal effects . Based on these 
studies, the following general conclusions were reached: 
1) approximately 1,200 intaunal and epifaunal benthic 
species inhabit Tampa Bay; 2) seasonal fluctuations in 
the abundance and diversity of benthic 

macroinvertebrates are pronounced ; 3) long term (about 
5 yrs) cyclic defaunation occurs regularly ; 4) seagrass 
beds have declined with a subsequent decrease in fauna) 
diversity; 5) opportunistic and "pollution indicator" 
species are abundant at several locations, particularly in 
Hillsborough Bay ; 6) fauna) distribution appears to be 
controlled by sediment type ; 7) species richness increases 
and abundance decreases on a north to south gradient in 
the bay. Reasons for this gradient are proposed and 
directions for future research in the bay are 
recommended . 

ACC 2280 ; "1'Y1111' P ; YEAR 1972 
SIMON, J .1_ ; I)AUEIZ, D.M . ; 
A QUANTITATIVE EVAUJA770N OF RED TIDE 
INDUCED MASS MORTALITIFS OF BENTIiIC 
INVERTEBRATES IN I AMPA BAY, FLORIDA 

R113L I:NVIR()N . 1 .1 --.1 7. 3(4) :229-234. 

KGYWOKD: red tide, benthic, inlauna, invcrlcbrale, 
mortality, fish, dissolved oxygen 

ABSTRACT: Inlaunal invertebrate mortalities with 

a Gymnodium breve outbreak and fish kill were 

reported . The results indicated that the normal pre-red 

ode assemblage was essentially destroyed. Of the most 
abundant 22 original species, only 5 remained (the 

polychacies 'fravisia, Scolelepis, and laconcrcis : the 

brachiopod Glouidia). All but laeonereis were present 

in reduced numbers compared to before the outbreak. 
Subsequent sampling in September indicated that some 

species were still dying off. It was believed shat not all 

invertebrate infaunal species are equally affected by the 

red tide toxins or anaerobiosis . Laboratory studies were 

determined to be needed to confirm the field 

observations reported and to determine whether the 
mortality recorded is caused directly by G. breve tettins 

or by the anaerobiosis accompanying the fish kill. 
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ACC 2281 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
SIMON, J.L. ; DAUER, D.M . ; 
REFSTABLISEbIENT OF A BBNTI-{IC 
CONDAIJMTY FOLLOWING NATURAL 
DEFAUNATION. 

BIBL BELLE W. BARUCN SYMP . MAR. SCI., 6TH, 
UNIV . SO . CAROLINA 1977. ECOLOGY OF 
MARINE BEWTHOS. P. 139-154 . 

KEYWORD : benthic, community, defaunation, 
infauna, polychaete, mollusc, 
crustacea, temperature, salinity, 
sediment 

ABSTRACT: A general overview of the process of 
repopulation following a natural detaunalion and a 
comparison of responses shown by different taxa of 
benthic infaunn was presented. The fauna made a rapid 
recovery in terms of species numbers and composition. 
returning to much the same assemblage as prior to the 
red tide outbreak. Polychaeles were the most rapid 
colonists both in terms of the number of species and 
number of individuals. Molluscs and amphipods 
appeared later and also were significantly affected by 
seasonal patterns o[ reproduction. and thus dispersal. 
Only the polycliaetes, other crustacea, and the total 
fauna showed species colonization patterns indicative of 
equilibrium. 

ACC 2035 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1966 
SIMS, H . W ., JIL ; 
THE FLORIDA SPINY LOBSTER. 

BIBL FLA BD . CONSERV. MAR. LAB ., SALT 
WATER FISH . LEAFL NO. 7.5 P . 

KEYWORD: distribution, spiny lobster, fishery, 
fishing gear, crustacea 

ABSTRACT: This leaflet, intended for public 
distribution, is a general review of the Florida spiny 
lobster, Panulirus argus, and the spiny lobster fishery. P . 
argue and similar species in Florida waters are described 
and a brief history of the spiny lobster is given . The 

fishing gear and methods of the lobster industry are 
summarized and the possibility of future lobster 
cultivation is discussed. 

""""" 

ACC 4329; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
SINCl.A1R P.C; 
VORTEX STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF 
FLORIDA KEYS WATERSPOUTS: 1974 FIELD 
EXPERIMENT. 

DIDL FINAL, REPT. FOR NATIONAL OCEANIC 
AND A"1'MOSPHERIC ADMINISTRA'T'ION . 107 P. 

KEYWORD : model, meteorological 

AI3S"1'IZAC"f: From direct penetrations of the 
waterspout tunnel by specially mstrumented aircraft, a 
quantitative description of the dynamic-thermodynamic 
structure of the waterspout has been developed. The 
Navier-tiiokes equations of motion for the waterspout 
vortex are simplified by an extensive order of magnitude 
analysis of each term in the equations. 'I*he reduced set 
of equations provides a realistic mathematical model of 
the waterspout vortex . Further simplification shows chat 
the cyclostrophic-Rankine combined vortex model 
accounts liar, on the average, approximately 63% of the 
measured pressure drop from the environment to the 
waterspout core . 71ie penetration measurements show 
that the waterspout funnel consists of a strong rotary and 
vertical field (radial component is smaller) of motion 
which results in a combined flow pattern similar to that 
of a helical vortex . In general, the measurements 
indicate that this one-cell vortex structure is the 
dominant configuration. 'Rie temperature and pressure 
structure show that the waterspout, like the dust devil, is 
a warm core, low pressure vortex. 

ACC 714 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1969 
SKUD, B.E ; WILSON, W.I3.; 
ROLE OF ESTUARINE WATERS IN GULF 
FISHERIES. 

E3IBL TRANS., 25TH NORTH AM. WILDLIFE NAT. 
RESOUR. CONE. 25:320-326 . 

KEYWORD: biology, estuary, [fishery, productivity 

ABSTRACT' : Not available . 

ACC 2036; TYPE I' ; YEAR 1958 
SMI'T'H, P.G.W . ; 
THE SPINY LOBSTER INDUSTRY OF FLORIDA 

f31f3L PI A BD . CONSGRV. MAR. IJ113 ., t?DUC. SI :Il. 
NO . 11 . 34 P. 

KEYWORD: spiny lobster, life history, habitat, 
migration, fishery, crustaccA, 
socioeconomic 

ABS'1'IZACI': 7~his review summarizes information 
on the spiny lobster, PAnulirus argus, and the spiny 
lobster industry in Florida . A classification and 
description of P. argus is given and a key to the western 
Atlantic spiny lobsters is provided. The life history, 
habitat, migrations, and sexual characteristics of I' . argue 
are summarized. The possibility of cultivating spiny 
lobsters and the fishing methods used in the industry are 
discussed. The economic value of the spiny lobster 
fishery in Florida is given and the regulations governing 
the [fishery are presented. 
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ACC 2138; TYPE P ; YEAR 1954 
SMITH, F.G.W. ; 
GULF OF ME?QCO IVIADREPORARIA 

(N : GULF OF MEXICO, ITS ORIGIN, WATERS, 
AND MARINE LIFE. 

BIBL FISH. BULL U.S. 55(89):291-295 . 

KEYWORD: biology, distribution, growth, 
temperature, salinity, lurbidily, 
currents, light, coral 

ABSTRACT: The general biology of Madreporaria 
in the Gulf of Mexico is discussed . Features studied 
included distribution, growth rates, and limiting factors 
including temperature, salinity, turbidity . current velocity, 
and light intensity. Both hermniypic and ahermatypic 
corals are described. Species lists are given of both types 
of corals found in the Gulf of Mexico . 

""""" 

ACC 2139; TYPE P ; YEAR 1954 
SMITH, F.G.W. ; 
BIOLOGY OF SPINY LOBSTER 

ACC 2140; TYPE P ; YEAR 1954 
SMITH, F.G.W. ; 
BIOLOGY OF THE COMMERCIAL SPONGES. 

IN: GULF OF MEXICO, IT'S ORIGIN, WATERS, 
AND MARINE LIFE. 

BIBL FISH. BULL U.S . 55(89) :263-266. 

KEYWORD : biology, sponge, reproduction . 
development, morphology, physiology, 
distribution, community 

ABSTRACT: General aspects of the biology of 
sponges found in Gulf of Mexico waters arc described . 
Discussion includes reproduction, development, 
morphology, physiology, distribution, and roles in the 
community. Particulars of each area of discussion are 
drawn Irom work by other researchers. 

AC(' 2141 ; TYPE I' ; YEAR 1978 
SMITH, G . ; 
ECOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION OF MID-
EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO REEF FISHES. 

IN: GULF OF MEXICO, ITS ORIGIN . WA'I'f :RS, BI III, PI LD. DISSERTATION. UNIVERSITY ()I : 
AND MARINE LIFE. SOUTHERN FLORIDA 

BIBL FISH . BULL 11 .S. 55(84):463-465 . 

KEYWORD : spiny lobster, biology, distribution, 
habitat, life history, migration, growth, 
food habit 

ABSTRACT: The biology of Panulirus argus (in the 
Gulf of Mexico) is discussed . Several aspects of the 
distribution and the (actors determining distribution are 
described. Other major categories that are discussed 
include sexual characters, habitat characteristics, food 
and enemies, breeding habits and life history, molting, 
migrations, and growth rates . 

KEYWORD: ecology, distribution, reell'ish, 
ichthyo(auna, seasonaliiV. diversity, red 
tide, model 

ABSTRACT : A study of reel fish in the eastern Gulf 
of Mexico between May 1970 and August 1476 yielded 
102 species, representing 38 families . The ichthyofauna 
of the eastern Gulf was compared with those of the 
western Gulf and western Atlantic. Spatial trends in 
species composition and abundance were cited . Seasonal 
variations in diversity and abundance were limited, 
except during a dinotlagellate bloom (red tide) which 
occurred in the summer of 1971 . Reef fish colonization 
data were analyzed (or applicability to the MacArihur- 

""""" 

Wilson species equilibrium model developed for insular 
biotas. 

ACC 2142 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
SMITH, G.f3 . ; 
ECOLOGY AND DISTRIBUTION OF EASTERN 
GULF OF MEXICO REEF FISHES. 

BIBL FIA DEPT. NAT. RGSOIJR . MAR. RES . LAB . 
PUIiL 19 . 78 P . 

KEYWORD : ecology, distribution, rceffish, 
ichthyo(auna 

ABSTRACT: One hundred one reel lisp species 
representing 3f3 families were collected and/or observed 
at 12-4U m depths in the eastern Gull of Mexico. 
Comparisons of the eastern Gulf and other western 
Atlantic ichthyo(aunas revealed greater intrA-Gull' 
homugeneiry and Caribbean-West Indian affinity than 
previously suspected. Preliminary observations at the 
Florida Middle Ground indicate a diverse and abundant 
resident tropical ichlhyolauna including numerous insular 
(West Indian) elements rare or absent at other studied 
Gulf reefs. 

ACC 22£32 ; "1'Y111- P : YEAR 1983 
SMITH, S.J . ; SCI IUS'f'GR, [3 ; f3ROS, W.I :. ; 
COMPARISON OF TWO SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
FOR FOULING COMMUNITY STUDIES. 

BIBL F1A SCI . 46(SUPPL 1)21 . 

KEYWORD : touting, fauna 

ABSTRACT: Quadrant and point sampling methods 
were compared in their estimation of percent cover and 
species richness of fouling communities. The quadrant 
sampling technique was found to determine species 
richness more accurately than the point sampling 
method . Species richness was determined for total 
organisms and for 3 subgroups based on motility; motile, 
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sessile, and semi-sessile. Both methods were compared 
to a planimetric control for estimates of percent cover 
for sessile species. 

""""" 

ACC 2314 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
SMITH, G.B . ; 
RED TIDE AND ITS IMPACT ON CERTAIN REEF 
COMMUNITIES IN THE MID EASTERN GULF OF 
IvIF3QC0. 

BIBL ENVIRON. LETT. 9(2) :141-152 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, red tide, reef, community, 
seasonality. recruitment 

ABSTRACT: An investigation was made of the 
effect of the 1971 red tide to reel communities off 
Sarosola, Florida. Under appropriate environmental 
conditions, local exuncuons may occur due to the effects 
of red tide . Some groups recolonire quickly, while others 
may take several years. Seasonal progression and 
succession may temporarily rewlt in floral and launal 
communities quite different from those prior to the red 
tide . It is suggested than the periodic occurrence of red 
tide may prevent the evolution of an equilibrium reel 
community. 

""""" 

ACC 4134; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
SMITH, G.D. ; 
RELATIONSHIP OF EASTERN GULF OF ME)GCO 
REEF-FISH COMMUNITIES TO THE SPECIES 
EQUILIBRIUM THEORY OF ISLAND 
BIOGEOGRAPHY. 

BIDL J . BIOGEOGR 6:49-61 . 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, red tide, reef, 
ree[fish, live bottom, fish, 
biogeography, benihic 

ABSTRACT: A 1971 summer red tide 
(Gymnodinium breve Davis) and associated stress 
conditions resulted in mass mortalilies and near 
extirpation of reef biotas from at (east 1536 km square of 
central West Florida Shelf. An estimated 77^!, of the 
recent fish species perished at shallow-water (12-19 in 
depths) reefs. Reef-fish colonization was monitored 
irregularly ( I-6 month intervals) al two reels for 3 yeah 
alter the red side . In addition, species censuses were 
taken 4 years :Tier dcfaunauon al one reef and S vcnrs 
later at both reels. Since eastern Gull of Mexico reels 
occur as isolated patches, reef-fish colonization data were 
analVved in light of MacArlhur and Wilson's species 

equilibrium model developed (or insular bioias . Certain 
features of reef-fish colonization appeared consistent 
with the MacArthur-Wilson model: (I) an increasing 
convex colonization curve, (2) an observed immigration 
(colonization) rate decreasing with time, (3) differences 
between colonization and decolonization (observed 
extinction) rage decreasing through time, and (4) 
attainment and maintenance of a rather stable species 
richness after IS months colonization similar to the pre-
detaunalion level. However, other aspects of reef-fish 
colonization did not seemingly fulfill basic requirements 
of the model: (1) an erratic decolonization rate 
indicating no tendency to increase through time, (2) an 
observed species turnover rate considerably less than 
theoretical predictions, and (3) development of a 
compositionally stable community nearly identical with 
that existing prior to the red tide. 

ACC 4135; TYPE U ; YEAR 1979 
SMITH, M.W . ; HUNT, J . L ; 
MARQUESAS KEY WELL SITE SURVEY REPORT. 

E31F3L U.S . DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR, BUREAU 
OF LAND MANAGEMENT, NEW ORLEANS OCS 
OFFICE . 37 P. 

KEYWORD: oil exploration, drilling impact, drill 
cutting, offshore drilling, reef, drilling 
mud, seagrass, algae, artificial habitat 

ABSTRACT : M exploratory drill site off Marquesas 
Key, Florida, was inspected by diving scientists on 17 and 
16 May 1979 to determine if any significant 
environmental alterations had occurred due to recent 
well drilling and aliendani activities . The drill site was 
elevated three or four feel relative to the surrounding 
bottom and appeared as a white sand patch. I lauled-in 
fill rock contributed to the drill pad elevation . The drill 
site was covered by seagrasses and macrualgae. A pile 
of Ilk concrete sacks found near the drillsile attracted a 
variety of reel fishes. Sediment samples from near 1he 
drill she did nut reveal elevated barium concentrations. 
Oceanographic and substrate factors, not toxic agents, 
prohibited the development of a reel-type community on 
the drill pad. Debris . including a drill bit were strewn 
about the drill site . 

""""" 



ACC 4136; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
SMITH, RE., ED . ; 
PROCEEDINGS OF MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPLICATIONS OF OFFSHORE DRILLING IN THE 
EASTERN GULF OF ME)QCO, 
CONFERENCE/WORKSHOP . 

BIBL STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, ST. 
PETERSBURG, FL 

KEYWORD: oil exploration, oil and gas, physical, 
oceanography, chemistry, geology, 
biology, baseline study 

ABSTRACT- A conference was conducted during 
January-February 1974 in response to impending oil and 
gas exploration activities in the eastern dull of Mexico . 
'This volume contains the proceedings of the conference, 
including papers describing baseline, physical, chemical, 
geological, and biological conditions in the area and a set 
of statements prepared for the proceedings by various 
agency representeuves and interested parties. 

ACC 2530 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
SNEDAKER, S.C. ; BROOK, I.M . : 
ECOLOGY AND THE FOOD WEB OF BISCAYNE 
BAY. 

IN : BISCAYNE BAY ; PAS7%PRESEN"1%PUTURE . 
PAPERS PRESENTED FOR BISCAYNG BAY 
SYMPOSIUM 1 . 

BIBL UNIV. MIAMI SEA GRANT SPEC REPT. NO . 
5, P . 227-233. 

KEYWORD : Dade, ecology, seagrass, crustacean, 
stone crab, primary production, pink 
shrimp, estuary 

ABSTRACT: A review concerning the ecology and 
food web relationships in Biscayne Bay revealed that 
relatively few studies describe the interactions between 
organisms and their environment. Biscayne Bay was 
described to be highly productive, with 43.8°.fi of the bay 

bottom being covered with nutrient contributing 
seagrasses. Other forms of primary production, as well 
as the detrital input from the fringing mangroves, 
contribute to a broad base for higher level consumers 
such as game fishes, commercial crustacean species, 
including the stone crab (Menippe mercenaria) and pink 
shrimp (Penaeus spp.) 

""""" 

ACC 2143; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
SOCCI, a; DINK6LMAN, M.G. ; 
SEDIMENTS AND SEDIMENTATION IN THE GULF 
OF MEXICO--A REVIEW. IN: PROC OF A SYMP. 
ON ETMRON. RESEARCH NEEDS IN THE GULF 
OF ME}QCO, KEY BISCAYNE, F1A, 30 SEPT.-5 
OCT'. 1979. D.K. ATWOOD (CONVENER) . 

131f31 . NOAM:RI, ATLANTIC OCEANOGItAP111C 
AND MI_-'I'GOROLOGICAL LAB ., MIAMI . 1=1 A. VOL 
IIG P . 33-101 . 

KIiYWOI2D : sediment, geochemistry 

AI3S71tAC'f: This summary paper reviews the state 
of kncxvledge on the geographic selling, sediments. 
geochemistry and animal-sediment relationships in the 
Gulf of Mexico. M extensive reference list accompanies 
the paper. Scarcity of available data is noted and several 
recommendations for future studies in the Gulf of 
Mexico are provided. 

ACC 4241 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
SONNIER, F. ; TEERL.ING, J. ; HOESSE, H.D . ; 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE OFFSHORE REEF AND 
PLATFORM FISH FAUNA OF LOUISIANA USA 

BIQL COPEIA 1976(1) :105-111 . 

KEYWORD : reef, fish, artificial reef, offshore 
platform 

ABSTRACT: Observations, photographs and 
collections of fishes on the western reefs of the outer 
Louisiana (USA) continental shelf and around oil 
platforms have verified the presence of an extensive 
tropical fish fauna . O( 105 spp . recorded, about 50% 
were tropical species either unreported or rarely 
reported from the NW Gulf of Mexico. Reefs contained 
more species than oil platforms. although a number were 
common to both, and 12 spp . were found only around 
platforms. 71ie 67 spp . of fishes found at the deeper 
reefs were all typical Caribbean-West Indian forms . 

ACC 77 : "IYPI : ; YEAR 1971 
SONU . C .J. ; MURRAY, S.P . ; SMITH, W.G . ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS CONTROLLING THE 
SPREAD OF OIL 

DID( . NAV . RES. REV . 24(8):11-19. 

KEYWORD : ecology, hydrographV, meteorology . 
""""" oceanography, oil slick, oil spill, 

physical process, pollution, currents, 
wind 

ABSTRACT : Increasing oil spill incidents in recent 
years have generated considerable interest among the 
scientific community in the little-known mechanics of the 
spread o[ oil on water. The unpredictability of the timing 
of this type of incident has provided few situations in 
which field investigations could be readied in time (or 
detailed in situ studies of air-sea-oil interaction. While 
the Coastal Studies Institute, Louisiana Stale University, 
under contract to the Office of Naval Research, is not 
primarily involved in studies of pollution, it is interested 
in the dynamics o[ air-sea interaction and the behavior of 
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currents in the water column. The oil spill provided the 
opportunity to measure these phenomena on a large 
scale . In response to requests from the Coast Guard and 
with approval of the Geography Programs of ONIt, the 
Institute was able to send an experienced team of 
investigators to the site of the Chevron oil spill in the 
Gulf of Mexico. The team monitored oil diffusion in 
response to atmospheric and hydrologic conditions 
present at the time. Excerpts from the team's finding are 
summarized here., When Chevron production platform 
MI'41C, in the Mississippi Delta, caught fire on February 
10, 1970, the stage was set for a major spill which would 
involve as much as 1,000 barrels a day after the fire was 
extinguished . The well field lay only several miles from 
the Breton and Delta National Wildlife refuges and 
about 8 nautical miles from the nearest shore . Two field 
studies were carried out, one between March 5 and 11 
and the other between March 15 and 21 . 

ACC t;87 : TYPE' ; YEAR 1972 
SO"1'O, LA; 
DECAPOD SHELF FAUNA OF THE 
NORTHEASTERN GULF OF MEXICO --
DISTRIBUTION AND ZOOGEOGRAPHY. 

OIl3L MASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA S'fATI: 
UNIVERSITY . TALLAHASSEE, 1=L 129 P . 

KEYWORD: benthic fauna, sediment, salinity . 
temperature, depth, zoogeography, 
decapod 

ABSTRACT- The distribution and zoogeography of 
the decapod fauna of the continental shelf of the 
northeastern Gulf of Mexico was studied by sampling 108 
stations on 14 cruises of the RN Tursiops from October, 
1970 to October, 1971 . Specimens were identified, sexed 
and counted . Associated data includes temperature, 
salinity, depth and bottom type. 

ACC 2179; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
SOTO, LA; 
FAUMSTIC STUDY OF THE DEEP WATER CRABS 
OF THE STRAITS OF FLORIDA (DECAPODA. 
BRACHYURA} 

BIBL F'Ff .D . DISSERTATION. UNIVERSITY OF 
MIAMI, MIAMI, FL 

keyword : zoogeography, crab, distribution, 
temperature, depth, substrate 

ABSTRACT: (3enlhic trawl collections from the 
Straits of Florida between 1962 and 1972 were used in 
an ecological and zcwgeographical study of deep water 
brachyuran crabs. Sixteen families were represented by 
87 brachyuran species, 6 recorded for the first lime . nc 
horizontal and vertical distribution of the brachyurao 
fauns was related to wager temperature, depth, and 
substraie type . Four distribwional patterns in the straits 
were idcnulied . The zoogeography, origin, and 
pAleogeography of deep wager brachyurans are discussed . 

""""" 

ACC 2V ; TYPE. ; YEAR 1981 
SOUTI IWLS'1' KI ;SGAItCII INSTITUTE; 
ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTION PLATFORMS IN THE CENTRAL 
GULF OF MEXICO. VOLUME G POLLUTANT 
FATE AND EFFECTS STUDY. 

[31BL, BUREAU OP LAND MANAGEMENT, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL OFFICE, NEW 
ORLEANS, LA. 223 PP . 

KEYWORD : continental shelf, hydrocarbon, 
hydrography, macrotauna, oil, trace 
metal, meiotauna, intauna, epi(auna, 
demersal fish, pollution 

ABSTRACT: Twenty-four sites on the continental 
shelf of the Louisiana coast have been studied for long-
term cumulative effects of petroleum production in the 
region of offshore platforms . Four primary study 
platforms and tour control sites were visited in May, 
1978, August/September, 1978 and January 1979. Sateen 

secondary platforms were sampled August/September, 
1978. Sampling and analysis included hydrography and 
hydrocarbons of the water column ; sediment physical 
characterization, hydrocarbons, trace metals, and 
contamination with depth; and populations o! the 
meio[auna, macroinfauna, macrcepifauna, demersal 
fishes and species associated with "artificial reefs" 
brought about by the platform . Bottom studies extended 
from 100 to 2000 m away from platforms and were 
therefore indicative o! regional as opposed to localized 
contamination. Sites were located from 5 km (3 mi) to 
115 km (73 mi) from shore and extended from the west 
shore of the Mississippi delta (89o32'W) to a line south 
of Marsh Island (91o44W) . Results confirm widespread, 
chronic contamination with hydrocarbons and metals with 
some apparent incorporation cal pollutants into biota 
found at platforms. Over the entire study area absolute 
amounts of contaminants vary wifely showing a general 
concentration in the nearshore and eastern portions 
where the Mississippi River apparently contributes more 
contaminants than petroleum prcxfucuon platforms. 
Platforms vary widely in the Iypcs and amounts of 
pollutants Iraccd to them . A distinctive pattern of 
expected contamination with platlorm operating type is 
not seen . 

ACC 2331 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT 
DISTRICT; 
SUMMARY OF RGPT. : SOUTHWEST FLA WATER 
MNGT. DIST CONSUMPTIVE USE PERMIT TO 
GEN. DEV. UTILITIES, INC., FOR PEACE RIVER 
REG . WATER TREATMENT PLANT. 

BI [3L 

KEYWORD: Charlotte, primary production, 
benthic, in(auna, shrimp, crab, fish, 
salinity, DO, predation 

ABSTRACT: Studies from f3oca Grande Pass to the 
nontidal portion of the Peace River were initiated to 
collect data concerning influence of river flow on the 
ecosystems in Charlotte Harbor . Increased river flow 
during the wet season was determined to result in 



vertical salinity stratification of the harbor water column, 
and also in lowered salinity levels in Charlotte Harbor. 
Vertical stratification reduced mixing and gradual 
depletion of DO occurred in bottom waters . Primary 
production in surface layers was found to be stimulated 
by enrichment with essential nutrients from increased 
flows. F3enthic infauna flourished on the increased food 
supply (provided in part by photosynthesis in the surface 
layer), and beneGlted from reduced predauon . Mobile 
predators are forced by decreased dissolved oxygen and 
salinity levels to leave the stratified part of the harbor. 
In the (all when decreased river flow and higher surface 
winds cause vertical mixing and increased bottom oxygen, 
mobile-predators, such as juvenile shrimp, crabs, and fish 
were noted to move into the upper harbor to feed upon 
the abundant benthic food supply that developed during 
the preceding period of stratification. 

""""" 

ACC 4137 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
SOU I'I I A'I'LANI'IC PISI IERY MANAGEMENT 
COUNCIL . ; 
SOURCE DOCUMENT FOR THE SWORDFISH 
FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN. 

111111, SOUTH ATIANfIC FISHERY MANAGI:M[--.N'I' 
COUNCIL, CHARLESTON, SG 87 PP. 

KEYWORD : biology, management, billlish, 
commercial fish, recreational fishery, 
landings (pounds) 

ABSTRACT: The Magnuson Fishery Conservation 
and Management Act (16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.) gives 
responsibility to the Regional Fishery Management 
Councils to prepare and submit fishery management 
plans for fisheries within their geographical area . The 
South Atlantic, New England, Mid-Atlantic, Gulf of 
Mexico and Caribbean Fishery Management Councils, in 
accordance with their legislative mandate, are preparing 
a joint plan for the swordfish fishery. This source 
document contains the detailed scientific, technical and 

other supportive documentation on which the Fishery 
Management Plan for Swordfish is based. 

""""" 

ACC 4138 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA REGIONAL PLANNING 
COUNCIL 
OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF ONSHORE 
FACILITIES SITING STUDY. 

[31F3L SOUTHWEST FLORIDA REGIONAL 
PLANNING COUNCIL, FORT MYERS, FL 61 P 

KEYWORD: oil and gas, socioeconomic, offshore 

ARSTRACI': A study was conducted to evaluate the 
need and possible locations for onshore facilities for 
onshore oil and gas development off southwestern 
Florida. The study was conducted by the Southwest 
Florida Regional Planning Council, one of eleven such 
agencies m Florida that advise and coordinate constituent 
local governments in regional, metropolitan, county, and 
municipal planning matters such as land use, water 
resources, and transportation . Pour scenarios were 
evaluated. Under the "nn strike" and "low-volume strike" 
scenarios, no onshore facilities would be required . 
Under a "mean volume strike" scenario, onshore facilities 
might include two pipeline landfalls, a marine terminal. 
and other, perhaps temporary support facilities. Under a 
"maximum strike" scenario, onshore facilities might 
include a permanent service base for 
development/production activities, a temporary service 
base for exploratory activities, a repair and maintenance 
yard, two pipeline landfalls, one or two marine terminals, 
other general support services, and perhaps a pipe-
coating yard . The "no strike" or "low-volume strike" 
scenarios are the most likely outcomes of current 
offshore exploratory activities . Three potential sites for 
onshore facilities were evaluated : San Carlos Island, Port 
Boca Grande, and the Caloosahatchee River. 'Ilie first 
two sites were judged to have potential as onshore 
support bases, but only to a limited degree. Neither site 

would be suitable for large-scale development associated 
with a major oil strike. 

ACC 4302 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE ; 
ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTION PLATFORMS IN THE CENTRAL 
GULF OF ME}QCO: VOLUME III, EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY. 

(31E31_ FINAL REPT. BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT. NO . BLM-YM-P/I'-01-018-3331 . 36 
F'. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, hydrography, 
hydrocarbon, water column, sediment, 
physical, trace metal, fish, artificial 
reel 

ABSTRACT: Twenty-four sites on the continental 
shelf of the Louisiana coast have been studied for long-
term cumulative elforls of petroleum production in the 
region of offshore platforms. Sampling and analysis 
included hVdrographV and hydrocarbons of the water 
column; sediment physical characlerizaiion, 
hydrocarbons, trace meals, and contamination with 
depth; and populations of the fauna, demersal fishes and 
species associated with the "artificial reef' brought about 
by the platform . This report presents a concise summary 
of the study. 
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ACC 4303; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 August/September, 1978, and January 1979. Sateen ACC 4306 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE ; secondary platforms were sampled August/September SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE ; 

ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF PETROLEUM 1978. This volume presents the findings of the benthic ECOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF PETROLEUM 

PRODUCTION PLATFORMS IN THE CENTRAL biology/histology study efforts . PRODUCTION PLATFORMS IN THE CENTRAL 

GULF OF MEXICO: VOLUME I, PART 8. GULF OF ME}QCO: VOLUME I, PART I, 2, AND 3. 

BIBL FINAL KEPT. BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT. NO. BLM-YM-P/T-01-018-3331 . 840 
P. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, hydrography, wager 
column, sediment, hydrocarbon, trace 
metal, fish, artificial reef 

ACC 4305 ; TYPE r; YEAR 1981 
SOUTfIWGST RESEARCH INSTITUTE ; 
ECOLOGICAL. INVESTIGATIONS OF PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTION PLATFORMS IN THE CENTRAL 
GULF OF MFJGCO: VOLUME 1, PART 4 AND 5 . 

I31aL FINAL REPT. BUREAU OF IAND 
MANAGEMENT. NO. BI_M-YM-P/I'-U1-018-3331 . 218 
P . 

KEYWORD: hydrography, hydrocarbon, water 
column, sediment, physical, gate 
metal, fish, artificial reef 

ABSTRACT: This part o[ the report on Ecological 
Investigations of Petroleum Production Platforms in the 
Central Gulf of Mexico contains the data summaries of 
all information gathered during the study . Twenty-four 
sites on the continental shell of the Louisiana coast leave 
been studied for longlerm cumulative efforts of 
petroleum production in the region of offshore platforms. 

Sampling and analysis included hydrogrnphy and 
hydrocarbons of the water column ; sediment physical 
characterization, hydrocarbons, trace meals and 

contamination with depth; and populations of fauna and 

demersal fishes and species associated with lie "anilicinl 
reef' brought about by the platform . 

ACC 43(W ; TYPE P: YEAR 1981 
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE; 
ECALAGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTION PLATFORMS IN THE CENTRAL. 
GULF OF ME}QCO: VOLUME I, PART'S 6 AND 7. 

BIDL FINAL KEPT. BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT. NO. BLM-YM-P/C-0I-018-3331 . 522 
P . 

KEYWORD : continental shelf, benthic, biology 

ABS'TRAC'T: Twenty-four sites on the continental 
shelf of the Louisiana coast have been studied for long-
term cumulative efforts of petroleum production in the 
region of offshore platforms. Four primary study 
platforms and tour control sites were visited in May 1978, 

BIBL FINAL KEPT. BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT . NO. 131_M-YM-P/C-Ol-U18-3331 . 210 
P. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, grace metal 

AIiS"fRAC'1 : Twenty-lour sues on the continental 

shelf of the I,ouisuna cease have been studied for long-
term cumulative efforts ul petroleum production in the 

region of offshore plaUarms . Dour primary study 

platforms and four control sties were visited in May 1978, 

August/Sepicmber 1478, and January 1979. Sateen 
secondary platforms were sampled August/September 

1978. 'lliis volume presents the findings of the (race 

metal and microbiological study efforts . 

""""" 

ABS"I'RACI': Twenty-four sties on the continental 

shelf of the Louisiana coast have been studied for long-
term cumulative efforts of petroleum production in the 

region of offshore platforms. Four primary study 

platforms and four control sites were visited in May 1978, 

Augusi/Scplembcr 1978, and January 1979. Sixteen 
secondary platforms were sampled August/September 

1978 . Sampling and analysis included hydrography and 

hydrocarbons of the water column : sediment phy%ical 
characterization, hydrocarbons, trace metals, and 

contamination with depth; and populations of the Inuna 

and dcmcrsal fishes and species associated with the 

"artificial reef' brought about by the platform . Bottom 

studies extended from 100 t0 2000 m Away from 

platforms and were therefore indicative of regional as 

opposed to localized contamination. 
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ACC 684 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
SPORT FISHING INSTITUTE; 
THE MARINE RECREATIONAL FISFUNG 
INDUSTRY AND OPPORTUMTIES FOR 
DEVELOPMENT. FINAL REPORT PHASE II. 

BIBL SPORT FISHING INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, 
D.G 83 PP. 

KEYWORD : development, fishing industry, 
recreation, socioeconomic, sport 
fishing, recreational fishery 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 807 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1483 
SPORT FISHING INSTITUTE ; 
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH 
MARINE RECREATIONAL FISHING IN 1980, 
PREPARED FOR THE NATIONAL MARINE 
FISHERIES SERVICE 

DIBL SPORT 1''ISIIING INSTITUTE, WASI IING'fON, 
D.C. 171 PP. 

KEYWORD: recreation, socioeconomic, spore 
fishing, recreational fishing 

ADS'fRACT : The purpose of this study was to 
estimate the economic activity associated with marine 
recreational fishing in 1480 . The specific goals of the 
project were the following: (1) Determine the value of 
goods and services purchased by recreational fishermen 
in association with saltwater sporttishing during 1980; (2) 
Determine the value added, employment, wages and 
salaries, and capital expenditures associated with 
purchases by marine recreational fishermen in 1980 ; (3) 
Determine the number of establishments in the 
individual economic sectors sewing marine recreational 
fishermen ; (4) Project the multiplier effects of 
expenditures for saltwater sportfishing as determined 
using input-output analysis;(S) Document the distribution 
of the national economic impacts associated with 
saltwater sportfishing for the various coastal states under 
the jurisdictions of the regional Fishery Management 

Councils. This report follows a similar 1977 study by 
Centaur Associates where the economic activity 
associated with marine recreational fishing in 1972 and 
1975 was estimated . 

ACC 2475 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1962 
SPRINGER, V.G . ; MCGRLGAN, AJ . ; 
SEASONACITY OF FISHES ON A SOUTH FLORIDA 
SHORE. 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . GULF CARIBl3 . 12 :39-60. 

KEYWORD : Monroe, scasonality, fish, temperature 

A[3S"I'RAC1': Monthly collections on a grassy shore 
on Matccumbe Key, Florida Keys, were made from 
March 1960 through February 1961 with a IW toot bag 
seine with three-eighths inch mesh . On hundred and six 
s~-wcies of fishes were taken. Number of species and 
specimens were greatest during summer and fall . 
Appr(vcimAtely one third of the species were represented 
only by young. 

ACC 4222 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
STAFFORD, J . W. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF OCS OIL AND 
GAS ACTIVITY. 

E31BL IN : FLA. COASTAL POLICY STUDY : THE 
IMPACT OF OFFSHORE OIL DEVELOPMENT. 131-
l62 

KEYWORD: drilling, physical, geophysical, 
pollution, oil spill, fishery, exploration 

ABSTRACT: Development of outer continental 
shat[ oil and gas fields involves geophysical exploration, 
exploratory drilling, production, transportation, storage 
and processing . Each of these activities has 
environmental impacts associated with it. The impacts 
on the physical environment are usually negligible during 
geophysical exploration. However, the impacts 

associated with the various other phases of oil and gas 
activities can be very significant. The Department of 
Interior lists eight impact-producing factors and ten 
impact-sustaining !actors resulting from OCS operations. 
In anticipation of possible discoveries of major oil and 
gas deposits in the eastern Gulf of Mexico off the Florida 
coast each of these impact-producing and impact-
sustaining factors should be considered. Certain aspects 
of oil and gas operations can cause adverse 
environmental effects which may be considered 
unavoidable with current operation practices, technology 
and regulations. Included in this category are the 
environmental effects on air and water quality, marine 
organisms, wetlands, beaches, and aesthetic values; 
damage to historical and archaeological sites, structures 
and objects; interference with commercial fishing 
operations and ship navigation, and conflict with other 
uses of land. 

""""" 

ACC 2476 ; TYPE P; YEAR 19711 

S'1'AIGGR, .I .C. ; 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF BENT1iIC FISHES FOUND 
BELOW TWO HUNDRED METERS IN THE 
STRAITS OF FLORIDA 

13113L PH.D. DISSERTATION. UNIVIItSl7'Y OF 
MIAMI . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, beMhic, fish, distribution 

A13STRACI': Over 5,200 specimens were collected 
from below 200 meters in the Straits of Florida and were 
determined to represent 189 species of 58 families of 
fishes . Most U( these specimens were obtained from 477 
bottom trawl stations. Sup distribuuonal patterns were 
found to exist among the Straits of Florida benthic fishes. 
The occurrence o! the species were compared using the 
Recurrent Groups Analysis method developed by Eager. 

""""" 
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ACC 4320 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1971 
STARCK, W.A, 11 ; 
BIOLOGY OF THE GRAY SNAPPER, UTI'JANIJS 
GRISEUS (IINNAEUS~ IN THE FLORIDA KEYS . II. 
HABITAT; TOLERANCE TO TEMPERATURE AND 
SALINITY; PREDATORS ; PARASITES; DISEASES 
AND MALFORMATIONS; ABUNDANCE. 

BIBL UNKNOWN. PP . 24-39. 

KEYWORD : snapper, temperature, salinity, habitat, 
predation, parasites 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 3U7 ; TYPE' ; YEAR 1975 
STATE UNIVP.RSI"1'Y SYSTEM OF FLORIDA. 
INSTITUTE, OI : OCEANOGIZAI'IIY ; 
COMPILATION AND SUMMATION OF 
HISTORICAL. AND E)USTING PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA FROM THE EASTERN 
GULF OF ME}4CA 1N SUPPORT OF THE MAFIA 
SAMPLING PROGRAM. 

131BL 13URCAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASI IINGTUN, D.G HLM/YM/6S-75-L 242 PP 

KEYWORD : biology, circulation, currents, fishery, 
geology, infrared imagery, loop 
current, meteorology, continental shelf, 
physical, remote sensing, MAFIA 

ABSTRACT: Physical oceanography has a dual role 
in determining the environmental implications of 
development of the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) . It is 
intrinsically important to determine physical parameters 
to predict dispersion of materials in OCS waters, but the 
pole of physical oceanography is equally important in the 
support it must give to other oceanographic disciplines. 
In fact, it is highly unlikely that meaningful 
interpretations o[ biogeochemical data, or the ecosystem 
structure can be made without adequate knowledge o[ 
the advective field, for instance . Cognizant of the 
importance of understanding the circulation of the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico, the Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) commissioned a group of 
oceanographers familiar with the area : (a) to "assemble 
the historical and contemporary physical and associated 
meteorological data of the northeast Gulf of Mexico . . for 
submission to the National Oceanographic Data Center 
(NODC)"; (b) to "construct a zero-order synthesis of 
oceanographic conditions in the northeast Gulf of Mexico 
and have them graphically displayed"; (c) to "describe the 
general circulation and oceanographic conditions on the 
continental shell area of the northeast Gulf of Mexico 
and in the Loop Current of the deeper Gulf areas"; (d) 
to "describe qualitatively the interaction between the 
shelf circulation o! the northeast Gulf of Mexico and the 
Loop Current"; (e) to "describe the seasonal distribution 
of the intensity of fish spawning and zooplankton 
productivity on the western Florida continental shelf and 
relate these to temperature and salinity data" ; (f) to 
"develop a lirsl-order understanding of th. . . 

ACC -3W 'HYPE ; YEAR 1975 
STATE UNIVI:ItSITY SYS'1'GM Of-- FLORIDA. 
INSTITUTE 01: OCI-ANOGRAMIY ; 
COMPILATION AND SUMMATION OF 
HISTORICAL AND FJQSTING PHYSICAL 
OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA FROM THE EASTERN 
GULF OF ME}QCO IN SUPPORT OF THE MAFIA 
SAMPLING PROGRAM. 

BI[3L BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. BI .M/YM/ES-75-I . 292 PP 

KEYWORD: biology, circulation, currents, fishery . 
geology, infrared imagery, loop 
current, meteorology, continental shelf, 
physical, MAFIA remote sensing 

ABSTRACT : A group of oceanographers were 
commissioned to compile and summarize meteorological 
data, raw data, describe the eastern Gulf circulation 
including the Loop Current and the interaction with the 
shelf, describe the intensity of fish spawning and 
zooplankton and make recommendations for future 
biological, chemical and physical oceanography 
investigations. The report is a summary of statements of 

the group's individual and/or collective thoughts on the 
objectives . 

""""" 

ACC 309 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY; 
BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY OF THE 
MAFIA LEASE AREAS. 

BIBL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. BIM/YN/SR-78/02 201 PP . 

KEYWORD : invertebrala, biology, carbonate, 
geology, hydrocarbon, oceanography, 
continental shell, physical process, 
plankton, sediment, MAFIA 

AI3STIZA("f: "flee Bureau of Land Management 
deemed it necessary to conduct a baseline em-irunmenlnl 
survey nn the MAFIA shelf of the eastern Gull of 

Mexico, extending from apprcncimately 89 degrees W, 

south to Pascagoula, Mississippi, to a tract west of 
Clearwater, off 'Tampa Bay, Ilorida. "I'his task included 
designing and conducting a field sampling program for 
geological, biological, chemical, and physical 
oceanographic samples; analysis of samples, including 
establishment of analytical quality control procedures ; 
archiving of samples for future analysis ; development of 

data management procedures ; and a comprehensive final 
report . 

""""" 



ACC 4240; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 ACC 4139; TYPE P ; YEAR 1973 ACC 2368 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
S"TEELE, P . ; COLLARD, S.B . ; STEIDINGER, K.A ; S7'ELLER, D.L ; 
NEUSTON COMMUNITIES OF THE PASTERN PHYT'OPLANKTON ECOLOGY: A CONCEPTUAL FACTORS AFFECTING THE SURVIVAL OF 
GULF OF MFJQCO CONTINENTAL SHELF. REVIEW BASED ON EASTERN GULF OF N1E}QCO 'TRANSPLANTED T7-W.ASSIA TESTUDINUM. 

RESFARCH 
BIBL F[A SCI . 39(SUPPL) :2. 

KEYWORD: neusion, community, temperature, 
algae 

ABSTRACT' : Not available. 
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ACC 2180; TYPE P ; YI?AR 1977 
STGINKER, D.C. ; 
FORAMIIIIFERAL STUDIES IN TROPICAL 
CARBONATE ENVIRONMENTS - SOUTH 
FLORIDA AND BAHAMAS. 

f31(3L FLA. SCI . 40(I):4b-61 . 

KEYWORD: foraminifera. carbonate, wave, 
currents, distribution 

AI3STFZACf: "this paper reviews studies on the 
distribution of foraminifera in carbonate sediments of the 
south Florida-L3ahama region and proposes improved 
methods for further investigations . It is suggested that 
rose Bengal stain is an unreliable indicator of living 
specimens and that direct observation should be used to 
distinguish between live and dead foraminifers. Living 
populations are more abundant on marine vegetation 
than in the sediments of the area . Those populations 
associated with sediments generally are sorted by waves 
and currents and therefore do not accurately reflect the 
biocoenosis of an area . It is suggested that foraminifera 
investigations should be more biologically oriented in 
order to better understand conditions of their natural 
habitat. 

""""" 

I31I3L PROC. OF THE THIRD ANNU. CONE ON 
f31BL CRIT. REV. MICR0I310L 3(1) :49-68. RESTORATION OF COAST. VEGETATION IN PLA . 

P. 222 
KEYWORD: phytoplanklon, primary production, 

red tide, ecology, wafer column, KEYWORD: Collier, seagrass, temperature, depth, 
seasonality currents, sediment 

ABSTRACT. The ecology of marine phyloplanklon 
is reviewed on the basis of data from the eastern Gulf of 
Mexico . Topics covered include methodology for 
measuring standing stock and productivity ; zonation of 
phytoplankton diversity, standing stock. and productivity; 
seasonafity ; and the phenomenon of re tides. 

ACC 4140 ; TYPE I' ; YEAR 1473 
S"I'EIDINGFFt, K.A. : JOYCE . G.A, JIZ. : 
FLORIDA RED TIDES. 

131t3L MAR . RI :S . I .AII ., PIA I)IiPT. NAT. RE-S . I :.D . 
SER. 17 . 26 P. 

ABSTRACT: Transplantation of 7'halassia 
testudinum around Marco Island from July 1975 through 
January 1976 showed that minimum temperature and 
depth played the greatest role in determining percent 
survival. 'transplant plots varied in temperature, depth, 
current conditions, and sediment types. The 
transplanting method was deemed unuselul on a large 
scale because IL IS too Jabot intensive and too 
destructible Isicl to the parent grasshcJs. 

ACC 2477 ; TYPE- P ; Yl:AR 19511 
S71:PFIGNSON, "1'.A . ; STEPIII :NSON, A. : 
LIFE BETWEEN TIDE MARKS IN NORTH 
AMERICA I . THE FLORIDA KEYS. 

KEYWORD : red fide, coastal, ecology, fish, 
phyloplankion, biology B1131 -3 . ECOL 38(2):354-402. 

ABSTRACT: The first documented fish kill 
associated with discolored seawater in Florida occurred 
in 1844 but the causative organism, Gymnodinium breve, 
was not identified until 1448. Red tides and research 
results over the last 20 Vears are discussed and 
summarized . Red tide is a natural occurrence . Control 
is not presently feasible and may not be ecologically 
advisable even if available . Present research is directed 
toward a better understanding of red tides and (heir 
effects . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, phVsical, chemical, biological, 
ecology, geographical, flora, fauna 

ABSTRACT : A broad study was made o! the 
physical, chemical, and biological aspects of the interlidal 
zone in the Florida Keys area . Zonation, ecology, and 
geographical relations of the common fauna and flora 
were determined . The intertidal flora and fauna are 
tropical ; distinct from temperate flora and fauna . 

""""" 
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ACC 853 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
STEVENSON, W.H . ; PASTULA, E.l . ; 
INVESTIGATION USING DATA FROM ERTS-1 TO 
DEVELOP AND IMPMMF24T UTILIZATION OF 
LIVING MARINE RESOURCES. 

BIBL NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE 
ADMINISTRATION. 

KEYWORD : air temperature, bathymetry, 
chlorophyll, currents, photograph, 
relative humidity, salinity, wind 
direction, water temperature, wind 
speed, remote sensing, satellite 

ABSTRACT: Beginning in June, 1972 a 15 month 
ERTS-1 investigation was conducted to investigate 
correlations between satellite, aircraft, menhaden 
fisheries and environmental sea truth data from the 
Mississippi Sound. Selected oceanographic and 
meteorological parameters were used as indirect 
indicators of the resource . 'the surface area and location 
of menhaden schools are reported from area) 
photography . The environmental parameters chosen 
were based on : I) the probability of demonstrating a 
relationship between the fishery and its environment and 
2) those capable of being measured through remote 
sensing. 

t"""" 

ACC 1071 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
STEVENSON, J.C. ; CONFER, N.M . ; 
SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE INFORMATION ON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY SUBMERGED VEGETATION. 

E31BL U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL. SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.G 
FWLSOE3S-78/66. 

KEYWORD: biology, herbicide, pesticide, pollution, 
nom 

ABSTRACT-. Not available . 

ACC 431 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
Sl'ICKNEY, K.R . ; CUf?NCO, M.L ; 
HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX MODELS : 
JUVENILE SPOT 

111131- U.S . FISH AND WII-DI .II :E: SERVICE, OFFICE 
OP BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
FWS-Of3S-82-1 U-20. 12 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, fish, management, 
resource, habitat, fife history, model . 
fishery 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 741 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1966 
STIEGLITZ, W.O.; 
UTILIZATION OF AVAILABLE FOODS BY DIVING 
DUCKS ON APALACHEE BAY, FL. PAGES 42-SO IN 
PROCEEDINGS 20TH ANNUAL CONFERENCES, 
SOUTHEASTERN ASSOCIATION OF GAME AND 
FISH COMMISSIONERS. 

BIE3L LOUISIANA WILDLIFE AND ASSOCIATION 
OF GAME AND FISH COMMISSIONERS . 

KEYWORD: aves, biology, ecology, feeding habit, 
bird 

ABSTRACT: A study was designed to determine the 
vegetative composition and production of that portion of 
Apalachee Bay, Florida included within the St . Marks 
National Wildlife Refuge. The study was conducted in 
1964 . Gizzards and gullets of 14 diving ducks were 
collected to correlate feeding activities with available 
food . 

ACC 2478 ; "1'YN1 : N ; YEAR 1967 
STOCKMAN, K .W . ; GINSI3URG, R.N. ; SIiINN, l:.A ; 
THE PRODUCTION OF LIME MUD BY ALGAE IN 
SOUTH FLORIDA 

BI BL J. SEDIMENT. PETROL 37(2):633-648 . 

KEYWORD: Monrce, algae, mollusc, coral, 
iransport, sediment 

ABSTRACT : Comparison of the annual production 
of fine aragonite mud (<15 u) by post modem 
disintegration of algae showed the algae, Penicillus, to be 
a major sediment contributor, accounting for all the fine 
aragonite mud in inner Florida Reef Tract and 1/3 of the 
same material in northeastern Florida Bay. "Rte 
contribution of 3 other abundant alga) species is assessed 
as well as the significance of mechanical breakdown of 
skeletons, molluscs, and corals. Transport of tine lime 



muds from their production sources to areas of 
accumulation is discussed. 

ACC 107 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
STONE, J.H. ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS RELATING TO 
LOUISIANA MENHADEN HARVEST. 

[318L CENTER FOR WETLAND RESOURCES, 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY. BATON ROUGE, 
LA . CSU-T.-76-004. 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal zone, continental shelf, 
fish catch . fish statistics, fish stock, 
fishery, temperature 

ABSTRACT: The relationship between selected 
environmental factors of coastal Louisiana to Louisiana 

menhaden harvest and effort was studied by analyzing 
the factors separately. by factor analysis, by multiple 
regression, and by cross correlauons. The environmental 
factors were air temperatures, water temperatures, 
rainfall data, tide data, and wind speeds and directions 
applicable to coastal Louisiana from 1950 through 1971 ; 
these data were reduced to weekly and monthly statistics . 
The menhaden catch and effort data were (or the 
Louisiana harvest during 1950 through 1971 expressed as 
weekly and monthly totals Only tide range data showed 

significant changes during the last 20 years, namely an 
increase o[ mean tide range, which is probably related to 
the rise in sea level noted by other Louisiana 
researchers. Factor analysis and multiple regressions both 
indicate that the same general type of data have a 
significant relationship to menhaden harvest, namely 
effort, time effects, water or air temperature, and some 
interactions among them. Significant relationships still 
gist between menhaden catch and selected 
environmental data when the effects of effort and time 
are returned; however, time effects are probably masking 
important environmental effects. A variety o[ variables 
can be used to produce a significant predictive 
relationship ; examples are effort; minimum air 
temperature interacting with month, both not lagged and 
lagged for 12 months; wind direction at New Orleans 
interacting with month ; wind direction at Baton Rouge 

interacting with minimum air temperature and lagged [or 
12 months ; wind direction at New Orleans, mean air to 

ACC 2037 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
STONE, R.B. ; 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF ARTIFICIAL REEF 
ACTIVII7ES IN THE LIMITED STATES . 

DIE3L PROD INT. CONE ARTIFICIAL REEFS, 
'I'AMU-SG-74-1U3. P . 24-27. 

KEYWORD: artificial reef, reef, tagging, fish, 
habitat 

ABSTRACT: The history of artificial reefs within 
U.S. waters was briefly discussed . In addition, 10 reels 
were constructed to provide technical assistance to states 
and other groups. Two projects in particular were 
discussed : one in cooperation with the South Carolina 
Wildlife Resources Dept . on a reef off Murrclls Inlet, 
SC., and the other was a cooperative study with the 
National Nark Service comparing a small lire reef in 
liisc:ayne National Monument with a similar size adjacent 
patch reef. F'reconsirucuon surveys to determine the 
species and number of fishes living on reef sites were 
conducted . The surveys were continued once the reefs 
were constructed, and also trapping and tagging were 
used to gather information on species composition, 
relative abundance, and movement of fishes on and 
between reefs. In addition a number of nontoxic scrap 
materials were evaluated (including cap bodies) building 
rubble, concrete culverts, ships and barges, and tires). It 
was found that by increasing the amount of reef habitat, 
artificial reefs provide the potential for increasing the 
stock sizes of fishes. It was suggested that artificial reefs 
could be an effective management tool that slates or 
other management agencies could use to develop 
fisheries which benefit both anglers and the economy of 
coastal communities and conserve the resource by 
increasing habitat. 

ACC 2144 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1957 
STORK, J.F. ; 
PROGRESS OF RECOVERY OF THE 
COMMERCIAL SPONGE BEDS OF FLORIDA. 

B1I3L PROD GULF & CARIBB. FISH . INST. NOV. 
1956. 

KEYWORD : sponge, distribution, growth, currents, 
productivity 

ABSTRACT: The results to date are reported on 
the recovery of commercial sponge beds located between 
Tampa Bay and Carrabelle . Past and present distribution 
studies are discussed and data is given on sponge 
productivity, growth rates, and [actors affecting 
distribution. Using the results of these investigations, 
estimates were made on the probable distribution in 5 
and 10 Veers. 

""""" 

ACC 2145 ; :TYPE P; YEAR 1964 
S"I'OKI2 . 
ECOLOGY OF THE GULF OF MEXICO 
COMMERCIAL SPONGES AND ITS RELATION TO 
THE FISHERY. 

[3lBL U.S. FISH WILDL SERV. SPEC. SCI . Rf?P'I'. 
FISHERIES 466. 

KEYWORD: ecology, sponge, growth, distribution, 
fishery, porifera, temperature, salinity, 
depth, currents 

ABSTRACT: A 2 year study of the ecology of 
commercial sponges was conducted on the west coast of 
f-lorida . Reproduction of sponges and the effects of 
temperature and population density are discussed. The 
growth rate of wool sponges was determined and a 
growth formula was calculated . Environmental 
parameters are related to sponge distribution . The 
sponge industry from 1936 to 1958 is reviewed, as well as 
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the present stature o! the fishery . Recommendations (or 
increasing the sponge harvest are stated . 

ACC 2146; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
STORK, J.F. ; 
ECOLOGICAL FACTORS CONTROWNG SPONGE 
DISTRIBUTION IN THE GULF OF MEXICO AND 
THE RESULTING ZONA170N. P. 261-276. IN : F .W. 
HARRISON AND RR COWDEN (EDS.) "ASPECTS 
OF SPONGE BIOLOGY". 

DIE3L ACADEMIC PRESS, NEW YORK. 354 P 

KEYWORD: sponge, diversity, growth, 
reproduction, wave. distribution, 
temperature, depth, currents, nutrient, 
tide 

AI3STRAC'1': Sponge diversity and abundance along 
the northwestern coast of Florida in the Gulf of Mexico 
were found to be controlled by a combination of 
ecological factors. The rapid decline in mean low 
temperatures northward was of major importance to 
overall decline in diversity. Zone by zone, however, it 
was found that !actors such as rock bar abundance, lower 
wave activity and the presence of the influx U( nutrients 
from rivers, increased abundance and diversify . "Iliese 
factors augmented growth, reproduction rates, and 
sponge diversities. Limiting factors were excessive alga) 
growth, which killed sponges ; wide sandy areas, which 
inhibited sponge distribution because of the limited file 
span of sponge larvae ; and high sedimentation rates 
resulting from strong tidal or wave activity which 
depleted energy of the sponges . From the sponge 
diversify it was possible to establish zones of sponge 
distribution, which correspond closely with the sponging 
grounds of the commercial sponges . 

ACC 2315 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
STUART, M. ; TADDIO, P. ; 
HYDROLOGIC AND BIOLOGICAL MONITORING 
OF LOWER SARASOTA BAY, 1975-1718. 

BIB(_ SARASOTA HIGH SCHOOL, SARASOTA, FL 
ADVANCED MAIL SCI . REPT. HO. 1 . 134 P . 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, zooplankton, (fish, 
invertebrate, temperature, salinity, 
DO, turbidily, tide, wind, wave, 
nutrient, seagrass 

A13STRAC"1': This study of lower Sarasota Bay 
includes wafer quality, zooplankton and grassllal 
monitoring for the years 1975-1978. The water qualify 
monitoring program provided data defining seasonal 
variations for a variety of physical and chemical factors . 
Monthly and annual averages were computed. Since less 
than one lull year of data had been collected. only 
limped conclusions from the zcwplAnkion data could be 
drawn. Indications were flhm the average annual count 
of individuals was fairly high-- about 600N) 
individuals/m3. Data indicated that all of the grassliats 
were productive al some lime and probably contribute 
significantly to the bay food chains . One site appeared 
muse stressed . probably dug to frequent anoxia problems. 

ACC 42.36 : 'IYPG P ; YEAR 1979 
STUCK, K.C. ; P[:KRY, If-M . ; IIEARD, R . W . : 
RECORDS AND RANGE EXTENSIONS OF 
MYSIDACEA FROM COASTAL AND SHELF 
WATERS OF THE EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO 
USA 

BI[3L GULF RES. REP. 6(3) :239-248. 

KEYWORD: distribution, crustacean 

ABSTRACT: Records of 17 spp. of Mysidacea from 
the Gulf of Mexico are presented (including Anchialina 
typica (Krceyer), Bowmaniella portoriceusis (E3aseseu). 
d . lloridana (Holmquist), a . brasiliensis (Dacescu), 
Pseudomma sp . . Siriella thompsonii (H. Milne-Edwards), 
Promysis atlancica (W.M. Tallersall), Metamysidopsis 

switU (Bacescu), Baihymysis renceulata (W.M. 
Tattcrsall), Mysidopsis bigelowi (W.M. Tattersall), M . 
[urca (Bowman), M . bahia (Molenock), M . almyra 
(Bowman), Brazilomysis castroi (Bacescu), Heteromysis 
lormosa (S .I . Smith), Taphromysis louisianae (Banner) 
and T. bowmani (Dacescu)1. d. pohoricensis, 
Pseudomma sp., S . thompsonii and B renoculata are 
recorded from the gulf for the (first time . Range 
extensions within the gulf are established by a typica 
and M . furca . Records of B . castroi and M. almyra from 
the Atlantic coast of the United States are reported . 

ACC 240 ; TYPE : YEAR 1973 
S"I'UItSA . M.L : 
RECREATION AND INDUSTRY -- COASTAL 
RESOURCES . IN J.1 . JONES, RE RING, M. O . 
RINKEL, AND RE. SMITH, EDS . A SUMMARY OF 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE EASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

13113L S"I'n'11 : UNN(:ItSITY SYS7'I :M OF FLORIDA, 
INS"I'I'I'U"fL: 01 : OCfANOGRAPIIY, ST. 
PIE 1'P.FZS13UIlG, ICI . 

KEYWORD: resource, coastal zone, industry, 
recreation, socioeconomic 

A[3S'I'RACI': 'Ilie recreational resources of the 
eastern Gulf support a tourist industry that adds over $5 
billion per year to the economy of the region in addition 
to providing recreational facilities for residents of the 
three states. Over IU million tourists per year visit the 
Gulf Coast of Florida. The Mississippi "Gold Coast" is 
also a popular tourist area . Tourism has little effect on 
the economy of Alabama. Recreational facilities on the 
Gulf Coast do not presently meet the demand for public 
recreation ; beach facilities are in especially short supply. 
Florida has 15 state parks and recreational facilities on 
the Gulf Coast; Alabama has 4; Mississippi has 3. 
Resort and lodging facilities are big business in Florida 
and on the Mississippi Gold Coast. Vacation homes have 
developed on the coastal and estuarine beach areas of all 
states . Several areas of the eastern Gulf Coast are 
manufacturing centers. In Florida, the 'tamps flay area, 
Port St. Joe, Panama City, and Pensacola are the primary 



industrial centers. Mobile is industrialized . Some industry 
is now moving into the Mississippi coastalzone, 
encouraged by the ports at Pascagoula and Gulfport . 
Florida's Gulf Coast has 5 deep-water ports ; Mobile is 
one of the largest, most important ports on the Gulf of 
Mexico ; Pascagoula and Gul(port provide deepwaler 
facilities [or Mississippi . The Gulf Intracoastal Waterway 
provides protected shipping lanes for smaller craft in 
most of the region . Coastal zone land use and planning is 
currently being studied in Florida by the Florida Coastal 
Coordinating Council. Mississippi and Alabama have 
made little progress in planning for coastal zone 
manage ... 

""""" 

ACC 241 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
S"CURSA, M.L ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY PROBLEMS. M J.I. 
JONES, RE RING, M.O. RINKEC, AND RE. SMITH, 
EDS. A SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
EASTERN GULF OF ME?QCA. 

13113L STATE UNIVERSITY sys'n."m OF FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE OP OCIANOGRAYIiY. S'1'. 
NII'LRSI3URG, FL 

KEYWORD: Florida, coastal zone, habitat, industry. 
pollution, socioeconomic, water quality 

ABSTRACT: Storms and hurricanes are the most 
important of the natural environmental quality problems 
affecting the eastern Gulf Coast . Wind, flooding, and 
storm surges are shown to have caused extensive damage 
to coastal areas over the years . These destructive 
elements have taken their toll on beaches, vegetation, 
development, and water supplies . Dredge and fill 
operations are one of the artificial environmental factors 
that have caused problems in the eastern Gulf . 
Statewide, Florida has lost 796,000 acres U( original 
habitat to dredge and fill ; 23,521 acres of Florida's Gulf 
Coast were filled through 1967 . Dredging and filling have 
destroyed many grass beds and much marine habitat in 
Florida . Many wetlands in Mobile Bay have been filled, 
and the extensive dredging necessary for the 
maintenance of the harbor has caused much turbidity 
and sediment in the day. Industrial pollution and sewage 

contamination on the eastern Gulf Coast coexist 
generally with large communities and concentrations of 
industry. It is estimated that 31 percent of the area of 
Florida's west coast estuaries is polluted . Tampa Bay and 
Pensacota day have both had large, pollution-associated 
fish kills. In Alabama, Mobile Bay is extensively polluted, 
and there is some pollution on the Gulf Coast and near 
Dauphin Island. Mississippi has a number of bays and 
estuaries that are undergoing hypertenilization because 
of sewage. Industrial wastes have not yet caused major 
pollution problems in that state. Beach erosion is both a 
natural and man-made environmental problem . In 
Florida 351 miles of Gulf and esluarine shoreline are 
critically eroded ; in Alabama, 32 miles, and 

is that the north-south fluctuations in Loop Current 
position are correlated with sea level at the coast and 
presumably with coastal currents. The results are 
essentially the same using tidal data at either St . 
Petersburg or Key. The phase delay is such that the 
inferred southerly flowing currents on the shelf reach a 
maximum before Loop Current position reaches its 
maximum northern position, by 1 to 3 months. If the 
Loop Current is inherently unstable, as the numerical 
model of Hurlburt and '1'hompson (1980) suggests, the 
wind forcing may merely set the frequency of the 
variability . 

""""" 
ACC 4254 ; TYPE' P ; YEAR 1979 
S'1'UKGI:S, W . : f IOKOTN, G; 

ACC 4141 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 CIRCULA770N IN THE GULF OF MEXICO. 
S fUKGFS . W . ; GVANS, J.C. ; . SYMPOSIUM ON ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH 
ON THE VARIABILITY OF THE LOOP CURRENT NEEDS IN THE GULF OF ME}aC0 (GOMFJ) KEY 
IN THE GULF OF MEX1C0. BISCAYNE, FL (USA) 30 SEPT. 1979 

111131,1 MAR. RI-S . 41 :639-653. I31BL PIZOC. SYMP . GNVIKON . RGS. NGf3Dti IN TI 11 
GULI' OP MEXICO (G()M(:X). KEY RIS(:AYNG, PI_ 

KI :YWOILI) : circulation, currents, loop current . 30 SEP"1'I ;M131 :It-S OC fOlil~.ft 1979 . 
remote sensing, physical, 
oceanography KEYWORD : circulation, loop current, nutrient, 

currents 
Af3S7'RACI': It is of considerable interest to know 
to what extent offshore currents may drive (lows on the 
continental shelf. We have used the northernmost 
position of the Loop Current, from hydrographic data . to 
piece together a time series 13 years long. This record 
samples the lowest frequencies well but undersamples 
the amplitude of variations with periods of about R 
months by a (actor of 2. The "annual" variation V( the 
Loop Current appears to be a relatively broad spectral 
peak rather than a sharp spectral tine . We find as much 
power al periods near 30 months as at periods near a 
year; this is a new result . Both bands seem to be, at 
least in part, wind forced. 'Mere are also fluctuations 
having periods near 8 months, and this may be a beat 
frequency. As the 30-month and annual signals drift in 
and out of phase over about 5 years, the envelope of the 
8-month signal varies from zero to a maximum of about 
25 degrees of latitude, peak-to-peak, which is the same 
as the range of the 30-month signal. Our primary finding 

ABSTRACT: The strongest single feature in Use 
Gut( of Mexico is the Loop Current. "flits flow enters the 
Caribbean and eventually becomes the Gulf Stream . 

The path that it takes, however, is highly time-dependent, 
and this portion of the pre-Florida Current is known as 

the Loop Current. This current is important, not only in 

its own regard, but also in that it injects pinched-of( rings 
to the interior of the Gulf. These rings carry with them 

momentum, salt, and nutrients, which are major 
contributions to the balances of the interior and western 
portions of the Gulf. The Loop Current and its 
variability is likely to be important to understanding the 
exchange of deep water between the Gulf and the 
Caribbean . The Loop Current also may act as a 
significant external driving mechanism !or adjacent areas 
of the west Florida shelf. It is not well known what 
forcing mechanisms control the position, growth, or 
decay of the Loop Current. But the information 
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required for a real understanding of Loop Current 
variability is enormous. A summary is provided on 
recent and ongoing programs in which the data is not yet 
in the open literature. 

ACC 2050; TYPE P ; YEAR 1971 
SUGIRI, G.K.A; 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE TORTUGAS SHRIMP 
FISHERY AND ITS INA}QMUM SUSTAINABLE 
YIELD . 

131F31_ MASTER'S TfiESIS . UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI. 
MIAMI, FL 

KEYWORD: fishery, pink shrimp, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT : Data on the shrimp fishery efforts in 
the "I'ortugas was compiled to obtain figures on 
production . relative abundance, size composition, and 
distributions. Several sources were used including 
interviews, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries and Vessel 
listings . Various statistics are given and implications for 
the fishery industry are discussed. 

ACC 98; TYPE ; YEAR 197(1 
SUHAYDA, J.N . ; WHGL.AN, T. ; COLEMAN, J.M. ; 
BOOTH, J.S . ; GARRISON, LG; 
MARINE SEDIMENT INSTABILITY: INTERACTION 
OF HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES AND BOTTOM 
SEDIMENTS. PAGES 29-40 IN 8TH ANNUAL 
OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE, MAY 
3-6, 1976, HOUSTON, TX OTG2426. 

BIBL OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE. 

KEYWORD: geology, sedimentation, wave height, 
wave speed, wave, sediment transport 

ABSTRACT : Simultaneous measurements of bottom 
oscillations and wave characteristics have been made in a 
study of the interaction of tine-grained sediments and 
surface waves . Wave staffs, pressure sensors, and an 

electromagnetic current meter were placed 150 ft from a 
bottom-emplaced accelerometer package at East Bay, 
Louisiana. Measurements were made in about 64 ft of 
water from an oil platform in an area having a fine-
grained clay bottom . Sediment core samples were taken 
to a depth of 180 ft . The accelerometer package 
consisted of three solid-state accelerometers mounted at 
right angles, and had a response of 3 v/g. The package 
was placed about I It below the mudline. The results o[ 
the experiments indicate that bottom motions under 
wave action show well-defined periodic features . Bottom 
oscillations nn the order of 1 in. in amplitude occurred 
for seas having a significant wave height of about 3 fl 
and period of 5 sec . The bottom appears to be 
undergoing an elastic wave response to bottom pressures. 
so that the bottom is depressed under a surface wave 
crest . Comparison of wave height measurements and 
pressure measurements indicate that bottom pressures 
are not predicted by linear theory for a rigid bottom . 
Pressures were larger than predicted by up l0 35%, in 
many cases . 

ACC Svl : I'l'I'I : : YIAIt 1982 
SUI IAYI)A . .I .N . ; COLEMAN, J.M . ; WIIF:IAN. "I' . ; 
GARRISON . I_1 .. ; 
OSCILLATION OF CONTINENTAL SHELF 
SEDIMENTS CAUSED BY WAVES. PAGES 57-76 IN 
AK FANNING AND RT. MANHEIM, EDS. THE 
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT OF THE OCEAN 
FLOOR. 

t31[3L LEXINGTON BOOKS, LEXINGTON, MA 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, geology, sediment, 
wave energy, wave pressure, sediment 
transport, wave 

ABSTRACT : Measurements have been made of the 
oscillations of bottom sediments on the continental shelf 
induced by the passage of surface waves . A wave staff 
and pressure sensor were placed 45 m from a bottom-
emplaced accelerometer in East Bay, Louisiana. 
Measurements were made in 20 m of water in an area 
where bottom sediments were composed o[ clay and silts . 
A sediment core was taken to a depth of 40 m . The 

results of the experiments indicate that these fine-grained 
bottom sediments move in a wave-like fashion under 
surface-wave action . Bottom oscillations on the order of 
2 to 3 cm occurred under waves having a height of 1 m 
and a period of 5 seconds. The bottom motion appears 
to be an elastic-like response to wave pressure . Estimates 
of the amount of wave energy lost in forcing the mud 
wave indicate that the interaction can significantly affect 
surface-wave characteristics and the stability o[ bottom 
sediments . 

ACC 2181 ; TYPE N ; YEAR 1979 
SULLIVAN, J.K . ; 
THE STONE CRAB, MEMPPE MERCENARIA, IN 
THE SOUTHWEST FLORIDA FISHERY. 

BIf3L HA MAR. RE'S. NJill _ NO. 36. 37 P . 

KI:YWORI): stone crab . migration, fishery, 
cruslacc8 

ABSTRACT : During the 1975-7v commercial 
gapping season in southwest Ilorida. 14,343 stone crabs 
were lagged and during [lie summer closed season, 4,563 
additional crabs were lagged . The 4.4 17(, tagged crabs 
returned indicated inshore movement in fall and ollshore 
migration in spring with little movement by spawning 
females in summer. Spawning females were found 

during every month but must Irequenily from March to 

September. Ovigerous females were of similar size to 
nonovigerous females. Gravid females weighed more 
than similar nonovigcrous females. Other morphomelric 

relationships for males and females are summarized . 

The proportion of each size class composing the 
population is given and claw growth and regeneration 
rates were determined. Twenty to 25% of legal sized 
crabs were in the process of claw regeneration implying 
intense fishery pressure, but indicating survival of 
declawed crabs. Population size was estimated at 9,057 
to 32,036 legal sized crabs available to a trap line during 
one week. Approximately 3 to 8% of the available 
population was caught each time (raps were checked, 



indicating that most legal sized crabs were captured year to test the predictive capabilities of the models. For (locomotion, nutrition and reproduction) is discussed, 
during each commercial season. that year, the first model showed a percent error of along with a systematic survey of the interstitial fauna . 

38.2%, and the second model, 35 .3°6 

""""" 

ACC 325 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
SUTHERLAND, D.R ; FABLE, W.A ; 
RESULTS OF A KING MACKEREL 
(SCOMBEROMORUS GVALIA) AND ATLANTIC 
SPANISH MACKEREL (SCOMBEROMORUS 
MACUIATUS) MIGRATION STUDY. 

BIBL NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, 
PANAMA CITY, FL NOAH-TM-NMFS-SEFG12 27 
PP. 

ACC 2479 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1968 
SWEAT, D.E. ; 
GROWTH AND TAGGING STUDIES ON 
PANULIRUS ARGUS (LATREIIIB) IN THE 
FLORIDA KEYS 

BIBL FLA. BD . CONSERV. MAR RES. LAB ., TECH . 
SER. NO. 57. 30 P . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal water, fishery, KEYWORD: Monroe, spiny lobster, growth, 
migration, king mackerel, spaniah plankton, migration, tagging, 
mackerel temperature, salinity, tide, wind 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 391 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
SITI'IER, F.C. ; CHRISTMAS, J.Y.; 
MULTWNE MODELS FOR THE PREDICTION OF 
BROWN StHUMP HARVEST IN MISSISSIPPI 
WATERS. 

ABSTRACT: Juvenile spiny lobsters (Panulirus 
argue) were studied in the Florida Keys from March 1966 
to August 1968. Various sampling devices and artificial 
habitats were tested in different locations throughout the 
Keys to determine the best areas and most efficient 
techniques for collecting postlarval lobsters. Plankton 
samples indicated that metamorphosis of the phyllosome 
larvae probably occurs offshore, followed by a postlarval 
migration inshore. Results are reported from a tagged 
study of 2500 lobsters released near Key West 

BIBL GULF RES. REP. 7(3):205-210. 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal water, fishery statistics, 
fishery, mathematical model, shrimp, 
brown shrimp 

ABSTRACT: A multilinear regression analysis of 
water temperature, salinity, and number of poatlarval 
brown shrimp in nursery areas was used to predict the 
June and July commercial harvest of brown shrimp in 
Mississippi waters. A total of 80.2% of the variation in 
harvest was accounted for by this model . When an effort 
variable was added to the equation, the amount of 
variation explained by these parameters increased to 
85.4°.fi The coefficients of the two multilinear equations 
were recalculated occlusive of the data set for the last 

ACC 745 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1964 
SWEDMARK, B . ; 
TES INTERSTTTIAL FAUNA OF MARINE SAND . 

BIBL BIOL REV. 39:1-42 

KEYWORD: benthic community, biology, coastal 
water, feeding habit, meiofauna, 
taxonomy 

ABSTRACT: This article discusses the interstitial 
environment and adaptations by the interstitial fauna to 
this unique environment. The biology of these organisms 

ACC 614 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1971 
SWIFT, D.J .P . ; STANLEY, D.J. ; CURRAY, l.R ; 
REI1Cf SEDIMENTS ON CONTINENTAL 
SHELVES: A RECONSIDERATION. 

BIBL J. GEOL 79:322-346. 

KEYWORD: Holocene, Pleistocene, continental 
shelf, geology, sediment 

ABS"I'RAC'I': Relict sediments on shelves, originally 
defined as "remant from different earlier environment," 
are recognized by petrographic criteria (grain size, iron 
staining. etc), fauna, and topography. Recent studies 
have revealed a second set of attributes which indicate 
that these deposits, although originating in an earlier 
environment are dynamic systems which are undergoing 
modification in response to their present environment, 
especially the hydraulic regime, and are approaching a 
state of equilibrium with this environment . The 
modification may be simulated by means of a stochastic 
process model A spectrum of modern shelf regimes and 
the resulting deposits is considered The high-energy, 
tide-dominated shelf seas of western Europe have 
extensively reworked their Pleistocene and Holocene 
transgressive substrates, producing a constructional 
topography and regional textural gradients. Similar 
topography and textural gradients are reported from the 
tide-swept shoals and banks off northeastern North 
America and from farther south in the Middle Atlantic 
Bight, a wave-dominated shelf. Reworking in lower-
energy environments such as the Gulf of Mexico may 
result only in textural mixing of the products of 
deposition of different periods of time and different 
sources. The reworked portions of relict sediments are 
thus a facies in transition, physically induced analogues of 
the chemically induced soil profiles of subaerial surfaces. 
While "relict sediment" is a valuable genetic name for the 
unreworked sediment type, "palimpsest sediment" is a 
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convenient operational descriptive term the reworked 
parts. 

ACC 625 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
SWIFT. D.J .P.; DUANE, D.B. ; PILKEY, O.H., EDS . ; 
SHELF SEDIMENT' TRANSPORT. 

BIBL STROUDSBURG, DOWDEN, HUTCHINSON 
AND ROSS. 

KEYWORD : continental shelf geology, physical 
process, aedimenl transport 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 2182; TYPE P ; YEAR 1972 
SYICES, J.E. ; 
REPORT TO THE NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES 
SERVICE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, ST. 
PETERSBURG BEACH, FISCAL YRS. 1970 AND 
1971. 

BIBL NATL OCEANIC ATMOS. ADMIN. TECH . 
MEM . NMFS SER2 13 P. 

KEYWORD : fishery, resource, fish, estuary, 
development 

ABSTRACT: A biological report from the National 
Marine Fisheries Service presented the following 
conclusions concerning Florida's marine resources from 
1970-1971 studies. Mast of the major coastal and 
offshore fisheries of the United States depend upon 
species rotated to rearing and nursery areas in estuaries 
and the nearshore zone. To maintain and increase 
coastal shell fisheries, it is necessary to provide 
continuing biological production near shore. Such 
provision requires a thorough ecological knowledge of 
the nursery and roaring area . Currently, over 6,000 
engineering proposals for estuarine areas are reviewed 
by federal agencies each year. In view of relentless 
pressures affecting estuaries, this laboratory works with 

other federal agencies and the Gulf states to provide 
data directly applicable to the preservation, maintenance, 
and enhancement of nursery areas that generate valuable 
commercial and recreational species. 

ACC 2283 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1967 
SYKES, J.E . ; 
REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL 
FISHERIES BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, S1: 
PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA FISCAL YEAR 
1966 

BIBL U.S. DEPT. INTER, FISH W1LFL SERV 
CON'I'RIB . NO. 32, CIRC. 257. 18 P. 

KEYWORD : red tide, estuary, productivity, 
management 

ABSTRACT: Progress in estuarine and red tide 
research programs was described The application of 
biological information toward the maintenance and 
conservation of estuarine zones was stressed The 
programs were designed to document the relatively 
unknown scope of biological productivity in the coastal 
zones of the eastern Gulf of Mexico, to measure the 
effect of changes in these zones, and to develop methods 
of increasing marine resources which can be used by 
man . 

ACC 2284; TYPE P; YEAR 1968 
SYKES, J.E. ; 
REPORT TO THE BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL 
FISHERIES BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, ST. 
PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA 

BIBL U.S . DEPT. INTERIOR, FISH WILDL SER, 
CON'1RIB. NO. 39. CIRG 290.17 P. 

KEYWORD: fishery, plankton, ash, physical, 
biological, red tide 

ABSTRACT: 'Ilie major goals of the Laboratory 
were discussed : to explore the relatively unknown scope 
of biological productivity in the coastal zone of the 
eastern Gulf of Mexico ; to measure the effect of changes 
in that zone ; and to develop methods of increasing 
estuarine fishery resources. The report described current 
research on projects in the estuarine and red tide 
programs . The projects included studies o[ sediments and 
organisms in bay bottoms, plankton crops and fish 
residing in and transferring between estuaries and the 
Gulf of Mexico, tmcicity of the red tide organism, and 
experimental rearing of pompano in an impounded 
lagoon . A physical, hydrological, biological and 
sedimentological inventory of Florida estuaries was also 
in progress. A systematic and ecological study of benthos 
in Tampa Bay was reported . 

""""" 

ACC 2285; TYPE P; YEAR 1970 
SYKES, J.E. ; 
REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL 
FISHERIES BIOLOGICAL. LABORATORY, ST: 
PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA FISCAL YEAR 
1969. 

BIBL U.S. DEPT. INTERIOR, FISH WILDL SER ., 
CONTRIB. NO . 55, CIRC. 342.22 P 

KEYWORD : temperature, salinity, DO, nutrient, 
turbidity 

ABSTRACT: Highlights of research for the 6 year 
period included analysis and publication of data related 
to effect of engineering on the esluarine resource and 



completion of field work on the Florida portion of the 
cooperative Gulf of Mexico estuarine inventory. In 
addition, data supplied through testimony to the Florida 
legislature assisted in establishment of an aquatic 
preserve ; and after a local hearing in which laboratory 
data were presented, a municipality disapproved a 
potentially damaging engineering project. 

""""" 

ACC 2286; TYPE P; YEAR 1966 
SYKFS, J.E. ; F7T1[1CANE, J.H. ; 
OCCURRENCE IN TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA OF 
IMMATURE SPECIES DOMINANT IN GULF OF 
MEXICO C0M0MERC7AI. FISHERIES. 

BIBL FISH. BULL 65(2)369-379. 

KEYWORD: seasonal, distribution, commercial 
fishery, fishery, salinity, blue crab, pink 
shrimp, brown shrimp 

ABSTRACT: Species inhabiting the Tampa Bay 
estuary in early life & entering Gulf fisheries as adults 
were discussed 7Wenty three species of major 
importance in Gulf of Mexico commercial fisheries were 
found inhabit Tampa Bay during immaturity. Seasonal 
and aerial distribution was described for the species 
common to Tampa Bay biological collection and catches 
in the Gulf. Although most of these species were 
distributed throughout the Bay system, Old Tampa Bay 
harbored greater numbers than any other area . 
Hillsborogh Bay, an area of the system similar to Tampa 
Bay in salinity regime, harbored fewer important species 
than any other area . Its relatively law production was 
attributed to the toes of the natural habitat through 
human alteration. The role of the estuary on producing 
species important in Gulf fisheries was discussed, and the 
need for preservation of estuarine nursery areas was 
stressed. 

""""" 

ACC 2183 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1962 
TABB, D.C.; DUBROW, D.L ; JONES, AE. ; 
STUDIES ON THE BIOLOGY OF TIC PINK 
SHRIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM BiJRKENROAD, 
IN EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK, FLORIDA 

BIBL ST. BD . CONSER, UNIV. MIAMI MAR. LAB . 
TECH. SER . NO. 37, 2\1-32 P 

KEYWORD: biology, pink shrimp, tide, 
temperature, salinity 

ABSTRACT: Studies in the Everglades National 
Park indicated that populations of Penaeus duorarum 
postlarvae peaked during the spring and early summer 
and reached law points in the late summer and fall . 
Peak numbers of postlarvae generally coincided with the 
peak velocity of the flooding tides Juvenile P . duorarum 
abundance peaked from June to September and were 
lowest in December and January. P. duorarum were 
determined to be sensitive to sudden sold temperatures 
and were observed to respond by entering deeper water. 
Carapace length-frequency distributions demonstated 
time and characteristics of periods o[ juvenile 
immigration into the nursery and size during emigration 
to offshore grounds. Pink shrimp were determined to be 
tolerant of diverse salinity ranges. 

ACC 2480; TYPE P; YEAR 1962 
TABB, D.C. ; DUBROW, D.L ; MANNING, RB. ; 
THE ECOLOGY OF NORTHERN FLORIDA BAY 
AND ADJACENT ESTUARIES. 

BIBL MAR. LAB., UMV. OF MIAMI, TECH. SER. 
NO. 39, 81 P. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, ecology, turbidity, fish, 
invertebrate, sediment, benthic, 
currents, salinity, DO, tide, wind, 
seagrass 

ABST'RAC'T: Florida Bay was characterized by 
turbidity, shallow waters and dominant cover ('I'halassia). 
Fauna and flora of the offshore regions were found to be 
rotated to the major substratum types A large iodine of 

fishes and invertebrates into the study area in the late 
fall, corresponding to lower salinilies, was noted . 
Analysis of bottom sediments provided an estimate of the 
character of the bottom as a substratum for benthic 
organisms and gave an indication of the nature of 
deposition o[ the various sediment size fractions in 
relation to currents, wind transport and fresh water 
source . 

ACC 2481 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
TABB, D.C. ; HEAD, E.J. ; (TROPICAL 
BIOINDUSTRIES DEV. CO.); 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY AND CObIINF.NTARY 
ON PHASE 1-HARBOR COURSE DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN. 

BIBL IN: ENVIRONMENTAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND 
HYDROLOGICAL. REPORTS TO ACCOMPANY 
PLANS FOR PHASE I-HARBOR COURSE 
DEVELOPMENT . ..OCEAN REEF CLUB. P.1-17, 
SEC. 1 

KEYWORD : Monroe, biological, hydrological, 
community, salinity 

ABSTRACT: A survey of environmental conditions 
to accompany plans for a proposed expansion of the 
Ocean Reef Club on Key Largo was conducted . M 
examination was made of the Dispatch Slough area, and 
the mangrove communities occupying the Slough were 
described. A determination was made whether or not 
these communities are effectively intertidal, irrespective 
of their elevation in relation to surveyed mean sea level . 
Additionally, an assessment of the importance of the 
mangrove communities of the slough as contributors to 
adjacent biological systems was presented Comments 
were given on the impact of the proposed development 
plan on the Slough and adjacent coastal areas. 
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ACC 2482; TYPE P; YEAR 1962 
TABB, D.C ; JONES, AC.; 
EFFECT' OF HURRICANE DONNA ON THE 
AQUATIC FAUNA OF NORTH FLORIDA BAY. 

BIBL TRAMS. AM . FISH. SOG 91(4):375-378. 

KEYWORD: Monroe, ocygen, mortality, salinity, 
dissolved mcygen, fish, pink shrimp, 
storm event, hurricane 

ABST'RACI': A report on the effects of Hurricane 
Donna on aquatic fauna in North Florida Bay was 
presented In December 1960, Hurricane Donna caused 
heavy mortality among aquatic faunA in Noah Florida 
Bay. 'the depletion of cKygen due to the decomposition 
of organic material resulted in subsequent mortality. 
Within 6 weeks, salinitiea were normal; however, 
dissolved cKygen concentrations remained unusually low 
for a longer period . In regions of greatest cKygen 
depletion, aquatic fauna were scarce for many months. 
Sport fish catches declined right after the hurricane, but 
recovered within 1 to several months, depending upon 
the area. Moreover, juvenile pint shrimp cowed from 
their estuarine nursing grounds into deeper water 
appracimately 60 miles offshore. 

ACC 2483 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1961 
TABB, D.G ; MANNING, RB. ; 
A (~~:(1Q13T OF THE FLORA AND FAUNA OF 
NORITIERN FLORIDA BAY AND ADJACENT 
BRA(]QSH WATERS OF THE FLORIDA 
MAINLAND OOLI.ECPF.D DURING THE PERIOD 
JULY 19ST THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1960. 

BIBL BULL MAIL SCI . GULF dt GIRIBB. 11(4):552-
649. 

KEYWORD : Monroe, invertebrate, fish, physical, 
distribution, abundance, temperature, 
salinity, flora, fauna 

ABSTRACT' Collections from the marine and 
brackish water areas of northern Florida Bay and 
adjacent estuaries resulted in 432 species of plants, 

invertebrate animals and fish. Notes on their abundance, 
tolerance to changes in the physical environment, and 
distribution in relation to habitat were included. 
Fluctuations in distribution and abundance in a natural 
environment were studied . 

ACC 2205 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
TAGATZ, M.E. ; TOBIA, M. ; 
EFFECT OF BARITE (BAS04) ON DEVELOPMFNf 
OF ESTUARINE COMMUNITIES. 

BIBL ESTUAR. COAST. MAR SCI . 7 :401-407. 

KEYWORD: drilling mud, larvae, barium, annelid 

ABS'T'RACT: Barite, the primary component of oil 
drilling muds, was placed in aquaria with flowing 
estuarine water, and communities developing from 
planrtonic larvae were observed. Aquaria contained: 
sand only; 1 part barite and 10 parts sand ; 1 pan barite 
and 3 parts sand; or sand covered by 0.5 cm barite. After 
10 weeks exposure fewer animals were found in barite 
covered sand and the 1 barite :3 sand aquaria. Annelids 
were particularly affected . Data indicate large quantities 
of barite could affect the colonization of benthic animals 

""""" 

ACC 2206; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
TAGA'I'Z, M.E ; IVEY, J.M. ; C.EHMAN, H.K. ; 
OGLESBY, J.L ; 
EFFECTS OF A LIGNOSUFONATE-TYPE 
DRILLING MUD ON DEVELOPMENT OF 
EXPERIMENTAL ESTUARINE MACROBENTFUC 
COOTIES 

BIBL NE GULF SCI. 2(1) :35-42 

KEYWORD : drilling mud, larvae, coelenterate, 
polychaete 

ABSTRACT: Communities developing from 
planktonic larvae in aqauaria containing flowing 
estuarine water and various proportions of sand and 

drilling mud were evaluated. Annedlids and 
coelenterates were fewer in aquaria containing drilling 
mud than aquaria with sand only. Exposures to drilling 
mud reduced both numbers of individuals and species . 
These and other data suggest large discharges of drilling 
mud could adversely affect the colonization of substrata 
by bethnic animals . 

ACC 2207 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
TAGA'I7, M.E ; IVEY, J.M. ; OGLESBY, J.L ; 
Tommy OF DRILLING-MUD BIOCIDES TO 
DEVELOPING PSIUARINE MACROBSN'I'FIIC 
COMMLJMTIES 

BIBL NORTHEAST GULF SCI . 3(2):88-95 . 

KEYWORD: community, drilling mud, drilling, 
mollusc, polychaete 

ABSTRACT : The effects of the biocides Surtlo B33 
(25% dichlorophenol and other chlorophenols) and 
Aldacide (91°.fi paraformaldehyde), which are used in 
drill mulls for oratory drilling [or oil offshore, on 
developing macrobenthic communities were examined 
from laboratory treatments lasting 7 weeks. Thirty seven 
species from 6 phyla were represented among the 1,941 
animals developed from planklonic larvae. Abundance 
of chordates, molluscs, and anelids were significantly 
reduced in treatments of 819 ug Surflo.B33/1 as 
compared to controls ; molluscs were also significantly 
fewer in treatments of 41 ug/1 . Aldacide concentrations 
of 15 and 300 ug/1 did not significantly affect average 
numbers of animals or species, indicating that 
paraformaldehyde should be considered as an alternative 
biocide to highly taocic chlorophenols for use in natural 
waters. 
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ACC 2208; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
TAGATZ, M.E. ; IVEY, J.M. ; LEHMAN, H.K. ; 
OGIESBY, J.L ; 
EFFECTS OF A LICrNOSULFONATE TYPE 
DRILLING MUD (AS USED IN FJQ'LORA'I'ORY 
DRIWN(3 FOR OIL OFFSHORE) ON TIC 
DBVF.LOPMF.NT OF EST[JARINE 
MACROHEN'IMC CObIINUN11IE,4. 

BIBL 

KEYWORD: drilling mud, drilling, coelenterate, 
mollusc, polychaete, crustacean 

ABSTRACT: Effects of a lignodulfonate type drilling 
mud (as used in exploratory drilling for oil offshore) on 
the development of estuarine macrobenthic communities 
was studied Specifically, the effects on the community 
composition were : 1) annelids and coelenterates were 
significantly fewer in aquaria containing drilling mud than 
in the control aquaria, and 2) arthropods were 
significantly affected by mud cover aver sand Molluscs 
were also diminished in this environment but not 
significantly. Overall, it was concluded that the discharge 
of large quantities of drilling mud at levels tested in the 
laboratory will adversely affect the colonization of 
various substrata by benthic animals in nature. 

ACC 2558; TYPE P; YEAR 1968 
TAGATL, M.D. ; 
BIOLOGY OF 'III BLOB CRAB, CALIINECTES 
SAPmUS RA'IHBUN, IN THE S1: JOHNS RIVER, 
FLORIDA 

BIBL FISH. BULL 67(1):17-33. 

KEYWORD : blue crab, spawning, mollusc, fish, 
crustacean, temperature, salinity 

ABSTRACT: A description of the biological 
characteristics of Callinectes aapidus in the St. Johns 
River was presented. Blue crabs commonly mated from 
March to July and from October to December in the St. 
Johns Rivet The proportion of males and females that 
matured at a small size was larger in saltwater than in 

freshwater. Blue crabs spawned in the first 30 km of 
river above the mouth and the eggs hatched in the ocean 
within 6 km of shore. Spawning began as early as 
February and continued through October. Some blue 
crabs of both sates migrated from the St. Johns River to 
the Intracoastal Waterway, to 4 other rivets, and to the 
ocean . Many females tagged in the ocean were 
recaptured in inland waters throughout the year. During 
the spawning season some reentered the SG Johns River 
for a second spawning within 15 days after their eggs 
hatched. Blue crabs 5 to 200 mm wide fed principally 
upon molluscs (primarily clams and mussels), fish, and 
crustaceans (amphipods and crabs). They ate the same 
type of food regardless of crab size, area, and season. 

""""" 

ACC 2559; TYPE P; YEAR 1969 
TAGA'I'4 M.E ; 
GROWTH OF JUVENILE BLUE CRAB, 
CALIINECTFS SAPIDUS RATHBUN, IN THE S1: 
JOHNS RIVER, FLORIDA. 

BIBL FISH. BULL 67(2):281-28& 

KEYWORD: growth, blue crab, temperature, 
salinity 

ABSTRACT. Molt intervals of the blue crab 
Callinectes sapidua were similar at fresh and salt water 
sites, but the average growth was determined to be 
generally more per molt in salt water. From April to 
mid-November the mean molt interval was 11 days for 
crabs 20 to 29 mm wide ; it increased to 41 days for crabs 
130 to 139 mm wads Frequency of molting decreased in 
winter, but most juveniles 20 to 59 mm wide molted 2 or 
3 times. Growth increments per molt varied from 7.8 to 
50%. Mean growth increments, by 10 mm width groups, 
was 20.9 to 34.2% . Estimates indicated that most blue 
crabs in the S4 Johns River reach harveatable size (width 
of 120 mm) within one year after hatching. 

ACC 553 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
TANNER, W.R ; 
OIL PROSPECTS IN TIC GULF OF ME3QC0 
REGION. 

BIBL TRANS., GULF COAST ASSOC GEOL SOG 
26:345-348. 

KEYWORD : coastal water, exploration, geology, oil, 
resource, sedimentology 

ABSTRACT: Assessment of the relative merits of 
poorly explored regions can be made on the basis of a 
structural-sedimentological analysis of information from 
as few wells as one per region. The pertinent variables 
are (1) mean grain size, (2) sorting or clay content, (3) 
organic matter, and (4) rate of burial. 'Ills information is 
readily available from cores or samples, and reasonably 
good estimates can be made from modern log suites. For 
a "Most Attractive" rating, the possible reservoir beds in 
a well to be studied should have the mean size in the 
sand category, and sorting should be good-to-excellent 
(very little clay or fine silt) ; associated rocks should have 
a relatively high content of organic matter, and the 
indicated burial rate should be high . A less satisfactory 
assessment, using these same concepts, can be roads on 
the basis of general geological knowledge without well 
data . Under these circumstances, the required 
sedimentological information can be estimated on the 
basis of regional geological knowledge. These techniques 
do not apply in dominantly carbonate or evaporate 
sections and hence cannot be used in the Florida and 
Yucatan areas . For the rest of the coastal plain and 
continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico region, 
application of the tour basic ideas indicates that the most 
attractive targets are in the state of Louisiana and 
Tabasco (and immediately adjacent areas), and that 
lesser production can be expected as one mores along 
the coast away from these prime targets. 
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ACC 718; TYPE ; YEAR N/AN 
TANNER, W.F. ; 
FLORIDA GULF COAST SURF ZONE WAVE 
POWER DATA 

BIBL DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY, FLORIDA 
STATE UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD: mineralogy, sediment texture, 
sediment, wave amplitude, wave 
length, wave period, wave speed, 
model, sediment transport 

ABSTRACT: Surf zone wave power dale along the 
Gulf coast of Florida, has been collected by the Geology 
Department of Florida State University since 1971 . 
Measurements of surf zone waves have been made along 
the coast at intervals of approecimately 800 meters or less. 
These data have been correlated with ocean wave data 
for the same time periods, and computer models have 
been generated. Associated sediment data, including size 
analysis and mineralogy for 60 stations along the coast, 
has been collected to verity computer model theorized 
cross of erosion and deposition. 

""""" 

ACC 2147; TYPE P ; YEAR 1959 
TANNER, W.R; 
NEARSHORS STUDIES IN SEDIMBNPOLAdY AND 
MORPHOLA(3Y ALONG THE FLORIDA 
PANHANDLE COAST. 

BIBL J . SEDIMENT. PET 29(4):564-574. 

KEYWORD: sediment, chemical, grain size, 
assemblage, microfauna 

ABSTRACT' A general cowry of the nearshoro 
(<10 miles offshore) sediments of the Florida panhandle 
region was conducted from 1955 to 1958. 
Sedimentological parameters investigated included 
chemical composition, grain size and roundness, heavy 
mineral content, microfaunal assemblage, and ripple 
marts and related features. Quartz was found to be 
dominant while heavy minerals were rare within the 
study area. Sediment grain size increased in a seaward 

direction. Sedimentation was thought to be regulated by 
small changes in bathymetry. Shell fragments were 
uncommon in most locations, although fauna containing 
hard pans were abundant . 

""""" 

ACC 4232; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
TAPANES, J.J . ; GONZAI EZ-OOYA, R; 
CAUSES AND PREDICTION OF ROUGH SEAS IN 
TES GULF OF MEXICO G111PF.(HE BANK AND 
CUBAN SHELF WATERS AND THEIR AFFECT ON 
FISHERIES. 

BIBL REV. INVEST. MAR. 2(2) :3-108. 

KEYWORD : wind, wave, fishery, meteorology 

ABSTRACT: Wind fields in the Gulf of Mexico, 
Campeche Bank and Cuban shelf waters are presented, 
due principally to cold fronts, trade and southern winds, 
and its influence on wave generation . The influence of 
such winds upon fishery activities in the shelf waters is 
also outlined. 

ACC 320; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
TATUM, W.M. ; 
EXPERIMENTS IN OVERWIMP.RIN(3 FLORIDA 
POMPANO AND WINTER CULTURE OF RAINBOW 
TROUT. 

BIBL ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF 
CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES, 
MONTGOMERY, AL NOAH-75092905. 22 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, fishery, 
mariculture, fish 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC ?39; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
TAYLOR, J.L ; FEIGENBAUM, D.L ; STURSA, M.L ; 
UTILIZATION OF MARINE AND COASTAL 
RESOURCES. IN J.I . JONES, M.E. RING, M.O. 
RINKEI, AND RE. SIrIITH, EDS A SUMMARY OF 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE EASTERN GULF OF 
MPJQCO. 

BIBL STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA, 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, ST. 
PETERSBURG, FL 

KEYWORD : resource, socioeconomic, commercial 
fishery, sport fishery, estuary, snapper, 
grouper, stone crab, spiny lobster, 
mullet, sea trout, blue crab 

ABSTRACT: This article is a review of commercial 
and sport fisheries in the Gulf of Mexico with particular 
attention to those in the eastern region between 
Tortugas and the Mississippi Delta. Estuarine 
dependence of these fisheries is emphasized, and data 
are presented on fishery production and the fishing 
industry. Production potential and the future of Gulf 
fisheries are discussed, together with prospects for 
rearing selected species by techniques of aquaculture . 
Important aspects of state fisheries are summarized for 
eastern Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. 
The most important fisheries in the eastern Gulf are 
described in detail. These include fisheries for shrimp 
menhaden, industrial bottom fish, snappers and groupers, 
mackerel, mullet, seatrout, oyster, blue crab, stone crab, 
and spiny lobster. The impact of these fisheries on such 
wet land resources as tidal flats, mangrove swamps, salt 
marshes, and contiguous freshwater marshes is also 
covered, and a brief discussion of barrier beaches is 
presented 
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ACC 756 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
TAYLOR, J.L ; 
EVALUATION OF DREDGING AND OPEN WATER 
DISPOSAL ON BENT'HIC ENVIRONMENTS : GULF 
INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY- APALA(HICOLA 
BAY, FLORIDA TO LICE HORGNE, u 

BIBL U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, MOBILE 
DISTRICT, MOBILE, AL 51 PP . 

KEYWORD: benthic community, biology, dredging. 
benthic, fauna, productivity 

ABSTRACT: From November, 1977 to February, 
1978, 784 benthic samples were oollbcted from 28 sites 
from Apalachicola Bay, Florida to Lake Borgne, 
Louisiana . These samples were taken to evaluate the 
effects of past maintenance dredging operations on 
bottom communities of the Gulf Intraoosstal Waterway. 
Objectives were to characterize the benthic fauna at 28 
sites along the waterway, estimate biological productivity 
and food web relationships at each site and rate the 
disposal sites with regard to environmental impact of 
dredge disposal. 

""""" 

ACC 852; TYPE ; YEAR 1961 
TAYLOR, R; 
PHASOPNYTA OF THE EASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

BIBL PH.D . DISSERTATION. DUKE UNIVERSITY, 
DURHAM, NC 300 PP. 

KEYWORD: benthic flora 

ABSTRACT: A throe year survey beginning in 1958 
was undertaken to study the Phaeophyts of the eastern 
Gulf of Mexico and Beaufort, North Carolina. ne study 
included specie determination and counts of 
Phaeophyts. 

""""" 

ACC 1065; TYPE ; YEAR 1953 
TAYLOR, W.R; 
SKETCH OF THE CHARACTER OF THE MARINE 
ALGAL VEGETATION OF THE SHORES OF THE 
GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL FISH . BULL 89:177-192 

KEYWORD : algae, biology, botany, flora, marine 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 2252; TYPE P; YEAR 1968 
TAYLOR, J.L ; SALOINAN, CH.; 
SOME EFFECTS OF HYDRAULIC DREDGING 
AND COASTAL DEVELOPM[ENT IN BOCA CIEOA 
BAY, FLORIDA 

BIBL FISH. BULL 67(2):213-41 . 

KEYWORD: seagrass, fishery, infauna, meiofauna, 
temperature, salinity, DO, chlorophyll, 
nutrient 

ABS1'RACI': Some effects of hydraulic dredging and 
coastal development on Boca Ciega Bay were discussed. 
It was estimated that the lasses due to the filling of the 
Bay by hydraulic dredging has reduced Boca Ciega Bay 
by about 20°.G since 1950. In terms of annual production, 
the minimum estimates of loss were 25,841 metric tons of 
seagrass, 73 metric tons of fishery products and 1,091 
metric tons of infauna, occlusive of meiofauna . 
Secondary lasses due to sedimentation, turbidity, and 
domestic sewage was suggested to add additional 
inestimable losses 

ACC 2332; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
TAYLOR, J.L; 
THE CHARLOTTE HARBOR ESTUARINE SYST'F.M. 

BIBL F1A SCIENTIST 37(4):205-16. 

KEYWORD : Charlotte, pollution, risk temperature, 
salinity, DO, turbidity, nutrient, 
chemistry, mollusc, dredging, pollution 

ABSTRACT: 'il~e Charlotte Harbor estuary was 
described . It is about 35 by 30 miles at the extremes with 
more than 200 miles of shoreline and comparatively little 
contamination. Vegetation includes salt mash, 
mangrove and other peninsular Florida Gulf coast 
communities which are highly productive. Dredging and 
development had an inverse effect on more than 11,000 
acres near Port Charlotte, Punts Gorda, Cape Coral and 
Fort Myecs. Additional acres were closed to shell fishing 
because of pollution. Further manmade changes have 
threatened the value of the estuary as a fishing ground 
and hatchery for commercially valuable marine fishes. 

""""" 

ACC 4142; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
TAYLOR, RG. ; MCMICHAEL, RH. ; 
THE WIRE FISH-TRAP FISHERIES IN MONROB 
AND COWER COUNTIES, FLORIDA 193 

BIBL FL MAR. RES . PUBL NO. 39. 19 P. 

KEYWORD : biomass, demecsal fish, commercial 
fishery, fish trap, fish, fishing effort, 
fishing gear, grouper, reeffish, biology 

ABSTRACT: The commercial fish-trap fishery in 
Monroe and Collier Counties was investigated from 
November 1979 through September 1980. Fishing 
grounds, techniques, trap design, and catch composition 
are described. A total of 1,694 trap hauls containing 
10,226 fishes of 111 species were monitored in the 
Monroe County fishery. Target fishes in Monroe County 
made up 69.2% of the total weight and 50.7°rb of the 
total number monitored. Throe of the ten most 
numerically abundant species were target species. 
Serranids composed 71 .0°fi of the target weight and 
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29.4°.b of the target number monitored in Monrce 
County. Average yield in Monroe County was 4.9 
kg/haul ; 3.4 kg were target species. 'I\vo hundred 
seventy trap hauls monitored in the Collier County 
fishery contained 3,111 fishes of 28 species. Target fishes 
in the Collier County fishery made up 70.1°fi of the total 
weight and 27.9° of the total number monitored . 
Epinephelus mono, the mast abundant target species in 
the Collier County fishery, made up 91.0°b of the target 
weight and 73.(Wb of the target number monitored. 
Average yield in Collier County was 4.4 km/haul ; 3.1 kg 
were target fishes Trap loss was estimated at 63°.fi per 
year, however, the fishing life and catch rate of lost traps 
remain unclear. There was no significant difference 
between the mean fork lengths of five species of 
serranids taken from traps constructed of two different 
mesh sizes Four percent of all fishes observed were 
dead or injured. Tle mast commonly injured fishes were 
chaetodonids and pomacanthida 

""""" 

ACC 143 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
T'ECHCON, INC; 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONMRING PROGRAM FOR 
THE MOBIL OIL EXPLA)RATION AND 
PRODUCING SOUTHEAST, INC TEST WELL IN 
MOBILE BAY, ALABAMA. 

BIBL MOBIL OIL EXPLORATION AND 
PRODUCING SOUTHEAST, INC. NEW ORLEANS, 
IA 7 VOLS . 

KEYWORD: benthic community, biology, chemistry, 
geology, hydrography, physical process, 
sedimentology, water quality, offshore 
drilling, drilling 

ABS'I'RACI': Mobil Oil Exploration and Producing 
Southeast, Inc. acquired four oil and gas leases in Mobile 
Bay, Alabama in 1969. Applications for drilling permits 
were filed in 1970 but the State of Alabama did not 
provide water quality certification and clear the way for 
drilling until 1978. The Mobile Bay Environmental 
Monitoring Program performed for Mobil Oil Southeast 
Exploration and Producing, Inc by Tec6Con, Inc has 
furnished both a clear demonstration of the clean 

operation of the test well and an excellent baseline for 
important characteristics of the Mobile Bay estuary . 
Based upon the results of these studies, it is evident shat 
natural environmental variability induced by seasonal 
changes and periodic climatological extremes exceeds by 
far any effects which the drilling operation might have 
had on this estuary . Much better predictions can now be 
made of the impacts of additional test drilling and 
production in Mobile Bay . And finally, examination of 
this database identifies those aspects of the ecosystem 
which will provide meaningful information at a realistic 
cost during monitoring of future development of oil 
resources in the Bay. 

ACC 808 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
TEMPLE, RF. ; HARRINGTON, D.L ; MARTIN, J.A ; 
MONTHLY TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY 
MEASUREMENTS OF CONTINENTAL SHELF 
WATERS OF THE NORTHWESTERN GULF OF 
HiE)QCO, 1963-1965. 

BIBL NOAH TECH. REPORT NMFS SSRF-707 

KEYWORD : salinity, temperature, hydrography, 
physical oceanography 

ABSTRACT: Monthly temperature and salinity data 
were collected at 8 transects totalling 40 stations west of 
the Mississippi River to the Texas-Mexico border from 
January 1963 to December 1965. In addition, 10 stations 
on 2 transects were occupied bimonthly in 1963 east of 
the Mississippi River. 

""""" 

ACC 865 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1985 
TEMPLE, RF. ; MARTIN, J.A ; 
SURFACE CIRCULATION IN THE 
NORTHWESTERN GULF OF MEXICO AS 
DEDUCED FROM DRIFT BOTTLES. 

BIBL NOAH TECH. REPORT IN PRESS. 

KEYWORD: drift bottle, currents, wind direction, 
circulation 

ABSTRACT": Over 7900 drift bottles have been 
released in the northwest Gulf of Mexico out to the 100 
fathom line in an effort to describe the surface 
circulation patterns of this area . A total of 523 bottles 
have been returned within 15 days and 430 returned 
between 16-30 days after release. Additional bottles have 
been returned after 30 days. 

ACC 67; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
TERECO CORPORATION ; 
LITF,RATVRE REVIEW OF MISSISSIPPI SOUND 
AND ADJACENT AREA. 

BIBL U.S . ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, MOBILE 
DISTRICT, MOBILE, AL 

KEYWORD: biology, geology, hydrology, 
oceanography, physical process, 
bibliography 

ABSTRACT: The present report summarizes 
published and pertinent unpublished information relative 
to environmental and biological characteristics of the 
nearshore sea bottom of the northeastern Gulf of 
Mexico. The study area extends from the East Pearl 
River, Mississippi to a point 14 miles east of Pensacola, 
Florida and from the shoreline to a depth of 22 fathoms 
Preparation of the present report has entailed an 
extensive search of the available literature, including 
articles published in technical journals, a variety of 
reports to and by government agencies, and university 
dissertations (as listed in Dissertation Abstracts). All 
significant sources have been examined and abstracted 
for the pertinent information . Where major data gaps 



existed in the published literature, unpublished 
information was sought by telephone or by visitation. 
From the published and unpublished information the 
narrative section of this report and the supportive maps 
have been prepared. The annotated references and an 
index have also been included 

ACC 1037; TYPE ; YEAR 1980 
TERECO CORPORATION; 
I1TF,RA'IURS SEARCH AND SELECTION OF A 
STIR OFF MOBILE, ALABAMA FOR DISPOSAL OF 
DRILLING MUD AND Q)TI'IN(3S. 

BIBL TERECO CORPORATION, COLLEGE 
STATION, TX 127 PP. 

KEYWORD: bibliography, biology, gas, geology, 
meteorology, oceanography, oil, 
operations, drilling mud, drill cutting 

ABSTRACT: This report presents the background, 
methodology and justification for the selection of a site 
off Mobile, Alabama, for the disposal of drilling mud and 
cuttings. The drilling mud and cuttings will come from 14 
proposed wells to be drilled aver the next seven years in 
Mobile Bay by Mobil Oil Exploration and Producing 
Southeast, Inc. The quantity of drilling mud and cuttings 
produced by each well is estimated to be 4,900 cubic 
yards; therefore, the total amount of waste for disposal is 
estimated to be 68,600 cubic yards. It is planned that the 
material will be disposed by hopper barge on a per well 
rate of appracimately 700-900 cubic yards every six 
weeks. 

""""" 

ACC 4162; TYPE P; YEAR 1985 
TETRA TECH, INC. 
FATE AND BFFECIS OF OIL DISPERSANIS AND 
CHEMICALLY DISPERSED OIL IN THE MARINE 
ENVIRONMENT 

ACC 2333; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
TEXAS INSTRUMENT'S, INC. ; 
BBNT7-IIC MACROINiVERTEBRATES, IN: 
PRELIMINARY BIOLOGICAL REPORT FOR THE 
PROPOSED DESOT'O SITE DEVELOPMENT. 

BIBL PREPARED FOR THE MINERALS BIBL KEPT. PREPARED FOR FLORIDA POWER 
MANAGEMENT SERVICE (CONT'RAC'T X14-12- AND LIGHT CO. 586 PP . 
0001-30157). SAN DIEGO, CA. 114 PP. 

KEYWORD: hydrocarbon, al spill, oil, oil residue, 
biological, physical, chemical, bioassay 

ABST'RAC'T : The fate and effects of oil dispersants 
and dispersed oil are reviewed in this report Wield tests 
indicate that total petroleum hydrocarbon concentrations 
in the upper few metes of the water column (typically 1-
60 ppm immediately after dispersant application, with 
concentrations decreasing rapidly with depth) decrease 
by at least an order of magnitude within several hours. 
Therefore, chemical dispersal of nesrshoro al slicks may 
effectively prevent stranding of concentrated oil on the 
shore. Dispecsants have been effective at removing oil 
stranded on beaches, but further research is needed to 
clarity the specific circumstances that lead to penetration 
of dispersed oil into sediment. Subkthal effects of 
modern oil dispersants on marine organisms have been 
demonstrated at dispeeaant concentrations of less than 
100 ppm. Acute lethal concentration (L.C50) value 
ranged from about 10 to 50,000 ppm. With initial 
average concentrations in the field sparred to be about 
0.5-2 ppm in the upper 3 m of the water column, 
relatively short-term and localized effects from 
dispasants alone are expected under actual field 
conditions in field experiments, use of dispersants on 
nearshoro oil slicks has usually decreased initial effects 
on subtidal and intertidal communities. Limited case 
history data indicate, in general, that adverse effects 
caused by dispersant or dispersed al have been observed 
only in cases where dispersant has been applied directly 
to sled shorelines. In most cases, the relatively short-
term effects of chemical dispersal of oil slicks may be 
acceptable to mitigate long-term effects of untreated al 
on the... 

KEYWORD : Charlotte, baseline study, seasonal, 
abundance, distribution, benthic, 
invertebrate, substrate, temperature, 
salinity, DO, turbidity, chemistry 

ABSTRACT: A baseline biological study was 
conducted to develop a comprehensive data base 
reflecting historical trends and present ecological 
conditions in the study area. The field sampling program 
was designed to inventory flora and fauna of the study 
area and describe spatial and seasonal patterns in their 
abundances and distribution . Terrestrial as well as 
aquatic environments were sampled. Ile waters of the 
study area were divided into 3 regions : 1) the Peace 
River (typical flowing freshwater environment), 2) the 
Peace River estuary; and 3) Charlotte Harbor. The most 
obvious influence on distribution ; composition and 
abundance of benthic macroinvertebrates in the Peace 
River stations was riverflow . Density of organisms was 
reduced during the periods of increased flow, when much 
of the infauna was dislodged from the substrate . The 
Peace River estuarine stations demonstrated a readily 
apparent transitional nature of the benthas . The 
Charlotte Harbor benthic communities were cxtremely 
diverse and complex . No one [actor maintained an 
overall controlling influence on the community dynamics 
of benthic macroinvertebrates in this area . It did appear, 
however, that major controlling factors in Charlotte 
Harbor were salinity and substrate type, while in the 
Peace River, flaw rate was the most influential factor. 
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ACC 2148; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
THISTLE, D . ; LEWIS, RG., III ; 
LITERATURE SEARCH ON THE SOFT'-BOTTOM 
BEKI'HOS OF THE OPEN WATERS OF THE GULF 
OF 11EJQC0. IN: PROG OF A SYI". ON 
BNVIRON. RESEARCH NEEDS IN 'ICE GULF OF 
MEXICO, KEY BISGYNE, FLORIDA, 30 SEPT.-5 
OCI: 1979. D.K ATWOOD (CONVENER} 

BIBL NOAA/ERL, ATLANTIC OCEANOGRAPHIC 
AND METEOROLOGICAL LAB., MIAMI, FLA VOL 
IIB. P. 31.52 

KEYWORD : benthic, continental shelf, pollutant, 
community, faun 

ABSTRACT: This summary paper presents a review 
of soft-bottom benthic fauna) studies from intertidal, 
continental shelf, and deep sea habitats of the Gulf of 
Mexico. Studies on the effects of pollutants on benthic 
communities are also included The spacsity of 
information on the continental shelf land deep sea 
benthas is noted. The authors recommend intensive 
studies on the continental shelf benthos and a whole 
suite of studies on individual organism and community 
responses to pollutants. 

""""" 

ACC 699; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
THOMPSON, P.A ; CEMING, T.D.; 
SEASONAL DESCRIPTION OF WINDS AND 
SURFACE AND BOTPOM SAIIMTIES AND 
'IEh(PERATURES a THE NORTHERN GULF OF 
bff+)Q00, OCTOBER 1972 TO JANUARY 1976 

BIBL NOAH TECH. REPT. NMFS SSRT-719. 44 PP 

KEYWORD: hydmgraphy, meteorology, wind, 
salinity, temperature, seasonality 

ABSTRACT: Seasonal surface and bottom salinities 
and temperatures in the northern Gulf of Mexico are 
described. The area surveyed, from October 1972 to 
January 1976, was between Mobile Bay, Alabama (long. 

88 00'w), and Atchatalaya Bay, Louisiana (long . 91 30' 
w), from 5 to 50 fathoms (9 to 91 m). 
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ACC 2193; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
THOMPSON, M.J.; GILI.ILAND, LD ; . 
TOPOGRAPI-IIC MAPPING OF SHELF EDGE 
PROMINENCES OFF SOUTHEASTERN FLORIDA 

BIBL SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 21(2):155-164 . 

KEYWORD: topographic, side scan sonar, 
biological, substrate, distribution, hole, 
coral, reef 

ABSTRACT- The Sebastian Pinnate system, a zone 
of topographic prominencxs along the eastern 
continental shelf edge of Florida was mapped with side 
scan sonar and tachometer tracings. The major features 
of the zone were formed from combined geophysical and 
biological forces. Substrate distribution patterns are a 
result of deposition and erosion by the Florida Current. 
Periods of lower sea level caused differential erosion and 
dissolution of underlying limestone, forming holes and 
crater like depressions throughout the area . Major relief 
was found to be due to mounds of solicit limestone and 
relict coral reefs. 

ACC 2202; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
THOMAS, J.R ; 
BFMWC SPECIES DIVERSITY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL STABILITY IN THE 
NORTHERN INDIAN RIVER, FLORIDA 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY. 

KEYWORD: depth, rodaoc, sediment, temperature, 
DO, salinity, benthic, diversity 

ABSTRACT: Benthic samples were taken with a 
ponar grab along a transect in the northern Indian River, 
Florida, during the summer of 1973 to examine benthic 

species diversity. Species richness and evenness varied 
inversely with water depth. Species richness was also 
significantly related to the redaoc potential of the 
sediments. Oxygen availability, as determined from the 
rcdooc potential, was believed to be more important than 
environmental stability in regulating species diversity . A 
biological indicator was proposed to assess sediment 
instability due to dredging activities in the estuary . 

ACC 2484 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1961 
THOMAS, LP. ; 
DISTRIBUTION AND SALINITY TOLERANCE OF 
THE AMPI-IIURID BRITI'IESTAR, 
OPI-IIOPHRAC3NUS FILOCiRANEUS (LYMAN,1875} 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 11(1):158-160. 

KEYWORD : Monroe, distribution, echinoderm, 
seagrass, salinity, echinodermata 

ABSTRACT: This short note gives the distribution 
of the amphiutid, Ophiophragmus Cilograneus, in Florida 
and discusses the ecology of the species. 0. filograneua 
was collected from Whitewater Bay, Florida, at a salinity 
of 7 .7 0%0, a record low for echinoderms. The eswarine 
domain of echinoderms is reviewed. 
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ACC 2485 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1964 
THOMAS, LP. ; 
A11PI-IIODIA ATRA (ST111]PSON) AND 
OPI-IIONP.MA IN'I'RICATA UPIKEN, ADDITIONS 
'PO THE SHAIlAW WATER AMPI-IIURID BRITTLE 
STAR FAUNA OF FLORIDA (ECHINODERMATA 
OPI-IIUROIDEA} 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . GULF do CARIBB . 14(1):158-
167 . 

KEYWORD: Monroe, echinodermata 

ABSTRACT: Ophionema intricate Lutken and 
Amphiodia atra (Stimpson) were reported for the first 
time from Florida waters. Descriptions and illustrations 
were presented, and Anaphiodia gyraspia H.L Clark and 
A limbata (Grebe) were synomrmized with A atra. A 
discussion of the genus Amphiodia was included. 
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ACC 2531 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1961 
THOMAS. LP . ; MOORS, D.R. ; WORK, R.C. ; 
EFFECTS OF HURRICANE DONNA ON THE 
TURTLE GRASS BEDS OF BISGYNE BAY, 
FLORIDA 

BIBL BULL MAR SCI . GULF 6c CARIBB. 11(2):191 
197. 

KEYWORD: Dade, growth, storm, seagrass, 
hurricane 

ABSTRACT: The dry weight o[ Thalassic 
testudinum washed ashore Biscayne Bay during 
Hurricane Donna of 1960 was estimated Destructive 
agents other than wind were discussed Although a great 
deal of 'I1halassia was washed ashore, damage to the 
'Itialassia beds was considered light and a rapid growth 
rate contributed to an early recovery from storm damage. 

""""" 

ACC 4191 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
THOMPSON, J.H., JR. ; BRIGHT, T.J ; 
EFFECTS OF AN OFFSHORE DRILLING FI,iJID ON 
SELECTED CORALS . 

BIBL PROC. SYMP./RES. ENVIRON. FATE EF. 
DRILL FLUIDS CUTTINGS 2:1044-1078. 

KEYWORD: offshore drilling, drilling fluid, coral, 
agarcia 

ABST'RAC'T: Not available. 

ACC 2038 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
THORHAUG, A; SHROEDER, P.B . ; 
SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF SUBSTANCES 
E11UTIED FROM POWER PLANTS ON 
SUBTROPICAL AND TROPICAL POPULATIONS OF 
THE SEAGRA.SS THAI.A3SU TESTUDINUM: 
TEMPERATURE, SALINITY, AND HEAVY 
METALS 

BIBL PRESENTED AT WASTE HEAT MGT. do 
UTILIZATION SECOND CONE, MIAMI BEACH, 
FL.A. P. XI-B-72-90. 

KEYWORD: seagrass, heavy metal, temperature, 
salinity 

ABSTRACT: The effects of temperature and salinity 
on metal uptake in Thalassic testudinum were examined 
in an effort to determine synergistic relationships found 
in sites impacted by energy related industry. Metals used 
were zinc, cobalt, cesium, manganese, silver, and iron. 
Specimens were collected from the field but all work was 
done in the laboratory. Sublethal and lethal synergistic 
effects were found for several combinations of factors. 

ACC 2486; TYPE P ; YEAR 1965 
THORHAUG, AL; 
ASPECTS OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL 
MORPHOLOGY AND BIOLOGY OF THE GENUS 
PEMQILUS, A GREEN MARINE ALGA 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI . 
MIAMI, F7.. 

KEYWORD : Monroe, distribution, seasonal, 
reproduction, morphology, growth, 
depth, currents, sediment, algae 

ABST'RAC'T: Penicillus in the Biscayne Bay and 
Florida Keys region was studied for distributions, relative 
densities, seasonal variations, and favorable 
environments. Plants were mast abundant in the summer 
and on sandy or mud bottoms Space competition was 
important in determining growth of Penicillus, as were 
depth, current velocity, and predation . Growth occurred 
through asexual reproduction by vegetative propagation. 
Morphology and growth were also studied in the lab 
revealing a growth me o[ 0.7 cm/week and a mean 
height of 5 .7 cm. 

""""" 

ACC 2532; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
THORHAUG, A; ROESSLER, M.A ; 
SBAGRASS COMMUNITY DYNAMICS IN A 
SUBTROPICAL ESIUARINE LAGOON 

BIBL AQUACULTURE 12:253-277. 

KEYWORD: Dade, seagrass, distribution, algae, 
sponge, coral, temperature, DO, 
turbidity, currents, nutrient, 
echinoderm 

ABST'RAC'T: Temporal and spatial distribution of 
major plant and animal species in Biscayne Bay were 
investigated. The major plant species, and the standing 
crop and production of the plant material were 
determined . The major animal species were not equally 
distributed; in the nearshore turtle grass community, 
species of Pagurus, Heopanope, Hippolyte, Cerithium, 
Bulls, Prunum and Modules were dominant . In mid-bay 
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where patchy turtle grass plus green algae occurred, than males in calculated mean lengths at ages one ACC 2316; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 
nor and Chondrills were dominant . Near the fringing through four. Calculated fish lengths at age differed TIFFANY, W.J . ; 
islands where tidal flow caused more oceanic conditions, among areas of capture. Fish taken from the Whitewater BRUSHY BAYOU AND LIDO KEY STUDY FOR 
the community was dominated by sponges, urchins and Bay-Coot Bay area were larger at ages one through four CITY OF SARASOTA 

than fish of. . . 

ACC 4143; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
THUS, E.B.; RUTHERFORD, ES . ; BUKER, D.G. ; 
AGE, GROWTH, AND MORTALITY OF THE 
COMMON SNOOK, C.EN'IROPOMUS 
LJNDBQMALIS (BI.DCH), IN EVERGLADES 
NATIONAL. PARK, FLORIDA. 

""""" 

ACC 1025 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
THURMAN, GL; 
ASPECTS OF ANOXIC METABOLISM IN THE 
FIDDLER CRAB UG IrIINAX AND THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF FIDDLE CRABS OF THE 
GENUS UCA ALONG THE NORTHERN COAST OF 
'III GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL NEW COLLEGE OF THE UNIV. SO. F1A, 
ENVlR . STUD. PROG . KEPT. 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, mollusc, sponge, polychaete, 
echinoderm, salinity, DO, management 

ABSTRACT: Macrobenthic data from Brushy Bayou 
and South Lido Key, Sarasota, Florida were compiled. 
The species collected of molluscs, sponges, polychaetes, 
echinoderms, oligochaetes, and bryozoa arc listed and 
enumerated. Recommendations are made for the future 
management of the area. BBL SOUTH FLORIDA RESEARCH CENTER REP . 

T-683. 32 P . 

KEYWORD: biology, fish, recreational fishery, life 
history, spook, reproduction, 
recruitment, coastal 

ABSTRACT: A study was made of age, growth and 
mortality of 325 spook, Centropomus undecimalis 
(Block), collected from apoAfishermen in Everglades 
National Park from May 1976 through December 1979. 
Fish sampled ranged in length from 294 to 940 mm F.L 
(mean = 643 +/-11 mm) and in weight from 0.7-11 .6 kg 
(mean = 3.03 +/-0.17 kg) . Females ranged in length 
from 464-940 mm (mean = 680 +/-25 mm) and in weight 
from 1.0-11 .6 kg (mean = 3.64 +/-0.49 kg). Males 
ranged in length from 284-889 mm (mean = 632 +/-14 
mm) and in weight from 0.7-7.2 kg (mean = 284 +/-0.18 
kg) . Mean lengths of fish were largest in spring and 
smallest in winter. 'lucre was no differences in mean 
length among areas of capture . Spook were aged by 
scale annuli. Annulus formation occurred in spring 
(March-May). Ages of fish were mainly four- and five-
year olds. Recruitment to the fakery began at age two 
and was completed by age six . The oldest fish sampled 
was eight-years old. The overall sex redo favored males 
3/1, but the ratio decreased steadily with age . The mean 
age of females was significantly greater than the mean 
age of males. There were no differences in mean age of 
fish among areas of capture. Mean calculated growth of 
all mock was 375 mm F.L in the first year and 57-90 
mm F.L thereafter. Females were significantly larger 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
FLORIDA, PENSACOLA FL 75 PP. 

KEYWORD : benthic fauna, crab, distribution, 
temperature, dissolved aocygen, afros 

ABSTRACT: Fiddler crabs of the genus Uca have 
been identified and distributions described from 20 
stations along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico from 
Tampioo, Mexico to the Florida Keys. IAbontory 
experiments have been conducted to describe the anaocic 
metabolism of Uca minax. Laboratory animals held 
under various environmental conditions were monitored 
for levels of protein, lactic acid, glycogen, and LDH 
(lactate dehydrogenase) . LD SO experiments were 
conducted at various temperatures to describe the 
fiddle's ability to withstand anaocia . 

""""" 

ACC 1317 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
TIFFANY, W.J. ; 
CHECKLIST OF BFM'I-IIC INVERTEBRATE 
COMMUNITIES IN SARASOTA BAY WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO WATER QUALITY 
INDICATOR SPECIES. 

BIBL CON'I'RIB . NO . 2, FLOWER GARDENS 
OCEAN RES. CM, MAR BIOMED. INSTIT., 
GALVESTON, TX 123 P. 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, invertebrate, benthic, 
sediment, community, temperature, 
salinity, DO, turbidity, water quality 

ABSTRACT This study presents a checklist of 
benthic marine invertebrates in Sarasota and Roberts 
Bays and characterizes their habitats by sediment types 
and community structure. Five species of marine benthic 
invertebrates were established as bioindicators for 
various unhealthy water quality parameters, and six 
species were correlated to healthy water conditions 



Sarasota Bay proved more stable and healthier than 
Roberts Bay. 

""""" 

ACC 2318; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
TIFFANY, W.J.; HEYL, M.G.; 
INVERTEBRATE MASS MORTALITY INDUCED BY 
A (3Y11NODIMUM BREVE RED TIDE IN GULF OF 
ME}QCO WATER AT SARASOTA, FLORIDA 

BIBL J . ENVIR. SCI . HEALTH A13(9):635-662 

KEYWORD : Sarasota, invertebrate, mortality, red 
tide, DO 

ABSTRACT: M outbreak of red tide 
(Gymnadinium breve) during September 1978, resulted 
in a mass mortality of certain invertebrates at Turtle 
Beach, Florida. The invertebrate kill was suggested to 
be due to the effects of the tacic dinoflagellate rather 
than other factors such as low DO. 

""""" 

ACC 2349; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
TIFFANY, W.J . ; 
MASS MORTALITY OF LIJIDIA SENEGALENSIS 
(LAMARK, 1816) ON CAPTIVA ISLAND, FLORIDA 
WITH A NOTE ON ITS OCCURRENCE IN 
FLORIDA GULF COASTAL WATERS. 

BIBL FUN. SCIENTIST 41(1):63-64. 

KEYWORD: Lee, mortality, invertebrate, 
echinodermata 

ABSTRACT: A mass mortality of Luidia 
aenegalensis occurred on February 18, 1977 on Captive 
Island, Florida. The occurrence of the nine armed sea 
star in Florida Gulf coastal waters was discussed . The 
cause of the mass mortality was not determined . 

ACC 4258; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
TILLERY, J.I3 . ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF BUCCANEER 
GAS AND OIL FIELD IN THE NORTHWESTERN 
GULF OF HiFJQCO, 1975-1980. VOLUME 6- TRACE 
METALS. 

BIBL NOAA/NMFS, GALVESTON, TX (USA). NOV 
1980. 

KEYWORD : trace metal, sediment, suspended, oil 
and gas, pollution, heavy metal 

ABS'I'RACI': Concentrations of Ag, AI, As, Ba, Be, 
Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Hg, Fe, Mn, Mi, Pb, Sb, Se, Sr, TI and 
7n were determined in surticial sediments, subsurface 
sediments, suspended particulate matter, seswater, 
produced brine, crude oil and various tissues of biological 
organisms collected seasonally near two petroleum 
production platforms. Concentrations of Ba, Cd, Cr, Co, 
Cu, Mn, Pb, Sr, Hg and 7n in surficial sediments have 
been rotated to the platforms or activities on them 
Trace metal concentrations in suspended particulate 
matter are higher than in bottom sediments . Seawater 
trace metal concentrations are within the range reported 
for shelf waters . Produced brine discharge have 
concentrations of Ba, Cd, G, Fe, Hg, Mn, Sr, Tl and Zn 
that are higher than seawater and vary with time . No 
evidence of excessive bioaccumutation of trace metals in 
marine organisms from the area around the production 
platforms was established. Seasonal variations of trace 
metals were observed in various marine organisms 

ACC 4275 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1980 
TILLERY, J.B. ; THOMAS, R.E. ; 
HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATION FROM 
PETROLEUM PRODUCTION PLATFORMS IN THE 
CENTRAL GULF OF IKFJQCO. 

BIBL RES . ENVIRON. FATE AND EFFECT'S OF 
DRILLING FLUIDS AND CUTTINGS CONE, LAKE 
BUENA VISTA, FL 562-587 . 

KEYWORD: heavy metal, trace metal, sediment, 
petroleum, pollution 

ABSTRACT- Southwest Research Institute 
conducted a multidisciplinary study o[ the long-term fate 
and effects of petroleum production platforms in the 
central Gulf of Mexico (Louisiana OCS) . This report 
covers the trace metal investigations of that study. The 
objectives of the trace metal investigations of this 
program were (1) to determine the concentration of 
selected trace metals (Ba, Cd, G, Cu, Fe, Ni, Pb, 7n, V) 
in sediments and biotic samples, (2) to determine if these 
metal concentrations can be related to petroleum 
production activities (past and present), (3) to determine 
if bioaccumulation of trace metals has occurred and can 
be detected in species that inhabit the area around 
petroleum production platforms, and (4) to determine 
which marine species could be used as indicators of 
metal pollution. 

""""" ACC 1033 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1964 
TOLBERT, W.H. ; SALSMAN, G.G. ; 
SURFACE CIRCULATION OF THE EASTERN 
GULF OF ME)QCO AS DETERMINED BY DRIFT 
BOTTLE STUDIES. 

BIBL J. GEOPHY. RES . 69(2):223-2,30. 

KEYWORD: drift currents, drift pattern, drift 
measurement, surface currents, wind 
drift current, physical oceanography 

ABSTRACT : During the 28-month interval from 
September 1960 through December 1962, drift bottles 
were released periodically from a stationary platform 
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located 20.4 km offshore from Panama City, Florida . Of 
the 951 bottles released, 276 or 29 per cent, were 
recovered. Approximately 67 per cent of the returns have 
been found along a 350-km section of coastline expending 
from Cape St. George wear to the Florida-Alabama line ; 
20 per ant of the returns were from the Florida east 
coast and keys, and 12 percent were found along the 
coasts of Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. 
Comparison of the drift-bottle data with heal wind 
information indicates that the primary mechanism of 
surface water transport in the vicinity of the release point 
is wind-induced currents, which either transport the 
bottles to local beaches or to regions where permanent 
a semipermanent currents can displace them to western 
or southern shores. 'lle results of this study are also 
compared with other drift-bottle studies conducted in the 
Gulf of Mexico. 

""""" 

ACC 4144 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
TOPP, RW. ; INGIE, RM. ; 
ANNOTATED LIST OF POST-1950 LT1ERAIURE 
PERTAINING 'PO DISTRIBUTION OF GULF OF 
MEXICO FISHES 

BIBL FLA DEPT. NAT. RES ., MAR. RES. LAB. 
SPEC SG. REP. 33.17 P. 

KEYWORD: fish, distribution, commercial fishery, 
biology, ichthyoplanrton, demersal 
fish, pelagic fish, recreational fishery 

ABSTRACT: This list presents 204 references to 
published and unpublished reports containing 
ichthyofsunal lists from Gulf of Mexico localities. 
References dealing with specific taxa are not included 
Each annotation designates the shelf wbregion where 
collections were made, the number of species collected, 
and the gear aced. M index to collection areas is 
included . 

""""" 

ACC 559 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1952 
TRASK, P.D. 
STRENGTH OF SEDIMENTS IN THE GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

BIBL IN: PROCEEDINGS 2ND CONFERENCE ON 
COASTAL ENGINEERING . P. 145-157 

KEYWORD : continental shelf, engineering, geology, 
sedimentation, sediment 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 363; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
TREFRY, J.H . ; FREDERICICS, AD. ; FAY, S.R ; 
BYINGTON, M.L ; 
HEAVY METAL ANALYSIS OF BOTTOM 
SEDIMENT. 

B1BL BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. FIRST QUARTERLY REPORT 
FOR BLM- MAFIA OCS STUDY. 

KEYWORD: MAFIA carbonate, chemistry, heavy 
metal, sediment texture 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 917 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
TREFRY, J.H . ; 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF POTENTIALLY TOXIC 
HEAVY METALS IN THE SEDIMENTS OF SAN 
ANTONIO BAY AND THE NORTHWEST GULF OF 
Iv]EJQCO. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . TEXAS A&M 
UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE STATION, TX 105 PP 

KEYWORD: cadmium, carbonate, carbon, copper, 
iron, lead, manganese, nickel, salinity, 
zinc, sediment, heavy metal 

ABSTRACT- A total of 123 sediment samples were 
collected from 48 sites in San Antonio Bay and the 
Mississippi River delta between June, 1972 and July, 
1973 and analyzed for the heavy metals Fe, Mn, Pb, 7n, 
Cd, Cu and calcium carbonate and organic carbon . 
Samples were collected during cruise 73-A-9 of the RN 
Alaminos and cruise 73-L2 of the R/V Longhorn. Data 
include scatter plots of various heavy metals . 

""""" 

ACC 2150 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1981 
TREFRY, J.H. ; 
A REVIEW OF EXISTING KNOWLEDGE ON 
TRACE METALS IN TES GULF OF MEXICO. IN: 
PROG OF A SY11P. ON ENVIRON. RESEARCH 
NEEDS IN THE GULF OF MEXICO, KEY 
BISGYNF, FIARIDA, 30 SEPT.-5 OCT. 1979. D.K 
ATWOOD (CONVENER} 

BIBL NOAA/ERI, ATLANTIC OCEANOGRAPHIC 
AND METEOROLOGICAL LAB ., MIAMI, FIA VOL 
LIB . P. 2u-259. 

KEYWORD: trace metal, sediment, carbonate 

ABSTRACT: This summary paper reviews the state 
of knowledge on the trace metals in the Gulf of Mexico . 
Sediment metal studies for the Gulf of Mexico show that 
carbonate rich Florida shelf to be almost devoid of 
sedimentary metals in great contrast to the Mississippi 
Delta and outer shelf areas to the west of the Delta. 
The author notes that these differences are strictly a 



function of source material, in that >90% of the massive 
sediment load of the Mississippi River is deposited in an 
area <1°fi of the Gulf. The scarcity of available data is 
noted, and future research needs are outlined. 

""""" 

ACC 2151 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
TREFRY, J.H. ; FELDHAUSEN, P.H . ; 
TRACE METAL GEOCHEMISTRY OF FLORIDA 
GULF COAST SEDIMENTS. 

BIBL FI.A SCI . 42(SUPPL 1)21 . 

KEYWORD: trace metal, geochemistry, distribution, 
heavy metal, sediment, organic carbon 

ABSTRACT: Over 400 sediment samples from the 
West Florida continental shelf were analysed for total 
and leachsble Ba, Cd, G, Cu, Fe, Ni, Pb, V, and Zn to 
determine the distribution and abundance of heavy 
metals in shelf sediments. Total metal concentrations 
showed an increasing trend offshom and to the west, 
which was correlated with increased abundance of 
sediment clays and organic carbon. Distribution trends 
ace presented for each metal and the proportion of 
metal leached, and correlated with sediment type. Five 
trace metal regions and several modes of metal 
accumulation am Identified. 

""""" 

ACC 2152; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
TREFRY, J.H.; TROCINE, R; METZ, S. ; 
TRACE METAL ANALYSIS OF BOTTOM 
SEDIMENT. 

BIBL FINAL KEPT. FOR BLM, SOUTHWEST 
FLORIDA OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF STUDY . 
26 P 

KEYWORD: trace metal, sediment, carbonate, grain 
size, barium, cadmium, copper, iron, 
nickel, chromium, vanadium, lead, zinc 

ABSTRACT: Sediment samples from 15 sites on the 
southwest Florida continental shelf were analysed for Ba, 
Cd, G, Cu, Fe, Ni, Pb, V, and 7n to provide baseline 
data on sediment trace metal contents of areas proposed 
as oil drilling sites. All samples were analyzed after 
leaching with nitric acid Trace metals concentrations 
throughout the area were law and uniform, due to the 
high carbonate fraction (>90°b at 13 or 15 sites) of the 
sediment, which is characteristic of the area. The 
potential biological availability of sediment metals is 
assessed 

net fisheries of south Florida . Of the three types of gear, 
recreational hook and line appeared to be the least 
selective and gill net the most selective [or particular 
sizes fo king mackerel. Size composition in each area 
varied considerably among months; patterns of size 
change were discernible in some areas. Sizes of king 
mackerel varied significantly among areas and years. 
Catches from south and northwest Florida contained high 
proportions of small fish <?00 mm F1A; those from 
Texas and North Carolina contained mostly medium-
sized fish (700-900 mm FL). Mean lengths of king 
mackerel were larger in 1978 than in 1977 in all areas 
except northwest Florida. In northwest Florida, modal 
fork lengths were 749 mm in 1968-69, 649 mm in 1977, 
and 549 mm in 1978. The majority of the smallest fish 
(400-600 mm F1.) were recruited to the fisheries in 
Florida, but the range and areas of abundance of king 
mackerel smaller than this arc known. For purposes of 
evaluating effects of minimum size regulations, the kin 
population was divided into groups (the Florida winter, 
immature, spawning, and Louisiana groups). Females 
dominated catches in all size groups and in all areas and 
yeas, except for south Florida in 1978. Annual, or ranges 
of annual, estimates of percentage female by area were 
as follows: Texas, 60.8-622°b; Louisiana, 91.9-922°.U; 
northwest Florida, 57.1-75 .196., South Fda, 40.2-75.496. 

""""" 
ACC 4145 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
TRENT, L; WILLIAMS, RO. ; TAYLOR, RG. ; 
SALAINAIV, CH . ; MANOOCH, GS. III; ACC 2350; TYPE 0; YEAR 1978 
SIB, SEX RATIO, AND RECRUITMENT IN TSUI, P.T.P. ; BREEDLOVE, B.W. ; 
VARIOUS FISHERIES OF KING MACKEREL, USE OF THE MULTIPIE.PLATE SAMPLER IN 
SOOMBEROMORUS CAVALLA, IN THE BIOLOGICAL MONITORING OF THE AQUATIC 
SOU'T1fEASTERN UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENT, 

BIBL FISH. BULL 81(4):709-721 

KEYWORD : biology, fish, commercial fishery, king 
mackerel, recruitment, seasonality, 
reproduction, distribution, recreational 
fishery, length, spawning 

ABSTRACT: Data from over 54,000 king mackerel, 
Scomberomorus cavalla, were analyzed to evaluate 
spatial 8c temporal variations in size and sex composition 
in seven areas of the southeastern United States. Data 
ware obtained from recreational hook-and-line and gill 

BIBL F1.4 SCIENTIST 41(2):110-116. 

KEYWORD: Lee, biological, invertebrate 

ABSTRACT- Field studies revealed that the 
diversity of macroinvertebrates collected by the multiple-
plate sampler is time dependent. Pilot studies to 
determine optimum exposure period were recommended. 
Comparisons of samples of macroinvertebrates collected 
by the multiple-plate sampler and the petite ponargrab 
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from both lentic and lotic environments resulted in 
significant differences. 

ACC 2153; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
TURGEON, D.D. ; LYONS, W.G. ; 
A TROPICAL MARINE MOU.U3GN 
ASSEMBLAGE IN THE NORTIEBASTERN GULF OF 
ME}QCO 

BIBL BULL AN. INAIACOL UNION INC 88-89. 
(ABST'RACI). 

KEYWORD: mollusc, reed fouling, sediment, 
community, assemblage 

ABSTRACT: Two hundred and fifty-one molluscan 
specie, including 179 gastropods 63 bivalves, 8 
polyplaoophonns, and 1 acaphopod, are reported from 
the Florida Middle Ground, a reef in the northeastern 
Gulf of Mexico. Specimens occurred as epizooica on 
corals, among fouling organisms, and in biogenic 
sediments in three samples from the reef Of the 
gastropod species, 6496 belong to 9 families of typically 
small taxa (micromolluscs). Mast bivalves are reef-
inhibiting epizooia or borers along with some sponge 
dwellers and small species adapted for living among 
coarse sediments. This molluscan assemblage has distinct 
tropical affinities with nearly all species also occurring 
commonly in shallow water communities in the Florida 
Keys, Bahamas, and Caribbean, 

ACC 2487; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
TURMEL, R.J.; SWANSON, RG. ; 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF RODRIGUF.Z HANK, A 
HOLOCENE MUDBANK IN THE FLORIDA REEF 
TRACE 

BIBL J . SEDIMENT. PETROL 46(3):497-518. 

KEYWORD : Monroe, sediment, wave, algae, reef, 
hydrography, flora, geology, geologic 
history 

ABSTRACT: Rodriguez Bank off Key Largo, 
Florida consists of unconsolidated calcarcoud sediments 
deposited during a period of sea level rise with minimal 
wave action. Unlike modern coral-slgal reefs, the bank 
has no rigid organic framework, but has accumulated as 
direct and indirect results of plants. Algae contribute 
most of the sediment Four eoologic zoos are described 
and their importance in the reef building is assessed. 
Although the biotic assemblages and hydrography have 
changed since its initial development, the bank has 
become a stable topographic feature. 

ACC 49 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
TURNER, RE; ALLEN. RL; 
BOTTOM WATER OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN 
THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER DELTA BIGHT. 

BIBL CON'TRIB. MAR . SCI. 75:161-172 

""""" KEYWORD: coastal zone, continental shelf, 
dissolved aocYBen, hS'droBraPhY, 
hypcscia, oceanography, physical 
process 

ABSTRACT- Bottom water oxygen concentrations in 
the Mississippi River Delta Bight are commonly below 
saturation values. Hyparic conditions (leas than 3 mg/1) 
most otters occur in shallow depths, west of the delta 
during summer. The hypacic layer may be only a few 
meters thick and located on the bottom. An unusual 
midwater oxygen-depleted zone was observed south of 
Mobile Bay. The acygen-minimum layer from deep water 
in the Gulf of Mexico may connect with low oxygen 

zones at the shelf break In situ decomposition of 
material sinking from the surface layers is the mast likely 
major caygen consuming process. Lack of vertical mixing 
due to stratification probably contributes to the hypcncic 
summer conditions when oxygen concentration values are 
lowest. 

ACC 50 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
TURNER, RE; ALLEN, RL; 
PLANKTON RESPIRATION RATES IN THE 
BOTTOM WATERS OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
DELTA BIGHT. 

BIBL CONTRIB. MAR. SCI. 25:173-179. 

KEYWORD: benthic community, biology, 
continental shelf, plankton, respiration 
rate, sediment, dissolved oxygen, 
suspended, chlorophyll, phytoplankton 

ABSTRACT': Community plankton respiration 
(CPR) rates in the bottom waters of the Mississippi 
River Delta Bight ranged from 0.12 to 8 mg cKygen m-3 
h-1 in July and November, 1976. Mean values were 
similar on both cruises, and between east and west halves 
of the delta in July. The observed rates are high enough 
to influence significantly and possibly dominate factors 
influencing cKygen concentrations. The regional low 
oxygen concentrations that commonly occur are probably 
influenced as well by benthic respiration and by 
stratification. The role of suspended sediments in 
deriving variations in average CPR rates appears to be of 
minor importance since equal rates occurred in areas 
wish and without a nepheloid layer. In July CPR was 
correlated with variations in chlorophyll a concentrations, 
thus indicating that phytoplankton sinking is probably a 
major factor determining regional variations in CPR 

""""" 



ACC 144 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
TURNER, 2E. ; BRODY, M.S.; 
HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX MODELS : 
NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO BROWN SHRIMP 
AND WHITE SHRIMP. 

BIBL U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.G 
FWS/OBS-82/10-54. 24 PP . 

KEYWORD: biology, coastal water, continental 
shelf, habitat, life history, 
mathematical model, shrimp fishery, 
brown shrimp, management 

ABST'RAC'T: The habitat use information and 
habitat suitability index (HSl) models in this report on 
northern Gulf of Mexico brown shrimp and white shrimp 
are intended for use in impact assessment and habitat 
management The models were developed from a review 
and synthesis of existing information and are scaled to 
produce an index of habitat suitability between 0 
(unsuitable habitat) and 1 (optimally suitable habitat). 
Assumptions used to transform habitat use information 
into the HSI model and guidelines for model 
applications, including methods for measuring model 
variables, are described. These models am hypotheses of 
species-habitat relationships, not a statement of proven 
cause and effect relationships. The models have not been 
field-tested, but have been applied to four hypothetical 
data sets which are presented and discussed. For this 
reason, the U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service encourages 
model user to convey comments and suggestions that 
may help increase the utility and effectiveness of this 
habitat-based approach to fish and wildlife management 

ACC 4237 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
TURNER, J.T. ; COLARD, S.B . ; WRIGHT, J.G ; 
MITCHELL., D.V . ; STEEI.E, P. ; 
SLJMIvD:R DISTRIBUTION OF PON1'ELLD 
COPEPODS IN TIC NEUS'PON OF THE EASTERN 
GULF OF MEXICO CONTINENTAL SHELF 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 29(3):287-297. 

KEYWORD : distribution, neuston, abundance, 
salinity, zooplankton, crustacean 

ABSTRACT' 'Mrolve species of pontellid copepods 
(Calanopia americana, C.abiodcera acutifrons, L aestiva, 
L neri, L scorn, Pontella atlantica, P . meadi, P. 
mimocerami, P . securifer, Pontellina plumata, Potellopsis 
bcswis and P. perspicax) were collected in summer of 
1976 in 158 neuston samples from the eastern 
continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico. Proadults, most 
of which were Pontells meadi copepodids, were more 
abundant than adults, accounting for 77-88% of the total 
number of pontellids collected . 'Ilus, together with . 
spermatophore attachment to 70-85% of the P . meadi 
females collected indicates that summer is a period of 
active breeding for this species Them were no clear 
trends of abundance at the surface vs. time of day for 
either adults or juveniles. Off Mobile Bay, Panama City 
and Cedar Key (Florida USA), the pontellid assemblages 
were dominated by species generally considered to be 
coastal, but off Tampa Bay, S pontellid species previously 
thought to exhibit oceanic distributions were collected in 
low salinity (34.42-35.54 per mill.) surface waters over 
the continental shelf. Among these was P . atlantica for 
which there are no prior reliable reports from the Gulf 
of Mexico. Ile presence of oceanic species in 
continental shelf waters suggests that broader 
zooplanlcton sampling is needed to define zooplankton-
water mass relationships in the eastern Gulf of Mexico. 

""""" 

ACC ?A88 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1972 
TURNEY, W.J. ; PERK(NS, f3.R ; 
MOLi.USCAN DISTRIBUTION IN FLORIDA BAY. 
SEDIMENTA III, THE COMPARATIVE 
SEDIMEN'I'OLOGY LABORATORY. 

BIBL UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI . DIVISION OF 
MARINE GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS 

KEYWORD: Monroe, salinity, wind, mollusc, crab, 
sponge, algae, currents, echinoderm, 
circulation, seagrass 

ABSTRACT: Within Florida Bay 4 subenvironments 
were designated according to the physical characteristics 
of salinity and variability of salinity, water circulation, 
and wind The fauna of Florida Bay was found to be 
dominantly molluscan, principally gastropods and bivalves 
which were represented by about 100 genera and ]40 
recognized species. A few "index species" and several 
"consistently common species" defined 4 molluscan suites 
whose distributions seemed to be controlled by the 
environmental influences characterizing the 4 
subenvironments. Molluscan debris was determined to 
comprise 58 to 95°6 of the sediment particles greater 
than 1B mm. It was suggested that the disintegration 
process is almost entirely organic and affected by crabs, 
boring sponges, perforating algae, holothurians, worms, 
and Thalassic testudinum roots. 'ILin-shelled bivalves 
were observed to break down more rapidly than thick 
shelled bivalves and gastropods. 
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ACC 2489; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
TYSON, R . ; 
SEDIMENT'S OF A FLORIDA BAY BASIN. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTHERN FLORIDA 

KEYWORD: Monroe, sediment, mineralogy, 
mollusc, grain size, eeagrass, depth, 
foraminifera 

ABSTRACT. Forty-four surface sediment samples 
from a basin in southeastern Florida Bay exhibited 
variations in texture, mineralogy, and molluscan 
assemblages. Sediment grain size analysis separated the 
samples into three major groups. Aragonite averaged 
appraocimately Sl% in the silt and clay sized fractions. 
Bivalves were shown to prefer small grain sized 
sediments. A direct correlation between bivalve and 
Thalaasia distribution was associated with the trapping of 
fine grained sediments by sesgrass beds. Epifauna 
gastropods exhibited uniform distribution . Correlations 
among sand, depth, rock fragments, foraminifera, 
Cerithium, Hslimeda, and calcite content are identified 
for sand environments; aorrolations among other 
variables are also cited for silt subenvironments. 

ACC ?369; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
U.S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, JACKSONVILLE, 
FLORIDA,. 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT, 
ON. PERMIT APPLICATION FOR DELTONA 
CORP.'S RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN 
WETLANDS NEAR MARCO ISLAND, FLORIDA 

BIBL 

KEYWORD: Collier, coastal, development 

ABSTRACT: The permit application described was 
a redesign by the Deltona Corporation in order to obtain 
alternate lots for property owners impacted by the denial 
o[ s previous application in 1976. Implementation of the 
proposal would result in the loss of a total of 4,029 acres 
of wetlands comprised of 1,392 acres of highly productive 

tidal mangroves and 2,637 acres of other mangroves and 
freshwater marshes . It was estimated that this would 
reduce local estuarine productivity by about 20°fi . A 
prime wading bird habitat would be last, resulting in a 
possible decline in their nesting success in a large 
rookery nearby. The existing freshwater input into 
portions o[ the coastal waters may be reduced up to 
30°.G . Alternatives to the proposed plan were suggested 
to confine the development to upland locations within 
the immediate vicinity and design changes to reduce the 
size of the wetlands' development . 

""""" 

ACC 2288; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 
JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT; 
ECOLOGICAL COMPARISON OF BEACHES, 
OFFSHORE BORROW SITES, AND ADJACENT 
BOTTOM AT ANNA MARIA ISLAND AND 
TREASURE ISLAND, FLORIDA. 

BIBL 
IN: PHASE 1. U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS. 

KEYWORD : sediment, grain size, benthic, diversity, 
invertebrate, temperature, salinity, 
depth, stress 

ABSTRACT' A comparison was made between the 
sediment of Anna Maria Island beach, the proposed 
borrow area, and Treasure Island borrow pig Texture 
(grain size) and statistical factors that include mean grain 
size, sorting, skewness, and kurtosis were compared . A 
statistical comparison of benthic species richness and 
species diversity between Treasure Island borrow areas 
and historical regional data was also conducted. In 
addition a statistical comparison of benthic species 
richness and species diversity between Anna Maria Island 
proposed borrow sites and historical regional data was 
made. Date on existing biological communities at Anna 
Maria and contour maps of the 4 separate borrow sites 
at Treasure Island were provided. Four yeas after 
dredging, the benthos of the borrow pits at Treasure 
Island were determined to be in some stage of slaw 
recovery, but fauna) density was well below previous 
data . It was suggested that these dredged holes support 

a progressively more normal benthic fauna as they fill to 
the level of surrounding bottom and become covered 
with sediments that are predominantly sand and shell . 
Benthos of sites (borrow) of Anna Mane proved to be 
more diverse than those recorded from stations in any 
other area at Treasure Island. Both islands were found 
to support typical Gulf beach invertebrates and were 
high energy zones . Recommendations on procedures for 
the proposed beach nourishment were made. 

""""" 

ACC 876 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/A 
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, COASTAL 
ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER; 
SEDIMENT ANALYSIS STATISTICS FILH 

BIBL U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 
COASTAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER, 
FORT BELVOIR, VA 

KEYWORD: sediment torture, sediment, grain size, 
suspended 

ABSTRACT: Data is taken by field surveys by 
-ERG field parties, district survey parties, or under 
contract by commercial firms. The sand samples analysed 
are grab samples taken from beaches or bottom surfaces, 
suspended samples taken from water, or core samples 
obtained from offshore or onshore locations. Size 
analysis are made by mechanical (hydrolic) measurement 
of fall velocity. Applications programs applied to raw 
data are : plot sediment size analysis graph; edit, verify, 
reformat, list geological sample information; reduce raw 
data in form of a digitalized decay vs. time curve to a 
sediment size frequency distribution and computes 
statistical moments of the distribution. 

""""" 



ACC 635 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
U.S . ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS; 
DRAbT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEIAEMI .̀ EXPLORATION AND PRODUCIION 
OF HYDROCARBON RESOURCES IN COASTAL 
ALABAMA AND IVIISSISSIPPL 

BIBL U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, MOBILE 
DISTRICT, MOBILE, AL 615 PP 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal zone, drilling, 
exploration, geology, hydrocarbon, 
hydrology, socioeconomic, resource 

ABS7'RACf: The U.S. Army Cbrps of Engineers 
have produced a draft Environmental Impact Statement 
in preparation for the leasing of tracks and the activities 
related to hydrocarbon production and exploration along 
the coast of Alabama dt Mississippi. A brief background 
of the area affected and the anticipated activities that 
may impact the environment is presented along with 
proposed mitigation measures. 

""""" 

ACC 350; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
U.S . ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS ; 
REPORT ON GULF COAST DEEP WATER PORT 
FACZL1TiES,1FXA.4, LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, 
ALABAMA, AND FLORIDA 

BIBL U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, LOWER 
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY DIVISION. 136 PP. 

KEYWORD: benthos, chemistry, geology, 
meteorology, oceanography, port 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 4146; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
U.S . DEPT. OF COMMERCE; NAT. OCEANIC & 
ATMOSPHERIC ADM., ET AL; 
THREE REPORTS CONCERNING THE TORTUGAS 
SANCI'IJARY STUDIES, 1981-1982 

BIBL NOAH TECH. MEM . NMFS-SEFC-104 . 179 P . 

KEYWORD : pink shrimp, crustacean, commercial 
fishery, biology, landings (pounds), life 
history, invertebrate, epifauna, benthic, 
ecology 

ABS'T'RACT: The tortugas shrimp sanctuary was 
initiated to protect important pink shrimp nursery areas 
of the Tortugas shrimp grounds from overfishing. 'ilus 
report sought to historically profile the Tortugas shrimp 
fishers ; examine the regulatory history of the sanctuary 
area ; determine size ranges of shrimp inside and outside 
the sanctuary area ; and determine the effectiveness of 
the established sanctuary line. Distribution of shrimp size 
varied with location and season in the Tortugas 
sanctuary. Small shrimp dominated the population inside 
and outside the sanctuary boundaries. Catch per unit 
effort was variable and highest values were reported 
from inside the sanctuary. Reproductive activity was 
greatest during September and October. Commercial 
landings for the area were relatively stable for the 21-
year period. Fishing effort averaged 16.5 days/yr with 
little fluctuation over a 20-period. During 1981, catch, 
size distribution, and relative abundance were distinct 
from all other yeaes accept 1960. 

ACC 2370 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE; 
GOLDEN GATFJFAKA UNION PROJECT: 
PROGRESS REPT: 

BIBL SUBMITTED TO U.S. ARMY CORPS OF 
ENGINEERS. 22 P . 

KEYWORD: Collier, fishes, crustacean, sediment, 
temperature, salinity, DO, depth, 
currents 

ABSTRACT: A sampling program was designed to 
assess the effects of excessive freshwater discharge into 
Fake Union Bayon the spawning and growth of estuarine 
fishes and macrobenthos. Surface and bottom trawls 
were taken monthly from 16 stations each in Fake Union 
Bay, Chokoloskee Bay, and Goadland Bay to collect 
fishes and crustaceans. Twenty-one total sites were 
sampled monthly with roller trawl in Pumpkin Bay. Fake 
Union Bay, and Fakahatchee Bay for epibenthic fauna . 
At the time of this progress report, the first two monthly 
samples had been collected and data was being analysed. 

""""" 

ACC 233; TYPE ; YEAR 1982 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY; 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
FOR Tim PENSAC0IA, FL, MOBILE, AI, AND 
CiULFPORT, MS DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL 
Sl'TS DESIGNATION. 

BIBL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 184 PP. 

KEYWORD : dredge spoil, dredging, ecology, 
management, turbidity, suspended, 
sediment, benthas 

ABS'TRAC'T': The purpose of the action is to 
provide an environmentally acceptable ocean location for 
the disposal of dredged materials, which complies with 
the environmental impact criteria of the Ocean Dumping 
Regulations (40CFR220-229} Adverse environmental 
effects of the proposed action may include : (l) 
mounding, (2) smothering of some members of the 
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benthos, and (3) increases in suspended sediment 
concentration. Adverse impacts within the site are 
unavoidable, but the disposal operation will be regulated 
to prevent unacceptable environmental degradation 
outside the site boundaries. Ile existing sites fulfill all 
criteria for site selection and are preferred over the 
alternative sites and areas based on evaluation of EPA's 
11 site-specific criteria, and historical use. However, 
because potential impacts to the benthic community may 
be lessened at a larger Penaaoola site it is recommended 
that this site be selected instead of the existing site . The 
Penasoola neaeshore alternative site is a geographic 
extension of the existing site and covers an area 
previously used for disposal of dredged material 

""""" 

ACC 2371 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY; 
FIELD STUDIES: PARKSHORE AND CLAM BAY 
SYSTEMS, NAPLP.S, FLORIDA 

BIBL U.S . EPA, REGION IV, SURVEIl1ANCE AND 
ANALYSIS DIV., ATHENS, GA 

KEYWORD: Collier, dissolved aocygen, nutrient 

ABSTRACT: No dissolved acygen violations were 
experienced in either the Parkshore or Clam Bay systems 
in Naples, Florida during the November 11-17,1975 
period Nutrient concentrations in both estusrine systems 
represented reasonably pollution free levels. 
Hydrographic studio revealed that the Gam Bay system 
does not experience the norms of local tidal ranges. 
Maximum tidal ranges were 25 ft in Parkshore and 1 .0 ft 
in Clam Bay. 'Iha Clam Bay system does not dewater to 
the local low water level. Sediment chemical 
composition revealed little difference between the 
Parkahore and Seagate Systems. Concentrations were in 
the range of these found in similar canal systems 
investigated by the EPA 

""""" 

ACC 2372; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
U.S . ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY ; 
AN EVALUATION OF PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND 
BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CANALS AND 
ASSOCIATED WATERWAYS AT MARCO ISLAND, 
FLORIDA 

BIBL U.S. EPA, REGION IV, SURVEILLANCE AND 
ANALYSIS DIV., ATHENS, GA 

KEYWORD : Collier, physical, chemical, carbon, 
invertebrate, phytoplankton, 
ichthyoplankton, temperature, salinity, 
DO, chemistry, biological 

ABSTRACT: Studies at Marco Island described the 
following detrimental factors of canal systems: poor 
circulation, dissolved aocygen depletion, and water quality 
standard violations. Ammonia nitrogen (NH3) 
concentrations were elevated indicating anaerobic 
conditions. The center troughs of canal systems acted as 
a trap, collecting excessive silt and organics . This build 
up affected the bottom dwelling biota and water quality. 
Canals in general were importing carbon in amounts 
dependent upon each canal's procimity to the major 
carbon source (mangroves} MacroimeRebrates 
exhibited a longitudinal decline in numbers and species 
from the mouth to the landward end of the canal . 

""""" 

ACC 2373; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY; 
FIELD STUDIES: PARK3HORE AND CLAM BAY 
SYSTEMS, NAPLP.3, FLORIDA 

BIBL U.S. EPA, REGION IV, SURVEILLANCE AND 
ANALYSIS DIV., ATHENS, GA 

KEYWORD : Collier, hydrographic, benthic, 
community, sediment, phytoplankton, 
chlorophyll, invertebrate, temperature, 
salinity, DO, chemistry 

ABSTRACT: M evaluation of hydrographic effects 
of the connection opened between Gam and Doctors 
Bays and the effects of over water structures at 

Parkshore Development on benthic communities in 
Doctors Bay was presented . No significant differences 
between sampling stations and habitat (shallow vs. deep) 
for numbers of taxa were found. The finer sediment was 
determined to be the principal factor affecting 
community differences at the deep and shallow water 
stations. Phytoplankton chlorophyll 'a' (mg/cubic meter) 
concentrations were higher in 1975 than in 1977 but were 
not significantly different Chlorophyll 'a' concentrations 
in Doctors Bay, Gam Bay, and in the canal systems were 
all lower than the average concentration of 17 mg/sq. 
meter in Gulf inshore waters. 

ACC 793; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY ; 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND RECOVERY STUDIES OF 
ES('AMBIA BAY AND THE PEN3ACOLA BAY 
SYSTEM, FLORIDA BEMI-QC 
MACROINVP.RTEBRATES 

BIBL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
ATLANTA, GA. 

KEYWORD: benthic community, benthic fauna, 
biology, ecology, distribution, species 
composition, invertebrate, sediment 

ABSTRACT: The objective of this study was to 
determine if distinct communities existed in Escambia 
Bay and the distribution of these communities Three 
major benlhic habitats were defined based on sediment 
patterns in the Bay. These include a broad central mud 
plain, a sand transition zone close to shore and the sandy 
shelf along the Bay margin . Comparisons were made 
between assemblages o[ organisms in Escambia Bay and 
other Bays in the Pensacola Bay System as well as other 
bays in the Gulf of Mexico. 

""""" 



ACC 383; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE; 
COASTAL MARSH PRODUCTIVITY, A 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 

BIBL U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE 
OF BIOLOGICAL SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.G 
300 PP. 

KEYWORD : bibliography, biology, ecology, marsh, 
productivity, coastal 

ABSTRACT .̀ Not available 

""""" 

ACC 2533; TYPE P; YEAR 1958 
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI MARINE LABORATORY; 
INVESTIGATION OF POSSIBLE EFFECT'S ON THE 
MARINE ENVIRONMENT OF DREDGING AND 
FILLING THE RAGGED KEYS. 

BIBL REPT. TO FLA S1: BD. CONSERV. 

KEYWORD: Dade, fish, invertebrate, algae, 
currents, substrate, salinity, 
temperature, sesgraaa, drilling mud 

ABSTRACT: Checklists of fishes, marine 
invertebrates, algae and marine flora were given for the 
Ragged Keys vicinity. The Ragged Keys and the marine 
environment immediately adjacent to them were found to 
support a rich and varied group of plants and animals. 
Currents were believed to have, by their sorting of the 
substrate, created mar ecological niches not usually 
found inside the outer reel The reported possible 
effects of dredging and filling include: the destruction of 
channels new extensively utilized by boats; a shift o[ 
currents to the north sari south around the fill, causing 
scouring and redistribution of bottom material beyond 
the immediate dredge and fill zone; conditions of greater 
extremes in salinity and temperatures than now prevail in 

one region of Biscayne Bay ; and an overall destruction of 
the marine environment. 

ACC 4283; TYPE P; YEAR 1984 
UNKNOWN; 
RIGS-TAO-REEFS. ONE ASPECT OF A SOUND OCS 
PROGRAM. ADAPTED FROM REMARKS BY 
INTER SECY W.P. CLARK BEFORE 
RECREATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
ENHANCEMENT At FISHING IN THE SEAS TASK 
FORCE (M} 

BIBL THE OIL DAILY 8187:4 (84/07/16). 

KEYWORD: continental shelf drilling, offshore 
drilling, artificial reef 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 4284; TYPE P; YEAR 1984 
UNKNOWN; 
EOO-SENSITIVE AREAS DEFERRED FOR'95 
SALES IN GULF OF M13XICO. 

BIBL PLATT'S OIL.GRAM NEWS SERVICE 62(76) :3. 

KEYWORD: al, ecosystem, nursery area, live 
bottom, net seagrasa, wetland 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 4285 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
UNKNOWN; 
DRILLING LIMITS ASKED FOR THE FLOWER 
GARDEN BANKS, THE MOST NORTHERLY 
LIVING CORM. REEFS IN THE GULF OF N031CCO 
04 

BIBL THE OIL DAILY 7950:2. 

KEYWORD: drilling, coral, reed offshore drilling 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 4286; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
UNKNOWN; 
FLORIDA OPPOSES INTERIOR'S AREA-WIDE 
LEASING. 

BIBL OIL GAS J . 80(44):45 . 

KEYWORD: oil, continental shelf, oil spill 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 4287 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
UNKNOWN; 
INDUSTRY BACKS AREA-WIDE SALE OF OCS 
BLACKS 

BIBL OIL GAS J. 80(42):54-55. 

KEYWORD : drilling, oil and gas 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 
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ACC 4288; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
UNKNOWN ; 
BIM PICKS GULF OF MEXICO AREAS FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY. 

BIBL THE OIL DAILY 7627:6. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf oil and gas 

ABSTRACT- Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 4295; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
UNKNOWN; 
CORAL REEFS IN POTENTIAL CONFLICT WITH 
OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT (FLOWER 
GARDEN BANK, GULF OF MEXICO} 

BIBL SCIENCE 204(4395):81Z 

KEYWORD : coral, roes oil and gas, pollution, 
petroleum, continental shelf 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 620; TYPE ; YEAR 1960 
VAN ANDEL, T.H . ; POOLE, D.M. ; 
SOURCES OF RECENT SEDIMENTS IN THE 
NORTHERN GULF OFME)UM 

BIBL J. SEDIMENT. PETROL 30:91-122 

KEYWORD: geology, heavy mineral, sediment, 
geologic history 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 2253; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
VAN E3REEDVELD, J.F. ; 
TRANSPLANTING OF SEAGRASSES WITH 
EMPHASIS ON THE IMPORTANCE OF 
SUBSTRATE 

BIBL FLA. DEPT. NAT. RESOURCES, MAR. 
RESEARCH LAB . FLA MAR. RFS . PUBL NO. 17 . 26 
P. 

KEYWORD: seagrass, substrate, sediment 

ABS'TRAC'T: Past seagrass transplant experiments 
emphasized the use of anchoring devices rather than the 
suitability of substrate . 'Ihalassia teatudinum was 
determined to need a reduced (anaerobic) environment, 
while Halodule wrightii required an aocidized (aerobic) 
substrate. Syringodium filiforme was found to be able to 
thrive in either a reduced or ocidized sediment 
Transplanting should be done in a clump o[ 4 to 7 shoots 
with a few intact rhizome apiece; the original substrate 
should be transferred with the plants. Plantings should 
be done close together thus offering the roots and 
rhizomes s favorable environment from the beginning, 
and allowing them gradually to stabilize the surrounding 
area. Additionally, at least throe rows should be planted 
in plot formation for increased protection and transplant 
success. 

""""" 

ACC 766; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
VAN DEVENDER, TM. ; 
THE SHRIMP FISHERY. PAGES 216-273 IN 
FISHERIES ASSESSMENT AND MONITORING, 
MISSISSIPPI COMPLETION REPORT, P.L 88-309. 
PROJECT X215-R 

BIBL GULF COAST RESEARCH LABORATORY, 
OCEAN SPRINGS, MS . 

KEYWORD : biology, seafood, commercial fishery, 
shellfish, shrimp, shrimp fishery 

ABST'RAC'T: Not available. 

ACC 958 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1984 
VAN SICLEN, D.C.; 
EARLY OPENING OF IM'RA[LY CLOSED GULF 
OF INE}QCO AND CFMRAI. NORTH ATLANTIC 
OCEAN. 

BIBL TRANS., GULF COAST ASSOC. GEOL SOG 
36:265-275 . 

KEYWORD: geology, geologic history, plate 
tectonic 

ABSTRACT': Regional structures beneath the 
northern Gulf of Mexico coastal plain clearly reveal the 
fit of the American continents [olluwing Late Paleozoic 
Appalachian-Ouachita progeny. Most diagnostic is a 
wrench fault zone within the former Gondwana 
megacontinent, recognizable from the Florida panhandle 
to western Mississippi, along which future South America 
moved northwest against the southern edge of eastern 
North America to form the Ouachita foldbelt, while 
future Africa was already subducting that continent along 
the Appalachian belt. Extending westward from this in 
southwestern Alabama is the Wiggins arch, underlain by 
"granite" and phyllite of Late Pennsylvania into Early 
Permian age, apparently part of a volcanic arc Along its 
north side and that to its counterparts farther west are 
shallow-marine strata of similar age . These appear to 
occupy a remnant ocean on North American oceanic 
crust, which was uncoupled by the close approach of 



future South America and subducted very briefly beneath 
North America, while the sediments on its leading edge 
were peeled off and thrust onto the continent. The 
inferred volcanic arc and remnant ocean, and the Late 
Triassic Interior rift system that separates them from the 
Ouachita foldbelt, terminate abruptly in East Texas 
against a wrench fault that transferred this rifting south-
southwest to the Rio Grande embayment area. 

""""" 

ACC 4147; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
VAN VLEET, ES. ; 
OIL CONTAMINATION OF THE GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

BIBL PRESENTED AT GULF OF ME}QCO --
TRENDS FOR THE 80'S . TULANE UNIVERSITY, 
NEW ORLEANS, LA 

KEYWORD: oil residue, tar, loop current, pollution, 
chemistry, petroleum, circulation, 
hydrocarbon 

ABSTRACT: A two-year study of floating oil 
residues in the eastern Gulf of Mexico indicates that the 
Gulf is one of the world's moat polluted bodies of water 
with respect to floating tar. Chemical analysis indicated 
that the major single source of tar in the eastern Gulf 
was through discharge of wall washings from crude oil 
tankers Less than S to 10% of the tar could possibly 
have come from the massive UCIbGl oil well blowout 
in the Bay of Campeche in 1979. Although the quantity 
of tar in the Gulf of Mexico is substantial, few instances 
of direct biological impact have been reported . The 
floating tar appears to be fairly innocuous in the open 
Gulf but may be having a socioeconomic impact on 
southeast Florida beaches. Due to current circulation 
patterns in the eastern Gulf mast of the tar that washes 
ashore on beaches will accumulate between Key West 
and Fort Pierce, where it could have a serious impact on 
tourist industry of southeast Florida . Tle primary 
ecological danger of al pollution results from major oil 
spills occurring in nearshore coastal waters and estuaries. 
The projected increase in offshore oil exploration and 
development over the nest decade is likely to result in 
increased tanker operations, increased neatshore spillage, 

and increased ecological damage around the Gulf of 
Mexico. 

""""" 

ACC 2254; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
VAN VLEET, ES. ; REINHARDT, S.B. ; 
INPUTS AND FATFS OF PETROLEUM 
HYDROCARBONS IN A SUBTROPICAL MARINE 
ESTUARY. 

BIBL ENVIRON. INT. 9(1) :19-26. 

KEYWORD : petroleum, hydrocarbon, sediment, 
benthic, temperature 

ABSTRACT: Petroleum hydrocarbons were 
measured in municipal wastewater, urban atormwater 
drains, sediments and benthic organisms in and around 
Tampa Bay. Lower concentrations of hydrocarbons were 
found in effluents from tertiary and secondary treatment 
plants in this area than the concentrations reported for 
treatment plants in temperate regions. Warmer 
temperatures in this subtropical system may result in 
increased metabolic rates of microorganisms and more 
rapid degradation or metabolism of the petroleum 
hydrocarbons. 

""""" 

ACC 4148 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
VAN VLEET, E.S ; SACKETT, W.M. ; WEBER, F.F. 
JR ; AND REINHARDT, S.B . ; 
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VARIA'IlON OF 
PELAGIC TAR IN THE EASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO 

BIBL IN: M . FORAY, ED. ADVANCES IN 
ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY. JOHN WILEY AND 
SONS, LONDON, ENGLAND. P. 362-368. 

KEYWORD: tar petroleum, chemistry, oil residue, 
pollution, loop current, circulation, 
hydrocarbon 

ABSTRACT: Pelagic tar concentration have been 
measured for samples collected monthly in the eastern 
Gulf of Mexico over a one year period . Each month, 
seven stations were occupied and duplicate neuston tows 
(to 0.5 m depth) and oblique tows (to 100 m depth) were 
collected at each station. Gravimetric analysis was carried 
out on the total extract, as well as on the aliphatic and 
aromatic [carbons. 'tle concentrations of pelagic tar 
ranged from 0 to 26.5 mg m -2 (expressed as the toluene 
extractable lipid) with an average of 1 .60 mg m -2 in the 
neuston tows collected off the West Florida Shelf and 
0.05 mg m -2 in neuston tows collected on the West 
Florida Shelf. The concentrations of pelagic tar closely 
correlated with proximity to the Gulf Loop current. The 
occurrence of tar was often associated with floating 
Sargassum. Essentially all o[ the tar was round in the top 
50 cm of the water column with very little occurring in 
the subsurface waters. The highest pelagic tar 
concentrations were observed during the spring and 
summer of 1980. Both the absolute concentrations and 
spatial distributions of tar decreased during the following 
fall and winter. 

""""" 
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ACC 4149; TYPE P; YEAR 1984 
VAN VLEET, E.S . ; SACKETT, W.M. ; REINHARDT, 
S.B . ; MANGINI, M.E.; 
DISTRIBUTION, SOURCES, AND FATES OF 
FLOATING OIL RESIDUES IN 17-E EASTERN 
GULF OF 11[JQC0. 

BIBL MAR POLL BULL 15(3):106-110 

KEYWORD: tar, pollution, chemistry, petroleum, oil 
residue, loop current, circulation, 
hydrocarbon 

ABSTRACT: Pelagic tar was monitored over a two-
year period in the Eastern Gulf of Mexico. A total of 416 
surface and subsurface samples were collected during 
monthly cruises. Concentrations of pelagic tar found in 
the Eastern Gulf of Mexico were substantially higher 
than values reported for other areas around the world . 
Tar is primarily associated with the Gulf Loop Current, 
whereas continental shelf areas are relatively 
uncontaminated . Grounding of significant amounts of tar 
occurs primarily along the southeast coast of Florida, 
between Key West and Fort Pierce . Approtimately 10-
5096 of the tar in the eastern Gulf is transported in from 
the Caribbean Sea via the Yucatan Straits. The 
remainder originates within the Gulf. Appraocimately half 
of the pelagic tar samples collected during the study 
appeared to have originated from tanker operations. 

""""" 

ACC 2231 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1959 
VAUSE, J.E. ; 
UNDERWATER GEOLOGY AND ANALYSIS OF 
RECENT SEDIMENTS OFF THE NORTHWEST 
FLORIDA COAST. 

BIBL J. SEDIMENT. PET. 29(4)555-563. 

KEYWORD: sediment, grain size, wave 

ABSTRACT: Diver-collected sediment samples were 
used in transact surveys of the sedimentary environment 
of the shallow continental shelf off the west coast of 
Florida . Sediment grain size was found to increase and 
sorting decrease in a seaward direction . Surface ripple 

marks were generally parallel to the shoreline and were 
apparently wave formed. Sea urchins of the genus 
Clypeaster were observed erasing ripple marks. 

ACC 2194; TYPE P ; YEAR 1983 
VIRNSTEIN, R.W. ; CAPONE, M.A ; CAIRNS, K.D. ; 
MIKKELSEN, P.S. ; 
A SHARP CHANGE IN MACROFAUNAL DENSITY 
AND DYNAMICS AT THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 
SLOPE BREAK 

BIBL PRESENTED AT BEN'i'HIC ECOL MEET., 
FLA INSTIT. OF TECH., MELBOURNE 

KEYWORD : continental shelf continental slope, 
diversity, benthic fauna, macrotauna, 
defaunation 

ABSTRACT. M order of magnitude decrease in 
benthic macrofauna density was found near the 
topographic shelf slope break tram samples along a 
transact off the southeast Florida coast Recolonization 
rates in defaunated sediments also decreased markedly 
along the transact. On the inner shelf (33 m depth), 
density and diversity returned to original values within a 
few weeks, whereas on the slope (310 m~ recolonization 
required more than a year. 

ACC 2557; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
VIRNSTEIN, R. W. ; MIKKECSEN, P.S. ; CAIRNS, K.D . ; 
CAPONS, M.A ; 
SEAGRASS BEDS VERSUS SAND BOTTOMS: THE 
TR0PI-HC IMPORTANCE OF THEIR ASSOCIATED 
BENTI-IIC INVERTEBRATES. 

B1BL FLA. SCI . 646(3/4) :363-381 

KEYWORD : seagrass, invertebrate, epifauna, 
sediment, benthic !suns 

ABSTRACT: Density of macrobenthic invertebrates 
was 3 times greater in seagrass bedsin Indian River 
Lagoon, Florida than in nearby unvegetated sediments. 
Seagrass beds had 13 times more abundant epifauna 
than sand areas, presumably due to epifauna dependence 
on seagrass for food, habitat, nursery arcs, and 
protection from predators. To determine the importance 
of associated macrobenthos to the local food web and 
the effect of small decapod predators, four 3 mm mesh 
cages were erected each within a larger 12 mm mesh 
cage, 2 in seagrass and 2 in sand. After 2 months, 
decapod density increased within the inner cages, while 
macrobenthos abundance decreased. Problems 
associated with predator occlusion or enclosure 
experiments are cited and the trophic pathways of 
seagrass meadows and sand bottom communities are 
discussed. 

""""" 



ACC 424; T'1'PE ; YEAR 1978 
VITTOR, B.A; 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE PERTAINING TO THE 
EFFECT'S OF DREDGING WYMN THE 
MISSISSIPPI SOUND AND ADJACENT AREAS 
STUDY AREA. 

BIBL U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, MOBILE 
DISTRICT, MOBILE, AL 62 PP. 

KEYWORD : bacteria, benthic community, dissolved 
oxygen, dredging. nutrient, pesticide, 
trace metal, turbidity 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

""""" 

ACC 647 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1981 
VITTOR, B.A ; 
BENIMC COMMUNITY CHARACTERIZATION OF 
MISSISSIPPI SOUND. IN: J.R. KELLY, ED. 
SYMPOSIUM ON MISSISSIPPI SOUND. 

BIBL MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA SEA GRANT 
CONSORTIUM, OCEAN SPRINGS, MS. MASGP-81-
007. 

KEYWORD: benthic community, benthic fauna, 
biology, coastal resource 

ABSTRACT- NW available. 

ACC 815 ; TYPE ; YEAR N/AT 
VITTOR, B.A ; 
DRILLING SITE MONITORING IN MOBILE BAY, 
ALABAMA 

BIBL N/A 

KEYWORD : benthic fauna, carbon, dissolved 
oxygen, hydrocarbon, metal, light 
attenuation, mineralogy, salinity, 
sediment, meiotauna, macrofauna, 
water temperature, turbidity 

ABSTRACT: Biomonitoring is currently being 
conducted in lower Mobile Bay to provide a framework 
of marine life existing in the area prior to the drilling of 
an oil and gas test well. The study involves 6 stations 
monitored quarterly beginning in July, 1978 for 
macrofauna, meiofauna, sediment mineralogy, sediment 
total organic carbon, sediment oil and grease and 
sediment trace metals. HydrograPhy performed includes 
temperature, salinity, dissolved acygen and turbidity. 

""""" 

ACC 2154; TYPE U; YEAR 1977 
VITTOR, B.A; 
HENT'I-IIC FAUNA OF MAFIA STUDY TRANSECTS 
V AND VI (1975-76} 

BIBL UNPUBLISHED REPORT U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR BLS, 
WASHINGTON, D.G 28 P. 

KEYWORD: benthic, potychaete, season, biomass, 
weight, diversity, geographic, 
temperature, salinity, DO, sediment, 
MAFLA 

ABSTRACT : 'Ibis report presents the results of the 
polychaete study for transcct V (West Florida Shelf and 
transect VI (Mississippi-Alabama Shelf of the Bureau of 
Land Management sponsored program in the Mississippi, 
Alabama, Florida (MAFIA) outer continental shelf. The 
author summarizes his findings as follows: 1) ne 
number of species and individual differed, with respect 
to both season and location. September values were 

generally lowest for both parameters, while stations with 
fine sediments supported fewest species and individuals. 
2) Polychaete wet weight biomass estimates also varied 
with season and location (sediment type). Seasonal and 
sediment effects were the same as for numbers of species 
and individuals. 3) Species diversity and evenness were 
highest during June . The decrease in H' and H in 
September coincided with decreases in species and 
individual abundance. 4) Dominant species are 
distributed according to sediment type and geographical 
location . Family groupings show the same patterns S) 
Species diversity decreases as mean sediment particle 
size decreases, regardless of season or geographical 
location. 

ACC 2155 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
ViTTOR, B.A ; 
ABUNDANCE, DIVERSITY AND DISTRIBUTION 
OF BBrTII-IIC POLY(HAETiOUS ANNELIDS w THE 
EASTERN GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIB[, MAFIA KEPT. SUBMITTED TO DAMES AND 
MOORS, LNG BUM CON'I'RAC7' AA550-CI')-34 . P. 
699-747. 

KEYWORD: polychaete, continental shelf, biomass, 
diversity, sediment, season, latitude, 
salinity, assemblage, substrate, 
zoogeography 

ABSTRACT- Approcimately 195,400 individual 
polychaetes from the Eastern Gulf of Mexico continental 
shelf were identified and counted, representing 60 
families and 1,056 taxa. Wet weight biomass, individual 
abundance, and diversity varied with respect to the 
sediment type, season, latitude, and salinity. Average 
biomass values ranged from 39.04 to 306.53 mg/0.06 
square meter at deep stations, and from 39202 to 
2226.06 mg/0.06 square meter at depths less than 100 m. 
Southern stations and generally higher standing crops. 
Polychaete abundance showed similar patterns as 
expected . Species richness and diversity, however, were 
higher north of Cape San Bias, Florida, and in shallow 
water habitats. Coarse sediments supported more 
polychaete individuals and species than either medium or 
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fine sediments, although differences were small between 
coarse and medium benthos. Polychaete assemblages 
appeared to be arranged with respect to the same 
environmental parameters. Disjunct distributions of 
some groups were related to salinity and substrate 
preferences. Polychaete taxonomy and zoogeography 
were also discussed 

""""" 

ACC 4250 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
VLEET, ES. VAN ; SACKETT, W.M. ; WEBER, F.F., 
JR ; REINHRADT, S.B.; 
INPUT OF PEUOIC TAR INTO TI-1B NORTHWEST 
A'liANIIC FROM THE GULF LOOP CURRENT.̀ 
CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION AND ITS 
RSIATIONSHI[P 'PO WF.KINERP.D IXrOGI OIL 
CONFERENCE ON POll..iITION IN 'INS NORTH 
ATLANTIC OCEAN HALIFAX, KS (CANADA) 19-
2i OCT. 198L 

BIBL CONK ON POLL IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC 
OCEAN. PP. 12-22. 

ACC 318 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 
VOSS, G . ; OPRFSCO, L; THOMAS, R; 
THE POTENTIALLY COMMERCIAL SPECIES OF 
OCTOPUS AND SQUID OF FLORIDA, THE GULF 
OF MEMCO AND CARIBBEAN SEA. 

BIBL SEA GRANT FIELD GUIDE SERIES, MIAMI 
UNIVERSITY, MIAMI, FL. NOAH-74010901 . 40 PP . 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, fishery, life 
history, mollusc 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 2156 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1954 
VOSS, G.L ; 
(EPHALAPODA OF THE GULF OF ME}QOO. 

IN : GULF OF MEXICO, 11'S ORIGIN, WATERS, 
AND MARINE 11FE 

BIBL FISH. BULL U.S . 55(89) :475-478. 
KEYWORD: tar, loop current, pollution, neuston, 

circulation KEYWORD : life history, reproduction, mollusc 

ABSTRACT: Pelagic tar concentrations have been 
measured for samples collected monthly in the eastern 
Gulf of Mexico over a one year period. Ana" of the 
pelagic tar included gravimetric isotopic (delta 
super(13)C) and molecular (gas chromatographic) 
characterization of the total, aliphatic and aromatic 
fractions. The concentrations of pelagic tar ranged from 
0 to 26.5 mg multiplied by m-2 of toluene extractable 
material, with an average of 1.60 mg multiplied by m-2 in 
the offshore neuston taws and 0.05 mg multiplied by m-2 
in neuston taws taken on the west Florida continental 
shelf. Based upon an average annual Loop Current 
discharge of 28 x 10 96 m3 multiplied by 3.2 through the 
Florida Straits, it. .. 

ABSTRACT' A short summary of distribution and 
taxonomic work on cephalopods of the Gulf of Mexico is 
given. The life histories, feeding behavior, abundanoes 
and reproduction of cephalopods are discussed A list of 
species sighted to date in the Gulf of Mexico is given. 

ACC 2157 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1956 
VOSS, G.L ; 
A REVIEW OF THE CEPHALOPODS OF THE 
GULF OF MEXICO. 

B(BL BULL MAR. SCI. GULF 8c CARIBB . 6(2) :85-
178. 

KEYWORD: distribution, mollusc, taxonomy, life 
history, feeding habit, abundance, 
reproduction 

ABSTRACT' M extensive effort was made to 
collect and identity specimens of Cephalopods collected 
during trawls from 1950 to 1956 in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Identification, classification, and distribution of 
cephalopods is discussed Illustrations and a synopsis of 
species are given . 

ACC 2490; TYPE P; YEAR 1953 
VOSS, G. ; 
OBSERVATIONS OF OCPOPUS HUMIvEIINCKL 

BIBL NAUI7LUS 66(3):73. 

KEYWORD: Monroe, mollusc 

ABSTRACT: A single specimen of Octopus 
hummelincki discovered beneath a slab of coral at Long 
Reef in the Florida Keys was observed on 26 July 1952 
71u sculpture, coloration, movements, and habitat of the 
octopus are described. 

""""" 



ACC 2534 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1955 
VOSS, G.L ; VOSS, N.A ; 
AN ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF SOLDIER KEY, 
BISGYNE BAY, FLORIDA 

BIBL BALL MAR. SCI. GULF & CARIBB . 5(3):203-
229. 

KEYWORD: Dade, invertebrate, algae, 
temperature, salinity, DO, nutrient 

ABS'T'RACT: The intertidal and shallow water 
invertebrate and algae life of Soldier Key, a small island 
off the southeast coast of Florida, was described and 
certain zones of the shallow water were classified 
according to the most numerous inhabitants. These 
included, proceeding from the shore seaward, the 
Echinometra zone, the Porites-0oralline zone, the 
'Ihalassia zone and the alcyonaria zone. These zones 
were believed to be characteristic of the other islands of 
the Florida Keys. The plants and invertebrates common 
to these zones were listed and some of their relationships 
discussed. All of the known animals and plants of the 
intertidal and shallow water of Soldier Key were listed 
along with their respective zonations. 

""""" 

ACC 1039; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
WKOVICH, RM; CRISSINAN, B.W. ; BUSHNELl, 
M. ; KING, W.J . ; 
SOME ASPECTS OF THE OCEANOGRAPHY OF 
THE GULF OF MEXICO USING SATEL= AND 
IN SITU DATA 

BIBL J . GEOPHY. RES. 84:7749-7768. 

KEYWORD : loop current, data, gyre, infrared 
imagery, meteorology, physical 
oceanography, radiometer, remote 
sensing, satellite, circulation 

ABSTRACT: Satellite infrared data and in situ data 
were combined to study synoptic-scale and mesoscale 
fronts in the Gulf of Mexico in the period 1973-1977 . 
Deep northward penetrations of the Loop Current were 
noted in the winter, and s major warm gyre developed in 

the winter, 1974. Other major warts gyres were seen to 
develop in the early spring (1974 and 1977) . In all cases, 
a very large meander developed off the southern part of 
the west Florida shelf prior to the development of the 
major warm gyre . Smaller meanders were seen to move 
along the Loop Current boundary at an average speed of 
28 km/day and with an average wavelength of 210 km. 

""""" 

ACC 4150; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
VUKOVICH, F.M . ; MAUL, G.A ; 
CYQAMC EDDIES IN THE EASTERN GULF OF 
MEXICO. 

BIBL OCEANOGR. 15(1):105-117 

KEYWORD : eddy formation, circulation, physical 
oceanography, remote sensing, loop 
current, hydrography, currents 

ABSTRACT': Cold-domed ryclonic eddies 
juxtaposed to the cyclonic shear side of the Gulf Loop 
current are observed in simultaneously obtained 
hydrographic, current meter mooring, and satellite 
infrared data . The cyclones are initially observed in the 
satellite data as cold perturbations on the northern 
extreme of the current and gr either into a cold tongue 
or a quasi-stable meander off the Dry Tortugas, Florida . 
Areal shipboard surveys show closed isopleths of 
temperature and salinity, and surface geostrophic current 
speeds relative to 1000 db are in access of 100 cm s 
minus 1 . The diameter o! the cold domes varied from 80 
to 120 km. Separation of large anticyclonic rings is always 
observed to be preceded by ryclonic eddies in the 
transition zone between Campeche Bank and the West 
Florida Shelf, but only on the eastern side. Not every 
cyclonic eddy off Dry Tortugas is associated with the 
separation of an antiryclonic ring; some are eroded away 
by the Florida Current, but they have never been 
observed in 10 years of satellite dots to advert eastward 
through the Straits of Florida . 

ACC 4242; TYPE P ; YEAR 1986 
VUKOVICH, F.M . ; 
ASPECTS OF THE BEHAVIOR OF COLD 
PERTURBATIONS IN THE EASTERN GULF OF 
11EJQC0: A CASE STUDY. 

BIBL J. PHYS. OCEANOGR. 16(1):175-188 . 

KEYWORD : loop current, currents, physical 
oceanography 

ABSTRACT: Between 2 March and 13 May 1983, 
while using in situ and satellite data, three cold 
perturbations were observed off the West Florida Shelf. 
These perturbations moved southward along the 
boundary o[ the Loop Current at speeds of about 4 to 10 
km day super (-1). Geostrophic current and current 
meter data indicated a cyclonic circulation associated 
with the cold perturbations Ile geastrophic current 
indicated northward flow on the west side of the warm 
filaments that formed on the shoreward side of the cold 
perturbation, and weak southward flow on the east side . 
However, the current meter data only gave indications of 
northward flow in the filaments. The current meter 
array may not have been able to discriminate the entire 
flow pattern in the filaments. 

ACC 2491 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1969 
WAIWWRIGHT, S.A : DILLON, J.R. ; 
ON THE ORIENTATION OF SEAFANS (GENUS 
GORGOMA} 

BIBL BIOL BULL 136:130-139. 

KEYWORD: Monroe, coral, gorgonian, wave, 
currents 

ABSTRACT: Measurements were made of the 
orientation (to points o[ the compass) of the plane of 
189 scafans from 5 patches of coral reefs in the upper 
Florida Keys. Small fans were observed to be randomly 
oriented, whereas large fans showed a high degree of 
preferred orientation within each patch. Microscopic 
examination of the axial skeleton of some large fans 
revealed progressive changes in orientation that had 
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taken place during growth . A passive mechanism o[ 
orientation was suggested Due to the high velocity and 
short period of surf and surge and the observed motions 
of fans on the reed surf and surge are judged to be the 
mast important components of water movements 
controlling fan orientation. 

""""" 

ACC 4313; TYPE P ; YEAR 1982 
WALKER, N.D. ; ROBERT'S, H.H. ; ROUSE, LJ ., JR ; 
HUH, O.K . ; 
ZI-ff3I2MAL HISTORY OF REEF-ASSOCIATED 
ENVIRONMENTS DURING A RECORD GOLD-AIR 
OUTBREAK EVENT. 

BIBL CORAL, REEFS 1(2) :83-87. 

KEYWORD : coral, mortality, reef, temperature, 
meteorological, wind, biological, stress 

ABSTRACT: Savant solar continental air masses 
intruding into the south Florida/northern Bahama Bank 
region during Jan. 1981 caused record low air 
temperatures and rapid chilling of extensive shallow-
water carbonate systems. Numerous "coral rills" along 
the Florida reef trail and massive fish mortalities in 
Florida Bay were attributable to unusually cold waters 
generated at this time. Thermal evolution of Florida 
Bay/Elorida reef tract and northern Bahama Bank waters 
from 8 to 21 January was assessed from thermal infrared 
data acquired by the NOAH-6 environmental satellite, in 
situ water temperatures, local meteorological data, and a 
computerized heat flux model . Offshore movement of 
bay water is driven primarily by strong northerly winds, 
density gradients, and tidal pumping. Absence of reef 
development opposite major tidal passes along the 
Florida reef tract and aperiodic coral kilo along bank 
margins can be attributed to this process, which has 
probably had a limiting influence on Holocene reef 
development in these areas . 

ACC 4321 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
WALKER, N.D. ; 
JANUARY WATER T'EMPERATU'RES KILL 
FLORIDA FAUNA 

B(BL COASTAL OCEANOGR. AND CL.IMATOL 
NEWS. 3(3):30. 

KEYWORD: temperature, wind speed, Cash, 
mortality, detaunation 

ABSTRACT- Seven cold fronts reached southern 
Florida during Jan. 1981, depressing air and water 
temperatures below normal for most of the month. 
Intense frontal systems moved in to the area Jan. 10 and 
16, causing air temperature minima over Florida Bay of 
2.2 and 5.3 C, respectively, and wind speeds in excess of 
IS m/sec at Key West In response to their forcing 
mechanisms, Florida Bay water reached low 
temperatures of 9.0 C on Jan. 13 and 10.7 C on Jan. 18 
and 19 . The water temperatures rose briefly to 20 C 
during the interlude between frontal systems A NOAA-
6 satellite IR image shows the effects of the Jan. 16 
frontal passage on shallow bank and bay environments. 

ACC 659; TYPE ; YEAR 1979 
WALIACE, R.H . ; KRAEMER, T.R ; TAYLOR, 
R.E.,.WESSELINA, J.B. ; 
ASSESSMENT OF GEOPRF.SSURED-
GEOTI-BRMAL RESOURCES IN TIC NOR'IMRN 
GULF OF ME}QCO. PAGES 13163 IN LJ.P. 
MUFFLER, ED. ASSESSMEW OF GEOTHERMAL 
RESOURCES OF THE UNITED STATES - 1978. 

BIBL U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, CIRCULAR 790. 
163 PP. 

KEYWORD: coastal water, geology, geothermal, 
resource, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT': This report estimates the 
geopressured-geothermal energy contained in pore 
waters of sedimentary rocks to a depth of 22,500 ft (6.86 
km) in the northern Gulf of Mexico basin, both onshore 
and offshore. The total thermal energy in waters of both 

sandstone and shale is estimated to be 107,000 x 10(18) 
J . of which 11,000 x 10(18) J is in sandstone and thus 
represents the amount from which initial production will 
be drawn . Assuming saturation of the water with 
methane, the total methane dissolved in water within 
sandstone and shale is 59,000 x 10(12) standard cubic 
feed Of this, 5700 x 10(12) standard cubic feet, 
equivalent to 6000 x 10(18) J of thermal energy, is 
contained in water within sandstone . Application of the 
recoverability analysis presented by Papadopulos and 
others (1975) in USGS Circular 726 suggests that 
recoverable thermal energy ranges from 270 x 10(18) J 
under plan 3 (controlled development with limited 
pressure reduction and subsidence) to 2800 x 10(18) J 
under plan 2 (depletion of reservoir pressure) . The 
energy equivalent of recoverable methane ranges from 
158 x 10(18) J under plan 3 to 1640 x 10(18) J under 
plan 2 The electricity producible from this thermal 
energy at a conversion efficiency of 8 percent ranges 
from 23,000 MWe for 30 yr under plan 3 to 240,000 
MWe for 30 yr under plan 2 As in Circular 726, the 
dissolved methane is not considered to be used locally, 
and, accordingly, no electrical energy is calculated . 

ACC 2492; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
WALTON, AS., JR ; 
ORIENTATION TO WAVE SURGE BY SPINY 
LOBSTERS. 

BIBL WASTER'S THESIS. FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY. TALLAHASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD: Monrce, spiny lobster, wave, behavior 

ABSTRACT: Panulirus argus captured in the 
Florida Keys were tested for their ability to orientate 
according to wave surge level and direction. In the 
presence of surge, the paths were straighter and 
clustered about a single direction . As the surge level 
increased, however, straightness and clustering 
differences from control levels increased. Velocity, more 
than displacement was important in orientation Walking 



speed remained constant under differing surge 
conditions. The possibility of menorheotatis is discussed. 

ACC 2039; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
WANI.ESS, H.R; 
SEDIMWTARY DYNANIJICS AND SIGNIFICANCE 
OF SEA(3RA.SS BEDS 

BIBL F1A SCI . 38(SUPPL 1) :2(1. 

KEYWORD: seagrass, sediment, community, 
Wrbidity, sediment transport 

ABSTRACT- The influence of grassbeds on 
sediment movement and resultant fauna) communities is 
discussed. Roots and rhizomes impede sediment 
movement and these stabilized areas provide good 
settings for molluscan community development. Grassbed 
lasses increase sediment instability, higher turbidity, and 
reduced benthic communities. Seagrass molluscan 
communities are different from others and perhaps the 
progression of the beds can be compared in ancient 
sedimentary environments, thereby leading to 
reconstruction of paleoenvironments. 

""""" 

ACC 2158 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 

previous studies. A number of quantitive differences are 
discussed . 

""""" 

ACC 2159; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
WANLESS, H.R ; PARK, J. ; BOHLKE, B. 
MOLLUSCAN LITHOTOPE ASSFIIMIAGES OF 
MAFiA SHELF TSCIMCAL REPORT. 

BIBL SUBMITTED TO BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT, WASHINGTON, D.G (MAf1A-OCS 
PROGRAM). 63 P . 

KEYWORD: mollusc, benthic, community, substrate, 
assemblage 

ABSTRACT: 'ile molluscan lithotope (shell depth 
assemblage) was examined for the MAFIA lease area to 
acquire information about the benthic community 
character and dynamics, and the dominant substrate 
processes Pending analysis will address some of the 
following: compare species distribution with other 
textural parameters; define assemblages and assemblage 
sequences; compare lithotope and biotope ; correlate 
species-weathering assemblages with substrate attributes ; 
and map critical species-weathering assemblages. 

""""" 

WANLESS, H.R. ; DAMS, J . ; ACC 2536; TYPE P ; YEAR 1981 
CARBONATE SEDIMENT CONSTITUENTS OF WANLESS, H.R ; 
MAFiA SHELF. TECIMCAL REPORT FINING UPWARDS SEDIMENTARY SEQUENCES 

GENERATED IN SEAGRASS BEDS 
BIBL SUBMITTED TO BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT, WASHINGTON, DG (MAFIA-OCS 
PROGRAM) . 45 P. 

KEYWORD: sediment, continental shelf carbonate, 
MAFIA 

ABSTRACT: Surface sediments from the 
continental shelf of the eastern Gulf of Mexico were 
analysed for carbonate and biogeneous constituent 
composition. Results generally agree with those of 

BIBL J . SED. PETROL 51(2):445-454. 

KEYWORD : Dade, carbonate, seagrass, transport, 
sediment 

ABSTRACT- Fining-upwards sedimentary sequences 
in shallow water carbonate environments of southeast 
Florida are generated by seagrass beds of Thalsssia 
testudinum . A variable size lenticular fining-upwards 
sequence is produced from seaward-migrating storm 
blowouts in seagrass beds. The four vertical zones of a 

complete lining-upwards sequence are summarized . As 
seagrasses restabilize the upper portion o[ the blowout, 
bedload transport is decreased and settled storm 
suspensions are preserved . The grass stabilized zone is 
characterized by the molluscs, Chione cancellata and 
Codakia orbicularis. The characteristic mollusc 
assemblage and the preserved textural sediment 
sequence are unique among fining-upwards sequences. 

ACC 878; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
WARD, E.G . ; 
OCEAN DATA GATHERING PROGRAM, AN 
OVERVIEW. 

BIBL SHELL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY. 

KEYWORD: hurricane, wave amplitude, barometric 
pressure, wind direction, wind speed 

ABSTRACT: ne ocean data gathering program 
resulted in the collection of oceanographic and 
meteorological data at six offshore sites in the Gulf of 
Mexico from 1968-1971 . The primary goal of the 
program was to obtain data on extreme conditions 
generated by severe hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Parameters continuously recorded are wave amplitude, 
wind speed and direction, and barometric pressure. 
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ACC 2493 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
WARNER, RE.; COMBS, GL; GREGORY, D.R, JR. ; 

BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE SPINY LOBSTER 
PANLJL.IRUS ARGUS (DEGPODA PAIINURIDAE) 
IN SOUTH FLORIDA 

B1BL PROG GULF CARIBB. FISH. INST7T. 29:166-
183. 

KEYWORD: Monroe, spiny lobster, seasonal, 
biology, growth, population, 
commercial fishery 

ABSTRACT- Seasonal movements, reproductive 
biology, growth rates, population structure, distribution 
and relative abundance of local adult and subadult 
lobster populations, especially as these parameters relate 
to the commercial industry, were evaluated. The south 
Florida commercial fishery was determined to be stressed 
heavily in both the Gulf and Atlantic A reevaluation of 
the current management program for the lobster 
resource in south Florida was recommended so as to 
ensure the perpetuation of the fishery. 

""""" 

ACC 2255 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
WATTS, S.A ; 
SEASONAL CHANGES IN ACTIVITY OF UJIDIA 
QATEiRATA (EQMNODEItMATA ASTF.ROIDEA} 

BIBL FLA SG. 46(SUPPL 1):22 

KEYWORD : seasonality, echinoderm, temperature, 
salinity, nutrient 

ABSTRACT: Seasonal variations in activity of 
Luidia clathrata in Tampa Bay, Florida were measured 
by changes in righting time and prey handling time . 
Activity was found to be directly related to both 
temperature and salinity. Activity was maximum in the 
summer and minimum in the winter. Laboratory activity 
experiments indicated that L clathrata does not 
acclimate to temperature. Low activity in tale summer 
and winter may cause a decline in feeding and 
subsequent nutrient storage, thereby decreasing the 

reproduction potential of the seastacs the following 
spring. 

ACC 2374 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
WEINSTEIN, M.P. ; COURTNEY, GM. ; KINCH, J.G ; 
THE MARCO ISLAND ESTUARY- A SUMMARY OF 
PHYSICOCHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL 
PARAMETERS. 

BIBL FU1. SCIENTIST 40(2):97-124. 

KEYWORD: Collier, chemical, biological, 
invertebrate, fish, substrate, 
temperature, salinity, infaunal 
community, DO, turbidity, nutrient, 
chlorophyll, pink shrimp 

ABSTRACT: Physicochemical and biological 
parameters of the Marco Island estuary were 
summarized in this report. Maximum diversity for 
epibenthic invertebrates and fishes was associated with 
predominantly coarser substrates. Several species of 
invertebrates and fishes exhibited distinct seasonality, 
becoming scarce during the cooler months. Considerable 
differences in the infaunal communities were found to 
occur between artificial waterways and natural mangrove 
tidal creeks and open bays . Less pronounced differences 
were apparent in the canal fish community which most 
closely resembles that of the unvegetated open bay area . 

ACC 2537 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1948 
WEISS, GM. ; 
THE SEASONAL OCCURRENCE OF SEDENTARY 
MARINE ORGANISMS IN BISCAYNE BAY, 
FLORIDA 

BIBL ECOLOGY 29(2):153-172 

KEYWORD: Dade, seasonal, abundance, fouling, 
temperature, salinity 

ABSTRACT: 'he sedimentary organisms recorded 
from Biscayne Bay exhibited pronounced seasonal 
fluctuations in abundance. Several of the organisms 
demonstrated year to year variation in numbers. The 
fouling complex in this arcs was shown to be dominated 
by barnacles in the early succession and by the colonial 
spreading forms, tunicates and encrusting bryozoans in 
the later stages. "Ile ecological factors which contributed 
to the character and abundance of fouling at three sites 
were described. 

ACC 1032; TYPE ; YEAR 1971 
WETZEI, RL; 
ANALYSIS OF COHABITATION BY GAMBUSIA 
AFFTMS AND POEC7LU IATIPINNA IN A 
SALIMARSH CANAL IN FLORIDA 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF 
WESTERN FLORIDA, PENSACOIA, FL 80 PP. 

KEYWORD: air temperature, pelagic fish, water 
level, marsh, coastal, water 
temperature 

ABSTRACT: The cohabitation of Gambusia a[fnis 
and Pcecilia latipinna was described from populations at 
3 stations in a salt marsh canal near Pensacola, Florida . 
2395 fish of 6 species were examined between June, 1970 
and July, 1971, but most data generated were on the 2 
principal species. 
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ACC 836; TYPE ; YEAR 1977 
WHITE, CJ . ; BOUDREAUN G; 
DEVELOPMENT' ON AN AREAL MANAGEMENT 
CONCEPT FOR GULF PENAEID SHRIMP. 

BIBL LOUISIANA WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES 
COMMISSION, TECH. BULL 22 

KEYWORD : benthic [suns, currents, light 
extinction, salinity, sea state, water 
temperature, wind direction, wind 
speed, zooplanrton 

ABSTRACT- This report presents information on 
occurrence, growth and movements of penaeid shrimp in 
Louisiana eatuarine waters. Sampling was accomplished 
with a plankton net and otter trawl Water parameters 
were also monitored at each station. Sample collection 
began in July, 1972 and lasted three yeas. 

ACC 2?32; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
WHITE, D.C. ; ET AL. ; 
EFFECTS OF BIOTURBATION AND PRF.DATION 
BY MEL1TA QUINQUIESPERFiORATA ON 
SEDIMENTARY MICROBIAL COMMUNITY 
STRUCTURE, IN: HST'(JARINB PERSPPCI7VES 

BIBL ACADEMIC PRESS, INC, NEW YORK, NY. P. 
163-171. 

KEYWORD: sediment, nutrient, biomass, 
foraminifera, temperature, salinity, 
DO, light, echioderm 

ABSTRACT: Sediment processing by sand dollars 
(Mellita quinquiesperforata) modified the benthic 
microbial community without significantly altering gross 
nutrient balances Cellular and membrane biomass 
remained unchanged as did prokaryotic biomass and 
total metabolic activity. Processed sands showed 
enrichment and prokaryotic fatty acids and reduction of 
microeuksryotic tatty acids. Lipid neutral carbohydrate 
exhibited the same trends. A significant decrease in 
foraminifera abundance suggested that sand dollars 
selectively prey on some microeukaryotes, but have little 

effect on the biomass or metabolic activity of benthic 
prokaryotes 

"t""" 

ACC 850; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 
WHITE, GJ . ; 
EFFECT'S OF 1973 RIVER FLOOD WATERS ON 
BROWN SHRIMP IN LOUISIANA ESTUARIES. 

BIBL LOUISIANA WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES 
COMMISSION, TECH. BULL 16.24 PP . 

KEYWORD : benthic [suns, salinity, water 
temperature, zooplankton, river 
discharge 

ABSTRACT- Brown shrimp data depicting larval 
occurrence, juvenile density and growth are presented for 
1970 to 1973 during the period of January through June . 
Comparisons are made of brown shrimp populations 
occurring during periods of normal hydrological 
conditions and during flood conditions. The effects of a 
major flood upon survival, growth and production arc 
discussed 

ACC 895 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1974 
WHITING, N.Fi. ; MOSHIRI, G.A ; 
CERTAIN ORGANISM - SUBSTRATE 
RELATIONSHIPS AFFECTING THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF UG MINAX 

BIBL HYDROBIOLOGIA 44:481-493 . 

KEYWORD : decapoda, air temperature, benthic 
fauna, sediment, carbon, dissolved 
oxygen, sediment [sauce, temperature 

ABSTRACT: Substrate, temperature and oxygen 
relationships were studied as they erred populations of 
Uca minax, a decapod crustacean. These data were 
collected between December, 1968 and December, 1972 

ACC 2494; TYPE P; YEAR 1967 
WICKFIAM, D.A; 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE ACTIVITY PATTERNS 
IN JUVENILES OF THE PINK SHRIMP, PENAEUS 
DUORARUM 

BIBL BULL MAR. SCI . 17(4):769-786. 

KEYWORD: Monroe, pink shrimp, light, current, 
behavior, temperature, salinity, DO, 
tide 

ABSTRACT: laboratory observations of diel 
patterns in locomotor and burrowing activity of juvenile 
Penaeus duorarum collected from Buttonwood Canal, 
Flamingo, Florida were made under constant light 
intensity, water current, and water level . Activity 
patterns appeared to be regulated by tidal and lunar 
periodicitiea Experimental variation of light and water 
levels also affected behavior patterns o[ juvenile pink 
shrimp. Activity patterns of P. duorarum in the field 
were concluded to be determined by an interaction of 
ambient environmental stimuli and rhythmic patterns of 
abiotic factors. 

""""" 
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ACC 2538 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1966 
WICKHAM, D.H. ; 
OBSERVATIONS OF THE PATTERNS OF 
PERSISTENT ACTIVITY IN JUVENILE PINK 
SI-IItIMP, PENAEUS DUORARUM BURKENROAD. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI . 
MIAMI, F7. . 52 P. 

KEYWORD: Dade, pink shrimp, behavior, pressure, 
light, current 

ABSTRACT: The behavior of pink shrimp, Penaeus 
duorarum was examined to determine factors controlling 
activity levels, and periods. Most activity occurred during 
2 nocturnal periods which seemed to be regulated by 
tidal rhythms. Rhythms were maintained under varying 
conditions but it could not be determined whether 
hydrostatic pressure, light intensity, or current is the 
entraining factor. Adaptive significance and the 
importance of considering several environmental factors 
in the control of a behavior pattern are discussed . 

ACC 2256; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
WICKS, S.R ; 
EVIDENCE OF NITROGEN FDCING BACTERIA ON 
SPAGRASSBS 

BIBL CARIBB . J. SCI . 15(3-4):149-152 

KEYWORD: seagrass, nutrient 

ABSTRACT: Six species of free living, nitrogen-
fixing bacteria were found to be abundant on the leaves 
and rhizomes of 3 eeagrass species in Tampa Bay, 
Florida. Azobacter agilis was found on turtle grass 
(Thalasaia testudinum), manatee grass (Syringodium 
filifame~ and shoal grass (Diplanthera (Halodule) 
wrighNi} Rhadospirillum rubrum was isolated from 
shoal and turtle grass. 'Iluobacillus traufweinii and 3 
anaerobic species were isolated from the rhizomes from 
all 3 seagrass species. The presence of nitrogen-fixing 

bacteria on seagrasses indicate that they may contribute 
to the fixed nitrogen budget of the seagrass community. 

ACC 632; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
WIESE, J.D . ; SLITOR, D.L ; MCCORD, GA; 
GULF OF MEXICO SUMMARY REPORT .̀ OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF OIL AND GAS ACTIVITIES 
IN THE GULF OF MEXICO AND THEIR ONSHORE 
IMPACTS. 

B1BL MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, GULF 
OF MEXICO OCS REGIONAL. OFFICE, METAIRIE, 
LA. 106 PP . 

KEYWORD: exploration, industry, oil, continental 
shelf, resource, socioeconomic 

ABSTRACT. Principal sediment sources in the 
northern Gulf o[ Mexico are the Mississippi and Rio 
Grande basins, which supply subarkosic sands with highly 
unstable heavy mineral suites derived from mixed 
sedimentary, volcanic, plutonic, and metamorphic rocks. 
Components belonging to the last three groups 
predominate in the heavy mineral assemblages. Much of 
the detritus has been transported over very long 
distances. Tectonically, the source areas include both 
cratons and orogens. The distibutive provinces are 
homogeneous, and sands, silts, and clays spread over the 
entire width of the shelf. The drainage basins of the 
rivers of western Louisiana, Texas, an the area east of 
the Mississippi represent less abundant sediment sources 
With the exception of the metamorphic and sedimentary 
suite of the Colorado River, sediments an 
orthoquartzitic with stable heavy mineral suites, and are 
derived from the Cretaceous and Tertiary margins of the 
Gulf Coast basis Sands from these sources are 
distributed mainly in the nearshore zone, whereas the 
clays are carried by Gulf residual currents and deposited 
on the Middle and outer shelf together with fine-grained 
Mississippi and Rio Grande material. The distribution 
patterns of the two major textural groups, sand and silt-
clay, are virtually independent, and in many instances the 
sand, silt, and clay modes of the same locality have 
different sources, The sequence of nearshore 
environments produced by the Holocene transgression 

has resulted in the deposition of a complex pattern of 
sediments from a variety of sources. 

ACC 743; TYPE ; YEAR 1960 
WIESER, W. ; 
BBNTI-IIC STUDIES IN BUZZARDS BAY, II, THE 
MEIOFAiJNA 

BIBL LIMNOL OCEANOG. 56:121-137. 

KEYWORD : biology, coastal water, benthic 
community, ecology, meiofauna, 
community structure, taxonomy 

ABSTRACT: During the summer o[ 1957 a study of 
the small metazoans (meiofauna~ based on a series of 
Phleger core samples, was undertaken at throe stations in 
Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts . 'Ilie number of animals 
ranged from 1.69 X 10(5) to 1 .86 X 10(6)/m2, the dry 
weights varied from approximately 100 to 600 mg/m2 
The nematodes and kinorhynchs, which comprised 
between 89 and 99°fi of the total meiofauna, were 
studied in detail. 71ie sandy localities (stations P and J) 
were characterized by a number of nematodes restricted 
to this habitat, particularly by three representatives of 
the genus Odontophora and by all representatives of the 
genus Leptonemella. Itie locality rich in fine deposits 
(station R) was characterized by the relative abundance 
of several nematodes, particularly of Tershelligia 
longicaudata, and the throe kinorhynch species . It was 
possible to recognize an Odotophora-Leptonemella 
community in the sandy habitats, and a Tershellingia 
longicaudata-Trachydemus mainensis (kinorhynch) 
community in the silty habitat, the former being 
equivalent to the Ampelisca community, the latter to the 
Nucula procima-Nephthys incise community described for 
the macro[suna in the same area . However, these 
"communities" can also be considered as two ecological 
groups of species, the former dependent on the presence 
o[ sand, the latter on that of fine deposits, which actually 
live side by side, forming an intricate meshwork of fauna) 



combinations. Each combination is determined by the 
relative amounts of sand and fine deposits present . 

""""" 

ACC 269; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
WILHELM, O. ; EWING, M.; 
GBOLAC3Y AND HISTORY OF THE OUIF OF 
11SF.}QCO. 

BIBL GEOL SOG AM., BULL 83:575-600. 

KEYWORD : geologic history, geology, seismic, 
stratigraphy ' 

ABSTRACT: The principal aim of this study has 
been directed toward a comprehensive interpertation of 
the historical development of the Gulf of Mexico. 'il~e 
initial stage was analysis and correlation of seismic 
profiler records obtained over a considerable period, 
followed by an endeavor to correlate the results with the 
surface ecology of the land areas surrounding the Gulf. 
Indication of simatic oceanic crust beneath the abyssal 
Gulf has led to the assumption that it had been a 
permanent ocean basis A concept developed in this 
study proposes that the simatic crust was formed in late 
Paleozoic time. Subsequent environmental conditions 
remained epiaontinental, including the environment of 
Jurassic salt deposition. Proceeding from this viewpoint, 
the origin of the Gulf of Mexico is proposed to be 
related to the extensive regional subsidence of more than 
10,000 ft during Cretaceous time, and its isolation came 
about by the continuous contemporaneous carbonate 
growth of the Florida and Yucatan platforms. Minimum 
rates of sediment deposition, compared to the rate of 
platform growth, led to consistent deepening which 
accordingly, must be underlain by a thin Cretaceous 
section. Hypothetically, the Straits of Florida and the 
Yucatan Channel originated from erosion at the front of 
the Laramide tectogene when carbonate growth was 
halted, following the inundation by seswaya. The Gulf of 
Mexico had been reduced to its present size by the 
invasion from the north and southwest of the huge 
Cenozoic mass of deposits, referred to as the Gulf Coast 

geosyncline. The last major volume of elastic sediments 
was deposited on the Mississippi cone as early Ho. . . 

""""" 

ACC 4152; TYPE P ; YEAR 1977 
WILLIAMS, J . ; GREY, W.F. ; MURPHY, E.B . ; CRANE, 
J .J. ; 
DRIFT BOTTLE ANALYSES OF EASTERN GULF 
OF MFJQCO SURFACE CIRCULATION. 

ACC 4151 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1974 BIBL MEMOIRS OF THE HOURGLASS CRUISES. 
WILKENS, EP.H. ; VOL IV, PART III . MARINE RESEARCH 
KINDS AND DIVERSITY OF FISH LARVAE LABORATORY, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF 
CUijpl'M IN BONGO NETS OFF WESTERN NATURAL RESOURCES, ST PETERSBURG, FL . 134 
FLORIDA p . 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI. 
MIAMI, Fl- 64 P. 

KEYWORD : biology, fish, ichthyoplankton, life 
history, recruitment, zooplankton 

ABSTRACT- Ichthyoplankton sampling efficiency 
was evaluated using four bongo net samples toward 
offshore southwest Florida . The effects of towing speed, 
opening size, mesh size, and time of day on estimates of 
species diversity and composition of larval fishes in 
representative samples were determined Few taxa were 
added by increasing towing speed, possibly due to 
specimen damage which precluded identification beyond 
family level. Numbers o! individuals did not increase with 
increasing towing speed. More species were collected 
during night tows at Station 1, a deeper water station, 
than at Station 11 . Replicate tows of the 0.505 mm mesh 
net yielded significantly more species in common than 
did 0.333 mm mesh net . Whether 20 cm opening nets 
caught numbers of taxa similar to 60 cm nets could not 
be determined . 

KEYWORD: circulation, currents, physical 
oceanography, drift bottle, hourglass 

ABSTRACT: A total of 4,460 drill bottles was 
released in continental shelf waters between Tampa Bay 
and Ft. Myers, Florida, during Project Hourglass, a 28 
month (1965 to 1967) systematic sampling program. The 
number of recoveries was 1,415 or 31.73% of those 
released. Coastlines where bottles were recovered were 
divided into five geographic areas for analyses. Winter 
releases resulted in the greatest number of returns from 
the Florida east coast and Keys, and few or none from 
other areas. Spring and summer releases resulted in high 
percentages of returns from the lower west Florida coast 
(Area 1), primarily between Tampa and Ft. Myers. The 
greatest number of returns from the western Gulf of 
Mexico (Area 1V) was from summer and fall releases. A 
combination of Gulf of Mexico Loop Current data from 
other cruises during this period, temperature and salinity 
measurements taken on the Hourglass cruises, and wind 
analysis aided our interpretation of possible mechanisms 
associated with drift trajectories A sequential pattern of 
Loop Current development (intrusion, spreading, eddy 
formation, decay) has been well documented by 
hydrographic and satellite data . 
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ACC 542 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1975 ACC 710 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1973 ACC 2539 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
WILLIAMS, G.N. ; HANN, R; JAMES, W.D. ; WILLING, T.E. ; DARNELII RM.; IBRAI-lIM, M.A ; W1MAN, S.K . ; MCKENDREE, W.G . ; 
PREDICTION THE FATE OF OIL IN THE MARINE BERNER, L ; DISTRIBUTION OF HALIMEDA PLANTS AND 
ENVIRONMENT. CALORIC VALUES OF MARINE ANIMALS FROM SEDIMENTS ON AND AROUND A PATCH REEF 

THE GULF OF MF)QCO. NEAR OLD RHODES KEY, FLORIDA 
BIBL PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1975 CONFERENCE 
ON THE PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF OIL 
POLLUTION, MARCH 25, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 

BIBL CON'TRIB . MAR. SCI. 17:1-7. BIBL J. SED. PETROL 45(2):415-421 . 

KEYWORD : geology, model, oil slick, oil spill, oil, 
continental shelf, physical process 
chemistry 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

ACC 4309; TYPE P; YEAR 1977 
WILLIAMS, D.G ; STANG, P.R ; HYDE, B . ; 
STATE INFORMATION NEEDS RELATED 'PO 
ONSHORE AND NFARSHORE EFFECTS OF O(S 
PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT 

BIBL PREPARED BY BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT AND MINERALS PROGRAM 
DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS. 191 P . 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, petroleum 

ABS'I'RACI': The United States currently has 
underway a program to develop tracts on the outer 
Continental Shelf (OCS) for their petroleum resources 
that can have significant impact on and near the shore. 
The potentially affected States bordering the Atlantic 
and Pacific Oceans and the Gulf o[ Mexico have 
expressed serious concerns about the availability and 
adequacy o[ the information they need to make planning 
and management decisions about onshore activities and 
impacts related to OCS petroleum development . This 
report discusses state policies, major concerns, 
organization, planning approaches and relation to other 
state planning efforts. 

""""" 

KEYWORD: invertebrate, benthos, caloric content, 
fish, geology, plankton 

ABSTRACT: Not available . 

""""" 

ACC 1038 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1972 
WILSON, GR. ; 
A VITAMIN B12 STUDY IN PORTIONS OF 
ES('AMBIA AND BIAIXWATER BAYS, FLORIDA 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
FLORIDA, PENSACOIA, FL, 70 PP. 

KEYWORD: light attenuation, microfauna, pH, 
salinity, vitamin, water temperature, 
bacteria, turbidity 

ABSTRACT: Vitamin B12 was measured by the 
lactobacillus and ochromonas assays from 5 stations in 
Mulatto Bayou and Catfish Basin, Florida between 
August and October, 1978. Other measurements included 
depth, temperature, pH, salinity. turbidity, and bacterial 
counts. 

KEYWORD: Dada, sediment, reef, substrate, 
currents 

ABSTRACT: Examination of sedimentation of Old 
Rhodes Key revealed the role played by species of 
Halimeda in calcium carbonate sedimentation . Seven 
species of Halimeda were found at the reel 
Sedimentation is dependent on morphological 
characteristics, life cycles, and reproduction rotes. 
Halimeda also influences sedimentation by acting as a 
substrate for other sediment-contributing organisms, by 
binding sediments in the substrate and by reducing 
current, velocities. 

ACC 100; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
WISEMAN, W.J . ; WRIGHT, LD.; ROUSE, LJ . ; 
COLEMAN, J.M. ; 
PERIODIC PHENOMENA AT THE MOUTH OF 
THE IrIISSISSIPPI RIVER 

BI BL CONTRIB. MAR. SCI. 20:11-32 

BKEYWORD: hydrography, physical process, 
temperature anomaly, temperature, 
remote sensing, wave 

ABSTRACT: Time series of temperature 
fluctuations, as well as aerial and satellite imagery, 
indicate the presence of periodic phenomena within the 
effluent from South Pass, Mississippi River Delta . Time 
scales on the order of 1 min and 15 min recur in both 
remotely sensed and in situ data, a fact which suggests 
that the same phenomenon is being measured. Vertical 
coherence estimates indicate this to be internal wave 
motion. Estimates of gross Richardson numbers are near 
critical ; instabilities in the wave field are a possible 



mechanism for entrainment, but cannot account for all 
the required entrainment 

ACC 101 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1976 
WISEINAN, W.J . ; BANE, J.M . ; MURRAY, S.P. ; 
TUBMAN, M.W. ; 
SMALL SCALE TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY 
STRUCTURE OVER 17-E INNER SHELF WEST OF 
THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER DELTA 

BIBL MEM. SOG R SG. IlEGE 6(10)277-285 . 

KEYWORD : circulation, hydrography, physical 
process, water mass, temperature, 
salinity 

ABSTRACT: More than 400 STD profiles collected 
during a single year immediately west of the Mississippi 
River Delta were used to determine the fate of the 
effluent plume from Southwest Pass. The dominant 
surface drift pattern within the plume is anticyclonic 
(westward and toward the coast) . Vertically, the plume 
mace intermittently with ambient coastal water, and a 
series of steps in the temperature and salinity profiles is 
produced 

""""" 

ACC 106; TYPE ; YEAR 1978 
WISEINAN, W.J .; ROUSE, LJ.; HUH, O.K.; 
MDMD LAYER MODELS FOR COASTAL WATERS. 
PAGES 2619-2632 IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE 16TH 
COASTAL ENGINEERING CONFERENCE, AS(F, 
AUGUST 28,SEPIP.IVBBR 1, 1978, HAMBURG, 
WEST GERMANY 

BIBL AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 

KEYWORD : hydrography, mathematical model, 
physical process, river discharge 

ABSTRACT: The applicability of oceanic mixed-
layer models to the case of wind mixing in a coastal 
region dominated by river runoff is explored . Two- 

dimensional effects and the propagation of internal-
inertial waves out of the mixed layer are seen to be 
extremely important. Modification of the boundary 
conditions changes the appearance of the solutions as 
well . Further field work will be necessary to determine if 
additional terms, ignored in the oceanic models, might 
become important in the coastal region. 

ACC 2549; TYPE P ; YEAR 1968 
WI'THAM, R; INGLE, RM. ; JOYCE, E.A, JR ; 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL STUDIES OF 
PANUIIRUS ARGUS FROM THE ST: LUQE 
ESTUARY. 

BIBL FLA BD. CONSERV. MAR . LAB ., TECH . SER 
NO. 53. 31 P. 

KEYWORD : spiny lobster, artificial habitat, salinity, 
temperature, stress, modality 

ABSTRACT: Postlarval spiny lobsters (Panulirus 
argue) were captured with artificial habitats in S4 Lucic 
Estuary over a 2 year period. A monthly influx of 
postlan+al lobsters was found except in the summer of 
1966 when salinity declined drastically. In salinity 
tolerance tests, high mortalities were found at salinities 
less than 19 0%0. No phyllosome larvae were found in 
plankton samples of the Indian River area . Growth 
measurements indicated that the size of individuals raised 
under the same conditions cannot be directly correlated 
with age. 

ACC 2184 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1976 
WOELKERLING, W.J. ; 
SOUTH FLORIDA BENTT-IIC MARINE ALGAE. 
SEDIMF.NTA V. 

BIBL THE COMPARATIVE SEDIMEN'I'OLOGY 
LABORATORY, DIV. OF MAR. GEOL 8c 
GEOPHYS. UNIV. OF MIAMI. 

KEYWORD : benthic, algae, community, habitat 

ABSTRACT: Illustrated keys to the genera of green, 
brawn, and rod algae and to the genera and species of 
blue-green algae commonly found in marine benthic 
communities of Florida were presented. A glossary of 
morphological terms used in the keys, the literature 
pertaining to Florida marine algae, brief comments on 
marine algae habitats and communities and instructions 
for the collection, preservation, and examination of algae 
material were included. 

ACC 545; TYPE ; YEAR 1983 
WOOD, B.K . ; TREFRY, J.H . ; 
THE DISTRIBUTION AND PROVENANCE OF 
TRACE ELEMENTS IN EASTERN GULF OF 
ME}QCO SEDIMENTS. 

BIBL TRANS., GULF COAST ASSOC GEOL SOG, 
33:455-456. 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, distribution, geology, 
sediment, statistical analysis, trace 
element 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

"" 
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ACC 2160; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
WOODWARD-CLYDE CONSULTANTS & 
CONTINENTAL SHELF ASSOCIATES, INC. ; 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHELF ECOSYSTEMS 
S"IZJDY-YEAR 1 . FINAL REPORT AND 2 
APPENDICES, 

BIBL PREPARED FOR U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
INTERIOR, MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, 
METAIRIE, IA CONTRACT 14-12-0001-29142 

KEYWORD: continental shelf, sediment, substrate, 
trace metal, live bottom, temperature, 
salinity, DO, light, nutrient, chlorophyll 

ABSTRACT: Results of an extensive study of the 
southwest Florida continental shelf are given. The study 
was conducted because of potential oil and gas deposits 
beneath the outer shelf. Chapters describe these major 
areas of study: geophysical investigations, underwater 
camera observations, water quality, sediment and 
substrate characteristics, base metals, soft and live 
bottom biota, and potential impacts of gas and oil 
operations Two appendices include supporting data (A) 
and methodology (B} The study will encompass 3 years. 

""""" 

ACC 2161 ; TYPE P ; PEAR 1983 
WOODWARD-CLYDE CONSULTANTS & 
CONTINENTAL Sf iELF ASSOCIATES, INC; 
SOUTHWEST FIARIDA SHELF ECOSYSTEMS 
ST7JDY-YEAR 1 . E?WIQTCIVS SUMMARY. 

BIBL PREPARED FOR U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
INTERIOR, MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE, 
METAIRIE, LA CON'T'RACT 14-12-0001-29142 

KEYWORD: continental shell, sediment, substrate, 
trace metal, live bottom 

ABSTRACT: A summary is given of year 1 data 
from the study of the southwest Florida continental shelf. 
'Me study was done because of potential oil and gas 
deposits beneath the outer shelf. Brief chaplets describe 
these areas of study: geophysical investigations, 
underwater camera observations, water quality, sediment 

and substrate characteristics, trace metals, soft and live 
bottom biota, and potential impacts o[ oil and gas 
operations. 

"""t" 

ACC 2319; TYPE P ; YEAR 1960; 
WOODBURN, K.D . ; 
SARASOTA COUNTY MARINE SURVEY. 

BIBL F[A ST. BD . CONSER MAR. LAB. FSBCML 
NO. 60-15, a NO. 60-1 . 

KEYWORD: Sarasota, pink shrimp, blue crab, 
seagrass, depth, salinity 

ABSTRACT: An evaluation of marine productivity 
and seafood potential was made to guide the Sarasota 
County commission in conserving present resources and 
adding aquaculture to the existing economy was 
described 'Ilrirty two fish species were collected. Small 
pink shrimp and blue crabs were found at all grass 
stations. Seagrasses were found to be abundant in the 
county water. Oyster predators including crown conchs, 
Florida horse conchs, and banded tulips were present 
throughout the study area . Black Bay and Buttonwood 
Harbor were recommended as potentially good north 
hard shell clam growing spots because of suitable 
salinities, sufficient water depth, favorable sandy mud 
bottoms, and limited urbanization. 

ACC 2334 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1962 
WOODBURN, K.D . ; 
GAMS AND OYSTERS IN CHARLOTTE COUNTY 
AND VICINITY. 

BIBL FL.A. BD. CONSERV. MAR. LAB., PUBL NO. 
62-12 29 P. 

KEYWORD: Charlotte, distribution, abundance, 
mollusc, temperature, salinity, tide, 
depth, substrate 

ABS'T'RACT: A survey of commercial bivalves was 
conducted in Charlotte County, Florida during June 1962. 
Three species of commercial significance inhabit the 
area : Crassostroa virginica, Rangia cuneata, Mercenaria 
canpechiensis. Forty-two hydrographic stations were 
sampled for temperature, salinity, tidal phase, depth, and 
bottom type. The distribution, size, and abundance of 
each of the 3 species is summarized for 18 bodies of 
water and generally related to the physical parameters 
measured 

ACC 4153; TYPE P; YEAR 1979 
WOODWARD-CLYDE CONSULTANTS; 
EASTERN GULF OF HtFJQCO MARINE HABITAT 
STUDY. 

BIBL A REPORT FOR THE U.S. DEPAR'TMEN'T OF 
INTERIOR, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. CON'T'RACT NO . AA551-CI'8-
22 2 VOL 

KEYWORD : continental shelf, baseline study, 
photodocumentation, epibiota, live 
bottom, geology, geophysical, biology, 
benthic 

ABSTRACT. Marine benthic habitats on the 
continental shelf off west Florida were delineated prior 
to Oil and Gas Lease Sale 65 using underwater video 
and geophysical methods. A total of 49 lease blocks were 
surveyed including 3 in the Pensaoola Area, 17 in the 
Destin Dome Area, 5 in the Tarpon Springs Area, 4 in 
the Elbow Area, 8 in the St. Petersburg Area, and 12 in 



the Charlotte Harbor Area . Soft bottom (thick sand or 
silt) was the most widespread seatloor type, butrse 
bottom (soft bottom with a surface rubble layer), hard 
bottom (low retie[, often scattered and/or partially buried 
outcrops), and high-relief pinnacles were locally 
abundant in some blocks. The biota associated with hard 
bottom and pinnacles typically included (depending on 
location) sea feathers and fans, hard corals, sponges, 
encrusting coralline algae, starfishes, sea urchins, and a 
variety of bottom fishes. The most luxuriant and diverse 
epibiota was noted in association with large areas of 
suffered law-relief carbonate outcrops in Charlotte 
Harbor Area Blocks 143, 144, 145, and 188. Locations 
recommended for further study included: extensive hard 
bottom areas in Tarpon Springs Area Blocks 233, 134, 
277, 278, and 279; small outcrops in portions of Elbow 
Area Black 567; areas o[ scattered low relied limestone 
outcrops in St. Petersburg Area Blacks 661, 662, 705 and 
706 ; and extensive areas of low-relief outcrops in 
Charlotte Harbor Area Blocks 143, 144, 145, and 188. 

ACC 4154; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
WOODWARD-CLYDE CONSULTANTS & 
SKIDAWAY INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY; 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHELF ECOSYSTEM-
YEAR 2 MODIFICATION 

BIBL A REPORT FOR THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
INTERIOR, MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE 
GULF OF MEXICO OFFICE, METAIRIE, LA. 
CON'T'RACT NO 14-12-0001-29144. 

KEYWORD: circulation, continental shelf, eddy 
intrusion, irradiance, remote sensing, 
biology, loop current, physical 
oceanography, phytoplankton, primary 
productivity 

ABSTRACT : Three independent evaluation 
methods (field sampling, optical measurements, and 
remote sensing) confirmed the presence of an upwelling 
event on the southwest Florida shelf. Upwelling consists 
of a warm water extension. or filament, of the loop 
current with a pocket of cooler upwelled water occurring 
between the filament and the Loop Current. Surface 

extent of an upwelling may be more than 200 km and 
subsurface extent at least 100 km. Generally, the frontal 
edge and cold core propagated southeastward for a 
distance of 95 km; concurrently, the Loop Current 
moved offshore . Primary productivity affected by Loop 
current moved offshore. Primary productivity affected by 
Loop Current intrusions were six times higher than 
unaffected waters. These observations were due to higher 
nutrient concentrations associated with deeper Loop 
Current waters upwelled during aheltward movement of 
the current edge . Productivity values were higher during 
the summer cruise as opposed to the spring cruise data 
values. Remote ocean color scanner imagery agreed with 
shipboard measurements of surface chlorophyll gradients 
and verified the oligotrophic nature of the upper 10 m. 
Loop current frontal eddies occurring off the southwest 
Florida shelf similar to Gulf Stream frontal eddies 
observed o[[ the southeastern U.S. Shelf in terms of 
length scales and speeds . 

ACC 4155 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1983 
WOODWA1tD.CLYDE CONSULTAN'T'S 8c 
CONTINENTAL SHELF ASSOCIATES, INC. ; 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHFIF ECOSYSTEMS 
STUDY MARINE HABITAT ATLAS. 

BIBL A REPORT FOR THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
INTERIOR, MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE 
GULF OF MEXICO OFFICE, METAIRIE, LA 
CONT'RAC'T NOS . 14-12-0001-29142 AND ET AL 

KEYWORD: baseline study, continental shelf, live 
bottom, geology, geophysical, 
photodocumentation, epibiota, biology, 
benthic 

ABSTRACT. Substrates and biological communities 
on the southwest Florida shelf were investigated using 
side-scan sonar, subbottom profiler, and video/still 
camera system towed along five east-west transects and 
one north-south transect in water depths ranging from 20 
to 200 m. This information was used to produce two 
regional maps of marine habitats, prepared at a scale of 
1 :500,000, and 43 maps at a scale of 1 :48,000. The 
relationships among water depth, substrate types, and 

biological assemblages along each transect as well as 
location relative to OCS lease blocks are included . Five 
substrate categories defined and mapped were : (1) Rock 
Outcrops/Hard Bottom ; (2) Thin Sand Over Hard 
Substrate ; (3) Sand Bottom/Soft Bottom ; (4) Coralline 
Algal Nodule Layer Over Sand ; and (5) Algal Pavement 
with Agaricia Accumulations. Nine biological 
assemblages were recognized and mapped including: 1) 
Inner and Middle Shelf Sand Bottom Assemblage; (2) 
Inner Shelf Live Bottom Assemblages; (3) Inner and 
Middle Shelf Live Bottom Assemblage II ; (4) Middle 
Shelf Algal Nodule Assemblage ; (5) Agaricia Coral Plate 
Assemblage; (6) Outer Shelf and Bottom Assemblage ; 
(7) Outer Shelf Crinoid Assemblage; (8) Outer Shelf 
Prominences Live Bottom Assemblage ; and (9) Outer 
Shelf Low-Relief Live Bottom Assemblage . 

ACC 4156 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1985 
WOODWARD-CLYDE CONSULTANTS & 
CONTINENTAL SHELF ASSOCIATES, INC; 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SHELF ECOSYSTEMS 
STUDY-YEAR Z 

BIBL A REPORT FOR THE U.S . DEPARTMENT OF 
THE INTERIOR, MINERALS MANAGEMENT 
SERVICE, GULF OF MEXICO OCS REGION, 
METAIRIE, LA. CONT'RAC'T NO. 14-12-0001-29144. 

KEYWORD : biology, benthic, baseline study, 
continental shelf, demersal fish, 
epibiota, fish, geology, geophysical, 
in[auna, hydrography, multivariate 
analysis 

ABS'TRAC'T : Not available . 
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ACC 79 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1970 
WRIGHT, LD. ; SWAYE, F.W. ; COLEMAN, J.M. ; 
EFFECTS OF HURRICANE CAMIllE ON THE 
LANDSCAPE OF THE BRETON-CNANDELEUR 
ISLAND (MAIN AND 1N8 EASTERN PORTION OF 
THE LOWER MISSISSIPPI DELTA 

BIBL CENTER FOR WETLAND RESOURCES, 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, BATON ROUGE, 
LA 
BULL NO. 4:13-34. 

KEYWORD: hurricane, physical process, sediment 
transport 

ABSTRACT: Air and ground reconnaissance 
immediately following the passage of Hurricane Camille 
disclosed significant modifications to the natural 
landscape of the Breton-Chandekur Island arc and to 
the eastern portion of the lower Mississippi Delta . 
Considerable dissection and redeposition was evident 
along beach and barrier formations, and total 
obliteration dominated numerous sections. Trends of 
redistributed beach material strongly reflected the final 
direction of hurricane-induced mass transport of water. 
In the lower delta, damage was mainly to marsh 
vegetation and was attributable to high water and surge 
currents directed almost entirely from north to south . 

ACC 4216; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
WYAKT, T. ; 
CALIBRATION OF A SIMPLE OIL SPILL 
TRATECPORY MODEL USING THE ARGO 
MFRCHMI'T SPIIL 
BIBL OPEN-FILE RP.P1: 78-334. 13 P. 

KEYWORD: al spill, biological, pollutant, model 

ABSTRACT: M oil spill risk analysis was conducted 
to determine the relative environmental hazards of 
developing oil in different regions of the Eastern Gulf of 
Mexico Outer Continental Shelf lease area . The study 
analyzed the probability of spill occurrence, likely paths 
of the spills, and locations in space and time of such 
objects as recreational and biological resources likely to 

be vulnerable . These results combined to yield estimates 
of the overall oil spill; risk associated with development 
of the proposed lease area. This risk is compared to the 
existing oil spill risk from existing leases in the area . The 
analysis implicitly includes estimates of weathering rates 
and slick dispersion and an indication of the possible 
mitigating effects of cleanups. 

ACC 4217 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
WYANT, T. ; SLACK, J.R ; 
AN OIISPIIL RISK ANALYSIS FOR THE EASTERN 
GULF OF MPJQOO (PROPOSED SALE 65) OUTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELF [EASE AREA. 

BIBL OPEN-FILE KEPT. 78-13172 P. 

KEYWORD : oil spill, biological, pollutant, model 

ABSTRACT. An al spill risk analysis was conducted 
to determine the relative environmental hazards of 
developing oil in different regions of the Eastern Gulf of 
Mexico Outer Continental Shelf lease area . 'The study 
analysed the probability of spill occurrence, likely paths 
of the spills, and locations in space and time of such 
objects as recreational and biological resources likely to 
be vulnerable. These results combined to yield estimates 
of the overall oilspill risk associated with development of 
the proposed lease area . This risk is compared to the 
existing oilspill risk from existing lease in the area. The 
analysis implicitly includes estimates of weathering rates 
and slick dispersion and an indication of the possible 
mitigating effects o[ cleanups. 

ACC 4294 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1978 
WYANT, T. ; SLACK, J.R ; 
AN OIL SPILL RISK ANALYSIS FOR THE 
PASTERN GULF OF MEXICO (PROPOSED SALE 
65} OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LEASE AREA. 

BIBL U.S . GEOL SURV. (WASHINGTON, D.C.) 
78(132):72 P. 

KEYWORD: oil spill, petroleum, pollution, 
continental shelf 

ABSTRACT: Not available. 

ACC 2495; TYPE P; YEAR 1978 
WYNNE, D.M. ; 
LOW TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR IN 
SPINY LOBSTERS, PAN[JLIRUS ARGUS 
(CRUSTACPA PNINURIDAE} 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS . FLORIDA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, TALLAHASSEE, FL 

KEYWORD : Monroe, temperature, behavior, spiny 
lobster, salinity 

ABSTRACT: With the use of different cooling rates 
the locomotory and feeding behaviors of Panulirus argue 
from the Florida Keys were studied. Warm-acclimated 
lobsters subjected to exwling showed critical minimum 
temperatures of 12 degrees and 14 degrees G Cold-
acclimated lobsters which were cooled showed a 
minimum temperature of 10 degrees G It is suggested 
that P . argue cannot withstand thermally variable waters 
below 12 degrees C and is probably unable to traverse 
deep water straits with temperatures below 10 degrees G 

""""" 



ACC 2204 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1982 
YARBO, LA; CARLSON, P.R ; ZIMMERMAN, CF. ; 
MOMTGOMERY, J.R ; 
SEDIMENT-WATER EXCHANGE OF NUTRIENTS 
IN THE INDIAN RIVER LAGOON IN FLORIDA 

BIBL FLORIDA SCI. 45 (SUPPL 1):37 

KEYWORD: nutrient, sediment, grassbed, seagrass, 
ammonia, silicate 

ABS'T'RACT: Fleeces of nutrients across the 
sediment-water interface was measured in situ (in clear 
domes) in grassbeds and sandy areas. Ammonia 
concentrations and filterable reactive phosphorus (FRP) 
remained the same or decreased during daylight when 
chamber oxygen was increasing, and increased at night 
when chamber ocygen decreased. Fleeces of ammonia, 
FRP and silicates were generally greater from silty 
seagrass sediments than nearby sandy areas. Primary 
producers at the sediment-water interface appear to 
affect flux of nutrients into the water column during the 
day. 

""""" 

ACC 4299 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1985 
YINGST, J.Y ; RHOADS, D.C. ; 
STRUCTURE OF SOFT-BOTTOM HF.NTFIIC 
COM14UNITIES IN THE VICINITY OF THE TEXAS 
FLOWER GARDEN BANKS, GULF OF MEXICO. 

BIBL EST. COAST. SHELF SCI . 20:569-592 

KEYWORD: benthic, community, biological, 
sediment, continental shelf, ATP, 
in[aunal 

ABSTRACT. Biological and sedimentological 
samples were obtained in June 1980 from box cores 
taken in 100-200 meters of water on sandy-mud 
sediments near the East and West Flower Garden Bank 
(FGH) reefs, on the Texas-Louisiana Continental Shelf. 
The objective was to obtain needed and unknown 
baseline information about sedimentary parameters and 
organisms o[ the FGB environment to allow inferences to 
be made about the potential effects of physical 

disturbances of the seatloor on the indigenous benthos. 
Both microbial ATP and bacterial biomass are lower 
than reported for the Georgia Bight Shelf, Brazil-
Amazon River Shelf, Cap Blanc, West African Shelf, 
western coast of Norway, and Long Island Sound . 
Bacterial counts are comparable to the Amazon River 
Shelf and lower than those recorded for the East China 
Sea . Moderate to low standing stocks of benthos further 
suggest that this area of the Gulf of Mexico is a relatively 
oligotrophic system for infaunal benthic consumers. 
[Copyright (c) 1985 Academic Press Inc (London) 
Limited .) 

ACC 2162; TYPE P ; YEAR 1974 
YOCKEY, RH. ; 
AN ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF SPONGES FROM 
THE EASTERN GULF OF 11dEDQC0. 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF 
FLORIDA GAINESVILI.E, FL 59 P. 

KEYWORD : sponge, community, depth, substrate, 
distribution 

ABSTRACT: Collection of sponges from Cedar Key 
and Crystal River areas to Key West from April-June 
1973 revealed several interesting observations on sponge 
communities One hundred sixty two specimens from 25 
of the 57 stations were classified into 125 species. Only 
7.2°U were recovered from more than one site, while 
9.6°6 were recovered at more than one station . Mean 
depth range was 19.8 m, while sampling occurred to 180 
m. Depth has a significant effect upon species 
composition and substrate is the primary factor 
influencing sponge distribution. 

ACC 2377 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1979 
YOKEL, B.J . ; 
APPENDIX E-BIOLOGY. 

BIBL IN: THE NAPLES BAY STUDY, COLLIER 
COUNTY CONSERVANCY REPORT. 

KEYWORD : Collier, physical, chemical, biological, 
community, diversity, seasonal, fish, 
temperature, salinity, DO, sediment 

ABSTRACT: M examination of the physical and 
chemical conditions in Naples Bay and its associated 
waterways was made to determine their effect on water 
quality and biological conditions in this system . 
Remedies !or poor water quality and impoverished 
biological conditions in existing developed areas were 
sought . Four measures of community structure were 
used to measure and compare the areas. These indices 
included : 1) the total catch or density of benthic animals; 
2) the Shannon-Weaver diversity index ; 3) recurrent 
groups o! animals from various habitats in the bay; and 
4) the total number of species. 96,693 animals belonging 
to 383 taxa in 15 phyla or classes were collected . 
Seasonal influence was observed on the total number of 
animals. Peaks in the total catch were observed in July 
and November. The high catches in July represent a 
population that was tolerant of low and fluctuating 
salinities produced by the summer rain and freshwater 
input. The November catches were highest for the year 
and came after the wet season where salinity and DO 
stresses were minimal . A total o[ 374 samples containing 
71,110 small fish belonging to 61 species were studied. 
The bay anchovy and the yellow fn menhaden were 
dominant and accounted for 88°.G o[ the total fish catch . 
The plankton study was of 374 samples containing 76,978 
fish in 71 species. In Naples Bay, the seasonal 
abundance pattern [or these larval fish was typical of the 
plankton community that exhibits peaks in spring and 
fall . The 5 major habitats or areas of study were 
discussed separately. 

""""" 
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ACC 1077 ; TYPE ; YEAR 1966 
YOKEL, B.J . ; 
A CONTRIBUTION 'PO THE BIOLOGY AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RED DRUM, SCIAENOPS 
O(T.LiATA 

B1BL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI . 
CORM. GABLES, FL. 160 PP. 

KEYWORD : biology, ecology, fish, fishery, life 
history, species composition 

ABSTRACT- Not available . 

ACC ?375; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
YOKEL, B.J . ; 
ROOKERY BAY LAND USE STUDIES AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING STRATEGIES FOR 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MANGROVE 
SHORELINE. STUDY NO. S, E3TUARINS 
BIOLOGY. 

B1BL CONSERV. FOUND. OFF: WATER RES. 
TECH. PB-250-121:112 P . 

KEYWORD: Collier, benthic, fish, crustacean, 
mollusk temperature, salinity, DO, 
currents 

ABSTRACT. A quantitative assessment and 
description of the kinds and numbers of benthic animals 
that inhabited benthic environments in the Rookery Bay 
Sanctuary was presented. The relative abundance and 
distribution of the fish, crustaceans, and molluscs in the 
major benthic environments were described for use in 
assessing ecological change in these areas. 

ACC 2376; TYPE P ; YEAR 1975 
YOKEL, B.J . ; 
A COMPARISON OF ANIMAL ABUNDANCE AND 
DISTRIBUTION IN SIMILAR HABITATS IN 
ROOKERY BAY, MARCO ISLAND AND 
FAKAHATCHEE ON THE SOUTHWEST COAST OF 
FLORIDA 

BIBL PRELIMINARY REPORT TO THE DELTONA 
CORP. (NOT FOR GENERAL DISTRIBUTION} 

KEYWORD : Collier, crustacean, fish, mollusc, 
physical, geographic, temperature, 
salinity, DO 

ABSTRACT: The 3 study areas located in Rookery 
Bay Sanctuary, near Marco Island and in Fakahatchee 
Bay produced 1,006,640 individual animals of which 55°.6 
came from the Marco Island area . When only the major 
classes o[ animals in the catch were considered (i.e., 
crustaceans, fish, and molluscs) the totals count for 
Fakahatchee and Marco were quite comparable but both 
exceeded Rookery Bay by a considerable margin. It was 
thus hypothesized from a consideration of gross catches 
and physical and geographic factors that Fakahatchee 
Bay and Marco have more in common than any 
combination involving Rookery Bay. Total catches by 
habitat types for crustaceans, fish and molluscs and 
certain of the more abundant species demonstrated 
clearly the overwhelming importance of the vegetated 
bottom as a habitat for animals . Fifty-four percent of 
the total catch of animals were collected in the vegetated 
habitats. 71ie mud habitat was next with 2896 and the 
sand-silt habitat was third with 18% . By habitat, the 
vegetated areas had the most "indicator species," mud 
next, and sand-shell third From the data it was 
concluded that using selected groups of species that have 
shown consistent catch rates between the study areas 
would allow detection and estimation of environmental 
change. 

ACC 2496; TYPE P; YEAR 1976 
ZIEMAN, J.C.; 
THE ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PHYSICAL 
DAMAGE FROM MOTORBOATS. 

B[BL AQUAT. BOT. 2:127-139. 

KEYWORD: Monrce, sediment, seagrass 

ABSTRACT: A report on the ecological effects of 
motorboat damage revealed that beds of turtle grass, 
'Rialassia testudinum, although highly productive do not 
recover rapidly following physical disturbance of the 
rhizome system. In shallow waters, the most common 
flora of rhizome disturbance was determined to be from 
the propellers of motorboats In Thalassia beds which 
were otherwise thriving, tracks resulting from propellers 
were observed to persist from two to five years. The 
proportion of fine sediment components was reduced in 
the sediments from the boat tracks, and the pH and Eh 
were also reduced in comparison to the surrounding 
grassbed . Damage of this type was found to most often 
occur in shallow passes between islands and keys. These 
areas were also reported to be the slowest to recover 
due to the rapid tidal currents 

ACC 2540 ; TYPE P; YEAR 1975 
71EMAN, J.; 
SEASONAL VARIATION OF TURTLE GRASS, 
1HAlASSIATESIUlltNUM KOIIIG WITH 
REFERENCE TO TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY 
EFFHCIS . 

BIBL AQUAT. BOT. 1 :107-1?3. 

KEYWORD: Dade, seasonal, temperature, salinity, 
seagrass 

ABSTRACT: Seasonal variations in the growth of 
turtle grass, Thalassic testudinum, were demonstrated in 
Biscayne Bay, Florida, and related to temperature and 
salinity conditions. Measurements of productivity, 
standing crop, leaf length, blade density and other biotic 
parameters were maximum during summer months. 
Temperature and salinity optima for Thalassic were 



determined to be 30 degrees C and 30 0%0, respectively. 
Minimum growth values occurred during periods of 
seasonally low temperatures or high temperatures in 
combination with lowered salinity. The slow response of 
Thalassic testudinum to environmental stress was 
attributed to stored starch reserves in the extensive 
rhizome system. 

ACC 2541 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1968 
ZIEMAN, J.G ; 
A STUDY OF THE GROWTH AND 
DECOMPOSTIlON OF THE SEACiRASS, 
T'FiALASSIA TESTZJDINUM 

BIBL MASTER'S THESIS. UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI. 
MIAMI, FL 

KEYWORD: Dade, seagrass, growth 

ABSTRACT : A technique for studying the 
comparative blade dynamics of a Thalassic testudinum 
community was described. The patterns of the new 
blades were similar in both communities. A marked 
decline in the new blades produced was noted in May 
and this was believed to be linked with the output of 
flowers a fruit The net change in numbers of the 
blade and average growth rates for the communities 
were presented, and a technique was described that 
measured the amount of leaf material produced. "Ile 
growth pattern of blades on a branch was demonstrated 
and the respective growth rates of the individual blades 
on the branch were given. The length of time required 
for a branch to put out a new blade was 14-16 days. The 
increase of blade width with increasing distance from the 
rhizome meristem was observed A correlation between 
the average growth rate of the community and the 
average blade width of the community was demonstrated 
Mast of the blade growth was basal, but elongation 
continues some distance from the blade meristem. A 
description of the decomposition of blades of Thalassic 
was reported in addition to the decay rates It was 
demonstrated that prodrying has an accelerating effect 
on the decay rates. 'Ihalassia testudinum was calculated 

to have a faster decay rate than Spartina thus being 
available to detritus feeders at a faster rate . 

ACC 2553 ; TYPE P ; YEAR 1980 
ZIMMERMAN, CF. ; 
SEDIMENT SITE ANALYSIS OF SEDIMENTS 
COLLECTED FROM HALADiJ1B WRIGHTII 
SEAGRASS BEDS. 

BIBL HARBOR BRANCH FOUND., INC, TECH. 
KEPT. NO . 32 29 P. 

KEYWORD : sediment, seagrass, grain size 

ABSTRACT: Six sediment cores were collected at 
various depths from a Haladule wrightii grassbed in the 
Indian River, Florida and analysed for grain size . The 
upper IS cm of the sediment was relatively uniform with 
95-98% sand Below 15 cm sediments were more 
heterogeneous, with layers of sand and clay/sand . 

coralline algae, foraminiferans, bryozoans, sponge 
spicules, worm tubes, molluscan and coral debris, 
echinoderm spines, and fecal pellets, all of which are 
cemented together with calcite . Physical and chemical 
conditions including atmospheric conditions and surface 
water conditions were described. A detailed description 
of the life in the inshore intertidal regions of the Florida 
Keys was presented in terms of physical structure and 
plants and animals. The two distinct communities 
dominating the shallow water subtidal area of the reef 
flat, Alryonaria sponge community and seagrass 
community, were described as were variations in these 
communities . Other shallow water communities including 
mangrove communities and coral reef communities were 
also discussed. Recommendations for the preservation of 
the Florida Keys in their present state were made . 
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AN ECOLAC'IGL GUIDE TO TES SHALLOW effort, biology, benthic, coastal, 
WATER MARINE COMMUNITIES OF PIGEON invertebrate 
KEY, FLORIDA 

BIBL ST. OLAF COLLEGE, NORTHFIELD, 
MINNESOTA 

KEYWORD : Monrce, ecology, geography, geology, 
reef, algae, foraminifera, sponge, 
mollusc, echinoderm, physical, 
chemical, seagrass 

ABSTRACT: A concise description of the ecology of 
the Pigeon Key, Florida area was presented. The 
geography and geology of the Pigeon Key area were 
described . The Key Cargo limestone derived from these 
Pleistocene reefs was found to vary in composition and 
may include : large masses of coral skeleton (including 
species of the genera Montastrea, Diplora, Acropora, 
and Siderastrea), Haliroeda (a calcareous algae), 

ABSTRACT Under the auspices of the Magnuson 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976, the 
National Marine Fisheries Service is responsible for 
providing scientific support for fishery management to 
the Regional Fishery Management Councils. 
Accordingly, this is the second annual report on the 
status of the Florida Stone crab (Menippe mercenaria) 
fishery which is being managed under the Fishery 
Management Plan for Stone Crabs by the Gulf of Mexico 
Fishery Management Council . The report updates the 
fishery statistics land reevaluates the previous estimate of 
MSY. Ile current best estimate of MSY is 1 .88 million 
pounds of claws. 
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As the Nation's principal conservation 
agency, the Department of the Interior 
has responsibility for most of our nation-
ally owned public lands and natural 
resources . This includes fostering the 
wisest use of our land and water re-
sources, protecting our fish and wildlife, 
preserving the environmental and cul-
tural values of our national parks and 
historical places, and providing for the 
enjqyment of life through outdoor recrea-
tion . The Department assesses our en-
ergy and mineral resources and works 
to assure that their development is in the 
best interest of all our people . The De-
partment also has a major responsibility 
for American Indian reservation com-
munities and for people who live in Island 
Territories under U .S . Administration . 
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